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Since 1994, the Department of Commerce, the Department of Defense (DOD), and the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) have been working to create the nation's first 
polar-orbiting satellite system that win meet both civilian and defense environmental data needs. 
This National Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental Satellite System (NPOESS) is a 
National Performance Review initiative for Commerce and DOD. NPOESS is expected to save 
the tax.payers $1.3 billion over IO years by reducing the number of U.S.-owned operational 
satellites from four to two, increasing the useful life span of each satellite from 42 to 84 months, 
and combining the support functions. To manage the acquisition, the three agencies formed an 
integrated Program Office (IPO), which reports to an Executive Committee composed of 
Commerce, .DOD, and NASA senior management. 

In 1996, program managers and agency decision-makers recognized that the program could be 
restructured to reduce overall program cost and risk. The new program, entitled "optimized 
convergence," delayed the date that the first NPOESS satellite would be needed from 2004 to 
2007. A key aspect of the new program is early risk reduction for critical payload sensors and 
algorithms. As part of the risk reduction effort, in July 1997, IPO awarded multiple contracts for 
competitive design of the sensors and algorithms. 

This report presents a preliminary evaluation of IPO's acquisition process and an in-depth 
evaluation of the NPOESS hfe-cycle cost estimates. We found that the requirements process, 
acquisition strategy, and satellite availability planning are well defined and, if followed, should 
reduce program risk. (See page 9.) 

However, NPOESS life-cycle cost estimates for critical sensors and algorithms are overstated. 
[PO awarded the contracts for preliminary design and risk reduction of the sensors and 
algorithms for about 4 3 percent less than its budgeted cost To account for most of the 
difference, IPO explained that its budget estimates include a 36-percent contingency for size, 
weight and power margins, and risk based on the relative uncertainty inherent in developing new 
technology. We believe the large difference between IPO estimates and contract award amounts 
suggests that the assumptions made about the size, weight, power parameters., or other factors 
were overstated and that the funding profile for the later phases of engineering and 
manufacturing development, and production may also be overstated. Under these circumstances, 
acquisition and budget guidehnes suggest revising life-cycle costs to ensure that cost projections 
are realistic, current, and accurate. IPO has neither corrected the overestimate by reporting a new 
baseline nor revised its life-cycle cost methodology and assumptions to develop more accurate 
long-term estimates. (See page 12.) 

We believe that the difference between estimated costs and contract award points to the need to 
reassess NPOESS cost estimating assumptions. We recommend that the Department's Under 
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Secretary for Oceans and Atmosphere begin working with the Executive Committee and [PO as 
soon as possible to: 

(I) Examine risk, complexity, margins, and other relevant assumptions used in estimating 
Phase I critical sensor and algorithm funding profiles and report on how and where the 43 
percent difference occurred. 

(2) Change any incorrect assumptions about risk, complexity, and margin and revise the life
cycle cost documentation to reflect a reduced contingency profile for the critical sensors 
and algorithms. 

(3) Reevaluate risk and complexity assumptions used for the rest of the program and make 
any needed changes to the assumptions and related life-cycle cost estimates. 

(4) Examine the reporting process of alerting the departments and Executive Committee 
representatives of significant cost differentials. 

(5) Produce an Acquisition Decision Memorandum to formally endorse the new baseline. 

Based on NOAA's concerns regarding our draft report, we worked closely with the 
Administrator and Deputy Administrator ofNESDIS, the NOAA audit liaison office, and the 
NPOESS Integrated Program Office (IPO) Executive Director to clarify issues, including 
NOAA's overriding concern that we did not adequately describe the detailed process used to 
create the initial NPOESS life-cycle cost estimate. Where appropriate, our final report 
incorporates these clarifications. Based on these discussions, we believed that NOAA had 
agreed to accept all but the last of the report's five recommendations. However, NOAA's written 
response disagrees with the first two, agrees with the third and fourth, and does not fully agree 
with the last of our recommendations. 

Summary of NOAA 's Response and Our Comments 

NOAA does not agree with our first two recommendations to reevaluate its cost estimating 
assumptions or change its life-cycle cost estimates to reflect a reduced budgetary profile. 
N 0 AA' s position is based on its assertion that a very comprehensive assessment of risk, 
complexity, and margins for critical sensors and algorithms was performed prior to development 
of the initial life-cycle cost estimates. However; IPO states that in reviewing these initial 
estimates prior to releasing the request for proposals, it made a "conscious decision" to 
reexamine cost estimating assumptions, concluded that near-term estimates were flawed, and 
reduced them by 36 percent. IPO discounts this ov,erestimate because it does not believe tha! the 
difficulty in estimating earlier life-cycle costs relates to the accuracy of future life-cycle cost 
estimates. 

II 
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We disagree. As we explained to IPO, we are nol questioning the estimating process, but rather 
the need to reevaluate NPOESS life-cycle cost estimates for critical sensors and algoritfuns. 
IPO's corrective action before issuing the request for proposals reveals--at a minimum--the need 
to reexamine its life-cycle cost estimates. Based on IPO's decision to examine assumptions and 
lower cost estimates before releasing the request for proposals, it was able to save $115 million 
from a total budget of $264 million, about a 43 percent reduction. With about$ I billion slated 
for critical sensors in Phase II, (Engineering and Manufacturing Development, Production and 
Operational Support), further examination could reveal significant future savings. 

NOAA states that it accepts our third and fourth recommendations to conduct a detailed 
reevaluation of assumptions for aH work breakdown structure ,elements and examine the 
reporting process to decision-makers. However, NOAA intends to wait 15 months to start the 
review of its cost estimating assumptions and does not propose .any implementation actions for 
examining the reporting process of alerting the Department and Executive Committee 

'representatives of significant cost differentials. We believe that the reevaluation actions should 
be done without delay. Our analysis of IPO's explanation of its cost estimating process for a 
portion of the critical sensor and algorithm efforts revealed a 60 to 80 percent overestimate in 
some engineering level-of-effort estimates. To the extent engineering level-of-effort estimates 
are used to justify all future NPOESS expenditures, these estimates require reexamination. Also, 
by waiting 15 months to begin, NOAA will miss the opportunity to update its 2000 and 2001 
fiscal year budgets. NOAA also states that it keeps decision~makers informed. However,. in an 
August 1997 memorandum to NOAA, the Department stated th.at it needed better information in 
order to understand and participate in Executive Committee budget decisions .. NOAA needs to 
conduct detailed examinations of NPOESS cost estimates and implement more timely reporting 
practices without delay. 

NOAA does not fully agree with our final recommendation to issue an Acquisition Decision 
Memorandum to formally endorse a new program baseline. NOAA believes that the May 1997 
Acquisition Decision Memorandum is adequate and that a new memorandum is not warranted 
based on the changes to the program. However, we found that the May 1997 memorandum does 
not reflect IPO's corrective action to reduce its life-cycle cost estimate before issuing the request 
for proposals. Consequently, the new life-cycle cost estimate was not reported to decision~ 
makers until October 1997, seven months after the decision was made. A new life-cycle cost 
estimate has yet to be forrnaHy endorsed by decision-makers through an Acquisition Decision 
Memorandum, which needs to be prepared as soon as possible. 

A synopsis of the NOAA response to each of our recommendations and our discussion begins on 
page 17. These synopses and discussions include NOAA's general comments on the findings as 
well as recommendations. Clarifications were made in the report as necessary. NOAA's 
complete response is included as Appendix UL 

111 
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Polar satellites orbit the North and South Poles 14 times daily at a distance of about 870 
kilometers (540 miles) and transmit remotely sensed data to receiving stations as they pass over. 
The U.S. government operates two environmental polar satellite programs: the Department of 
Commerce operates the Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental Satellite (POES) system, and 
the Department of Defense (DOD) operates the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program 
(DMSP).. POES and DMSP have distinct but similar capabilities for gathering data on weather 
and climate. 

In September 1993, the Vice President 
recommended converging POES and 
DMSP into one system in his National 
Performance Review report, Creating A 
Government That Works Better & Costs 
less. By May 1994, a Presidential 
directive was issued calling for the 
convergence of the two systems into the 
National Polar-orbiting Operational 
Environmental Satellite System 
(NPOESS). The purpose of convergence 
is to reduce overall life-cyde costs by 
combining civilian and defense missions, 
thereby reducing the number of U.S. 
operational polar-orbiting satellites from 
four to two. 

Figure l represents the converged on
orbit satellite constellation of two U.S. 
satellites and one European 

Figure 1. NPOESS Constellation 

lo0tl Eq11-1to1'11;l 
Croul'"!I 111>1~ 

IMElOP 

Meteorological Operational (METOP) program satellite that will carry some instruments 
furnished by the U.S. government. The new system design will increase the operational life span 
of each satellite from 42 months for POES and DMSP to 84 months for NPOESS. In 1996, 
initial life-cycle program costs were projected at $7.8 billion, a savings of$ I .3 billion from the 
estimated $9. l billion projected for acquiring and operating separate civilian and defense polar
orbiting satellite systems. Later in l 996, the program was restructured and the life-cycle cost 
estimate was reduced to $6.7 billion. Estimated NPOESS life-cycle costs include acquisition and 
operation of the five satellites that will meet civil and defense operational requirements through 
2018. 
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Figure 2. Integrated Program Office Organizational Structure (May 1997) 
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NPOESS is being managed by an Integrated Program Office (IPO). Established within 
Commerce in October 1994, IPO reports to the Executive Committee (EXCOM) composed of 
the Under Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere, the Under Secretary of Defense 
for Acquisition and Technology, and the Deputy Administrator of the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration (NASA). Administratively, IPO reports to the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration's National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service. 
IPO currently has 65 staff, 40 from DOD (mostly the Air Force), 20 from NOAA, and 5 from 
NASA Figure 2 outlines IPO's organizational structure by program area and number of staff. 

The IPO system program director, who is responsible for day-to-day management, reports to 
EXCOM. EX COM provides policy guidance and ensures sustained agency support of NPOESS. 
Functional areas of responsibility are clearly defined according to the expertise of contributing 
agencies: DOD, acquisition; Commerce, operations; and NASA, technology. DOD is primarily 

2 
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responsible for acquiring the converged satellites, and Commerce for operating them. NASA's 
role is to foster the transfer of technology to NPOESS from its Mission to Planet 
Earth/Earth Observing System, Earth System Science Pathfinder, and New Millennium 
programs (advanced research polar-orbiting satellites}, and other government and commercial 
satellite efforts. 

In accordance with the Presidential directive, NPOESS acquisition, development, and program 
management are being administered using DOD 5000 series acquisition policies and directives. 
These directives describe a disciplined management approach for acquiring systems. IPO 
receives contract administration support from DOD's Space Missile Command. In addition, 
three contractors are conducting architecture studies and providing technical support during the 
risk reduction effort. IPO anticipates that one of these contractors will eventually become the 
system integration contractor. 

OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE 

The NPOESS acquisition cycle takes about lO years before delivery of the first operational 
satellite. We began reviewing the program on a limited basis in March 1997 and established 
comprehensive inspection objectives to be accomplished over several years as the program 
progresses. This is our first NPOESS inspection report. It presents a preliminary evaluation of 
the requirements process,. acquisition strategy, and satellite availability planning, and provides a 
more thorough evaluation of the NPOESS life-cycle cost estimating methodology. We will issue 
other reports as circumstances warrant. 

We conducted an initial evaluation of the requirements process and costs by reviewing IPO's 
Integrated Operational Requirements Document (IORD) and analyzing the process for defining 
critical data records (individual remote sensing parameters). We interviewed NOAA managers 
responsible for defining requirements and reviewed IPO's Cost and Operational Benefits 
Requirements Analysis, Cost Analysis Requirements Description (CARD), Program Office 
Estimate, and Requirements Master Plan. We interviewed officials from DOD's Office of 
Program Analysis & Evaluation to discuss NPOESS requirements and interviewed staff from 
IPO and the contractor that hdped develop IPO's detailed cost estimates to understand the cost 
estimating process and the Cost As an Independent Variable (CAIV) approach IPO is following. 1 

We did not evaluate the capabihty level ofNPOESS. 

1The CAIV philosophy, as defined by DOD acquisition policy, requires acquisition 
managers to establish aggressive but realistic objectives for all programs and follow through by 
trading off cost against performance and schedule, beginning early in the program (when the 
majority of costs are determined). In practice, to achieve the objectives, managers often include 
funding profiles, along with schedules and requirements, in request for proposals to keep the 
contractor proposal within funding limits. 

3 
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We evaluated the IPO acquisition strategy of awarding multiple contracts for critical sensors and 
algorithm development activities, general support, and architecture studies. We reviewed the 
acquisition program documentation required by DOD Directive 5000.2. These documents 
included the Implementation Plan, the Single Acquisition Management Plan, EXCOM 
Acquisition Decision Memoranda, Acquisition Program Baseline Agreements, Test and 
Evaluation Master Plan, Defense Acquisition Executive Summaries, and the Service Cost 
Position. 

We also evaluated NOAA's Mission Planning Model, which is used to calculate the risk to 
operational success based on launch failure probabilities, system delivery dates, design life, mean 
mission duration for POES, and the need date for the first NPOESS. 

This inspection was conducted in accordance with the lnspec~or General Act of 1978, as 
amended, and the Qua! ity Standards for Inspect i ans, March I 99 3, issued by the President's 
Council on Integrity and Efficiency. 

BACKGROUND 

The DOD acquisition and management process is highly structured in logical phases separated by 
major decision points called milestones. Milestone approvals from EXCOM are used to assess 
program performance before proceeding from one phase to the next. Figure 3 depicts the current 
status of the NPOESS effort in relationship to its phases and milestones. 

Milestone 0 
Jan. 1995 

Approval lo 
conduct 
concept 
studies 
based on a 
mission 

Figure 3. Current NPOESS Status in the DOD Acquisition and Management 
Process 

Milestone l I Milestone II 
,I 

Milestone III 
Mar. 1997 Mar. 2001 FY 2012 

I 

I 
I 

I 

Determination Approval to :1 Approval for 
Phase 0 P!tase I ! Pltase II of whether enler Phase// block 

Phase 0 upgrades or 
Short-term results Preliminary Engineering & initiation of a 
concept warrant a new design and man uf acluring new program 
exploration acquisition risk development, 

Pltase [[[ 

Production 
fielding and 
operational 

1 need program & reduction i production & support 
' operational approval to activities 

enter Phase 1 support 
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In l 996, the NPOESS acquisition approach was changed. The projected date for when the first 
NPOESS satellite would be needed was extended from 2004 to 2007 because later POES 
satellites are lasting longer than earlier ones and there are enough DMSP satellites under 
contract. The new acquisition strategy, which was endorsed by EXCOM, is entitled "optimized 
convergence." The program life-cycle cost estimate was reduced from $7.8 billion to $6.7 billion 
at the same time. 

The original acquisition strategy called for a single contractor to develop a complete satellite 
system, including all subcontracting for sensor and algoritlun development. 2 The optimized 
convergence strategy involves modular contracting. Under this approach, the acquisition is 
broken down into smaller, more manageable modules in which complex requirements are 
addressed incrementally by competing contractors. Specifically, in July 1997, multiple contracts 
for competitive program definition and risk reduction of critical payload sensors and 
corresponding algorithms were awarded. IPO also plans to award a satellite integration contract 
in FY 2001. fn addition, optimized convergence includes early flight of NPOESS sensors during 
FY 2003-2010 on the last DMSP and POES satellites to forther reduce the risk of using new 
technology in an operational mission. 

A key part of Phase 0 activities was the development of a life-cycle cost estimate that became the 
basis for evaluating alternatives. Because of the importance of sound cost estimates, the DOD 
process for cost estimating consists of several stages. To start the process, IPO developed H:ie 
CARD. The CARD defines and provides quantitative descriptions of systems characteristics 
used to estimate costs and becomes the common focal point for independent teams that prepare 
three estimates: the Program Office Estimate, Independent Cost Estimate, and Component Cost 
Analysis. IPO was responsible for developing the Program Office Estimate, and the Office of the 
Secretary of Defense's Cost Analysis Improvement Group ( CAIG) prepared the Independent 
Cost Estimate. The Component Cost Analysis was prepared by the Air Force Cost Analysis 
Agency. 

The Air Force Cost Analysis Agency's Component Cost Analysis was prepared using its own 
independent estimates for work breakdown structure3 elements that it judged as high risk and/or 
high cost. Included in these items were all of the critical sensors and algorithm development. 
IPO provided Air Force Cost Analysis Agency with a description of its assumptions, 
methodologies, and estimates for the remaining work breakdown structure elements for review 
and approval. The Service Cost Position was established through an extensive reconciliation 

2Sensors are the components of meteorological satellite instruments that convert input 
signals into quantitative information. Algorithms are computational procedures used to process 
quantitative information obtained from sensors. 

3 A work breakdown structure describes the various elements, including hardware, 
software, services, and data,. that make up a system. 

5 
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process involving analysts from lPO and the Air Force Component Cost Agency. The Office of 
the Secretary of Defense's CA[ G assessed the Service Cost Position by com paring it to its 
Independent Cost Estimate. The CAfG concluded that its f ndependent Cost Estimate was 
4 percent higher than the Service Cost Position, and that the difference was statistically 
insignificant. The approved Air Force Service Cost Position became the NPOESS baseline life
cyc!e cost estimate. 

The Service Cost Position, completed in February 1997, reflects a consensus funding profile 
associated with all the tasks required to meet NPOESS requirements. H provides a detailed 
estimate of life-cycle costs through 2018 according to the NPOESS work breakdown structure. 
The major work breakdown structure elements and associated costs are presented in Table 1. 
Most of the early funding, from FY 1997 through FY 2000, is for payload (sensor and algorithm) 
competitive design, system engineering and program management, system test and evaluation, 
government program office, and modification of POES and DMSP satellites. 

Table 1. Service Cost Position Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) Segments and 
Life-cycle Costs FY 1997 - FY 2018 (Then-Year Dollars, Millions [TY$M]i)4 

.w.Bs.#)'. :Vwlis Elehfoh(:~'.;''Y/.:~fzFt'F ' '• Goststt:¥,$.M1 ,, 
1.l Launch (5 Delta II Launch Vehicles) $ 3 l9.8 

1.2 Soace Seement 26l5.9 

1.2. I Satellite lntef!ration & Test 143. 7 

1.2.2 Svace fSvacecrafi BusJ 721.3 
1.2.3 Prroload {Sensors & Alf!orithmsJ 175! 

l.3 Command Control & Communications Segment l 10.3 

1.4 Interface Data Prncessine Software 367.6 

1.5 Svs1em Engineerine: & Pro!!:ram Management 933. l 

1.6 Svstem Test & Evaluation 119.3 

1.7 Svstems Trainin11: 35.6 

l.8 Peculiar Suooort famioment 35.1 

1.9 Common Suonort EouiPment 0 

LIO Flight Sunnort Ooerations (for Launches) 68.6 

!. I I Storage 6.2 

1.12 Reserved for Facilities 0 

l.13 Initial Soares & Reoairs 4.9 

L14 Onerations & Smmort 1474.2 

1.15 Government Program Office 399.9 

!.16 Modifications <to DMSP & POES) 251.3 

Total Life-cycle costs $6;741.6"' 
,,_ 

*Does Nat Add Exactly Because of Rounding 

~TY$M is defined as the life-cycle cost estimates provided in budgetary base-year funding 
adjusted for future inflation. DOD requires programs to estimate life-cycle costs using base year 
dollars and TY$M. 
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IPO held a Milestone I decision meeting with EXCOM on March I 0, 1997. As a result of the 
meeting, EXCOM issued an Acquisilion D.ecision Memorandum on March 17, 1997, approving 
the acqui.sition strategy, acquisition program baseline, Test and Evaluation Master Plan, and 
Single Acquisition Master Plan. EXCOM also authorized IPO to move into Phase I, preliminary 
design and risk reduction activities. In addition, EXCOM directed the NOAA Chief Financial 
Officer and_ the DOD Comptroller for Program Budget to work with IPO and OMB to identify an 
appropriate funding approach. In May 1997, EXCOM approved the NPOESS revised budget and 
a 50150 Commerce-DOD funding arrangement for FY 1995-2018, as shown in Table 2. This 
funding profile is slightly higher than the baselined Service Cost Position shown in Table I 
because it includes costs incurred before FY 1997. 

Table 2. NPOESS Revised Budget and Ag,ency Contributions, FY 1995-2018 TY$M 

Total 

$125.3 $3,403.9 

55.S 5 ]_) J 1)9.4 125-3 184.4 266.8 293.2 2,317.8 3,403.9 

i TOTAL $ lll.IJ $ 103 I) $ 218.8 $250.6 $ 368.8 $ 533.6 $ 586.4 $ 4,635.6 $6,807.8 

Phase I activities were initiated with a full and open competitive request for proposals (RFP) for 
preliminary sensor and algorithm design in March 1997. IPO awarded six contracts for the five 
critical sensors and algorithm development, as shown in Table 3. The Visible/Infrared Imager 
Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) and the Conical Microwave Imaging Sounder (CMIS), two of the most 
complex and expensive of the five sensors, will satisfy the vast majority of the data requirements. 
VIIRS will collect visible and infrared radiometric data of the Earth's atmosphere. CMIS will 
collect global microwave radiometry and sounding data to produce microwave imagery and other 
meteorological and oceanographic data. The remaining requirements will be satisfied by the 
Cross Track Infrared Sounder (CrIS), which will measure the Earth's radiation to determine the 
vertical distribution of temperature, moisture, and pressure in the atmosphere; the Ozone Mapper 
and Profiler Suite (OMPS), which win collect data to permit the calculation of the vertical and 
horizontal distribution of ozone in the Earth's atmosphere; and the Global Positioning System 
(GPS) Occultation Sensor (GPSOS), which will measure the refraction of radio wave signals 
from GPS and Russia's Global Navigation Satellite System to characterize the ionosphere. 
GPSOS will also be used for spacecraft navigation. 

7 
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Table 3. NPOESS Critical Payload Sensor and Algorithm Phase I 
Contractors and Associated Costs 

Critical 
Conlraclor 

Cost 
Sensor ($M) 

I ITT Aerospace/Communications Division $ 26.6 
VIIRS 

I Hughes Santa Barbara Remote Sensing 27.4 

1
1 Ball Aerospace & Technologies Corporation 30.6 

CMIS 
I, Hughes Space & Communications Company 32.l 

ITT Aerospace/Communications Division 9.1 
Cr!S 

Hughes Santa Barbara Remote Sensing 9.3 

I Ball Aerospace & Technologies Corporation 5 
OMPS 

' 

: Orbital Science Corporation 4.9 

GP SOS SAAB Ericsson Space AB 3 .. 9 

Total $148.9 

Design contracts for VIIRS, CMIS, CrIS, and OMPS were awarded to competing contractors on 
a competitive cost-plus-fixed-fee basis. The contractors' designs will be evaluated separately 
through preliminary design reviews, after which IPO will solicit design improvements. The 
contractors' proposal responses wiH contain the final sensor and algorithm design and associated 
pricing for Phase fl engineering and manufacturing development, and production. IPO wiH select 
one contractor for each sensor and will proceed to critical design review. Design of GPSOS was 
awarded to a single contractor on a fixed-price basis. The contractor will follow t:he same design 
and pricing process as the other design contractors. The schedules for preliminary design review 
and contractor selection vary for each sensor, with dates ranging from October 1998 to August 
2000 for preliminary design review, and December 1998 to October 2000 for contractor 
selection. 

In order to proceed into Milestone H, EXCOM must agree that the following Phase I exit criteria 
have been met: (1) completing preliminary design reviews for the VII RS, CMIS, and CrIS 
payload sensors; (2) developing detailed risk reduction/mitigation plans for those sensors; 
(3) identifying and developing risk reduction/mitigation plans for other critical system areas; and 
(4) updating the major program documents, including requirements, cost benefit analysis, test 
plan, acquisition plan, and life-cycle cost estimates. 

8 
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Milestone II is scheduled for March 200 l. Phase fI activities commence with the selection of a 
contractor for total system integration. Five satellites will be procured through this contract 
Phase III, which will follow EXCOM's approval of Milestone III, is scheduled to begin in the 
first quarter of FY 2012. This phase is reserved for the procurement of an additional block of 
satellites or the initiation of a new program and related operational support. Satellites are 
projected to be launched and operated during phases II and III. 

OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The NPOESS acquisition process is well planned. However, NPOESS life-cycle cost estimates 
for critical sensors and algorithms are overstated because IPO failed to reduce its funding profile 
for Phase II to reflect lower than estimated Phase I contract awards. 

I. NPOESS Acquisition Process Is Well Planned 

The NPOESS initial requirements, acquisition, and satellite availability modeling processes are 
well planned. Initial requirements definition was well structured and provided a reasonable 
framework for collecting and consolidating Commerce and DOD user requirements. The 
acquisition strategy adopted under "optimized convergence" conforms to the latest federal 
guidance and promotes competition and risk reduction. NOAA's satellite availability planning 
model incorporates past performance and probability to determine NPOESS need dates to ensure 
continuous operational coverage. 

A. Requirements Process ls Well Structured 

We reviewed the structure IPO used to develop the Integrated Operational Requirements 
Document, but did not evaluate the reasonableness of the functional capability levels of the 
requirements. To manage the requirements process, IPO created a Requirements Master Plan. 
The plan defines the NPOESS requirements process, describes the approval process for the 
[QRD, and outlines the roles,. responsibilities, and relationships of the participating agencies. 

Agency mission needs were defined by a Joint Agency Requirements Group composed of the 
primary users of operational polar-orbiting satellite data. The requirements group includes 
Commerce's National Environmental Satellite, Data, and lnfonnation Service., National Weather 
Service, National Ocean Service, Office of Oceanic and Atmospheric Research, and Office of 
Global Programs; DOD's Oceanographer of the Navy, Air Weather Service Director of 
Operational Requirements, Air Force Space Command Director of Current Operations, and 
Department of the Army Deputy Chief of Staff for Intelligence, Battles pace Surveillance 
Division; and NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center. 
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A Senior Users Advisory Group serves as a central focus for operational requirements and 
approves the !ORD developed by the requirements group. The advisory group is composed of 
the Air Force's Directors of Weather and Operations for Space Command; the Navy's 
Oceanographer; NOAA 's Assistant Administrators for Weather Services, Satellite and 
Information Services, and Oceanic and Atmospheric Research; NASA's Science Division 
Director for the Office of Mission to Planet Earth; and, DO D's Joint Staff Director for Force 
Structure, Resources, and Assessments. 

The Joint Agency Requirements Council, composed of DO D's Vice-Chainnan for the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, Commerce's Deputy Under Secretary for Oceans and Atmosphere, and NASA's 
Deputy Associate Administrator for the Office of the Mission to Planet Earth, adjudicates any 
requirements issues not resolved by the advisory group and provides final approval of the IORD. 
According to the NPOESS Requirements Master Plan, the IORD must be updated before each 
milestone. 

fPO's requirements process follows DOD's acquisition policy, which requires cost-benefit trade
offanalysis in meeting user needs. In order to start Phase I activities, IPO had to gather 
requirements and conduct cost-benefit analysis to assess the feasibility of meeting the 
requirements within predefined cost ceilings and need dates. As presented at Milestone I, the 
lORD contained 70 performance parameters identified by Commerce and DOD users as critical 
to meeting mission needs, of which six were "key." A key perfonnance parameter is so 
significant that failure to meet the threshold level is cause for the system to be reevaluated or the 
program to be reassessed or terminated. 5 The Cost and Operational Benefits Requirements 
Analysis report, completed before Milestone I, documents the steps taken to identify the 
NPOESS alternatives. 

According to IPO, the alternative selected provided the best cost, benefit, and performance trade
off and met 61 of the 70 performance parameters. The nine parameters that were not met were 
deemed impractical to include at this time because of their size, weight, or complexity. Part of 
Phase I activities includes research and development contracts to explore industry's ability to 
meet these nine parameters for possible inclusion later. Research and development efforts 
focused on these parameters are important because these efforts provide essential information 
needed to improve NOAA and DOD mission needs. 

DOD policy calls for requirements and associated alternatives to be reassessed for each 
milestone. The requirements analysis and preferred alternative presented for the Milestone II 

5The DOD policy for identifying user requirements requires that they be specified in 
terms of minimum and maximum capability levels. The minimum level is called "threshold," 
and the maximum level, "objective." 
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decision should be thoroughly evaluated, documented, and endorsed by the user community and 
should reflect the industry's and the government's ability to meet these requirements in a cost
effective marmer. Thoroughly substantiated and documented requirements are important, 
especially for NOAA, since it did not have an approved requirements document before the 
NPOESS IORD. NOAA and DOD users should be primary players in creating an approved 
requirements document because DOD policy also requires IPO to actively involve the user 
community in the ongoing Phase I cost-benefit trade-off analysis preceding Milestone II. 

Our future work will assess how effective IPO is in including the users in the process of making 
trade-offs that provide for acceptable levels of cost and risk. We will also determine to what 
extent requirements and benefits are reevaluated before Milestone II in March 200 I. 

8. Acquisition Strategy Follows Federal Guidance for Reducing Risk 

IPO's acquisition strategy addresses the criteria established by OMB and the Federal Acquisition 
Regulation for mitigating procurement risk. IPO's acquisition strategy, outlined in the Single 
Acquisition Management Plan, was approved by EXCOM at Milestone I. The plan outlined 
steps to reduce risk including modular contracting, which involves breaking large acquisitions 
into smaller,. more manageable modules that enhance the likelihood of achieving workable 
solutions. The plan also includes competitive prototyping, which entails selecting contractors to 
produce prototypes of their design so that the agency can select the most cost-effective design 
concept for further development or production. OMB's Circular A-11, Capital Programming 
Guide, identifies modular contracting and competitiv,e prototyping as two of the tools that 
agencies should use to mitigate procurement risk. IPO's use of full and open competition for 
award of the critical sensor design contracts is also supported by the OMB guide as a risk 
reduction strategy. 

The Federal Acquisition Regulation, Part 35, states that "projects having production 
requirements as a follow-on to research and development efforts normally progress from cost
reimbursement contracts to fixed-price contracts as designs become more firmly established, 
risks are reduced, and production tooling, equipment, and processes are developed and proven.'' 
IPO's Single Acquisition Management Plan generally follows this approach. After IPO's 
selection of the Phase II sensor contractors, the contracts awarded for the continued development 
and production of individual sensors will be cost-plus-award-fee. According to the plan, this 
contract type will remain in effect until the sensors for the first satellite are fully developed, 
tested, and delivered. The remaining sensors will be acquirnd on a fixed-price-incentive-fee 
contract basis. IPO' s use of fixed-price contracting for a portion of the production effort, as the 
Federal Acquisition Regulation points out,. seeks to balance cost and risk. 
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We believe that NOAA's mission planning model is a reasonable tool for assessing the need date 
for the first converged satellite. IPO relies on NOAA and DOD assessments of need to 
determine when the first NPOESS satellite should be available. Both agencies use models to 
assess satellite need dates and to assist in acquisition planning. NOAA recently started using the 
mission planning model developed by NASA. This model uses a probabilistic approach (Monte 
Carlo simulation) that analyzes l ,000 scenarios of satellite life spans based on assumptions 
provided by NOAA. These assumptions include probability of launch vehicle failure, time to end 
of design life, and past history of the life of operational polar satellites. 

Hefore using the model, NOAA did not employ a scientific system for including all these factors 
into launch planning dates, and as a result, its assumptions for satellite life were overly 
conservative. For example, the original scheduled need date for the first NPOESS was 2004, 
which required the start of the acquisition in 1994. Using the model, NOAA now identifies a 
need date of 2007. Our evaluation of the use of the model and its results found that the model 
provided an improved method for determining satellite availability. 

IL Life-cycle Cost Estimates for Critical Sensors and Algorithms Arc Overstated 

IPO awarded Phase I contracts for much less than it budgeted. IPO reduced its Phase I budget to 
reflect the contract award amounts. However, IPO did not adjust the engineering and 
manufacturing development and production Phase II cost estimating assumptions to reflect the 
cost reductions being realized in Phase I. Moreover, IPO does not plan to update the 
assumptions until Milestone H in 200 I. As a result, we believe that NPOESS life-cycle costs for 
critical sensors and algorithms could be seriously overstated. Overstated cost may he due to an 
unnecessarily high contingency that resulted from IPO's cost estimating assumptions. IPO 
explained that the contingency is not high and is needed for uncertainty due to the complexity of 
the program. We believe that IPO's contingency amount is excessive and that Phase II cost 
estimates should be revised now to ensure the success of the Cost As an Independent Variable 
approach and the availability of up-to-date, accurate information for use by decision-makers. 

A. Short-Term Funding Profile Adjustments Do Not Address Cost Estimating Anomaly 

IPO reduced the NPOESS funding profile twice after agreeing to its new optimized convergence 
program at Milestone I and revised life-cycle costs. However, it did not adjust its life-cycle cost 
estimating assumptions to reflect these adjustments. Phase I yielded cost estimates that were 
approximately 43 percent higher than the contractors' estimates. But IPO did not reduce Phase U 
cost estimates to reflect the Phase I reductions. The cost projection as shown in the baseline 
Service Cost Position was $264 miliion for Phase I critical sensors. As shown previously in 
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Table 3, page 8, actual Phase I contracts were awarded in July 1997 for $149 million, neady 
$1 15 million (or 43 percent) less than the amount presented in the Service Cost Position. 

In November 1997, IPO presented EXCOM with its first revised baseline that reflected the 
sensor contract savings in fiscal years 1998 through 2000, reductions in management reserves 
and FY 1998 appropriations, and anticipated reductions in the FY 1999 OMB budget passback. 
This revised baseline shows that approximately $114.6 million in reductions were taken in the 
short-term funding profile for critical sensor and algorithm costs, equaling the difference between 
the Service Cost Position and estimated contractor Phase I costs (see Table 4). IPO explained 
that EXCOM, in an October 1997 meeting, was concerned about eliminating all of the contract 
savings and management reserve and advised IPO to add back $23.4 million for a management 
reserve, creating a net reduction of $9L2 million. We were unable to track IPO's short-term 
reduction of $91.2 million to actual work breakdown structure elements in the long-term funding 
profile, which shows a net reduction of only $75.6 million (see Appendix II). IPO neither 
assessed why the sensor contractor's estimates differed from the Service Cost Position estimates 
nor projected these costs savings into the out years. 

Table 4. Short-Term Funding Adjustment to NPOESS First Revised Baseline for 
Critical Sensors and Algorithms 

Service Cost Position (FY 97 - FY 00) $263.6 

Less: Contractor Estimates (FY 97 - FY 00) 149 

Difference in Service CostPosition Versus Estimate t1'4.6 

Less: IPO Management Reserve 23.4 

Funds, Used for Budget Cuts $91.2 

[n January 1998, IPO revised the baseline again to meet a lower than anticipated funding profile 
issued in the FY 1999 OMB Passback. Changes to the program as a result of the revision include 
delaying the first satellite delivery by 6 months (January to July 2007), limiting modifications to 
DMSP and POES for early flight ofNPOESS sensors, delaying the work breakdown structure 
command, control, and communications segment by 2Yi years, and applying lower DOD inflation 
indices to each work breakdown structure element to arrive at the January 1998 Service Cost 
Position (TY$M) bottom line. This second revised baseline also reduced the size of the 
management reserve from $23.4 miUion to $15.5 million. However, even though IPO changed 
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the baseline, it neither determined specifically where its sensor contract costs were less than 
budgeted nor projected these savings into the out years. 

The 43 percent difference between the Service Cost Position estimate and Phase 1 contractor cost 
signals a potentially significant overestimate in NPOESS Phase H critical sensor and algorithm 
life-cycle costs, which were estimated at almost a billion dollars. We believe the magnitude of 
the difference between the original Phase I cost estimate and the contract award amounts for the 
critical payload sensors and algorithms points to the need to reassess the assumptions used in 
establishing the NPOESS life-cycle cost estimate p11esented in the Service Cost Position. This is 
important because IPO used the same assumptions in estimating Phase I and II costs. When we 
questioned IPO officials about the assumptions used in life-cycle cost estimating processes, they 
explained that the difference between the budgeted cost and the award amount was a plarmed 
contingency for size, weight and power margins, and risk based on the relative uncertainty 
inherent in developing new technology, and was part of its overall acquisition strategy. Based on 
lPO's collective experience in estimating management reserves, requirements growth, CAIV 
needs, and potential budget cuts, IPO believes the amount of contingency is not unreasonable. 
However, we believe that the planned contingency is excessive due to inaccurate assumptions 
made about the size, weight, power parameters, or other factors. 

To estimate life-cycle cost, WO used a series of steps. First, as required by DOD 5000.2, it 
developed the Cost Analysis and Requirements Description, which defines and provides 
quantitative descriptions of payload size, weight, and power that are used to derive cost 
estimates. For the sensor payloads, IPO used notional designs for NPOESS instruments from 
studies performed by Phase 0 contractors. These designs formed the basis for making decisions 
about the amount of margin to add for uncertainty inherent in developing new technology. Next, 
lPO estimated the cost by adding margins to reflect the assumptions made about the amount of 
difficulty and related cost that industry may encounter. The designs for all of the critical sensors 
were considered essentially immature and therefore were assigned higher margins. For example, 
weight margins ranged from 30 to 50 percent. The cost estimate with margins was termed the 
point estimate. 

To obtain the amount used for the budget estimate, IPO increased the point estimate by a risk 
factor. IPO used a probability distribution cost curve to create a risk factor that accounted for 
technical and cost estimating uncertainties and design heritage. According to IPO, the margins 
and risk assumptions created a 26 percent contingency for Phases I and IL However, when IPO 
provided the Phase I funding profiles in the RFP for the critical sensors and algorithms, the target 
it presented was 36 percent less than the amount budgeted. IPO explained that the 36 percent 
included an additional l 0 percent in the event that the contractor's proposals came in higher than 
the RFP profile and to allow for expected development problems. However, instead of coming 
in higher than the RFP proWe, the contractor estimates for meeting performance and schedule 
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requirements came in lower than the profile. The total difference was 43 percent less than the 
amount budgeted. 

IPO believes that the 26 percent Phase II contingency is needed to accommodate size, weight and 
power growth, and risk over the course of development We question IPO's assumption that a 26 
to 36 percent contingency is reasonable, especially since the contractors' proposals show that 
they can meet threshold requirements with even less funding in Phase I. The large difference 
between estimated life-cycle cost and contract award amounts points to the need to reassess 
NPOESS cost estimates. 

B. Life-cycle Cost Estimates Should Be Adjusted Without Delay 

According to IPO, as originaHy planned, the review of the life-cycle cost estimates for 
subsequent acquisition phases wiH begin 15 months before Milestone II, which is currently 
scheduled for March 200 I. We believe, however, that Phase II cost estimates should be revised 
now to ensure that decision-makers have the most current, accurate information to make 
informed decisions aboul asset accountability: We believe there are significant advantages to 
revising life-cycle cost estimates now. First, presenting lower Phase II funding profiles complies 
with the intent of the DOD CAIV philosophy by showing limited but realistic budget profiles to 
help control costs. Second, presenting lower Phase II funding profiles complies with DOD and 
OMB policies that require decision-makers, such as EXCOM, to have current and accurate 
information to make budgetary decisions regarding asset accountability. 

The CAIV strategy was established to reduce life-cycle costs. The strategy entails setting an 
aggressive, realistic cost objective for acquiring the system, and managing risks to obtain these 
objectives. According to DOD guidance, the CAIV process is twofold. First, it is essentiaI!y a 
planning activity establishing and adjusting program cost objectives through cost-performance 
analyses and tradeoffs. Second, CAIV involves executing a program in a way to meet or reduce 
stated cost objectives. For example, program managers are encouraged to include cost objectives 
in RFPs and contracts as an incentive for industry to meet or better them. DOD 5000.2-R also 
directs program managers to achieve a cost objective that is less than its approved budget profile. 

IPO's implementation of the CAIV philosophy followed this strategy. However, IPO included a 
cost objective in the RFP for the five critical sensors that was 36 percent lower than its budget 
profile. As intended with the CAIV philosophy, IPO was able to award contracts that meet 
requirements at 43 percent less than budgeted. Since industry has indicated that it can meet 
IPO's requirements at a ~uch lower cost than originally estimated, IPO needs to reevaluate its 
estimate. 

OMB and DOD have specific criteria for establishing life-cycle costs and reporting them to 
decision-makers. The life-cycle cost estimating process for NPOESS and each of its work 
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breakdown structure elements has been a highly structured, finely orchestrated, and intensive 
cross-cutting activity. The DOD CAIG, with representatives from Commerce and NASA,. 
reviewed the cost estimates and prepared the NPOESS Independent Cost Estimate. This process 
allowed EXCOM decision-makers and Commerce, DOD, and OMB representatives to fully 
understand the total costs associaled with the optimized polar convergence effort at Milestone f. 
IPO originally followed the process outlined by DOD Directive 5000.2 in developing the CARD, 
which led to the Service Cost Position .. However, IPO departed from the directive when it did 
not analyze its life-cycle cost estimates for potential reductions based on the results of the Phase I 
contract awards. Without analyzing these estimates, IPO cannot ensure that decision-makers are 
receiving the most accurate information. 

OMB Circular A-11 requires agencies to present realistic annual budget estimates that include 
budget data for the past, current, and upcoming budget years, as well a'l for the nine years 
folJowing the budget year. Life-cycle costs form the basis for the annual budget submission to 
the Departments and OMB. The Circular A-11, Capital Programming Guide, reinforces this 
concept and states that agency annual (budget) submissions should demonstrate that the asset 
request is justified primarily by cost-benefit analysis, including life-cycle costs; that all costs are 
understood in advance; and that cost, schedule, and performance goals for the procurement are 
clearly identified and progress toward achieving them is measured using an earned value 
management system6 or similar system. 

In practice, information from the contractor's earned value management system should be 
incorporated in the agency's financial management and control system. For example, IPO could 
compare its Service Cost Position estimate with actual, scheduled, planned, and estimate at 
completion data, by WBS element and sub-element, at NOAA's satellite quarterly progress 
reviews. By tracking the amount budgeted to the actual cost realized, agencies will have the 
information to give decision-makers a clear understanding of how resources are connected to 
results. Without reassessing the assumptions it uses in creating its life-cycle cost estimates, !PO 
will not be able to provide realistic information to OMS. 

In addition, DOD 5000.2 requires program managers to maintain a current estimate of the 
program being executed. Program managers must make periodic reports so that decision-makers, 
like EXCOM or Commerce and DOD officials, have adequate information to oversee the 
acquisition process. IPO recognizes that accurate information is important for decision-makers 
and does provide information about Phase I cost estimates. However, if IPO does not update 

6Earned value is a management technique that relates resource planning to schedules and 
to technical, cost, and schedule requirements. All work is planned, budgeted, and scheduled in 
time-phased "planned value" increments constituting a cost and schedule measurement baseline. 
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Phase II life-cycle cost estimates now, it will not be able to comply with the directive and will 
give these decision-makers insufficient information for program oversight. 

DOD CAIG also requires that each CARD be considered a "living" document that is updated for 
each EX COM milestone review, if not annually. The DOD directive states that the life-cycle 
cost estimates will be comprehensive and explicitly based on the program objectives, operational 
requirements, and work breakdown structure. These estimates are also required to be neither 
optimistic nor pessimistic, but based on a careful assessment of risks and reflecting a realistic 
appraisal of the costs most likely to be realized. As a result oflPO's not fully adjusting the life
cycle cost estimate, the revised Service Cost Position is neither accurate nor reflective of a 
realistic appraisal of costs most Hkdy to be realized. 

A 43 percent reduction in the funding profile early in the acquisition cycle represents a large 
difference from the assumptions used to develop life-cycle cost estimates. The CAIV process 
depends on realistic budget estimates that can be used for cost, schedule, and performance 
tradeoffs. An excessively high Phase n funding profile will not provide program managers an 
incentive for building on the success of the Phase I CAIV process nor provide reasonable budget 
and cost objective infonnation to decision-makers. Managers in Commerce, DOD, and OMB 
need to know when significant changes occur, why they occur, and to what extent they affect the 
remainder of the program. Access to the most current, relevant information will help them make 
better decisions. Early recognition of these savings will also provide additional incentive to 
control costs in subsequent phases. If more funding is needed in the future based on the final 
outcome of Phase I, it should be requested and justified at that time. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

We recommend that the Department's Under Secretary for Oceans and Atmosphere work with 
EXCOM and IPO to: 

(I) Examine risk, complexity, margins, and other relevant assumptions used in the CARD for 
estimating Phase I critical sensors and algorithm funding profiles and report on how and 
where the 43 percent difference between estimated cost and contract award amounts 
occurred. 

Synopsis of NOAA 's Response 

NOAA does not accept this recommendation. NOAA replies that IPO performed a very 
comprehensive assessment of risk before developing assumptions used in the CARD for 
estimating critical sensor and algorithm costs, and that its assumptions are backed by an 
industry study. NOAA further states that there were difficulties estimating costs for this 
phase of the acquisition because there was no standard estimating methodology. NOAA 
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states that in reviewing these initial estimates prior to releasing the RFP, IPO made a 
"conscious decision'' to reexamine cost estimating assumptions, concluded that near-term 
estimates were flawed, and reduced them by 36 percent. The overestimates also resulted 
in an additional, unplanned contingency that created the 43 percent difference between 
estimated cost and contract award amounts. NOAA explains that the overestimates apply 
mostly to algorithm development, which will be substantially completed by the end of 
Phase I and that the difficulty experienced in estimating Phase I costs is not related 
directly to, or inherent in, the Phase II cost estimates. 

GIG Comments 

NOAA's response addresses the quality of its process for determining assumptions and 
subsequent cost estimates. We agree that a comprehensive assessment of risk was 
completed prior to developing assumptions used in the CARD. However, the message of 
our report is that a 43 percent differential between estimated and contract award amounts 
for Phase I activities means that one or more components of the estimates may now be 
considerably overstated. 

When questioned about the 43 percent differential, IPO explained that 36 percent of the 
differential was a planned contingency due to uncertainty inherent in developing new 
technology. Based on NOAA's response (see Appendix III, page. 5), IPO is now saying 
that this amount is not a contingency, but a fair assessment of weight growth and risk. 
However, allowances for weight growth (margin) and risk are used by IPO to define 
contingency. IPO then justifies the contingency with a IO-year-old Aerospace 
Corporation study which it did not provide during our review. We question whether a 
I 0-year-o ld study, which analyzed 15 satellite systems over a 20-year period, is a good 

. yardstick for setting weight growth contingency for.NPOESS. 

NOAA admits that its estimates for algoridun and hardware development were 
overstated. IPO's "conscious decision" to lower the cost estimate before issuing the RFP 
reinforces the need to reexamine its life-cycle cost estimates. Our analysis oflPO's cost 
estimates for a portion of critical sensor and algorithm development revealed a 60 to 80 
percent overestimate in some engineering level-of-effort work. Based on IPO's decision 
to examine assumptions and lower cost estimates before releasing the RFP, it was able to 
save $115 million from a total budget of $264 million. The vast majority of development 
cost will be incurred in Phase U, and we have no assurance that Phase II cost estimates are 
any more accurate than Phase I estimates. With about$ 1 billion slated for Phase II 
critical sensors, to the extent engineering level-of-effort estimates are used to justify these 
expenditures, the estimates require reexamination. 
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We reaffirm our recommendation. NOAA should reevaluate the life-cycle cost 
estimating assumptions without delay. 

(2) Change any incorrect assumptions about risk, complexity, and margin used in the CARD, 
and revise the Independent Cost Estimate, Program Office Estimate, and Service Cost 
Position life-cycle cost estimates to reflect a reduced budgetary profile for the critical 
sensors and algorithms. 

Synopsis of NOAA 's Response 

NOAA does not accept this recommendation .. NOAA states that it already continuously 
reviews each area to ensure that the assumptions and estimates properly reflect the most 
current and relevant information. NOAA further replies that risk, complexity, and 
margins are being examined and are internally tracked by IPO for the Phase I contracts. 
NOAA adds that the masses of both Phase I contractors' designs for CrIS have reached 
the CARD mass, including the 50 percent margin. Both Phase I designs for OMPS have 
used up 70 percent of the available CARD mass margin. The mass of one Phase I 
contractor's design for CMIS exceeds the CARD 50 percent mass margin. Finally, the 
Phase I contractor's design for GPSOS is about 2 .. 5 times the CARD mass with margin. 
NOAA states that the designs are still preliminary and are continually being updated 
based on the results of costlperfonnance tradeoffs. Therefore, NOAA argues that any 
adjustment of the critical sensors' out-year life-cycle cost estimate profiles for reduced 
mass margins would be very premature. Further, preliminary contractor life-cycle cost 
estimates exceed the IPO CAIV targets and, in some cases, exceed the total funding in the 
current life-cycle cost baseline. 

OJG Comments 

Our recommendation to change any incorrect assumptions about risk and complexity used 
in the CARD is intended to ensure that the credibility of the intricate process described in 
N 0 AA' s response is maintained. Internal tracking of trade-a ffs and costs does not 
provide insight to the independent life-cycle cost ,evaluators and decision-makers. 

Furthermore, the scenario described by NOAA sounds alarming--contractor mass margins 
are increasing to the level of NOAA margins and cost estimates are increasing to the 
point where they are exceeding NOAA budget estimates. However, NOAA has not 
stated what level of reg uirements are being pro posed by the contractors as part of the 
CAIV trade-off process. Further, NOAA does not explain why margins are increasing, 
nor does it explain what requirements levels (threshold or objective) are being addressed 
in the contractor's life-cycle cost estimate. In addition, NOAA does not state what 
funding levels were shared with contractors and whether those funding levels may have 
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encouraged contractors to increase cost estimates. Based on the scenario described by 
NOAA, decision-makers should be concerned about and involved in rebase[ining the 
entire program. 

We believe actual contract award amounts for Phase I design and risk reduction 
activities--coup[ed with experience on these contracts to date with respect to meeting 
threshold requirements--are better indications of program costs than earlier estimates. 
NOAA's response to our first recommendation (that its difficulties in estimating Phase I 
costs resulted in an unplanned contingency that created the 43 percent differential) 
confirms our belief. At a minimum, to protect the credibility of the cost estimating 
process, f PO should correct any invalid assumptions based on the contract awards and 
experience to date and update the funding profile through FY 2008 to reflect OMB 
Circular A-11 requirements .. We reaffirm our recommendation. 

(3) Reevaluate risk and complexity assumptions used for the remaining work breakdown 
structure elements and make any needed changes to the assumptions and related life-cyde 
cost estimates. 

Synopsis of NOAA 's Response 

NOAA accepts the recommendation and responds that it will initiate a detailed 
reevaluation of assumptions for all work breakdown structure elements 15 months before 
the Milestone I decision in March 2001. However, it contends that the risk assessment it 
performed for establishing the Service Cost Position satisfactorily addressed the risk and 
complexity assumptions for aH NPOESS work breakdown structure elements. 

OIG Comments 

NOAA accepts the recommendation but proposes no actions other than its normal cycle 
of reevaluating cost estimating assumptions in preparation for Milestone IL Under IPO's 
plan, the reevaluation would not start until around January 2000, and may not be 
concluded before the 2002 budget cycle. As discussed under our first recommendation, 
our analysis revealed a 60 to 80 percent overestimate in some engineering level-of-effort 
estimates. To the extent engineering level-of-effort estimates are used to justify all future 
NPOESS expenditures, these estimates require reexamination. Without conducting this 
analysis in a timely manner, budgets may be significantly overstated in the years before 
the analysis is completed. We believe the analysis should be conducted as soon as 
possible to ensure that the FY 2000 and FY 2001 budgets are accurate. 
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( 4) Examine the reporting process of alerting the departments and EXCOM representatives of 
significant cost differentials between the amount budgeted and actual cost realized (e.g., 
earned value management system) for work breakdown structure elements. 

Synopsis of NOAA 's Response 

NOAA accepts this recommendation but adds that the process to ensure that the proper 
officials are informed about the program is well established and an integral part of IPO 
program management, and that the proper representatives within Commerce, DOD, and 
the EX COM have been kept informed of all significant NPOESS issues including costs 
since the program's inception. NOAA also replies that contractor cost performance is 
being monitored by IPO through analysis of monthly or quarterly contractor reports. 

OIG Comments 

N 0 AA' s position is that it accepts this recommendation but does not acknowledge any 
reporting issues. NOAA imphes that it keeps decision-makers informed. However, in 
August 1997, the Acting Chief Financial Officer and Assistant Secretary for 
Administration and the Assistant to the Secretary and Director, Office of Policy and 
Strategic Planning, threatened to replace its EXCOM representative for virtually 
excluding the Department from providing any input into decisions made by the EXCOM, 
and Department officials are stiH concerned about the quality of information provided. 
Further, we analyzed how long it took after issuing the RFP for decision-makers to be 
informed of the reduced funding profile. We found that it took seven months after the 
decision was implemented before decision-makers were informed. 

We commend the f PO's monitoring of contractor estimated versus actual costs through 
periodic reports. We trust that the IPO and NOAA will use this information to keep the 
Department current on the status of NPOESS contractor costs and the accuracy of life
cycle cost estimates. 

(5) Produce an Acquisition Decision Memorandum to formally endorse a new baseline that 
updates cost, schedule, and technical perfomrnnce parameters. 

Synopsis of NOAA 's Response 

NOAA did not fully agree with our final recommendation to issue an Acquisition 
Decision Memorandum to formally endorse a new program baseline. NOAA does not 
believe that a new memorandum is warranted based on the changes to the program and 
referenced its May 1997 memorandum. It acknowledges, however, that if the Congress 
makes significant reductions to the FY 1999 appropriations for the NPOESS program that 
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affect critical sensor acquisition, sensor, and spacecraft design and development 
schedules., or risk reduction flight opportunities, lPO will be required lo replan and 
potentially rebaseline the program. 

OIG Comments 

NOAA implies that the May 1997 Acquisition Decision Memorandum is adequate. 
However, we found that this memorandum did not reflect IPO's corrective action to 
reduce its life-cycle cost estimate before issuing the RFP for critical sensors and 
algorithms. Consequendyt the new life-cycle cost estimate was not reported to decision
mak:ers until October 1997, seven months after the decision was made. NPOESS has 
already taken budget cuts, and there are recent changes in plans to fly NPOESS sensors 
on the last of the NOAA polar satellites, POES-N'. In addition to the need for a new cost 
baseline, the delivery date of the first NPOESS was delayed 6 months, and the command, 
control and communications segment was delayed 2Y2 years .. Despite these significant 
cost and programmatic changes, a new life-cycle cost estimate has yet to be formally 
endorsed by decision-makers through an Acquisition Decision Memorandum. A new 
memorandum needs to be prepared as soon as possible. 

NOAA's complete response is included as Appendix: 111 of this report. 
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Acronyms Used in This Report 

CAIG 
CAIV 
CARD 
CMIS 
Cr IS 
DMSP 
DOD 
EX COM 
FY 

Cost Analysis Improvement Group 
Cost As an independent Variable 
Cost Analysis and Requirements Description 
Conical Microwave Imaging Sounder 
Cross Track Infrared Sounder 
Defense Meteorological Satellite Program 
Department of Defense 
Executive Committee 
Fiscal Year 
Global Positioning System 
Global Positioning System Occultation Sensor 
Integrated Operational Requirements Document 
Integrated Progrmn Office 
Meteorological Operational , 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
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Appendix I 

GPS 
GPSOS 
lORD 
IPO 
METOP 
NASA 
NOAA 
NPOESS 
OMB 
OMPS 
POES 
RFP 
TY$M 
VIIRS 
WBS 

National Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental Satel!ite System 
Office of Management and Budget 
Ozone Mapper and Profiler Suite 
Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental Satellite 
Request For Proposals 
Then Year Dollars, Minions 
Visible/Infrared Irnager Radiometer Suite 
Work Breakdown Structure 
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Long Term Service Cost Position Net Reduction of $75..6 Million in Total Life-cycle Costs 

?Fcb.1997 .·· 

.!.iii~ 
LI Launch (5 Delta H Launch Vehicles) $319.8 

1.2 Space Segment 2615.9 2624.7 8.8 

1.3 Command, Control & Communications Segment l l0.3 112.9 2.6 

1.4 Interface Data Process.ing Software 367.6 263.1 -104.5 

1.5 System Engineering & Program Management 933.! 924.1 -9.0 

l.6 System Test & Evaluation I 19.3 120.2 0.9 

l.7 Systems Training 35.6 34.6 - 1.0 ' 

1.8 Peculiar Support Equipment 35.1 35 .. 0 -0.1 

1.9 Common Support Equipment 0.0 0.0 0.0 

l.iO Flight Support Operations (For Launches) 68.6 69.2 0.6 

1.l 1 Storage 6.2 6.2 0.0 

1.12 Reserved for Facilities 0.0 0.0 0.0 

1.13 Initial Spares & Repairs 4.9 4.9 0.0 

1.14 Operations & Support 1474.2 1474.3 0.0 

I.IS Government Program Office 399.9 397.5 -2.4 

1.L6 Modifications (To DMSP & POES) 251.3 217.4 -33.9 
. . ... 

Total L_i(e~~ycieCosts .. $6,741.6* 

Adjustments not inclu,ded in revised b;i.s,eline 

(fy(,o~tly f ?r F'(95~f~:gp:~9~sto'rie 9·~.:~,~~p,_ept Expl.oratkm) 

58.8 0.0 

*Does Not Add Exactly Because of Rounding 
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UNITED STAT1ES DEPARTMENT CF COMMERCE 

National Oceanic end Atmospheric Administration 

CHIEF FINAINCIAL OFFICER/CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER 

SEP 3 0 1998 

Acting Inspector G nrrJJ L Johnnie Frazier ~ 

Paul F. Roberts (1.utf ~ 
OIG Draft Inspection Report: NPOESS 
Acquisition Well Planned, but Life-cycle 
Estimates for Critical Sensors Are 
Overstated (OSE-9593) 

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the draft 
inspection report on the National Polar-orbiting Operational 
Environmental Satellite System (NPOESS) acquisition by the 
Integrated Program Office (IPO) of the National Environmental 
Satellite, Data, and Information Service. In general, we agree 
with the finding in the draft report regarding the process that 
has been established and implemented by the !PO to execute the 
NPOESS acquisition. In particular, we are pleased that you have 
concluded that the NPOESS acquisition process is well planned and 
in compliance with federal guidance. 

During preliminary discussions between the Office of Inspector 
General staff and the IPO staff, there was general agreement that 
the recommendations in the draft report could be conditionally 
accepted, provided that explanatory information from the IPO 
concerning life-cycle cost estimates would be incorporated into 
the final OIG report. However, upon further consideration of the 
recommendations, and as discussed in the attached response, we do 
not agree that the life-cycle cost estimates for critical sensors 
and algorithms are overstated. Therefore, we cannot agree to 
Recommendations 1 and 2 as stated in the draft report. 

The !PO staff is available to work with your staff to resolve any 
differences concerning the draft inspection report. 

Attachments 



ATTACHMENT 1 
RESPONSE TO IG REPORT OSE-9593 

SECTION I: GENERAL COMMiENTS ON F.INDINGS 

Finding I: NPOESS Acquisition Process is Well Planned 

Comments.: The Integrated Program Off ice (I PO) agrees with 
the comments in the draft report concerning the NPOESS 
acquisition process. We are pleased that the Inspector 
General (IG) recognizes that the initial requirements 
definition contained in the Integrated Operational 
Requirements Document (IORD) is well stru:ctured and provides 
a reasonable framework for consolidating user requirements. 
We are also encouraged by the IG's observations that the 
NPOESS acquisition strategy 11 conforms to the latest federal 
guidance and promotes competition and risk reduction 11 and 
that NOAA's mission planning model is a reasonable tool for 
the IPO to use to assess the need date for the first NPOESS 
satellite. Prior to the Milestone II decision, the IPO will 
ensure that the requirements specified in the IORD are 
thoroughly reevaluated, updated, documented, and endorsed by 
the user community and reflect the government's and 
industry's ability to meet the requirements in a cost 
effective manner. 
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Finding II: Life-cycle, Cost Estimates for Critical Sensors 
and Algoritluns Are Overstated 

The Integrated Program Office does not agree with the Draft 
report finding that the life-cycle cost estimates for 
Phase II development and production of critical sensors and 
algorithms are overstated. The following information is 
provided to clarify and document the !PO position on the 
Phase II life-cycle cost estimates. 

A. Short-Tenn Funding Profile Adjustments Do Not Address 
Cost Estimating Discrepancy 

Page 12, Paragraph 3 and Page 15, Paragraph 4: 

Page 12, Paragraph 3 states in part.: "'Moreover, the I PO 
does not plan to update life-cycle costs until Milestone II 
in 2001. As a result, we believe that the NPOESS life-cycle 
costs could be seriously overstated for the critical sensors 
and algorithms. This discrepancy may be due to fundamental 
weaknesses in the IPO's cost estimating assumptions." 

Page 15, Paragraph 4 states in part: "The DOD [Department 
of Defense] CAIG reviewed the cost estimates and prepared 
IPO's Independent Cost Estimate. 11 

Comments: The IG report infers that the NPOESS life-cycle 
cost baseline will remain more or less static until 
Milestone II. In reality, the life-cycle costs are updated 
continually by the IPO for significant changes in assumptions 
and funding. The current life-cycle cost baseline is more 
than $350 million less than the Service Cost Position (SCP) 
due to a major program restructuring, contract awards, new 
inflation indices, reduced budgets, and full funding 
compliance requirements. The life-cycle cost estimates 
prepared by the contractors during Phase I are reviewed, 
analyzed, and discussed with the contractors at major 
milestone reviews, i.e., SRR [System Requirements Review], SFR 
[System Functional Review], etc., and at technical interchange 
meetings. An integral part of the IPO's life-cycle cost 
reviews are the assumptions on sensor mass, power, etc., used 
as a basis for estimating sensor hardware costs. When 
warranted, the IPO's estimating assumptions will be adjusted. 
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The life-cycle costs will continue to be updated as major 
changes dictate. 

The DOD Cost Analysis Improvement Group's (CAIG) independent 
estimate was not prepared for the IPO. This estimate was 
accomplished per the guidance in DOD Directive 5000.4 to 
test the reasonableness of the SCP. The directive 
establishes a set of very specific guidelines and outlines a 
comprehensive process for developing the CAIG independent 
cost estimate (ICE). The IG report refers to the DOD CAIG 
NPOESS independent cost estimate but does not mention the 
results which are contained in a report issued by the CAIG 
on March 3, 1997. In the report, the CAIG states that, "the 
CAIG life-cycle cost estimate is 4 percent higher than the 
scpn and 11 the difference between life-cycle cost estimates 
is not statistically significant .. " The smal 1 difference 
between the ICE and SCP provides an important validation of 
the IPO cost estimating assumptions. The DOD CAIG also used 
different estimating methodologies than the IPO. By 
arriving at essentially the same cost with different 
estimating methodologies, the ICE supports the 
reasonableness of the SCP. 

Page 13, Paragraph 1: States in part, "IPO's short-term 
reduction of $91.2M does not track to actual work breakdown 
structure elements in the long-term funding profile, which 
shows a net reduction of only $75.GM (see Appendix II). IPO 
neither assessed how its sensor contracts differed from its 
budget estimates nor projected these cost savings into the 
out years." 

Comments: Appendix II of the draft report shows a 
comparison of the February 1997 approved baseline (SCP) and 
the revised baseline in November 1997. This comparison 
requires clarification. When the contract values were 
substituted for the Phase I estimates in the SCP, the result 
was a near-term (FY 1997 - FY 2000) reduction of $91.2M 
{breakout provided to the IG showing the source of savings)_ 
The total reduction for FY 1997 - FY 2000 in the revised 
November 1997 baseline versus the SCP is $154.9M compared to 
the $91.2M. However, the revised baseline incorporates 
adjustments other than just substituting the contract values 
for the Phase I estimates. First, it includes the impacts 
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of compliance with the DOD requirement to fully fund versus 
incrementally fund satellite hardware end items, i.e., 
sensors, spacecraft bus, and satellite integration and 
testing. All satellite hardware end items were 
incrementally funded from the RDT&E appropriation (3600) in 

the February 1997 baseline. In the November 1997 revised 
baseline, satellite hardware end items after the first two 
were fully funded from the 3020 (Missile Procurement) 
appropriation to comply with the DOD requirement. Full 
funding stipulates that the total funding for a satellite 
hardware end item be budgeted in the first fiscal year of a 
funding requirement. The impact was to shift the funding 
requirements for some satellite hardware end items to 
earlier years and, thus, reduce the amount of inflation in 
the baseline. Second, the inflation indices for the 3600 
and 3020 appropriations are different with the 3020 indices 
being higher. This offsets some of the inflation reductions 
due to full funding. Finally, the November 1997 revised 
baseline included adjustments in Work Breakdown Structure 
(WBS) elements other than just sensors to meet near term 
fiscal year budget constraints. This required schedule 
adjustments and rephasing of costs for WBS elements to later 
years which increased inflation. The difference between the 
February 1997 and November 1997 baselines is the net effect 
of substituting contract values, full funding, different 
inflation indices, and adjustments to meet budget 
constraints. A revised Appendix II, with explanations for 
differences in individual WBS elements, is attached (See 
Attachment 3). 

Page 14 Paragraphs 1 and 2: 

Paragraph 1 states in part: "However, we believe that the 
differences could be due to the cost assumptions made about 
the size, weight, or power parameters, or other factors. 11 

Note: The differences referred to are the differences 
between the budgeted (SCP} cost for Phase I and contract 
award amount. 

Paragraph 2 states in part: 11 For the sensor payloads, IPO 
used standard quantitative estimates of size, weight, and 
power provided by the Aerospace Corporation. Next, the IPO 
increased the estimates by adding margins to reflect 
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assumptions about the amount of difficulty and related cost 
that industry may encounter in meeting its requirements." 

Comments: We believe that the size, weight, and power 
estimates with margin closely represent the ultimate system 
parameters for each sensor. The establishment of size, 
weight, and power estimates and, particularly, the basis of 
amounts added for margin, requires clarification. As noted 
in the IG report, the basic (no margins included) estimates 
for the critical sensors were based on modifications to the 
notional designs for NPOESS instruments from early Phase 0 
contractor studies. The amount added by the IPO for margin 
was based on each instrument's level of development or 
technology maturity using the Aerospace Corporation's weight 
growth allocation table on page 41 of the Cost Analysis and 
Requirements Description (CARD) . The basis for the table is 
an Aerospace Corporation analysis of data on satellite 
weight growth coliected over a 20-year period. The analysis 
results, that were published in an Aerospace Corporation 
Quarterly Technical Report, showed that the average growth 
in the mission equipment (payload) weight for 15 satellite 
programs was 40 percent from inception to completion and 
about 20 percent from inception to Preliminary Design Review 
(PDR). 

Page 14, Paragraphs 3 and 4: 

Paragraph 3 states in part: "According to IPO, margins and 
risk created a 26 percent contingency for Phases I and II." 

Paragraph 4 states in part: "IPO believes that the 
26 percent Phase II contingency is needed to accommodate 
growth in the requirements from threshold to objective 
levels. We question IPO's assumption that a 26 to 36 
percent contingency is reasonable, especially since the 
contractors' proposals show that they can meet threshold 
requirements with even less funding in Phase I." 

Comments: We believe that the current baseline costs with 
the 26 percent included to account for weight growth and 
risk is our best estimate of the expected costs for NPOESS. 
Therefore, we do not believe that the 26 percent is 
contingency. We also believe that the 26 percent is 
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reasonable. Mass margins account for 19 of the 26 percent 
total. The amount of mass margin added to the basic weight 
of the critical sensors is reasonable given historical data 
and information on satellite development and the current 
status of the contractor Phase I preliminary designs. An 
Aerospace Corporation study covering satellite weight growth 
over a 20-year period showed that the average increase in 
mission equipment (payloads) for 15 satellite programs from 
authority to proceed to completion was 40 percent. The CARD 
mass margins for the five critical sensors were 30 to 
50 percent. Currently, the masses of both Phase I 
contractors' designs for the Cross Track Infared Sounder 
(CrIS) have reached the CARD mass with margin (SO percent) 
Both Phase I de~igns for the Ozone Mapping and Profile Suite 
(OMPS) have used up 70 percent of the available CARD mass 
margin, and the mass of one Phase I contractor's design for 
the Conical Microwave Imaging Sounder (CMIS) exceeds the 
CARD mass with margin (50 percent) . The Phase I 
contractor's design for the Global Positioning System 
Occultation Sensor (GPSOS) is about 2.5 times the CARD mass 
with margin. The Phase I sensor designs are still 
preliminary, somewhat notional designs that are continually 
being updated based on the results of cost/performance 
tradeoffs. Given all of this and the fact that NPOESS is in 
Phase I of the acquisition process, we believe that the CARD 
margins to accommodate weight growth for the critical 
sensors are reasonable and that any adjustment of the 
critical sensors' out-year LCC profiles for reduced mass 
margins would be very premature. 

B. Life-cycle Cost Estimates Should Be Adjusted Without 
Delay 

Page 15, Paragraphs 2 and·3: 

Paragraph 2 states in part: "Second, CAIV [Cost As an 
Independent Variable] involves executing a program in a way 
to meet or reduce stated cost objectives. For example, 
program managers are encouraged to include cost objectives 
in RFPs [Requests for Proposals] and contracts as an 
incentive for industry to meet or better them." 

Paragraph 3 states in part: "IPO's implementation of CAIV 
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philosophy followed this strategy. DOD 5000.2-R directs 
program managers to achieve a cost objective less than its 
approved budget profile. NPOESS' cost objective is its 
budget profile. However, IPO included a cost objective in 
the RFP for the five critical sensors that was 36 percent 
lower than its budget profile." 

Comments: Consistent with DOD 5000 . .2-R, the IPO has 
established CAIV cost objectives for the sensors that are 
less that the IPO's approved budget. However, these CAIV 
targets are for end item deliveries {post-PDR through sensor 
delivery) and were provided to the contractors after award 
of the Phase I contracts. The RFP profiles were set lower 
than the SCP Phase I budget profile for reasons other than 
meeting a stated cost objective (see below and the response 
to Recommendation 1) . The IPO does not have a stated cost 
objective of ten percent less than its budget profile. 
However, the Approved Program Acquisition Cost section of 
the NPOESS Defense Acquisition Executive Summary (DAES) 
report identifies both an objective and threshold for its 
Approved Program Baseline (APB) costs as required by 
regulation. The APB cost objective (which is the approved 
budget) is 10 percent less than the APB cost threshold. The 
IPO intends to manage the NPOESS program within 10 percent 
of the APB threshold. 

Page 16, Paragraph 1: States in part: "In practice, 
information from the contractor's earned value management 
system should be incorporated in the agency's financial 
management and control system. By tracking the amount 
budgeted to the actual cost realized, agencies will have the 
information to give decision-makers a clear understanding of 
how resources are connected to results. Without adjusting 
life-cycle cost estimates now based on actual costs 
incurred, IPO will not be able to provide realistic 
information to OMB." 

Comments: The information from each risk reduction 
contractor's earned value management system is an integral 
part of the IP0 1 s financial management and control system. 
The monthly or quarterly contractor Cost/Schedule Status 
Report (C/SSR) submissions are reviewed and analyzed to 
include a track of budgeted to actual costs. Based on the 
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statement in the IG report about not adjusting life-cycle 
cost estimates now based on actual costs incurred, it 
appears that they are equating the risk reduction contract 
award amounts to the actual costs that will be ultimately 
realized on the contracts. In reality, the contract award 
amounts are budgeted amounts. There is a high probability 
that the actual costs for the risk reduction effort will not 
be identical to the contract award amounts. As stated 
previously, adjustments to some of the contracts have been 
required due to the FY 1998 budget reduction. However, 
there is a larger issue regarding the adjustment of life
cycle cost estimates based on actual costs incurred in risk 
reduction. First, the actual costs are not known, and will 
not be known, until the contracts are completed. The costs 
in the contractors' earned value systems are budgeted 
amounts based on the contract awards. This is recognized by 
the IG in the statement regarding the tracking of the amount 
budgeted to actual cost realized. Second, the total amount 
{$149M) awarded for the risk reduction contracts represents 
about 10 percent of the total life-cycle costs for the 
critical sensors in the current NPOESS baselihe. Adjusting 
total life-cycle costs based on budgeted costs for 10 
percent of the total would not seem to be either warranted 
or a prudent management decision. 

Page 16, Paragraph 2 and Page 17, Paragraph 1: 

Page 16, Paragraph 2 states: nrn addition, DOD 5000.2 
requires program managers to maintain a current estimate of 
the program being executed. Program managers must make 
periodic reports so that decision-makers, like EXCOM 
[Executive Committee] or Commerce or DOD officials, have 
adequate information to oversee the acquisition process. If 
IPO does not update life-cycle cost estimates now, it will 
not be able to comply with the directive and will give these 
decision-makers inaccurate information for program 
oversight.or 

Page 17, Paragraph 1 states in part: 111 Managers in Commerce, 
DOD, and OMB [Office of Management and Budget] need to know 
when significant changes occur, why they occur, and to what 
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extent they affect the remainder of the program. Access to 
the most current, relevant information will help them make 
better decisions." 

Conunents: We believe that the IPO maintains a current 
estimate of the program being executed and has provided 
necessary and relevant information on significant program 
changes to the Commerce, DOD, and OMB managers who are 
responsible for program oversight. The program life-cycle 
cost baseline was revised to reflect the risk reduction 
contract award amounts. In October 1997, the EXCOM was 
properly informed of the revised baseline, as recognized by 
the IG in paragraph 1 on page 13 of their report. The 
responsible managers in the Department of Commerce and DOD 
were provided current, relevant information for decision 
making. Based on the information, the managers overseeing 
the NPOESS acquisition decided that it was prudent to 
increase the costs estimates in risk reduction. The EXCOM 
was very concerned that the IPO was too aggressive when 
establishing its Phase I RFP funding profiles and 
eliminating all management reserve after the contracts were 
awarded. Consequently, the EXCOM instructed the IPO to add 
back a management reserve of $23.4M to the risk reduction 
phase. This fact is also recognized in the IG report. 

Page 16, Paragraph 3: States in part: "These estimates are 
required to be neither optimistic nor pessimistic, but based 
on a careful assessment of risks and reflecting a realistic 
appraisal of the costs most likely to be realized." 

Comments: We believe that the SCP estimate reflected a 
realistic appraisal of the costs most likely to be realized. 
The IPO performed a very comprehensive risk assessment to 
both validate the realism of the SCP estimate and establish 
the most likely costs. A primary emphasis of the risk 
assessment was to ensure that estimating uncertainty caused 
by inaccuracies inherent in estimating methodologies and 
estimating risk due to input parameters (e.g., weight, 
power, etc.) used in cost estimating relationships were 
accounted for. The risk assessment also addressed the 
impacts of technical risk and design heritage on the 
satellite hardware costs. A Monte Carlo simulation was 
performed to produce a cumulative probability distribution 
curve for both individual WBS elements and total life-cycle 
costs. The point chosen as the most likely total life-cycle 
costs for budgeting purposes was the 50 percent probability 
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costs from the curve. To achieve the SO percent probability 
point, the costs for individual WBS elements were adjusted 
either upward or downward. The 50 percent probability point 
represents what the IPO expects the NPOESS costs to be based 
on the results of their extensive risk analysis. 
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SECTION II: RESPONSE TO RECOMMEND.A'TIONS 

Recommendation 1; Examine risk, complexity, margins 1 and 
other relevant assumptions used in the CARD for estimating 
Phase I critical sensor and algorithm funding profiles and 
report on how and where the 43 percent difference between 
estimated cost and contact award amounts occurred. 

Response: NOAA does not accept this recommendation. The 
following information is provided to clarify the IPO 
position on cost estimates for Phase I funding profiles and 
to document the 43 percent difference between Phase I 
estimated cost and contract award amounts. 

The !PO performed a very comprehensive, diligent assessment 
of risk, complexity, and margins for critical sensors prior 
to development of the CARD information. Based on that 
assessment, we believe that the current CARD information on 
sensor margins is reasonable, given both history and the 
status of the Phase I contractor preliminary designs. An 
Aerospace Corporation study showed that the mass of 
mission equipment (payloads) for 15 satellite programs grew 
an average of 40 percent from authority to proceed to 
completion. The designs for all of the critical sensors 
were considered essentially immature. The notational 
designs for CrIS, OMPS, and VIIRS were categorized as 
"Preliminary sketches or descriptions currently existn and 
were assigned 50 percent mass margins. The CMIS and GPSOS 
notional designs were categorized as "Design with layout 
calculations or a major modification of existing hardware: 
and were assigned 30 percent mass margins. These margins 
are very much in line with the expected weight growth 
history. The Aerospace Corporation report documenting the 
results of it weight growth study states the following: 
"Weight growth has resulted in significant cost increases 
due to design changes made to control this growth. Weight 
growth has also caused reductions in operational 
capabilities due to the removal of part of the mission 
equipment to reduce weight. The causes of weight growth are 
many, but a major contributor is optimism in weight growth 
estimates during the proposal phase regarding new 
technologies to be incorporated I the satellite design." 
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In addition to evaluating the reasonableness of risk, 
complexity, and margins in the risk assessment, the IPO 
examined other relevant estimating assumptions prior to 
establishment of the RFP funding profiles for the critical 
sensors. The objective was to determine the reasonableness 
of the SCP Phase I development costs to PDR relative to 
Phase II non-recurring costs. Further details on the 
estimating assumptions and clarification of the 43 percent 
difference between estimated cost and contract award amounts 
are contained in Attachment 2 to this memorandum. 

The IPO, Air Force Cost Analysis Agency (AFCAA), and Office 
of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) CAIG concentrated most of 
their efforts on estimating the high cost items, e.g., 
critical sensors, algorithm development, etc., during 
development of the SCP. However, the lower cost items were 
the near term, high-visibility items that included the 
Phase I costs to PDR. The Phase I costs to PDR are some of 
the most difficult elements to estimate, because there is no 
standard estimating methodology, i.e., well-defined cost 
estimating relationship, factor, etc., to use. One 
methodology is to apply a factor to the total non-recurring 
costs. However, the methodology chosen by the IPO to 
estimate these costs was to take that portion of the phased 
total non-recurring costs up to the scheduled PDR date as 
the SCP Phase I costs to PDR for each critical sensor. When 
examined for reasonableness and consistency with Phase II 
costs prior to development of the RFP funding profiles, the 
SCP Phase I estimates appeared too high. Therefore, the IPO 
made a conscious decision to lower the Phase I costs for the 
RFP funding profile. We do not believe that the difficulty 
experienced by the IPO in estimating the Phase I costs is 
related directly to, or inherent in, the Phase II cost 
estimates. 

Recommendation 2: Change any incorrect assumptions about 
risk, complexity, and margin used in the CARD, and revise 
the Independent Cost Estimate, Program Office Est.imate, and 
Service Cost Position life-cycle cost estimate to reflect a 
reduced contingency profile that, at a minimum, is 
consistent with DOD's acquisition program baseline cost 
threshold and objective differential of 10 percent, for the 
critical sensors and algorithms. 
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Response: NOAA does not accept this recommendation.. The 
following information is provided to clarify and document 
the IPO position with respect to the CARD assumptions about 
risk, complexity, and margin and the life-cycle cost 
estimates for the critical sensors. 

We do not believe that a change to the CARD assumptions 
about risk, complexity, and margin used to estimate costs 
for the critical sensors and/or a revision, i.e., reduced 
budgetary profile, of the life-cycle cost estimates for the 
critical sensors is warranted at this time. The IPO 
continuously reviews each area to ensure that the 
assumptions and estimates properly reflect the most current 
and relevant information on the program being executed. The 
risk, complexity, and margins for the critical sensors as 
they relate to the CARD assumptions are being continually 
examined and evaluated during the Phase I contracts. At 
contr~ct award, contractors were required to identify the 
major risks associated with their critical sensor designs 
and develop a plan for mitigating those risks. At all major 
program reviews, e.g., Systems Requirements Review (SRR), 
System Functional Review (SFR), etc., contractors are 
required to provide an updated status on risks and their 
mitigation plans, as well as mass, power, and data rate 
requirements for their sensor designs compared to the 
requirements specified in the System Requirement Document 
(SRD). The mass, power, and data rate information as it 
relates to the CARD margins is tracked internally by the 
IPO. Based on data provided to date by the Phase I 
contractors, an adjustment of the CARD risk ass,umptions 
and/or margins does not seem warranted for any of the 
critical sensors at this time. Currently, the masses for 
both Phase I CrIS designs equal the CARD mass with margin. 
Both Phase I OMPS designs use 70 percent of the available 
CARD mass margin, and the CMIS design for one Phase I 
contractor currently exceeds the CARD mass with margin. The 
risk, complexity, and margins for the critical· sensors will 
continue to be a major topic for review and evaluation 
during execution of the Phase I contracts. 

The risk reduction contractors are submitting life-cycle 
cost estimates for their current sensor design~. The IPO 
performs a detailed analysis and review of the assumptions 
and methodologies used by each contractor to develop their 
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estimates. At major program reviews, e.g., SRR, SFR, etc., 
the contractor briefs their updated life-cycle cost 
estimates and the IPO provides feedback on their review of 
the contractor's assumptions and methodologies. The 
objective is to have mutual agreement and understanding of 
the basis for each estimate. In addition, two CAIV targets 
were provided to contractors: (1) a then-year funding 
profile that includes completion of the protoflight and 
first flight units, and (2) an average unit cost in 
fiscal year 1997 dollars for the remaining number of 
required flight units. The preliminary life-cycle cost 
estimates for five of the nine risk reduction contractors 
exceed the IPO CAIV targets and, in some cases, exceed the 
total funding included for the instrument in the current 
program life-cycle cost baseline. We believe that these 
results indicate that revisions to the critical sensor life
cycle cost estimates are not presently warranted. 
Contractors are, and will continue to be, required to 
provide an updated life-cycle cost estimate at major program 
reviews and technical interchange meetings to include a 
comparison with the IPO provided CAIV targets. It is 
important to note that the two most complex and expensive 
sensors, VIIRS and CMIS, are still very early in Phase I and 
have not yet had a System Requirements Review (SRR) . For 
example, the C/SSR data submitted by the CMIS contractors in 
July 1998 shows that both contractors have spent only 
12 percent of the budgeted costs in their performance 
measurement baselines. As contractor designs and life-cycle 
costs become better defined through the CAIV process, the 
IPO will evaluate revising the life-cycle costs for critical 
sensors based on a thorough understanding of each sensor's 
risk, complexity, and margins. 

The DOD acquisition program baseline cost threshold and 
objective differential of 10 percent in the IG 
recommendation refers to the guidance in Part 2 (Program 
Definition) and Part 3 (Program Structure) of DOD 5000.2-R. 
This directive requires every acquisition program to 
establish program goals that shall be identified as 
objectives and thresholds. Paragraph 3.2.l of DOD 5000.2-R, 
Objectives and Thresholds, states in part that cost, 
schedule and performance objectives are developed through 
the cost as an independent variable (CAIV) process. The 
directive further states, if threshold values are not 
otherwise specified, the threshold value for cost shall be 
the objective value plus 10 percent. In the NPOESS DAES, 
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the IPO has identified a cost threshold that is 10 percent 
greater than the cost objective (approved budget). The IPO 
has provided the contractors with CAIV targets that are less 
than the approved budget. Therefore, we believe that the 
IPO's actions are consistent with the DOD 5000.2-R guidance 
on both CAIV and the establishment of cost thresholds and 
objectives. DOD 5000.2-R defines threshold as the minimum 
acceptable value that, in the user's judgment, is necessary 
to satisfy the need. The IPO believes that the approved 
budget profile for the critical sensors is the minimum 
required to execute the program as currently defined. 

Recommendation 3: Reevaluate risk and complexity 
assumptions used for the remaining work breakdown structure 
elements and make any needed changes to the assumptions and 
related life-cycle cost estimates. 

Response: NOAA accepts this recommendation. The IPO will 
initiate a detailed reevaluation of assumptions for all WES 
elements in support of the Milestone II decision, that is 
currently scheduled for March 2001, at least 15 months prior 
to the decision date. However, the comprehensive risk 
assessment performed by the IPO during establishment of the 
SCP addressed the risk and complexity assumptions for all 
NPOESS WBS elements. As stated in the responses to 
Recommendations 1 and 2, we believe that our assumptions on 
risk and complexity are reasonable. Risk and complexity for 
all program elements are a management concern and will be 
closely monitored during execution of the risk reduction 
contracts. 

Recommendation 4: Examine the reporting process of alerting 
the departments and EXCOM representatives of significant 
cost differentials between the amount budgeted and actual 
cost.realized {e.g., earned value management system) for 
work breakdown structure elements. 

Response: NOAA accepts this recommendation. The process to 
ensure that the proper officials are well informed about the 
program is well established and an integral part of IPO 
program management. The proper representatives within the 
Department of Commerce, the Department of Defense, and the 
EXCOM have been kept informed of all significant NPOESS 
issues including costs since the program's inception. 
the IG report states, the EXCOM was briefed in November 
on the contract awards. This briefing included the 
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implications regarding cost savings to the Government and 
the IPO's intent to restructure some contracts to 
incorporate a six month slip in schedule. Contractor 
performance with respect to the budgeted contract award 
amounts is being monitored by the !PO through analysis of 
monthly or quarterly contractor C/SSR submissions. The 
process is already in place for the IPO to alert the 
departments and EXCOM representatives if significant 
differences are noted between budgeted contract amounts and 
contractor actual costs during Phase I. 

Recommendation 5: We also recommend that the Department's 
Under Secretary for Oceans and Atmosphere work with the 
EXCOM and IPO to produce an Acquisition Decision Memorandum 
to formally endorse a new baseline that updates costs, 
schedule, and technical performance parameters. 

Response: The last Acquisition Decision Memorandum was 
issued at Milestone I of the NPOESS program in May 1997 to 
formally endorse the program baseline and authorize the IPO 
to initiate the Phase I risk reduction contracts. Although 
there have been changes to the acquisition program during 
the past year, that have been caused primarily by reductions 
in Congressional appropriations for FY 1998, the IPO does 
not believe that another Acquisition Decision Memorandum is 
necessary at this time. Consistent with DOD S000.2R Part 5, 
EXCOM approval to continue the acquisition program and an 
Acquisition Decision Memorandum will be required when 
Milestone II is reached in March 2001. However, if Congress 
makes significant reductions to the FY 1999 appropriations 
for the NPOESS program that may affect critical sensor 
acquisition, sensor and spacecraft design and development 
schedules, or risk reduction flight opportunities, the IPO 
will be required to work with the EXCOM representatives, 
that include the Under Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and 
Atmosphere, to replan and potentially rebaseline the NPOESS 
program. If significant changes must be made to the 
acquisition program, an Acquisition Decision Memorandum may 
be warranted. 
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ATTACHMENT .2 

IPO'S ESTIMATING ASSUMP'TIONS 

Recommendation 1: "Examine risk, complexity, margins, and 
other relevant assumptions used in the CARD for estimating 
Phase I critical sensor and algorithm funding profiles and 
report on how and where the 43 percent difference between 
estimated cost and contract award amounts occurred." 

Detai.ls on the estimating assumptions and clarification of 
the 43 percent difference between estimated cost and 
contract award amounts. 

Traditionally, hardware development costs to PDR are 
approximately 17 to 20 percent of the total non-recurring 
costs for the protoflight unit. There are several sources 
to support the factor, but one significant source was the 
costs provided by Hughes Santa Barbara Research Corporation 
for the Tropical Rain Measuring Mission Visible Infrared 
Scanner (TRMM/VIS) and Mod~rate Imaging Spectroradiometer 
(MODIS) instruments. The hardware development costs to PDR 
for both instruments were 17 percent of the total non
recurring costs. The IPO reassessed the SCP Phase I hardware 
development costs to PDR for the critical sensors prior to 
developing the RFP profiles. The IPO found that costs for 
some instruments were higher than the traditional 17 percent 
factor. Consequently, the IPO decided to adjust the 
hardwsre development costs to PDR to a level more in line 
with historical data on satellite development costs and make 
the Phase I costs consistent with the Phase II costs. The 
algorithm costs were based on level-of-effort staffing 
determined by detailed, bottom-up engineering assessments of 
how environmental data records (EDRs) are generated today, 
and how they are planned to be generated for NPOESS. The 
IPO examined the staffing levels and decided that they 
appeared high, perhaps including some double counting. 
Therefore, the IPO also adjusted the algorithm development 
costs to a more reasonable level. The IPO's conscious 
decision to lower costs for both the hardware development to 
PDR and algorithm development resulted in a greater 
consistency between the Phase I and Phase II costs. In its 
effort to ensure this consistency, the IPO lowered the RFP 
profiles relative to the SCP Phase I estimates which, in 
turn, resulted in additional, unplanned contingency that 
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created the 43 percent difference identified in the IG 
report. In addition to adjusting the Phase I costs for 
consistency with the Phase II costs, a major impetus behind 
the IPO adjustments was a concern that the risk reduction 
contractors may get an incorrect impression about the type 
and complexity of the sensor(s) that the IPO intends to buy 
if the RFP profiles were based on the original SCP 
estimates. The RFP profiles also did not include fee, but 
the RFP implied that fee was included and contractors bid 
accordingly. These factors, in combination with economizing 
by contractors when bidding on multiple sensors, resulted in 
contract awards being much lower than budgeted. All 
contingencies resulting from the difference between SCP 
estimates and RFP profiles for the critical sensors were 
returned to the Government as savings. 

The 43 percent cost difference is based on the IG comparison 
of total costs allocated to Phase I (risk reduction) in the 
SCP versus the total amount of the contracts awarded. The 
total of the contract award amounts was $149M versus the SCP 
estimate of $264M, or a total difference of $115M 
(43 percent) . Based on this difference, the IG believes 
that Phase II costs for the critical sensors are 
significantly overstated. The following is an explanation 
on the development of the Phase I costs in the SCP and how 
they relate to Phase II cost estimates. 

There are two major elements that made up the Phase I SCP 
costs of $264M: (l} the competitive development to PDR, and 
(2) algorithm development. The competitive development to 
PDR comprised $181M, and the algorithm development comprised 
$83M of the $264M total. The competitive development to PDR 
costs accounted for $63M of the $115M difference, while $52M 
applied to the algorithm development. The majority of the 
algorithm development will be completed at the end of 
Phase I. Based on the total staff months identified for 
critical sensor algorithm development in the CARD, 
85 percent of the effort was scheduled for completion at the 
end of Phase I. Therefore, any potential adjustment of 
Phase II estimates for algorithm development would only 
apply to 15 percent of the $83M in the SCP baseline, or 
about $12M. The $12M represents about one percent of the 
total life-cycle costs for the critical sensors in the 
current program baseline. 
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The competitive development to PDR costs were comprised of 
three elements: contractor test bed, system definition 
studies, and the sensor design effort to PDR. The SCP total 
of $181M for the competitive development to PDR was broken 
out as follows: $12M for contractor test bed 
characterization, $30M for system definition studies 
(staffing level of effort to augment design efforts, i.e., a 
continuation of Phase 0 type efforts to firm requirements), 
and $139M for the sensor design effort to PDR. The test bed 
characterization and system definition studies efforts end 
at the completion of the risk reduction contracts. 
Therefore, no adjustment of Phase II costs is required for 
these elements. Coiisequently, any adjustment of Phase II 
costs for possible overstatement would only apply to the 
percentage difference between the SCP costs and contract 
award amounts for the sensor design effort to PDR element. 
The SCP costs allocated to this particular element totaled 
$139M versus the risk reduction contracts total of $110M, or 
a difference of $29M (about 26 percent) . The SCP total of 
$139M includes costs for two GPSOS contractors, but only one 
contract was awarded. The SCP costs for two GPSOS 
contractors were $14M, or $7M for one contractor. The 
sensor design effort comprised about $4M of the $7M. 
Subtracting $4M from the $139M results in a difference of 
$25M ($135M - $110M), or about 23 percent, between the SCP 
and contract awards for the sensor design effort to PDR. 
Although the 23 percent difference may seem significant, 
this significance is diminished when the costs for the 
sensor design effort are considered relative to the total 
life-cycle costs for the critical sensors and the total 
NPOESS program life-cycle costs. The costs for the sensor 
design effort to PDR in the risk reduction contracts 
represent about 10 percent of the total life-cycle costs for 
the critical sensors and about one percent of the program 
total life-cycle costs in the current NPOESS baseline. We 
do not believe that the Phase II costs for the critical 
sensors are overstated. However, we believe that an 
adjustment of life-cycle costs would not be warranted on any 
program in Phase I of the acquisition process given a 
23 percent difference on one percent of a program's total 
life-cycle costs. 
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ATTACHMENT J 

ApP<!nd·x II O ti E ersus Option E' I : p on ~ 

WES No. Description Option E Option E' Difference Reason for Difference 

1 NPOESS Program 6650.6 6609.8 -40.8 

1.1 Llunch Segment l23A JZJ.• 0 .0 

1.1.1 Launcti Vehide 27J .1 T?J. I 0.0 

L 1.2 Segment I& T 50.J 50. J 0 .0 

1.2 Space Segment 2627.1 2624.8 ·2.J 

1.2.1 Satellite I& T 140.6 140.6 o.o 
1.2.2 Spc:ecr.1lt Bus 724_7 724.7 0.0 

1.2 .J Payload 1761.8 1759.S ·2.3 

1.2.3. 1 V\IRS 386.6 386.8 0 .0 

1.2.3.2 CrtS 1JO.J 130. J 0 .0 

1.2.J .J CrMTS 120 .J 121.2 0.9 Slip C 1 schedule 12 months to rnee( near tenn fiscal year bud('let constr.lints. 

L2.J.4 OMPS 127 .0 127.0 0.0 

1.2.3.5 GP SOS 37 .l 37.2 0.0 

1.2.3.6 SES 167.J 167.5 0.2 Rounding. 

1.2.3.7 ERBS 64 .J 65.3 1.0 Slip C1scl\edule 12 months to meet near term fiscal year budget cxmstraints. 

1.2.3.8 TSIS 68 .9 90.0 1.1 Slip C1 schedule 12 mon!hs lO meet near term fiscal year budget cor\straints. 

1.2.3.!l Altimeter 132.6 13-4.5 1.9 Slip C 1 sdledule 12 mon!h.s Ill meet near term fiscal year budget constraints. 

1.2.3.10 SurvM!b~ity Sen.so< 24.2 24.2 0.0 

1.2.J.11 CMIS 482.9 475.S •7.4 Reduce managemeot ~rve Ill meet near term fiscal year budget a:instrai<rts. 

1..3 C3 110.9 112.8 1.9 

1.3.1 Segment l&T 19.0 19. 1 0.1 Rounding. 

1.3.2 Command & Conb'"ol 68.8 70.6 1.8 Slip $d\edule 2 4 mon!h.s to m~ near term fiscal year budget constraints. 

1.3.J Data RQ(l!ing & Retrieval 

1.3.4 Flight Veh Slmulator 23.1 23.1 0 .0 

1.4 !OPS 263.5 263.1 -0.4 

1..ol.1 Segmentl&T 17.5 17.S 0.0 

1.4.2 EDR Algorithms 31.0 31.0 0.0 

1.4.J C..ntr.i{s 127.8 127.4 -0.4 

1.4.4 Regionals 87 .2 87.2 0 .0 

1.5 SEPM 926.7 924.1 ·2.6 

1.5.1 System Integrator J98.0 395.J ·2.7 Mino< rephasing lo meet near tenn (tSCal year budget constraints. 

t.5.2 System Level SE/PM 325.S 325.0 ..Q.5 Minor rephasing to meet near term liscal year budget a:instr.i;nts . 

1.5.J Space Veh SE/PM 95. l 95 .2 -0 .1 Min0< rephasing lo meet near term /iscal year budget cons traints. 

1.5.4 CJ SEPM 42 .9 43 .7 0.3 

t .5.S !DPS SEPM 65.0 64.9 ..Q,\ Rounding 

1.6 Ts st & E -n:lu•tion 120.3 120..3 a.o 
1.6.1 Developmental T&E 62.5 62.5 0.0 

1.6 .2 Operational T &E 49 .4 49.4 0 .0 

1.6.3 Modwps 
1.6.4 Test Fao1ities 

1.6.5 T&E Support 

1.6.6 Risk AJlocalion 8.4 8 . 4 0.0 

1.7 Systems Tr.iining 35.6 34.6 -1 .0 

1.7.1 Space Segment 20.8 20 .a 0 .0 

1.7.2 CJ Segment l.5 2.5 -t.O Minor reduction lo meet near tenn ftscal year budget constraints. 

1.7.J IOPS 12.5 12.5 0.0 

1.7.4 Risi< Allocation -1 .2 ·1.2 0 .0 

1.8 PSE 35.1 35.0 ..Q.1 Rounding. 

1..9 CSE 
1. 10 Flight Support Ops 69.2 69.2 0.0 

1.11 Ston1ge 6.2 6..2 0.0 

1.13 fnitlalSpa~ 4.9 4 . .9 0.0 

1.14 O&S t.ol74 .. 3 1474.3 0.0 

1.15 Govt Program Office 399. 9 397.5 -Z.4 

t.15. t Internal Studlei 79 .8 77 ... ·2.4 Re<ludion IO meet bud9et coostrairrts. 

1.15.2 lntrastruc:rure 320.1 320.1 0.0 

1.16 Modifications 251.2 217.J -33.9 

1.16.1 POES Mods ~.S 83.6 -10.~ Re<ludion lo ~t near Icon fiscal year b<Jd9et constraints. 

1.16.2 DMSP Mods 156.7 tJ.3.7 -23.0 Reduction IO ~t near tenn fiscal year budget constraints. 

Other IPACSIFaiii>otnlcs 2..3 2..3 0.0 Modifications IO Fairl>a.nl<.$ antennas. Net considered part at SCP when developed. 
.. 



ATTACHMENT 3 

Aooondlx It: SCP v•,..u• Option E 
W8S N.o. DucnptJon SCP Option E Dl!!ortnc• R1•1on for Oltferanc• 
1 NPOES8 Prog,ram n~u auo.1 -tU 
1.1 L•unc/\ S•gmtnl l1U l2U 3.1 
L 1.1 Louncn Vo/\ld• 289,9 273.1 3.2 C3-C6 l\JM•d from 30W vous 3600, Dltl&renl ln1'11111Uon lndo~ 
1. 1.2 Sogmenl l&T ~B . 9 50.3 0.4 C3.C. l\Jndod rrom 3020 vosus 3600. Dlf'lorent 1nna11on lndo11:_ 
1.2 Spac t S•gm•nt 2111.0 ZU7.1 11.1 
1.2.1 SatoUl\t l&T 1~3.7 1~0.6 -3.1 Slip Cl 1Chodulo olx monlll•. Fully lund C3-C5. Fund C3-C5 lrom 3020 v> 3600. 
1.2.2 Sp<:<><nR Bua 721 .3 720 3.4 Slip Ct •tl1•dvlo 11• monl/la. fully IUM C3-C5. furi<l C3-C5 lrom 3020 v• 3600. 
1.2.3 Payload 1751.0 1761.8 10.8 
1.2.3.1 VlrRS 36M 386.6 ·1.8 lnurt ~nuoct velue {lnCluoos elgo11thms) tor Pll••o 1. fully l\Jna unlu 3.7 lrom 3020. 
1.2.3.2 CrtS 123.0 130.3 7.3 Inion coo1rae1 voluo (lneludo• •l~orllnou) va SCP ror P/\aoo I. Fully tuna unit 4 lrom 3020. SllpCl.C2 •cllMula• •I• monl/\o . 
1.2.3.3 CtMTS 120.4 120.3 .0.1 Slip C 1-C2 •cll•duto alx mont11•. FUiiy f\JM unll1 3-5 trom 3020 vs 3600. 
1.2.3.4 OMPS 128.7 127.0 ·1.7 Insert COA~ACI. voluo (lndudu algorl\llmo) tor Pl\ft•o 1. f!Jlly tuna unll 4 from 3020. SllpC2-C3 1c/\oaulo 11>< mont111 . 
1.2.3.6 OPSOS 38.4 37.2 -t2 lnsort oonltact value (lndud•s algol1U1ms) tor P/\H• 1. fully f\Jna units 7· 11 !tom 3020. SllpC1 1c/\0<1uto six mon1111. 
1.2.3.8 SES 169.2 167.3 8.1 Slip C1.C2 octiodulu olx monu11. F'ully f\Jnd units 3-7. Fund C3.C7 !tom 3020 vo 3600. 
1.2.3.7 ER.BS 83.2 84.3 1.1 S itp C1.C2 •<l1odulo1 1lx month•. Fully l\Jnd unit 3 lrom 3020. 
1.2.3.8 TSIS 81.Q 88.9 1 Sllp C1-C2 1cllodul•• olx monlhJ. Fully /\Jnd unll 3 rrom 3020. 
1.2,3.9 AIUmolor 128.1 132.8 4.5 Sllp C1.C2 •cllodulu 1lx monllls . Fully fund unlll 3-5 from 3020. 
1.2.3.10 Sur.tvoDlllly Sonoor 23.8 24 .2 0.4 Slip Cl.C2 1meau1u six monl/\o. Fully fund unit• 3.~ rrom 3020 vo 3eoo. 
1.2.3. \1 CM1S 4e9.1 482.9 ~.8 lnoon contr•<:t volu• (lnCludos olgoM111m1) ror Phuo I. f 1Jlly fund units 3-7 lrom 3020. SllpC 1-C2 scneoules •I• monll\s. 
1.l Cl 110.3 110.1 0.1 
1.3.1 Sogmon1l&T 18.& 19.0 0.2 S lip FY05·FY08 •cll•a.,1u JI.-, months. 
1.3.2 Coovnon<t & Con1rol cu eu 0.3 Slip FY0 5-FY08 IC/lOUulOS JIJtmonths . 
1.3.3 Oala Routing & Rolt1oval . Slip FY05·FY08 •t11oduloo Jl~ mon1t11 . 

1.3.4 Fllgnt Vo/\ Sl,,...otor 23.0 23.1 0.1 Slip FYO~·FYOI! 1t11Mul"' 1t1tmonttn. 
1.4 IDPS 307 .t 213.4 ·104.4 
1.4.1 SegmonllAT 17.~ 1U 0.0 
1.U EOR Algo1llhm1 138.2 31 ,0 -105.2 Sl\ln algOll\JTI COii• lor Cl!Ucel un•ors lo 1p1co segmonl u .. a conUocl valuo1In1poca u9monL 
1.4.3 Cantrall 127.2 127.8 0.0 sn1noa 1omo dorl rrom FY01 IO FY05-FYO!! 
1.4.4 Roolonala 87 .0 87.2 0.2 S/\IRod oomo onon rrom FY02 10 l'Y05-FY07 
1.1 SE.PM 02.1 t21.7 ·•.1 
1.$.1 Sy•t•m lnlogr~tor ~05.e 398.0 .1.e Reduced Pre·TSPR arrort. Poylo•d TSPR cosla •lllfted to ao~lo r yoan u io•uil of lull rundlng. 
1.5.2 Syllem lav•I SE/PM 3:1;;4.Q 326.6 o.e Rosul! ol •I• monl/1 ac/lodulo 1llp. Mora oi.lyear 1nnauo.i. 
1.5.3 Space Voh SE/PM 94.2 95.3 1.1 R••ull ol •I• mon111 •CllMule slip. Mor• oul)'••rlnRallon. 
1.5.4 C3SEPM 42.8 42.9 0.0 
1,5,6 IDPS SEPM ~5.0 es.a o.o 
u Tut ._ l!v•luatlon 11'.3 120.3 1.0 
1.e. 1 Dovolopmorual T &E e ,2,4 02.6 0.1 Roun<1lng, 
1.8.2 OponiUonol T4E 48.6 49.4 o.e Minor rapha: lno 
1.8 .3 Moelwpt 
1.M Teolfadlf~OI 

1.0.6 T&E Support 
1.8.8 Rl•k AllOC.Odoo 1.4 8.4 0 .0 -
1.7 Sy•l•m• Tnlnlng H.I 35.e 0.0 
1.7. I Spoeo Sogmen\ 20.e 20.8 0.0 
1.7.2 Cl Sogmont 3.6 3.5 0.0 
1.7.3 JDPS 12.5 12.5 0.0 
1.7.4 Rl•k >Jloe&don -1.2 -1 .2 0,0 
u PSE 3&.1 34.1 o.o 
1.t CSE 
1.10 flight Support: Op• u.e U .2 0.1 fund f1unc/\u J.-4 from 3020 v• 3100, Oltlertnt lnn1uon Index. 
1.11 Stong• 1.2 1.2 0.0 
1.1l lnnl•I Sparu u .... 0.0 
1.14 O&S 1~7~ . l 1474.l o.o 
1.1& GoV't Prognim Dmc• 39U lll.I 0.0 
1.15.1 lntomol StudlH 78.8 79.8 0.0 
I . 15.2 lnrn. • 11\JCt\n 320.1 320.1 0.0 
1.H Modtnc1t1an1 211.l 251 .l 0.0 
1.16.1 POES MO<lo H5 94.5 0.0 
1.18.2 OMSP MOdt 166.7 158.7 0.0 
Olhor IPACS/Ftlr1>•nk1 0.0 2.3 2.l Moa1nc:.auoo~ to feliDenJ\S e11111.mnu . Not conslaered per'I o' SCP ""tt tin dt1 v1111opoa. 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

@ 
Robert S. Winokur 
Acting System Program Director 
NPOESS Integrated Program Office 

~~.~ 
Juaith J. Gordon tF 
Assistant Inspector General for Systems Evaluation 
Office of Inspector General 
Department of Commerce 

Assistant Inspector General for Auditing 
Office of Inspector General 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

Inspection Report, Proposed NPOESS Preparatory Project 
Reduces Operational Risk, But Excludes Demonstration of Critical 
Ozone Suite (DOC OSE· 11103/NASA IG-99-012) 

The Offices of Inspector General of the Department of Commer·ce and National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration (NASA) conducted a joint inspectio.n of the risks and costs associated with 
technology transfer to the National Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental Satellite System 
(NPOESS). This inspection report identifies a risk reduction issue co11ceming a proposed joint 
NPOESS Integrated Program Office (IPO)/NASA NPOESS Preparatory Project (NPP) mission 
that warrants your immediate attention. 

w,e found that preliminary planning assumptions for the proposed NPP do not include evaluating 
the feasibility of demonstrating the Ozone Mapper Profiler Suite (OMJ>S), one of IPO's critical 
sensors. Exclusion of OMPS from flight demonstration will significantly increase the risk of a 
disruption in vital ozone data continuity. We recommend that IPO (1) request NASA to inc;:lude 
OMPS as a payload alternative in its NPP feasibility study. (2) defer the decision to include or 
exclude OMPS for flight demonstration until mission costs are fully analyzed and a cost sharing 
arrangement is negotiated, and (3) assess the operational risk of not demonstrating 0}.,fl>S. 

Your response indicates general concurrence with the recomm,endations and that implementing 
actions have been taken or planned. We have included on pag1e 7 a synopsis of your general 
comments on the report findings, and a synopsis of your response to each recommendation 
followed by an OIG discussion. Your response in its entirety is included as Appendix A. 

W·e appreciate the cooperation of IPO and agency staff during this inspection. 



Inspection Report 
For Official Use Only 
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The Department of Commerce, Department of Defense, and NASA are developing NPOESS in 
accordance with a 1994 Presidential Decision Directive .. The Directive calls for NPOESS to 
combine the separate DOD Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) and the 
Commerce/NASA-supported, Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental Satellite (POES) 
programs into a single, jointly operated satellite system. An Executive Committee (EXCOM), 
consisting of the Under Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere, Under Secretary of 
Defense for Acquisition and Technology, and NASA Deputy Administrator is responsible for 
policy guidance_ Program implementation is the responsibility of IPO, under the direction of a 
Commerce system program director. 

Tbe acquisition strategy developed in 1996 includes early development of five critical sensors, 
which are characterized by significant technological challenge: (1) Visible/Infrared Imager 
Radiometer Suite (VIIRS), (2) Conical Microwave lmager Suite (CMIS), (3) Cross-track 
Infrared Sounder (CrIS), (4) Oz.one Mapper Profiler Suite (OMPS), and (5) Global Positioning 
System Occultation Sensor (GPSOS). 

Until 1998, critical sensor risk reduction activities included a flight demonstration of CrIS, 
OMPS, and GPSOS by adding these sensors to POES-N Prime, NOAA's last polar-orbiting 
operational sateUite before convergence with NPOESS. However, an increase in the estimated 
cost, IPO budget cuts, and concern about NASA's Earth Observing System (EOS) mission 
,continuity prompted IPO and NASA to develop an alternative mission. The altemadve--
NPP-would combine demonstration ofNPOESS critical sensors with a developmental payload 
in support of NASA's Earth Science Program/EOS. NASA formally initiated an NPP feasibiHty 
.study in September 1998 and is preparing a mission deVielopment plan. The plan will be 
completed in March 1999, and will define technical content, agency roles,. budget, and cost 
sharing. EXCOM endorsed the NPP feasibility study at its December 18, 1998, meeting and is 
scheduled to consider the study results when it meets in April 1999. 

PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF INSPECTION 

The purpose of our review was to assess the level of sensor technology beii;tg transferred from 
NASA and other sources to NPOESS to minimize risk and ,cost. Although we are continuing 
our work in this area. this report is being submitted at this point because of the immediate need 
for IPO to deal with our observations and recommendations. Tbe observations and 
recommendations contained in this report focus specifically on the risk and cost effects that 
changes in the methodology for demonstrating selected critical sensors may have on the mission 
success ofNPOESS technology. 
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The scope of our work included evaluating the technology transfer roles and responsibilities of 
IPO and NASA, IPO planning and coordination with NASA, and management controls. We 
interviewed IPO technology transition and critical sensor ,engineers and project managers and 
representatives from NASA's Earth Science Program with responsibility for EOS satellites. We 
also interviewed NASA and Commerce research and operations scientists. 

Our work was perfonned in accordance with the lnspe1ctor General Act of 1978, as amended, 
and the Quality Standards for Inspections, March 1993, issued by the President's Council on 
Integrity and Efficiency. 

OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

P.roposed NPP Reduces Operational Risk, But Excludes Critical Ozone Suite 

W,e endorse the concept of converging NPOESS risk reduction demonstrations with a NASA 
mission. Under the proposed NPP, the flight demonstration ofNPOESS critical sensors would 
no longer be tied to the POES-N Prime satellite. lowering the risk of operational failure due to 
the satellite modifications that would be required to add NPOESS sensors. However, one of 
IPO's critical sensors planned for demonstration on POES-N Prime, O.MPS, is excluded in the 
preliminary NPP flight planning assumptions due to actual and antidpated budget cuts. Without 
flight demonstration of OMPS, the risk is significantly increased that sufficient ozone data may 
not be available to support federal government decision-making on actions to reduce ozone 
depl1etion. 

High Risk Ozone Sensor Suite Not Considered for Feasibility/Cost Study 

The NPP mission initial planning assumptions outlined in NASA's Associate Administrator for 
Earth Science memorandum of September 17, 1998, do not include OMPS. NASA's subsequent 
Mission Concept and Development Plan for its study of the NPP mission feasibility and system 
concept does not include O.MPS as a primary alternative, but rather a- possible consideration 
along with a NASA research sensor, meaning that its life-cycle ,costs will not be analyzed. 
Ohifi>S should be included as a primary alternative due to its devdopment risk and the potential 
for a gap in high quality ozone data. 

O.MPS was chosen for flight demonstration on POES-N Prime to mitigate its potential 'high 
development risk and to provide users with. better ozone data prior to the first NPOESS. OMPS 
is a high risk sensor because it combines functions previously perfonned by two sensors and 
significantly advances the technology. It wiH perform the functions of both Commerce's Solar 
Backscatter Ultraviolet Spectral Radiometer (SBUV), flown on POES satellites, and NASA's 
Total Ozone Mapper Sensor (TOMS), flown on the Earth Probe satellite. OMPS will also 
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advance the SBtN and TOMS 1970s technology and obtain significantly better data to increase 
the usefulness of ozon_e monitoring products. 

According to IPO's Cost Analysis Requirements Description (which establishes size, weight and 
power margins [risk factors] for the five critical sensors). VIIRS. CrIS. and OrvtPS carry the 
highest degree of development uncertainty. A flight demonstration would provide for early 
,evaluation of sensor and algorithm capabilities and correctiv1e modifications if needed before the 
fir:st NPOESS launch. VIIRS and CrIS are proposed for demonstration on the NPP mission 
based on the inherent risks of flying new, complex technology for the first time. 

Flight demonstration of OMPS was justified in the lPO budget beginning in fiscal year 1998. 
The justification cited the need for new technology to meet oz.one data user requirements. 
According to IPO's Single Acquisition Management Plan, OMPS is critical in determining high 
resolution oz.one profiles and related trace gases, which are vital to monitoring changes in the 
composition of the atmosphere and deducing the effects of these changes on the global climate. 
According to Commerce and NASA ozone scientists, to be highly effective, ozone instruments 
must accurately measure a vertical profile and be able to map a horimntal column within the 
stratosphere and troposphere. Current ozone sensors do not provide the high resolution data sets 
that are needed in profiling and mapping to examine small scale ozone phenomenon and 
improve data models and products. Demonstration ofOMPS prior to the first NPOESS would 
provide a phased introduction of NPOESS-like capabilities to meet the users' highest priority 
needs while mitigating NPOESS development risk. 

Commerce and NASA Are Required to Monitor and Report an the 
&tent and Effect of Ozone Depletion 

Eliminating flight demonstration of OMPS may jeopardire the ability of the federal government 
to meet public safety and international agreement responsibilities. Commerce and NASA are 
mandated to monitor ozone levels, conduct research, and report on the levels of ozone depletion. 
Under the Clean Air Act of 1990, Public Law 101-549, Commerce's National Oceanic and 
Atma.spheric Administration and NASA are responsible for monitoring and reporting on the 
,condition of the earth's oz.one because of the adverse effects that have been linked to ozone 
depletion. Health hazards that have been associated with ozone depletion include skin cancers, 
suppression of the immune system, gene mutations, eye disorders including cataracts, as well as 
adverse effects on crops. animals and marine life. 

Under the National Aeronautics and Space Administration Authorization Act, Public Law 94-39, 
NASA is responsible for conducting scientific research of the upper atmosphere, including 
assessing long-tenn environmental change. Both Commer,ce and NASA are required to report to 
Congress on the status of ozone depletion. Congress and the President need reliable information 
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on ozone stab.ls, changes, and causes to make policy decisions on actions to reduce ozone 
depletion. Ozone information is also needed to ensure compliance with the Montreal Protocol, 
an international agreement to eliminate ozone-depleting substances. Should OMPS high quality 
ozone data not be available, Commerce and NASA may not be able to effectively support federal 
government policy decision-making. 

Eliminating OW'S Demonstration Testing Will S~gnificantly Increase Risk 
of a Disruption in Vital Ozone Data Continuity 

Excluding a flight demonstration of OMPS increases the risk of a disruption in high quality 
omne data in two ways. First,. the risk i.s increased by the possibility of an OlvlPS failure on the 
first NPOESS. 01'.1PS was planned for flight demonstration on POES-N Prime in 2008, with 
nearly a four-year satellite life expectancy. If OMPS were demonstrated on NPP instead, it 
would launch in mid-2005 with a five-year Hfe. Without demonstration on either platfonn, the 
flfSt flight will be on NPOESS in early 2009. If OMPS fails on NPOESS, the satellite will not 
be replaced. According to IPO, an on-orbit satellite will be replaced only if specific weather 
data gathering sensors-not including OMPS-fail. Since the next NPOESS is not scheduled to 
launch until 2011, an early OMPS failure on the first NPOESS would result in Commerce and 
NASA not having critical ozone data for two years. 

Second, the risk is increased due to the expected term.ination of NASA missions and the 
potential for a delay in launching the first NPOESS. The TOMS mission is expected to end in 
2003. NASA's Oz.one Mapping Instrument (OMI) is scheduled to launch on NASA's EOS 
CHEM-I satellite in 2002. This sensor is to provide high quality ozone data to NASA and 
Commerce and to continue NASA• s oz.one data gathering until OMPS is available. However, 
the OMI design life is five years, resulting in expected mission termination in 2007. This may 
result in a gap in coverage for more than a year until the first NPOESS is operational in 2009. 
The gap could be larger if the first NPOESS launch date slips. The first launch has already been 
delayed from 2004 to 2009, primarily due to DMSP and POES satellites lasting longer than 
expected. and could be further delayed (see Table l on page 6). 
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CHEM/OMI 

NPOESS/OMPS 

I 

KSssssssssj.-
• II 
I 
II 

Uncertainties Require Further Alternatives and Cost Analysis 

According to IPO, POES-N Prime sensor demonstrations will Dot be perfonned because its 
budget will no longer support the required satellite modifications. IPO decided also that its 
budget will not support flight of OMPS at the time of the NPP mission. IPO based its budget for 
the demonstration of CrlS, OMPS,. and GPSOS aboard POES·N Prim1e on a one-month limited 
scope accommodation study it tasked NASA to perform in 1996; however, design assumptions 
about CrlS ·significantly changed since the study was completed .. A detailed, 10-month NASA 
study using more current information was completed August 17, 1998. The second study 
showed that the flight demonstration would cost $148 million, more than double the $65 million 
1996 estimate used for NPOESS budgeting. 

IPO and NASA formally discussed an alternative flight demonstration-NPP---on 
August 27, 1998. However, 0.MPS was ex.eluded based on IPO priorities and resource 
assumptions.. OMPS was considered less important to Commerce than sensors that support 
weather forecasting, and the NPOESS faced a Congressional $14.7 million Commerce fiscal 
year 1999 budget cut and another $15.5 million OMB fiscal y,ear 2000 cut. According to IPO, 
these budget cuts force a slowdown in OMPS delivery from mid-2002 to early 2005-too late 
for inclusion on the NPP mission. The IPO estimated that it would cost about $14 million to 
maintain the 2002 delivery date to support inclusion in NPP. 

The IPO decision that it lacked sufficient funding to fly Orvt:PS may be premature. Because 
Congress reduced the Commerce fiscal year 1999 appropri.ation, it appeared likely that the 
Defense appropriation would also be reduced due to its joint funding arrangement with 
Commerce. However, IPO learned in December 1998 that it may receive $14. 7 million 
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unanticipated funding from Defense. The $14. 7 mil.lion would be enough to resume the 2002 
OMPS delivery schedule_ 

The decision to exclude 01\iPS is also premature because it was made before IPO knew its cost 
shar,e of the mission. IPO could not provide support for the cost projections used in its decision 
to exclude OMPS from the NPP mission. NASA's Associate Administrator for Earth Science 
directed full life-cycle cost analysis of alternatives to be included in the NPP .Mission Concept 
and Development Plan study, including cost sharing. Only ifOMPS is included in the study will 
the complete budget implications of including O:MPS be known, allowing an informed decision 
to be made. Considering the high risk that quality ozone data may not be available to meet 
national needs without a flight demonstration, OMPS should be given further consideration. 

/PO General Comments on Findings and OIG Discussion 

IPO expressed concern about language in the report suggesting that the NPOESS program 
should be responsible for ensuring continuity of global orone mapping data, and commented that 
it is currently a NASA responsibility. We found that Public Law 101-549 makes Commerce and 
NASA equally responsible for monitoring and reporting on the condition of the earth's ozone. 

We reported that IPO was receiving $14. 7 million unanticipa~ed funding from Defense and that 
this amount would be enough to resume the 2002 O~S delivery schedule. IPO responded that 
the statement was not accurate because the $14.7 million was originally anticipated as a critical 
part of full funding for NPOESS in fiscal year 1999 {and thus, not unanticipated). and was 
already earmarked for other activities. The issue is not the meaning of "unanticipated funding," 
but whether IPO should use the $14. 7 million from Defens,e for O:rvtPS or the other activities. 
IPO should decide how best to use its resources for the NPOESS mission. The intent of this 
report is to encourage IPO to fully analyze risks and costs as a means of establishing priorities. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

We recommend that the Acting System Program Director: 

l. Request NASA to include OMPS as a payload alternative in the NPOESS Preparatory 
Project Mission Concept and Development Plan study. 

Synopsis of !PO 's Response 

lPO accepts this recommendation. The Assistant Administrator for Satellite and 
Information Services (also the IPO Acting System Program Director) and the NASA 
Associate Administrator for Earth Science, have directed the joint lPO/NASA NPP 
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planning team to include OMPS as a fourth payload alternative in the NPP mission 
concept and development plan study. NASA recently released a Request for Information 
(RFI) to solicit proposals from industry to implement a spacecraft for the proposed NPP 
mission. The RFI includes mass, power. and data rate specifications for a fourth, 
instrument-of-opportunity payload on NPP. The planning team will conduct a complete 
assessment to determine if a fourth payload, such as OMPS, can be accommodated on 
NPP within agency cost constraints. 

OIG Discussion 

IPO's actions are responsive to the recommendation. 

2. Defer the decision to include or exclude OMPS for the NPP flight demonstration until 
mission costs are fuHy analyzed and a cost sharing arrangement is negotiated. 

Synopsis of !PO 's Response 

IPO accepts this recommendation. A decision on wh,ether a fourth payload can be 
accommodated on NPP at an affordable program cost, and if so, the selected payload, 
will be deferred until NPP mission costs are fully analyl.led, IPO and NASA program 
priorities for NPP are approved by EXCOM and NASA Headquarters respectively, and 
an equitable cost sharing arrangement between IPO and NASA has been negotiated. IPO 
expects to brief EXCOM on the NPP study status in the spring of 1999. 

Adding a fourth sensor, such as OMPS, to NPP will increase the mass, power, attitude 
control, command and control, and data transmission requirements placed on the 
proposed spacecraft. The potential risk is that the NPP mission may not be affordable 
even with joint IPO/NASA funding if the spacecraft must be sized and configured to 
carry four payloads. If a dedsion is made to carry OMPS as a fourth payload on NPP, 
then additional funding in the FY 200 I - FY 2004 NOAA budget for NPOESS will be 
required to accelerate the OlvlPS instrument fabrication s,cbedule to meet an earlier 
delivery date for NPP spacecraft integration. 

DIG Discussion 

IPO's actions are responsive to the recommendation .. However, it is too early to 
determine whether additional funding will be need,ed. When the NPP concept and 
development plan in completed, IPO will be in a better position to prioritize an OMPS 
demonstration in relation to other NPOESS mission activities based on mission risks and 
costs and a cost sharing arrangement with NASA. 
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IPO accepts this recommendation. Based on a preliminary assessment of information 
and documentation received from contractors, IPO be(i,eves that instrument designs are 
mature enough to be able to accept the potential risk of not conducting a space-based test 
of the specific OMPS instrument prior to the first operational NPOESS launch, ifOMPS 
cannot be accommodated on the NPP mission. 

The global ozone mapping component of OMPS will be derived from the TOMS 
instrument, a proven space-based, remote sensing technology, as well as the improved 
technologies that will be demonstrated by NASA's OMI on the CHEM-I mission 
beginning in 2002. The O?dPS will also include a limb .sensor to improve the vertical 
resolution in atmospheric ozone profile measurements, rather than a nadir-pointing 
sensor as used on the POES SBUV. Although this specific sensor has not yet flown 
operationally. research ozone limb sensors will be demonstrated by NASA over the next 
several years. These missions will provide valuable risk reduction information to IPO 
and its contractors. 

To ensure that a gap in global ozone mapping does not occur. IPO believes that NASA, 
NOAA and their international pairtners should periodically assess the status of space
based ozone measurements and determine methods to maintain a long-term ozone data 
record. IPO will provide a mo,re complete assessment of the potential operational risks of 
not demonstrating OMPS to the OIGs in May 1999, after it has completed source 
selection and awarded a single contract for development and fabrication of OMPS. 

OIG Discussion 

JPO' s actions are responsive to the recommendation. 

IPO's full response is included as Appendix A. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
N11t;:lanal ac-nlc ,and .A'tmoepherlc Admlnlat:ratlan 
CHIEF FINANCIAJL OFFICIERICHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER 

Johnnie Frazier 
'\ 

Acting Inspecto~;Jer:rfif .~~ 

Paul F. Roberts Tf»lfJ~ 

DIG Draft Inspection Report: Proposed NPOESS 
Preparatory Project Reduces Operational Risk, 
But Excludes Demonstration of Critical Ozone 
Suite (DOC OSE-1103/NASA P&A-98-008) 

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the draft 
inspection report on risk reduction efforts for technology 
associated with the National Polar-orbiting Op~rational 
Environmental Satellite System (NPOESS) . The NPOESS Preparatory 
Project (NPP), a joint project of the Integrated Program Office 
(IPO) of the National Environmental Satellite., Data, and 
Information Service and the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA), is a major part of those efforts. 

In general, we agree with the findings in the draft report 
regarding the proposed risk reduction, early flight of 
opportunity demonstration program that the IPO and NASA's Office 
of Earth Science (OES)1 is jointly pursuing. NOAA is particularly 
pleased that the Office of Inspector General (OIG) has endorsed 
and independently validated the concept of the NPP mission. We 
believe that this joint mission will provide an early flight of 
opportunity demonstration to reduce risk to the critical NPOESS 
sensors that will be flown operationally beginning in late 2008, 
as well as allow NASA to ensure continuity of selected earth 
science data sets between the antic-ipated end of NASA's Earth 
Observing System {EOS) AM and PM missions in 2005-2006 and the 
start of the NPOESS mission in 2008. 

We agree with the recommendations made in the report 
concerning the Ozone Mapping and Profiler Suite (OMPS) and we 
have already taken action on the recommendations to include 
the OMPS as a payload alternative in the NPP feasibility study 
and to defer the decision to include or exclude OMPS on NPP until 
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the mission costs are analyzed completely and a cost sharing 
agreement between the IPO and NASA has been negotiated.. In 
addition, we are in agreement with the OIG about ensuring 
continuity of global ozone mapping data during the transition 
(2007-2008) from the NASA ozone mapping research missions to the 
operational NPOESS mission. Those issues are addressed in our 
general comments on findings. 

We have made a preliminary evaluation of the potential 
operational risks of not demonstrating OMPS prior to the first 
NPOESS launch, but will defer a more complete assessment until 
May 1999, after the IPO has completed source selection and has 
awarded a single contract for development and fabrication of the 
OMPS. 

Again, NOAA appreciates the opportunity to and comment on the 
draft inspection report. Our specific response to each finding 
and recommendation is attached. 

Attachment 



Comments on Findi.ngs and Responses to Recommendations: 
OI:G Draft I:nspecti1on Report 

•Proposed NPOESS Preparatory Project R1educes Operational 
Risk, But Excludes Demonstration of C.ritical Ozone Suite" 

Section I: General C'o:aments on Finding,s 

w,e are pleased that the OIG has endors 1ed and independently 
validated the concept of converging NPOBSS risk reduction, 
early flight demonstrations with a NASA mission. We believe 
that this joint mission will provide an important opportunity 
to reduce risk to the critical NPOESS sensors that will be 
flown operationally beginning in late 2008, as well as allow 
NASA to ensure continuity of selected earth science data sets 
between the anticipated end of NASA's Earth Observing System 
(EOS) AM and PM missions in 2005-2007 and the start of the 

NPOESS mission in 2008. 

The OIG review of the proposed NPP mission identified that the 
Ozone Mapping and Profiler Suite (OMPS) that is planned for 
NPOESS was not specifically included as a payload alternative 
in the initial planning assumptions for the NPP mission. As a 
result, the OIG concluded that, "Exclusion of OMPS from flight 
demonstration will significantly increase the risk of a 
disruption in vital ozone data continuity.~ Although we 
understand the OIG's interest in ensuring continuity of global 
ozone mapping data to support federal government policy 
decision-making, we are concerned about the suggestion that 
the OIG has made that the NPOESS program should be responsible 
for ensuring continuity of global ozone mapping data during 
the transition (2007-2008) from the NASA ozone mapping 
research missions to the operational NPOESS mission. 

Global ozone mapping is currently a NASA responsibility that 
is accomplished through their Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer 
(TOMS) research mission. Beginning in late 2002 and extending 
into 2007, NASA will continue its long-term ozone mapping 
research when an Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) is launched 
on the EOS Chemistry (CHEM) mission. Complementary 
atmospheric ozone profile data will be acquired from the 
nadir-pointing Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet Radiometer/2 
(SBUV/2) on the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration's (NOAA) Polar-orbiting Operational 
Environmental Satellites (POES) during this same time period. 
We are prepared to assume full operational responsibility for 
global ozone mapping and profiling using the OMPS, when the 
first NPOESS spacecraft is launched in late 2008. To ensure 
that a gap in global ozone mapping does not occur in 2007-
2008, as the OIG suggests, we believe that NASA, NOAA., and 



,other international partners should periodically assess the 
status of space-based ozone measurements and determine methods 
to maintain the long-term ozone data record utilizing both 
space-based and in situ observations. This approach will be 
e.specially important if the OMPS cannot be accommodated on the 
NPP mission because of cost considerations and agency 
priorities. 

Findin.g I: Proposed NPP Reduces Operational Risk, But 
Excludes Critical Ozone Suite 

The IPO agrees with the comments in the draft report 
concerning the NPOESS Preparatory Project.. The NPP mission 
concept has been developed jointly with NASA to provide the 
IPO with a demonstration and validation for three (3) of the 
four (4) critical NPOBSS instruments and to provide NASA with 
continuation of selected, calibrated, validated, and geo
located global imaging and sounding observations after the EOS 
AM and PM missions and prior to the NPOESS mission. 

A: High Risk Ozone Sensor Suite Not Considered for 
Feasibility/Cost Study 

The NPOESS Optimized Convergence Plan initiated in FY 1997 
included a risk reduction component to demonstrate selected 
instruments on an early flight of opportunity. Those 
instruments included the critical Cross-track Infrared Sounder 
(CrIS) , as well as the Global Positioning System Occultation 
Sensor (GPSOS) and the OMPS, which are high priority NPOESS 
s,ensors. At the time that the Optimized Convergence Plan was 
formulated, the only spacecraft that was expected to be 
available for an early flight demonstration was POBS-N', the 
last operational satellite in the POES series. Because of the 
existing constraints of POES-N', the only planned NPOBSS 
instruments that could possibly be accommodated on the 
spacecraft were CrIS, GPSOS, and OMPS. The !PO proceeded with 
feasibility studies for this risk reduction demonstration, 
even though it would require modifications to an operational 
satellite and would potentially increase the risk of 
operational failure of POES-N' . If the opportunity to use a 
separate, unencumbered, non-operational satellite for an early 
flight demonstration had been apparent in FY 1997, the IPO 
would have planned to demonstrate the four critical NPOBSS 
instruments: Visible/Infrared Imager Radiometer Suite (VIIRS); 
Cross-track Infrared Sounder (CrIS); an advanced cross-track 
microwave sounder (currently the Advanced Technology Microwave 
Sounder {ATMS] being developed by NASA for NPOESS) ; and the 
Conical-scanning Microwave Imager/Sounder (CMIS). We have 
been able to leverage other satellite programs to reduce 
potential development and operational risks for the CMIS 



sensor. Through a separate joint program with the Department 
of Defense (DOD), the IPO has been supporting the 
WindSat/Coriolis mission that, beginning in late 2001, will 
provide a space-based demonstration of the passive microwave 
radiometric measurement technologies that will be incorporated 
into CMIS. 

As the OIG report correctly states on page 6, a detailed NASA 
study of the modifications to the POES-N' spacecraft that 
would be required to accommodate CrIS, GPSOS, and OMPS was 
completed in mid-August 1998 and showed that the costs 
($148 million) would be more than double the original estimate 
(.$·65 million) used for NPOESS current and out-year budgeting. 
The higher costs for the POES-N' modifications could not be 
supported by the approved NPOESS out-year budget. 

In late August 1998, the IPO and NASA began discussions of an 
alternative bridging mission, the NPOESS Preparatory Project, 
to demonstrate early NPOESS operational capabilities and to 
meet the science needs of NASA's Earth Science Enterprise. In 
September 1998, the !PO System Program Director and the NASA 
Associate Administrator for Earth Sci·ence directed a joint 
IPO/NASA team to begin a feasibility study of the NPP mission. 
Initial planning assumptions included VIIRS, CrIS, and ATMS as 
the critical three payloads on NPP. However, this did not 
preclude the NPP team from considering additional payloads. 
If mass and power margins allow, the !PO/NA.SA NPP planning 
team will consider adding a fourth payload to the spacecraft, 
provided that the program rema.ins affordable and agreements to 
fund the mission jointly can be negotiated. Potential 
candidates for this fourth, to-be-determined payload include 
NASA's Clouds and Earth Radiant Energy System (CERES - also to 
be flown on NPOESS) and the OMPS. 

B: Uncertainties Require Further Alternatives and Cost 
Analysis 

On pages 6 and 7 of the draft inspection report, the OIG 
states: ttThe IPO decision that it lacked sufficient funding to 
fly OMPS may be premature ... [the] IPO learned in December 
1998 that it may receive $14.7 million unanticipated funding 
from Defense. The $14.7 million would be enough to resume the 
2002 OMPS delivery schedule. 11 This statement is not accurate. 

In FY 1999, the Congressional appropriations for the 
Department of Commerce reduced NPOBSS funding by $14.7 
million. The FY 1999 Congressional appropriations for the 
Department of Defense sustained the request for the NPOESS 
program at $64.7 million. Because of the $14.7 million 



reduction to DOC funding for NPOBSS, the !PO had to reduce the 
projected FY 1999 budget, thereby impacting parts of the 
program. With the approval of the NPOESS Executive Committee 
(BXCOM), the IPO eliminated FY 1999 funding for the POES-N' 
modifications, reduced funding for the Internal Government 
Studies (!GS) efforts, and reduced funding and stretched out 
the Phase II production schedules for CrIS, GPSOS, and OMPS 
instruments. The OMPS delivery schedule was stretched out 
from 2002 to 2005, when the instrument will be required for 
integration onto the first NPOESS satellite. 

Because the NPOESS program is funded equally by DOC and DOD, 
it was anticipated that DOD, through the U.S. Air Force, would 
withhold $14.7 million in FY 1999 and reprogram these funds 
for other purposes. This withhold did not occur. However, 
the $14.7 million that was finally released by the U.S. Air 
Force in early January 1999 was not ''1unanticipated funding 
from Defense. 11 The $14.7 million was always a critical part 
of full funding for NPOESS in FY 1999 to allow the IPO to 
conduct its budgeted program. If the U.S. Air Force had 
withheld and reprogrammed the $14.7 million, there would have 
been further, more serious impacts to the NPOESS program. 
This additional reduction would have: (1) eliminated the 
planned upgrades for the Defense Meteorological Satellite 
Program (DMSP) Multi-spectral Operational Linescan System 
(MOLS); (2) reduced funding for the Advanced Technology 
Support Program (ATSP) efforts; and (3) further reduced 
funding for IGS activities. 

Section II: Response to, Recommendations 

Recommendation 1: Request NASA to include the Ozone Mapper 
Profiler Suite as a payload alternative in the NPOESS 
Preparatory Project Mission Concept and Development Plan 
study. 

Resoonse: The Integrated Program Office accepts this 
recommendation. The Assistant Administrator for Sate.llite and 
Information Services, the IPO Acting System Program Director, 
the NASA Associate Administrator for Earth Science, have 
directed the joint !PO/NASA NPP planning team to include OMPS 
as a fourth payload alternative in the NPP mission concept and 
development plan study. NASA recently released a Request for 
Information (RF!) to solicit proposals from industry to 
implement a spacecraft for the proposed NPP mission. The RFI 
includes ma~s, power, and data rate specifications for a 
fourth, instrument-of-opportunity payload on NPP. The 
planning team will conduct a complete assessment to determine 



if a fourth payload, such as OMPS, can be accommodated on NPP 
within affordable agency cost constraints. 

Recommendation 2: Defer the decision to include or exclude 
OMPS for the NPP flight demonstration until mission costs are 
fully analyzed and a cost sharing arrangement is negotiated. 

Response: The Integrated Program Office accepts this 
recommendation. A decision on whether a fourth payload can be 
accommodated on NPP at an affordable program cost, and if so, 
what that payload will be, will be deferred until NPP mission 
costs are fully analyz.ed, IPO and NASA program priorities for 
NPP are approved by the EXCOM and NASA Headquarters 
respectively, and an equit.able cost sharing arrangement 
between the IPO and NASA has been negotiated. We expect the 
NPP study status to be briefed to the EXCOM in the spring of 
1999. 

Adding a fourth sensor, such as OMPS, to NPP will increase the 
mass, power, attitude control, command and control, and data 
transmission requirements that will be placed on the proposed 
spacecraft. The potential risk is that the NPP mission may 
not be affordable even with joint !PO/NASA funding, if the 
spacecraft must be sized and configured to carry four 
payloads. If a decision i~ made to carry OMPS as a fourth 
payload on NPP, then additional funding in the FY 2001 -
FY 2004 NOAA budget for NPOESS will be required to accelerate 
the OMPS instrument fabrication schedule to meet an earlier 
delivery date for NPP spacecraft integration. 

Recommendation 3: Assess the operational risk of not 
demonstrating OMPS. 

Response: The Integrated Program Office accepts this 
recommendation. Based on a preliminary assessment of 
information and documentation received from contractors at the 
recent (January - February 1999) OMPS Preliminary Design 
Reviews (PDR) in preparation for the Call For Improvement 
(CFI) proposals, the !PO believes that the contractors' 
instrument designs are mature enough to be able to accept the 
potential risk of not conducting a space-based test of the 
specific OMPS instrument prior to the first operational NPOESS 
launch, if OMPS cannot be accommodated on the NPP mission. 
The global ozone mapping component of OMPS will be derived 
from the TOMS instrument, a proven space-based, remote sensing 
technology, as well as the improved technologies that will be 
demonstrated by the Ozone Monitoring Instrument on NASA's CHEM 
mission beginning in late 2002. The OMPS will also include a 
limb sensor, rather than a nadir-pointing sensor {e.g., 
SBUV/2) / to improve the vert.ical resolution in atmospheric 



oz.one profile measurements. Although this specific sensor has 
not yet flown operationally, ozone limb sensors have been 
demonstrated in space in a research mode as early as 1978 on 
Nimbus-7. Research limb sounders scheduled for flight by NASA 
over the next several years include: the Sounding of the 
Atmosphere using Broadband Emission Radiometry (SABER) on the 
Thermosphere, Ionosphere, Mesosphere Energetics and Dynamics 
(TIMED) mission in May 2000; and the High Resolution Dynamics 
Limb Sounder (HIRDLS) on the CHEM mission. These missions 
will provide valuable risk reduction information to the !PO 
and its contractors. We will provide a more complete 
assessment of the potential operational risks of not 
demonstrating OMPS to the OIG in May 1999, after the IPO has 
completed source selection and has awarded a single contract 
for development and fabrication of the OMPS. 

We share the OIG's concern about a potential gap in U.S. 
space-based global ozone mapping capabilities in the 2007 to 
2008 time frame, prior to NPOESS. However, this gap may not 
occur if NASA's CHEM mission is delayed, or if the CHEM 
mission and the OM! sensor last longer than the planned five 
year design life. In addition, other ozone mapping sensors 
(e.g., the Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment [GOME] on the 
European Organisation for the Exploitation of Meteorological 
Satellites [EUMETSAT] Meteorological Observation Satellite 
Series [METOP]) will be available to help maintain the space
based global ozone mapping mission in that time period. 

To ensure that a gap in global ozone mapping does not occur in 
2007-2008, as the O!G suggests, we believe that NASA, NOAA, 
and other international partners, such as EUMETSAT, should 
periodically assess the status of space-based ozone 
measurements and determine methods to maintain the long-term 
ozone data record utilizing both space-based and in situ 
observations. This approach will be especially important if 
the OMPS cannot be accommodated on the NPP mission because of 
cost considerations and agency priorities. 
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MAR 3 I 1999 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
The lnspe,ctor General 
Washin,gt,on, D.C. 20230 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Dr. Kennetll Prewitt 
Director 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Bureau ofthe Census 

Johnnie E. Frazier 

Final Report: Bureau of the Census-Interagency Agreements 
Require Improvements 
(IPE-10523} 

As a follow-up to our March 9, 1999, draft report, this is our final report on our inspection of tile 
Bureau oftlle Census's management of obligation and unfunded interagency agreements .. The 
report includes comments from your written re;ponse to the draft report. A copy of your entire 
response is included as an appendix to the report. 

This report conveys observations and recommendations that we believe will improve the Bureau 
of the Census's ability to prepare, review, and maintain agreements in accordance with federal, 
departmental, and agency guidance. We are pleased that the bureau concurs with our 
recommendations and plans to implement them. 

Please provide your action plan addressing the recommendations in our report within 60 calendar 
days. We thank bureau personnel for th.e assistance and courtesies extended to us during our 
review. If you have any questions or comments about our report or the requested action plan, 
please contact me on (202) 482-4661. 

Attachment 

cc: Robert J. Shapiro, Under Secretary for Economic Affairs 
Linda Bilmes, Acting Chief Financial Officer and Assistant 8'ecretary for Administration 
Barbara S. Fredericks,. Assistant General Counsiel for Administration 
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UNITIED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
The Inspector General 
Washingto1n, D.C. 20230 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Barbara S. Fredericks 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Assistant General Counsel for Administration . 
Johnllie E. Frazier ~a 
Final Report: Bureau of the Census-Interagency Agreements 
Require Improvements 
{IPE· 10523) 

As a follow.up to our March 9, 1999,. draft report, this is our final report on our inspection of the 
Bureau of the Census's management of obligation and unfUnded interagency agreements. The 
report includes comments from your written response to the draft report. A copy of your entire 
response is included as an appendix to the report. 

This report conveys observations and recommendations that we believe will improve the Bureau 
of the Census's ability to prepare,. review, and maintain agreements in accordance with federal, . 
departmental, and agency guidance. We are pleased that the bureau concurs with our 
recommendations and plans to implement them. 

We are sending this final report to you because of your office's involvement in the review of the 
bureau's interagency agreements. We thank your office and staff for the assistance and 

. courtesies extended to us during our review. If you have any questions or comments about our 
report, please contact me on (202) 4824661. 

Attachment 
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Interagency and other special agreements are mechanisms for federal agencies-to define terms for 
performing work for others (reimbursable agreements), acquiring work from others (obligation 
agreements), or coordinating complementary programs without the transfer of funds. These 
agreements can be between Conrmerce Department entities; or between one Commerce unit and 
another federal agency, a state or local government agency, a university, a not-for-profit 
organization, or a private party. They involve a significant amount of federal resources, but 
control processes for these agreements are largely a matter of agency discretion, unlike 
procurement contracts, grants,. or cooperative agreements. 

The Bureau of the Census uses s:uch agreements to pursue several aspects of its mission to 
collect and provide timely, relevant, and quality data about the people and economy of the 
United States. Other federal agencies and non-federal organizations also have similar missions 
or require information or services from the bureau to :fulfill their own unique missions. 
Agreements are one method for these agencies to fonnaily agree to share information, provide 
needed services, or coordinate their programs to optimize the benefits from each agency's efforts. 
If properly prepared, monitored, and controlled, agreements are necessary and beneficial to 
define the roles and responsibilities of each of the parties so that the greatest return is realized 
from similar or complementary programs . 

This is one report in a series to be issued as part of the Office ofinspector General's 
Department-wide review of agreements. The purpose of our inspection was to evaluate policies, 
procedures, and practices being foHowed by the bureau in its preparation, review, .and 
management of obligation agreements and agreements not involving the transfer of funds. We 
did not review the bureau's individual reimbursable agr,eements because they were partially 
included in an OIG audit of] 997 financial statements.1 Overall, we found that the bureau uses 
agreements to support its mission by acquiring and exchanging data, conducting joint statistical 
projects, and acquiring information technology. However, we also identified the need for 
significant improvements in the agreements themselves, the review process, the policies that 
govern obligation agreements and agreements not involving the transfer of funds, and the 
tracking of agreements. 

During our review of bureau agreements, we made the following observations: 

., Agreements are not always properly prepared-The bureau does not consistently 
(1) cite an applicable legal authority, (2) prepare written justifications, (3) include total 
project costs and budget summaries, and (4) define tennination dates or review periods. 
This could cause the improper depositing and handling of finances associated with 
agreements, the violation of legal authorities, the violation of financing provisions of the 

1 Census Financial Statements, FSC-8836-7-0001, February 1997 . 
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Economy Act or Joint Project Authority, or the performance of work that is no longer 
mission-related (see page 6). 

Oversight process for reviewing agreements is inad1equate-We found that few bureau 
agreements receive legal or procurement review. Only 2 of the 26 sampled agreements 
from fiscal year 1997 received legal review. Currently, the bureau does not have any 
policy or regulation, that stipulates when Office of General Counsel (OGC) review is 
required before an agreement is signed. An April 1994 memorandum from Commerce's 
General Counsel states that Economy Act and joint project agreements "should" be sent 
to OGC for review. Departmental personnel have interpreted this OGC guidance as 
permitting some amount of discretion. Although OGC officials stated that they expect to 
review all funded and unfunded agreements unless a specific delegation has been granted 
to a bureau or line office,. they were not aware of the large number of agreements that 
they do not review. The bureau also does not have any requirement that its obligation 
agreements are reviewed by fue appropriate procurement officials. While we realize that 
legal and procurement reviews take time and effort, we believe that they are necessary to 
ensure that bureau commitments are appropriately made and its resources are 
safeguarded. The bureau needs to develop formal, consistent policies and guidelines to 
ensure that its agreements are prepared properly and receive all necessary oversight 
reviews (see page 17) . 

Bureau should develop a central database to inventory and track agreements
Although the bureau has separate financial systems for tracking reimbursable and 
obligation agreements, there is neither a repository nor a central listing of all agreements. 
We believe that a central database of all types of agreements would be a useful 
management and administrative tool, providing basic information, such as how many 
agreements exist,. what agencies and other parties are involved, and total funding involved 
in agreements. 'This should help the bureau better manage its resources and better define 
performance measures and demonstrate results (see page 21). 

On page 23, we offer a series of recommendations to address our concerns. 

TJw.liJT z 

In their responses to our draft report, the Principal Assodate Dir,ector and Chief Financial Officer 
for the Bureau of the Census and the Chief of the General Law Division of the Office of 
Assistant General Counsel for Administration generally agreed that the Bureau of the Census's 
agreements require better management and oversight, including better written guidance on how 
agreements should be drafted and reviewed. They also suggested some changes to the body of 
the reports. We have taken these comments into consideration and have made changes as 
appropriate. A copy of each of the responses is included in its entirety as appendices to this 
report . 

ii 
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Pursuant to the authority of the Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended, the Office of 
Inspector General conducted an inspection of the Bureau of the Census's management of 
interagency and other special agreements. Because the bureau uses hundreds of agreements to 
fulfill its mission, the bureau's ability to properly prepare, review, and track agreements is 
essential. 

Inspections are special reviews that the OIG undertakes to provide agency managers with timely 
information about operations, including current and for,eseeabJ,e problems. Inspections are also 
done to detect and prevent fraud, waste, and abuse, and to encourage effective, efficient, and 
economical operations. By highlighting problems, the OIG intends to help managers move 
quickly to address those identified during the inspection and avoid their recurrence. Inspections 
may also highlight effective programs or operations, particularly if they may be useful or 
adaptable for agency managers or program operations elsewhere. 

We conducted our inspection from November 1, 1997, through May 15, 1998, in accordance 
with the Quality Standards/or Inspections issued by the President's Council on Integrity and 
Efficiency. The inspection was conducted as part of a larger, Department-wide review of these 
agreements. Prior to the issuance of this report, we discussed our pr,eliminary findings with 
bureau staff in the Budget Division and the Finance Division. 

PURI'OSE AND SCOPE 

Interagency and other special agreements are mechanisms for federal agencies to define terms for 
performing work for others (reimbursable agreements), acquiring work from others (obligation 
agreements), or coordinating complen1entary programs without the transfer of funds. Because 
reimbursable agreements were partiaUy included in our review of the bureau's fiscal year 1997 
financial statements, we excluded reimbursable agre,ements from our inspection. 1 As a result, in 
this inspection only obligation agreements and agreements not involving funds transfers 
(including unfunded agreements) were evaluated.2 These agn;,ements can be between Commerce 
Department entities; or between one Commerce unit and another federal agency, a state or local 
government agency, a university, a not-for-profit organization, or a private party. They involve a 
significant amount off ederal resources, but control processes for these agreements are largely a 
matter of agency discretion, unlike procurement contracts, grants, or cooperative agreements. 

1 Census Financial Statements, FSC-8836-7-0001, February 1997. 

2 According to a memorandum dated December 29, 1997, from the Department's Assistant General 
Counsel for Administration to NOAA' s Assistant Administrator for Fisheries, "Unfunded agreements ... neither 
make an obligation or conunitment nor transfer funds or property." 
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We defined interagency and other special agreements as those agreements that are not grants, 
cooperative agreements, or procurement contracts.3 For simplicity, we use the term "agreement" 
to refer to the various types of interagency or other special agreements within our scope. 
Agreements can include memoranda of agreement or understanding, joint project agreements, 
interagency purchase orders that document both parties' acceptance, or any other document that 
details the terms of an agreement and the parties' acceptance. Agreements can transfer funds 
from one party to the other, bind one or both parties to commit funds or resources to a project, or 
not involve any resources. 

In 1994, we examined agreements for reimbursable work performed by the National 
Telecommunications and Information Administration and found several problems, including 
more staff than necessary for its mission because ofits over-reliance on reimbursable funding.4 

That same year, we also issued letter reports to the lntemational Trade Administration (ITA) and 
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration on their respective agreements. Our 
report to IT A cited the f<.J.ct that it had not provided a complete and timely accounting of all 
agreement costs and expenditures to other parties to its agreements.5 In our report to the NOAA 
Comptroller, we expressed our concerns about NOAA's ability to produce a concise, credible 
inventory of interagency agreements.6 Then, in 1995 and 1996, respectively, th.e OIG reported 
that NOAA's National Marine Fisheries Service and Office of Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Research consistently undercharged for services they provided under agreements.7 Due in part to 
the concerns raised in these reports, we began our current Department-wide review of 
agreements. 

3The Federal Grant and Cooperative Agreement Act of 1978 defines procurement contracts, grants, and 
cooperative agreements in the following manner. Procurement cont rads-"legal instruments reflecting a 
relations.hip between the United Slates Government and a State, a local government, or other [non-federal] recipient 
when ... the principal purpose ... is to acquire (by purchase, lease, or barter) property or services for the direct 
benefit or use ofthe United States government." 31U.S.C. § 6303. Grants-legal instruments used when "(I) the 
principal purpose of the relationship is to transfer a thing of value to a Slate or local government or other recipient 
to carry out a public purpose of support or stimulation authorized by a law of the United States ... and (2) 
substantial involvement is not expected between the executive agency and the State, local government, or other 
recipient when carrying out the activity contemplated in the agreement." 31 U.S.C. § 6304. Cooperative 
agreements--differ from grants only in that they are to be used when substantial involvement by the executive 
agency is expected. 31 U.S.C. § 63 05. 

4NTIA lnter~gency Agreements. institute for Telecommunicatio.n Sciences, IRM-5723, January 1994. 

5 Interagency Agreements Conducted by the International Trade Administration, IRM-6290, September 
1994. 

6Preliminary Findings Regardlng Inspection Work on NOAA lnteragencyAgreements, IRM-6291, 
September 1994. 

1 NMFS Cost Recovery for Sponsored Research Needs Improvement, STL-6528, May 1995; OAR 's Cost 
Recovery for Sponsored Research Needs Improvement, STL-7658, June 1996 . 

2 
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The purpose of the inspection was to evaluate policies, procedures, and practices being followed 
by the bureau in carrying out its responsibilities related to fiscal year 1997 obligation agreements 
and agreements not involving fund!s transfers. We also looked at: active· decennial-related 
agreements across all fiscal years. The scope of our inspection included determining whether 
these agreements, (1) meet legal and regulatory requirements; (2) support the bureau's mission; 
(3) are appropriate and effective tools for obtaining the desired goods or services; and (4) are 
prepared and reviewed in a manner that establishes sufficient management and financial controls. 

The bureau had 81 obligation agreements and 40 agmements not involving funds transfers active 
in fiscal year 1997. Of these, we sampled 20 (22 percent) and 6 (12 percent) respectively. We 
chose all obligation agreements valued at $100,000 or more to oo.ver the majority of the funds 
transferred through agreements. Because of the upcoming decermial census, we included all 
decennial-related obligation agreements as wen as agreements not involving funds transfers in 
this sample. We also looked at the relationship of the agreements to the bureau's mission and 
whether the agreements were possibly being used to cir,cwnvent procurement or financial 
assistance processes. 

BACKGROUND 

The Bureau of the Census's mission is to be the preeminent collector and provider of timely, 
relevant, and quality data about the people and economy of the United States. In addition to the 
bureau's decennial census, the bl!l!feau conducts other censuses and demographic and economic 
surveys to fulfill its mission and for the federal government, state governments, cities, local 
governments, and others. The bureau's economic statistics program collects data for federal 
statistics generated at other agencies including the gross domestic product, the merchandise trade 
balance, and the producer price index. The bureau's demographics program provides estimates 
of population, and official statistics on income, housing, and other socio-economic issues. The 
bureau disseminates the results of these surveys and censuses through the printing of the 
Statistical Abstract of the United States, making databases available over the Internet and 
through the sale ofCD~ROMs. 

Bureau agreements in fiscal year 1997 

In fiscal year 1997, the bureau had approximately 689 agreements, involving more than $207 
million in funds received for reimbursable activities or obligated to acquire goods or services 
from other parties (see Table 1).8 This figure includes 40 agreements where bureau resources 

s The 689 agreements and associated funding are estimates based on the best information available at the 
time of this review. As discussed on page 21, the bureau does not have a single database or other record-keeping 
system that has complete and reliable information about all types of agreements. The list includes memoranda of 
agreement or understanding, which represent obligation and reimbursable agreements, and large or small 
interagency purchase orders . 

3 
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were committed to performing activities under memoranda of understanding or agreement, but 
there was no transfers of funds. 

Table 1: Bureau of the Census Agreements (Fiscal Year 1997) 
~I 

I Types of Agreements Estimated Value Total Sampled 

· Reimbursable $197,021,000 5'68 0 

Obligation I 10,360,000 81 20 
' 

Agreements not involving 0 40 6 
a funds transfer 

TOTAL $207 ,381,000 1689 26 

The bureau uses most of its agreements to perform surveys and censuses for states, cities, local 
govenunents, and other users. The bureau also acquires goods and services through agreements 
with other federal agencies including information technology support, leasing of copiers, and 
acquisition support. For example, to increase the public's access to data and comply with Title 
13, the bureau enters into agreements to acquire and/or share data with other federal agencies. 9 

Often, the bureau must pay the other agency for preparing and transferring the data through an 
obligation agreement; however, sometimes the other agency provides the data free of charge 
through an agreement not involving funds transfers. In addition to data exchange agreements, 
the bureau has multiple agreements with the Social Security Administration and the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics for c'onductingjoint studies and cooperating to improve the reliability of data 
and statistics. These agreements do not involve the transfer of funds. State governmental bodies 
and non-profit organizations have also entered into this type of agreement with the bureau to help 
disseminate public data and assist in data coHection. 

Recent changes in bureau policies and procedures for obligation agreements 

In July 1997, the bureau's Budget Division issued a memorandum to strengthen the review 
process for obligation agreements. Legal review was mandated for all Cooperative Research and 
Development ~greements (15 U.S.C. 3710a) and all agreements that cite the Joint Project 
Authority (15 U.S.C. 1525). However, agreements citing other authorities such as the Economy 
Act are not required under the policy to receive legal review. Interestingly, the Department's 
Office of General Counsel oraUy indicated to the Budget Division in 1997 and other personnel 
that all obligation agreements, regardless of legal authority, should be sent for review and 
approval. However, this oral instruction has not been formalized into a written policy. 

9 13 U.S.C. § 6 (c) states "[t]o the maximum extent possible and consistent with the kind, timeliness, 
quality and scope of the statistics required, the Secretary shall acquire and use information available from [federal 
agencies, state and local governments and private persons or organizations]." 

4 
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The bureau's new procedures also specified necessary information for obligation agreements 
including a unique interagency agreement number, a legal authority citation, a statement of work,. 
principal contact names, financial infonnation, a termination provision, signature authorizations, 
and routing instructions. The July 1997 memorandum also ,established routing and approval 
requirements. For example, the bureau's Budget Division must review and approve all 
obligation agreements that cite the Joint Project Authority. 

Office of Inspector General reports. on departmental policies and procedures 

This is one report in a series to be issued as part of our Department-wide review of agreements. 
In September 1998, we issued a report to the Department's Chief Financial Officer and Assistant 
Secretary for Administration and the General Counsel addressing our concerns about 
Department-wide internal management and oversight of agreements. io We recommended that 
the Department prepare formal policies and procedures, outlining the types of agreements that 
can be entered into by Commerce bureaus; the minimum necess.ary contents and steps for 
preparing agreements; standard language or form agreements; and the review, approval, and 
renewal policies and procedures that should be followed by all Commerce bureaus. The bureau 
should be aware that the Department will soon develop Department-wide guidance on 
agreements. As a result, the bureau will have to make its internal procedures consistent with this 
forthcoming departmental guidance. 

lo Final Inspection Report: Office of the Secretary--lnteragency and Other Special Agreements Require 
Better Management and Oversight, IPE- l 0418, September 1998 . 
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We reviewed a sample of the bureau's 689 agreements to determine whether they were properly 
prepared and justified. In reviewing the 26 agreements in our sample, we found that the 
agreements were being used to further the bureau's mission. In some cases, data exchange and 
data purchasing agreements with other federal agencies were cost ·effective ways of acquiring 
necessary information without the bureau having to gather the data itself. In other cases, either 
the needed services were only available from other federal agencies, or the cost of the services 
was significantly lower than it would be if obtained from the private sector. For example, by 
acquiring arrest records and fingerprint checks on prospective ,employees from the Justice 
Department, the bureau achieves a fast turnaround time with the only comprehensive arrest 
record and fingerprint database in the country. 

However, we did find deficiencies in a number of agreements during our review. Specifically, 
we found significant inadequacies with information contained in most agreements, including the 
lack of ( 1) citation of applicable legal authority, (2) written justifications, (3) total project costs 
and/or budget summaries, and (4) tennination dates or review P'eriods. 

A. Some agreements fail to cite applicable legal authorities 

The bureau's July 1997 policy for obligation agreements requires that each obligation agreement 
contain a legal authority citation based on the Economy Act of 1932 (31 U.S.C. §§ 1535-1536), 
Joint Project Authority (15 U.S.C. §§ 1525-1526 second paragraph), or the Special Studies 
provision (15 U.S.C. §§ 1525-1526 first paragraph). 11 Bureau agreements also cite the 
Intergovernmental Cooperation Act (31 U.S.C. § 6505), Federal Technology Transfer Act of 
1986 (15 U.S.C. §§ 3710a-3710d), and General User Fee Authority under 31 U.S.C. § 9701. 
Program authority may also exist as a result of other congressional actions. For example, the 
bureau has specific authority to enter into Joint Statistical Agreements with non-profit 
organizations under 13 U.S.C. § 8(b). 

Citation to proper legal authority is important because the type of authority chosen for a 
particular agreement affects the treatment of funds transferred under the agreement, and the 
timing and disposition of receipts. For example, the Economy Act requires that all payments for 
work or services performed be deposited to the appropriation or fund against which the charges 
have been made. Under the Joint Pro1ect Authority, all payments are deposited into a separate 
account that may be used to directly pay the costs of work or services performed, to repay 
advances, or to refund excess sums when necessary. AU receipts for furnishing specialized or 
technical services authorized under the Intergovernmental Cooperation Act may be deposited in 

11 July 28, 1997, Budget Division memorandum to bureau offices. 
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the appropriation or account from which the cost of providing such services has been paid or is to 
be charged. In contrast, fees collected as user fees must be returned to the U.S. Treasury in full 
unless existing statutes specifically provide otherwise .. Without an accurate citation, the bureau 
cannot be certain that it is properly depositing and handling funds associated with agreements. 

The type of legal authority used also affects the period of availability for funds transferred under 
an agreement. For Economy Act agreements, the period of availability of funds transferred may 
not exceed the period of availability of the source appropriation. Accordingly, one-year funds 
transferred by the requesting agency must be returned at the end of that fiscal year and 
deobligated by that agency, to the extent that the performing agency has not performed or 
incurred valid obligations under the agreement. When the agreement is based on some statutory 
authority other than the Economy Act, the funds will remain payable in full from the 
appropriation initially charged, regardless of when p,erformance occurs. The funds are treated the 
same as contractual obligations, subject, of course, to the "bona fide needs" rule 12 and to any 
restrictions in the legislation authorizing the agreement. Therefore, it is necessary to determine 
the correct statutory authority for any agreement, in order to apply the proper obligational 
principles. 

In addition, legal authority citations are necessary because they set the parameters for 
agreements, establish programmatic authority to cooperate or perform joint activities, and help 
prevent activities within agreements that would otherwis1e be forbidden. 

Some obligation agreements lacked an applicable legal authority 

We found that the bureau did not cite an applicable legal authority in 5 of 2 0 ob ligation 
agreements we reviewed. Fifteen of the 20 agreements were signed before the bureau's July 
1997 policy that required a citation to legal authority came into effect. Because of this, only a 
small portion of agreements we reviewed were affected by the new policy. However, we found 
that 11 of these 15 agreements in effect before July 1997 cit1ed a legal authority for the funds 
transferred. The Economy Act. was the legislation most often cited, followed by th.e Information 
Technology Management Reform Act and other authorities sp,ecific to the .other agencies. Of the 
five obligation agreements we reviewed that came into effect after the legal authority citation 
requirements were instituted, four had the required legal authority citations. 

Although our saniple does not allow us to state definitively that legal citations are now being 
included in most bureau obligation agreements, it appears that the new policy is leading to an 
increased citation of legal authority. However, citation to a legal authority should be made in all 
bureau agreements. 

12Tue bona fide needs rule states that a fiscal year appropriation may be obligated only to meet a legitimate 
or bona fide need arising in, or in some cases arising prior to but continuing to exist in, the fiscal year for which the 
appr9priation is made . 
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Most agreements not involving funds transfers Jacked an applicable legal authority 

Of the six agreements not involving funds transfers that we reviewed, only two cited legal 
authority. Although authority for funds transfers are not an issue with these agreements, legal 
authority citations are necessary because they set the parameters for agreements, establish 
progranunatic authority to cooperate or perform joint activities, and help prevent activities within 
agreements that would otherwise be forbidden. 

We found that the bureau has not developed policies and pmcedures to ensure that agreements 
not involving funds transfers are consistently and properly prepared and comply with the specific 
agreement authorities. There is also limited Department-wide guidance on preparation of these 
agreements. Currently, lacking adequate guidance, burnau officials are unaware of the 
requirements for writing agreements. Consequently, bur,eau program officials have no basis or 
standard for preparing new agreements not involving funds transfers except to look at previous 
agreements. Obviously; any problems with previous agre,ements are then perpetuated through 
new agrnements. However, we did find that bureau officials are in the process of preparing 
policies and procedures for agreements that involve exchanges of data, which comprise the 
majority of agreements not involving funds transfers. The guidelines outline the Policy Office's 
clearance process and signature authority. 13 

B. Bureau does not adequately justify agreements 

When a legal authority was cited,. we found that most of the obligation agreements we reviewed 
contained limited documentation to show whether bureau. persotlllel have prepared sufficient 
justification to support the agreements' legal citations. For example, for obligation agreements 
where the bureau pays for services from other federal agencies under the Economy Act, we found 
that the bureau does not consistently prepare a determination and finding n::quired by the Federal 
Acquisition Regulation. 14 Of the 20 obligation agreements we reviewed, 9 cited the Economy. 
Act, which requires the preparation of a determination and finding. However, the bureau did not 
prepare a determination and finding for any of the nine agreements. Without written 
justifications that the relevant criteria have been met, it is not possible to verify whether proper 
consideration of those criteria has taken place or whether the use of the cited legal authority is 
appropriate. 

13 
A!! agreements not involving funds transfers signed by tile Director or Deputy Director are con1rolled by 

the correspondence management staff within the Policy Office and are deared by the originating division. 
Signature authority is dependent upon the level of approval requir,ed by the partner agency. 

14A determination and finding docwnents that "( 1) use of an interagency acquisition is in the best interest 
of the Government; and (2) the supplies and services cannot be obtained as conveniently or economically by 
contracting directly with a private source." [Federal Acquisition Regulation § l 7.503(a)]. 
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For an agreement to be legal, the requirements of the cited statutory authority must be met. 
Additionally, for user fee agreements subject to Office of Management and Budget Circular 
A-25, the bureau must ensure that relevant criteria are met before citing specific legal authorities 
that are the basis for their agreements. These criteria range from ,ensuring that necessary funds 
are available, to determining that the service a government entity will provide does not compete 
with the private sector. Table 2 lists the key legal authorities used for agreements and the criteria 
that must be met in order to properly use the legal authority. Although the criteria in Table 2 
must be met, written justifications addressing these factors, are not always required . 
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Table 2: Summary of Key Legal Authorities and Criteria 

I. Legal Authority Applicable Criteria 
' 
' I 

Economy Act of 1932 a. Other party to the agreement is another government agency. 
(31 u.s.c. § 1535) 

I b. Funds are available. 

c. The head of the ordering agency decides the order is in the best interest 
ofth.e government 

d. The agency filling the order is able to provide the goods or services. 

e. The head of the ordering agency decides whether or not the 

I 

ordered goods can be provided as c·onveniently or cheaply by a 
commercial enterprise. 

Joint project authority a. Other participants are eligible entities, including non-profit 
and User fee authority organizations, research organizations, or public organizations or 
(15 u.s.c. § 1525) agencies. 

b. Matters are of mutual interest. 

c. The total costs (sum of costs for all participants in the joint project) for 
such projects must be apportioned equitably . 

I 

d. Joint projects may be performed only if ( 1) the project cannot be done 
at all or as effectively without the participation of all parties to the 
prnject and (2) the project is essential to the furtherance of a 
departmental program. 

Intergovernmental Cooperation a. Agencies may provide specialized 1or technical services for state or 
Act (31 U.S.C. § 6505) local governments that lhe agency is especially competent and 

authorized by law to prnvide. 

b. The services must be consistent wilh and further the government's 

I 

policy of relying on the priv.ate enterprise system to provide servi.ces 

I 
reasonably and quickly available through ordinary business channels. 

c. Services may be provided only when there is a written request for 
those seTVices made by the state or focal government. The requestor 
must also pay all identifiable costs incurred by the agency in rendering 

I th.e service. 

I 

I 

Agencies may impose a fee for an activity that conveys special benefits General user fee authority (OMB a. 
Circular A-25) to its recipient(s) beyond those accruing to the general public. 

I 

Federal Technology Transfer Act a. Agency program missions shall be advanced. 
(15 U.S.C. § 3710a) 

b. Special con.sideration shall be giv1en to small businesses and to 
businesses that agree to manufacture any products in the United States . 
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The Federal Acquisition Regulation pres.cribes the policies and procedures applicable to 
interagency acquisitions only under the Economy Act. Under that act, when a government 
agency purchases a good or service from another government agency, the requesting agency 
must prepare a determination and finding. A determination and finding documents that "(1) 
[u]se of an interagency acquisition is in the best interest: of the Government; and (2) [t]he 
supplies and services cannot be obtained as conveniently or ·economically by contracting directly 
with a private source."15 According to the Federal Acquisition Regulation, a determination and 
finding "shall be approved by a contracting officer of the requesting agency with authority to 
contract for the supplies or services to be ordered, or by another official designated by the agency 
head .... ''16 Additional matters must be addressed in the determination and finding if the 
Economy Act order requires contracting by the servicing agency. For example, the servicing 
agency must document that at least one of the followirtg circumstances is applicable: (1) the 
acquisition will appropriately be made under an existing contract, (2) it has capabilities or 
expertise to enter into a contract and such capability or expertise is not available within the 
requesting agency, or (3) it is specifically authorized by law or regulation to purchase such 
supplies or services on behalf of other agencies. 

[n addition, to the extent that the bureau is engaging in a commercial activity, a detennination 
and finding must also incorporate an economic analysis in accordance with Office of 
Management and Budget Circular A-76. The FAR specifically states that acquisitions wider the 
Economy Act are not exempt from Circular A-76 requirements. 17 This circular prohibits the 
government from starting or continuing activities to provid·e a commercial product or service if 
the product or service can be purchased more economically from a private source. 18 To this end, 
a requesting agency must prepare an analysis of its requirements to determine that use of another 
agency's resources is necessary because (1) there is no satisfactory commercially available 
source, (2) the required goods or services are a matter of national defense or government medical 
patient care, or (3) procuring from another agency is the lowest cost solution. 

The Federal Acquisition Regulation requirement for requesting agencies to prepare a 
determination and finding for Economy Act transfers appears to be the only regulation that 
explicitly requires a written justification addressing relevant legal criteria. 19 Yet, for all types of 

-
1 s Federal Acquisition Regulation § 17.503(a). 

16Federal A~quisition Regulation § 17 . .503(c). 

11Federal Acquisition Regulation§ 17.502{c), citing Federal Acquisition Regulation§ 7.3. 

18 OMB prcular A-76, part 8. 

19In addition to a determination and finding, the Federal Acquisition Regulation requires that Economy Act 
agreements include provisions such as a des.cription of the supplies or services required, delivery requirements, a 
funds citation, payment terms, and acquisition authority, as may be appropriate. Federal Acqu.isftion Regulation 
§ 17.504(b) . 
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agreements regardless of the legal authority cited, written justifications, which prove that the 
legal criteria have been met, represent a good management practice.. Several of the criteria listed 
in Table 2 are complex, such as the Joint Project Authority requirement that the project cannot be 
done at all or as effectively without the participation of all parties or the Intergovernmental 
Cooperation Act requirement that the servicing agency be esp,ecially competent to provide the 
service. Without the aid of a written justification, it may be difficult to show that the criteria for 
some agreements have been met In addition, managers or other officials who review agreements 
that they did not negotiate need sufficient written documentation to determine that all relevant 
criteria have been met. 

While the applicable statutory authorities do not neoessarily require written justifications 
addressing the applicable criteria, infonnal or non-systematic review of complex issues can result 
in insufficient consideration being given to the criteria for these authorities. With the assistance 
of the Department's Office of General Counsel, the bureau should review existing laws, 
including those listed in Tab1e 2, and determine what requirements would be better supported by 
increased written justifications. Then,. the bureau should provide the programs with adequate 
guidance and oversight to ensure that agreements include appropriate written documentation to 
prove that the relevant criteria have been met. 

C. Agreements often Jiave incomplete budget information 

We found that only 5 percent (1 of 20) of the obligation agreements we reviewed included total 
project costs combined with acceptable budget summaries. Estimating total project costs, 
including the perfonning agency's contributions, and budget summaries is necessary to comply 
with applicable legal authorities such as the Economy Act and the Joint Project Authority. 
Without an estimate of a project's total costs, (1) managers and reviewers cannot accurately 
determine whether full costs are being recovered or if costs have been apportioned equitably for 
joint projects, (2) an agreement may not receive approval at an appropriate level within the 
organization since approval levels are often set at specific dollar thresholds, and (3) it cannot be 
determined if the government is providing a service or product more economically than the 
private sector. 

Similarly, the lack of detailed budget information prevents a full understanding and accounting 
of the purposes for which the bureau's appropriations are being expended. If the project is a joint 
project, the agreement should indicate the contributions of each organization and explain how 
costs are apportioned equitab1y in relation to the benefits received. Accurate, detailed budget 
sununaries also assist managers and reviewers in assessing the estimated cost of an agreement. 
Therefore, bureau officials reviewing agreements should ensure that total project costs and 
budget summaries, including the bureau's contributing shar,e, are defined in the agreement. If 
that information is provided in the proposal exclusively, the bureau should require that the 
proposal be expressly incorporated by reference in the agreement 
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OGC/ Administration questioned the necessity of detailed budgets for all agreements under the 
Joint Project Authority. OGC stated that Commerce program officials have found it difficult to 
obtain detailed budgets from some proposed outside partners in joint projects. The proposed 
partner's extra administrative work of developing budget information was described as a 
potential "deal preaker." Although we appreciate that there is some work involved in developing 
budget estimates, we believe that a budget with a reasonable breakdown of costs is necessary to 
ensure that the agreement complies wi.th statutory and regulatory requirements. We question the 
wisdom of entering into agreements with organizations that are nnwilling to provide an estimate 
of total project costs coupled with a reasonable breakdown of thos·e costs. " 

D. Termination dates and review periods are not alwa~s defined 

We found that 54 percent (14 of26) ofthe agreements we reviewed did not define a review 
period or termination date to ensure that agreements are properly administered and kept 
up-to-date .. When the stated performance period is nndefined or indefinite, it is difficult to 
determine whether the agreement is still valid and whether r·eassessment of the agreement ever 
occurred. Even i.f a need still exists, as time passes, critical features of the project such as the 
level of funding or other resources, may need modification. In addition, an ill-defined 
performance period may ultimately result in the performance of work that is no longer 
mission-related, the waste of funds and personnel, or the inequitable apportioning of project 
costs. All bureau agreements should have a defined performance period with a stated effective 
date and,. when possible, a specific termination date. For agreements that continue over an 
extended term, where it is not feasible to define a termination date, the agreement should have a 
provision for a periodic review and amendment by mutual consent of the parties. 

In addition, the bureau has not developed a policy establishing when and how often agreements 
should be reevaluated to determine if the project is still justified and consistent with both Census 
and Commerce missions. Currently the bureau lacks an ,established practice for reviewing 
agreements after they are implemented. The bureau should ensur·e that its agreements are 
reviewed, and revised or renewed as appropriate, at least every three years. Any policy should 
also indicate which officials or officers are responsible for the review. 

In responding to our draft report, OGC indicated its preference for flexibility on the requirement 
for a termination date or review period. It had been made aware of "instances where an operating 
unit of the Department will have negotiated very favorable terms in an agreement, and will want 
to have those terms to continue for as long as possible." Although there may be instances in 
which the Department has negotiated a "good deal,'' we do not feel that the potential hann of 
renegotiating favorable agreement terms outweighs the cost and program benefits outlined above 
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that can be gained from periodic reassessment of agreements. Thus, we have reaffinned our 
recommendation in this area. 

E. Bureau needs to prepare comprehensive policies and guidelines 

We were pleased to see that the bureau's Budget Division had issued a policy on obligation 
agreements in July 1997. However,. that policy needs to be revised. Building on the policy for 
obligation agreements issued by the Budget Division in July 1997, the bureau should prepare a 
comprehensive set of guidelines for preparing all types of bureau agreements that is consistent 
with forthcoming departmental guidance and incorporates the requirements for legal and other 
oversight reviews of agreements that are discussed in subsequent sections of this report. These 
guidelines should include: 

• 

standardized agreement definitions, steps for preparing agreements, and the 
provisions necessary for compliance, and at least the following requirements: full 
cost recovery (where applicable), equitabl·e apportionment of costs for joint 
projects, citation of legal authorities, appropriate level of approval, applicable 
written justifications, total project costs, applicable justifications, and termination 
dates and/or review periods; 

guidance that requires program officials to notify other agencies of what terms are 
required in Bureau of the Census agreements and to modify or amend incomplete 
agreements; and 

mechanisms that ensure bureau agreements are reviewed, and revised or renewed 
as appropriate, at least every three years. 

The bureau should also distribute relevant information for preparing and processing agreements 
internally through its Intranet and at appropriate bureau management and administrative 
conferences. Any subsequent changes in federal, departmental, or bureau regulations or 
procedures and applicable laws should also be widely distributed. Once bureau policies and 
procedures have been finalized, training should be provided to all appropriate staff on how to 
properly prepare and process agreements. 

In addition to a clear policy, the bureau, in conjunction with OGC, should develop standard 
agreement language for use by bureau programs. The bureau believed that standard language 
was important enough to create Form BC-505A for reimbursable agreements, which could be 
used to establish a similar fonn or a master form for establishing some obligation agreements as 
well. This form provides information relevant to the tenns ofithe agreement, such as, the 
responsible parties entering the agreement, the nature ofprogram, financial cost, method of 
billing, and legal authority. However, Form BC-505A needs rnvision if it would be used for 
establishing obligation agreements using the Economy Act'because the fonn does not include all 
required information for obligation agreements (e.g., determination and findings or contracting 
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officer's signature when necessary). While the varied nature of obligation agreements and 
agreements not involving the transfer of funds does not allow for a rigid set of guidelines, 
pre-approved language that is regularly reviewed and updated would facilitate the process by 
making agreements easier to draft and to review. 

In its response to our draft report, the Bureau of the Census concurred with our recommendations 
to ( 1) develop a comprehensive set of guidelines for the preparation and review of all types of 
bureau agreements; (2) distribute relevant information for preparing and processing agreements 
internally; and (3) provide training on how to properly prepare, process, and review agreements 
to all program and administrative staff responsible for agreements. 

The bureau's CFO made two general comments in response to our draft report. First, because 
reimbursable agreements were excluded from the scope of our review, our repeated mention of 
them creates a certain amount of confusion. See<;>nd, the review is based on agreements that are 
at least two years old and does not fully reflect the relatively new policies and procedures that the 
bureau has enacted. We mention reimbursables only in the background section and in sections 
pertaining to agreement policies and procedures to ensure that any bureau guidance covers all 
types of interagency agreements. Bureau program and administrative staff should be able to 
consult one authoritative source to determine the requirements and procedures for reimbursable 
agreements, obligation agreements, and agreements not involving the transfer of funds. We 
recognize that the bureau has improved some of its policies and procedures since the time of our 
review, but we could not determine with our sample the extent to which the July 1997 obligation 
agreement policy resulted in better agreements. The bureau's current policies and procedures for 
agreements still need the improvements and safeguards discussed in our report. 

The bureau has stated its intent to revise its current guidelines and update them to incorporate 
relevant departmental guidance when it becomes available. The bureau plans to make use of 
many data dissemination methods to keep staff abreast of the latest agreement processing and 
preparation guidance. The bureau will provide them training regarding agreements after the 
guidance is finalized. 

OGC/Administration stated that our recommendation to revise form BC-SOSA for establishing 
obligation agreements using the Economy Act could create confusion about the proper uses of 
the form. We agree that BC-505A is intended to be used solely for agreements under the Joint 
Projects Authority (15 U.S.C. § 1525) and the bureau's joint statistical authority (13 U.S.C. § 
Sb). We never intended to suggest that the form BC-SOSA was crafted for Economy Act 
obligation agreements or obligation agreements under other legal authorities. Rather, we stressed 
the usefulness of the form that perhaps could be expanded to cover obligation agreements using 
the Economy Act. We have clarified the wording in our report . 
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OGC/Administration questioned the need for our recommendation that the bureau's policies and 
procedures include formal procedures to notify other agencies of what terms are required in 
Bureau of the Census agreements and to modify or amend incomplete agreements. 
OGC/ Administration noted that "informing another party of the terms you require to be in an 
agreement is merely part of the process of negotiating an agreement." While we understand 
OGC's desire for flexibility, we include this requirement in the recommendation because both 
the bureau and other departmental units have standard form .agreements from other federal 
agencies that were deficient and,. unfortunately, were not corrected through the negotiation 
process. We have modified the wording of the recommendation for greater specificity . 
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II. Improvements are Needed in the Review and Oversight of Agreements 

We found that the bureau's agreement review process was inadequate, resulting in inac.lequate 
oversight and incomplete agreements. Bureau offices have followed an inconsistent and partially 
documented process for reviewing agreements. Although the bureau has developed some 
policies and procedures for the oversight and review of agreements, the policies are not 
comprehensive for all types of agreements. The new policies for obligation agreements institute 
some necessary requirements and controls, but are deficient in review policies and procedures. 
For agreements not involving funds transfers, the.bureau also lacks review policies and 
procedures. As a result, for both obligation agreements and agreements not involving funds : 

r 
transfers, only some are reviewed by the bureau's procurement and/or legal offices, despite the ~ 

critical need for these offices to review most such agreements beforn they are signed. Only a 
budget review is consistently occurring. Therefore. we believe that the bureau's legal and 
procurement review process needs to be improved and documented. New, comprehensive 
guidelines for such oversight should be prepared, in consultation with the appropriate department 
oversight offices, and made a part of the bureau's overall policies and guidance covering 
agreements, as discussed in the previous section of this report (see page 14). 

A. Most agreements are not receiving legal review 

We could only confirm that 2 of the 26 sampled agreements had r,eceived legal review . 
Currently, the bureau lacks any policy or regulations that establish criteria for when OGC review 
is required before an agreement is signed. An April 1994 memorandum from Commerce's 
General Counsel states that Economy Act and joint project agreements "should" be sent to OGC 
for review. However, departmental and bureau personnel have interpreted this guidance as 
permitting some amount of discretion. Although OGC omcials told us that they expect to review 
all funded and agreements not involving the transfer of funds unless a specific delegation has 
been granted to a bureau or line office, we found that they were unaware of the large number of 
agreements that they did not review. 

We were unable to determine the levd of compliance with OGC's April 1994 request for two 
reasons. First, because the bureau lacks a unified database of its agreements indicating all 
reviews conducted (see page 21), we wern unable to determine what agreements the bureau has 
received and reviewed and then sent to OGC for review. Second, OGC's tracking system is a 
word processing-based system and not a database that can readily be used to determine which 
agreements its system contains without painstakingly searching through the file on a 
chronological basis.20 Word searches are problematic due to the similarity of agreement titles 
and no standard method for describing agreements. WhHe OGC's system contains useful 
information, a word processing fiJe makes data searches and extractions time-consuming tasks. 

2°Final Inspection Report Office of the Secretary--fnteragency and Other Special Agreements Require 
Better Management and Oversight, IPE-10418, September 1998 . 
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As a result, easily determining what agreements OGC has reviewed was not feasible. 

Personnel in the bureau's Policy Office stated that all agreements signed by the Director receive 
prior legal review and clearance, while all agreements signed at the Associate Director level may 
or may not receive legal review depending on the policies and procedures of the program area. 
However, we could not verify this statement. Prior to July 1997, neither OGC nor the bureau 
required a signature showing that a legal review had occurred. 

As part of the bureau's July 1997 guidelines, each bureau division must prepare Census 
Transmittal Form BC-1797 documenting through a signature, who has reviewed an agreement. 
Because these guidelines were new, only five of the agreements that we sampled took effect after 
the guidelines were issued. Therefore, we were unable to determine whether bureau offices were 
complying with the guidelines. However, if the agreements we sampled are representative of all 
the agreements, most bureau agreements may not be receiving legal review. 

Ifan agreement has not been reviewed by legal counsel, it may (1) not comply with legislative 
and regulatory requirements, (2) not cite appropriate legislative authority, or (3) include terms 
unacceptable or unnecessary for a federal agency. Formal policies and procedures for legal 
review of all bureau agreements are clearly needed. Although the bureau's July 1997 policy 
represents positive steps in the review and oversight of obligation agreements, the policy must be 
augmented with better review policies and procedures for all agr,eements, including criteria and 
thresholds outlining which bureau agreements must be reviewed by OGC. OGC has already 
established thresholds for legal review of National Marine Fisheries Service agreements. 21 The 
bureau should work with OGC to develop a similar policy and thresholds for legal review of its 
agreements. Agreements which OGC must review could include agreements above a certain 
dollar threshold, agreements that include irregular terms and conditions, or ones that involve a 
private or foreign party. 

In addition to establishing criteria for legal review of documents, the bureau needs to better 
define and document the legal review process. Furthermore, since bureau and departmental 
personnel have expressed concerns about the length oflegal review, the policy should state how 
much lead time is normally required to obtain legal review. The programs must then provide 
agreements in sufficient time for legal review to be completed before a project is expected to 

21
The new National Marine Fisheries Service guidelines, which are currently being revised. by NMFS and 

OGC to address a number of concerns inciudmg those highlighted in OW' recent OIG reports, state that the Office of 
General Counsel will review (1) Economy Ac! agreements wbere $100,000 or more is being transferred and 
(2) unfunded agreements with other federal agencies that are for a per~od of more than five years. In addition, if 
personal property is being transferred or loaned under an unfunded agreement, Office of General Counsel review 
must be obtained. Furthermore, all joint project agreements, regardless of funding, must continue to be cleared by 
the Office of General Counsel. 
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start. The bureau should also work with OGC to develop a mechanism for legal counsel to 
inform the programs about the status oflegal review so that the programs can anticipate when the 
legal review will be completed. 

First, OGC/Administration stated that our discussion of OGC's tracking system contains several 
inaccuracies and misleading statements with respect to OGC's performance of its 
responsibilities. OGC/Administration stated that the database is not used for tracking purposes, 
nor is it OGC's responsibility to track or mmiage Department agreements. We mentioned the 
difficulty of obtaining information from OGC's tracking system in order to show that it could not 
be used currently as a central source of information as to which burnau agreements had been 
reviewed by OGC. 

Second, OGC/ Administration asked that we delete from the report our suggestion that the bureau 
work with OGC to develop a mechanism for informing program officials about the status of legal 
review. OGCl Administration stated that it does have a system ''to ensure that clients may know 
the status of the review of their agreements." Attorneys upon receiving an agreement for review 
have been directed to contact the client and inform him that they have been assigned to conduct 
the legal review of the agreement 

We suggested that the Bureau of the Census and OGC jointly develop a mechanism for keeping 
the bureau apprised of the status of legal review because some bureau and departmental 
personnel have mentioned difficulties in determining the contact or getting status information. 
Since we believe that the instruction to staff attorneys has been re-emphasized or reiterated 
recently, we applaud OGC/Administration for its efforts to improve customer service. 

B. Most agreements are not receiving procurement review 

As discussed in the previous chapter, we found that bureau offices rarely prepare determination 
and findings for obligation agreements. When determination and findings are prepared, they are 
not routinely being reviewed by a contracting officer. Contracting officers have the expertise and 
knowledge necessary to review determination and findings. Based on the July 1997 
memorandum, the bureau's Acquisition Division was removed from reviewing obligation 
agreements to streamline the bureau''s review process. Since July 1997, the Budget Division has 
been responsible for ( 1) certifying the availability of funds, (2) returning two original agreements 
to the originating division for signature and delivery to the other organization, (3) retaining one 
copy, and (4) fonvarding a copy to finance to set up a pending file. We believe that the bureau 
unwisely removed the Acquisition Division (the chief procurement office) and its contracting 
officers from reviewing determination and findings. 

Without contracting officials' review, obligation agreements may violate the Federal Acquisition 
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Regulation, which requires agencies to obtain goods or services from other agencies through 
Economy Act agreements. A detennination and finding should be prepared to justify that the 

_ purchase is in the best interests offue government and that the supplies or services cannot be 
obtained as conveniently or economically from a private source. The Federal Acquisition 
Regulation requires a contracting officer or other official designated by the agency head to 
approve and sign the determination and finding. 

The bureau should develop procedures to ensure that (1) the bureau uses a standard method of 
documenting and approving determination and findings and (2) a ,contracting officer reviews all 
Economy Act orders and D&Fs before an agreement is signed. Procedures should indicate that 
Economy Act orders and supporting D&Fs above a specific threshold must be reviewed by the 
department procurement authority, the Office of Acquisition Management, consistent with all 
forthcoming departmental guidance. In addition, for all burieau intra-agency Economy Act 
transfers, offices should be required to prepare justifications that support their determination that 
purchasing from a federal entity is cheaper or more convenient than purchasing from a 
commercial entity.22 Bureau contracting officers who have training and experience in obtaining 
goods and services, should use these policies and procedures to conduct agreement reviews. 
Bureau offices, such as the decennial staff, that have their own procurement :functions should 
have their contracting officers review agreements. For other bureau offices, Acquisition Division 
contracting officers should review and provide the necessary approval for Economy Act 
agreements . 

• ......... = 

OGC/ Administration questioned the need to require determination and findings for intra-agency 
Economy Act transfers. Although the Federal Acquisition Regulation does not require a 
determination and finding for intra-agency Economy Act transfers, it does give the agencies the 
discretion to address such transfers m agency regulations. In ord1er to ensure that Economy Act 
requirements are being met,. due diligence would require that the bureau or unit ordering the 
goods or services justify that the order complies with the four conditions of the Economy Act. 
Otherwise, the Department cannot be assured that its agencies .are getting the best value for the 
cost and are using Economy Act agreements for the right purposes. We feel that requiring 
justifications is an important and necessary step in the decis.ion-making process when acquiring 
goods and services. 

22 Intra-agency transactions are to be addlressed in agency regulations, [Federal Acquisition Regulation 
§ l 7.500(a)] . 
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Ill. Bureau Should Develop a Central Database to Inventory and Track Agreements 

During our review, we found that the bureau lacks a central database or tracking system for all of 
its agreements. Currently, the bureau ha<> separate financial systems for tracking reimbursable 
and obligation agreements, and the bureau's Policy Office uses a correspondence control system 
to track all agreements that involve data exchange and all agreements signed at the Deputy 
Director or Director level. 

Although the bureau tracks reimbursable agreements, obligation agreements, and some 
agreements not involving the transfer of funds in separate databases, this method of tracking 
agreements is not easily sorted by relevant information including project title, parties, 
termination date, type of agreerm;nt, or an identifying number. A central database of agreements 
with relevant information would be a useful management and administrative tool. The 
Government Performance and ResuUs Act requires federal agencies to describe coordination and 
planning with other agencies on shared or similar functions and programs. In July 1997, the 
House Science Committee criticized Commerce's strategic plan for failing to adequately discuss 
coordination of cross-cutting programs. The Department has sinc,e included more information 
about external program "linkages'' in its strategic plan for 1997-2002. For each strategic theme 
(economic infrastructure,. science/technology/information, and rnsource and asset management 
and stewardship), the Department describes several linkages with other federal and non-federal 
parties that support these strategic themes . 

The bureau could use the database to provide input into the Economics and Statistics 
Administration's (the bureau's parent organization) and Commerce's strategic plans. Basic 
information, such as how many agreements exist, what agencies and other parties are involved, 
and total funding through agreements, could be used to develop the strategic plan linkages .. From 
an administrative and management perspective, a central database of agreements would help 
bureau managers in a<>sessing overall resource commitments and bureau program officials in 
administering and maintaining their agreements. By having relevant dates in the system, 
programs could easily identify which agreements are due for renewal, termination, or review. 
Also, programs could quickly respond to inquiries on particular agreements by accessing the 
system with an identifying number,. project title, or contact name. 

A central bureau database should include certain key elements, including project title, parties, 
tennination date, review date, legal authority, funding information, and contact person or office. 
The database should also identify the type of agreement (i.1e. agreements not involving the 
transfer of funds, reimbursable agreement, or obligation agreement). This system could also be 
used to establish a document nwnbering system, where each entry would be assigned a unique 
number, which would then be placed on the actual agre1ement and any related documents. The 
bureau could then better identify and track the physical documents. Given the large number of 
bureau agreements and their importance to achieving the bureau's mission, a comprehensive 
database of agreements with relevant information would help management and program officials 
control and maintain their agreements . 
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Concerning the need for better tracking of agreements, we have made recommendations to the 
Department in a separate report.23 One of our recommendations is the establishment of a 
Department-wide database of agreemenls. We recommended th~1t the Department determine 
whether (1) there should be one consolidated Department-wide system that each bureau can 
access to add, modify, or delete agreements; or (2) each bureau should maintain its own database 
that is compatible with other bureau systems. The bureau should closely coordinate with the 
Department to ensure that its agreements system is consistent and compatible with any 
forthcoming departmental policy. 

;;::::::t; ..... 1 

The Bureau of the Census concurs with the recommendation to establish a centralized system to 
adequately inventory, track, and control the bureau's agreements. The bureau plans to work with 
the Department in developing the system . 

23 Final Inspection Report: Office of the Secretary--Interagency and Other Special Agreements Require 
Better Management and Oversight, IPE-l l'J418, September 1998. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

We recommend that the Director of tlie Bureau oftlie Census take the following actions: 

1. Building on the policy for obligation agreements iss11ed by the bureau's Budget Division 
in July 1997, develop a comprehensive set of guidelines for the preparation and review of 
all types of bureau agreements that is consistent with forthcoming departmental guidance. 
These guidelines should include: 

2. 

3. 

• standardized agreement definitions, steps for preparing agreements, and the 
provisions necessary for compliance., and at least the following requirements: full 
cost recovery (where applicable), equitable apportionment of costs for joint 
projects, citation of legal authorities, appropriate level of approval, applicable 
written justifications, inclusion of total proj1ect costs and detailed budget 
summaries, applicable justifications, and termination dates and/or review periods 
(see page 14). 

• guidance that requires program officials to notify other agencies of what terms are 
required in Bureau of the Census agreements and to modify or amend incomplete 
agreements (see page 14) . 

• mechanisms tliat ensure bureau agreements are reviewed, and revised or renewed 
as appropriate, at least every three years (see page 14). 

• standard language or fonn agreements for use by the programs (see page 14). 

• reasonable criteria,. establlished in conjunction with the Office of General Counsel, 
for which bureau agreements require legal review (see page l 7). 

• a standard method of documenting and approving detennination and findings and 
review of all Economy Act orders and D&Fs by an appropriate contracting officer 
before an agreement is signed (seepage 19). 

Distribute relevant infonnation for preparing.and processing agreements internally 
through the bureau's Intranet and at appropriate bureau management and administrative 
conferences. Any subsequent changes in federal, departmental, or bureau regulations or 
procedures and applicable laws should also be widely distributed (see page 14). 

Provide training on how to properly prepare, process, and review agreements to all 
program and administrative staff responsible for agreements (see page 14) . 
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4. Establish a centralized system to adequately inventory, track, and control Census's 
agreements. This_system should be compatible with any Department-wide database for 
agreements (see page 21) . 
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APPENDIX B- Bureau of the Census's Response to Draft Report 

March 26, 1999 

MEMORANDUM FOR 

Frllm: 

Sul:liect: 

Jill Gross 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Bureau of dl1t Cens1111 
WHh~ng'to:n, 0.IC 20233 

Acting Inspector General 
for ]nspeetillru; and Pmgmm Evaluati(lllS 

Nancy A. Polak~ ~ 
Principal Assocu;t~Dire&.~ 
and Chief Financial Officer 

Dnlll: Jru;P"ctilln Report; Bureau 1;>f !hi' Census 
lntemgency Agreemenb Require lm:Pl'll¥ements 
{OPE.10523) 

We arc ptc>vidlng you with our response to the observations and reDOmmemla:tions in the drELfl 
inspection tq)Ort. 1'o begin, lhe Cewms BurCllU hM two gcncml comments regarding the 
observali()rul. They me; 

I. Although reimbursable agreements were e:tclmled from the scope of this inspc<:tion, there 
. are .references to !hose agreem.enls throughout lhe report. We find this oonfusing, 
pllrll~ulmly when: observations include reimbursable issues. 

2. As noted in the report, the observations are based on a review of agreements that are now 
at least two years old. While the observations may accumlely reflect the situation at the 
time of the inspe<:tion, the relatively new p·otic:ies and procedures were not fully reflected 
in the i11SpCCtio11 sample. Therefore, the observations may not be representative af the 
current $(!\llltir:m. 

N ""ertbeless, the Ce mus Bmeau mlCJ1!nizeS the importance ,of having SOUlld policies, 
procedures, and p.nllltices for !he prepamtio11, review, imd management of agreements. Furlher, 
we acknowledge that improvements are neceSSllrf and ccmcur with all of !be res;ommenc!at!on s. 
We phm to address e11<:h of the recommendations as follows: 
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L Building on lhe policy farobtigatian 11grwmenfH l:sllued by the Budget Diviuou in 
July 1997, develop 11, comp,reheasive set or guidelines for lhe preparation and review 
of all lypes of bureau agreem.en111 that is comisten't with forthcoming departmental 
guidance. 

Tue Census Bureau will proceed with revisions and cnhancement311o our current 
guidelines and update them to incotporate ielcvaot departmental. guidance when it 
be .. omes available. 

2. Distribute relevant lnfonnation for preparing au.d processing agTeements internally 
through lhe bureau's Intranet au.d at appropriate bureau management and 
administrative conferences. Any subsequent chau.ges in fed,eral, departmental, or 
bureau regulations or procedures aml apPlicable laws should abo be widely 
distributed. 

3. 

The Census Bureau will make use ()f various data dissemi.nation methods to keep the 
appropriate parties infonnedl of current information regarding the preparation and 
processing of agreements.. 

Provide training o• how to properly prepare, process, and review agreementll to all 
program and administrative staff responllible for agreemezat:!. 

The Census Buxeau will provide ttainiitg to appropriate staff on how to properly prepare 
and process agreements once the guidance is fmalized. 

4. Establish a centralized system to adequately inventory, track, and control Censw's 
agreements. The system !honld be compatible wilh any Department-wide datahD..'le 
for agreements. 

The Cen.sw; Bureau looks forward lo worlcing with the Department lo develop a 
centralized system to inventory, track, and control agreements. 

Pleas<: address any questions you may have regarding our response to Mk:bael S. McKay. 
You can reach him at {301) 457-3115. 

cc: .Barbara Fredericks (DOC/DIG) 
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APPENDIX C - Office of General Counsel/Administration's Response to Draft Report 

MBMORANDUMFffil..: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

UNITED STATES IDE1PAmMENT DF COMMERCE 
Offic11 11f the Gena ral 1C11unul 
w,..wngcon, D .. c. 20,230 

1tll.AGrl)&'I ~~ AaMs Msimant Inspector Gcnetal ibr 
Ins~ and Program Evaluatio · . · 1 

Office of the Inspector General~ '· 

BrianD. DiGiacomo ·tu . ~ 
1 

';I q~ 
Chief;, General Law Divisio~ ; I l 
Draft Inspectfon Report No. IPE-10523 

B e\ow we a.re providing 01u commenl!l lo Draft Inspection R:eport No. IPE-!'0423 on 
interagency and other special agreements of the Bureau of the OeJ!Slls (Census).' While 
we agree with most or your rccommendalions, there are some comments in the Census 
report with which we do not egi:ee. 

A3 with Draft Insp=ction Repor1 No. JPE.10418,'No. 10775,' 1111d No. 10417.' the 
Census report coincides with our own recent effor1s with Census and o I her operating units 
to improve Ute preparation 1111d review ofagreeme111S. We note tile reviews did not reveal 
any <A$C where the problems identified in the reports resulted in harm kl Census or to the 
Department. This filct i.. Bignifieaul u the Department attempts lo balance the need for 
new requirements with the continued nl!ed for flexi"bility in emying oul the wide variety of 
activilies and functions 11111ong 1111 Departmenl bureaus and ·offices, 

We hope our comments will a.s'i:sl. you in making your ll11al report both acairate and 
effective, and we are glad lo assist in improving policies and procedures concerning the 
review and managemenl of agreements. We appreciate your office's efforts in ,attempting 
10 attain thM goal. 

1 Draft Report; lJUl'eau of Ille Census. lntl!nJgenCy Agreements Require Improvements, 
{IPE-10523). 

1 Draft Report; Ojflce of the. Secntury, fnleragenr::y and Other Special Apeemems 
Require Better Management and Oversight (Il'E-1041 S). 

' Draft Report: NMFS's lnteragency and Olher .Special Agreemems Require Addi/tonal 
Improvements (IPE· 10775). 

~ Draft Report: NWS &quires Better Manage,m1mt and Overslg:ht of lnteragenc:y and 
Other Special Agmnnmts {IPE-10417} • 
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Again, we would like to !ilre<ls that the t1ltimate responsibility for compliance with all 
requiremems will rest with the official who sjgns an agreement. Therefore, we believe the 
primacy goal of any plan for improvement lihr.Juld be lo ensure that .managers fully 
understand both the requirements in the law and their responsibility. We will continue lo 
work with your staff in this effort. 

The following are oor commenui 10 parts of the Census draft report-th!:Se rasponses are 
intended to supplement oor commelltll which we set forth in our respol!Ses to Draft 
Iospection Report No. IPE-104111, No. 10775, and No. 104l 7. 

1. Neces:sity of bud gets in agreements pursuant to the DCJ!artment' B Joint Project 
Autborey 1 s u s C S 1525. 

Your report states that joint project agroonenls must have detailed budgets in 
order to detemtlne whether co3ls of a project haw been eqwlflbly apportioned. 
Seep. 12. While it may be desirable to have budgets attached showing each 
party' a contribution, it is not legally necessary to ha¥e detailed budgets; the la.w 
only requires that the costs be equitably appixtioned. 

The OIG should be aware that clientli wodWig with proposed jDint proj,ect partners 
have informed us that in certain instances, if they were to ask for a detailed budget 
from the proposed pllrtner, the proposed partner would withdraw its offer to 
commit resources to a lnlltttcr deemed necessacy and essential ~o the Department. 
In other words, requirlllg this extra adminislrative work (which has at least on one 
occasion been described to WI as "bureaucratic red tape") fi'orn ,a pr,oposed partner, 
that is trying to assist the Department. would be a "deal breaker. n 

We do support the sound managerial preference for budgets. Io fltct, they assist us 
in determinl.ng the parties equitable apportionment ,of oosta. However, detailed 
budgets ue not required in aU instances to make the determination that costs have 
been equitably apportioned.. Therefw:e, we would reques•t that your report be 
revised to allow flexi"bility in this area; an eictremely high level ·Of detail should not 
be an ahmlut.c requirement. in guidelines that are devetoped. 

2. Requirement of a termination dale or specific date [qr review. The report states 
that all agreements should ha¥C a specific termination date or a specific date at 
which time the parties should review the agwement. Seep. 13. We disagree with 
this statement because we have been made aware that there are times when such a 
term may run oounter to the Department's interest!I and it is not legally required. 

We are aware ofmstances where an operating unit of the Department will have 
negotiated very favorable terms in an agreement, and will want to have those terms 
to continue for as long as pDSS!"ble. Having a requirement that the agreement 
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3 

terminate at a specific date or a requirement that the parties revil!W the agreement 
a specific date may effectively "open up" the terms of the agreement the operating 
unit would rather not have disturbed, Le., including such a term can cause an 
agreement to be renegotiated with worse terms being subsequently imposed on the 
Department. This is not a theoretical concern, but is one that clients have raised to 
our office. 

Accordinsly, while it may be preferable to have tmmination dates in an agreement, 
it Bhould not, in our opinion, be an absDllnc requirement in any guidelines issued. 
We would request that your report be modified to rellect that there should be 
some ftexibility around this issue based on the needs and interests of the 
Department and stress that operating units should develop regu \ar processes for 
internal review, and that the lack of any termination date or clause in the 
agreement must be thoroughly justified. 

Confusjgn R!;iw!ini the Imn "Memgmndum ofUndel"51.Mdjng!Agreemenf' 
(MQUI A) Our office has learned that there is a Jot of confusion as to what a 
"Memorandum ofUnderstandinglAgreement" is. The current draft of your report 
also reflects oonfusion regarding this tenn. The same problem exists with regard to 
the term '"unfunded agreement." 

On p. 18 of your report you state the Census should have a database that should 
~identify the type of agreement (i.e., memoranda ofundentanding. or agreement, 
reimbursable agreement, or obligation agreement)." This statement is legally 
inaccurate. The tenn ''Memorandum ofUnderstandingfAgreement" is a generic 
tenn that means nothing more than "agreement." A memorandum of 
understanding or agreement may be used for reimbursable work and to acquire 
work from others. 

Unless changed, we fear your report will continue the confusion which already 
exists at the Department regarding what m MOU/ A is. This confusion hu 
consequences in that employees often treat a document based solely on what it is 
called. In order to keep better track of agreements and to make subsequent JG 
inspections more meaningful, this confusion needs to be corrected. Your report 
can serve to help clear up this problem. Therefore, we would ask that you revise 
the report with this problem in mind. 

We do, however. agree that CcllllWI guidelines should be revised to reflect more 
clearly (I) which agreements nud legal review Md (2) the filct that it is the 
respo11811iility of our office to provide clearance of such agreements. 

Furthermore, the guidelines :thould be revised lo "clear up" the ooncept of 
''unfunded agreements" which we reference in our responses to Dnd\ Inspection 
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Report No. IPE-Ul4l8 and No. 10417. We note that 011 p. 14 & p. 18, you seem 
to use the tum "unfundled agreemlml." to mean those. agreements used to 
coordinate complemenwy programs, e.g., joint proj,ect agreements. This is an 
entirely ina.ecurate use of the term and relects the confusion alaady existing in 
other parts of the Department. As stated above with refereoce to the term 
"Memorandum ofUrulerstandinsf Agreement," unless changed, we fear your report 
will continue the confbsion which already exists 111 the Dep11rtment regarding what 
an Ullfunded agreement is and will perpemate unwanted ~uen~. Therefnre, 
we would ask that you revise the repon with this problem in mind. 

4. Confusion Regarding the Inte!!ded Tues ofFonn BC-SOSA. On p. 14 of your 
report, you state that "Farm BC-SOSA needs revision for establishing obligation 
agreements using the Economy Act becmioo the form does .not include all required. 
information for obligation agreernenls (e.g., determination and findings or 
contracting officer's signature when necessary)." 

5. 

The back of the fonn, lmwever, indicates that the form w.as never intll!lded to be 
used for Economy Act tramactions; it is to be used only for agreements where user 
fees are charged pursuant to B U.S.C. § 8(b) and 15 U.S.C. § 1S2S's authority to 
pccfonn special work oi: service on a ·cost basis. Thus, your ·conclusion that the 
form should be revised for use for Economy Act transactions is inaccurate, and 
you should, therefore, revise your suggestions regarding that form. 

The DisCl!ssion of OGC's Database Should Be Omjrted. On pp. IS-16, there is a 
lengthy diS()Ussion of OGC' s tracking system. As we requested in our response to 
IPE No. 10418, this secnon should be deleted because it contains several 
inacCuracles and is misleading with respect to OGC's pecfonnance of·our 
respon.sibilities, in particular with respect to the purposes for which the Office of 
the Assistance General. Counsel for Administration uses its database. It is no! 
OGC' a function to track or IIIBilllSC Department agreements. Thei:efure, this 
discussion is not relevant to yourreport 1111d should be deleted. 

6. OGC Has jn Place Proees:iea to Inform Programs ehmrt the Status ofL::gal 
Reyjew of An Agreement On pp. 16-17 of your report, you state that Census 
"should also work with OGC to develop a mechanism for legal counsel to inform 
the programs, about the status oflegal review so that the pmgrams con anticipate 
when the legal 1eview [of an agreemenl] will be completed." 

This sentence should be deleted from your repon. A!J we have descdbed in our 
response to n>E No. 10418, our office has a system tO 'ensure tlmt ,c]ients may 
know the status of the review of their agreements. Staff attorneys have been 
instructed to comact. clients as soon as tbcy ~ the client's agreement and to 
inform the client that be or she is the person who will be conducting the nMl.W{ . 
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s 
Thus, if a client wishes to question t® slatu5 of the review, he or she may contact 
that attorney by telephone, E-mail, or personal visit and ask the .attorney about the 
agreement's lllatus. Even if one could be develOJled, a .supposition which we 
question, there is no need for a "mechanical'' system that W·ould advise clients of 
review status when inexpemi.ve and already available methods of communication 
are available to answer 11111.y qlle:Stio1111 a client may have. 

Regujrementfot.EQrmal J>m;t:durea to Ngtjijr Other Aaencies ofCensu!!' 
Agreement Requirement Should he Deleted. On p. 13 ofyourn:port, you lllate 
that guidelines should include "forms] procedures to notify other agencies of what 
terms are required in Bw-eau of the CellSU!I agreements and to modify or amend 
incomplete agreements ..... " 

We question this statement because it is dif6cult, if not impossible. for \1$ to 
imagine the contenui of the fonnal proooclures you are requiring Census to write. 
If you keep· this requirement in your re part, we would r·equest that you explain the 
elements which you think should be part of such formal procedures. We note, 
generally, that infonning another party of the tenns you require to be in 1111 

11gn:ement is mereiy part of the process ofnegol.iat.ing an agreement. Similarly, if 
Census detemtinll!I that an. agreement must be modilied or amended because it is 
incomplete, the geneEall practice would be to bring this matter lo the otheE party's 
attention and have the agreement modified or completed. We are unclear why 
there should be fu!lllal procedures for tli.ese concerns that are oonn ally matters 
that are infonnally handled during the course of negotiation. 

ReQ.JJjre ment for Written Justifications that SuPl)ort Determinations that 
Pufcbasios: from a Federal Entity js Cheaper or More Conve11jent than Purcbasios: 
from a erunmercial Entity. On p. 17 of your report, you state that "for all bureau 
intra-agency Economy Act transfers. offices &hould be requifed to prepare 
justifications that support lheir determination that purehasing from a federal entity 
is cheaper or more convenient than purchasing from a 'commercial •entity." 

This requirement is beyond what is required by law or regulation. Therefore, while 
it may be a preferred practice management practice to pr·epare such a written 
document, your report should explain why the OIG should make this 1111 ahaol.u.1e 
requirement when such a docmnent has not been required pursuant lo the Federal 
A Cqui5ftion Regulations . 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
The lnspect,or General 
Washington, D.C .. 20230 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Dr. D. James Baker 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Under Secretary for Qc,eans and Atmosphere 

Jolmnie E. Frazier --"' 
Acting Inspector Gener 

Final Report: NWS Requires Better Management and Oversight of 
Interagency and Other Special Agreements (IPE-10417) 

As a follow-up to our February 12,. 1999 draft report, this is ottr final report on our inspection of 
the National Weather Service's (NWS) interagency and other special agreements. The report 
includes comments from your written response to the draft report. A copy of your entire 
response is included as an appendix to the report. 

This report conveys observations and recommendations that we beli,eve will improve NWS's 
ability to prepare, review, and maintain agreements in accordance with federal, departmental, and 
agency guidanqe. We note again that we are pleased that NOAA is also planning to develop 
NOAA-wideguidelines for the preparation and review of interagency agreements. This should 
be a big step forward. 

Please provide your~action plan addressing the recommendations in our report within 60 calendar 
days. We appreciate the cooperation and courtesies extended by your staff dttring our evaluation. 
ff you have any questions or comments about our report or the requested action plan, please 
contact me on (202) 482-4661. 

Attachment 

cc: Linda Bilmes, Acting Chief Financial Officer and Assistant Secretary for Administration 
John J. Kelly, Jr., Assistant Administrator for Weather Services 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF C01MMERCE 
Thie lnsp,ect,or General 
Wash1ington, 10,C. 20230 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Barbara S. Fredericks 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Assistant Genera] Counsel for Administration 

Johnnie E. Frazier 
Acting Inspector General 

Final! Report: NWS Requires Better Management and Oversight of 
/nteragency and Other Special Agreements (IPE-1 041 7) 

As a follow-up to our February 12, 1999 draft report, this is our final report on our inspection of 
the National Weather Service's (NWS) interagency and other special agreements. The report 
includes comments from your written response to the draft report. A copy of your entire 
response is included as an appendix to l:he report . 

This report conveys observations and recommendations that we believe will improve NWS's 
ability to prepare, review, and maintain agreements in accordance with federal, departmental, and 
agency guidance. We note again that we are-pleased that NOAA is also planning to develop 
NOAA-wide guidelines for the preparation and review of interagency agreements. This should 
be a big step. forward. 

We are sending this final report to you because of your office's involvement in the review of 
NWS's interagency agreements. We draw your attention to our discussion and recommendation 
regarding the need for NWS to work closely with the Office of General Counsel to obtain legal 
review ofNWS agreements. 

If you have any questions or comments about our report, please contact me on (202) 482-4661. 

Attachment 
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Interagency and other special agreements are mechanisms for federal agencies to define terms for 
performing work for others (reimbursable agreements), acquiring work from others (obligation 
agreements), or coordinating complementary programs without the transfer of funds. These 
agreements can be between Commerce Department entities; or between one Commerce unit and 
another federal agency, a state or local government agency, a university or other educational 
institution, a not-for-profit organization, or a private party. They involve a significant amount of 
federal resources, but are not subject to the same controls as traditional procurement contracts, 
grants, or cooperative agreements. 

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's National Weather Service (NWS) 
consists of 20 program offices that support the agency's mission of protecting human lives and 
property from severe storms by issuing weather and flood warnings, public forecasts, and 
advisories for the United States,. its territories, adjacent waters, and ocean areas. To accomplish 
their missio~ NWS program offices often undertake special projects, reimbursable activities, and 
programmatic efforts with other governmental and non-governmental entities. 

This is one report in a series being issued as part of the Office of Inspector General's 
Department-wide review of agreements. To perfonn our inspection, we focused on assessing the 
effectiveness and efficiency of NWS's process for entering into agreements with departmental 
offices and outside parties. Based on our review of a sample of NWS agreements, we found that 
NWS does appropriately use agreements to support its mission. However, improvements are 
needed in the guidelines that direct the preparation and revfow of agreements as well as in the 
cost recovery and bi_lling systems used for the agreements. Specifically, during our review of 
NWS agreements, we made the following observations: 

>- NWS agreements are app,ropriate funding mechanisms and support its mission. We 
found that NWS agreements supported NWS's specific mandates, were appropriate funding 
mechanisms, and did not constitute a.'substantial proportion of NWS's overall budgetary 
resources (see page 8). 

1>- NWS needs to improve its process, policies and guidance for preparing agreements. 
We found some NWS agreements are not always properly prepared including uncited 
programmatic or funding authorities, inadequate sol1e source justification, missing or 
unauthorized signatures, and agreements that had no specified duration. In addition, NWS 
needs to improve its administrative guidance for agreements. Existing guidelines, policies 
and procedures are (1) limited in their usefu.lness for preparing agreements, (2) are not 
up~to~date, and (3) are not centrally located for easy r·eference. AB a result, NWS lacks a 
complete, well-documented system to guide its offices in developing agreements that are 
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consistently and properly prepared and comply with specific agreement authorities (see 
page 9). 

~ NWS process for reviewing agreements needs improvement. First, NWS agreements 
are not consistently reviewed during preparation. Second, NWS' review process does not 
require the preparation and review of written justifications as required by the Federal 
Acquisition Regulation. Third, NWS has no formal criteria for the review of agreements by 
the Office of General Counsel and, as a result, a relatively small number ofNWS 
agreements receive proper legal review. Fourth, existing policies on the need for periodic 
review to determine whether an agreement should be renewed, amended, or canceled are 
not consistent or adequate (see page 19). 

·~ NWS's financial management of agreements needs attention. We found financial 
problems in some NWS agreements, including unrecov,ered costs for Economy Act 
agreements, inequitable apportiorunent of costs for joint projects., and improper billing 
(see page 26). 

A database is needed to inventory and track agreements. NWS has no comprehensive 
database or tracking system for NWS agreements. Any existing lists are incomplete and 
are not easily sorted by relevant type of information, such as legal authority or type of 
agreement (see page 30). 

On page 33, we offer complete recommendations to address our concerns. 

In their responses to our draft report,. the Chief Financial Officer and Administrative Officer of 
NOAA and the Chief of the General Law Division of the Office of Assistant General Counsel for 
Administration generally agreed that the National Weather Service's agreements require better 
management and oversight, including better written guidance on how agreements should be 
drafted and reviewed. They also suggested some changes to the body of the report. We have 
taken these comments into consideration and have made ,changes as appropriate. A copy of both 
responses are included in their entirety as appendices to this report. 

11 
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The Office of Inspector General conducted an inspection of the National Weather Service's 
(NWS) oversight and management of special agreements, including interagency agreements, 
memoranda of understanding, and memoranda of agreement effoctive in fiscal year 1997. We 
conducted the inspection from October 14, 1997, through January 30, 1998, in accordance with 
the Inspector General Act of t 97 8, as amended, and the Quality Standards for Inspections issued 
by the President's Council on Integrity and Efficiency. At the conclusion of the inspection, we 
discussed our observations and recommendations with NWS's Chief Financial Officer. 

Inspections are special reviews that the OIG.-undertakes to provide agency managers with timely 
information about operations, including current and foreseeable problems. Inspections are also 
done to detect and prevent fraud, waste, and abuse and to encourage effective, efficient, and 
economical operations. By highlighting problems, the OIG intends to help managers move 
quickly to address those identified during the inspection and avoid their recurrence in the future. 
Inspections may also highlight effective programs or operations, particularly if they may be 
useful or adaptable for agency managers or program operations elsewhere. 

PURPOSE AND SCOPE 

Interagency and other special agreements are mechanisms for federal agencies to define terms for 
performing work for others (reimbursable agreements), acquiring work from others (obligation 
agreements), or coordinating complementary programs without the transfer of funds. These 
agreements can be between Commerce Department entities; or between one Commerce unit and 
another federal agency, a state or local goveminent agency, a university or other educational 
institution, a not-for-profit organization, or a private party. They involve a significant amount of 
federal resources, but are not subject to the same controls as traditional procurement contracts, 
grants, or cooperative agreements. 
We defined interagency and other special agreements as those agreements that are not grants, 
cooperative agreements, or traditional procurement contracts. 1 For simplicity, we use the term 
"agreement" to refer to the various types ofinteragency or other special agreements within our 

1The Federal Grant and Cooperative Agreement Act of 1978 defines these types of agreements. 
Procurement contracts-legal instruments "reflecting a relationship between the United States Government and a 
State, a local goverrunent, or other [non-fede1al] recipient when ... the principal purpose ... is to acquire (by 
purchase, lease, or barter) property or services for tb.e direct benefit or use of the United States Government." 31 
U.S.C. § 6303. Grants-legal instruments used when "(1) the principal purpose of the 1elationship is to transfer a 
thing of value to a State or local government or other recipi~nt to ,carry out a public purpose of support or 
stimulation authorized by a law of the United States ... and (2) substantial involvement is not e,xpected between the 
executive agency and the State, local government, or other recipient when carrying out the activity contemplated in 
the agreement." 31 U.S.C. § 6304. Coop,erative a.greements-differ from grants only in that they are to be used 
when substantial involvement by the executive agency is expected. 31 U.8.C. § 6305 . 

1 
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scope. Agreements can include memoranda of agreement, memoranda of understanding, 
purchase orders that document both parties' acceptance, or any other document that details the 
tenns of an agreement and the parties' acceptance. Agreements can transfer funds from one 
party to the other, bind one or both parties to commit funds or resources to a project, or not 
involve any resources. 

In 1994, we examined agreements for reimbursable work performed by the National 
Telecommunications and Information Administration, finding several problems, including more 
staff than necessary for its mission because of its over-reliance ,on rnimbursable funding.2 That 
same year we issued letter reports to the International Trad,e Administration and the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration on their respective agreements. Our report to the 
International Trade Administration cited the fact that it had not p:mvided a complete and timely 
accounting of all agreement costs and expenditures to other parties to its agreements. 3 In our 
report to the NOAA ComptroUer, we expressed our concerns about NOAA's ability to produce a 
concise, credible inventory ofinteragency agreements.4 Then, in 1995 and 1996, respectively, 
the OIG reported that NOAA's National Marine Fisheries Service and Office of Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Research consistently undercharged for services they provided under agreements. 5 

Due in part to the concerns raised in these reports, we began our current Department-wide review 
of irrteragency and other special agreements . 

This is one report in a series being issued as part of our Department-wide review of agreements. 
The purpose of our inspection was to assess the effectiveness and efficiency ofNWS's processes 
for undertaking agreements with other departmental offioes and outside parties .. The scope of our 
inspection included· detennining ( 1) the appropriateness and advisability of NWS agreements as 
funding mechanisms for specific projects, (2) the extent to which NWS offices are supported 
through and rely on these agreements, (3) the relevance of agreements to departmental and NWS 
goals and objectives, and ( 4) whether NWS agreements have possibly circumvented procurement 
or financial assistance regulations. In addition, we evaluated NWS's financial, managerial, and 
programmatic oversight of agreements. 

2NT!A /nteragency Agreements, Institute ofTelecommun,ication Sciences {IRM-5723, January 1994). 

3 lnteragency Agreements Conducted by the International Trade Administration (IRM-6290, September 
1994). 

4
Pre!iminary Findings Regarding Inspection Work on NOAA lnteragency Agreements {IRM-6291, 

September 1994). 

s NMFS Cost Recovery for Sponsored Research Needs lmp~oveme.nt (STL-6528, May 1995); OAR 's Cost 
Recovery for Sponsored Research Needs Improvement (STI..-7658, June 1996) . 

2 
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. ' 

We reviewed the relevant departmental and bureau policies and procedures pertaining to these 
agreements, including Department Administrative Orders, NOAA Administrative Orders, the 
Department of Commerce Accounting Principles and Standards Handbook, the NOAA Budget 
Handbook, and the NOAA Finance Handbook. With regard to legal authorities, we reviewed the 
Economy Act, the Joint Project Authority, and the Intergovernmental Cooperation Act. We also 
examined NWS's list of agreements provided by each ofits offices to NOAA's Office of Finance 
and Administration. To evaluate the NWS agreement proc,ess, we compiled an inventory of 
NWS 's agreements effective in fiscal year 1997. Based on the information provided by NWS, 
we determined that there were 454 agreements. Of these, we s,elected all obligation agreements 
over $100,000, and some under $100,000, and a number of agreements not involving the transfer 
of funds, covering a wide range ofNWS offices. We then obtained copies of the resulting 
sample of 62 agreements and performed an in-depth review of them. In addition, we conducted 
telephone and/or personal interviews with relevant NWS staff members to further evaluate 
specific agreements . 

3 
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NWS consists of 20 discrete program offices that support :the agency's mission of protecting 
human lives and property from severe storms by issuing weather and flood watches and 
warnings, public forecasts, and advisories for the United State.s, its territories, adjacent waters, 
and ocean areas. NWS's organizational structure and program offices are shown in Figure 1. To 
accomplish their missions, NWS offices often undertake special projects, reimbursable activities, 
and progranunatic efforts with other governmental and non-governmental entities and 
agreements establish the temts of those relationships. 
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NWS had approximately 454 agreements in effect during fiscal year 1997. As shown in Figure 
2, in accordance with the criteria discussed on page 3, we s,ef,ected 62 of those agreements and 
performed an in-depth review. The 62 NWS agreements that we selected involved 14 ofNWS's 
20 offices. 

Figure 2 

National Wea.ther Service Agreements 
Reviewed by OIG 

Office 
Office of Systems Operaliions 

National Data Buoy Center 
Eastern Region 
Office of Hydrology 
Western Region 

Pacific Region 
Office of Meteorology 

Fiscal Year 1997 

National Centers for Environment.al Prediction 
Southern Region 
International Activities Office 

National Implementation Sta.ff Office 
OFCM 
Alaska Region 
Central Region 
Office of Systems Development 
NWS Training Center 

Industrial Meteorology Staff 
Management and Budget Office 
ASOS Program Office 
A WIPS Program Office 

Total Number Reviewed 

Number of Agreements 
14 

7 

7 

6 

6 
5 
4 
4 

3 

2 

0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

_Q 

62 

The 62 agreements we reviewed (1) nearly all involved external agencies, such as the Federal 
Aviation Administration or the Department ofDefens1e, rather than other Commerce agencies, 
(2) primarily were agreements to receive funding from another ag1ency (a reimbursable) for 
information and services, rather than to provide funding to another agency for information or 
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services (an obligation), (3) largely lacked any citation oflegal authority, and (4) averaged 
approximately $367,000 in value. 

NWS reimbursable agreements represented funding for services provided to other federal 
agencies, such as weather systems support and implementation, weather prediction studies, and 
training. NWS obligation agreements included obtaining telecommunications services for the 
Next Generation Radar (NEXRAD) program, and obtaining personnel services from the U.S. 
Coast Guard weather data systems support. NWS also had agreements not invo.lving the transfer 
of funds and joint project agreements. The agreements not invo1ving the transfer of funds--where 
NWS did not pay or receive funds, but may have committed resources to the project--varied in 
purpose and included (1) cooperative efforts to establishjoint research activities, (2) the use of 
the NOAA weather radio transmitter, and (3) the implementation of local flash flood warning 
systems. The joint projects also varied in purpose, including jointly developed training courses 
with the F edera1 Emergency Management Agency, and the allocation of the NEXRAD program 
costs with the Department of Defense and the Department of Transportation. Figure 3 outlines 
the NWS agreements we reviewed by source, type, legal authority, and average dollar amount. 

6 
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National Weather Servfoe Agreements 
Source, Type, Legal Authority, and Average Dollar Amount 

Fiscal Year 1997 

Agreements by Source 
Total 

Number reviewed 

External agencies 

Internal agencies 

Agreements by Type 
Total 
Number reviewed 

Reimbursables 

Agreements not involving the transfer of funds 
Obligations 

Joint project 

Agreements by Legal Authority 
Total 
Number reviewed 

No authority cited 
Economy Act (31 U.S. C. 1535) 
Other authority cited 
Joint Project Authority (15 U.S.C.. 1525) 

Agreements by Average Dollar Amount 
Total (454 agreements) 
Number reviewed (62 agreements) 

Number reviewed - funded only (43 agreements) 

Joint projects (5 agreements) 
Obligations (9 agreements) 

Reimbursables (29 agreements) 

Number of Agreements 

454 

62 
60 

2 

Number of Agreements 

454 
62 
29 
19 

9 
5 

Number of Agreements 

454 
62 

38 
11 

8 
5 

Agreements not involving the IIansferoffunds (19 agreements) 

$50,000 
$367,000 

$529,000 

$1,330,000 
$481,000 

$406,000 

$0 
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I. NWS Agreements Are App,ropriate Funding Mechanisms and Support Its Mission 

After reviewing 62 NWS agreements, we found that they (1) were appropriate funding 
mechanisms for NWS projects,. (2) supported NWS' s purpose of receiving and providing 
mission-related information and services, and (3) did not provide a substantial portion of the 
resources of NWS offices. 

The agreements we reviewed did cover activities that should be funded by an agreement rather 
than a traditional procurement contract, grant, or cooperative agreement. Based on our checklist 
of questions, we determined that NWS-offices did not use agreements to circumvent guidelines 
or requirements for procurements or financial assistance. Furthermore, all of the 62 agreements 
were being fu_nded using appr9priate legal instruments, although in 38 of the agreements the 
proper authorities.were not explicitly cited in the agreement. Table 1 on page 11 outlines 
appropriate authorities to be used in agreements. 

NWS offices used the agreements we reviewed to support their specific mandates, by providing 
mission-related services to Commerce offices or other agencies and also receiving services 
needed to perform their mission. We found that NWS offices provide weather systems support 
and implementation, weather prediction studies, training, and other services to various federal 
agencies. NWS offices also use agreements to obtain telecommunications services, personnel 
support for weather data systems, and other purposes. Without these services, NWS offices 
could not operate effectively. In cases where the agrnement provides the most cost-effective 
method of obtaining services, the funds saved can be rndirected to other program functions. For 
example, N\VS has an agreement with the Coast Guard that aUows NWS to use Coast Guard 
vessels for the transport, instaUation, extraction, and maintenance ·or deep water data buoys. 
Because NWS personnel usmdJy ride on existing Coast Guard cruises for free, NWS saves the 
costs that would normally be paid to a private vessel specially rigged to perform these functions. 
Through this arrangement, NWS supports more buoys in more locations than would likely be 
possible by obtaining the services through contracts. 

Finally, NWS's total fiscal year 1997 reimbursables of approximately $15.0 million represented 
just 2 percent of its entire fiscal year 1997 budget of over $732.0 million. As a result, NWS did 
not rely on reimbursable agreements for a substantial portion of its resources. 

8 
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We found that many NWS agreements lacked necessary provisions including citations to legal 
authority, inadequate sole source justification, signatures of authorized officials, and specified 
duration. These deficiencies are a direct consequence of problems in NWS's entire agreement 
process and resulted in the loss of funds received, increased potential for invalid agreements, and 
increased risk to NWS resources and credibility. 

A. Some NWS agreements do not cite legal and/or funding authority 

We found that 38 of the 62 NWS agreements we reviewed failed to cite any legal and/or funding 
authorities. The NOAA Budget Handbook and NOAA Administrative Order 201-105 provide 
model agreements that require citation to applicable legal authorities that are used as the basis for 
agreements. Legal authorities typically cited in agreements include: Economy Act of 1932 (31 
U.S.C. §§ 1535-1536), Joint Project Authority (15 U.S.C. §§ 1525-1526), Intergovernmental 
Cooperation Act (31 U.S.C. § 6505), Federal Technology Transfer Act of 1986 (15 U.S.C. §§ 
3710a-3710d), and general user fee authority under 31 U.S.C. § 9701. (See Table 1 on page 11 
for a description of these authorities.) Program authority may also exist as a result of 
congressional action. For example, specific authority for another federal agency to transfer funds 
to NOAA may be contained in program statutes,. such as the Clean Water Act. 

Citation of proper legal authority is important because the type of authority supporting a 
particular agreement affects the treatment of funds transferred under the agreement, including the 
timing and disposition of receipts. For example, the Economy Act requires that all payments for 
work or services performed be deposited to the appropriation or fund against which the charges 
have been made. Under the Joint Project Authority, all payments are deposited into a separate 
account that may be used to directJy pay the costs of work or services performed, to repay 
advances, or to refund excess sums when necessary. All receipts for furnishing specialized or 
teclmical services authorized under the Intergovernmental Cooperation Act may be deposited in 
the appropriation or funds from which the cost of prov.iding such services has been paid or is to 
be charged. In contrast,. fees collected as user fees must be .returned to the US. Treasury in full 
unless existing statutes specifically provide otherwise. Without an accurate citation, NWS 
caIUlot be certain that it is properly depositing and handling funds associated with agreements. 

The type of legal authority used also affects the period of availability for funds transferred under 
an agreement. For Economy Act agreements, the period of availa:bility of funds transferred may 
not exceed the period of availabHity of the source appropriation. Accordingly, one-year funds 
transferred by the requesting agency must be returned at the end of that fiscal year and 
deobligated by that agency, to the extent that the performing agency has not performed or 
incurred valid obligations under the agreement. When the agreement is based on some statutory 
authority other than the Economy Act, the funds will remain payable in full from the 
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appropriation initially charged, regardless of when perfonnaneie occurs. The funds are tieated the 
same as contractual obligations, subject, of oourse, to the "bona fide needs" rule6 and to any 
restrictions in the legislation authorizing the agreement. Therefore, it is necessary to determine 
the correct statutory authority for any agreement, in order to apply the proper obligational 
principles .. 

The current practice of not directly citing a legal authority in all agreements is inappropriate. 
New departmental, NOAA, and NWS guidance should address which legal authorities NWS 
offices may use for agreements. Table 2 outlines the key legal authorities used to support 
interagency agreements that are available to NWS and other federal agencies . 

6The bona fide needs rule states that a fiscal year appropriation may be obligated only to meet a legitimate, 
or bona fide, need arising in, or in some cases arising prior to but continuing to exist in, the fiscal year for whlch the 
appropriation is made . 

10 
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Table 1: Summary of Key Legal Authorities and Criteria 

Legal Authority Applicable Criteria 

Economy Act of 1932 
I 

Other party to the agreement is another government agency. a. 
(3 I U.S.C. § 1535-1536) 

b. Flllnds are available. 
' 

c. The head of the ordering agency decides the order is in the best 
interest of the government. 

cl. The agency fil1ing the order is able to provide the goods or 
services. 

e. The head of the ordering agency decides whether or not the 
ordered goods can be provided as conveniently or cheaply by a 
commercial enterprise. 

Joint project authority a. Other participants ar'e eligible entities, including non""profi t 
and User fee authority organizations, research organizations, or public organizations or 
(15 U.S.C. § 1525-1526) agencies. 

I b. Matters are of mutual interest. 

I c. The total costs (sum of costs for all participants in the joint 
I project) for such projects must be apportioned equitably. 
I 

I 
1: d. Joint projects may be performed only if (1) the project cannot 

be done at all or as effectively without the participation of all 
parties to the project and (2) the project is essential to the 

I 
furtherance of a departmental program. 

Intergovernmental Cooperation a. Agencies may provide specialized or technical services for state 
Act (31 U.S.C. § 6505) or local governments that the agency is especially competent 

and authorized by law to provide. 

b4 The services must be consistent with and further the 
government's policy of relying on the private enterprise system 
to provide services reasonably and quickly available through 

I 

ordinary business channels. 

c. Services may be JPl'Ovided only when there is a written request 
for those services made by the state or local government. The 
requ.estor must also pay all identifiable costs incurred by the 
agency in rendering the service . 

11 
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Legal Authority 
I 

ApplicaMe Criteria 

General user fee authority a. Agencies may impos1e a fee for an activity that conveys special 
(OMB Circular A-25 and benefits to its recipient(s) beyond those accruing to the general 
31 U.S.C. § 9701) public. 

Federal Technology Transfer a. Agency program missions shall be advanced. 
Act (15 U.S.C. § 3710a-3710d) lb. Special consideration shall be given to small businesses and to 

businesses that agr1ee to manufacture any products in the United 
States. 

B.. Sole source justification for contracts are incomp,lete 

An agreement between NWS and the Mexican Comision Nacional del Agua (CNA) had 
insufficient Justification for Other than Full and Open Competition (JOFOC) for NWS's award 
of four sole-source contracts with other entities for technical assistance and management services 
under this agreement: Two of these sole source contracts were for project management services 
with the same person for $24,500 in the first year and $66,985 in the second year. The other two 
sole source contracts were with two different parties for technical assistance for $33,496 and 
$27,973, respectively. 

We found three specific deficiencies. First, NOAA's Systems Acquisitions Office (SAO) did not 
prepare an individual JOFOC for each of these four sole-source contracts, as required by the 
Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR), Part 6.303. Second, SAO did not announce the proposals 
in the Commerce Business Daily, as required by the FAR. Parts 13.106 and 5 .207. Third, SAO 
did not competitively bid one of these sole-source contracts for work in 1997, as required by 
FAR, Parts 6 and 13. The contracting officer in charge oflthese four contracts stated that the 
FAR is not relevant to these contracts because the funding is reimbursed by CNA and not 
appropriated. 

However, the FAR clearly requires the preparation of a JOFOC and advertising in the Commerce 
Business Daily for all sole source contracts over $25,000. Regardless of the funding source, we 
believe that SAO should adhere to the FAR requirements for contracts entered into under 
reimbursable agreements, including preparing JOFOCs and advertising all sole-source contracts 
in the Commerce Business Daily. To do otherwise would promote a dual procurement process 
that may lead to waste . 
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In response to our draft report, the Office of General Counsel/ Administration recommended that 
we 1) delete all portions of the report related to contracts because they are not the subject of the 
report, and 2) clarify the first recommendation becaus,e tbe term ''reimbursable agreement" is too 
broad, and it may be misconstrued. 

First, because our review covered all aspects ofinteragency and other special agreements, 
findings regarding traditional procurement contracts entered into under agreements are necessary 
and beneficial to include in the report. We improved the wording of the recommendation to 
ensure it is understood that the recommendation covers only traditional procurement contracts 
entered into under agreements and not all reimbursable agreements. 

The National Oceanic and Atmosp,heric Administration concurred with the recommendation, but 
wished to clarify that each of the four agreements did have a JOFOC and that two of the 
contracts that exceeded $25,000 originally were valued at under $25 ,000. Based on NOAA' s 
response and a discussion with the contracting offi~er, we determined that the four agreements do 
have a JOFOC. In fact, they all have identical JOFOCs. However, as we stated in the report, 
each contract should have an individual JOFOC. Eachjustification should be specific to the 
contract in question. While we appreciate that two of the contracts exceeded the $25,000 
threshold only after change orders were added, documentation explaining and justifying the 
changes sh0:uld have been recorded and placed in the files at the time the changes were made and 
provided to us during the review. 

C. Some NWS agreements are invalid because tliey Ja,ck authoriz.ed signatures 

Of the 62 NWS agreements we reviewed, 9 agreements were signed by unauthorized individuals 
and 3 agreements had not been signed by either party, yet NWS was proceeding with planning 
activities as if the agreements were in force. For one reimbursable agreement, we were only able 
to find a letter to NWS setting forth NWS's work to be performed. However, NWS never 
acknowledged this letter in writing. The NOAA Budget Handbook specifies the approval 
authority for reimbursable agreements and the NWS Original Letter for Delegation of 
Authorizing Official, dated October 1997, specifies the signature authority for obligations. 
Without proper signatures or acknowledgments by both parti,es, an agreement is not valid. If an 
agreement is not valid, the other party may not be required to fulfill all terms and conditions, thus 
putting NWS's resources and credibility at risk. 

D. Duration not specified on some NWS agreements 

Of the 62 NWS agreements we reviewed, 39 did not specify the performance term and 26 failed 
to cite an effective date. In addition,, some agreements did not state a termination date. Absence 
of this information may lead to confusion over billing and when performance of work is to begin 
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and end. The NOAA Budget Handbook requires that reimbursable agreements include terms 
stating when and under what circwnstances the agreement is to be terminated. NOAA 
Administrative Order 201-105 requires that assistant administrators and line office directors 
ensure that memoranda of understanding or agreement include mandatory start and tennination 
dates. Defining these relevant dates or time periods is also important to ensure.that agreements 
are properly administered and kept up-to-date. When the stated performance period· is undefined 
or indefinite, it is difficult to determine whether the agreement is still valid and whether 
reassessment of the agreement ever occurred. In addition, ev,en if a need still exists, critical 
features of the project, such as the level of funding or oilier resources, may need modification. 
An ill-defined performance period may ultimately result in th1e performance of work that is no 
longer mission-related, the waste of funds and personnel, or the inequitable apportioning of 
project costs. 

All agreements should have a defined perfonnance period with a stated effective date and, when 
possible, a specific termination date. For agreements that continue over an extended tenn, when 
it is not feasible to define a tennination date, the agreement should have a provision for a 
periodic review and amendment by mutual consent of the parties. 

E. Policies and procedures for preparing agreements should be improved 

To ensure that the deficiencies previously discussed do not continue, NWS should improve 
administrative guidance for preparing agreements. Existing guidelines, policies, and procedures 
are ( l) limited in their useful!ness for preparing agrnements, (2) are not up-to-date, and (3) are not 
centrally located for easy reference. As a result, NWS lacks a complete, well-documented 
system to guide its offices in developing agreements that are consistently and properly prepared 
and comply with specific agreement authorities. 

Current guidelines. policies. and procedures are limited 

In perfonning our review, we found that NWS, NOAA, and the Department currently have 
several different sources for policies, procedures, and guidelines to assist offices in preparing 
agreements. However, .these guidelines are inadequate because most provide just limited 
information. (A swnrnary of current Commerce, NOAA, and NWS guidelines is provided in the 
Appendix.) 

Despite the various guidance, NWS does not have guidelines that consistently define the 
different types of agreements, tlle pertinent policies to use in preparing and executing 
agreements, and what legal authorities are applicable for the ditferent types of agreements. Such 
guidelines are necessary to ensure that agreements are consistently and properly prepared and 
comply with any specific agreement authorities. We attempted to document NWS' s current 
process for preparing agreements, as defined by the various departmental, NOAA, and NWS 
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guidelines, policies, and procedures, but found it difficult because of the fragmented nature of the 
existing guidance. NWS had not previously documented its own process, but verified the results 
of our effort. 

Guidelines. policies, and procedures are not up-to-date 

We also found that th.e NWS and NOAA guidelines, policies, and procedures have not been 
regularly updated or clarified. For example, draft chapter E-05 and chapter E-12 of the NWS 
Operations Manual, have not been updated since Mwch 1982 and May 1985, respectively. Also, 
the NOAA Budget Handbook, last updated in 1994, refe:r:s to NWS finance functions that have 
since been moved to other offices. In response to our audit ofNOAA's fiscal year 1996 financial 
statements,7 NWS updated the NOAA Budget Handbook issuing a December 1997 memorandum 
from NOAA's Acting Chief Financial Officer. The memorandum outlines several new policies 
for reimbursable agreements. NOAA P'lans to revise the NOAA Budget Handbook once these 
new policies have been fully imp,lemented. 

There were other instances where existing NWS guidelines, policies, and procedures have not 
been regularly updated or clarified. For example, NWS regional offices are using standard 
models to prepare agreements for establishing flash -flood warning systems at local sites. These 
models have not been updated since 1974 and 1980. We also found other guidelines that are in 
need of some further interpretation. For example, NOAA Administrative Order 201-105 requires 
that an agreement be signed by the responsible Assistant Administrator, if the agreement 
involves a major policy issue. However, the NOAA Administrative Order does not define what 
criteria constitutes a major policy issue. 

NWS guidelines should be developed 

As a result of the current collection of disparate NWS guidelines, we found that the agreements 
contain deficiencies in three critical areas-cost recovery, financial, and procedural, as discussed 
in detail previously in this report. To correct these problems, NWS should prepare a 
comprehensive set of guidelines for preparing all types of agreements including standardized 
agreement definitions, steps for preparing agreements, and the provisions necessary for 
compliance. These policies should include at least the following requirements: full cost 
recovery, equitable apportionment of costs for joint projects, citation of legal authorities, 
appropriate level of approval, appficable written justifications, and termination dates and/or 
review periods. NOAA Counsel and OGC should assist NWS in updating its policy to ensure 

7
During a review of NOAA 's fiscal year 1996 financial statements, auditors found that, among other 

things, (1) NOAA programs were conducting work without a cunent agreement, (2) reimbursable projects were not 
being billed according to the tenns of the agreements, and (3) NOAA was not consistently collecting funds in 
advance for non-federal reimbursable projects . 
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that it is complete and accW"ate. In addition, NWS should review and update its guidelines every 
three years to incorporate any necessary changes or clarifications. 

NWS is also not clearly communicating its requirements for agreements to other parties, when 
the other parties prepare agreements. As a result, we noted a number of agreements initiated by 
other parties that lacked the required standard terms, such as a legal citation for NWS, billing 
terms, and termination date. We suggest that NWS work with OGC, NOAA Counsel, and 
NOAA management to establish a formal procedure for ensuring that agreements prepared by 
other parties are complete. NOAA should develop standard language that is sent to the 
sponsoring party when negotiations on a project first begin. The standard language would 
inform the other party of basic elements that must be included in .any formal agreement, 
including legal citation, termination date or performance period, and total project costs. This 
notice could be incorporated into any initial correspondence or be presented as a brief standard 
model. 

In February 1998, the Office of Oceanic and Atmospheric &esearch's Environmental Research 
Laboratories (ERL) started using a checklist to follow while preparing agreements. The checklist 
includes basic information about the agreement (such as type of sponsor and period of 
performance), substantive justifications, applicable legal authority, strategic plan elements, 
budget information, billing basis and cycle, and waiver justification for not seeking advance 
funding from non-federal soW"ces. The official preparing an agreement must mark certain boxes 
to identify which option in each section is applicable. Once completed, the checklist "':'ill remain 
on file with the agreement and serve as an assW"ance that each of the required elements have been 
addressed. NMFS also implemented a checklist to follow while preparing agreements, providing 
questions requiring yes or no ans:wers concerning the requirements for each type of agreement, 
applicable legal authorities, advance funding, and budget breakout of total costs.8 If consistently 
applied and regularly updated,. both ERL's and NlvlFS's checklists should improve their 
compliance with. federal requirements for agreements. 

NWS should consider implementing a checklist similar to ERL' s or NMf'S 's, to be included in 
its office-wide policies and procedures. Although we agree that the checklist is a good tool for 
administrative officials and supervisors who are involved in preparing or reviewing agreements, 
the checklist should be supplemented by thorough and consistent guidelines on agreements. 
Centralized and consistent guidelines are a necessary resource for officials preparing agreements,. 
by providing such information as when an agreement is ·necessary, what level of approval is 
required, and suggested language for agreements. The guidelines, therefore, should mirror the 
checklist by providing detailed explanations of each section and .any other necessary information. 

8NMFS checklist is part of its Final Policy and Procedures for lnteragency Agreements and Memoranda of 
Agreement and Understanding issued on January 28, 1998, by the Assistant Administrator for Fisheries . 
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NWS should also be aware that the Department is now developing Department-wide guidance on 
agreements. We have discussed with Department officials the possibility of developing a new 
Department Administrative Order for agreements. The Department's ChiefFinancfal Officer 
and Assistant Secretary for Administration agreed to establish uniform Department-wide policies 
and procedures using a handbook format that, once issued, would be broadly disseminated and 
electronically accessible.9 NWS should make sure its internal policies and procedures are 
consistent with this forthcoming departmental guidanc,e. 

Wide distribution of any new or updated policie.s and procedures is essential. NWS should 
provide training to all current and future administrative and program staff on how to properly 
prepare and process agreements. NVIS should also make all information relevant to preparing 
and processing agreements easily accessible by posting documents on NOAA's intranet. Finally, 
we understand that NWS regularly holds annual administrative and management conferences. 
Agreements should be a regular topic during these conferences, including the discussion of any 
subsequent changes in the law and agency procedures. 

On November 30, 1998, NOAA's Deputy Under Secretary for Oceans and Atmosphere requested 
that all NOAA line and staff offices adopt procedures for preparing interagency agreements. The 
Deputy Under Secretary also stated that these procedures, as well as NOAA-wide guidance that 
will also be developed,. should be simHar to the procedures r,ecently issued by the National 
Marine Fisheries Service. In addition, he specified that the appropriate NOAA staff handling 
agreements should be provided training on the legal aspects of preparing agreements, as well as 
aspects of appropriations law and other general administrative law issues. 

NOAA concurred with our recommendations that it 1) develop a comprehensive set of guidelines 
for preparing all types ofNWS agreements, and 2) disseminate relevant infonnation for 
preparing and processing agreements. 

OGC/Admin stated that although we mention that the NOAA Administrative Order 201-105 and 
the NOAA Budget Handbook are insufficient and ill-defined guidance, the repeated references to 
these documents may lead to program officials considering them authoritative guidance for 
agreements. Because the documents were in force at the time of the review, they were 
applicable as criteria and a necessary component of our review. We have stated in the report that 
NWS needs updated and improved policies and procedures, including the two documents 
mentioned. 

9 Office of the Secretary-Interagency and Other Special Agreements Require Better Management and 
Oversight, IPE-10418, September 30,. 1998 . 
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OGC/Admin questioned the necessity of detailed budgets for all agreements under the Joint 
Project Authority. OGC stated that Commerce program officials have found it difficult to obtain 
detailed budgets from some proposed outside partners in joint projects. The proposed partner's 
extra administrative work of developing budget information was described as apotential "deal 
breaker." Although we .appreciate that there is some work involved in developing budget 
estimates, we believe that a budget with a reasonable breakdown of costs is necessary to ensure 
that the agreement complies with statutory and regulatory requirements. We question the 
wisdom of entering into agreements with organizations that are unwilling to provide an estimate 
of total project costs coupled with a reasonable breakdown of thos,e costs . 
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Although some NWS offices have wen-executed agreements containing required elements such 
as legal authority, budget documentation, and authorized signatures, we found that NWS's 
review process is deficient, often resulting in poor oversight, incomplete agreements, and a wide 
range of other deficiencies. Currently, NWS (1) has an inconsistent and mostly Undocumented 
process for both the preparation and review of agreements, (2) does not always include the 
necessary written justifications, where applicable, (3) does not always include required legal 
review of agreements, and (4) does not ensure that appropriate periodic reviews are made after 
the agreements have commenced.. 

A. NWS agreements do not always receive consistent and appropriate review 

NWS personnel responsible for preparing agreements follow an inconsistent and inadequately 
documented process for reviewing agreements. There is no comprehensive guidance available 
within NWS, or from the Department, that spells out the requirements and administrative 
guidelines necessary for reviewing agreements. Many staff are also uninformed of the existing 
documents outlining the agreements process. For example, some NWS offices were unfamiliar 
with the thresholds established for agreement review. According to current NOAA policy, 
NWS's Office of the Assistant Administrator has responsibility for approving reimbursable 
agreements which transfer funds between $100,000 and $1 million. Reimbursable agreements 
greater than $1 million must be sent to NOAA's Chief Financial Officer/Chief Administrative 
Officer who must approve the agreement and forward it on to the Deputy Undersecretary for 
Oceans and Atmosphere for final approval. rn Some offices use the Original Letter for 
Delegation of Authorizing Official thresholds for signing reimbursable funding agreements, even 
though it only applies to the expenditme of funds. As a result .• some agreements are not getting 
the proper review by the appropriate signature authority. 

B. Contracti11g officers do not regularly review and approve .agreements 

While the NWS review process is not being consistently foUowed, the process is also 
problematic in that it does not require the preparation and review ofa Determination and Finding 
for Economy Act transactions as required by the Federal Acquisition Regulation. D&Fs must 
incorporate an economic analysis in accordance with OMB Circular A-76. 11 Circular A-76 
prohibits a requesting agency from competing with the private sector and requires that the 
government rely on commerciaHy available products and services to the maximum extent 
possible. To this end, a requesting agency must prepare an analysis of its requirements to 

io NOAA Budget Handbook, Chapter 2, Section 3. 

11FAR § 17.502(c), citing FAR§ 7.3 . 
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determine that use of another agency's resources is nece.s.sary because (1) there is no 
commercia!ly available source, (2) the required goods or services are a matter of national security 
or government medical patient care, or (3) procuring from another agency is the lowest cost 
solution. 

The FAR states that Determination and Findings .. shall be approved by a contracting officer of 
the requesting agency with authority to contract for the supplies or services to be ordered, or by 
another official designated by the agency head.''12 Specifically, a contracting officer ensures that 
authorities and funding are adequate. The FAR requirement for r,equesting agencies to prepare a 
D&F for Economy Act transfers appears to be the only regulation that explicitly requires a 
written justification addressing relevant legal criteria. 13 Yet, for all types of agreements 
regardless of the legal authority cited, written justifications, which prove·that the legal criteria 
have been met, represent a good management practice. Several of the criteria listed in Table 2 
are complex, such as the Joint Project Authority requirement that the project cannot be done at 
all or as effectively without the participation of all parties. Without the aid of a written 
justification, it may be difficult to show that the criteria for some agreements have been met. In 
addition, managers or other officials who review agreements that they did not negotiate need 
sufficient written documentation to determine that all relevant criteria have been met. 

Currently, this FAR requirement is not present in any NWS guideline. We found that some task 
managers, responsible for the financial and programmatic oversight of projects or tasks, and 
program officials, are unaware of the FAR requirement. Other task managers were aware of the 
FAR guidelines. However, because NWS offices do not have their own contracting officers and 
do not routinely consult departmental or NOAA contracting offi.cers for advice on the FAR, they 
are not preparing or submitting their DeteJl!lination and Findings for review by a contracting 
officer. Without the approval of a contracting officer who has training and experience in 
obtaining goods and services, particularly through competitiv,e bidding, the federal government 
may be wasting funds. 

To correct these problems, NWS guidelines for the review of agreements need to explicitly state 
the responsibilities of the various offices, the path of review and approval, and thresholds for 
review. NWS should draw upon the existing guidelines, such as the NOAA Budget Handbook, 
Chapter 2, Section 3; the FAR; and NOAA Administrative Order 201-105. The guidelines should 
reaffirm that NOAA's Office of Finance and Administration must review all Determination and 
Findings for Economy Act agreements. 

l2 FAR§ 17.503(c). 

1 Jln addition to a D&F, the FAR requires that Economy Act agreements include specific provisions, such. 
as a description of the supplies or services required, delivery requirements, a funds citation, payment terms, and 
acquisition authority, as may be apprnpriate (FAR§ 17.504(b)) . 
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Of the 62 NWS agreements we reviewed, only 12 were approved by OGC. If an agreement has 
not been reviewed by legal counsel, it may (1) not comply with legislative and regulatory 
requirements, (2) not cite appropriate legal authority, or (3) include terms unacceptable to or 
unnecessary for a federal agency. We found two major reasons that perhaps explain why only 12 
agreements were reviewed by OGC. First, NWS, NOAA, and the Department all lack formal 
criteria for the review of agreements by OGC. Second, departmental personnel have greatly 
misinterpreted an OGC memorandum that stated which agreements should be submitted for legal 
review. 

NWS. NOAA. and the Department lack written criteria for legal review of agreements 

Because NWS lacks written criteria for which agreements require legal review, actual practices 
vary among the offices within NWS. We found that many NWS personnel were confused about 
when to send agreements for legal review. While some ofifoes submitted all agreements for legal 
review,. other offices only submitted agreements if they felt they had potential legal risks or 
outstanding legal questions. In addition, NWS personnel in field ·offices were generally not 
aware of the legal review process for agreements sent to NWS headquarters. NWS personnel in 
the field offices often could not furnish information as to whether the agreements sent to NWS 
headquarters had obtained approval from OGC. NWS officials at headqmtrters stated that all 
agreements received from the field offices are sent to OGC for review. Due to the lack of any 
documentation, we were not able to verify whether these agr,eements are sent to OGC from 
headquarters. 

We also noted that there is no written policy about which agreements require NOAA Counsel 
review. Without a written policy with regard to NOAA Counsel review, there is potential for 
confusion about the role of NOAA Counsel in the review and approval process. According to 
NOAA Counsel, NWS programs should first submit agreements to NOAA Counsel for review. 
NOAA Counsel then forwards those agreements to OGC. OGC has delegated authority to 
NOAA Counsel to review only one type of agreement-routine user fee agreements. This 
delegation, however, was not transmitted in a formal memorandwn or directive .. OGC simply 
informed NOAA Counsel of the delegation in their comments on the particular user fee 
agreement. Since NOAA Counsel only recently implemented a log to track its projects, we were 
unable to determine how many of these user fee agreements were actually reviewed by NOAA 
Counsel. 
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In response to an earlier OIG report on NMFS agreements, 14 OGC has stated that NOAA 
Counsel's review should not take the place of OGC's formal legal review for all NMFS 
agreements that require legal review per the NlvIFS criteria. We believe that the OGC and 
NOAA Counsel's role should be clarified for an NOAA line offic·es. NWS guidelines should 
clearly state that it is the sole responsibility ofOGC to provide review and clearance on .any 
NWS agreements that require legal review, as per the criteria set forth in the guidelines. 

OGC's memorandum has been misinterpreted by departmental personnel 

Although an April 1994 memorandum from Commerce's General Counsel states that Economy 
Act and joint project agr~ements "should" be sent to OGC for review, until recently bureau-level 
personnel have interpreted this memorandum as allowing some amount of discretion. Even 
though OGC officials told us that they expect to review all funded and unfunded agreements 
unless a specific delegation has been granted, they wer,e not aware of the large number of 
agreements that they do not review. 15 Currently, OGC reviews only about 300-400 agreements 
per year.. Commerce bureaus had over 4, 700 agreements in place in fiscal year 1997. 

As we noted previously, on November 30, 1998, NOAA 's Deputy Under Secretary for Oceans 
and Atmosphere asked all NOAA line and staff offices io dev,elop procedures for interagency 
agreements. The Deputy Under Secretary also directed that while NOAA-wide procedures were 
being developed, all proposed interagency agreements and MOA/MOU's should be forwarded 
for review and clearance to the Office of the Assistant General Counsel for Administration 
through the NOAA Executive Secretariat. 

Formal policies and procedures are needed 

NWS program officials,. NOAA Counsel, and OGC should work together to develop a clear 
written policy that establishes reasonable criteria and tlrresholds for OGC review ofNWS 
agreements. OGC has already established thresholds for legal review of National Marine 

14
NMFS's lnteragency and Other Special Agreements Require Additional Improvements, IPE-10775, 

September 1998. 

15 
According to a memorandwn dated December 29, 1997, from lhe Department's Assistant General 

Counsel for Administration to NOAA 's Assistant Administrator for Fisheries, "Unfunded agreements ... neither 
make an obligation or commitmeot nor transfer funds or property." 
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Fisheries Service (Nl\{FS) agreements. 16 Some possible criteria for when OGC must review 
NWS agreements could in9lude those that reach a certain dollar threshold, include irregular terms 
and conditions, or involve a private or foreign party. The criteria should also clearly specify 

·which types of agreements (e .. g., interagency purchase orders or joint projects) require OGC 
and/or NOAA Counsel review. 

With new guidelines for legal review, we are concerned that OGC's workload could significantly 
increase, affecting its ability to complete reviews within a reasonable amount of time. As these 
agreements are renewed or reviewed and new agreements are created, a requirement for regular 
legal review could significantly impact OGC. OGC officials stated that they could handle the 
review of additional agreements, but they had not evaluated the potential workload increase. 

We agree that only certain NWS agreements need to be revi,ewed by OGC. Consequently, OGC 
should balance any new requirements for legal review against the potential workload increase. In 
order to alleviate some of the concerns about potential lengthy delays in legal reviews, the policy 
should state how much lead time is required to obtain legal review. NWS program officials must 
then provide agreements to OGC or NOAA Counsel in sufficient time for legal review to be 
completed before a project is expected to start. OGC should also periodically contact the 
program office to inform program officials about the status oflegal review. Program officials 
can then better anticipate when legal review will be completed. We were told that OGC 
currently requires its attorneys .to contact the relevant program office within two days of 
receiving an agreement. We encourage OGC and NOAA Counsel to also provide feedback to 
program officials when their review will not be completed within their deadline. 

In addition to a clear policy, NOAA Counsel and OGC should develop some standard language 
or model agreements for use by the programs. We understand that some model agreements have 
been developed in the past. For example, in 1982 and 1985, NWS 's Office of Systems 
Operations created prototype agreements specifically for Sp,ecial Hydrologic Services and Local 
Flood Warning Systems, respectively. The NOAA Budge.t Handbook and NOAA Administrative 
Order 201-105 on memoranda of understanding or agreement also include some standard 
language, which may be outdated and have limited utility. We also understand that NM:FS' new 
guidelines provide some sample agreements and checklists that help to ensure compliance with 
all applicable requirements. Pre-approved language, that is regularly reviewed and updated, 
would facilitate the process by making agreements easiier to draft and to review. 

1 GThe new NMFS guidelines s.tate that OGC wi11 review all NMFS agreements except (1) Economy Act 
agreements where less than $I 00,000 is being transferred or (2) unfunded agreements with other federal agencies 
that are for th.e period of five years. or less. However,. if personal property is being transferred or loaned under an 
unfunded NMFS agreement, OGC review must be obtained. Furthennore, all joint project agreements, regardless of 
funding, must continue to be cleared by OGC. 
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A final problem contributing to the poor oversight ofNWS agreements, is that NWS offices are 
not periodically reevaluating existing agreements. NWS and NOAA policies are not consistent 
with regard to how frequent agreements are to be reviewed. For example, in September 1997, 
NWS issued a directive requiring that all reimbursable/inte.ragency agreements be reviewed at 
least once every three years. The NOAA Budget Handbook, howev·er, requires that reimbursable 
agreements include terms stating that the agreement must be reviewed periodically, but not less 
than a1mually. Finally, NOAA Administrative Order 201-105 requires terms for "periodic" 
review in memoranda of understanding or agreement. NWS needs to reconcile the disparity 
between these policies and detennine a frequency for the evaluation of agreements. 

Although all three policies require the reevaluation of agreements, we found four NWS 
agreements that had no activity for at least two years. and more importantly, that four agreements 
had not been formally reviewed for over a decade .. For example, NWS has a reimbursable 
agreement with the U.S. Coast Guard dating back to 1972, which has never been formally 
reevaluated. The agreement specifies that a minimum of 15 Coast Guard personnel are to be 
detailed to NWS's National Data Buoy Center. We question the specificity of this agreement, 
particularly with regard to personnel levels, to remain in force for 25 years without being 
updated. NWS and the Coast Guard have recently decided to review the agreement, based on the 
results of a National Research CouncB study on the national needs for weather buoys, the 
primary item covered by this reimbursable agreement. NWS should renegotiate and finalize a 
new agreement with the U.S. Coast Guard for the National Data Buoy Center. The negotiations 
should take into account the cost savings that might be gained from a reduction in the number of 
Coast Guard personnel. 

Program conditions and needs change, so the failure to reass,ess agreements periodically, and 
update or terminate them accordingly, may result in lost opportunities for cost savings. 
Furthermore, new sources of services or goods may be available, at the time of the reassessment, 
that might be more convenient or economical. Also, new technologies or processes may make 
responsibilities outlined in agreements outdated or unnecessary. Finally, NWS should terminate 
inactive agreements to eliminate any legal risk associated with them. 

NOAA concurred with our recommendation that it establish a consistent policy on the frequency 
of the reevaluation of all NWS agreements and will renegotiate and finalize a new agreement 
with the U.S. Coast Guard for the National Data Buoy Center. 

OGC indicated its preference for flexibility on the requirement for a termination date or review 
period. It had been made aware of"instances where an operating unit of the Department will 
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have negotiated very favorable tenns in an agreement, and will want to have those tenns to 
continue for as long as possible." Although there may be instances in which the Department has 
negotiated a "good deal," we do not feel that the potential harm of renegotiating favorable 
agreement terms outweighs the cost and program benefits outlined above that can be gained from 
periodic reassessment of agreements. Thus, we have r,eaffirmed our recommendation in this 
area . 
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We fowid financial problems in some NWS agreements, including actual costs that were not 
being recovered and costs that were not being equitably apportioned under the Joint Project 
Authority. We also found improper biHing for some NWS agreements. 

A. NWS does not always recover or properly apportion Ju.II costs 

NWS is required by federal law, Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-25 
dealing with user fees, the Department of Commerce Accounting Principles and Standards 
Handbook, and the NOAA Budget Handbook to achieve full ·cost recovery for work performed 
under some agreements. In particular, the Economy Act (31 U.S.C. §§ 1535-1536), requires 
federal agencies to recover actual costs for reimbursable work performed for other federal 
agencies. In addition, Commerce's Joint Project Authority (15 U.S.C.. §§ 1525-1526) requires 
agencies performing joint projects to apportion full costs on an equitable basis. Although 
equitable apportionment does not require that costs be split equally between joint project 
partners, an understanding of the project costs is necessary for managers to ensure equitable 
apportionment. Because the statute gives the Secretary of Commerce discretion to determine 
equitable apportionment, the Department should have standards or methods for defining 
equitable apportionment. 

An agency's failure to recover actual costs or to equitably apportion full costs could result in a 
circumvention of the appropriation process because it could cause the agency to undercharge or 
overcharge the sponsoring organization. A performing agency's appropriated funds may be 
improperly (1) depleted to the extent that the labor and other costs that should be charged to 
sponsored project agreements are charged to appropriated funds or (2) augmented to the extent 
that an agency receives payments. in excess of its actual costs. Furthermore, the ordering 
agency's appropriation can be improperly augmented to the extent that it does not reimburse the 
performing agency for its full costs. 

Some NWS agreem~nts did not recover full costs 

Of the 62 NWS agreements we reviewed, ] 3 did not recover full costs. OMB Circular A-25 
requires agencies to recover full costs unless a waiver is obtained. 17 Yet, NWS did not obtain 
waivers from O:MB for all 13 of these agreements. One exampl,e of this problem involves an 
agreement between NWS and the U.S. Department of Agrfoulture (USDA), which establishes an 
agricultural and weather climate information system for USDA, and provides for the joint 
preparation, publication, and dissemination ofUSDA's .. Weekly Weather Crop Bulletin." The 

17 OMB Circular No. A-2.5 Revised, User Charges, July 8, 1993. 
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Bulletin is made available to, and paid for by, the public through subscriptions. We found that 
the calculation of subscription fees charged by NWS for the Bulletin does not conform to 
applicable ONIB directives or Chapter 17, Section 4 of the Department of Commerce Accounting 
Principles and Standards Handbook. Specifically, OMB Circular A-25 establishes federal 
policy regarding fees assessed for government services and requires federal agencies to recover 
the full cost (which includes all direct and indirect costs), of providing the relevant service, 
resource, or good. We found that NWS is not charging for the cost of postage, labor, and 
overhead in the subscription rate. In addition, NWS has not obtained a waiver from OMB that 
would give it the authority not to recover these costs in the BuUetin's subscription rates. 

In 1996, NCAA implemented a detailed labor cost accounting process entitled Standardized 
Labor Distribution Worksheet Procedures. We found NWS's National Data Buoy Center is not 
using this process to account for its labor and overhead costs for its respective reimbursable 
agreements. Furthermore, the labor costs of non-departmental personnel detailed to the center 
from another federal agency and paid for on a reimbursable basis are not being properly 
apportioned among the various reimbursable projects. Under NOAA's cost accounting process, 
these labor costs should be tracked by reimbursable task number and charged to the appropriate 
project. 

The impact of the NWS office not using the labor cost accounting process is that total costs are 
not being recovered on four reimbursable projects authorized under the Economy Act and on one 
user fee agreement. The failure to recover labor and overhead costs resulted in NWS losing 
between $3,500 and $10,000 during fiscal year 1997. NWS should detennine whether the 
NOAA labor cost accounting process is feasible for NWS's National Data Buoy Center to record 
labor costs by reimbursable project. In the event that a cost accounting process is not feasible, 
NWS should examine a prorated system for determining la:Jbor costs. 

Some NWS joint project agreements did not properly apportion costs 

Of the 62 NWS agreements we reviewed, 5 agreements cited the Joint Project Authority as the 
applicable funding authority. We questioned whether costs were being equitably apportioned on 
three of these five projects. 

The first of the three problematic agreements is between NWS and the USDA's Forest Service 
providing for the transfer of four full-time NWS meteorologists to two Forest Service offices in 
Califom.ia. While working for the Forest Service, these meteorologists are providing fire and 
weather forecasting services to fulfill both agencies' missions of protecting life and property. 
The agreement specifies that the meteorologists will effectively become Forest Service 
·employees under the supervision of Forest Service assistant directors. Although there is no 
detailed budget of the costs borne by each party to this agr·eement, NWS told us that the Forest 
Service is paying the salaries of the four NWS meteorologists. NWS 's contribution, according to 
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the agreement, is to provide and pay for two additional full-time meteorologists. Even with this 
contribution, NWS estimates that approximately 67 percent of personnel costs and 99 percent of 
all other costs related to this agreement are still paid for by the Forest Service. We question 
whether costs are being equitably apportioned between NWS and the Forest Service because it 
appears that NWS is making a minimal financial contribution to the project and.both parties are 
not accounting for actual project costs. Without tracking actual project costs it is difficult to 
determine if costs are equitably apportioned. 

The second agreement, between NWS and the Federal Emergency Management Agency 
(FEMA), cites Joint Project Authority, however it is not clear whether costs were equitably 
apportioned. The purpose of this agreem~t is to jointly develop training courses on mitigation, 
preparedness, response,. and recovery for atmospheric, riverine, and oceanic hazards. We found 
that the actual project costs, provided to us by FEMA, did not r,efl,ect the budgeted distribution of 
costs, as stated in the agreement. For example, the budget provides for costs in the first two 
years to be almost 49 percent and 51 percent for NWS and FEMA, respectively. However, actual 
costs for the first two years indicated 18 percent and 82 percent for NWS and FEMA, 
respectively. In addition, neither FEMA nor NWS are adequately tracking their costs--a fact 
which also makes it difficult to detennine if costs are being equitably apportioned. 

The final problematic agreement, between NWS, the Department of Defense, and the Department 
of Transportation, cites Joint Project Authority as the basis for allocating agency costs for the 
NEXRAD weather surveillance radar program. However, each agency is excluding labor and 
overhead from the calculation oftotal costs. NWS personnel stated that accounting for labor and 
overhead costs is an administrative burden to all parties of the agrnement. We question whether 
costs can be equitably apportioned if significant cost elements such as labor and overhead are not 
being included. Without this cost infonnation, it is difficult to detennine if all costs are being 
equitably apportioned or if one agency is bearing. an inflated share of the total project costs. The 
financial impact of this omission, however, may not be significant because we found that each 
agency is apportioning staffing levels equitably, according to the agreement's specific language. 
Nevertheless, in a joint project of this magnitude, 1 s all three agencies should include labor and 
overhead in the calculation of total project costs. Similarly, for all joint projects, NWS should be 
accounting for total project costs and demonstrating that these costs are equitably apportioned. 

NOAA concurred with our recommendation that it determine whether the NOAA labor cost 
accounting process is feasible for NWS's National Data Buoy Center to record labor costs by 
reimbursable project. 

1 ~WS estimates that its labor expenditures for fiscal year 1997 were $6. 7 million, excluding overhead . 
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QGCI Admin correctly pointed out that "equitable apportionment" of costs does not mean that 
costs must be shared on an equal basis. We never intended to say that costs must be split equally 
between partners to a joint project However; if partners to a joint project do not estimate or 
track costs, NWS managers cannot ensure that costs are being equitably apportioned. On page 
25, we have added language to clarify our position. 

B. NWS did not properly bill for some agreements 

As part of our review, we inquired about the billing process and the cost breakdown of the bills 
in fiscal year 1997 for reimbursable agreements. Of the 62 NWS agreements we reviewed, 2 
were not billed properly. For an agreement between NWS and the Food and Agricultural 
Organization of the United Nations (F AO) in Egypt, NWS billed expenses after they were 
incurred, rather than obtaining advance payment, as required by the NOAA Budget Handbook. 
The Handbook requires full payment advances unless a waiver is obtained from NOAA's Office 
of Finance and Administration. We found no record that waivers were ever prepared for this 
agreement. As a result of not obtaining advance payment, NWS is currently negotiating an 
unresolved billing issue with F AO. The disputed amount, $150,000, primarily relates to services 
provided by NWS in fiscal year 199'4 for Phase I of the project which ended March 31, 1994. 
The dispute occurred because NWS was unaware that FAQ's Phase I funding terminated on 
March 31, 1994, and incorrectly billed the Phase J services aft,er the termination date. F AO 
refuses to pay the entire disputed amount, because NWS was at fault for billing subsequent to the 
availabi Ii ty of funds. NWS is working on a settlement for one-half of the disputed amount. To 
ensure that this does not happen again, NWS stated that it will obtain quarterly advances from 
FAO for any services provided in the future, beginning in fiscal year 1998. However, the NOAA 
Budget Handbook still requires that NWS obtain a waiver of the full advance payment. 

During our review of a reimbursable agreement between NWS and the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration for weather support to the Space Shuttle Program, a NWS program official 
found a discrepancy in the fourth quarter bill to NASA. As a result of our inquiry, NWS was 
able to reduce the bill to NASA by about $16,000. We believ,e that all NWS bills for 
reimbursable agreements should be reviewed with the same level of attention . 
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We found that NWS has not established a comprehensive database or tracking system for its 
agreements. Although each NWS office provided us with a list of their agreements, NWS was 
unable to provide a comprehensive inventozy that showed that all of its agree~ts received the 
proper review for legal issues,. and signature level, and.prngrammatic, procurement, and budget 
oversight. NOAA 's Organization Handbook states that NWS's Management and Budget Office 
{MBO) is responsible for allocating resources to support NWS's headquarters and regional 
offices. Thus, MBO has fiscal oversight of reimbursable agrnements, which comprise the 
majority ofNWS's agreements. Yet, l\.{80 does not have a comprehensive listing of all NWS 
agreements. 

For "unfunded" agreements, NWS is also required by NOAA Administrative Order 201~105, to 
designate a memoranda of understanding representative who maintains copies of agreements and 
forwards copies to NOAA's Document Services Branch. 19 However, we found that the 
Document Services Branch did not have copies of all "unfunded" agreements. NWS has no 
other policies and procedures for propedy maintaining lists and files with copies of agreements. 

Without a comprehensive database, we had difficulty determining past and present agreements. 
During our inspection, we contacted NWS's MBO to obtain listings ofNWS agreements by 
region and office. We also contacted the Eastern Region headquarters for their listing of 
agreements. Even after obtaining inforrnation from each office, we had reason to believe that not 
all NWS agreements had been provided. For example, we found additional agreements in the 
files of NOAA's Executive Secretariat, and later becam,e aware of other agreements by talking to 
NWS personnel in various regions and offices. Since 1994, NOAA's Executive Secretariat has 
kept a copy of all agreements that it receives in a. fairly detailed correspondence control system. 
However, based on our review, we found that fewer than one-quarter of NWS agreements issued 
within the last three years were included. This is understandable because the Executive 
Secretariat only logs in agreements signed at the NOAA level and agreements that are reviewed 
byOGC. 

Because NWS is not tracking and controUing its agreements, there is inconsistent reporting of 
agreements between NWS offices. Specifically, each office has a different way of classifying 
agreements, and some offices have incorrectly excluded rel,evant agreements from the list of 
agreements provided to us. Also, some offices continue to reoo1d 1expired agreements, or 
erroneously included cooperative agreements, on the agreement list. Clearly, because no central 

19 
The NOAA Administrative Order 201-JOJ, dated October 13, 1992, defmes "unfunded" agreements 

differently than the memorandwn dated December 29, 1997, from the Department's Assistant General Cowisel for 
Administration to NOAA' s Assistant Administrator for Fisheries. We support the more current definition . 
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list exists, there is no mechanism for determining the accuracy of the agreement listings we 
obtained from the regions and headquarters offices. 

A central database of agreements would be a useful management tool. The Government 
Performance and Results Act of 1993 requires federal agencies to describe coordination and 
planning with other agencies on shared or similar functions and programs. In July 1997, the 
House Science Committee criticized Commerce's strategic plan for failing to adequately discuss 
coordination of cross-cutting programs. The Department has since included more information 
about external program "linkages" in its strategic plan for 1997-2002. For each strategic theme 
(economic infrastructure, science/technology/information, and resolll'ce and asset management 
and stewardship), the Department describes several linkages with other federal and non-federal 
parties that support these themes. With a database of its agreements, NWS could provide input 
into NOAA's and Commerce's strategic plans, with such information as how many agreements 
exist, what agencies and other parties are involved, and total funding provided through these 
agreements. This information could prove useful in developing the strategic plan linkages. 

From an administrative perspective,. a. central database of agveements would help NWS programs 
maintain their agreements. By having agreement dates tracked in the system, program officials 
could easily identify agreements that are due for renewal, termination, or review. In addition, 
program officials could quickly respond to inquiries on particular agreements by accessing the 
system to acquire current agreement information. 

A central NWS database should include certain key elements, such as project title, parties, 
termination date, review date, legal authority, funding infonnation, and contact person or office. 
The database should also identify the type of agreement (i.e. .. , agreements not involving funds 
transfers, reimbursable agreement, or obligation agreement). This system could also be used to 
establish a document numbering system. Each entry would be assigned a unique number, which 
would then be placed on the actual agreement and any related documents. NWS could then 
·better identify and track the physical documents. Given the large number ofNWS agreements 
and their importance to achieving NWS's mission, a comprehensive database of agreements with 
relevant information would help management and program officials control and maintain their 
agreements. Therefore, NWS should establish a centrali:zied .system to adequately inventory, 
track, and control NWS agreements. In addition, NWS should ,designate an agreement 
representative who will be responsible for maintaining all agreements in the centralized system.20 

20In his November 30, 1998 memonmdum, NOAA's Dep1.1.ty Under Secretary for Oceans and Atmosphere 
asked each NOAA office to develop a database to track all new inleragency and other special agreements which lists 
for each agreement (1) the number and type of agreements in place, (2) parties to the agreement, (3) the amount of 
funding, and (4) the period ofperfonnance . 
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As part of the separate report issued to the Department discussed on page 16, we made a 
recommendation that it establish a Department-wide database of agreements. We have identified 
two options for creating a central departmental list of agre,ements. First, the Department could 
develop one standard system or database program that each bureau can access to add, modify, or 
delete agreements. Alternatively, each bureau could maintain its own database.that is compatible 
with requirements specified by the Department. The Department would define which data 
elements are required for a centralized list and then require the bureaus to periodically provide 
the information electronically into the central list at the Department level. The Department's 
Chief Financial Officer and Assistant Secretary for Administration (CFO/ASA) agrees that 
consistent and reliable data should be maintained and readily accessible for all agreements 
administered by the Department and its bureaus. The CFO/ ASA also stated that dep.artmental 
personnel will detennine whether one standard system or multiple bureau systems should be 
developed. 21 The department is currently deciding which approach is most feasible. Whichever 
approach is selected, NWS should closely coordinate with the Department to ensure that its 
agreements system is consistent and compatible with the forthcoming departmental policy. 

NOAA concurred with our recommendation that it establish a centralized system to adequately 
inventmy, track, and control NWS's agreements. 

21 Office of the Secretary-lnteragency and Other Special Agreements Require Better Management and 
Oversight, IPE-10418, September 30, 1998 . 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

We recommend that the Under Secretary for Oceans and Atmosphere take the necessary actions 
to ensure the following: 

l . When traditional procurement contracts are entered into under an interagency agreement, 
require NWS to adhere to the Federal Acquisition Regulation requirements for contracts, 
by preparing Justifications for Other Than Full and Open Competition and advertising in 
the Commerce Business Daily for aU sole-source contracts over $25,000 (see page 12). 

2. Develop a comprehensive set of guidelines for preparing all types ofNWS agreements that 
is consistent with forthcoming departmental guidance. These guidelines should include: 

3. 

standardized agreement definitions, steps for preparing agreements, and the provisions 
necessary for compliance, and at least the following requirements: full cost recovery, 
equitable apportionment of costs for joint projects, citation of legal authorities., 
appropriate level of approva1, total project costs, applicable written justifications, and 
termination dates and/or review periods (see page 14). 

mechanisms to review and update the guidelines once every three years to incorporate 
any necessary changes or cfarifications (see page 14). 

formal procedures to notify other agencies of what terms are required in NWS 
agreements and to modify or amend incomplete agr,eements (see page 14). 

• a thorough description of the review process that explicitly states the responsibilities of 
the various offices,. the path of review and approval, and thresholds for review. In 
addition, the guidelines should reaffirm that the Office of Finance and Administration 
reviews all Determination and Findings for Economy Act agreements (see page 19}. 

• 

• 

reasonable criteria, established in consultation with OGC, as to which agreements 
require legal review (see page 21). 

standard language or model agreements for use by the pf?gram offices (see page 21) . 

a consistent policy on the frequency of the reevaluation of all agreements (see page 24) . 

Once NWS's guidelines have been finalized, provide training to appropriate current and 
future NWS staff on how to properly prepare and process agreements (see page 14) . 
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4. Disseminate relevant information for preparing and processing agreements through NWS's 
intranet and at appropriate NWS management-and administrative conferences, including 
any subsequent changes in federal, departmental, or agency regulations or procedures and 
applicable laws (see page 14). 

5. Renegotiate and finalize a new agreement with the U.S. Coast Guard for the National Data 
Buoy Center. The negotiations should talce into account the cost savings that might be 
gained from a reduction in the number of Coast Guro-:d personnel (see page 24). 

6. Detennine whether the NOAA labor cost accounting process is feasible for NWS' s 
National Data Buoy Center to record. labor costs by reimbursable project. In the event that 
a cost accounting process is not feasible, NWS should examine a prorated system for 
determining labor costs (see page 26). 

7.. Establish a centralized system to adequately inventory, track, and control NWS's 
agreements. This system should be compatible with the proposed Department-wide 
database for agreements. Designate an agreement representative who will be responsible 
for maintaining all agreements in the centralized system (see page 30) . 
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... Memorandum from Acting Chief Financial Officer, December 1, 1997. This 
memorandum reiterates and clarifies some of the policies and procedures in the NOAA 
Budget Handbook related to reimbursable agreements. Our office performed an audit of 
NOAA's fiscal year 1996 financial statements and presented findings related to 
reimbursable agreements. In response to these audit findings, this memorandum 
introduces some new reimbursable procedures to be followed, but it does not address 
obligation and unfunded agreements. 

NWS Original Letter for Delegation of Authorizing Official, October 1997. This letter 
addresses signature authority for obligation agreements only, designating approval levels 
by individual within each NWS organization, and is the only NWS guidance that 
addresses obligations. 

Department of Commerce Accounting Principles and Standards Handbook, revised 
June 1996. The handbook outlines, in general terms, departmental reimbursable 
services, joint projects, and user fees with oth~r entities. The handbook states that full 
cost accounting by departmental offices must be obtained. The handbook does not, 
however, define or describe how agreements should be prepared and executed. 

NOAA Budget Handbook, Chapter 2, Section 3, June 30, 1994. The handbook 
provides procedures to follow when preparing reimbursable agreements, and includes a 
model agreement. An interagency agreement may be one of several types of 
Memorandum of Understanding (e.g., a Joint Project Agreement, an Economy Act 
agreement, a User Charge agreement, or some other type of agreement). The model, 
however, does not take into account the different terms that must be included in these 
different types of agreements. 

Memorandum from General Counsel, April 8, 1994. This memorandum states that all 
departmental offices "should" send their draft agreements to OGC for legal review. 
However, the memorandum does not provide guidelines for preparing agreements, and 
does not say which agreements, if any, must be reviewed by OGC. 

NOAA Administrative Order 201-105, October 13, 1992. This order describes 
procedures and responsibilities with regard to unfunded agreements only and provides a 
sample agreement. However, NOAA Administrative Order 201-105 contains 
contradictions, which can mislead NOAA officials who are trying to follow it. 
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NOAA Finance Handbook, April 23, 1990. This handbook provides guidance on "Fees 
for Special Products or Services," but does not describe how NWS agreements should be 
prepared and executed. 

.. NWS Operations Manual, Draft Chapter E-05, March 1982; and Cltapter E-12, May 
6, 1985. These manual sections provide specific guidance relevant for preparing 
agreements on Special Hydrologic Services and Local Flood Warning Systems. They 
also provide sample agreements. 

NWS's Office of Systems Operations, Standard Policy and Procedures for Producing a 
Memora11dum of Agreement between the NWS and Other Agencies, July 1993. 
Because NWS offices lack consistent guidelines to use when preparing unfunded 
agreements, at least one NWS program has found it necessary to prepare its own 
guidance. While all other NWS offices and regions were provided a copy, we learned 
that these policies and procedures are only being followed by the Office of Systems 
Operations . 
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APPENDIX B - NOAA's Response to Report 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

UNITl!!P BTATBB PEPAR'TMENT OF CDMMllRC• 

-· Doe9nlD mnd Al:rno•~ Admlnl•-~ 
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER/CHIEF AOMINl~TNE 0Ff;CEA 

MAR 2 6 009 

Johnnie Frazier 
Acting Inspectox(}e1f1Jnlfl 

Paul F. Roberts11.J.f·~ 
OIG Draft Inspection Report: NWS Requires 
Better Management of Interagency and Other 
Special Agreements, Report No. IPB-10417 

Thank you for the opportunity to review and conment on the draft 
Office of the Inspector Geiieral (OIGJ report on National weather 
Services's (NWS) management of 1nteragency agreements. we are 
pleased with the OIG's principal finding that the NWS does 
appropriately use agreements to support its mission. NOAA also 
agrees with the OIO"s findings addreasing the necessary 
improvements to strengthen the management of NWS agreements. 

We concur with all of recommendations made in the report and are 
cc11111itted to developing improved guidelines for the preparation 
and review cf interagency agreements. 

Attachment 

__ ... ...,...._ 
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NWS Requires Better llai:lagement and oversight of rnteragency and 
Other Special Agreements, Draft Inspection Report IPB-10417 

Recommeac!ation 11 For all National Weather Service's (NWS) 
reimbursable agreements, require NWS to adhere to the Federal 
Acquisition Regulation (FAR) requirements for contracts, by 
preparing Justifications for Other Than Full and Open Competition 
{JOFOC) and advertising in the Commerce Business Daily (CBD) for 
sole-source contracts over $25,000. 

Re1JpOUse1 The National oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
{NOAA) concurs with this recommendation. However, clarification 
is needed on two points regarding several purchase orders issued 
by the Systems Acquisition Office (SAO) in support of an NWS 
intergovernmental agreement. First, the report states there was 
no evidence of an individual JOFOC for each file. Each file did 
contain a document that servea as the JOFOC. The contracting 
Officer (CO) furnished only a single example of the JOFOC 
document to the OIG auditors since the document requested was 
identical for all reviewed files. Thia is a simple case of 
misunderstanding between the auditor and the CO. The CO assumed 
that the OIG was investigating the purpose behind the orders and 
not the orders themselves, and therefore, did not supply 
redundant documents. 

secondly, the OIG noted that the final value of two orders 
exceeded $25,000 and correctly pointed out that FAR Part s 
requires publication of a CBD announcement for such orders. In 
these cases, the original order value was under $25,000 and no 
can notice was needed. All orders in question were merely 
preliminary work being ordered until a comprehensive acquisition 
strategy could be put in place and the roles of various NOAA 

·components, especially the SAO, could be finalized. This process 
was interrupted by the sudden, unanticipated replacement of the 
Assistant Administrator for Weather Services. Thus, no progress 
on assigning roles and reap0nsibilities waa made for a 
significant period of time. 

During this time, the need arose to modify two orders so as to 
exceed $25,000. The co determined that more material harm would 
accrue to the Government by stopping all work during this 
management change than would accrue by continuing legitimate sole 
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source arrangement above the publication threshold. Thie is not 
the normal procedure for the SAO, but in light of the 
extraordinary circumstances, it was determined to be the best 
course of action. There is no further expectation of this 
happening in the future as the circumstances are not likely to 
occur again. 

Recommendation 21 Develop a comprehensive set of guidelines for 
preparing all types of NWS agreements that is consistent with 
forthcoming departmental guidance. These guidelines should 
include• 

• standardized agreement definitions, steps for preparing 
agreements, and the provisions necessary for compliance, and 
at least the following requirements: full cost recovery, 
equitable apportionment of costs for joint projects, 
citation of legal authorities, appropriate level of 
approval, total project costs, applicable written 
justifications, and termination dates and/or review periods. 

• mechanisms to review and update the guidelines once every 
three years to incoq>erate any necessary changes or 
clarifications . 

• formal procedures to notify other agencies of what terms are 
required in NWS agreementa and to modify or amend incomplete 
agreements. 

• ·a thorough description of the review process that explicitly 
atates the responsibilities of the various offices, the path 
of review and approval, and threaholds for review. In 
addition, the guidelines should reaffirm that the Office of 
Finance and Administration reviews all Determination and 
Findings for Economy Act Agreements. 

• reasonable criteria, established in consultation with the 
Office of the General Counsel, as to which agreements 
require legal review. 

• standard language or model agreements for use by the program 
offices. 

• a consistent policy on the frequency of the reevaluation of 
all agreements. 

Rftllponllftt NOAA concurs with this reeoJ111'1\endation. 
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Rec.,,,....end•tio11 3i Once NWS' guidelines have been finalized, 
provide training to appropriate ~ent and future NWS staff on 
how to properly prepare and process agreements. 

Re•ponae1 NOAA concurs with this reco!ll!lendation. 

Reco;mriendatio11 41 Disseminate relevant information for preparing 
and processing agreements through NNS'. intranet and at 
appropriate NWS management and administrative conferences, 
including any subsequent changes in federal, departmental, or 
agency regulations or procedures and applicable lawa. 

Reapo11ae1 NOAA concurs with this reco!!lllendation. 

Recommendation 51 Renegotiate and finalize a new agreement with 
the U.S. Coast Guard for the National Data Buoy Center. The 
negotiations should take into account the cost savings that might 
be gained from a reduction in the number of U.S. Coast Guard 
personnel. 

~·sponR•• NOAA concura with this recommendation. 

Recommendation 61 Determine whether the NOAA labor cost 
accounting process is feasible for NWS' National Data Buoy center 
to record labor costs by reimbursable project. In the event that 
a cost accounting process is not feasible, NWS ahould reexamine a 
prorated system for determining labor costs. 

Responses NOAA concurs with this recommendation. 

Racommandation 71 Establish a centralized system to adequately 
inventory, track, and control NWS' agreements. Thia system 
should be compatible with the proposed Department-wide database 
for agreements. Designate an agreement representative who will 
be responsible for maintaining all agreements in the centralized 
system. 

Reapo1111e1 NOAA concurs with this recommendation. 
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APPENDIX C- OGC/AdministratiOn's Response to Report 

~ 26 !900 

MEMORANDUM FOP.; 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

JiDAGroN 

UNllED STA1£8 DEPARTMENT OF COMM£Rt:E 
omc:. ot die a-ra1 CoultHt 
W1111hlngtgn, D.C. 20230 

.Actina: As8istanl lmpector General for 
lMpcdions ud Propam Eva!ualiom 

<>fib oftbe lnspoctor G=cra1 

BriaaD.DiGiacomo~.\'_,()~-- ~ 
Chic( GenenlLawl>Mmioa ~ 
DWl lilspedion Report No. IPB-10417 

Below we are providing our comments to Draft Inspcction Report No. IPB-10417 01l 

iut=agcncy lllld otbcl' lpcclal agreementt of tho National Weath« Scrvieo (NWS}. 
National O«aDic; and Almosphtrlc Admlnlstnbcm (NOAA).' While we agree with moll 
of your ~llllllClldaoons, there are IOl!ltl commems in the NWS report with which we do 
not agree. 

As with Dnf\ Impection ltq>ort No. IPB-10418 1 l.lld No. 10775,J the NWS ~rt 
coinddea with our own recent e4'orts with NOAA and other opendog umta to improve 
the prepamion and review of qm:ments. We noto the reviews did not reveal any e.se 
wber'e tho problema idCSl1ifted In the repmu multcd In hum to NOAA or t.o the 
Departmenl. Thia fact ii lignificant u tho Departmeatt attempts to balance the need for 
new require:menta with. the continued need for &xibility in canyina out the wide variety of 
adivilies and fi.utaions among all DcparlD1crtt bureaw and offices. 

We hope our collllllenlt will usi9t you in makina your final report both accunte and 
dl«:ciYe, and - a. Blad to Ulist In improving poticief and prOCCfdma ~ the 
review and ~ ot.-mta. We tpprcciale your of!lco'1 efl'ortl In ltlelnpliag 
to lttaia that goal 

Again. we would like to mu that !he: uJtima!o rcspomibility for compliance with all 
requiremc:nts wiU mt with the official who ligm ID agreement. Therefore, WC bell~ the 

' Draft Report: NWS &qutru Better ~mt and Ollenlglrt of lntero.gency and 
Olhu ~ Agnemtn/J (IPB-10417). 

' Draft Rt;pon: Offi" of IM &cmaq, llJfUagmCy and Other Special Agrennmu 
Reqrdre lktw M'DnagmimtandOvuzlghl(JPE..10418). 

1 Draft R.epon: NMFS'.' Jntuagmcy and OtMr ~eta/ Agrummts &quln Additional 
/~~1077S) . 
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primary goal of any plan for improvemeat lhOuld bO to ensure that managcn fillly 
undentand both the requin:mcntl in the law and their responsibility. We will continue to 
work with your ltlft"m this e1rort 

The followina: an: ouc amuuents to parta of the NWS diafl rcport-thcsc responsc:s arc 
intended to 111pplemem our commatta which we aet f'orth in our retpOJlSe to Draft 
Wpec:tion Report No. IPB-10418 and No. 10775. 

I. 

l. 

Wo stroogly rccommcnd that Ill portions of the report relatod to contracts be 
ddeted becaUlo this ia not the 11.lbjoct of your report. (Your report! that addreu 
iateragency and other spec:ial qrcements generally do not address co!lt&cU or 
financial lllBiatanoe matters.) Your flnt n:commmda.tion is that "[f]or all NWS 
reimbursable qm:meat1. require NWS to adhcro to the Federal A.cqrl/sitkm 
&platlon RqUircment for contracts. by preparing Ju.stificltioo for Other Than 
Full and Open Competition and advertising in the Commeru BusiMu Daily for all 
solo-aoun:e contracts over m,ooo.• You discuss this matter on p. 12 of your 
report. 

This recommendation is too broad and does not state the correct legal principle . 
We have attended moetiaga with both your staff and NOAA officials where we 
learned that the NOAA Budget Office usea the tcnn "Idmbunable agreements'' to 
include .all types of qreemelll$ where fimda arc rCmbuned to NOAA. Therefore, 
YO\lf m:ommcndaliom, although baaod on one ipCci.lic type of agreement (where 
NWS agrcod with a foreign govenunmt to pc:rl'orm some proc:urcment contracting 
act!Oll!I), might be miJtaken1y construed to apply to agreements where no 
procurement actions take plaee. For ClltlDlple, an agreement cntcrcd into pur3U8llt 
to the Economy Act. J 1 U.S.C. § ISJS, snay be a rdmbun.ab1c lgfCCmCllt tMt h 
to a sole sourte .and may be over $25,000.00. However, it docs not require the 
preparation of a Justification for Other Than Full and Open Competition or 
advertising in the ~ Bll.finas Dally because it is with another Federal 
agency and the FAR. does not require a 1ulltilicalion for Other Than Full and Open 
Competition. Aa:ordinaJ:y, ifYoU decide to address contracta issues in the report, 
wi:i recommend that you revise your rec:ommcndatinn by narrowing it. 

F.Quitablc ~pnrtignmcnt: of !ml' jn qrccmenta pwauant to the IkJwtmrot'1 
Joint Pmicct Authoritv IS JJ S C I S25. On pp. 2S.26 you discuss equitable 
apportionment uoder tllo Department's Joint Project Authority. It is difficult to 
ascertain from the ieport whit you conlend "equitable apportionmcnl" means. 
However, we set the impression that you think it means that costs must be abated 
on m equal basis. This is not a corm:t lltaicmem of what the ltatuto requires and, 
indeed, it was never the intent of~ to require equal sharing of costs . 
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The statute. among othcc thhip, wu dcaiped to allow the Depllttmeut'• 
appropriatio~ to be mgmeated iC certain partia have a mutual.iotcrat in 
Department projects and wiBh to fWthcr the Department's woric. For example, it 
was envisioned that the statute would help filrtha' acicntillc researrh in. which the 
Department WU interested but did not have lllfllc1ent fUnds to undertak.o. Thus, if 
& joillt project partner wishes to provido 70% of the actMtics noedod for the 
project, while the Dcpartmeat providel 30%, thi1 CQGfly tho type of thing which 
the statute WU designed to permit. 

We recommend that you mrite those scctiont of the repod that addrcu "equitable 
ipportiOJUDeDI" of costa by deleting those Kdiou that do not ndloa the correct 
statement of what the statute~ Jfyou thinJ.: it woold be helpful. - will be 
happy to help you formulate the correct fomwl&. 

'Nr&mjty gf budpt1 in qrmnenf3 puauant to the Department'• Joint ~ect 
Autbori\}'; JS U S C JS2S. 

Y out report implies that all joint project agreemenu must have detailed budgets in 
order to dctermino whether costs of a project have been equitably ipportionod . 
While it may be desinble to have budgett lltld1ecl showiDa: each party'• 
contribution, it ia not legally necessary to have detailed budgeta; tho law ooly 
requires that the costs be equitably apportioned. 

The OIG should be awaro that dienta wodcing with proposed joint project partncn 
have informed UI that ift certain instance9. if they wete to ask for a detailed budget 
from the proposed partner, the proposed partner would withdraw ita offer to 
commit resources to a IDll1t« deemed necessary and essential to the Department. 
In other words, requiring thil e:dra acfminislntive work (which bas at least 011 one 
oc:cui.ou been deacribecl to ua aa "bureaucratk: red tapo") JiUUI a propoaod partner, 
that ia tzyins to asaist the Department. would be a "deal breaker." 

We do auppott the llOUlld manaaeri&I prelcrcnco for budgets. In flwt, they assist ua 
in detenniniDg the partiell equitable apportionment of com. However, detailed 
budgeta aro not required in aD imtances to mako the determination th&t costs have 
been equitably apportioned. Therefore, we would request that your report be 
revised to allow flexi'bility in this era; an cxtmndy high levd of detail should not 
be an ahmh.d.c requirement in guidelines that are developed. 

lteQujn:mc;r¢ Qf I tmnjpatioo dm QC apcic:iliq dalt for [eyiQW The report atale9 

that aD agrecmeata should hive a lpCcific tcnninltion date or a specific date at 
which time the parties lhould review the ap:cmml. Su p. 13. We disagree with 
this statcmem because we have been made aware that lhere are times when auch a 
term may run counter to lhc Department'• interests and it is not legally required . 
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We are 1wace of instances where an opcnting unit of lhe Deplrtmcnt will havo 
negotiated very favorable tams in an 18feement. and will want to have those tmna 
to continue for as long u pouiole. Having 1 requiranem that the ~ 
terminale at a specific date or a requirement that the parties review the agreement 
a apccific date may e:ft'cctivdy .. open up" tho tama of tho agt'eemoat tho operating 
unit would rathc:f not have diatwQcd. i.e., including auch 1 teml CllJI. cause an 
agroc:mcnt to bo renegotiated with wono terma beUis aubsequelltly imposed on the 
Department Thia it not a theoretk:d concem,. but is one that client.I have raised to 
our office. 

AcootdUlgly, while it may be pref'cnble to have tcmlloltion dates in an agreement. 
it &bould not, in ou:r op.iniori, be an .dwhWi requirement in any gulde1ines Issued. 
We would request that your report bo modified to reflect that there &hould be 
some Beiiibility around this issue based on tho needs and interests of the 
Dcpartmcm and stress that operating uniu ahoul.d develop regular processes for 
imema1 tt:Yiew, aod that the laclc of any termination date or clause in the 
asr-ocnt must be thoroughly justified. 

NQM Mmjnjatratlyo Otdg;r 201-105 A& - have cqilaiocd in the pa.st, our 
office bu been working with NOAA lo pro'lide better writtensuidancc on 
agrecmcotl, and we have identified problem arou in their policies and procedures. 

An iil1Ue thllt we brought to your office's attention arul to NOAA'a attention is 
that NOAA Administrative Order (AO) 201-lOS contains contradictions, and, 
theref'ore, ia misleading to NOAA officials who are trying to follow it. In August, 
1998 we met with NOAA officials to discuss our ooncems. Indeed, Ol1 pp. ts, 33-
34 of your report, you acknowledge that there ue problems with this AO. 
Hmvcva, there are acvaal rd"eren1Z11 lo it in other llDl:lion.I of the report (pp. 9, 
13, IS, 20, 22, 23, 28) that leads the Rldato believe this AO is good guidance 
and should be followed. 

Although there may be IOUDd guidallce in part of tho AO, we think that you should 
cumbJo your report to malco sure that your approach is consistent with your 
flndina: that the Amninistndvo Order, on the whole, should be revi!ICd. 
Furthermore, please be adviJed that NOAA is in the process of revoking this AO 
and rcplacina it with Ullifonn guidelines l'or intcragcncy qrcomcats, a dcci!ion 
with wbicll my office has given ill ooncurrencc. 

NOAA Bndict Handbook Chagtcr 2 St&tjon 3 June 30 1294 Similar to NOAA 
AO 201-IOS, you aclmowledge It the end of your report that there is a problem 
with the NOAA Budget Handbook, Chapter 1. Section 3 (June 30, 
l994)(Handbook). This eciction of the Handbook coven interagmey agreements, 
but does not distinguish between types ofintengency agreements, llUCb u Joint 
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Project Agrcemcata: or Economy Act Aarccmcnts. By not making these 
distinctions. pel'IOn& followins the guidance in this teetion of the Handbook mo.st 
lib will prepare ~ that are deficient and that our office will require to be 
redrafted. Wo think this acction of the Handbook: should be rcviacd to remedy the 
wry problem you have idmdfied. 

In 1CYrcal places earlier in )'OW' report, yov rdemico thia: authority as if it is wolJ.. 
written and lhouJd be followed. We think that you should examine your report to 
make sure that )'OUr approach .ia comim:nt with your lindio.a that thil authority ia 
problematic. 

We think it i9 important to bo clear about the problems in theac authorities so th.U 
corm:tiw &ctl.ons may be taken and to help alleviate any confu&ion .while various 
pllrta ofNOAA are developing guidelines. 

CQnfiHjpo Bcprding the Term '$fcmorandwn oCJJndcntandjnir/Avecmcnr. 
Our oftlce ha& teamed that there is a lot of confusion as to what a "MemolllDCfum 
ofUndmtanding/Agreement" is. The current draft of your Riport abo refiects 
confuai.011 Rlgardills this term. The 111111e problem exists with ccggd to the term 
"unfunded apement. .. 

On p. I of your report you ltate the "[iJntoragenc:y and other special agreement arc 
mccbani8Dl8 for federal agencies to define tmns for pmfi>rming work for othcn 
{reimbuna.bte agreements}, acquiring work from other& (obligation agrcementa), or 
coordinating complementary programs without the transfer of funds (memoranda 
ofunderstanding or agreement)." This statcmcnt is legally ill&ccurate. The tam 
"Memorandum ofUndenrtanding/Asrcemerit" is a generic term that mearu nothing 
more than "agreement." A .memorandum ofundcntGndins or ~t may be 
UNd for rcimbunabl11 work and to~ work from others. 

Unleu chanaed, we fear your report will eoJdinue the cordhaion which already 
e::idsts 11 the Department regardills what ao MOU/A ii. Thia confu.!ion ha& 
consoquenccs in that employees often treat a doc:wncnt biued llO!ely on what it is 
called. In order to keep better track of agreements and to make subsequent IG 
inspcctiom more meanlngfW, this confusion need.I to be corrected. Your report 
can serve to help dear up thi1 problem. Therefore. we would uk that you r!Mse 
the repon with this problem in milld. 

We do, however, agree that the NWS guiddines should be rcviscd to reftect more 
clearly (I) which agreements need legal review and (2) the tact that it is the 
responsibility of our offi.oe to provich clearance of such agreemems. Furthermore, 
the pidelines should be revised to "dear up" the concept of'\infunded 
agreements" which we reference in our rcsponso to Draft Inspection Report No. 
IPB-10418 . 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Raymond G. Kammer 
Director 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

National Institute of Standards and Technology 

Johnnie E. Frazier 
Acting Inspector Gene 

National Standard Reference Data System Program 
Award Process Promotes Merit-Based Decisions 
CFDA No. 11.603 
Final Audit Report No. DEN-10962-9-0001 

The Office of Inspector General has completed a performance audit of the National Institute of 
Standards and Technology's solicitation, review, and selection process for its discretionary 
financial assistance awards under the National Standard Reference Data System Program, 
classified as No. 11.603 in the Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance, for fiscal years 1994 and 
1997. The final report is attached. The executive summary of the report is on page i and 
recommendations for NlST's action are on page 10. 

NIST agreed with the findings and recommendations in our draft audit report and will implement 
our recommendations in any future award competitions. NIST's response is summarized in the 
executive summary, and we have attached the complete response as an appendix to the report. 

Please provide your audit action plan addressing the recommendations within 60 calendar days, 
in accordance with Department Administrative Order 213-5. The plan should be in the forrnat 
specified in Exhibit 7 of the DAO. Should you have any questions regarding the preparation of 
the audit action plan, please contact William R. Suhre, Regional Inspector General for Audits, at 
(303) 312-7650. 

We appreciate the cooperation extended by your staff during our audit. 

Attachment 

cc (w/att): Dr. John Rumble, Chief, Standard Reference Data Program, NIST 
Marilyn Khan, NIST Audit Liaison 
Linda J. Bilmes, Acting Chief Financial Officer and 

Assistant Secretary for Administration 
Susan Sutherland, Acting Director, Office of Executive Budgeting and 

Assistance Management 
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The Office of Inspector General conducted an audit of the fiscal year 1997 criteria, procedures, 
and practices for soliciting, reviewing, and selecting applications for financial assistance under 
the National Institute of Standards and Technology's (NIST) National Standard Reference Data 
System Program (NSRDS), classified as No. 11.603 in the Catalog of Federal Domestic 
Assistance. The audit was conducted as part of a Department-wide review of Commerce's 
discretionary financial assistance programs initiated at the request of the Chairman of the Senate 
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation. 

Discretionary financial assistance programs are those programs for which federal agencies have 
the authority to independently determine the recipients and funding levels of awards. These 
programs involve a significant portion of the Commerce Department;s budget and operations, 
approximately $1 billion annually. 

The NSRDS program provides financial assistance to academic institutions, nonfederal agencies, 
and independent and industrial laboratories. The major aim of the NSRDS program is to provide 
critically evaluated numerical data to the scientific and technical community in a convenient and 
accessible fo~. In fiscal year 1997, NS RDS processed only one award action - a $5 7 ,896 
renewal of a cooperative agreement initially awarded on a competitive basis in 1994. Since 
NIST did not conduct a competition for new awards in fiscal year 1997, we focused our attention 
on the fiscal year 1994 competition procedures and practices. This was NIST's most recent 
competition for NSRDS financial assistance. NIST does not anticipate conducting another 
NSRDS competition in the foreseeable future. 

We examined NIST's criteria, procedures and practices for the solicitation, review, and selection 
ofNSRDS awards. We found minor deficiencies in the solicitation and review processes, but, in 
general, NIST's criteria, procedures and practices were adequate to support merit-based funding 
decisions and met the Department's current minimum requirements. Specifically, our audit 
disclosed that NIST: 

• Developed appropriate merit-based criteria for evaluating NSRDS applications 
(see page 6). 

• Failed to comply with departmental guidance by inappropriately identifying two 
types of funding instruments in its 1994 NSRDS solicitation notice (see page 7). 

• Did not publish annual program notices in the Federal Register. Although 
departmental guidance requires annual notices announcing the availability of 
funds and specifying the selection criteria and process, we do not believe NIST's 
failure to publish notices harmed potential applicants because new applications 
were neither solicited nor funded (see page 8) . 
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• Failed to maintain written records of the findings of one of three proposal 
evaluators. Although NIST complied with departmental guidance that requires at 
least three proposal evaluators, the written record contained the findings of only 
two evaluators (see page 8). 

• Could enhance the independence and objectivity of future competitions by 
inviting proposal reviewers from outside NJST and the Department to participate 
(see page 9). 

• Followed adequate procedures and practices for selecting awardees (see 
page 9). 

With only one award renewal on which to base an audit, we did not examine NIST's renewal 
procedures. 

We recommend that the Chief, Standard Reference Data Program, ensure that: 

• Any future NSRDS solicitation notices identify only one type of funding 
instrument. 

• 

• 

Under any future NSRDS competitions, all proposal evaluators' findings are 
documented and serve as the basis for selection . 

NIST enhances the independence and objectivity of any future NSRDS 
competitions by inviting reviewers from outside NIST and the Department in the 
evaluation of applications. 

Our recommendations appear on page 10. 

NIST agreed with the findings and recommendations in our draft report and will implement our 
recommendations in any future award competitions. We have included a copy ofNISTs 
complete response as Appendix II . 
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The National Institute of Standards and Technology's (NIST) primary mission is to promote U.S. 
economic growth by working with industry to develop and apply technology, measurements, and 
standards. To accomplish a portion of its mission, NIST admip.isters the National Standard 
Reference Data System (NSRDS) program, described in the Catalog of Federal Domestic 
Assistance (CFDA) as No. 11.603. The program's objectives, as stated in the CFDA, are ''To 
make evaluated scientific and technical data readily available to scientists, engineers, and the 
general public." 

The Standard Reference Data Act (15 U.S.C., Sec. 290) authorized and directed the Secretary of 
Commerce "[t]o provide or arrange for the collection, compilation, critical evaluation, 
publicationJ and dissemination of standard reference data." Under the NSRDS program, NIST 
offers grants and cooperative agreements to academic institutions, nonfederal agencies, and 
independent and industrial laboratories. The major aim of the NSRDS program is to provide 
critically evaluated numerical data to the scientific and technical community in a convenient and 
accessible form. 

In fiscal year 1997, NS RDS processed only one award action - a $57, 896 renewal of a 
cooperative agreement initially awarded on a competitive basis in 1994. NIST conducted its 
most recent NSRDS award competition in fiscal year 1994. NIST received and evaluated ten 
proposals, requesting a total of$302,881 in first-year funding, in response to its 1994 solicitation 
notice. NIST selected four proposals, totaling $141,381, to receive NSRDS funding. NIST does 
not anticipate conducting another NSRDS competition in the foreseeable future. 

Discretionary assistance programs are those for which federal agency officials have the authority 
to decide (1) which eligible applicants will receive awards, and (2) how much will be awarded. 
Technically, all Commerce financial assistance programs are discretionary, rather than 
entitlement programs. However, the authorizing legislation for the programs provides for 
varying degrees of discretion in making awards. The use of competitive selection procedures is 
generally recognized as the most effective method of ensuring that financial assistance awards 
are made on the basis of merit. One of the primary purposes of the Federal Grant and 
Cooperative Agreement Act (31 U.S.C. §6301 et seq) is to encourage competition in the award of 
federal financial assistance to the maximum extent practicable in order to fairly and objectively 
identify and fund, based on merit, the best possible projects proposed by applicants, and thereby 
more effectively achieve program objectives. 

The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) has issued guidelines on administering 
competition-based financial assistance programs for use by federal agencies. An interagency 
study group, convened in 1979 by OMB to examine competition in financial assistance 
programs, determined that financial assistance award processes, to ensure effective competition, 
should include three basic elements. These elements, which were discussed in OMB's June 1980 
report, Managing Federal Assistance in the 1980's, and are still applicable, include: 

• Widespread solicitation of eligible applicants and disclosure of essential 
application and program information in written solicitations; 
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•· Independent application reviews that consistently apply written program 
evaluation criteria; and 

• 

• 

• Written justifications for award decisions that deviate from recommendations 
made by application reviewers. 

Also, OMB has issued the following circulars which set forth the policies and procedures 
to be followed in administering federal financial assistance programs: 

• OMB Circular A-89, Federal Domestic Program Information, implements the 
Federal Program Information Act (P.L. 95-220) requiring agencies to 
systematically and periodically collect and distribute current information to the 
public on federal domestic assistance programs, which is accomplished through 
the semiannual publication of the Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance. 

• OMB Circular A-102, Grants and Cooperative Agreements with State and Local 
Governments, requires agencies to provide the public with advance notice in the 
Federal Register, or by other appropriate means, of their intended funding 
priorities for discretionary assistance programs unless such priorities are 
established by federal statute. Under A-102, when time permits, an agency must 
provide the public with an opportunity to comment on funding priorities. Finally, 
A-102 requires all grant awards over $25,000 to be reviewed for consistency with 
agency priorities by a policy level official. 

• OMB Circular A-110, Uniform Administrative Requirements/or Grants and 
Cooperative Agreements with Institutions of Higher Education, Hospitals, and 
Other Non-Profit Organizations, requires agencies to provide the public with 
advance notice of their intended funding priorities for discretionary assistance 
programs unless such priorities are established by federal statute. 

• OMB Circular A-123, Management Accountability and Control, implements the 
Federal Managers Financial Integrity Act (P.L. 97-255), requiring agencies to 
establish management controls for federal programs and operations, including 
financial assistance programs, that provide reasonable assurance that activities are 
effectively and efficiently managed to achieve agency goals. 

Commerce has relied upon these guidelines and circulars in developing and issuing policies and 
procedures for its discretionary funding programs. Department Administrative Order (DAO) 
203-26, Department of Commerce Grants Administration, requires that (1) all Commerce 
discretionary funding grant awards be made on the basis of competitive reviews unless a special 
waiver is obtained, (2) competitive review processes meet minimum standards outlined in the 
DAO, and (3) all Commerce agencies publish, at least annually, a notice in the Federal Register 
announcing the availability of funds, soliciting award applications, and specifying the criteria and 
process to be used in reviewing and selecting applications for funding . 
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The following chart depicts the process and controls for the solicitation, evaluation, and 
selection of financial assistance awards as set forth in DAO 203-26. The processes we reviewed 
during our audit are color coded for this chart and the NIST process chart located in Appendix I. 
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This audit was conducted as part of a comprehensive review of the Department of Commerce's 
discretionary funding programs initiated at the request of the Chairman of the Senate Committee 
on Commerce, Science, and Transportation. The Chairman requested that the Inspectors General 
of the Departments of Commerce and Transportation and the National Science Foundation 
review the discretionary funding programs of their respective agencies to assess the manner in 
which discretionary funding decisions are made. More specifically, the Chairman requested that 
each IG review and report on the criteria developed, either statutorily or administratively, to 
guide agency officials in making discretionary spending decisions, and on the extent to which the 
criteria are appropriately applied. 

We are conducting our Department-wide review in two phases: a survey phase (completed) and 
an individual program audit phase (ongoing). During the survey phase, we identified and 
examined the body of laws, regulations, and other guidance applicable to the administration of 
federal financial assistance programs. We also examined the authorizing legislation for each 
Commerce financial assistance program and classified each program as either a "full discretion" 
program or a "limited discretion" program, based on the extent to which the legislation limits the 
agency's authority to independently determine the recipients and funding levels of the awards 
made under the program. Finally, we examined fiscal year 1997 appropriations legislation to 
identify all legislatively mandated projects . 

During the second phase of our review, we are conducting individual audits of the award 
solicitation, review, and selection processes of each program we have classified as a "full 
discretion" program, including the NIST NSRDS program. We are evaluating the adequacy of 
each program's established award procedures. For those programs with procedures deemed to be 
adequate, we are ascertaining whether they were followed in making awards in fiscal year 1997. 
Finally, we are examining the legislatively mandated projects identified for each program and 
determining their significance and impact on fiscal year 1997 award decisio~s. We will is~ue 
individual reports, with any appropriate recommendations on each program, followed by a 
capping report summarizing the results of the individual audits and providing recommendations 
for the Department and/or its bureaus. 

On July 21, 1998, the Acting Inspector General and the Chief Financial Officer and Assistant 
Secretary for Administration testified before the Senate Commerce, Science, and Transportation 
Committee on the Department's discretionary funding programs. The Acting IG reported on the 
results of the survey phase of the OIG's review, and discussed some of the preliminary 
observations from the individual program audits. 

This performance audit covered the single award renewal processed by NIST during fiscal year 
1997, and the most recent NSRDS competition, held during fiscal year 1994. There were no 
legislatively mandated awards under this program in fiscal years 1994 or 1997 . 
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• To respond to the Chairman's request, we: 

• 

• 

• Reviewed the authorizing legislation and information summarized in the CFDA to 
identify criteria for funding decisions. 

• Reviewed Department and NIST policies and procedures for soliciting, reviewing, 
and selecting recipients for awards (see Appendix I for a flowchart of the 
process). We reviewed NIST's solicitation, review, and selection process for 
NSRDS awards, and assessed whether it was in accordance with DAO 203-26, 
Department of Commerce Grants Administration and Office of Federal Assistance 
Financial Assistance Notice No. 17, Department of Commerce Guidelines for the 
Preparation o/Federal Register Notices Announcing the Availability of Financial 
Assistance Funds -- Requests for Applications. 

• Compared the procedures with NIST's award practices for the fiscal year 1994 
and 1997 award actions to determine if the process contained adequate internal 
controls to provide for competitive, merit-based awards. 

• Interviewed NSRDS program office officials concerning NIST's solicitation, 
review, and selection procedures. 

We did not rely on computer-based data supplied by NIST and the Department's Office of 
Executive Assistance Management, and cited in the report, as a basis for our audit findings and 
recommendations. Consequently, we did not conduct tests of either the reliability' of the data or 
the controls over the computer-based system that produced the data. 

We conducted the audit fieldwork in March 1998 at NIST's Standard Reference Data System 
Program Office, in Gaithersburg, Maryland. We conducted the audit in accordance with 
generally accepted government auditing standards, and under the authority of the Inspector 
General Act of 1978, as amended, and Department Organization Order 10-13, dated May 22, 
1980, as amended . 
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• FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

• 

• 

We found that NIST established criteria and processes for soliciting and reviewing NSRDS 
applicants and selecting NSRDS awardees which were designed to result in merit-based awards. 
Also, NIST's procedures and practices for the solicitation, review, and selection ofNSRDS 
award recipients generally complied with the Department's award procedures. Although we 
found that NIST's solicitation notice for the 1994 competition, as published in the Federal 
Register, failed to comply with the letter departmental guidance, the deviation was minor and had 
no impact on award selections. We also found that NIST did not publish annual Federal 
Register notices for the NSRDS program, as required by the Department, after the 1994 
competition. However, we do not believe that this omission banned the public, as the NSRDS 
program did not solicit or fund new applications in 1997. 

In addition, we found that NIST did not maintain written records of the findings of one of three 
proposal evaluators for the 1994 competition. The NSRDS Program Chief conceded that NIST 
erred by not maintaining records of all evaluator findings and assured us during the audit that if 
NIST conducts future NSRDS competitions, all evaluator findings will be documented and serve 
as the basis for award selections. Finally, we believe that the independence of any future 
competitions could be enhanced by inviting reviewers from outside NIST and the Department to 
participate. 

We did not examine NIST's procedures and practices for renewals ofNSRDS awards. We do 
not believe that the single 1997 award r~ewal action provided an adequate basis on which to 
evaluate·NIST's renewal process. Therefore, we do not express an opinion on the award renewal 
process. 

I. NIST Developed Appropriate Evaluation Criteria 

NIST developed and published merit-based criteria for evaluating applications for fiscal year 
1994 awards under the NSRDS program. The fiscal year 1994 competition was the most recent 
under the NSRDS program. NIST published a ''Notice of Availability of Funds" for the NSRDS 
competition in the Federal Register on November 18, 1993. The Federal Register notice listed 
the proposal evaluation and scoring criteria, and stated that, "[a}wards will be made based on the 
high score and availability of funds." Each proposal would be assigned a numerical score of 0 to 
205, based on the following criteria, weighted as indicated. 

a. 
b. 

c. 
d. 

Need for data activity 
Complementary to existing or planned 

NIST data activity 
Related to priority list for SRD program 
Experience of proposing group with 

respect to: 
i. previous data evaluation- general 
ii. previous data evaluation in this area 
iii. experience in computerized 

databases - general 
iv. experience in computerized 
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0 - 20 points 
0- 10 points 

0 - 40 points 

0 - 30 points 
0 - 30 points 
0 - 10 points 

0 - 20 points 
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databases in this area 

Feasibility of completing project in 
proposed time 

Technical merit of the proposal 

Total 
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0 - 20 points 

0-25 points 

0 - 205 points 

We believe that the NSRDS proposal evaluation criteria were designed to result in merit-based 
awards. Also, NIST's procedures to solicit, review, and select applications for funding, as 
presented in the flow chart in Appendix I, were adequate to support merit-based awards. 
However, our review did identify possible improvements in NIST's solicitation and review 
practices. 

II. Solicitation Process Needs Improvement 

In assessing NIST's solicitation process for the 1994 competition, we found two minor 
deficiencies: (1) the agency failed to comply with departmental guidance by inappropriately 
identifying two types of funding instruments in its solicitation notice, and (2) it did not publish 
annual program notices in the Federal Register. 

Multiple funding instruments were 
referenced in Federal Register notice 

Upon examining the NSRDS solicitation notice to determine whether it complied with the 
requirements established by Department Administrative Order (DAO) 203-26, Section 4.02b, 
and Financial A$.sistance Notice No. 17, Section .03, we found that, in one minor instance, it 
failed to do so. Specifically, the Federal Register notice stated that NIST would award either 
grants or cooperative agreements. However, the deviation had no impact on award selections. 

The above-noted sections of the DAO and the Financial Assistance Notice both require 
solicitation notices for Commerce discretionary funding programs to state the type of funding 
instrument p lann~d. Financial Assistance Notice No. 1 7 further provides that, "[ o ]nly one type 
of funding instrument should be identified in the notice." 

Although the solicitation notice identified both grants and cooperative agreements, and even 
specified the level of NIST involvement should cooperative agreements be awarded, the agency 
expected the 1994 awards to be grants. The NS RDS Program Chief indicated that the program 
"almost never" awards cooperative agreements. We did find that the one award still in effect 
during our 1997 audit period was a cooperative agreement. However, the chief stated that NIST 
intended the award to be a grant, but that a typographical error on the award form resulted in a 
cooperative agreement being issued. 

NJST agreed with our finding and stated that if any future NSRDS competitions are held, the 
solicitation notice will state only one type of intended finding instrument. 
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NIST did not publish annual notices for the NSRDS program in the Federal Register after the 
1994 competition. Although such notices are a requirement under the DAO and Financial 
Assistance Notice No. 17, it does not appear that NIST's failure to publish notices for the 
NSRDS program harmed potential applicants because no new applications were solicited or 
funded. 

DAO 203-26, Section 4.02b, states, "[t]o inform the interested public, each organization unit 
shall publish at least annually a notice in the Federal Register which includes basic information 
for ei:µ:h discretionary grant program." For example, notices must include: 

• The amount and availability of funds. 

• The type of funding instrument planned to be used. 

• The application and/or prcapplication due date or closing date, if any. 

• The selection process and procedures. 

• The selection criteria and weighting factors, if applicable . 

However, based on the minimum requirements for each annual notice, as set forth in the DAO, it 
appears that annual notices are only required in the event that new applications are being 
solicited. If no applications are being solicited, then the information set forth above is irrelevant. 

III. Review Process Should Be Enhanced 

Reviewers independently assigned numerical scores to the applications. However, we have 
minor concerns with NIST's documentation of the NSRDS proposal review process, and we 
believe that NIST could enhance the independence and objectivity of any future reviews by 
inviting outside reviewers to participate. 

A. Reviews were not adequately documented 

Although departmental guidance requires at least tluee evaluators to review financial assistance 
applications, we found documentation for only two reviewers' scores in support of the 1994 
NSRDS selections. This occurred because NIST failed to maintain written documentation of the 
scores assigned by a third evaluator of the NSRDS applications. 

DAO 203-26, Section 4.02h.1.(d), states that the minimum requirements for a competitive review 
process include" ... at least three persons in each review panel ... ". In addition to the 
departmental requirement for a minimum of three reviewers, the Federal Register notice for the 
fiscal year 1994 NSRDS competition stated, "Proposals will be evaluated for technical merit by 
at least three professionals from NIST, the Standard Reference Data Program, or technical 
experts from other government agencies or the community at large." (Emphasis added.) 
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We asked the NSRDS program office to explain why only two proposal evaluators' scores were 
documented when the selection criteria required at least three evaluators. The current NSRDS 
Program Chief, who in his prior position was one of the three evaluators responsible for 
reviewing the 1994 NSRDS competition proposals, explained that he was unable to devote much 
time to the review process due to other work requirements: In fact, his review time was limited 
to one weekend. He communicated the results of his analyses to the other members of the review 
panel verbally, or by handwritten notes. Although he claims that he "had no substantial 
disagreements with the other reviewers," we found no mention of his comments in the selection 
documents provided by NIST. The composite numerical scores used by NIST to make its 
funding decisions reflect only the sum of the scores from the other two evaluators. 

While NIST may have actually used three evaluators for the 1994 NSRDS competition, the fact 
that the written record reflects only two evaluators' scores casts a shadow over the review 
process. The selection criteria published in the Federal Register notice provided that each 
proposal would not only be reviewed, but also scored by three evaluators. NJST unnecessarily 
exposed itself to criticism by departing from the stated review procedure and, in so doing, 
subjected itself to liability if one of the non-winning proposers had protested NIST's selections. 
In such an instance, NIST would not have been able to document that it followed the selection 
process described in the Federal Register. Even though the potential for a protest of the 1994 
NSRDS selections has long passed, NIST should strive for strict adherence to published selection 
criteria in all financial assistance programs in order to avoid ~y appearance of impropriety. 
When it became clear that the third evaluator had a conflicting work assignment that prevented 
him from providing the level of proposal evaluation and scoring duties outlined in the Federal 
Register, NIST should have appointed another evaluator to take his place. 

The NSRDS Program Chief assured us that, if NIST conducts future NSRDS competitions, all 
required evaluators' findings will be documented and serve as the basis for award selections. 

B. Outside reviewers could enhance 
independence and objectivity 

Although the November 1993 Federal Register notice provided for the use of outside reviewers, 
all three proposal evaluators on the 1994 NSRDS competition were NIST employees; While 
NIST complied with the minimum requirement that each proposal is to be reviewed by at least 
three evaluators, we believe that NIST could enhance the independence and objectivity of any 
future NSRDS competitions by inviting reviewers from outside NIST and the Department to 
participate in the evaluation process. 

IV. Selection Process Was Proper 

NIST followed written procedures in the selection ofNSRDS recipients for the 1994 
competition. The Federal Register notice stated that the highest-scoring proposals would be 
selected for funding, based on availability of funds. The NS RDS Program Chief, serving as the 
selection official, selected the four highest-scoring proposals to receive funding. Although we 
have concerns with NIST's proposal review and scoring process, the selection process for 
NSRDS awards was proper, based on the data provided to the program chief. 
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With only one award renewal action in fiscal year 1997, we did not examine NIST's procedures 
for detennining whether recipients qualify for renewals of financial assistance awards. The 
NSRDS Program Chief stated that the best measure of a project's performance is an ongoing 
need in the research conunWlity for the data produced under the project. The chief said that the 
remaining 1994 NSRDS project continues to produce needed data. NIST plans to fund the 
project as long as funds are available and the data are useful to researchers. 

VI. Recommendations 

We recommend that the Chief, Standard Reference Data Program, ensure that: 

• Any future NSRDS solicitation notices identify only one type of funding 
instrument. 

• Under any future NS RDS competition, al1 proposal evaluators' findings are 
docwnented and serve as the basis for selection. 

• NIST enhances the independence and objectivity of any future NSRDS 
competitions by involving reviewers from outside NIST and the Department in 
the evaluation of applications . 

NIST's Response to the Draft Audit Report 

NIST agreed with the findings and recommendations in our report. Although there are no current 
plans to solicit applications for NSRDS funding, NIST will implement the recommendations in 
the event of future award competitions. NIST's response is included in its entirety as Appendix 
II . 
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Appendix I 
NIST PROCEDURES FOR SOLICITATION, 
REVIEW, AND SELECTION OF AWARDS 
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points) 
c. Relatd to priority rim for SRO programs (0-40 pointa) 
d. Eirperlence of proposing group with rasped to: 

I. Pftl\llous data evaluatian - general (0-30 points) 
ii. previous data ovalua~on in lhi$ arae(0-30 points) 
;;;_ experience rn computeriZe<I databases - general (0-10 

points) 
Iv. expeMence in computeriZed databa- In this area (0-20 

points) 
e. FeaS1bilily of completing project in proposed time j0-20 points) 
f. Temnlcal me-nt of lhe proposal (t>-25 pol'lts) 
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HAR l 7 199S UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
National Institute of Standards and Technology 
Gaithersburg, Maryland 20899-

MEMORANDUM FOR George E. Ross 
Assistant Inspector General for Auditing ~ //'l_ 

From: John Rumble, Chief t1/ /[/(/ 
Standard Reference Data Program 

Subject National Standard Reference Data ystem -
Program Awards We-re Merit-Based 
CFDA No. I 1.603 
Draft Audit Report No. DEN-10962-9-XXXX 

! have received and reviewed the above named Audit Report and accept its findings with the 
following notes .. 

Finding I. NfST Developed Appropriate Evaluation Criteria 
No further comment. 

Finding II. Solicition Process Needs Improvement 
Subfinding A. Multiple funding instruments were referenced in Fetleml Register notice 

No further comment. 

Subfinding B. Fetleral Register notices were not published annually 
Because no applications were being solicited, we believe our decision not to publish an 
annual Federal Register notice was proJler and good practice. 

Finding HI. Review Process Should Be Enhanced 
Subfinding A. Reviews were not adequately documented 

Three reviews, as specified in the 1994 Federal Register notice, were completed. No 
copy of one review (executed by myself) exists today, most likely because of ( l) normal 
consolidation of files undertaken during a physical move in ! 995 or (2) consolidation of 
files of the leader of the Grant Solicitation process following her death i 11 l 996. 

Comments about the time spent on the review are irrelevant, as the revie\.ver had more 
than 13 years experience in similar reviewing, and the time allotted to the small number 
{ l 0) of proposals was more than adequate. 

Subfinding B. Outside reviewers could enhance independence and objectively 
When needed in the past, the NIST Standard Reference Program has made s1gn1ficant use 
of outside reviewers. The small number of proposals and the fam i I iarity 11·11 h the subject 
matter by all three reviewers led to the decision to use only internal rcvie11er~_ all or 
whom 111a1 ntai n ed i ndependencc and obiectl ve ly throughout. 

Summary 
The NI S r Standard Rcforcnce IJata Program <KCt:pb thl· three reco111memlat 1rn1~ il\ set 

forth ill the i\ucht and will be conscmu., of meet mg all ~u ide!111c~ arid rcg11l;111p11~ 111 \ h<.: 
event (1 r li1turL' liranl St)l 1cita1 ions 

NISI 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Dr. D. James Baker 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
The Inspector General 
Washingtan, D.C. 20230 

Under Secretary for Oceans and Atmosphere 

NMFS's Fisheries Development and Utilization Research 
and Development Grants and Cooperative Agreements 
Program Awards Were Merit-Based 
CFDA No. 11.427 
Final Audit Report No. STL-10950-9~0001 

The Office of Inspector General has completed a performance audit of the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration's criteria, procedures, and practices for soliciting, reviewing1 and 
selecting applications for financial assistance under the Fisheries Development and Utilization 
Research and Development Grants and Cooperative Agreements Program, classified as No. 
11.427 in the Catalog of Federal Assistance, for fiscal year 1997. The final audit report is 
attached. The executive summary of the report is on page i; and recommendations for your 
action are on page 19. 

Our review concluded that NMFS's criteria, procedures, and practices for the solicitation, 
review, and selection of awards under the program met the Department's minimum requirements 
contained in Departmental Administrative Order 203-26 and were generally adequate. However, 
review practices did not always follow procedures and selection procedures need to be improved 
by requiring additional documentation and justification for certain award decisions. In addition, 
NMFS could have taken actions that would have resulted in relying more extensively on the 
competitive program to address research needs. 

In response to our draft audit report, NOAA agreed with the recommendations and believes that 
the implementation of the recommendations will enhance the overall effectiveness of the 
program. NOAA's response is summarized in the executive summary and in the body of the 
report. We have also attached NOAA's response, in its entirety, as an appendix to the report. 

Please provide your audit action plan addressing the recommendations within 60 calendar days, 
in accordance with Department Administrative Order 213-5. The plan should be in the format 
specified in Exhibit 7 of the DAO. Should you have any questions regarding the preparation of 
the audit action plan, please contact me on 482-4661 or Ray Mcintosh, Regional Inspector 
General, Seattle Regional Office, on (206) 220-7970. 

We appreciate the cooperation and courtesies extended to us by Department of Commerce 
personnel during the audit 

Attachment 
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cc: Scott Gudes, Deputy Under Secretary for Oceans and Atmosphere 
Penelope D. Dalton, Assistant Administrator for Fisheries, NMFS 
Paul F. Roberts, Chief Financial Officer/Chief Administrative Officer, NOAA 
Barbara Martin, Chief: Audit and Internal Control Staff Office, NOAA 
Linda J. Bilmes, Acting Chief Financial Officer and Assistant Secretary for 

Administration 
Sonya G. Stewart, Director, Office of Executive Budgeting and Assistance 

Management 
Susan Sutherland, Acting Director, Office of Executive Assistance Management 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
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September 1999 

The Office of Inspector General conducted an audit of the fiscal year 1997 criteria. procedures, 
and practices for soliciting, reviewing, and selecting applications for financial assistance under 
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's National Marine Fisheries Service's 
(NMFS) Fisheries Development and Utilization Research and Development Grants and 
Cooperative Agreements Program, classified as No. 11.427 in the Catalog of Federal Domestic 
Assistance. The program is more commonly referred to as the Saltonstall-Kennedy Grant 
Program (S-K Program). The audit was conducted as part of a Department-wide review of 
Commerce's discretionary financial assistance program initiated at the request of the Chairman 
of the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation. 

Discretionary financial assistance programs are those programs for which federal agencies have 
the authority to independently determine the recipients and funding levels of awards. 
Collectively, these programs involve a significant portion of the Commerce Department's budget 
and operations, approximately $1 billion annually. 

Through the S-K Program, NMFS provides financial assistance to individuals or groups, 
including state and local governments, except employees of federal agencies and fishery 
management councils and their employees. Assistance is provided for research and development 
projects that address aspects of U.S. :fisheries, including harvesting, processing, marketing, and 
associated infrastructure. However, projects that primarily involve business start-up or 
infrastructure development are not eligible for assistance. 

In addition, N!\1FS funded 25 projects under the S-K national program, totaling $4,048,977 (see 
page 13). Under the S-K Act, section 713c-3 (d), NMFS shall implement what is referred to as 
an S-K national program if applica,tions received through the S-K competitive process do not 
adequately address program goals and funding priorities, as deemed appropriate by the 
Secretary. NMFS used $3.4 million to fund 23 projects that were proposed by NMFS and 
carried out internally through contracts, purchase orders, fund transfers, and cooperative 
agreements. NMFS transferred $0.3 million for a pre-determined recipient that NMFS states it 
was directed to fund. NMFS used an additional $0.3 million in a questionable procurement 
action to fund a project proposal that had been rejected under the competitive S-K Program, 
reworked with NMFS assistance, and resubmitted under a competitive contract solicitation. 

NMFS used applications received in response to its fiscal year 1996 solicitation to make fiscal 
year 1997 awards. In its fiscal year 1996 solicitation NMFS listed aquaculture, bycatch, 
fisheries management, fisheries utilization, and product quality and safety as funding priorities. 
The program received 339 acceptable appJications in response to the FY 1996 solicitation, and 
made 75 awards in fiscal year 1997, including 49 new grants, 1 continuation grant, and 25 new 
cooperative agreements, totaling $8,334,950 . 
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We found that NMFS's criteria, procedures, and practices for the solicitation, review, and 
selection of S-K Program awards met the Department's minimmn requirements contained in 
Departmental Administrative Order 203-26 and were generally adequate. The S-K Program has 
a set of criteria that are merit-based and appropriate for the selection of applications for funding. 
However, review practices did not always follow procedures and the selection procedures need 
to be improved by requiring additional documentation and justification for certain award 
decisions. Specifically, NMFS: 

• Used merit-based evaluation criteria that were consistent with the objectives of the 
competitive program to evaluate proposals, as required by Section 4.02a of DAO 203-26. 
(See page 7.) 

• Used a solicitation process that was adequate to obtain a nationwide response, as required 
by DAO 203-26, Section 4.02b. (See page 10.) 

• Did not provide sufficient justification for funding six applications totaling $722,311 that 
were ranked lower by application reviewers than applications that were not funded, as 
required by DAO 203-26, Section 4.02h. (See page 10.) 

Although NMFS had the authority to implement a national program under the S-K Program 
legislation, we think NMFS could have taken actions that would have resulted in relying more 
extensively on the competitive S-K Program to address research needs. NMFS could have 
provided more specific research needs and priorities in its competitive program solicitation 
notice or could have issued a new solicitation notice containing updated needs and priorities. 
These actions would have resulted in NMFS being in a better position to use the funds 
competitively and may have resulted in competitive program applications that addressed all of 
NMFS's fiscal year 1997 research needs and supported the competitive intent of the S-K 
Program. 

Specifically, we found that NMFS: 

• Could have relied more extensively on the competitive S-K Program to address research 
needs. (See page 13.) 

We recommend that the Assistant Administrator for Fisheries ensure that: 

• 

• 

Reasons for selecting S-K Program funding applications that are ranked lower than other 
unfunded applications are thoroughly docwnented and address independent reviewer 
concerns with the selected applications as required by DAO 203-26, Section 4.02h. 

NMFS continues to place more emphasis on addressing research needs and priorities 
competitively . 

ii 
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S-K Program funding priorities are developed and published that are sufficiently detailed 
to provide the public an opportunity to address NMFS's specific research needs. 

Our recommendations appear on page 19. 

In response to the draft report, NOAA agreed with the recommendations and believes that 
implementation of the recommendations will enhance the overall effectiveness of the program. 
NOAA also had several comments that we either addressed or discussed in the report. NOAA's 
response is provided as Appendix IV. We concur with NOAA's response to our 
recommendations . 

Ill 
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The National Oceanic and Atmosphere Administration's {NOAA) mission is to describe and 
predict changes in the Earth's environment and to conserve and manage wisely the nation's 
coastal resources. The National Marine Fisheries Service's (NMFS) mission is to provide 
stewardship of living marine resources for the benefit of the nation through science--based 
conservation, management, and promotion of the health of the marine environment. NOAA, 
through N1v1FS, administers the Fisheries Development and Utilization Research and 
Development Grants and Cooperative Agreements Program, more commonly referred to as the 
Saltonstall-Kennedy Grant Program (S-K Program), classified as No. 11.427 in the Catalog of 
Federal Domestic Assistance. The S-K Program was established by the Saltonstall-Kennedy 
Act, as amended (15 U.S.C. 713c-3). 

This discretionary funding program provides financial assistance to individuals or groups, 
including state and local governments, except employees of federal agencies and fishery 
management councils and their employees. Assistance is provided for research and development 
projects that address aspects ofU.S. fisheries, including harvesting, processing, marketing, and 
associated infrastructure. However, projects that primarily involve business start-up or 
infrastructure development are not eligible for funding. 

The S-K Act, as amended, authorizes the Secretary of Commerce to establish rules and 
regulations relating to financial assistance awards under the S-K Program. In accordance with 
the Act, NMFS established such rules for the S-K Program. 

Fiscal year 1997 awards under the S-K Program were made in response to a Federal Register 
solicitation, published March 19, 1996. NMFS officials received 340 applications by May 30, 
1996. One application was rejected; 339 were forwarded for technical review; and the technical 
reviews were completed by August 7, 1996. Next, 111 were forwarded to a constituency panel 
for review, which was completed by October 15, 1996. Seventy-five awards were made for a 
total of $8,334,950, with award periods beginning in fiscal year 1997. The awards consisted of 
49 new grants, 1 continuation grant, and 25 new cooperative agreements. A list of the awards is 
provided as Appendix II. 

Section 15 U.S.C. 713c-3(d), of the S-K Act states that the Secretary of Commerce· shall 
implement what is referred to as an S-K national program to fund research projects if research 
needs are not adequately covered by projects funded through the competitive S-K Program 
process. In fiscal year 1997, NMFS funded another 25 projects for $4,048,977, separate from 
the competitive program, under the S-K national program. The projects consisted of research 
performed both internally and through contracts and cooperative agreements. A list of the 
projects is provided as Appendix III. 

Discretionary assistance programs are those for which federal agency officials have the authority 
to decide (1) which eligible applicants will receive awards, and (2) how much financial 
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assistance will be awarded. Competition is generally recognized as the most effective means of 
ensuring that financial assistance awards are made on the basis of merit. One of the primary 
purposes of the Federal Grant and Cooperative Agreement Act (31 U.S.C. §6301) is to 
encourage competition in the award of federal financial assistance to the maximum extent 
practicable. 

The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) has issued guidelines on administering 
competition-based financial assistance programs for use by federal agencies. An interagency 
study group, convened in 1979 by OMB to examine competition in financial assistance 
programs, determined that financial assistance award processes, to ensure effective competition, 
should include three basic elements. These elements, which were discussed in OMB's June 
1980 report, Managing Federal Assistance in the 1980's, are still applicable, and include: 

• Widespread solicitation of eligible applicants and disclosure of essential application and 
program information in written solicitations; 

• Independent application reviews that consistently apply written program evaluation 
criteria; and 

• Written justifications for award decisions that deviate from recommendations made by 
application reviewers . 

Also, OMB bas issued the following circulars which set forth the policies and procedures to be 
followed in administering federal financial assistance programs: 

• OMB Circular A-89, Federal Domestic Assistance Program Information, implements the 
Federal Program Information Act (P.L. 95-220) requiring agencies to systematically and 
periodically collect and distribute current information to the public on federal domestic 
assistance programs, which is accomplished through the semiannual publication of the 
Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance. 

• OMB Circulars A-102, Grants and Cooperative Agreements with State and Local 
Governments, requires agencies to provide the public with advance notice in the Federal 
Register, or by other appropriate means, of their intended funding priorities for 
discretionary assistance programs unless such priorities are established by federal statute. 
Under A-102, when time permits, an agency must provide the public with an opportunity 
to comment on funding priorities. Finally, A-102 requires all grant awards over $25,000 
to be review for consistency with agency priorities by a policy level official. 

• OMB Circular A~ 110, Unifonn Administrative Requirements for Grants and Agreements 
with Institutions of Higher Education, Hospitals, and Other Non-Profit Organizations, 
requires agencies to provide the public with advance notice of their intended funding 
priorities for discretionary assistance programs unless such priorities are established by 
federal statute . 

2 
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• OMB Circular A-123, Management Accountability and Control, implements the Federal 
Manager's Financial Integrity Act (P.L. 97-255) requiring agencies to establish 
management controls for federal programs and operations, including financial assistance 
programs, that provide reasonable assurance that activities are effectively and efficiently 
managed to achieve agency goals. 

Commerce has relied on OMB's guidelines and circulars in developing and issuing policies and 
procedures for its discretionary funding programs. Department Administrative Order (DAO) 
203-26, Department of Commerce Grants Administration, requires that ( 1) all Commerce 
financial assistance awards be made on the basis of competitive reviews unless a waiver is 
obtained, (2) competitive review processes meet minimum standards outlined in the DAO, and 
(3) all Commerce agencies publish, at least annually, a notice in the Federal Register 
announcing the availability of funding, soliciting award applications, and specifying the criteria 
and the process to be used to review and select applications for funding. 

The chart presented on the following page depicts the basic process and controls for the 
so1icitation, evaluation, and selection of financial assistance awards as set forth in DAO 203-26. 
The processes we reviewed during our audit are color coded for this chart and the NOAAJN?vfFS 
process chart located in Appendix I. 

3 
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This audit was conducted as part of a comprehensive review of the Department of Commerce's 
discretionary funding programs initiated at the request of the Chairman of the Senate Commerce, 
Science, and Transportation Committee. The Chairman requested that the Inspectors General of 
the Departments of Commerce and Transportation and the National Science Foundation review 
the discretionary funding programs of their respective agencies to assess the manner in which 
discretionary funding decisions are made. More specifically, the Chairman requested that each 
JG revi~w and report on the criteria developed, either statutorily or administratively, to guide 
agency officials in making discretionary spending decisions, and on the extent to which the 
criteria are appropriately applied. 

We are conducting our Department-wide review in two phases: a survey phase and an individual 
program audit phase. During the survey phase, we identified and examined the body oflaws, 
regulations, and other guidance applicable to the administration of federal financial assistance 
programs. We also examined the authorizing legislation provided by Department officials for 
each Commerce financial assistance program and classified each program as either a "full 
discretion" program or a "limited discretion" program, based on the extent to which the 
legislation limits the agency's authority to independently determine the recipients and funding 
levels of the awards made under the program. Finally, we examined the fiscal year 1997 
appropriations legislation to identify legislatively mandated awards and reviewed accompanying 
conference and committee reports to identify projects recommended for funding. No 
legislatively mandated awards were found. 

During the second phase of our review, we are conducting individual audits of the award 
solicitation, review, and selection processes of each program we have classified as a "full 
discretion" programj including the S-K Program. We are evaluating the adequacy of each 
program's established award criteria and procedures for evaluating individual applications. For 
those programs with procedures deemed to be adequate. we are ascertaining whether they were 
followed in making awards in fiscal year 1997. For those programs with procedures considered 
to be inadequate or lacking, we are reviewing how the fiscal year 1997 award decisions were 
made. Finally, we are examining the legislatively mandated projects identified for each program 
and determining their significance and impact on fiscal year 1997 award decisions. We plan to 
issue individual reports, with any appropriate recommendations, on each program, followed by a 
capping report summarizing the results of the individual audits and providing recommendations · 
for the Department and/or its bureaus. 

On July 21, 1998, the Acting Inspector General and the Chief Financial Officer and Assistant 
Secretary for Administration testified before the Senate Commerce, Science, and Transportation 
Committee on the Department's discretionary funding programs. The Acting IG reported on the 
preliminary, survey phase of the OIG review, and discussed some of the preliminary 
observations from the individual program audits . 

5 
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This performance audit focused on aJl awards made during fiscal year 1997 under the S-K 
Program. Specifically, we: 

• Reviewed the program authorization. and other information published in the CFDA and 
provided by NOAA's Office of Legislative Affairs to identify criteria for funding 
decisions. 

• Reviewed policies and procedures for soliciting, reviewing and selecting applications for 
funding (see Appendix I for flowchart of process). We also reviewed NOAA,s Grants 
and Cooperative Agreements Manual as it applied to the solicitation, review, and 
selection process and assessed whether it was adequate and in accordance with DAO 
203-26, Department of Commerce Grants Administration, and Office of Federal 
Assistance Financial Assistance Notice No. 17, Department of Commerce Guidelines for 
the Preparation of Federal Register Notices Announcing the Availability of Financial 
Assistance Funds -- Requests for Applications. 

• Compared NOAAINMFS's procedures with its practices to determine if the process 
contained adequate internal controls to provide for competitive, merit-based awards. 

• 

• 

Examined pertinent documents in individual program award files to determine if 
Departmental and NOAA policies and procedures were followed . 

Interviewed NOAAINMFS program office officials concerning NOAAINMFS ,s 
solicitation, review, and selection procedures and practices. 

• Examined fiscal year 1997 appropriations legislation to identify legislatively mandated 
projects and accompanying committee and conference reports to identify projects 
recommended for funding under this program. 

We did not rely on computer-based data supplied by NOAA and OEAM as a basis for our audit 
findings and recommendations. Consequently, we did not conduct tests of either the reliability 
of the data or the controls over the computer-based system that produced the data. 

We performed our audit fieldwork at NMFS's Office of Sustainable Fisheries, Financial Services 
Division, and NOAA's Grants Management Division in Silver Spring, Maryland, and at 
NOAA's regional office in Seattle, Washington, from May through July 1998. We conducted 
the audit in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards, and under the 
authority of the Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended, and Department Organization Order 
10-13, dated May 22, 1980, as amended . 

6 
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FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

We found that NMFS used merit-based criteria in evaluating competitive S-K Program 
applications. Also, NMFS' s procedures for the solicitation, review, and selection of S-K 
Program awards met the Department's requirements. Each application for a fiscal year 1997 
award received an independent, qualified review based on written evaluation criteria. However, 
we found that ( 1) six applications totaling $722,311 that were selected for funding over other 
unfunded applications with higher independent rankings were not adequately justified, and (2) 
NMFS could have relied more extensively on the competitive S-K Program to address research 
needs instead of using $4.0 million to fund 25 S-K national program projects. NMFS could have 
provided more specific research priorities in the competitive program solicitation. In addition, if 
research needs or priorities were not known at the time of original solicitation publication, 
NMFS could have issued a new solicitation containing updated needs and priorities. These 
actions may have resulted in competitive program applications that addressed all ofNMFS's 
fiscal year 1997 research needs and preserved the competitive intent of the S-K Program. Of the 
25 projects, we also have additional concerns regarding two projects. NMFS transferred 
$330,000 to a preselected recipient without attempting to fund the research through the 
competitive S-K Program, and used $300,000 to fund an unfunded competitive program project. 

I. The S-K Program Established Merit-Based Evaluation Criteria 

The competitive S-K Program established merit-based evaluation criteria, consistent with the 
objectives of the program and Section 4.02a and 4.02h of DAO 203-26, to evaluate the 
applications. The S-K Program evaluation criteria are set out in the S-K Act, as amended 
( 15 U .S.C. 7 l 3c-3 ), and were published in the Federal Register, dated March 19, 1996. 

The Federal Register notice lists the foltowing applicant and application requirements, with 
applicants meeting the applicant and financial qualifications requirements to be considered for 
further review: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Applicant Qualifications. Applicant must be a citizen of the United States, and may not 
be a CommercefNOAA/NMFS employee. 

Financial Qualifications. Applicant is encouraged to provide nonfederal cost-sharing 
funds. Cost-sharing will not be a factor in the technical evaluation, however, the degree 
of cost-sharing may be taken into accoWlt in the final selection process. 

Project Objectives. Proposed project should address the objectives of the S-K Act, as 
amended (15 U.S.C. 713c-3). The S-K fund will be used to provide grants for fisheries 
research and development projects. The fiscal year 1996 S~K Program solicitation 
encouraged applicants to address the funding priorities of aquaculture, bycatch, fisheries 
management, fisheries utilization, or product quality and safety, listed in no particular 
order . 

7 
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(4) Project Format. Application must be complete. It must identify the principal 
participants, and the specific priority (if any) to which it is responding. It must contain a 
cover sheet, project summary, project budget, and a narrative project description. The 
narrative must include details regarding: goals and objectives, need for assistance, 
participation of persons other than the applicant, government activities and pennits, 
statement of work, project management, project impacts, evaluation of the project, and 
supporting documentation. 

The S-K Program's 1996 solicitation notice published in the Federal Register listed the 
evaluation criteria and procedures that the technical reviewers and constituency panel were to 
use in evaluating applications and presenting recommendations to the Assistant Administrator 
for Fisheries for final selection for funding, as follows: 

(1) Applications will initially be screened for conformance with application requirements. 

(2) NMFS will consult with interested NOAAJNMFS offices that may be affected or have 

(3) 

(4) 

knowledge of the proposal or subject matter. · 

NMFS will solicit technical evaluations for each project. The reviewers are nominated 
by the NMFS regional offices, and are individuals from academia or other government 
organizations with applicable expertise. At least ~ee reviewers will assign a score to 
each application ranging from 60 (poor) to 100 (excellent). The teclmical review will be 
based on: 

(a) Soundness of design/concept (50 percent). 

(b) Project management, experience, qualifications (25 percent). 

(c) Project evaluation effectiveness (10 percent). 

(d) Project costs (15 percent). 

After the technical reviews have been completed, NMFS will determine a cut-off score. 
Applications receiving scores at or above the cut-off will be forwarded to the next step. 
In fiscal year 1997, the cut-off score was 88. 

After the technical evaluation, a constituency panel of three or more representatives 
selected by the Assistant Administrator for Fisheries from the fishing industry, state 
government and other organizations, will rank the projects. The constituency panel will 
provide recommendations on the merits of funding each project and the level of funding 
that should be provided, and will assign a project score ranging from 0 (poor) to 4 
(excellent). NMFS will provide constituency panel members with: 

8 
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SUBJECT: 

Dr. D. James Baker 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
The Inspector General 
Washington, D.C. 20230 

3 o SEP 1gg9 

Under Secretary for Oceans and Atmosphere 

NOAA 's Planned o olidation at 
Norman, Oklahoma Needs Refinement 
Final Audit Report No. STD-10900-9-0001 

The Office of Inspector General has completed an audit ofNOAA's proposal to consolidate four 
of its components with the University of Oklahoma (OU) in Norman, Oklahoma. The proposal 
consisted of a formal written decision package and briefing to NOAA senior management in 
December 1998. The package was prepared by NOAA's Program Manager for the planned 
consolidation at Norman. The proposal had not received full NOAA or departmental approval at 
the time of our audit. The objective of the audit was to assess NOAA• s justification for the 
proposed consolidation as early in the decision-making process as possible . 

NOAA's proposal called for consolidating the National Severe Storms Laboratory (NSSL), 
Storm Prediction Center (SPC), and Weather Forecast Office (WFO) in a new building on OU's 
South Campus, and housing the NEXRAD Operational Support Facility (OSF) in a new building 
on the North Campus. The OSF staff is currently split between the two campuses. The two 
facilities would include a total of 145,500 square feet and generate annual lease and utility costs 
of about $5 million. NOAA currently leases approximately 106,600 square feet on both 
campuses with lease and utility costs of about $1 million per year. 

Based on our review of NOAA' s proposal, we made a number of observations on the size, cost, 
number, and location of the facilities that NOAA is proposing. Foremost, NOAA needs to 
examine other less costly options than to construct new buildings on both the North and South 
Campuses. Building on OU's South Campus would result in lease and utility costs of about $38 
a square foot, representing over a threefold increase in costs. One option, which could save up to 
$12 million over 20 years, would be to construct only one building and continue to lease the 
existing buildings on OU's North Campus, consisting of Building 600, the Adair Building, and 
the Modular Radar Facility. A summary of our observations follows. 

• The functional requirements· for the Norman consolidation need to be finalized as soon as 
possible. 

• Building 600, which houses NSSL and SPC, is severely overcrowded, resulting in some 
NSSL staff being housed in temporazy structures, includirig a trailer and two modular 
buildings. 
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• The Adair Building, which houses the WFO and part of OSF, has sufficient space. 

• The OSF South Building is not overcrowded, but consolidating OSF staff on the North 
Campus is desirable. 

• NOAA will pay a high premium to be collocated with OU on the South Campus. 

• Potential lease savings could be realized by considering other less costly alternatives, 
such as constructing only one new building and continuing to lease the existing facilities 
on the North Campus. 

In its August 27, 1999, response to our draft audit report dated July 1999, NOAA generally 
agreed with the report's recommendations and stated that it had already taken action on two of 
them. NOAA further agreed to take action on the remaining recommendation. However, NOAA 
officials expressed concern with some of the draft report's observations and provided. comments 
accordingly. NOAA also clarified what comprised its decision package, the project approvals 
that are required, and its current intention to reuse the existing North Campus facilities if OU 
chose to do so in meeting NOAA requirements. NOAA further stated that its process for 
acquiring new space for its Norman components was evolutionary and NOAA now plans to 
capitalize the construction of new and renovated space, versus leasing the facilities as previously 
proposed. NOAA's comments on our findings and recommendations are summarized following 
each section. NOAA's full response is provided as Attachment 2. 

We concur with the action taken by NOAA on the report's first two recommendations and 
consider those recommendations resolved. We also concur with NOAA's planned action on our 
remaining recommendation. However, since NOAA now plans to capitalize the construction of 
its new and renovated space, its planned action should focus on lowering the cost of construction 
rather than of leasing. We plan to continue monitoring NOAA' s construction cost estimates and 
supporting documentation, and we appreciate NOAA's keeping us informed ofits progress. 

Please provide your audit action plan within 60 days in accordance with Department 
Administrative Order 213-5. Because you have aheady implemented the report's first two 
recommendations, the action plan need only address recommendation #3. The plan should be in 
the format specified in Exhibit 7 of the DAO. If you have any questions on the contents of this 
report, please contact me at (202) 482-4661, or Ronald Lieberman, Director, Science and 
Technology Audits Division, at (301) 713-2070. We appreciate the cooperation and courtesies 
extended to us by NOAA staff during our review. 

BACKGROUND 

NOAA leases approximately 106,000 square feet on the North and South Campuses of the 
University of Oklahoma at a cost of approximately $1 million per year. The primary facilities on 
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the North Campus are Building 600 and the Adair Building. Total square footage of all North 
Campus facilities is 71,637 square feet, and lease and utility costs are $674,159, or $9.41 a 
square foot. NSSL, SPC, part of OSF, and the WFO are housed in B'u.ilding 600, the Adair 
Building, and several temporacy buildings. On OU's South Campus, NOAA leases 34,600 
square feet in the OSF South Building, which is commercially owned, with annual lease and 
utility costs of$368,500, or $10.65 per square foot. 

NOAA's proposal was for OU to build two new buildings, one on each campus, totaling 145,500 
square feet, with annual lease and utility costs of approximately $5 million. Annual lease and 
utility costs would be approximately $1.3 million for the proposed new North Cari:J.pus building 
and approximately $3.6 million for the proposed new South Campus building. Attachment 1 
depicts the current and proposed NOAA facilities. ·OU estimated that the lease costs per square 
foot would be $26.44 for a new North Campus building and $3 7 .58 for a new South Campus 
building. 

The proposed North Campus building would consolidate OSF staff, who are now split between 
·the North and South Campuses. Currently, the OSF South Building houses 123 OSF staff, who 
would be consolidated with the 63 OSF staff currently on the North Campus in the proposed 
North Campus facility, which would contain 49,500 square feet. 

The proposed South Campus building, which would contain 96,000 square feet, would 
consolidate NSSL, SPC, and SFO with OU, for a combined NOAA staff of231. Included in the 
96,000 square feet is 56,000 square feet of specialized space. Tiris would include libraries, 
conference rooms, training areas, a mobile lab facility, laboratory space, engineering rooms, and 
an automated data processing area. 

NOAA believes that collocating its Norman components with OU's meteorological research 
groups and its School of Meteorology would provide substantial benefits for both organizations. 
For example, collocation would create a joint NOAA-OU weather center facility which would 
house education, research, and service components. NOAA and OU would gain access to each 
other's personnel, resulting in a synergistic exchange of expertise that they believe will 
contribute significantly to the development of new forecast techniques and technologies. 

In December 1995, NOAA estimated that the proposed buildings should include a total of 
153,000 square feet. NOAA revised its estimate to 145,500 square feet in its December 1998 
decision package outlining the Norman consolidation project. 

In January 1999, NOAA senior management was briefed on the package. The package should 
have included program and facility functional requirements, a project schedule, a discussion of 
alternatives, and cost estimates; however, it did not include the functional requirements. The 
decision package did not receive final NOAA or departmental approval. 

3 
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PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF AUDIT 

Report No. STD-10900-9-0001 
September 1999 

The purpose of our audit was to assess NOAA• s justification for the proposed Norman 
consolidation. However, because NOAA had not completed a functional requirements analysis, 
we did not conduct a detailed audit ofits space needs. We did, however, make some 
observations about how NOAA could reduce the cost of proposals, based on a review ofits 
decision package. 

We interviewed NOAA and OU officials concerning the consolidation and collocation issues. 
We inspected the North and South Campus buildings to determine their condition and space 
availability. We also verified the number·ofpersonnel occupying the facilities. 

..... 1r 

We reviewed applicable regulations, policies, and procedures. These included O:MB Circular 
No. A-94, Cost-Benefit Analysis of Federal Programs; OMB Circular No. A-11, Planning, 
Budgeting, and Acquisition of Fixed Assets; NOAA's new construction guidance, Approval of 
New Building Constructi<>ns Projects; and GSA Rules on Construction Delegation of Authority. 
We also examined management reports, NOAA's briefing documents to senior management, 
NOAA's lease agreements, and mission statements forNSSL, SPC, WFO, and OSF; and we 
interviewed Commerce, NOAA, and OU officials. We found that NOAA was in compliance 
with applicable laws and regulations. We conducted our fieldwork from April 1998 through 
March 1999 in Norman, Oklahoma, and in Washington, D.C. 

We did not review internal controls relating to NOAA's decision to lease two new buildings 
because the decision package had not been completed or approved. Because we did not rely on 
computer-processed data in performing our audit, we did not assess the reliability of such data. 

Except as noted above, our work was conducted in accordance with generally accepted 
government auditing standards and under the authority of the Inspector General Act of 1978, as 
amended, and Department Organization Order 10-13, dated May 22, 1980, as amended. 

OBSERVATIONS 

Functional Requirements Needed· 

NOAA prepared a decision package on December 17, 1998, that called for leasing two new 
buildings totaling 145,500 square feet at a cost of approximately $5 million. The package did 
not contain a functional requirements document, which is needed to accurately size NOAA's 
proposed facilities. Since the functional requirements were not available, we could not conduct a 
detailed analysis ofNOAA's space requirements. NOAA has contracted with an architectural 
and engineering firm to provide this detailed information for a revised decision package, which is 
still in process . 
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NOAA Response 

Report No. STD-10900-9-0001 
September 1999 

NOAA explained that it completed a functionaJ requirements anaJysis (Norman Consolidation 
Report, dated January 30, 1995, and Norman Existing Facilities Survey, dated October 3-4, 
1995), and that its functional.requirements were not intended to be included in the December 17, 
1999, briefing package to NOAA senior managers. According to NOAA, the 1995 requirements 
were identified and used to define a rough order of magnitude of the proposed facilities; a 
comprehensive review and update of those requirements was completed on April 30, 1999; the 
NWS and OAR Assistant Administrators agree that the updated requirements represent good 
sizing of the project; and the Deputy Under Secretary for Oceans and Atmosphere has given 
approval to proceed to the detailed scoping phase. 

OIG Response 

While NOAA is correct that infonnation on its functional requirements was contained in its 
January 1995 report, our concern was that this information was over three years old and needed 
to be updated. We believed that a current functional requirements document should have been 
part of the decision package, because it would have provided NOAA senior managers with some 
assurance as to the validity of the requirements of the Norman components involved in the 
consolidation. We note that during our review, the Norman program and project managers 
agreed that an updated requirements analysis was needed. fu addition, at the time of our audit, 
NOAA had not provided our office with a copy of its Norman Existing Facilities Survey. 

Building 600 Severely Overcrowded 

On OU' s North Campus, we found that Building 600 is severely overcrowded, resulting in some 
NSSL staff being housed in temporary structures, including a trailer and two modular buildings. 
Building 600 also lacks adequate space for research and engineering functions. Building 600 and 
the temporary structures contain a total of30,100 square feet and house 144 NSSL staff and 36 
SPC staff. In addition, the NSSL second-floor office workstations in Building 600 are very small 
and crowded together, while the research library lacks sufficient space. 

Despite the overcrowding, generally the facility was in good condition. University officials told 
us that if NOAA chose to continue leasing Building 600, they would work to improve the 
facility. NOAA stated that it would be desirable to have a new roof, new flooring, and new 
HV AC system. 

NOAA Response 

NOAA agreed that Building 600 was severely overcrowded and that it was structurally sound. 
NOAA also stated that Building 600 would require major renovation . 
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We concur with NOAA's response but note that we did not perform a detailed cost analysis of 
renovating Building 600. The intent of our observation was for NOAA to consider the use of the 
building in meeting its space needs on the North Campus, and NOAA has done this. 

Adair Building Has Sufficient Space 

The Adair Building on the North Campus. which contains 21,518 square feet and houses 63 OSF 
staff and the 32-person WFO, is in overall good condition and there is no overcrowding. 
However, some areas should be reconfigured for better utilization if NOAA personnel continue 
to occupy the building. Its lease and utility costs are included in the total lease and utility costs 
of$674,159 for all North Campus buildings. 

NOAA Response 

NOAA generally agreed that the building was in good condition with no overcrowding, but noted 
that some areas would require decompression to conform to the Uniform Federal Accessibility 
Standards . 

OIG Response 

We concur with NOAA's response and acknowledge that some areas in the building may need to 
be reconfigured and widened to provide better access for handicapped individuals. 

South Building Not Overcrowded. but Consolidation of OSF on North Campus Still Desirable 

NOAA leases 34,600 square feet in the OSF South Building for 123 OSF staff. The space is 
sufficient for that staff, but not large enough to consolidate the 63 OSF staff from the North 
Campus and accommodate the need for ad4itional specialized space. Also, it would not be 
desirable to move the OSF staff from the North Campus to the OSF South Building because it 
would hinder OSF from performing its mission of supporting the NEXRAD radar module, which 
is located near the Adair Building on the North Campus. OSF is responsible for providing 
maintenance and support to the entire network ofNEXRAD radars, and the module on the North 
Campus is used to test and develop new software and make system enhancements. NOAA noted 
that it would cost more than $2 million to relocate the radar. 

In addition, while the OSF Director indicated that space was not a problem in the OSF South 
Building, he told us that the separation of staff between the campus~s hampered efficiency of 
operations. He strongly supports having all staff consolidated on the North Campus. 
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NOAA Response 

Report No. STD-10900-9-0001 
September 1999 

NOAA generally agreed that the OSF South Building is not overcrowded, but stated that the 
current layout was not conducive to efficient use of the space and does not provide adequate shop 
facilities or meet Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards. 

OIG Response 

We concur with NOAA's response. 

Collocation on the South Campus Would Be at a High Premium 

NOAA's proposal to collocate with OU on its South Campus would result in lease costs of about 
$38 per square foot, or $3.6 million per year for the 96,000 square feet that NOAA has proposed. 
OU officials told us that the projected cost for the 20-year lease is high because of the 
university's policy of building structures with life spans of 100 years. The quality and cost of 
such construction is much higher than for a building with a shorter life span. 

NOAA currently leases about 34, 600 square feet in the OSF South Building at a cost of about 
$10.65 per square foot. With the proposed rate, NOAA would be paying over three times as 
much per square foot. The substantial cost increase is a high premium that may outweigh the 
benefits ofNOAA's collocation with OU. 

NOAA believes that collocating with OU's School of Meteorology will enhance access to OU's 
facilities and personnel and augment the agency's program initiatives. NOAA also believes that 
collocation will: 

• reduce the time needed to transfer well-tested technology, 
• leverage expertise to solve NOAA problems, 
• leverage student help for research and operations, 
• build synergy or critical mass to work on important NOAA problems, and 
• provide a source of high-caliber employees. 

However, collocation on OU's South Campus would come at a high cost, especially when 
compared with that of other possible locations. For example, to build on OU's North Campus 
would cost $26.44 per square foot, or approximate1y $11 less than the $38 per square foot rate on· 
the South Campus. At 96,000 feet, the proposed South Campus facility entails a $1.1 million 
premiwn compared to a new North Campus structure. NOAA should determine if it could 
achieve the benefits of collocation at less cost. 
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September 1999 

NOAA agreed that there was a premium for collocation, but that it is not high when compared to 
other alternatives. NOAA stated that: (1) there would be a significant increase in rent for either 
the South or North Campus; (2) the current lease rate for OSF South does not provide an accurate 
basis for comparing the estimates for a new South Campus facility; and (3) 97 ,000 square feet is 
not available in the OSF building or in any other structure in Norman. Therefore, a build-to-suit 
structure was explored in an August 1996 analysis, which showed the cost to be higher for a 
private developer to acquire and construct a new facility than for OU to construct the same 
facility for NOAA. 

NOAA stated that updated cost estimates show the rental rate for a newly constructed facility on 
the North Campus to be $32.68 per square foot as compared to the $26.44 in the June 1997 
proposal. The $26.44 did not include operations and maintenance or telecommunications 
infrastructure. Also, OU did not include the cost to upgrade the sewer infrastructure. As such, 
NOAA stated that the difference in annual rent between the OU collocation (South Campus) and 
a North Campus consolidation is $3.29 per square foot, or $510,910. 

OIG Response 

We are pleased that NOAA has considered whether alternatives exist to reduce the high cost 
associated with collocation with OU. on the South Campus and agree with NOAA' s plans to 
continue to explore ways to reduce these costs. 

We are, however, unable to verify NOAA's updated cost estimate of $32.68 per square foot for 
leasing a newly constructed facility on the North Campus. While NOAA provided the updated 
Norman Project Costs Analysis with its response, the cost analysis does not provide a breakout 
of operations and maintenance, telecommunications infrastructure, or sewage infrastructure 
costs. NOAA needs to modify its cost analysis to show the costs for operations, maintenance, 
telecommunications, and sewage infrastructure costs. 

We also commend NOAA for its commitment to follow-up on evaluating whether the possible 
sewage infrastructure could accommodate increased use. We agree that additional savings could 
be achieved if the existing infrastructure can be used. 

NOAA did not discuss the cost of new construction in its response to this finding. However, 
NOAA's plans for exploring ways to reduce costs should now focus on reducing the cost of 
constructing new space, since NOAA's strategy is no longer to pursue the leasing of a facility on 
the South Campus. We plan to continue monitoring NOAA's construction cost estimates and 
supporting documentation as NOAA's plans evolve for the Nonnan consolidation . 
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Savings Possible by Continuing to Lease North Campus Buildings 

Because Building 600 and the Adair Building are in good condition, we discussed with NOAA 
the possibility of using both buildings to consolidate OSF staff located in the OSF South 
Building with the OSF staff already on the North Campus. NOAA officials agreed that this 
could be done, but noted that Building 600 would have to be renovated. We were told by OU 
officials that the needed renovations would be minor, costing between $100,000 and $200,000. 
We believe that this approach will save NOAA about $600,000 a year, or $12 million over 20 
years. The savings are based on the difference between the current North Campus square foot 
lease rate of$9.41 and the projected lease and u.tility cost of a new facility on the North Campus 

___ of $26.44 per square foot, for 49,500 square feet. Because of the potential savings from using 
both North Campus facilities, NOAA should consider constructing only one new facility to 
consolidate NSSL, SPC, and the WFO with OU, while continuing to lease Building 600, the 
Adair Building, and the Modular Radar Facility. 

NOAA Response 

NOAA generally agreed that if OU were to renovate and continue to lease the North Campus 
buildings, savings would be achieved when compared to building all new facilities. NOAA said 
OU estimated that the cost ofrenovating BuiJding 600 could be as high as $100 per square foot, 
or $2.5 million. NOAA estimated that renovating the existing facilities would still save 
approximately $472,000 per year, or $9.50 a square foot. NOAA said it will continue to seek the 
most cost-effective solution. 

OIG Response 

We concur with NOAA's proposed action to seek the most cost-effective solution. However, we 
are unable to comment on the cost to renovate the buildings because NOAA has not completed a 
detailed analysis to support its numbers. NOAA's estimates were based on a rough order of 
magnitude .. We plan to review NOAA's detailed cost estimates to renovate the North Campus 
buildings as they become available. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

We recommend that the Under Secretary for Oceans and Atmosphere ensure that the Nonnan 
consolidation project and program managers: 

1. Complete a functional requirements analysis to accurately determine the space 
requirements for the Norman consolidation. 

9 
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NOAA Response 

Report No. STD-10900-9-0001 
September 1999 

NOAA stated that it had reviewed and updated its functional requirements. Copies of the 
documents, Norman Project Existing Facilities Survey and Programing Study, dated April 30, 
1999, and Addendum, Potential Economics for Shared Spaces, dated May 3, 1999, were 
provided to the OIG on August 18, 1999. 

OIG Response 

We concur with NOAA' s response and agree that NOAA has met the intent of our 
recommendation by completing an updated requirements document. We consider this 
recommendation resolved. 

2. Evaluate the alternative of building and leasing one new building instead of two and 
continuing to lease Building 600 and the Adair Building on the North Campus. 

NOAA Response 

NOAA completed an evaluation of leasing only one new building and continuing to lease 
Building 600 and the Adair Building on the North Campus. NOAA stated $at it will now pursue 
a project of constructing a new facility on the South Campus in collaboration with the 
University's School of Meteorology, and renovating the existing space on the North Campus. 
NOAA further stated that a small addition of 5,000 square feet will be required. The 5,000 
square feet is needed to replace the two modular structlU'es that NOAA now occupies on the 
North Campus. 

OIG Response 

We concur with NOAA' s response and agree that the actions taken meet the intent of our 
recommendation. We consider this recommendation resolved. 

3. Evaluate alternatives to reduce the $38 per square foot rate to lease a new building 
constructed on the South Campus. 

NOAA Response 

NOAA agreed and stated that its negotiation strategy will explore ways to reduce cost but that 
the issue cannot be finalized until an agreement with OU is reached . 

10 
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OIG Response 

Report No. STD-10900-9-0001 
September 1999 

We concur with NOAA's planned action to explore ways.to reduce costs as part of its strategy to 
negotiate an agreement with OU. However, since NOAA now plans to capitalize the 
construction of its new and renovated space, its planned action should focus on lowering the cost 
of construction rather than leasing~ We plan to continue our review when NOAA's construction 
cost estimates and supporting docwnentation are finalized. · 

Attachments 

cc: Scott Gudes, Deputy Under Secretary for Oceans and Atmosphere 
General Jack Kelly, Assistant Administrator, National Weather Service 
Dr. David Evans, Assistant Administrator for Oceanic and Atmospheric Research 
Louisa Koch, Deputy Assistant Administrator, Oceanic and Atmospheric Research 
Paul F. Roberts. Chief Financial Officer/Chief Administrative Officer, NOAA 
~arbara Martin, Chief, Audit and Internal Control Staff Office, NOAA 
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ATIACHMENT 1 

Current and Proposed NOAA Facilities 
at the University of Oklah·oma 

(Dollar figures represent lease and utility costs) 

Current 

[I) llJ II 
Temporary 
Buildings 

I 
34,600 sq. ft. 
$10.65 per sq. ft. 
$368,500 per ye:ar 

TOTAL CURRENT COST 
$1.0 million per year 

NORTH 
i 

CAM;PUS 
; 

' 
11,s31 sq. tt. 
$9.41 per sq. ft. 
$674,159 per year 

SOUTH 
CAMPUS 

Proposed 

New Building 

OSF 
(all staff) 

I 
49,500 sq. ft. 
$26.44 per sq. ft. 
$1,308,780 per year 

New Building 

NSSL 

SPC 

WFO 

! 
96,000 sq. ft. 
$37.58 per sq. ft. 
$3,607,680 per year 

TOTAL PROPOSED COST 
$4.9 million per year 
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August 27, 1999 

MEMORANDUM FOR: George 

ATTACHMENT 2 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT CF COMMERCE 
Nat.Iona! Oceanic and At.maapherlc Admlnlatrat:lon 
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER/CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE DFFJCEF=! 

FROM: 

Assist t Inspector General for Auditing 

r d ..R. ~-;z/' 
Pa Roberts 
C ief Financial Officer/ 

Chief Administrative Officer 

SUBJECT: Office of Inspector ~eneral {OIG) Draft 
Audit Report on NOAA's Planned Consolidation at 
Norman, Oklahoma Needs Refinement, 
.Report No. STD-10900-9-0001/July 1999 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the OIG subject draft 
report, and meeting with us on August 18, 1999, to informally 
discuss your report and our proposed response. While we 
generally agree with the report's recommendations, and have 
concluded two of the three, we are concerned with some of the 
report's observations and have addressed them in the attached 
response. 

First and foremost, this process is evolutionary, so it is 
difficult at this time to determine exact costs of the project. 
As we discussed in our meeting, the dynamic nature of the project 
has resulted in changes since the OIG audit was completed in 
March 1999. For example, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration {NOAA) now plans to capi.talize the construction of 
new and renovated space, versus leasing the facilities as 
previously proposed. 

We realize that the OIG report represents a snapshot of time from 
April 1998 to March 1999. As we agreed in our meeting, this 
project is still very much in its developmental stages. We plan 
to keep you informed of NOAA's progress, and as such, we are 
attaching to our comments copies of recently developed documents. 

Please contact me, or Barbara Martin, should you require 
additional information. 

Attachment 

@ Primed on Recycled Popor 
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RESPONSE TO OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL 

DRAFT AUDIT REPORT No. STD-10900-9-0001 DATED JULY 22, 1999 

NOAA'S PLANNED CONSOLIDATION at: NORMAN, OKLAHOMA NEEDS REFINEMENT 

Comments 

After reviewing the information contained in the Office of 
Inspector General's (OIG) draft audit report, the following 
comments are provided. These comments correct some factual 
details and clarify the, work that has been done on the project. 

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's (NOAA) 
proposal consisted of not only a formal decision package and 
briefing to NOAA senior management in December 1998, but all of 
the project documents that had been created in the time frame of 
January 1995 through March 1999. New documents (attached) 
generated since March 1999 have also now become part of the 
project proposal. They include: 

- Norman Project Existing Facilities and Programming Study, 
Revision 2, dated April 30, 1999 and Addendum, Potential 
Economies for Shared Spaces, dated May 3, 1999 

- Briefing to NOAA Senior Management, dated May 3, 1999 
- Deputy Under Secretary (DUS) Memorandum Approval to 

Proceed to PDAM Phase Two, dated May 26, 1999 
- DOC Budget Briefing, dated June 16, 1999 
- Nonnan Project Costs Analysis, updated August 13, 1999 

In addition, full NOAA or departmental approval is not required 
at Decision Point 2 (DP2) in the Project Development, Approval 
and Management {PDAM) process. Only approval from the DUS is 
required at this point. This approval, allowing the project to 
move into the detailed scoping phase, was granted May 26, 1999 
(Reference: DUS Memorandum Approval to Proceed to PDAM Phase Two, 
dated May 26, 1999). 

While the project originally portrayed the construction of two 
new buildings, one on the Main Campus and the other on the North 
Campus, NOAA's intention has been to reuse those existing North 
Campus facilities following renovation, if the University chose 
to do so in responding to our requirements. For simplification, 
and to reflect a "worst-case" perspective, two "all new 
constructionu scenarios were presented to the DUS in December 
1998, while seeking approval to conduct further analysis. 
Following the functional requirements Feview, NOAA's cost 
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estimates were updated and revised to reflect the University's 
plan to locate the joint Weather Center within their proposed 
South Base development, and NOAA's intent to renovate and reuse 
existing North Base facilities. · 

The functional requirements were initially identified in both the 
Norman Consolidation Report, dated January 30, 1995, and the 
Norman Existing Facilities Survey, dated October 3-4, 1995. A 
more detailed review and validation of these requirements was 
completed in April 1999, as part of the preparation for the DP2 
approval request to the DUS. Also, a preliminary analysis of 
shared spaces identified potential space savings realized by 
consolidation of NOAA elements. 

Observations 

OIG Finding: Functional Requirements Needed 

NOAA completed a functional requirements analysis 
(reference: Norman Consolidation Report, dated January 30, 

-1995, and Norman Existing Facilities Survey, dated October 
3-4, 1995). The functional requirements were not intended 
to be included in the December 17, 1998, DUS briefing 
package. Those functional requirements had been identified 
and used to define the rough order of magnitude (ROM) size 
of the proposed facilities. A comprehensive review and 
update of those functional requirements has now been 
completed. (Reference: Norman Project Existing Facilities 
and Programming Study, Revision 2, dated April 30, 1999, and 
Addendum: Potential Economies for Shared Spaces, dated May 
3, 1999) . The Assistant Administrators for National Weather 
Service (NWS) and Oceanic and Atmospheric Research {OAR) are 
in agreement that these now represent good ROM sizing for 
the project. The revised DUS briefing package has been 
completed and the DUS has given approval to proceed to Phase 
Two, Detailed Scoping. 

OIG Finding: Building 600 Severely Overcrowded 

NOAA agrees with the OIG's finding that Building 600 is 
severely overcrowded. Both the National Severe Storms 
Laboratory (NSSL) and the Storm Prediction Center (SPC) are 
being partially housed in temporary structures. Although 
structurally sound, Building 600 will require major 
renovations . 

2· 



MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Kenneth Prewitt 
Director 

FEB 

Bureau of the Census 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERC 
. The Inspector- General 

Washington. O.C. 20230 

9 2000 

Final Inspection e rt: Year 2000 Preparations Were Effective, 
but Business Continuity and Contingency Planning Needed 
Improvement (OSE-12200) 

As a follow-up to our December 7, 1999 draft report, this is our final report on our review of the 
Census Bureau's year 2000 (Y2K) readiness. We found that, in general, the bureau had. 
successfully replaced and tested its systems in preparation for Y2K and had made progress in 
developing a business continuity and contingency plan (BCCP). However, in reviewing the 
bureau's September 1999 draft BCCP, we found that existing contingency plans for critical 
systems and business processes needed to be further developed, test plans developed, and BCCP 
tests executed to better prepare the bureau. for continued operation in the event of Y2K problems. 
Based on a suggestion we made during our fieldwork, the bureau added three critical decennial 
systems to its November draft BCCP. Detailed contingency plans and test plans needed to be 
developed and BCCP tests executed for these systems. 

We discussed our observations and recommendations with the Deputy Director and.Chief 
Operating 0 fficer of the Bureau of the Census during an exit briefing on November I 0, 199 9. 
We received a written response to our draft report from the Director of the Census Bureau and 
the Under Secretary for Economic Affairs on February 2, 2000. The oral and written responses 
to our findings were positive, indicating that all operations are functioning successfully. The 
written response is summarized on_page 8 and included in its entirety as Appendix A. 

We appreciate the cooperation of Census Bureau staff during the review. 

BACKGROUND 

The Census Bureau's mission is to be the preeminent collector and provider of tim_ely, relevant. 
and quality data about the people and economy of the nation. Achieving this mission depends on 
the systems, people, and infrastructure that make up the bureau's information technology 
environment. The bureau's largest and most recognizable program is the 2000 Decennial 
Census. The decennial will provide the country with comprehensive data about how many 
people reside in the United States, where they reside, and their demographic characteristics. 
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The bureau developed several new systems specifically for the decennial, including the Pre
Appointment Management System/Automated Decennial Administrative Management System 
(PAMS/ADAMS), used to process personnel and payroll actions, and the Decennial Applicant 
Name Check (DANC) system, used to screen job applicants. The bureau also relies heavily on 
existing renovated or replaced systems to help prepare for the decennial and to process decermial. 
data. One of these systems is the Geographic Support System (GSS), which generates maps and 
addresses for conducting censuses. 

The bureau's systems must be Y2K compliant to avoid disruption to critical processes. 
Accordingly, the bureau established a Y2K program for repairing and testing existing mission
critical systems and preparing a BCCP. A bureau inventory of all systems found 58 to be 
mission critical. For these 58 systems, the bureau determined which were already compliant, 
which would be replaced or retired, and which would be repaired. By February 1999, the bureau 
revised the number of mission-critical systems to 56 and reported that repairs to all systems had 
been implemented. Nine of these mission-critical systems were included in the bureau's BCCP 
because they were identified for early January 2000 production. Many systems were excluded 
from the BCCP because they are used for cyclical surveys and censuses and will not be in 
production until later in 2000. 

Even after an agency has undertaken a large-scale effort to make its systems Y2K compliant, 
there remains a risk that one or more mission-critical systems will fail and severely hamper its 
:i.bility to deliver critical services. Because of this risk, each agency must have a B CCP. The 
BCCP process focuses on reducing the risk of Y2K-induced failures. It safeguards an agency's 
ability to produce a minimum acceptable levei of outputs and services in the event of failures of 
internal or external mission-critical information systems and services. It also links _risk 
management and mitigation efforts to the agency's Y2K program and helps to identify alternative 
resources and processes needed to operate the agency's core business processes. 

The General Accounting Office (GAO) published guidelines to aid federal agencies in preparing 
for the year 2000 century change. According to GAO, a well-structured BCCP program includes 
the following four phases and supporting key processes: 

Initiating a BCCP - Establish a business project work group, and develop a high-level 
business continuity planning strategy. Develop a master schedule and milestones, and 
obtain executive support. 

Analyzing Business Impacts -Assess the potential impact of mission-critical system 
failures on the agency's core business processes. Define Y2K failure scenarios, and 
perform risk and impact analyses of each core business process. Assess infrastructure 
risk, and define the minimum acceptable levels of outputs for each core business process. 

2 
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Contingency Planning - Identify and document contingency plans and implementation 
modes. Define triggers for activating contingency plans, and establish a business 
resumption team for each core business process. 

Testing - Validate the agency's business continuity strategy. Develop and document 
contingency test plans. Prepare and execute tests. Update disaster recovery plans and 
procedures. 

The Census Bureau developed an agency-level BCCP that identifies broad areas of risk and 
general mitigation strategies and contingencies. The bureau defines its programs and activities as 
four "business lines" that support the decennial and non-decennial activities: 

• Data that define legislative representation and federal funding. 
Data that shape policy and business decisions. · 
Data that show current and suggest future economic and social conditions. 
Tools and technology that produce better information. 

PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF INSPECTION 

The purpose of our review was to reduce the risk of business interruption due to the year 2000 
century change by assessing actions taken by the Census Bureau and recommending practical risk 
mitigation and contingency planning activities. 

The scope of our review included a limited assessment of actions taken to replace or renovate 
selected systems to make them Y2K compliant, including system testing. We also reviewed the 
bureau's BCCP and the process used lo prepare it, including initiation of plarming, management 
involvement in support of Y2K preparedness, business impact analyses, detailed contingency and 
disaster recovery planning, and business process testing. 

We reviewed documentation describing the bureau's systems architecture, information 
technology plans, and- Y2K test results for PAMS/ADAMS, DANC, and GSS; evaluated the 
September 1999 and November 1999 draft versions of the bureau's BCCP; interviewed the Y2K 
program director within the bureau's Office of the Associate Director for Information 
Technology and interviewed staff in the Office of the Associate Director for Deceruiial Census; 
and at the conclusion of our fieldwork, briefed the bureau's Deputy Director and Y2K staff on 
the results of our review. 

Our evaluation criteria were derived from GAO guidelines written specifically for the Y2K 
computing crisis, and best business practices. The GAO guidance has been accepted by the 
Office of Management and Budget, the Chief [nformation Officers Council, and the Department. 
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Our fieldwork was conducted at the Census Bureau headquarters in Suitland, Maryland, and at 
the Bowie, Maryland, Computer C..enter primarily during September and October 1999. This 
inspection was performed in accordance with the Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended, 
and the Quality Standards for Inspections, March 1993, issued by the President's Council on 
Integrity and Efficiency. 

OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

At the time of our fieldwork, the Census Bureau had successfully replaced and tested its systems 
in preparation for Y2K and had made progress in developing a BCCP. Tue bureau established 
Y2K test environments for its systems and hired contractors to perform independent Y2K testing 
on selected mission-critical and decennial systems. The bureau reported that all mission-critical 
systems were Y2K compliant. 

However, the bureau needed to further develop existing contingency plans and develop BCCP 
test plans and execute BCCP tests for the nine critical business processes and systems that were 
included in its September 1999 draft BCCP. Based on our suggestion during fieldwork, the 
bureau added three critical systems, PAMS/ ADAMS, DANC, and GSS to the November 1999 
draft of its BCCP. Because of the recent addition of these systems to the BCCP, detailed 
contingency plans and test plans had not been developed for them. Consequently, tests had not 
been executed to validate that contingency plans would ensure business continuity in the event of 
Y2K-related systems failures. 

I. Replacement and Testing of Critical Systems Have Been Completed 

The Census Bureau reported that all mission-critica.1 systems were Y2K compliant as of March 
1999. All other systems were scheduled to be compliant by November 30, 1999. In addition to 
the existing systems that were renovated or replaced· for Y2K compliance, the bureau has been 
developing new systems, with 4-digit dates,. to support the-decennial. Some of these systems are 
already in production and others will begin operation later this year. 

Separate Y2K testing environments were established at the bureau's Bowie Computer Center and 
the Decennial Beta Test Site. The beta site provides a facility to test decennial software on 
computer systems that are identical to production systems, and enabled Y2K clock-forward 
testing, in which the system date was set to a date later.than December 31, 1999, so that software 
was tested as though it were operating in the next century. All decennial systems in operation at 
the tum of the century were independently tested. 

The bureau risk mitigation efforts also included hiring two contractors to perform independent 
Y2K compliance testing on 22 non-decennial mission-critical systems. The bureau also 
inventoried its incoming and outgoing data exchanges and identified 18 data exchanges related to 
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13 mission-critical systems. According to the bureau, all data exchange issues were resolved. 

II. Contingency Plans Needed Further Development, Test Plans 
and Tests Were Needed for Critical Systems in September BCCP 

Our review of the bureau's September 1999 draft BCCP revealed that contingency plans needed 
to be further developed, test plans established, and BCCP tests executed to ensure that the plan 
provides the level of contingency necessary to mitigate risk and ensure continuity of critical 
business processes in the event of Y2K-related systems failures. 

More detailed contingen.cv plans were needed 

The bureau had not developed detailed contingency plans, and therefore its BCCP could not be 
used to ensure the continued delivery of minimum acceptable levels of outputs and services 
during potential Y2K failures. The BCCP makes reference to "alternative services," "preemptive 
strategies," and "event response actions" for the outputs/deliverables from each core business 
process. But the BCCP did ~ot include the detailed business process workarounds needed to 
implement these services, strategies. and actions in the event that the BCCP had to be used_. 

The BCCP· also documents fault tolerances/recovery times, defined as the amount of time the 
bureau could operate without the outputs/deliverables from each core business process. But 
without detailed contingency plans, the strategy for meeting the minimum acceptable output and 
service levels was undefined. 

The bureau's minimum acceptable levels of outputs and services are represented by very tight 
fault tolerances. The BCCP identified 38 deliverables with due dates that occur between 
December 3 1, 1999, and March I. 2000, and 31 of them have fault tolerances that are 5 working 
days or less. Twenty-six of the 31 deliverables are outputs from the core business process, "Data 
.that show current and suggest future economic and social conditions." Examples of these · 
. deliverables are the Monthly and Annual Retail Trade and Wholesale Trade Reports. which are 
used by the Department's Bureau of Economic Analysis in calculating quarterly estimates of the 
gross domestic product. To mitigate the risk, the bureau needed detailed contingency plans 
explaining how these fault tolerances will be met. 

Test plans needed to be developed and tests executed 

Test plans needed to be developed, test teams established, business resumption teams rehearsed, 
and tests executed to validate contingency plans. The bureau's BCCP included only a high-level 
description of testing that was too broad to link to specific core business processes. The plan did 
not document that any tests had been conducted or scheduled. 
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The objective of testing was to evaluate whether contingencies provided the desired level of 
service to customers and could be implemented within a specified time. Without defined 
procedures that identify specific test tasks, conditions, and standards, it would have.been difficult 
to conduct effective, consistent BCCP tests. Because no test teams had been established to 
validate contingency plans, the bureau could not evaluate the BCCP's capability to meet 
minimum acceptable levels of outputs and services. Also, without plans to rehearse the business· 
resumption teams, it would have been difficult to assure bureau managers that the teams were 
capable of implementing the BCCP. 

Based on the Jack of detail about contingency plans and business process testing, the BCCP did 
not provide for continuity of business operations in the absence of existing mission-critical 
computer systems due to Y2K-related problems. The BCCP asserted that the failure of one or 
more systems in January 2000 wou.ld have minimal impact. We agree that many cyclical 
business processes could be delayed, sometimes for extended periods, without serious impact. 
However, the bureau identified relatively short time periods (5 days or less) for being without 
most of its critical deliverables, and did not identify how these time frames would be met if 
systems used to generate the deliverables were not available. A key function of a BCCP is to 
facilitate the restoration of normal service al the earliest possible time in the most cost effective 
maruier, and a fully developed and tested BCCP would provide the bureau with important · 
assurances. For example, it would demonstrate how the bureau would generate important 
economic indicators, such as the Monthly Wholesale Trade Report, or statistics on housing starts 
or sales that have zero tolerance for delays. 

The Department requested all bureaus to follow GAO's BCCP guidance, which instructed 
agencies to develop potential Y2K failure scenarios and "assume the loss of all mission-critical 
information systems due to post-implementation failures or delays in renovation and testing." 
The guidance also suggested that BCCPs include strategies for meeting minimum acceptable 
output and service level requirements for each core business process. 

III. Contingency Plans, Test Plans, and Tests Needed for November Additions to BCCP 

The bureau initially excluded all decennial systems from its BCCP because most will not begin 
production until March 2000 or later. But PAMS/ADAMS, DANC, and GSS were operating in 
1999 in preparation for the decennial and will be used extensively during the decennial. Based 
on a suggestion we made to the bureau's Y2K coordinator during our fieldwork, the bureau 
added these three mission-critical systems to the November 1999 draft of its BCCP. Because 
these systems were added so recently, they were not supported by detailed contingency or test 
plans .. It was important that detailed contingency plans and BCCP test plans were developed and 
tests executed for these business processes/systems. 
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PAMS/ADAMS, one of the principal components of the decennial field infrastructure, was 
designed as an automated system to support the hiring of employees, processing of personnel 
actions, processing of a weekly payrol I, provision of reports and data outputs, and maintenance of 
historical data. To perform early field operations, the system provides decennial administrative 
management for approximately 4,000 employees and pre-appointment management of about 
400,000 job applicants needed to maintain staffing levels. The system is expected to handle 
more than 3 million recruits for decennial census jobs and to support as many as 860,000 
temporary positions. PAMS/ADAMS electronically sends job applicant data through DANC to 
be formatted and transmitted to the FBI to identify applicants who are eligible to be hired as 
quickly as possible. DANC must be able to process 100,000 applications per day during the peak 
decennial period. 

ass; a comprehensive integrated computer-based system used to establish and maintain accurate 
geographic boundaries and addresses, supports most of the bureau's censuses and surveys, 
including the d~cennial. It provides the basic maps, reference files, and associated processing 
systems needed to meet the geographic requirements of all bureau programs. GSS helps the 
bureau provide essential statistical data for the apportionment of congressional seats among the 
states, redistricting by state legislatures for congressional and state legislative representation and 
governmental or administrative subdivision, distribution offederal and state funds for formula 
grant programs, and economic and demographic analysis by private, academic, and govenunent 
sectors. 

In response to our suggestion, the November 1999 draft BCCP listed the three systems, but 
without any elaboration. As a result, the bureau had not exposed these critical systems and 
business processes to the degree of business impact ana1ysis, contingency pla,nning, and testing 
that was necessary for Y2K preparedness. Business impact analyses determine the effect system 
failures will have on the business processes that these systems perform and define failure 
scenarios, assess infrastructure risks, and determine the minimum acceptable levels of outputs for 
each core business process. The results of impact analyses are used to develop contingency plans 
that document implementation modes, define when plans should be activated, and establish 
business resumption teams for each core business process. Testing validates that contingency 
plans will provide the desired level of service and provides a mechanism for updating disaster 
recovery p]ans if necessary. 

Even though the bureau had extensively prepared its systems for Y2K, there remained a risk that 
one or more mission-critical systems would fail and severely hamper the bureau's abi1ity to 
deliver accurate, timely data products. Because of this risk, the bureau needed detailed 
contingency plans that consider the effects of losing the systems. For example, a detailed 
contingency plan would demonstrate how the bureau would process the weekly payroll for 
hundreds of thousands of temporary employees if P AMW ADAMS were unavailable for an 
extended period. Tests of the contingency plan would demonstrate to bureau management that 
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the contingency could be successfully implemented in the case of a Y2K-related system failure. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

To ensure the continuity of core business processes in the event of system failures, we 
recommended that the Director, Bureau of the Census, take the following actions. 

I. For systems reported as critical in the draft September 1999 BCCP: 

a. Develop more detailed contingency plans for core business processes, 
particularly, "Data that show current and suggest future economic and social 
conditions." 

b. Develop test plans, establish test teams, conduct business resumption team 
rehearsals, and execute BCCP tests to validate contingency plans. 

2. For the three decennial systems added to the November draft BCCP-PAMS/ADAMS, 
DANC, and GSS: 

a. Develop contingency plans for core business processes. 

b. Develop test plans, establish test teams, conduct business resumption team 
rehearsals, and execute BCCP tests to validate contingency plans. 

Synopsis of the Census Bureau 's Response 

The bureau responded to our draft inspection report after the century rollover. The brief response 
stated that all Census systems were tested, including PAMS/ADAMS, DANC, and GSS, that no 
Y2K errors were found during testing conducted before and after the century rollover, and that all 
operations are functioning successfully'. The bureau's full response is included as Appendix A. 
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Judith J. Gordon 

U.S. Census Bureau 
Washington, DC 20233-0001 

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR 

Assistant Inspector General 
for Systems Evaluation 

Robert J. Shapiro~ 
Under Secretary for Economic Affairs 

Kenneth Prewitt 
Director 

FEB 2 2(0) 

Year 2000 Preparations Are Effective, but Business 
Continuity and Contingency Planning Needs Improvement 
Draft Audit Report No. OSE-12200 

This is in response to your memorandum dated December 7, 1999, transmitting the above 
referenced draft audit report, which included the following recommendations: 

/. For systems reported as critical in the draft September 1999 BCCP: 

a. Develop more detailed contillgency plans for core business processes, 
particularly, "Data that show current mid suggest future economic and social 
co11ditio11s. " 

b. Develop test plans, establish test teams, conduct business resumption team 
rehearsals, and execu.te BCCP tests to validate co1ttilige1tcy p{ans. 

2. For the three decemiial systems added to the November draft 
BCCP-PAMSIADAMS, DANC, and GSS: 

a. Develop coutingeucy plans for core busi1tess processes. 

b. Develop test pla11s, establish test teams, conduct business resumption team 
rehearsals, a11d execute BCCP tests to 1•alidate contingency plans. 

The U.S. Census Bureau considers these recommendations resolved: 

The Census Bureau appreciates the very helpful contributions from the Office of 
Inspector General, which were included in our testing programs and helped ensure that 
our systems were prepared for any complications relating to the arrival of January l, 
2000. All Census 2000 systems, including PAMS/ADAMS, DANC, and GSS, 
underwent rigorous pretesting in the months preceding January 1, 2000, and each has 
been tested since the beginning of the New Year. All operations are functioning 
successfully, and no Year 2000 errors have been found. Documentation of this testing is 
available upon request. 

USCENSUSBUREAU 
www.census.gov 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

David Aaron 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
The Inspector General 
Washington, D.C. 20230 

Under Secretary for International Trade 

Marjory Seanng 
Acting Assistant Secretary and Director General of US&FCS 

Jolmnie E. Frazier 
Inspector General 

Final Report: lntema · Trade Administration: US&FCS France: 
leadership in Post agement and Administrative Matters Needs Jo be 
Reestablished (JPE-12428) 

Attached is the final report of our inspection ofUS&FCS France for your cons1deratmn and action. AJ; you 
may recall, the OIG was asked by the fonner Director General and other semor US&F~S managers to 
conduct a focused, quick-response inspection of the management problems that had emerged at the US&FCS 
post in Paris. We iss\.\ed a draft report on our findings on December 20, 1999. This report includes 
comments on IT A's February 8, 2000, response to that draft report. A copy of your complete response is 
attached to the report. 

The OIG inspection team found that US&FCS France had serious morale problems, an ineffective 
organizational structure that needed adjustments, and significant financial and administrative problems that 
should be addressed immediately. For the mos! part, these problems were the result of a lack of leadership 
and oversight by 1he prior two sets of post managers and ITA's headquarters operations. As noted 1n our 
report, we believe US&FCS headquarters and the Paris post need to (I) provide better oversight of financial 
and administrative transactions, (2) reorganize the structure ofUS&FCS France to improve post operations 
in light of staff resignations, vacancies and the reassignment of an officer to Toulouse, and (3) strengthen 
post leadership and relations with the embassy. Your response to our report noted that there was agreement 
with the vast majority of our recommendations,. which has been noted in the appropriate sections of the 
report We made additional comments or adjustments to the report, where necessary, to reflect your 
comments or those of other IT A components on our report 

In general, we have been pleased with the swift, initial action that US&FCS has taken to address the most 
pressing problems of Jack of leadership in Paris. We are hoping that follow up actions will be equally direct 
and comprehensive: We are requesting that ITA provide a combined action plan that addresses our 
recommendations to ITA headquarters, US&FCS headquarters and US&FCS France within 60 calendar days 
of the date of this memorandum. We thank the personnel m ITA and US&FCS France for the assistance and 
courtesies extended to us during our review. If you have any questions or would like to discuss this report 
further, please contact me on (202) 482-4661. 
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France, with the world's fourth largest industrial economy, is one of the United States' most 
important political, cultural, and economic partners. Relations between the United States and 
France are cordial and very active. The economic relationship between the two countries is close 
and mutually beneficial. In 1998, U.S. exports to France totaled about $18 billion, and imports were 
valued at about $24 billion. France is the United States' ninth largest trading partner and its third 
largest market in Europe (after the United Kingdom and Germany). 

The United States & Foreign Conunerclal Service (US&FCS) has its eighth largest post in France, 
with a budget of $1.9 million in FY 1999. At the time of our review, the post employed 6 American 
officers (including the officer assigned to the Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development office in Paris), 12 Foreign Service Nationa1s (FSNs) and 8 Personal Services 
Contractors (PSCs). Until recently, according to US&FCS senior officials, US&FCS France had 
been considered a productive export promotion post, with a dedicated and professional American 
and FSN staff. US&FCS Paris is traditionally not only one of the most desirable postings for 
officers, but is also among the most visible in US&FCS, due to its large, well-known trade events 
such as the Paris Air Show and a constant stream of high-level, official visitors. 

Jn late September 1999, the US&FCS Director General asked the Office of Inspector General to 
conduct ? limited, quick-response review ofUS&FCS France, due to management's growing 
concerns about administrative, financial, and mana ement roble · 
Paris. Serious questions had been raised about 

Our inspection focused on identifying the key management, administrative, and financial problems 
in Paris that needed to be addressed initially by the interim SCO wh,o was temporarily assigned to 
the post from a nearby US&FCS post and by the new SCO and DSCO who arrived at post in 
February 2000 and November 1999, respectively. More specifically, we conducted a review of (1) 
internal controls over Operations and Administration funds, (2) controls over deposit funds, (3) the 
appropriateness oftbe post's organizational structure, (4) International Cooperative Administrative 
Support· Services charges, ( 5) management of the post's physical assets (e.g., official vehicles, 
cellular phones, and equipment), (6) various personnel matters, and (7) other issues related to 
management of the post. Due to the need for swift action, we did not expand the scope of our 
review to cover the post's program operations or effectiveness. Our field work was conducted from 
October 25 to November 5, 1999. We di5cussed our findings with post managers in Paris on 
November 5 and with the US&FCS Deputy Director General and Deputy Assistant Secretary for 
International Operations on November 15 . 
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In general, we found that the US&FCS office in Paris has a very serious morale problem and had 
been operating in an ineffective organizational structure that needs adjustment, and is beset with 
serious financial and administrative problems that need to be resolved. By most accounts, the 
problems can be traced directly to ineffective management styles and the lack of leadership and 
appropriate oversight on the part of two previous sets of senior managers. We found that post 
morale is still a problem, some staff have resigned, the post is not functioning well as a team, 
fmancial records and procedures are in disarray, and relations with other embassy elements are 
extremely poor. Nevertheless, we believe that there is reason to be optimistic as the new 
management team takes over the post. Temporary post management as well as the new Deputy 
Senior Commercial Officer have already taken steps to address some of the problems at the post. At 
the same time, it is clear that the new team has a difficult challenge of reestablishing the reputation 
of the post within the embassy and addressing lingering financial and administrative problems. Our 
specific observations are as follows: 

Widespread Administrative and Financial Problems and Errors 

Our review ofUS&FCS France's administrative and fmancial practices, transactions, and 
procedures uncovered a significant pattern of errors lhat had been occurring since FY 1998. There 
were two main reasons for these problems. First, successive management groups have paid little or 
no attention to administrative and financial operations. Second, the absence of staff due to long
tenn leave and the inadequate training of the remaining staff left the Administrative Group 
extremely short-handed and incapable of handling all financial and administrative functions in FY 
1999. In addition, administrative and financial demands created by multiple high-level visits, as 
well as the implementation of new financial systems-an electronic credit card collection system 
and an overseas transaction database-complicated and worsened the post's situation. 

As a result, we noted significant and widespread problems in tWs area. Specifically, adequate 
internal controls were not in place; policies, procedures, and regulations were not adhered to; 
multiple errors in the FY 1999 trust fund data occurred; questionable expenditures were made; 
unliquidated obligations were not deobligated; personnel matters were not handled appropriately; 
and cooperative relationships with the embassy's budget, finance, and personnel offices 
deteriorated. We have made significant recommendations to the new management team at the post, 
both to rectify problems with financial data from FY 1999, and to ensure that the post's finances are 
handled more appropriately in FY 2000. We also have suggested adjustments to the post's 
organization to better manage this area. (See page 5.) 

Better Controls and Oversight bv Washington and Post for Credit Card Purchases Are Needed 

IT A headquarters and US&FCS France have not implemented adequate controls over the use of 
purchase cards to ensure that (1) overseas posts do not exceed funds authorization, (2) expenditures 
are charged against the appropriate accounts, (3) only acceptable expenditures are charged, and (4) 
procurement regulations are followed. We identified several areas of concern and advised 
management that they needed immediate attention. Recent changes by IT A's Office of Financial 
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Management, instructing both domestic and foreign posts to forward purchase card statements 
directly to the Department of the Interior's National Business Center in Denver, thus bypassing 
W asbington, leave serious oversight gaps. Without receiving post credit purchases, neither IT A's 
Office of Financial Management nor US&FCS headquarters can be assured that correct accounting 
cfassifications are applied to each expenditure itemized on the statement and that domestic offices or 
foreign posts do not exceed total authorizations. It appears that no method of reconciliation is in 
place, nor do adequate controls exist to monitor purchases. In reviewing the first and second 
statements for US&FCS France, we fotlild that many expenditures had not been authorized by 
headquarters to be put on the purchase caret (See page 19.} 

US&FCS France Needs lo Reorganize lo Account for Vacancies and Reassignment of Officer to 
Toulouse 

US&FCS France needs to reorganize its personnel and functions to improve its ability to meet its 
mission goals and objectives. We believe that a reorganization is necessary due to resignations, 
extended vacancies in key positions, current overstaffing in the Administrative Group, and the 
reassignment of one of US&FCS Paris' officers to Toulouse, France. 1 With on1y one junior officer 
remaining at the commercial section in Paris, the spnn of control will be too great for this officer to 
effectively oversee the day-to-day operations of all the industry groups. 

Other staffing adjustments are needed to address the attrition ofFSNs/PSCs within the industry 
groups, the SCO's and DSCO's offices, and the Commercial lnfonnation Center. The Center 
handles a large volume of external inquiries for infonnation and is a valuable resource for industry 
groups internal to the post, and seems to be understaffed with only one staff member . 

. Although the post's Administrative Group was understaffed for much of l 999, it is currently 
overstaffed, since the two experienced staff members who were on extended leave have recently 
returned, thus enabling the post to free up resomces currently in the group. Finally, FSNs posted at 
each ofUS&FCS France's three constituent posts (Lyon, Marseilles, and Strasbourg) are being 
widerutilized, as they currently have only outreach r!Jsponsibilities. 

Given these factors, we have proposed an overall reorgani~tton of personnel, functions, and 
reporting relationships for US&FCS France. In response to our proposal made in our briefings to 
management prior to issuance of our draft report, US&FCS France has expanded and improved 
upon our initial proposal. We agree with US&FCS's reorganization proposal and its plans to begin 

1US&FCS Fr3;0ce, within the process outlined under National Security Decision Directive 38 (NSDD-3 8) 
guidelines, is seeking authority to establish a permanent officer position in Toulouse. NSDD-38, which the 
President issued in 1982, set into place a process by which the Department of State developed guidelines for all 
agencies to follow in staffing at diplomatic missions and their overseas constiruent posts. The directive requires all 
agencies operating 'under a Chief of Mission overseas to seek lhe Chief of Mission's approval for any proposed 
changes in the size. composition, or mandate of their staff elements. As of the date of our final repon, US&PCS 
derailed an officer to Toulouse while the NSDD-38 process was being implemented. The position was bid in 
February 2000, but a permanent selection had yet to take place. 
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making these changes immediately, in consultation with the incoming SCO. (See page 22). 

Much Needs to be Done to Reoair Damaee to Post Morale and 
Loss of Post's Credibilitv with Other Embassv Elements 

When US&FCS headquarters finally decided to replace the post's leadership in September 1999, 
considerable damage had already been done to staff morale and the post's credibility within the 
embassy's budget, finance, and personnel offices, and with other embassy officials, including the 
Ambassador and Deputy Chief of Mission. We also found that there is a lack of teamwork within 
the post. According to post staff, junior officers, and headquarters officials who visited the post, 
previous management groups were inadequately engaged in post operations and, by most accounts, 
when they were involved . set unrealistic goals., 
communicated poorly with the staff, and failed to provide adequate guidance to junior officers. We 
are making a number of recommendations in this area to the new management group and to 
US&FCS headquarters in order to assist the post in raising employee morale and reestablishing 
credibility with the staff, other embassy elements, and the Ambassador. Our suggestions include, 
but are not limited to, such steps as improving the post's overall communication with the staff, 
improving post's overall planning and-performance measurement, and having US&FCS 
headquarters monitor the post's internal operations closely for the next year. (See page 29). Our 
complete recommendations to US&FCS headquarters, IT A, and US&FCS France can be found 
beginning on page 33. 

US&FCS stated that our draft report provided them with a useful and comprehensive review of the 
post's recent problems and was an excellent tool for new post management and headquarters to 
address these problems. US&FCS agreed with the bulk of our recommendations and noted that 
significant progress had already been made on implementing our recommendations. In addition, 
other IT A headquarters components-IT A's Office of Financial Management and the Office of 
Organization and Management Support-attached comments on several of our findings to 
US&FCS's response. We have made adjustments and comments in sections of our report based on 
the.se comments, where appropriate. ITA headquarters comments are included in their entirety as an 
attachnient to this report . 
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Pursuant to the authority of the Inspector General Act of 1978, a5 amended, and the requirements of 
the Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988, the Office ofinspector General conducted a 
limited inspection ofU.S. and Foreign Commercial Service (US&FCS) operations in France. 
US&FCS management asked the Inspector General to conduct this review, in response to growing 
concerns about administrative ;i,nd management problems that had developed in US&FCS France 
during the last two years. 

Inspections are special reviews that the OIG undertakes to provide agency managers with 
information about operational issues. One of the main goals of an inspection is to eliminate waste 
in federal government programs by encouraging effective and efficient operations. By asking 
questions, identifying problems, and suggesting solutions, the OIG hopes to help managers move 
quickly to address problems identified during the inspection. Inspections may also highlight 
effective programs or operations, particularly if they may be useful or adaptable for agency 
managers or program operations elsewhere. This inspection was conducted in accordance with the 
Quality Standards for Inspections issued by the President's Council on Integrity and Efficiency. 
Our field work was conducted from October 25 to November 5, 1999. We discussed our findings 
with post managers in Paris on November 5 and with the US&FCS D"eputy Director General and 
Director of the Office International Operations on November 15. Our draft report was issued 
December 20, 1999, and we received comments on the report from ITA on February 8, 2000. 

PURPOSE AND SCOPE 

The purpose of this inspection was to respond to the needs ofUS&FCS management by quickly 
assessing the situation at the Paris office ofUS&FCS France and providing management with 
information concerning the areas that need to be urgently addressed. As compared to a full-scale 
inspection of a US&FCS post, which also evaluates program effectiveness and customer services, 
we focused our work on areas that appeared to be the most problematic for the efficient operation of 
the post. More specifically, we conducted a review of (1) internal controls over Operations and 
Adminis~ation funds, (2) controls over deposit funds, (3) the appropriateness of the post's 
organizational structme, (4) International Cooperative Administrative Support Services (ICASS) 
charges, (5) management of the post's physical assets (e.g., official vehicles, cellular phones, and 
equipment), ( 6) various personnel matters, and (7) other issues related to management of the post. 

In conducting the inspection, we (1) reviewed the organizational structure and operating approaches 
used in administering activities at the post; (2) interviewed appropriate officials of IT A, US&FCS, 
the State Department. and other agencies and organizations relevant to US&FCS operations in 
France; (3) examined pertinent files and records relating to the post's operations; and (4) in 
_cooperation with a US&FCS headquarters official, conducted a full analysis of the post's financial 
status . 
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France, with the world's fourth largest industrial economy, is one of the United States' most 
important political, culrural and economic partners. Relations between the United States and France 
are cordial and very active, and mutual visits by high-level officials are conducted on a regular 
basis. France and the United States share common values and have parallel policies on most . 
political, economic, and security issues. According to the U.S. Department of State, differences are 
discussed frankly and have not been allowed to impair the pattern of close cooperation that 
characterizes relatio:qs between the two countries. Economically, the relationship between the two 
countries is close and mutually-beneficial. In 1998, U.S. exports lo France totaled $18 billion, and 
imports were valued at about $24 billion. France is the United States' ninth largest trading partner 
in the world and its third largest market in Europe (after the United Kingdom and Germany). · 

Paris Is a Visible and lmuorlant Post in the US&:FCS Network 

US&FCS has its eighth largest post in France, with a budget of $1.9 million in FY 1999. At the 
time of our review, the post employed 6 American officers (including the officer assigned to the 
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development office in Paris), 12 Foreign Service 
Nationals (FSNs) and 8 Personal Service Contractors (PSCs). Until recently, accQrding to US&FCS 
senior officials, US&FCS France had been considered a productive export promotion post, with a 
decijcated and professional American and FSN staff. US&FCS Paris is not only one of the most 
desirable postings for officers, but is also among the most visible in US&FCS, due to its large, well
kriown trade events, such as the Paris Air Show, and a conStant stream of high-level, official 
visitors. 

Poor Leadership Results in a11 Extraordinary and Rapid Decline in Operations 

Before our arrival in Paris in October 1999, according to internal reports ofUS&FCS, the post 
began to suffer the effects of poor leadership and ineffective management due to changes that 
occurred in the top managers beginning in 1998. These changes reportedly touched off a chain of 
events that turned what was a hlghly regarded posl into one that was beset with significant internal 
problems. Internal documents and interviews with both post and headquarters officials indicated 
tha be innin in 1998 there was an increasin lack of en a ement in da -to-da ost activitie 

-C:ontributed to a rapid deterioratioiiof internal morale. damage to the post's reputation 
inside and outside the embassy, and serious problems in internal administrative matters. During our 

-

vi w ·Yen numerous examples o 
We also held discussions with the fonner SCO and DSCO concerning the 

e n e p eceding year . 

Exemption (b)(6) 
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Bas~d on our limited review of the_ post's programmatic performance data, the post's productivity 
remained relatively steady during FY 1999, despite the turmoil and changes at the post. For 
example, success stories in FY 1999 exceeded the total in FY 1998, in part because of the SCO' s 
emphasis on such reporting. Assessments by headquarters officials also indicated that the post's 
FSN/PSC staff maintained their professionalism and dedication during this period. However, there 
were increasing indications of financial errors and mismanagement. Also, the lack of effective 
management of the post had, apparently, been a significant factor in the loss of experienced staff. 

US&FCS Headg,uarters Takes Action 

Finally, in September 1999, US&FCS headquarters assigned the SCO from Rome, Italy, to provide 
immediate leadership in Paris and guide the post on a temporary basis until replacement senior 
managers could be assigned to Paris. The SCO on temponuy duty in Paris has addressed immediate 
problems and assisted in the management transition. He has had an immediate and positive effect 
on US&FCS operations and morale, as well as on rebuilding relations with the embassy. In 
addition, US&FCS headquarters quickly selected a new SCO and DSCO for Paris. The new DSCO 
arrived i~ Paris in early November, literally days after selection, and immediately began work to 
address problems that required immediate attention. The new SCO arrived at post in February 
2000 . 
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In general, we found that the post has a very serious morale problem, an ineffective organi?ational 
structure that needs adjustment, .and serious financial and administrative problems that need to be 
resolved. While the lack ofleadership and appropriate oversight on the part of two previous sets of 
senior managers was the primary cause of most of the problems, the post's difficulties haye 
increased because some staff have resigned, the post is not functioning well as a team, financial 
records and procedures are in disarray, and relations with embassy elements are poor. Nevertheless, 
we believe that there is reason to be optimistic as the new management team takes over the post, 
although much work needs to be done to reestablish the reputation of the post within the embassy, 
address lingering financial and administrative errors, as well as reestablish positive and effective 
management and teamwork internally. 

I. Management Neglect and Limited Resources Led to Problems 
in Financial and Administrative Operations 

Our review ofUS&FCS France's handling of the financial and administrative operations uncovered 
a series of problems that began in FY 1998 as a result of two primary factors. First, successive 
management groups have inade uatel monitored US&FCS France's financial operations and 
administrative responsibiliti not adequately engaged in the internal 
operations an In addition, limited resources in 
the Administrative Group for much of FY 1999 left the remaining staff short-handed and incapable 
of handling all financiaJ and administrative functions. The handling of multiple high-level official 
visitors, as well as the implementation of two new financial systems-an electronic credit card 
collection system and an overseas transaction database-also contributed to the pr9blems we 
detected. 

The specific problems that we found in: the financial and administrative areas included the 
following: Adequate internal controls were not in place; policies, procedures, and regulations were 
not adhered to; multiple errors in the FY 1999 trust fund data occurred; questionable expenditures 
were made; unliquidated obligations were not deobligated in a timely manner; personnel matters 
were not handled appropriately; and relationships both inside the operation and with outside parties 
deteriorated. In addition, we noted areas where interagency support services under ICASS, could be 
reduced to save costs. We are making significant recommendations to the new management team to 
rectify problems in FY 1999 and to ensure that the post's finances are handled more appropriately 
this fiscal year. In addition, we are suggesting adjustments in the organizational structure to better 
manage the financial and administrative operations. 

Exemption (b)(6) 
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Already short on resources, the Administrative Group faced additional challenges with the multiple 
visits from senior departmental and other officials, including the Secretary of Commerce (twice) and 
the Under Secretary for International Trade (six times). The post had to arrange logistics and 
procure services for the visits. In all but one visit, the cables from Washington authorizing.-the post 
to obligate funds for services arrived eithe~ during the visit, after the visit, or with the incorrect 
information. Because of this, funds were not always obligated before services were received which 
violates procurement regulations and is not in accordance wiJh the Foreign Affairs Manual ( 4 FAM 
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Financial Management). As a result. the embassy General Services Office and Budget and Fiscal 
Office would not proceSs requests for some of the purchase orders or pay invoices associated with 
these visits (see the section below on purchase cards for additional information). In some instanceil, · 
the visiting delegations exceeded their authorizing budgets or needed to obtain additional services 
once in country, and again, the Budget and Fiscal Office would not process invoices. The amount of 
time dewted to 1rying to sort out the problems with headquarters and other embassy offices put 
additional burdens on a limited administrative staff. This has been a problem that we have also 
noted in other post reviews. Given the importance of this issue to this post and others, we have 
made recommendations to IT A concerning the handJing of such· visits. 

In addition to being short-handed, the Administrative Group faced the additional hurdles of 
impJementing an electronic ~t card collection system and a new system to monitor overseas 
transactions (Overseas Transaction Database) in FY t 999. Although these systems are designed to 
process and track finances more effectively, they required numerous hours from the administrative 
s~ as well as industry specialists, to process and record tninsactions, and resolve discrepancies in 
data. Inevitably, a few errors occurred, as noted below under the section on FY 1999 trust fund 
data. 

Adequate Internal Controls Were Not in Place 

Previous management did not implement good internal control systems to ensure that (I) obligations 
and costs are in compliance with ap_plicable.law; (2) funds, property, and other assets are 
safeguarded against :fraud, waste, and abuse; and (3) revenues and expenditures applicable to agency 
operations are recorded and accounted for, as required by the Federal Managers' Financial Integrity · 
Act of 1982. Internal control systems are orgaruzational structures, operating procedures, and 
administrative practices adopted by all levels of management to provide reasonable assurance that 
pro~s and administrative activities ~ effectively carried out. 

In several areas, the post did not meet the key scandards of intemf!.} control systems, as defined by 
the General Accounting Office. Specifically. qualified and continuous supervision was not 
provided, as is evident in the problems discussed below. Good records were not maintained during 
FY 1999, docwnenting transactions and events. especially for trust funds. ·In addition, some 
transactions were not coded properly to reflect accurate fiscal data. Specifically, Gold Key Service 
expenses were charged to the business facilitation services account. We also noted that other 
deposit fund expenses charged to the purchase card were not coded (see section II for additional 
information). 

Management also did not ensure th&.t key duties were separated. In particular, in several instances 
we found that the administrative assistant was both the authorizing and approving official for 
procurements. We also found transactions and events executed by persons acting outside their 
scope of authority. For example, on nwnerous occasions, the American officers or the Ammcan 
administrative assistant sent requests for purchase orders directly to the embassy's General Services 
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Office. Requests for purchases should be reviewed by US&FCS management to ensure that funds 
are available and that the purchases are necessary. 

Flna11cial and Administrative Policies, Procedures. and Regulations Were Not Followed 

In FY 1999, the post did not follow many of US&FCS's policies and procedures as well as 
government regulations that govern foreign affairs agencies. Our inspection noted weaknesses in 
fulfillUlg reporting requirements. Specifically, CtrOI'$ were made in weekly collection reports sent to 
US&FCS 's Office of Trade Event Management Jn some instances, credit card collections and 
collections for business facilitation services were not reported lo the Office of Trade Event 
Management. Monthly obligation reports were also not reported to that office. This lapse in 
reporting accounts· for some of the errors we noted iri the reconciliation of FY 1999 trust fund data 
as discussed below. The post also did not make weekly deposits of user--fee collections to the 
embassy cashier, as required, from late October to the beginning of December 1998. On December 
2, the post deposited $7 ;287 in collections, which included approximately seven checks dated in 
October and November. In addition, the post did not sign participation agreements with all ofits 
clients for approximately five to six months. The failure to sign participation agreements was a 
result of the •DW wanting to ''innovate" and streamline administrative procedures. However, 
headquarters has not changed this policy and still requires each participation agreement to be signed 
as it is a legally binding document formalizing payment procedures. · 

Other problems associated with trade events and business facilitation services that we noted 
included the post's failure to obtain funds authorization for the Gold Key Service and for post
initiated events in FY 1999. The post collected user fees for the Gold Key Service but did not report 
any expenses incWTed for offering this service. The post reported collections under the FY 1998 
project code and charged any expenses to the FY 1999 buSiness facilitation services account. 
US&FCS France also received an FY 1996 Value-A4ded·Tax (V A1) refund of $97,000 from the 
French government and deposited ii as a Gold Key Service collectjon, but never included this 
amount in a weekly collection report to Washington. A VAT refund should always be treated as a 
refund, not as a collection, and qedited back to the events for which the post paid the VAT. 

US&FCS France also had many problems with procurements and the government issued purchase 
and travel cards. Since September l 998, the post has committed approximately six procurement 
violations. In a few instances, the post entered into agreements with vendm:s for services but the 
agreements were found to be unauthorized commitments since they were not made by a contracting 
officer with authority to ob1igate government funds. In another instance, a split purchase vr.ts made. 
While all expenses appear to be legitimate expenses, enors were made in handling these 
transactions. As a result. the General Services Office and Budget and Fiscal Office would not 
process all of these transactions because the contractual agreements appeared to be unauthorized 
commitments. In a few instances, ratifications were made. In the other cases, post inappropriately 
charged some_ of the unpaid invoices to the government purchase card (see the next section 
concerning the use of purchase cards) . 
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We also found that the 'government travel card was improperly used by for a 
personal trip.-was required to repay these expenses at a later date when"an official from 
headquarters was visiting post. Although the employee eventually paid for the ticket out of his 
personal funds, this still represents a ~suse of the government travel card. 

Our inspection found that the post was lax in adhering to the regu]ations !bat pertain to government 
assets.. For nearly three m~used the US&FCS govemment-oWned vehicle virtually 
evezy night for transportation to "ii'i0c8iiiosptal and residence. directed 
post staff to take the vehicle during a workday to pick up personal :furniture, although this was never 
documented in the vehicle log. The Foreign Affairs Manual (6 FAM 228 «use and Control of . . 
Official Vehicles'') prohibits the use of a government vehic1e for personal use or office-to-home 
transportation unless the Chief of Misfilon or head of the agency determines it is necessary. Such 
approval was not given for in Paris. Olher embassy officiaJs told us that there 
was no sound justification to use government vehicles for personal use, given the availability of 
public transportation in the city. Reimbursement for the repeated trips co the hospital and residence 
were made~· near the end ofFY 1999, but only after a senior official from 
US&FCS headquarters requested repaymenL However. we noted that reimbursement for the trip to 
pick up personal furniture was not made b 

Improper use of government cellular phones aJso occurred. ·had two cellular 
phones In his possession from approximately Ape1 to JWle 1999. We were told that-had 
one phone an had the other. • eventually repaid the govenunent fur use of the 
cell phones in September 1999. Use of government cellular phones for personal use is a violation of 
the mission policy and government regulations, which state that ceJlular telephones may orily be . 
used for official business, whether reimbursed or not. In addition, becaus~· was using the 
government phopes fur personal use, the two telephones were not available to other staff members 
to conduct official business. 

Lastly~ we noted that time and attendance records for the American staff were not controlled or 
monitored properly. Frequently, there were inadequate approvals for the use of annual and sick 
leave as well as compensatory time. Io one instance, an employee received in excess of 200 hours 
of compensatory time In less than 6 months. While the compensatory time was mostly approved by 
an officer, it was not always approved in advance. We found that many of the apPn>val sheets 
documentiug hours requested had figures that bad been altered. Jn addition, we noted that leave 
slips for officers were not used consistently and some time sheets did not have approving signatures. 
The new management team needs to ensure that all policies, procedures, and regulations are 
followed so the problems noted above are not repeated. 

US&FCS agreed with our recommendation to hold the new SCO and DSCO responsible for 
ensuring that adequate internal controls are in place and all policies. procedures. and regulations are 
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FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Dr. D. James Baker 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
The Inspector General 
Washington, D.C. 20230 

~312000 

Under Secretary for Oceans and Atmosphere 
Natio~ _Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

The Office of Inspector General has completed a performance audit of the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration's solicitation, review, and selection process for its discretionary 
financial assistance awards under OAR's Climate and Atmospheric Research Program, classified 
as No. 11.431 in the Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance, for fiscal year 1997. The fin.al 
audit report is attached. The executive summary of the report is on page i and recommendations 
for your action are begin on page 27. 

Our review concluded that the Office of Global Programs (OGP), a unit ofNOAA's Office of 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Research (OAR), had developed and published merit-b~ed evaluation 
criteria and application solicitation and review procedures that met the Department•s minimum 
requirements contained in Departmental Administrative Order 203-26 and were generally 
adequate. However, although OGP treated letters of intent (LOI) like full proposals by 
evaluating them against established evaluation criteria, it did not ensure that each LOI received 
an independent, objective review by one or more review panels consisting of at least three 
people, as the DAO requires. In addition, OGP did not consistently follow established review 
procedures in evaluating full applications. Finally, selection practices need to be improved by 
requiring additional documentation and justification for certain award decisions. 

In response to the draft report, NOAA agreed that its reviews of proposed OGP awards should 
determine compliance with Department and NOAA competitive requirements. However, NOAA 
did not agree with the findings on application review procedures, award justifications, and 
NOAA reviews. NOAA believes that OAR's actions were in compliance with NOAA and 
Department policy and responsive to the research needs of the program. NOAA's response is 
summarized in the executive summary and in the body of the report. We have also attached 
NOAA's response, without attachments, as Appendix ID to the report. 

Please provide your audit action plan addressing the recommendations within 60 calendar days, 
in accordance with Department Administrative Order 213-5. The plan should be in the format 
specified in Exhibit 7 of the DAO. Should you have any questions regarding the preparation.of 
the audit action plan, please contact me on (202) 482-4661 or Ray Mcintosh, Regional Inspector 
General, Seattle Regional Office, on (206) 220-7970 . 

We appreciate the cooperation and courtesies extended to us by your staff during the audit 

Attachment 
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cc (w/att): Scott Gudes, Deputy Under Secretary for Oceans and Atmosphere 
Dr. David L. Evans, Assistant Administrator for Oceanic and Atmospheric Research. 

NOAA 
Sonya G. Stewart, Chief Financial Officer/Chief Administrative Officer, NOAA 
Barbara Martin, Chief, Audit and Internal Control Staff Office, NOAA 
Linda J. Bilmes, Chief Financial Officer and Assistant Secretary for Administration 
Susan Sutherland, Director_, Office of Executive Assistance Management 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Office of Inspector General conducted an audit of the fiscal year 1997 criteria, procedures, and 
practices for soliciting, reviewing, and selecting applications for financial assistance under the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's Office of Oceanic and Atmospheric Research's (OAR) 
Climate and Atmospheric Research Prognim, classified as No. 11.431 in the Catalog of Federal 
Domestic Assistance. The program is administered by OAR's Office of Global Prpgrams (OGP). 
The audit was conducted as part of a Department-wide review of Commerce's discretionary financial 
assistance programs initia~d at the request of the Chairman of the Senate Committee on Commerce, 
Science, and Transportation. 

Discretionary financial assistance programs are those programs for which federal agencies have the 
authority to independently determine the recipients and funding levels of the awards. These programs 
involve a significant portion of the Commerce Department's budget and operations, approximately $1 
billion annually. 

Through the Climate and Atmospheric Research Program, OGP provides financial assistance to 
improve the nation's ability to observe, tlllderstand, predict, and respond to changes in the global 
environment. Assistance is provided to researchers, both inside and outside of NOAA, primarily for 
one- to three-year periods in the form of grants, cooperative agreements, and fund transfers . 

In fiscal year 1997, OGP made 169 awards, including 68 new grants, 95 continuation grants, 2 new 
cooperative agreements, and 4 continuation amendments to existing cooperative agreements, for $35.1 
million. The 70 new awards were funded from 613 applications received in response to the program!s 
fiscal year 1997 solicitation. Tue 99 continuation amendments to existing awards were made based on 
peiformance and did not require an application. 

We examined 92 of the 169 awards OGP made in fiscal year 1997, including 61 new grants, 27 
continuation grants, 1 new cooperative agreement, and 3 continuation amendments to existing 
cooperative agreements, totaling $28.8 million. 

We found that OGP developed and published merit-based evaluation criteria and solicitation 
procedures that met the Department's minimum requirements contained in Departmental Administrative 
Order 203-26 and were generally adequate. We were pleased to note that OGP: 

• Had appropriate, merit-based criteria that were consistent with the objectives of the 
competitive program to evaluate proposals, as required by Section 4.02a of DAO 203-26. 

• 

(See page 6.) · 

Used a solicitation process that was adequate to obtain a nationwide response, as required by 
Section 4.02b of DAO 203-26. (See page 8.) 

i 
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• Developed review and selection procedures that were sufficient, if followed, to provide a 
competitive, independent and qualified review and selection of each application, as required by 
Section 4.02h of DAO 203-26. (See page 12.) 

However, OGP' s practices in evaluating letters of intent did not comply with the DAO' s requirement 
that each application receive an independent, objective review by a panel. In addition, OGP did not 
consistently follow its own procedures in evaluating full proposals. Also, selection.procedures need to 
be improved by requiring sufficient documentation and justification for certain award decisions. 
Specifically, we found that OGP: 

• Treated letters of intent (LOI) like full propbsals by evaluating them against established 
evaluation criteria but did not ensure that each LOI received an independent, objective review 
by one or more review panels consisting of at least three people, as required by Section 
4.02h.l of DAO 203-26. (See page 9.) 

• Did not consistently follow established procedures in evaluating and documenting application 
reviews, as required by Sections 4.02h and 4.021 of DAO 203-26. Specifically, application 
reviews were not adequately documented, were not completed using all six required criteria, 
and had no evidence of being rank-ordered by evaluation score. In addition, the justifications 
for funding lower-rated proposals over other higher-rated ones were not documented . 
(See page 12.) 

• Did not have complete justification for funding two noncompetitive awards, as required by 
DAO 203-26. (See page 21.) 

As a result, OAR cannot provide reasonable assurance that financial assistance award decisions made 
under the program were merit-based or that NOAA's overall policy of seeking maximum program 
competition was met. 

We also found that the NOAA Grants Management Division did not provide adequate oversight of 
OAR's administration of the program. (See page 26.) 

In response to our draft report, NOAA concurred with our view that its reviews of proposed OGP 
awards should detennine compliance with Department and NOAA competitive requirements. 
However, NOAA did not agree with our findings regarding the adequacy of OGP' s application review 
procedures or award justifications or NOAA' s reviews of proposed OGP awards. NOAA believes 
that OAR's actions were in compliance with NOAA and Departmental policy and responsive to the . . 
research needs of the program. We do not agree with NOAA's assertion that it has complied with the 
competitive review requirements of DAO 203-26 because (1) application review procedures allowed 
potential proposals to be eliminated without benefit of an independent, objective review by one or more 
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review panels, (2) proposal evaluations were not adequately documented, (3) required evaluation 
criteria were not always used to evaluate proposals, (4) proposals had no evidence of being rank 
ordered, and (5) justifications for funding lower-rated proposals over higher-rated proposals were not 
docwnented. NOAA's response is summarized in the body of the report and provided, without 
attachments, as Appendix ID to this report. 

We recommend that the Assistant Administrator for Oceanic and Atmospheric.Research ensure that: 

(1) All proposals, including letters of intent, are independently and competitively evaluated, with 
selection decisions justified and adequately documented in the proposal files, in accordance 
with Section 4.02h of DAO 203-26. 

(2) Reasons for selecting proposals for funding that are ranked lower than other proposals not 
funded are thoroughly documented in writing, as required by Section 4.02h of DAO 203-26. 

(3) Documented market searches are performed to verify or confirm that there is only one source 
for anticipated noncompetitive sole-source awards. 

We also recommend that the Chief Financial Officer/Chief Administrative Officer, as the Director of the 
Office of Finance and Administration, which includes the Grants Management Division, require that 
grants officer reviews of proposed noncompetitive awards include procedures designed to objectively 
determine compliance with Department and NOAA competitive requirements. 

Our recommendations begin on page 27 . 

iii 
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The National Oceanic and Atmosphere Administration's (NOAA) mission is to describe and predict 
changes in the Earth's environinent and to conserve and manage wisely the nation's coastal resources. 
The Office of Oceanic and Atmospheric Research's (OAR) mission is to provide leading..edge 
scientific information and tools toward a clearer understanding of the oceans and atmosphere and how 
human activity can affect them. NOAA, through OAR's Office of Global Programs (OGP), 
administers the Climate and Atmospheric Research Program, classified as No. 11.431 in the Catalog 
of Federal Domestic Assistance (CFDA). OGP refers to the Climate and Atmospheric Research 
Program as the Climate and Global Change Program. 

This discretionary funding program provides financial assistance to researchers, both inside and outside 
of NOAA, to improve the nation's ability to observe, understand, predict, and respond to changes in 
the global environment. 

The National Climate Program Act, as amended (15 U.S.C. 2901), authorizes the Secretary of 
Commerce to provide financial assistance for climate-related activities that are needed to meet the goals 
and priori ties of the program. 0 AR established rules to govern the award of financial assistance under 
the Act through the Climate and Atmospheric Research Program . 

General information on the fiscal year 1997 Climate and Atmospheric Research Program competition 
was pub! ished in the Federal Register on June 17, 1996, and in OGP' s pro gram notice for fiscal year 
1997. In fiscal year 1997, OGP made 169 awards, including 68 new grants, 95 continuation grants, 2 
new cooperative agreements, and 4 continuation amendments to existing cooperative agreements for 
$35.l million. The 70 new awards were funded from 613 applications received in response to the 
program's fiscal year 1997 solicitation. Continuation amendments to existing awards are made based 
on performance and do not require an application. 

Discretionary assistance programs are those for which federal agency officials have the authority to 
decide (1) which eligible applicants will receive awards, and (2) how much financial assistance that will 
be awarded. Competition is generally recognized as the most effective means of ensuring that financial 
assistance awards are made on the basis of merit. One of the primary purposes of the Federal Grant 
and Cooperative Agreement Act (31 U.S.C. §6301) is to encourage competition in the award of 
federal financial assistance to the maximwn extent practicable. 

The Office of Management and Budget (OJIAB) has issued guidelines on administering competition
based financial assistance programs for use by federal agencies. An interagenpy study group, convened 
in 1979 by O:rv!B to examine competition in financial assistance programs, determined that financial 
assistance award processes, to ensure effective competition, should include three basic elements. 
These elements, which were discussed in OMB's JWle 1980 report, Managing Federal Assistance in 
the 1980 's, are still applicable, and include: 
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• Widespread solicitation of eligible applicants and disclosure of essential application and 
program information in written solicitations; 

' 
• Independent application reviews "that consistently apply written program evaluation criteria; and 

• Written justifications for award decisions that deviate from recommendations made by 
application reviewers. 

Also, OMB has issued the following circulars which set forth the policies and procedures to be 
followed in administering federal financial assistance programs: 

• OMB Circular A-89, Federal Domestic Assistance Program Information, implements the 
Federal Program Information Act (P.L. 95-220) requiring agencies to systematically and 
periodically collect and distribute current information to the public on federal domestic 
assistance programs, which is accomplished through the semiannual publication of the CFDA. 

.• O:MB Circular A-102, Grants and Cooperative Agreements with State and Loca1 
Governments, requires agencies to provide the public with advance notice in the Federal 
Register, or by other appropriate means, of their intended funding priorities for discretionai:y 
assistance programs unless such priorities are established by federal statute. Under A-102, 
when time permits, an agency must provide the public with an opportunity to comment on 
funding priorities. Finally, A-102 requires all grant awards over $25,000 to be reviewed for 
consistency with agency priorities by a policy level official. 

• OMB Circular A-110, Uniform Administrative Requirements for Grants and Agreements 
with Institutions of Higher Education, Hospitals, and Other Non-Profit Organizations, 
requires agencies to provide the public with advance notice of their intended funding priorities 
for discretionary assistance programs unless such priorities are established by federal statute. 

• OMB Circular A-123, Management Accountability and Control, implements the Federal 
Managers' Financial Integrity Act (P.L. 97-255) requiring agencies to establish management 
controls for federal programs and operations, including financial assistance programs, that 
provide reasonable assurance that activities are effectively and efficiently managed to achieve 
agency goals. 

Commerce has relied on OMB's guidelines and circulars in developing and issuing policies and 
procedures for its discretionary funding programs. Department Administrativ.e Order (DAO) 403-26, 
Department of Commerce Grants Administration, requires that (l) all Commerce financial 
assistance awards be made on the basis of competitive reviews unless a special waiver is obtained, (2) 
competitive review processes meet minimum standards outlined in the DAO, and (3) all Commerce 
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agencies publish, at least annually, a notice in the Federal Register announcing the availability of 
funding, soliciting award applications, and specifying the criteria and the process to be used in 
reviewing and selecting applications for funding. In additio~ agency-initiated noncompetitive or 
unsolicited awards should be adequately justified in writing as part of an internal control system 
defined in O:MB Circular A-123 and required by DAO 203-26, Section 4.02i. 

The chart presented below depicts the basic process and controls for the solicitatio~ evaluation, and 
selection of financial assistance awards as set forth in DAO 203-26. The processes we reviewed 
during our audit are color coded for this chart and the OGP process chart located in Appendix I. 

Department of Commerce Financlal Assistance Awards Process 
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This audit was conducted as part of a comprehensive review of the Department of Commerce's 
discretionary funding programs initiated at the request of the Chairman of the Senate Commerce, 
Science, and Transportation Committee. The Chairman requested that the Inspectors General of the 
Departments of Commerce and Transportation and the National Science Foundation review the 
discretionary funding programs of their respective agencies to assess the manner in .which discretionary 
funding decisions are made. More specifically, the Chairman requested that each IG review and report 
on the criteria developed, either statutorily or administratively, to guide agency officials in making 
discretionary spending decisions, and on the extent to which the criteria are appropriately applied. 

We. are conducting our Department-wide review in two phases: a survey phase and an individual 
program audit phase. During the survey phase, we identified and 'examined the body of laws, 
regulations, and other guidance applicable to the administration of federal financial assistance programs. 
We also examined the authorizing legislation provided by Dep~ent officials for each Commerce 
financial assistance program and classified each program as either a "full discretion" program or a 
"limited discretion" program, based on the extent to which the legislation limits the agency's authority to 
independently detennine the recipients and funding levels of the awards made under the program. 
Finally, we examined fiscal year 1997 appropriations legislation to identify legislatively mandated 
awards and reviewed accompanying conference and committee reports to identify projects 
recommended for funding. No legislatively mandated awards were found. 

During the second phase of our review, we are conducting individual audits of the solicitation, review, 
and selection processes of each program· we have classified as a "full discretion" program, including the 
Climate and Atmospheric Research Program. We are evaluating the adequacy of each program's 
established award criteria and procedures for evaluating individual applications. For. those programs 
with procedures deemed to be adequate, we are ascertaining whether they were followed in making 
awards in fiscal year 1997. For those programs with procedures cons_idered to be inadequate or 
lacking, we are reviewing how the fiscal year 1997 award decisions were made. Finally, we are 
examining any legislatively mandated projects identified for each program and determining their 
significance and impact on fiscal year 1997 award decisions. We plan to issue individual reports, with 
any appropriate recommendations, on each program, followed by a capping report summarizing the 
results of the individual audits and providing recommendations for the Department and/or its bureaus. 

On July -21, 1998, the Acting Inspector General and the Chief Financial Officer and Assistant Secretary 
for Administration testified before the Senate Commerce, Science, and Transportation Committee on 
the Department's discretionary funding programs. The Acting IG reported on. the survey phase 9fthe 
OIG's review, and discussed some of the preliminary observations from the individual program audits. 

This performance audit focused on funding decisions made during fiscal year 1997 under the Climate 
and Atmospheric Research Program. _Specifically, we: 
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• Reviewed the program authorizing legislation and information published in the CFDA and 
provided by NOAA's Office of Legislative Affairs to identify criteria to be used in making 
funding decisions. 

• Reviewed policies and procedures for soliciting, reviewing and selecting applications for funding 
(see Appendix I for flowchart of process). We also reviewed NOAA's Grants and 
Cooperative Agreements Manual as it applied to the solicitation, review, and selection 
process and assessed whether it was adequate and in accordance with DAO 203-26, 
Department of Commerce Grants Administration, and Office of Federal Assistance 
Financial Assistance Notice No. 17, Department of Commerce Guidelines for the 
Preparation ofFederal Register Notices Announcing the Availability of Financial 
Assistance Funds - Requests for Applicat~ons. 

• Compared NOAA/OGP's award procedures with its practices to determine if the process 
contained adequate internal controls to provide for competitive, merit-based awards. 

• Examined pertinent documents in individual program award files to determine if Departmental 
and NOAA policies and procedures were followed. We reviewed 92 of the 169 awards that 
OGP made in fiscal year 1997: 61 new grants, 27 continuation grants, 1 new cooperative 
agreement, and 3 continuation amendments to existing cooperative agreements, for a total of 
$28.8 million. A list of the 92 grants and cooperative agreements reviewed is provided at 
Appeµdix II. . 

• Interviewed NOAA/OGP program office officials concerning NOAA/OGP's solicitation, 
. review, and selection procedures for letters of intent and full proposals. 

• Examined fiscal year 1997 appropriations legislation to i~entify legislatively mandated projects 
and the accompanying committee and conference reports to identify projects recommended for 
funding under this program. 

We did not rely on computer-based data supplied by OAR and the Department's Office· of Finance 
and Administration as a basis for our audit findings and recommendations. Consequently, we did not 
conduct tests of either the reliability of the data or of the controls over the computer-based system that 
produced the data. 

We performed the audit fieldwork at OAR's Office of Global Programs and NOAA's Grants 
Management Division in Silver Spring, Maryland, from June 1998 to JanWllY, 1999. We conducted the 
audit in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards, and under authority of the 
Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended, and Department Organization Order 10-13, dated May 
22, 1980, as amended . 

5 
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FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

We found that OGP bad merit-based evaluation criteria for evaluating program applications ~d that 
O~P's procedures for the solicitation of financial assistance awards met the Department's 
requirements. OGP's efforts in soliciting applications for Climate and Atmospheric Research Program 
awards for fiscal year 1997 conformed with the Department's minimum requirements and generated a 
strong, nationwide response. In addition, OGP developed review and selection. procedures that were 
sufficient, if followed, to provide a competitive, independent, and qualified review and selection of each 
application. 

However, OGP 's procedures and practices for the review and selection of financial assistance awards 
did not meet the Department's requirements. We found that (1) OGP's application review procedures 
did not meet competitive review requirements for letters of intent, (2) OGP did not follow application 
review and selection procedures for the 62 new awards we reviewed; 36 received evaluations that 
were not adequately documented, none were evaluated using all required criteria, none were rank:
ordered by evaluation score, and in at least 10 instances the reasons for decisions to fund lower rated 
proposals over higher rated proposals were not documented; and (3) OGP did not adequately 
document its justifications for making 2 noncompetitive awards. As a result, OGP cannot provide 
reasonable assurance that financial assistance awards made un<;ler the program were merit-based 
funding decisions . 

Also, we found that reviews performed by the NOAA Grants Management Division of proposed 
competitive and noncompetitive financial assistance awards did not question OGP's (1) failure to follow 
application review and selection procedures, (2) lack of documentation for funding proposals out of 
rank-order, and (3) lack of adequate justifications of noncompetitive awards 

I. OGP Developed and Published Merit-Based Evaluation Criteria 

OGP established appropriate, merit-based review criteria for use in evaluating new applications for 
funding, as required by Section 4.02a of DAO 203-26. Applications were subject to a multi-stage 
evaluation process (see Appendix I), in which applicants were requested to submit a two-page 
summary letter of intent. After screening by OGP staff, full proposals were requested from selected 
applicants. Full proposals were to be independently reviewed on the basis of six specific evaluation 
criteria published in both the Federal Register, Volume 61, Number 117, dated June 17, 1996, and 
OGP's program notice for fiscal year 1997. 

The Federal Register notice lists the following application requirements, revi~w process, and 
evaluation criteria: 

(1) Applicant Qualifications. Applicants could be from either inside or outside of NOAA and 
include individuals, universities, non-profit organizations, for-profit organizations, state and local 
governments, and Indian Tribes. 

6 
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(2) Letters of Intent. Letters were limited to two pages, and were to include the name and 
institution of the principal investigator(s), a statement of the problem, a brief summary of work 
to be completed, the approximate cost of the project, and the program elements to which the 
proposal should be directed. Program managers were to. evaluate the letters using the same 
criteria used for full proposals. Applicants whose letters of intent passed this initial screening 
stage were asked to submit full proposals. 

(3) Full Proposals. The following information was required for each proposal: 

• A title page signed by the principal researcher and the institutional representative. 

• An abstract containing an introduction of the problem, rationale, and a summary of the 
work to be completed. 

• A discussion of the r~sults of research of related projects supported by NOAA or 
other agencies and their relation to the proposed work. 

• A statement of work for the proposed project that identified the research problem, 
scientific objective, proposed methodology, relevance of the project to the goal of the 
Climate and Atmospheric Research Program, and specific program priority. The 
benefit of the project to the public and the scientific community was also to be 
discussed in the statement of work. A year-by-year summary of proposed work, 
separated into annual increments, was also to be included. 

• A detailed budget on an Application for Federal Assistance (SF 424 and 424a). 

• An abbreviated curriculum vitae. 

• A list of current and pending fmancial support, including project title, supporting agency 
with grant number, investigator time, dollar value, and duration. 

• A list of individuals qualified and suggested to review the proposal. 

(4) Evaluation Criteria. Each proposal was to be evaluated using the following six criteria and 
weights: 

• Scientific Merit (20 percent): The intrinsic scientific value of~e subject and the study 
proposed. 

• Relevance (20 percent): The importance and relevance to the goal of the Climate and 
Atmospheric Research Program and to the research areas listed . 

7 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Dr. D. James Baker 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT CF COMMIERCE 
The Inspector General 
Washmgton, D.C. 20230 

Under Secretary and Adm~strator 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

Small Busines. ovation Research Program 
Award Proce res Need Improvement 
CFDA No. 11.476 
Final Audit Report No. DEN-11001-0-0001 

The Office of Inspector General has completed a performance audit of the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration's solicitation, review, and selection process for its discretionary 
grants awarded in fiscal year 1997 under the Small Business Innovation Research Program, 
classified as No. 11.476 in the Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance. The final report is 
attached. The executive swnmary of the report is on page i and recommendations for NQAA's 
action are on page 14 . 

NOAA agreed with four of the five recommendations in our draft audit report and will 
implement these four recommendations in future award competitions. After reviewing additional 
information included in NOAA's response to the draft audit report, and subsequent clarifications, 
we have withdrawn the fifth recommendation. NOAA's response is summarized in the executive 
summary, and we have attached the complete response as Appendix II to this report. 

Please provide your audit action plan addressing the recommendations within 60 calendar days, 
in accordance with Department Administrative Order 213-5. The plan should be in the format 
specified in Exhibit 7 of the DAO. Should you have any questions regarding the preparation of 
audit action plans, please contact William R. Suhre, Regional Inspector General for Audits, at 
(3 03) 312-7 650. We appreciate the cooperation extended by your staff during our audit. 

Attachment 

cc (w/att): Sonya G. Stewart, Chief Financial Officer/Chief Administrative Officer, NOAA 
Barbara Martin, Chief, Audit and Internal Controls Staff Office, NOAA 
Linda J. Bilmes, Chief Financial Officer and Assistant Secretary for Administration 
John Phelan, Acting Director, Office of Executive Budgeting and 

Assistance Management 
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The Office of Inspector General conducted an audit of the fiscal year 1997 criteria, procedures, and 
practices for soliciting, reviewing, and selecting applications for financial assistance under the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's Small Busines's Innovation Research (SBIR) Program, 
classified as No. 11.476 in the Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance. The audit was conducted 
as part of a Department-wide review of Commerce's discretionary financial assistance programs 
initiated at the request of the Chainnan of the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and 
Transportation. 

Discretionary financial assistance programs are those programs for which federal agencies have the 
authority to independently determine the recipients and funding level of awards. These programs 
involve a significant portion of the Commerce Department's budget and operations, approximately 
$1 billion annually. 

The SBIR program is designed to stimulate technological innovation in the private sector, strengthen the 
role of small business in meeting federal research and development needs, increase commercial 
application of innovations derived from federal research, and improve the return on investment from 
federally-funded research for the economic benefit of the nation. Eligible applicants are for-profit small 
businesses whose (1) principal place of business is in the United States, (2) majority ownership is held 
by U.S. citizens, and (3) total number of employees, including employees of affiliates, does not exceed 
500. SBIR is a three-phase program: Phase I is to determine the technical feasibility of ideas submitted 
for consideration and the quality of perfonnance of the small business concern receiving an award; 
Phase 2 is the research and development or prototype development phase of proposals identified in 
Phase l as having commercial potential; and Phase 3 is the commercialization of the results of the 
research using non-SBIR funds. Only finns that had received Phase 1 awards may compete for Phase 
2 funding. No SBIR funding may be used for Phase 3. 

In fiscal year 1997, NOAA awarded five Phase I grants, for a total of $249,000, and two Phase 2 
grants, totaling $399,000. In addition to the grants, NOAA provided $1.6 million in SBIR funding in 
the form of procurement contracts .to 12 Phase 1 projects and 5 Phase 2 projects. Because our audit 
concerned discretionary financial assistance programs, as opposed to contracts, we limited our review 
to the SBIR grants NOAA issued. 

The National Institute of Standards and Technology also funds SBIR program awards under CFDA 
No. 11.476. In fiscal year 1997, NIST awarded 46 Phase I procurement contracts, totaling 
$2.3 million, and 14 Phase 2 procurement contracts, totaling $2.8 million. NIST' s SBIR program does 
not meet the criteria of a discretionary financial assistance program because all awards were made using 
procurement contracts. Therefore, the NIST SBIR program was excluded from our audit. 

-·-
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We examined NOAA's criteria, procedures, and practices for the solicitation, review, and selection of 
SBIR proposals. While we found that the procedures were generally designed to result in merit-based 
funding decisions, in accordance with Section 4.02h of DAO 203-26, we two found areas where the 
procedures and practices failed to meet the minimum requirements. Specifically: 

• The Department's program solicitation did not contain a statement that cost sharing is not 
required and will not be considered in evaluation of proposals, as required by an SBIR policy 
directive issued by the U.S. Small Business Administration (see page 10). 

• NOAA used only two evaluators for Phase 1 proposals, even though DAO 203-26, Section 
4.02h. I(d), requires a minimum of three evaluators (see page 11). 

We also believe that NOAA could enhance the independence and objectivity of future SBIR 
competitions, by inviting reviewers from outside NOAA and the Deparbnent to participate, as allowed 
under Section 4.02h. l (d) of DAO 203-26. 

In the draft audit report, we stated that two ofNOAA's Phase 2 grants were selected noncompetitively. 
Neither of the two awards in question were included on the list of Phase 2 applicants provided to us by 
NOAA, nor were they included on the rank-ordered list of projects scored by the Phase 2 selection 
panel. In its response to the draft audit report. NOAA stated that the two grants were selected by a 
separate Phase 2 selection panel that NOAA had not disclosed to us previously. Subsequent to its 
response, NOAA provided additional documentation that supported its compliance with competitive 
selection procedures for the two grants in question (see page 13). 

Our draft audit report also concluded that financial assistance awards were more appropriate funding 
instruments than procurement contracts for SBIR projects. We found that 10 ofNOAA's 17 SBIR 
awards in fiscal year 1997 were in the form of firm-fixed-price procurement contracts. The remaining 
seven awards were grants. Of those seven grants, five were Phase l awards and two were Phase 2 
awards. After reviewing information provided in NOAA's response to the draft audit report, we 
withdraw this finding and the accompanying recommendation that NOAA use financial assistance 
awards for all future SBIR. awards (see page 14). 

We recommend that the NOAA SBIR program manager ensure that; 

1. Future SBIR program solicitations include language relative to cost sharing, as required by an 
SBA policy directive. 

2. All SBIR proposals are evaluated by at least three evaluators, in accordance with DAO 203-
26, Section 4.02h. l (d) . 

-11-
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3. NOAA enhances the independence and objectivity of any future SBIR. competitions by 
inviting reviewers from outside NOAA and the Department to participate in the 
evaluation of applications, as allowed under Section 4.02h. l ( d) of DAO 203-26. 

4. A single competitive selection process for all Phase 2 awards is utilized, or fully disclose 
in all published material that certain projects will be selected through a different process. 

Our recommendations appear on page 14. 

In response to the draft audit report, NOAA agreed to implement four of the five 
recommendations contained in the draft audit report. NOAA did not agree with the draft audit 
report recommendation that future SBIR awards be made in the form of financial assistance 
agreements. After reviewing additional information provided in NOAA's response to the draft 
audit report, and subsequent clarifications, we have withdrawn this recommendation . 

-iii-
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The Department of Commerce's primary mission is to promote job creation, economic growth, 
sustainable development, and improved living standards for all Americans. To accomplish a portion of 
its mission, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin'istration administers the Small Business 
Innovation Research (SBIR) program, classified as No. 11.476 in the Catalog of Federal Domestic 
Assistance (CFDA). The program's objectives, as stated in the CFDA, are to stimulate technological 
innovation in the private sector, to strengthen the role of small business in meeting federal research and 
development needs, to increase the commercial application of innovations derived from federal 
research, and to improve the return on investment from federally-funded research for the economic 
benefit of the nation. 

The Small Business Innovation Development Act of 1982 established the SBIR program to stimulate 
technological innovation in the private sector, strengthen the role of small business in meeting federal 
research and development needs, increase commercial application of innovations derived from federal 
research, and improve the return on investment from federally-funded research for the economic benefit 
of the nation. Eligible applicants are for-profit small businesses whose (1) principal place of business is 
in the United States, (2) majority ownership is held by U.S. citizens, and (3) total nwnber of employees, 
including employees of affiliates, does not exceed 500. SBIR is a three-phase program: Phase 1 is to 
determine the technical feasibility of ideas submitted for consideration and the quality of performance of 
the small business concern receiving an award; Phase 2 is the research and development or prototype 
development phase of proposals identified in Phase 1 as having commercial potential; and Phase 3 is 
the commercialization of the results of the research using non-SB IR funds. Only firms that received 
Phase 1 awards may compete for Phase 2 funding. No SBIR funding may be used for Phase 3. ·· 

General information regarding NOAA' s 1997 Phase 1 competition' was published in the Federal 
Register on September 10, 1996 and in the Commerce Business Daily on August 21, 1996. Since 
only finns that are awarded Phase I contracts or grants may compete for Phase 2 funding, there is no 
public solicitation for Phase 2 proposals. In fiscal year 1997, NOAA awarded five Phase I grants, for 
a total of $249,000, and two Phase 2 grants, totaling $399,000. In addition to the grants, NOAA 
provided $1. 6 million in SBIR funding in the fonn of procurement contracts to 12 Phase 1 projects and 
5 Phase 2 projects. Because our audit examined discretionary financial assistance programs, as 
opposed to contracts, we limited our review to the SBrR grants awarded by NOAA. 

The National Institute of Standards and Technology also funds SBIR program awards under CFDA 
No. 11.476. All of the Department's SBIR.awards are issued and administered by NOAA. NIST 
reviews SBIR proposals and makes award selections for proposals submitted in reply to NIST 
research topics, but reimburses NOAA $7 5,000 annually to administer its awards. In fiscal year 1997, 
NIST awarded 46 Phase 1 procurement contracts, totaling $2.3 million, and 14 Phase 2 procurement 
contracts, totaling $2.8 million . 
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Discretionary financial assistance programs are those for which federal agency officials have the 
authority to decide ( 1) which eligible applicants will receive awards, and (2) how much will be 
awarded. NOAA's SBIR contracts and NIST's entire SBIR program do not meet the criteria of a 
discretionary financial assistance program because these awards were made using procurement 
contracts, rather than financial assistance awards. Therefore, NOAA's SBIR contracts and the NIST 
SBIR program are excluded from our audit. 

The use of competitive selection procedures is generally agreed to be the most effective method of 
ensuring that financial assistance awards are made on the basis of merit. One of the primary purposes 
of the Federal Grant and Cooperative Agreement Act (31 U.S.C. §6301 et seq.) is to encourage 
competition in the award of federal financial assistance to the maximum extent practicable in order to 
fairly and objectively identify and fund, based on merit, the best possible projects proposed by 
applicants, and thereby more effectively achieve program objectives. 

The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) has issued guidelines for administering competition
based financial assistance programs for use by federal agencies. An interagency study group, convened 
in 1979 by OMB to examine competition in financial assistance programs, determined that financial 
assistance award processes, to ensure effective competitio11; should include three basic elements. 
These elements, which were discussed in OMB's June 1980 report, Managing Federal Assistance in 
the 1980's, and are still applicable, include: 

• Widespread solicitation of eligible applicants and disclosure of essential application and 
program information in written solicitations; 

• Independent application reviews that consistently apply written program evaluation criteria; and 

• Written justification for award decisions that deviate from recommendations made by 
application reviewers. 

Also, OMB has issued the following circulars that set forth the policies and procedures to be followed 
in administering federal financial assistance programs: 

• OMB Circular A-89, Federal Domestic Program Information, implements the Federal 
Program Information Act (P.L. 95-220) requiring agencies to systematically and periodically 
collect and distribute current infonnation to the public on federal domestic assistance programs, 
which is accomplished through the semiannual publication of the Catalog of Federal Domestic 
Assistance . 
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• OMB Circular A-102, Grants and Cooperative Agreements with State and Local 
Governments, requires agencies to provide the public with advance notice in the Federal 
Register, or by other appropriate means, of their intended funding priorities for discretionary 
assistance programs unless such priorities are established by federal statute. Under A-102, 
when time permits, an agency must provide the public with an opportunity to comment on 
funding priorities. Finally, A-102 requires all grant awards over $25,000 to be reviewed for 
consistency with agency priorities by a policy level official. 

• OMB Circular A-110, Uniform Administrative Requirements for Grants and Agreements 
with Institutions of Higher Education, Hospitals, and Other Non-Profit Organizations, 
requires agencies to provide the public with advance notice of their intended funding priorities 
for discretionary assistance programs unless such priorities are established by federal statute. 

• OMB Circular A-123, Management Accountability and Control, implements the Federal 
Managers' Financial Integrity Act (P.L. 97-255) requiring agencies to establish management 
controls for federal programs and operations, including financial assistance programs, that 
provide reasonable assurance that activities are effectively and efficiently managed to achieve 
agency goals . 

Commerce has relied on these guidelines and circulars in developing and issuing policies and 
procedures for its discretionary funding programs. Department Administrative Order (DAO) 203-26, 
Department of Commerce Grants Administration, requires that (1) all Commerce discretionary 
grant program awards be made on the basis of competitive reviews unless a special waiver is obtained, 
(2) competitive review processes meet minimum standards outlined in the DAO, and (3) all Commerce 
agencies publish, at least arumally, a notice in the Federal Register announcing the availability of 
funding, soliciting award applications, and specifying the criteria and the process to be used in reviewing 
and selecting applications for funding. 

The chart presented on the next page depicts the basic process and controls for the solicitation, 
evaluation, and selection of financial assistance awards as set forth in DAO 203-26. The processes we 
reviewed during our audit are color coded for this chart and the SBIR process chart located in 
Appendix I. 
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This audit was conducted as part of a comprehensive review of the Department of Commerce's 
discretionary funding programs initiated at the request of the Chairman of the Senate Committee on 
Commerce, Science, and Transportation. The Chairman requested that the Inspectors General of the 
Departments of Commerce and Transportation and the National Science Foundation review the 
discretionary funding programs of their respective agencies to assess the manner in which discretionary 
funding decisions are made. More specifically, the Chairman requested that each IG review and report 
on the criteria developed, either statutorily or administratively, to guide agency officials in making 
discretionary spending decisions, and on the extent to which the criteria are appropriately applied. 

We are conducting our Department-wide review in two phases: a survey phase and an individual 
program audit phase. During the survey phase, we identified and examined the body of laws, 
regulations~ and other guidance applicable to the administration of federal financial assistance programs. 
We also examined the authorizing legislation for each Commerce financial assistance program and 
classified each program as either a "full discretion" program or a "limited discretion" program, based on 
the extent to which the legislation limits the agency's authority to independently determine the recipients 
and funding levels of the awards made under the program. Finally, we examined legislation related to 
the Department's fiscal year 1997 appropriations to identify any legislatively mandated projects. No 
legislatively mandated awards were found. 

During the second phase of our review, we are conducting individual audits of the award solicitation, 
review, and selection processes of each program we have classified as a "full discretion" program, 
including the NOAA SBIR program. We are evaluating the adequacy of each program's established 
award criteria and procedures for evaluating individual applications. For those programs with 
procedures deemed to be adequate, we are ascertaining whether those procedures were followed in 
making awards in fiscal year 1997. Finally, we are examining the legislatively mandated projects 
identified for each program and determining their significance and impact on fiscal year 1997 award 
decisions. We plan to issue individual reports, with any appropriate recommendations, on each 
program, followed by a capping report summarizing the results of the individual audits and providing 
recommendations for the Department and its bureaus. 

On July 21, 1998, the Acting Inspector General and the Chief Financial Officer and Assistant Secretary 
for Administration testified before the Senate Commerce, Science, and Transportation Conunittee on 
the Department's discretionary funding programs. The Acting IG reported on the results of the survey 
phase of the OIG's review, and discussed some of the preliminary observations from the individual 
program audits . 
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This performance audit focused on funding decisions made during fiscal year 1997 under NOAA' s 
SBIR program. Specifically, we: 

• Reviewed the authorizing legislation and information swnmarized in the CFDA to identify 
criteria for funding decisions. · 

• Reviewed policies and procedures for soliciting and reviewing proposals, and ranking and 
selecting applications for funding (see Appendix I for flow chart of process). We also reviewed 
Department of Commerce Guidelines for the Preparation o/Federal Register Notices 
Announcing the Availability of Financial Assistance Funds - Requests for Applications; 
and DAO 203-26, Department of Commerce Grants Administration. 

• Reviewed NOAA's practices for fiscal year 1997 to determine if the process contained 
adequate internal controls to provide for competitive, merit-based awards. 

• Examined pertinent documents in individual program award files to determine whether NOAA 
policies and procedures were followed. 

• Interviewed program office officials concerning NOAA's solicitation, review, and selection 
procedures in fiscal year 1997. 

• Examined fiscal year 1997 appropriations legislation to identify legislatively mandated projects 
for this program. 

We also reviewed two GAO reports on federal SBIR programs. In April 1998, GAO issued a report 
of its observations of SBIR activities in five of the ten federal agencies that sponsor SBIR programs. 1 

GAO did not include the NOAA SBIR program in its sample. A second GAO report, covering peer 
review practices in several federal agencies, specifically mentioned NOAA's SBIR peer review 
practices. 2 

We did not rely upon computer-based data supplied by NOAA and the Department's Office of 
Executive Assistance Management as a basis for our audit findings and recommendations. 
Consequently, we did not conduct tests of either the reliability of the data, or the controls over the 
computer-based systems that produced the data. 

iobservations on the Small Business Innovation Research Program, GAO/RCED-98-132, 
April 1998. 

2Peer Review Practices at Federal Science Agencies Vary, GAO/RCED-99-99, March 
1999. 
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We performed the audit fieldwork at NOAA's program office in Silver Spring, Maryland during March 
and August 1998. We conducted the audit in accordance with generally accepted government auditing 
standards, and under the authority of the Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended, and Department 
Organization Order 10-13, dated May 22, 1980, as amended . 
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While we found that NOAA's SBIR criteria and solicitation, review, and selection procedures were 
generally designed to result in merit-based funding decisions, we found two areas where the procedures 
and practices failed to meet the minimum requirements or'the Department and/or the U.S. Small 
Business Administration. Specifically: 

• The Department's program solicitation did not contain a statement that cost sharing is not 
required and will not be considered in evaluation of proposals, as required by an SBIR policy 
directive issued by the U.S. Small Business Administration. 

• NOAA used only two evaluators for Phase 1 proposals, even though departmental policy 
requires a minimum of three evaluators. 

We also believe that NOAA could enhance the independence and objectivity of future SBIR 
competitions by inviting individuals from outside NOAA and the Department to participate in reviewing 
applications for funding. 

I. NOAA Developed and Published 
Merit-Based Review Criteria 

The SBIR program established criteria $.at were consistent with the objectives of the program and 
were designed to result in merit-based funding decisions. These criteria were set forth in the program 
solicitation titled, Small Business Innovation Research for FY 1997: Department of Commerce 
Program Solicitation (DOC 97-1). 

The solicitation book, which is distributed to parties on an SBIR mailing list, or by request, established 
criteria for evaluation of Phase 1 and Phase 2 proposals for NOAA's SBIR program. Prior to 
receiving a technical evaluation, proposals are screened to determine whether they meet the minimum 
requirements for the SBIR competition. The minimum requirements for fiscal year 1997 Phase 1 
awards, as set forth in Section 4.2 of the solicitation titled, "Phase l Screening Criteria," are: 

(a) The proposing firm must qualify as a small business, as defined in Section 2.1 of the solicitation 
book. If the proposing firm is a subsidiary of another firm, the limitations for small business 
qualification apply to all employees under the control of the parent organization. 

(b) The proposal must conform with content and format requirements established in Section 3 of 
the solicitation . 
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( c) The proposal must be limited to one subtopic - as listed in Section 8 of the solicitation - and 
clearly address research for that subtopic. 

( d) Phase 1 proposal budgets must not exceed $50,000; including subcontract costs, indirect costs, 
and fee (profit). · 

(e) The project duration for the Phase I research must not exceed six months. 

(f) A minimum of two-thirds of the expenditures under each Phase 1 project must be carried out 
by the proposing firm. 

(g) The proposal must contain information sufficient to facilitate peer review. 

If the proposal meets all of the minimum requirements, it qualifies to receive a technical evaluation based 
on the review criteria published in Section 4.3, "Phase 1 Evaluation and Selection Criteria." The four 
criteria are weighted such that the first criterion receives twice the value of each of the remaining three. 
In practice, the first criterion is worth up to eight points, with a maximum of four points each on the 
remaining three, for a maximum total score of20 points. The Phase I evaluation criteria include: 

(a) The scientific and technical merit of Phase 1 research plan and its relevance to the objectives, 
with special emphasis on its innovativeness and originality (8 points). 

(b) The importance of the problem or opportunity and the anticipated benefits of the proposed 
research to the Department, and the commercial potential, if successful (4 points). 

( c) How well the research objectives, if achieved, establish the feasibility of the proposed concept 
and justify a Phase 2 effort (4 points). 

(d) Qualifications of the principal investigator(s), other key staff, and consultants, and the probable 
adequacy of available or obtainable instrumentation and facilities ( 4 points). 

Only those firms that received Phase 1 awards may compete for Phase 2 funding. The Phase 2 
evaluation criteria were published in the solicitation book, in Section 4.4, "Phase 2 Evaluation and 
Selection Criteria." The five criteria are weighted such that the first criterion receives twice the weight 
of each of the remaining four, which are equally weighted. In practice, NOAA assigns eight points to 
the first criterion and four points to each of .the remaining four, for a maximum score of 24 points. The 
Phase 2 evaluation criteria for the fiscal year 1997 SBIR competition are: 
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(a) The scientific and technical merit, with emphasis on innovation and originality (8 points). 

(b) · The degree to which the Phase l objectives were met (4 points). 

(c) The commercial potential of the proposal as evidenced by (4 points): 

1) a record of commercialization, 

2) the existence of Phase 2 funding commitments from non-SB IR sources; 

3) existence of Phase 3 follow-on commitments, and 

4) the presence of other indications of commercial potential of the research. 

(d) The adequacy of the Phase 2 objectives to meet the problem or opportwtity (4 points). 

(e) The qualifications of the principal investigator and other key personnel to carry out the 
proposed work ( 4 points) . 

Based upon our review, we concluded that the SBIR evaluation criteria were designed to result in 
merit-based funding decisions. 

II. SBIR Solicitation Notice Generally 
Met Requirements 

We found that NOAA's solicitation procedures met the requirements published in DAO 203-26, 
Section 4.02. The requirements are designed to ensure widespread public notification of opportunities 
for financial assistance and to encourage maximwn participation by qualified applicants. DAO 203-26, 
Section 4.02b, Annual Public Notice, states, .. To infonn the interested public, each organization unit 
shall publish at least annually a notice in the Federal Register that includes basic information for each 
discretionary grant program." The Department's Financial Assistance Notice No. 17 established the 
requirements for preparation of Federal Register notices. According to the DAO and the Financial 
Assistance Notice, minimum information to be published in a Federal Register notice includes the type 
of funding instrument to be used, a summary of the selection process, and the selection criteria, with 
weighting factors, if applicable. The DAO also encourages program offices to publish additional 
solicitation notices in publications other than the Federal Register to ensure wider notification. 

NOAA published a Notice of Availability of Funds for the SBIR program in the Federal Register on 
September 10, 1996. We examined the notice and found that it complied, in all aspects, with the 
requirements of DAO 203~26, Section 4.02b and Financial Assistance Notice No. 17. In addition to 
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the Fed_eral Register notice, NOAA also published a notice in the Commerce Business Daily on 
August 21, 1996. We commend NOAA on its efforts to widely inform the interested public of its 
discretionary SBIR program. 

The U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA) published.requirements for agencies to follow in 
preparing SBIR program solicitations. These requirements are contained in an appendix to SBA's 
Small Business Innovation Research Program Policy Directive, dated January 1993. In 
compliance with SBA' s directive, the Department - through NOAA - published Small Business 
Innovation Research for FY 1997: Department of Commerce Program Solicitation (DOC 9(-1), 
dated October 1997. The Department's program solicitation covered both NOAA's and NIST's 
SBIR programs. 

We found that the Department's program solicitation contained one minor instance of noncompliance 
with the SBA directive. SBA requires that each solicitation contain a statement that cost shadng is 
permitted, but not required, under the SBIR program and that any proposed cost sharing will not be a 
factor in consideration of an SBIR proposal. The Department's program solicitation did not contain the 
required statement on cost sharing; however, NOAA's Federal Register notice did state that cost 
sharing is not required. In order to fully comply with the SBA directive, NOAA should ensure that 
future program solicitations contain the required statement on cost sharing . 

III. SBIR Application Reviews Did Not Meet All of the 
Department's Minimum Requirements for Competitive Review 

NOAA received 78 Phase 1 funding proposals in response to its fiscal year 1997 solicitation notices. 
Since 1997 Phase 2 award eligibility was limited to Phase 1 recipients from the previous year, there 
was not a public solicitation for Phase 2 proposals. NOAA received a total of 10 Phase 2 funding 
proposals. 

We found that NOAA proposal reviewers followed the merit-based SBIR evaluation criteria for the 
fiscal year 1997 SBIR competitions. However, the Phase 1 proposal review policies did not ful1y meet 
the minimum requirements for competitive, merit-based reviews. Specifically; NOAA's review 
procedures require only two proposal reviewers for SBIR Phase l proposals. DAO 203-26, Section 
4. 02h.1 ( d) states that the minimum requirements for competitive review processes must include, " ... at 
least three persons in each review panel which may include one or more persons who are not 
employees of the Federal Government." (Emphasis added.) 

The SBIR program solicitation summarized the fiscal year 1997 review process in Section 4.0, 
"Method of Selection and Evaluation Criteria." For all Phase 1 proposals, the process begins with an 
initial screening to detemrine whether the proposal meets the minimum requirements for content and 
format. After screening, qualified proposals are distributed within the appropriate offices within NOAA 
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for technical review. There is no screening of Phase 2 proposals because only firms that received 
Phase 1 funding may apply. Furthermore, one of the evaluation criteria for Phase l ftmding involves 
tying the Phase 1 research to potential Phase 2 funding. In effect, each Phase 1 proposal serves as a 
pre-proposal for Phase 2 funding. 

NOAA's Phase I and Phase 2 evaluation processes require each of the NOAA line organizations 
participating in the SBIR competition to designate an SBIR Working Group member to coordinate 
proposal reviews and to act as an interface between the sam. program office and the line organization. 
The following summarizes NOAA's process for SBIR Phase 1 proposal evaluations: 

• Proposals are directed to the line organization office or laboratory responsible for the area of 
research covered by the proposal. Two technical reviewers within the office or laboratory 
perform technical evaluations of the proposal(s) based on the evaluation criteria published in the 
solicitation. As stated above, the maximum total score from each reviewer is 20 points. 

• The two reviewers' scores are combined and an average score is computed. If the two 
reviewers' scores differ by ten or more points, a third review is solicited, with the total score for 
that proposal being the average of the three reviewers' scores . 

• The Working Group member collects the results of all proposal evaluations within the line 
organization and, in coordination with senior management in the line organization, selects the 
Phase 1 winners based on the line organization's research priorities and funding availability. 

Based upon our review, we concluded that NOAA's SBIR Phase 1 procedures were designed to 
promote merit-based selections; however, the procedures did not meet the Department's minimum 
requirement of at least three evaluators for each competitive proposal. Although we found some 
instances in which NOAA used three evaluators even when there was not a 10-point difference 
between the first two scores, NOAA's written policies for SBIR Phase I evaluations need to be 
revised to comply with the minimum requirements of the Department. In addition, we believe that 
NOAA could enhance the independence and objectivity of the Phase 1 selection process by using 
outside proposal reviewers. 

NOAA's process for Phase 2 proposal evaluations is as follows: 

• Proposals are directed to the line organization office or laboratory responsible for the area of 
research covered by the proposal. This would be the same office that provided technical 
oversight of the completed Phase I project. A minimum of three technical reviewers within the 
office or laboratory perform technical evaluations of the proposal(s) based on the evaluation 
criteria published in the solicitation. As stated above, the maximum total score for each 
proposal is 24 points . 
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• After all Phase 2 proposals have received technical evaluations, the SBIR program office 
schedules oral presentations with each applicant. Each applicant is allowed a maximum 
of 45 minutes to present its proposal to the entire NOAA Working Group. Presenters 
must allow time to answer questions posed by the Working Group within the 45 minutes 
allotted. 

• Based on the oral presentations, the results of the Phase 2 technical evaluations, and the 
results of each company's Phase 1 research, the Working Group members independently 
rank the Phase 2 proposals. Working Group members do not include proposals from their 
respective line organizations in their independent rankings. 

• An overall ranking of the proposals is computed based on the individual rankings of the 
Working Group members, using a point system. For example, if there were ten Phase 2 
proposals to be ranked, each member's top-ranked proposal would receive I 0 points; the 
second-ranked proposal would receive nine points; etc. 

• The top scoring proposals are selected to receive Phase 2 awards, based on availability of 
funding. 

Based upon our review, we concluded that NOAA's procedures for SBIR Phase 2 proposal 
evaluations were adequate to promote merit-based selections. However, we believe that NOAA 
could enhance the independence and objectivity of the Phase 2 selection process by inviting 
proposal reviewers from outside NOAA and the Department to participate. 

IV. NOAA Did Not Disclose that a Separate Selection 
Process for Phase 2 Sea Grant Research Awards 
Was Utilized 

In the draft audit report, we stated that two ofNOAA's Phase 2 grants were selected 
noncompetitively. Neither of the two awards in question were included on the list of Phase 2 
applicants provided to us by NOAA, nor were they included on the rank·ordered list of projects 
scored by the Phase 2 selection panel. In its response to the draft audit report, NOAA stated that 
the two grants were selected by a separate Phase 2 selection panel that NOAA had not disclosed 
to us previously. NOAA's response did not include any further information on the separate 
selection panel. 

After reviewing NOAA's response to the draft audit report, we requested additional information 
on the separate Phase 2 selection panel, inc~uding the panel's membership, the number of 
applications considered, and dates of applicant presentations. The SBIR program manager 
replied to our request by explaining that NOAA used a separate selection panel for Phase 2 
applications related to Sea Grant SBIR research topics. The two projects funded were the only 
Phase 2 applications for Sea Grant topics . 
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After reviewing the additional documentation, we concluded that NOAA's review and selection 
processes for the two Phase 2 grants met minimum requirements for competitive selection. 
However, we are concerned that NOAA did not disclose the fact that it maintained a separate 
Phase 2 selection process for Sea Grants until after receiving our draft audit report. NOAA's 
failure to disclose the second Phase 2 selection panel gave·the appearance that the Phase 2 grants 
were allowed to bypass the competitive selection process that other Phase 2 applicants had to 
follow. In the future, NOAA should either maintain a single competitive selection process for all 
Phase 2 awards, or fully disclose in all published material that certain projects will be selected 
through a different process. 

V. Funding Instrument Finding WHhdrawn 

In the draft audit report, we stated that financial assistance awards were more appropriate funding 
instruments than procurement contracts for SBIR projects. We found that 10 of the 17 SBIR 
awards in fiscal year 1997 were in the form of firm-fixed-price procurement contracts. The 
remaining seven awards were grants. Of those seven grants, five were Phase I awards and two 
were Phase 2 awards. After reviewing information provided in NOAA's response to the draft 
audit report, we withdraw this finding and the accompanying recommendation that NOAA use 
financial assistance awards for all future SBIR awards . 

VI. Recommendations 

We recorn~end that the NOAA SBIR program manager ensure that: 

I. Future SBIR program solicitations include language related to cost sharing, as required by 
SBA policy directive. 

2. All SBIR proposals are evaluated by at least three evaluators, in accordance with 
DAO 203-26, Section 4.02h.1 (d). 

3. NOAA enhances the independence and objectivity of any future SBIR competitions by 
inviting reviewers from outside NOAA and the Department to participate in the 
evaluation of applications, as allowed under Section 4.02h.1 ( d) of DAO 203-26. 

4. A single competitive selection process for all Phase 2 awards is utilized, or fully disclose 
in all published material that certain projects will be selected through a different process . 
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In response to the draft audit report, NOAA agreed to implement four of the five recommendations. 
NOAA agreed to: 

• include language related to cost sharing in future SBIR solicitations, 

• use at least three evaluators on all SBIR proposal evaluation panels, 

• enhance the independence and objectivity of future SBIR competitions by inviting reviewers 
from outside NOAA and the Department to participate in the evaluation of applications, and 

• ensure that only those proposaJs that participate in the established competitive process are 
considered for funding. 

NOAA did not agree with our recommendation that future SBIR awards be made in the fonn of 
financial assistance agreements. 

NOAA's response contained "General Comments" suggesting that the draft report contained inaccurate 
language in the descriptions of Phase 1 and Phase 2 SBIR awards. NOAA's response stated, "In 
Phase 1, ideas are not submitted for (Department) consideration, as the OIG suggests. Rather, 
companies submit proposals that are solutions to mission-related research requirements identified by 
(Department) scientists." NOAA's response stated further, "Commercial potential receives only 4 out 
of24 points toward funding in the Phase 2 review process. The ability to meet the stated (Department) 
Research and Development needs is the main factor in (Department) Phase 2 funding." 

In response to our finding that two Phase 2 awards were not subjected to the same competitive process 
as the remaining five awards, NOAA stated that these two awards were examined by a separate Phase 
2 grant review panel. According to NOAA, the review process for these two awards included oral 
presentations and selection by the grant review panel, based on the results of peer reviews and the oral 
presentations. NOAA's response stated, "The Phase 2 grant award process confonns to the published 
(Department) SBIR established competitive process." NOAA did not provide documentation related 
to the Phase 2 grant review panel-such ~ the panel's membership and a list of other proposaJs 
reviewed with individual reviewers' scores-in its response, but did provide this information in a 
subsequent submission. 

NOAA agreed with our finding that two Phase 2 grants were not mentioned in the fiscal year 1997 
project abstracts. NOAA1s response stated that the two awards were omitted due to an "editing 
error." 
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Finally, NOAA disagreed with the draft audit report finding that financial assistance awards 
would be more appropriate funding instruments for SBIR awards than procurement contracts. 
NOAA's response pointed out that 15 U.S.C., Sec. 638 defines contracts, grants, or cooperative 
agreements as permissible SBIR funding agreements. NOAA stated that the statute and agency 
policy provide flexibility in choosing types of funding instruments. 

With respect to the principal purpose ofSBIR awards, NOAA's response stated, "The ... SBIR 
program ... is designed to specifically support work directly related to the services provided by its 
program staffs. The contracts awarded as a result of the SBIR solicitation process are directed 
toward specific government research needs." In NOAA's opinion, the principal purpose of the 
SBIR awards is to acquire research and development services for the direct benefit of the 
government. As such, NOAA considers procurement contracts to be the appropriate funding 
vehicle for SBIR awards. 

NOAA's response is included in its entirety as Appendix II. 

OIG's Comments on NOAA's Response 

The source for the language in the draft audit report that NOAA's response suggested was 
inaccurate was, in fact, in the Department's SBIR Program Solicitation. The draft report stated, 
"SBIR is a three-phase program: Phase I is to determine the scientific and technical merit and the 
feasibility of ideas submitted for consideration; Phase 2 is the research and development or 
prototype development phase of proposals identified in Phase l as having commercial potential; .. 
In describing the SBIR program, the Department's Program Solicitation stated, "Phase 1 is to 
determine the technical feasibility of ideas submitted for consideration and the quality of 
performance of the small business concern receiving an·award." (Section 1.2.1, "Phase 1 -
Feasibility Research") Although we believe that the draft report language accurately summarized 
the Phase 1 program, as described in the Program Solicitation, we amended the language in this 
final report to directly quote from the Program Solicitation. 

The Program Solicitation describes Phase 2 of the SBIR program as follows, "Phase 2 is the 
R&D or prototype development phase." (Section 1.2.2, "Phase 2 - Research and Development") 
Contrary to NOAA's suggestion that commercial potential is not a major factor in the selection 
process, we point to the Phase 2 evaluation criteria, published in Section 4.4 of the Program 
Solicitation. "Commercial potential of the proposal" is one of the five published evaluation 
criteria. Commercial potential is to be weighted equally with three of the remaining four criteria, 
indicating that it is a major factor in the selection process. Furthennore, the Department's 
memorandum to SBIR Working Group members, calling for research subtopics to be included in 
the SBIR solicitation stated, "Subtopic descriptions ... must result in a product or process that has 
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commercial potential." We do not agree with NOAA's suggestion that our description of Phase 2 
was inaccurate because it mentioned commercial potential as a factor in the Phase 2 selection 
process. Therefore, we did not amend the draft audit report description of Phase 2. 

As stated previously, we have withdrawn our recommendation that future SBIR awards be in the 
form of financial assistance awards, rather than procurement contracts . 
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Page 1 of S 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMEf\i :· DIF ICCIMMERCIE 
Natlonal Oceanic and -A.t:maapharlc Admlnlatratlan 
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER/CHIE:f! ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER 

MAY I 2000 

Mary L. Casey 
Acting Assistant Inspector General 

for Auditing 

Sonya 

OIG Draft Re r Small Business Innovation 
Research (SBIR)Program Award Procedures Need 
Improvement And Contracts are Not the 
Appropriate Funding Instrument CFDA No. 
11.476 - Audit Report No. DEN-11001-0-XXXX 

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the 
subject draft report. The report has provided useful information 
that will benefit the future management of the Department of 
Commerce Small Business Innovation Research Program (SBIR) . NOAA 
generally concurs with the Office of Inspector General's (OIG) 
findings and agrees with four out of the five recommendations. 
We disagree with Recommendation 5 that states "Future SBIR awards 
are made in the form of financial assistance agreements, in 
accordance with the Federal Grant and Cooperative Agreements Act 
and SBA policy." Our rationale is provided in the attached. 

If you have any questions concerning our response, or should you 
require further assistance, please contact Barbara Martin at 
301-713-1150. 

Attachment 

Ci) Pnmod on Recycled Pupcc 
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DRAFT AUDIT REPORT NO. DEN-11001-0-XXXX 
Small Business Innovation Research Program Award 
Procedures Need Improvement And Contracts are Not 
the Appropriate Funding Instrument CFDA No. 11.476 

GENERAL COMMENTS 

OIG Report: Executive Summary: Page i, paragraph 3, line 7: 
" . Phase 1 is to determine the scientific and technical 
merit and feasibility of ideas submitted for consideration; 
Phase 2 is the research and development or prototype development 
phase of proposals identified in Phase 1 having commercial 
potential; . . " 

NOAA Response: 

There are statements that represent the major emphasis of the DOC 
Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) program that are not 
accurate. In Phase 1, ideas are not submitted for DOC 
consideration, as the OIG suggests. Rather, companies submit 
proposals that are solutions to mission-related research 
requirements identified by DOC scientists. All research 
requirements are generated by DOC and ideas generated externally 
by applicants are not funded. Also, in Phase 2, the commercial 
potential is not the major factor in the award process. 
Commercial potential receives only 4 out of 24 points toward 
funding in the Phase 2 review process. The ability to meet the 
stated DOC Research and Development (R&D) needs is the main 
factor in DOC Phase 2 funding. 

OIG Report: Page ii, paragraph 6, line 4: ". . Because the 
principal purposes of these awards is to transfer a thing of 
value to a recipient to carry out a public purpose of support or 
stimulation . . -" 

NOAA Response: 

The principal purpose of these awards is to acquire property or a 
service for the direct benefit of the Government. It is not, as 
mentioned on page ii, paragraph 6 of the OIG draft report, to 
transfer a thing of value to a recipient to carry out a public 
purpose of support or stimulation . 
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The OIG recommends that the NOAA SBIR program manager ensures 
that: 

OIG Recommendation 1: Future SBIR program solicitations include 
language related to cost sharing, as required by SBA Policy 
Directive. 

NOAA Response: NOAA agrees. On page 8 of the FY 1997 DOC SBIR 
solicitation there is a cost sharing statement, "Outside 
involvement in the project is encouraged where it strengthens the 
conduct of the research; such involvement is not a requirement of 
this solicitation.u Although we believe this statement fulfills 
the SBA Policy Directive, we will make this statement more 
explicit in future solicitations. 

OIG Recommendation 2: All SBIR proposals are evaluated by at 
least three reviewers, in accordance with DAO 203-26, Section 
4.02hl(d). 

NOAA ResDonse: NOAA agrees. The FY 1997 grant proposals did 
receive three reviews by separate individuals. In addition to 
the three peer reviews for each grant proposal, there was a 
seven-person panel that reviewed the proposals and made the final 
grant selections. Based on DAO 203-26, Section 4.02hl(d), each 
grant proposal actually received 10 reviews. We will continue to 
remind SBIR Working Group members of the Departmental requirement 
to ensure that each application review panel consists of at least 
three persons. 

OIG Reconunendation 3: NOAA enhances the independence and 
objectivity of any future SBIR competitions by inviting reviewers 
from outside NOAA and the Department to participate in the 
evaluation of applications, as allowed under Section 4.02hl(d) of 
DAO 203-26. 

NOAA Response: NOAA agrees. The FY 1997 grant proposals did 
receive reviews from outside NOAA and the Department. We fully 
agree that outside reviews enhance the independence and 
objectivity of the competition and will continue using them in 
the future. 

OIG RecoDD11.endation 4: Only those proposals that participate in 
the established competitive process are considered for funding, 
as required by Section 4.02h.'l(b) of DAO 203-26 . 

2 
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NOAA Response: NOAA agrees. The two FY 1997 grant awards 
related to this recommendation were subjected to the same 
competitive process as the five other NOAA Phase 2 awards 
identified in the OIG audit. DOC employs three selection boards, 
and three separate selection meetings, in the Phase 2 selection 
process. One board aids in the selection of the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Phase 2 awards. A 
second is used for the selection of the NOAA Phase 2 awards (the 
five awards that were referred to in the OIG audit) . The third 
selection board was used for the selection of the FY 1997 Phase 2 
grant awards (the two grant awards that appeared to be 
noncompetitively selected) . Both the NOAA and grant boards 
require three or more peer reviews (at least one being external 
to NOAA and DOC), and an oral presentation by the small business 
(for grants, this occurred on March 26, 1997). A final selection 
by the board is then based on the peer reviews and the results of 
the presentation. The Phase 2 grant award process conforms to 
the published DOC SBIR established competitive process. Further, 
the DOC SBIR program has always taken the utmost care to ensure 
that only those proposals that have been judged in the 
established competitive process are considered for funding. 

As a final point, as the OIG cites, the two grant Phase 2 awards 
were mistakenly omitted from the FY 1997 DOC Abstracts of Awards . 
This was due to an editing error. 

OIG Recommendation 5: Future SBIR awards are made in the form of 
financial assistance agreements, in accordance with the Federal 
Grant and Cooperative Agreement Act and SBA policy. 

NOAA Response: NOAA disagrees. We agree with the OIG findings 
of the statutory basis for determining the funding instrument. 
The statute and agency policy specifically provide for 
flexibility in making this decision, and each requirement should 
be assessed individually to determine the appropriate funding 
mechanism. In reviewing 15 U.S.C. 638, it is clear that the 
"funding agreement" under the SBIR program may be a " .. 
contract, grant, or cooperative agreement entered into between 
any Federal agency and any small business for the performance of 
experimental, developmental, or research work funded in whole or 
in part by the Federal Government." 

The DOC SBIR program, through NOAA and NIST, is designed to 
specifically support work di~ectly related to the services 
provided by its program staffs. The contracts awarded as a 
result of the SBIR solicitation process are directed toward 
specific government research needs. Therefore, the use of a 
contract as the funding mechanism was appropriate . 
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Efforts need to be enhanced to ensure that program solicitations 
and public notices are consistent in their statement of the 
determined funding instrument. As well, efforts need to be 
sustained to objectively review each program and ensure that the 
appropriate funding mechanism is selected. 

NOAA is utilizing the SBIR Program to ~ulf ill not only the public 
goal of fostering and supporting innovative research by small 
business, but also to fulfill its programmatic research needs. 
As such, the utilization of contracts as the funding mechanisms 
is appropriate in these circumstances. The DOC Office of General 
Counsel has reviewed both the SBIR solicitations and resultant . 
contracts and has agreed with this funding mechanism as legal and 
proper . 

4 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Timothy J. Hauser 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
The Inspector General 
W;;ishington,· D.C. 20230 

Acting Under Secretary for International Trade 

Marjory E. Searing 
Acting Assistant Secretary and Director General of the U.S. and 
Foreign Commercial Service 

Johnnie Frazi • & . . 
Final Report: US. F S Mexico Requires Icial and 
Administrative agement as it Undertakes an Ambitious Export 
Promotion Program 
(IPE-11844) 

As a follow-up to our August 21, 2000, draft report, this is our final report on our inspection of 
US&FCS's operations in Mexico. The report includes comments from US&FCS's written 
response. A copy of this response is included in its entirety as an attachment to the report . 

In general, we found that the US&FCS staff in Mexico was responsive to the export assistance 
needs of American businesses. Although the number of market research reports is relatively low, 
the post has an active trade event schedule. 

Unfortunately, the post has had difficulties in handling its administrative responsibilities. The 
most notable problem is the mismanagement and poor accounting of its deposit fund account. In 
the report, we note several other financial and administrative issues that require management 
attention. We are pleased that your response to our draft report indicates a number of impressive 
remedial measures that you have taken or plan to take to address the problems that we identified. 

Al though your response in effect provides plans of action for most recommendations, there are 
three recommendations that require an action plan or further explanation. Please provide your 
action plan within 60 calendar days addressing our recommendations to (1) in conjunction with 
the Director of the National Institute of Standards and Technology, determine whether a 
standards representative continues to be needed in Mexico; (2) ensure that employees abide by 
the embassy's official motor vehicle policy; and (3) ensure that only authorized items are 
charged to the control room for high-level official visits and that individuaJs pay for personal 
incidentals directly. 

We thank the personnel in ITA headquarters and the four US&FCS posts in Mexico for the 
assistance and courtesies extended to us during our review . 

Attachment 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Karen H. Brown 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
The Inspector General 
Washington, D.C. 20230 

Acting Under Secretary for Technology 

Johnnie Fr ~ ~ " 

CS Mexico Requires ~ncia/ and 
AdministraJiv Mi agemenJ as it Undertakes an Ambitious Exporl 
Promotion P og am 
(IPE-11844) 

As a follow-up to our August 21, 2000, draft report, this is our final report on our inspection of 
US&FCS's operations in Mexico. 

As part of this inspection, we review~d the activities of the standards representative in Mexico 
and found standards-related work did not occupy 100 percent of his time and efforts. The officer 
was conducting non-NIST related activities, contrary to his position description and the 
agreement between NIST and US&FCS. Consequently, we recommended that US&FCS, in 
conjunction with NIST, determine whether a standards representative continues to be needed in 
Mexico. If so, we recommend that US&FCS and NIST review the existing agreement and revise 
it as necessary, to incorporate the current responsibilities of the standards officer. We also 
recommended that the agencies ensure that the officer's position description accurately reflects 
the officer's duties. · 

ln US&FCS's response, the Acting Director General stated that the standards officer has been 
relieved of all supervisory and industry sector-related responsibilities, including BXA checks, 
and is working only according to the current agreement. The response, however, did not address 
whether the position in Mexico continues to be needed. 

Therefore, we again ask that US&FCS and NIST determine the need for the standards officer in 
Mexico and discuss the two agencies' intentions in US&FCS's action plan. The action plan is 
due in 60 calendar days. 

We thank the personnel in NIST, IT A headquarters, and the four US&FCS posts in Mexico for 
the assistance and courtesies extended to us during our review. 

Attachment 
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In looking at Mexico as a market, a nation, and a neighbor, it is clear that this country has an 
importance to the United States that transcends business cycles and long-term structural 
adjustments. Mexico is a convenient market and its firms are natural partners for companies 
from the United States. Beyond a shared 2,000 mile border, the two countries are bound, 
together with Canada, in the North American Free Trade Agreement, NAFT A, now in its fifth 
year. Eighty-five percent of U.S. goods now enter Mexico duty-free. Remaining tariffs on U.S. 
goods are between 5 and 20 percent ad valorem, with the highest on agricultural products and 
finished vehicles. Those tariffs will be phased out by January 2004, or earlier, depending on the 
good. The U.S. share of the Mexican import market reaches close to 85%, notwithstanding 
vigorous marketing efforts by European and Asian nations. According to the Census Bureau's 
1999 data, the United States had a $22.8 billion trade deficit with Mexico-the United States' 
second leading trading partner with $196.57 billion in 1999 total trade. While Mexicans are a 
diverse and independent people, U.S. standards, business practices, and consumer styles are 
embraced in Mexico. 

To assist U.S. exporters seeking to penetrate this market, US&FCS established offices in Mexico 
City, Tijuana, Guadalajara, and Monterrey. As of October 31, 1999, US&FCS Mexico had 11 
American officers, 34 foreign service nationals, and 31 personal services contractors. The post 
also employs, as needed, a number of trade aides. The post's fiscal year 1999 operating budget 
was $2,093,489. 

The findings presented in this report relate to the post's operations and activities near the time of 
our visit in June to July 1999. In general, we found that the US&FCS staff in Mexico was 
responsive to the needs of U.S. exporters. Although the number of market research reports is 
relatively low, the post has an active trade event schedule. Unfortunately, we also found that the 
post was not efficiently handling several of its administrative responsibilities. The most notable 
problem is the mismanagement and poor accounting of its deposit fund account. Our report 
highlights these and other issues that require management attention: 

The existence of the trade center facility, not necessarily exporter needs, drives the post's 
activities. US&FCS Mexico places too much emphasis on trade shows and events, in part 
because it resides in the U .S.-governrnent owned trade center building and has historically 
maintained a heavy events schedule. The staff also feels pressure to produce a surplus of 
collections over expenses. The post has not developed an adequate strategic plan that could 
identify other goals and areas where US&FCS should focus its efforts in Mexico. In addition! 
according to several US&FCS partners in Mexico, the post's production of market research is 
suffering in tenns of both quantity and quality (see page 5) . 
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The trade center's collocated partners provide synergy, however the relationship is lacking 
in other areas. Although we found that positive synergies were generally created between 
US&FCS staff and the non-Commerce occupants of space, the agreements signed by US&FCS 
in Mexico to effect the lessor-lessee relationship with the partners were inadequate in several 
respects (see page 11). 

US&FCS's border initiatives should be better coordinated. The growth of cities and 
economic activity along both sides of the U.S.-Mexico border has focused the attention of 
US&FCS, in both its domestic and international offices, on business opportunities for U.S. 
exporters in this burgeoning corridor. It is important that US&FCS effectively coordinates these 
initiatives between the domestic and international offices to avoid overlap and duplication, and 
the potential waste of resources or confusion of U.S. exporters with mu! tip le US&FCS points of 
contact. US&FCS needs to determine whether and where additional resources are needed on 
both sides of the Mexican border and carefully coordinate its efforts in the area (see page 1.7). 

NIST's standards officer is conducting non-NIST related activities, contrary to the 
agreement and position description. We found that the standards officer was assigned certain 
responsibilities of US&FCS commercial officers. He is now managing the post's Rural Initiative 
and covers most of the end-use checks requested by the Bureau of Export Administration. Such 
work at times detracts from the officer's standards mission. In addition, contrary to his position 
description, which states that he has no supervisory responsibilities, the incumbent is the first
line supervisor of six employees. If there is insufficient NIST-related work in Mexico to fully 
occupy a standards officer, the need for the position should be reviewed, or NIST and US&FCS 
should revise their agreement to reflect the officer's actual duties and workload (see page 22). 

Trade aides are not appropriately used. We found that trade aides, not the trade specialists 
who typically provide the key products, were producing much of the US&FCS core products and 
services. Although trade specialists have relatively light responsibility for core US&FCS _ 
products, they are not producing much market research. We found that the post is 
inappropriately using a blanket purchase agreement to hire trade aides, which is not compliant 
with State Department guidance and the Federal Acquisition Regulation, and leaves the post 
open to potential legal liabilities. The post also lacks a formal assignment and evaluation system 
for trade aides. Lastly, some trade aides are contracted out to the state trade offices. These 
individuals are included on the main blanket purchase agreement and paid by US&FCS, but the 
cost of their services is reimbursed to US&FCS by the state trade offices, which have direct 
supervision over the trade aides (see page 24). 

US&FCS Mexico's staffing should be reexamined. Mexico is one of the top trading partners 
with the United States and, correspondingly, has one of the largest US&FCS staffs. In fiscal year 
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2000, US&FCS plans to have 13 American officers and 60 locally employed staff throughout 
Mexico, with 85 percent of all employees located at the trade center in Mexico City. We believe 
both the number of officers and locally empioyed staff in Mexico City, particularly those 
conducting support and clerical activities, should be reexamined (see page 29). 

Some administrative matters require attention. We found a number of problems related to 
administrative functions in Mexico. Although certain areas were adequately handled, such as the 
post's use of the government bankcard and imprest fund, we raised ~he following concerns: 

Procedures for documenting inventory, gifts and bequests, and security 
certifications are not adequate (see page 34). 

The warehouse is disorganized and presents a potential fire, safety, and theft 
vulnerabilities (see page 37). 

Staff at post use the official vehicles for personal use, contrary to the Foreign 
Affairs Manual and the US&FCS Operations Manual (see page 40). 

The need for five official vehicles in Mexico City is difficult to justify, especially 
. now that the operations have been consolidated into one location and personal use 
of the vehicles should now cease (see page 40). 

Management of the deposit fund is problematic. During our review of the deposit fund 
account, we found inadequate record keeping, unidentified embassy-posted transactions, 
unliquidated obligation balances dating back to fiscal year 1996, an absence of trade event final 
obligation reporting, and failures in appropriately reporting purchase card expenses. We also 
found that the post lacks an effective system to rationally identify and assign costs, both direct 
and overhead, associated with activities and operations conducted in the US&FCS facility in 
Mexico City (see page 44). · 

Border conference problems show the need for better handling of high profile trips and 
travel expenses. A number of concerns were raised by embassy staff regarding several 
US&FCS expense vouchers related to a Tijuana conference that was attended by senior 
departmental officials in June 1999. Our review of the vouchers and other documentation related 
to the conference, including authorization cables and travel vouchers, points to a number of 
travel vulnerabilities and irregularities (see page 55). 

Monterrey staff is productive, but appears overburdened. During our review of the 
US&FCS constituent post in Monterrey, we discussed the post's efforts to promote U.S. exports 
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with several consular officials, partners, and clients. Each person interviewed held the 
Monterrey staff in high esteem and _valued their work The staff coordinates efforts extensively 
with other consular sections and multiplier organizations. Although the post is productive, there 
appears to be an overload of tasks assigned to the seven-person staff. Fortunately, the office 
continues to be successful in its trade promotion efforts, primarily due to its cooperative efforts 
and motivated staff (see page 64). 

US&FCS Guadalajara's low produdivity and poor consulate and business relations need 
to be addressed. The US&FCS post is located in the U.S. Consulate in Guadalajara and is 
responsible for eight states in western Mexico. Guadalajara is a less business-oriented city than 
Mexico City, Monterrey, and Tijuana. Although we found that administrative activities were 
handled well, the number of market research and success stories were down at the.time of our 
visit, and improved communications with consulate officials !lfld partners was needed (see 
page 68). 

Tijuana has had a number of successes, but the level of activity may not warrant a full
time, on-site officer. The US&FCS operations in Tijuana are housed in the U.S. Consulate, 
located approximately 145 miles from Los Angeles and only 16 miles from San Diego. During 
fiscal years 1998 and 1999, the post was staffed by one US&FCS domestic office employee, 
reporting to San Diego, and one foreign service national trade specialist. Staffing changed in 
August 1999, to one principal commercial officer (a foreign service officer) and two foreign 
service nationals. The staff in Tijuana is responsible for a significant number of Mexico's 
success stories and has adequately managed most administrative operations. We question, 
however, the need for a foreign commercial officer stationed at the post versus living on the U.S. 
side of the border, considering the added cost of housing an American officer and family in 
country (see page 70). 

On page 73, we offer a series of recommendations to the Under Secretary for International Trade 
and the Acting Assistant Secretary and Director General for the U.S. and Foreign Commercial 
Service to address our concerns. 

In the agency's written response to our draft report, the Acting Director General 
of the U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service generally agreed with our observations and outlined 
steps US&FCS has taken to address the intent of our recommendations. The ~cting Director 
General stated that "most recommendations have already been implemented or soon will be." 
We applaud US&FCS and the post for their aggressivt; plan of remedial actions to address our 
concerns . 
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Pursuant to the authority of the Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended, and the requirements 
of the Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988, the Office of Inspector General 
conducted an inspection of the International Trade Administration's U.S. and Foreign 
Commercial Service (US&FCS) operations in Mexico during the period June 14 through July 1, 
1999. This review included the operations of US&FCS's Trade Center in Mexico City. 

Inspections are special reviews that the OIG undertakes to provide agency managers with 
information about operational issues. One of the main goals of an inspection is to eliminate 
waste in federal government programs by encouraging effective and efficient operations. By 
asking questions, identifying problems, and suggesting solutions, the OIG hopes to help 
managers move quickly to address problems identified during the inspection. Inspections may 
also highlight effective programs or operations, particularly if they may be useful or adaptable 
for agency managers or program operations elsewhere. 

This inspection was conducted in accordance with the Quality Standards for Inspections issued 
by the President's Council on Integrity and Efficiency. We discussed some of our preliminary 
observations with the Ambassador and Deputy Chief of Mission while in Mexico. Also, during 
the review, and at its conclusion, we discussed our findings with the Deputy Senior Commercial 
Officer at post. 'Finally, we briefed the Deputy Assistant Secretary for International Operations, 
the Regional Director for the Western Hemisphere, and the incoming SCO on our findings. 

PURPOSE AND SCOPE 

The purpose of this inspection was to evaluate the effectiveness of the US&FCS post in Mexico, 
including the Trade Center, in assisting U.S. businesses to expand their trade and business 
opportunities there. We also looked at the policies, procedures, and practices being followed by 
the post to carry out its assigned functions and activities. This included determining whether 
established goals were being achieved, evaluating the economy and efficiency of operations, and 
assessing the post's compliance with applicable regulations and instructions. We also examined 
the coordination between the post and other organizations in achieving the overall goals of IT A 
and the Department. 

In conducting the inspection, we (1) visited all four posts in Mexico: Mexico City, Monterrey, 
Guadalajara, and Tijuana; (2) reviewed the organizational structure and operating approaches 
used in administering activities at the post; (3) interviewed appropriate Commerce Department, 
State Department, and other U.S. government and private sector officials and business clients; 
and (4) examined pertinent files and records relating to the post's operations. The inspection also 
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included a review of headquarters and district office activities that support the post's operations. 
The findings presented in this report relate to the post's operations and activities near the time of 
our visit in June to July 1999. 

BACKGROUND 

The International Trade Administration (ITA) administers a variety of programs and activities 
designed to increase U.S. exports. In addition to its headquarters operations, ITA maintains 
through the U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service (US&FCS), a network of U.S. Export 
Assistance Centers in 104 American cities and overseas posts in 92 countries. 

US&FCS is structured to provide business firms with a base of export assistance and support 
stretching from individual U.S. cities to specific foreign markets. Personnel at the domestic 
offices primarily counsel U.S. firms on exporting, including how to get started, how and where to 
find foreign buyers and promising markets, and how to successfully compete for foreign 
business. They also act as a conduit for U.S. businesses' access to the US&FCS network of 
overseas offices. These overseas offices perform a number of activities that are directed at 
assisting individual exporters and improving the trade position of the United States. This 
includes identifying trade or investment opportunities, finding potential foreign representatives 
or agents for U.S. companies, providing business consultation to U.S. visitors at foreign posts, 
making business appointments with potential trading partners or host government officials, 
assisting in the implementation of export controls and other trade regulation activities, and 
preparing market res~ch on a country's "best prospect" industries. 

The overseas posts are generally staffed by three types of professionals: (I) American career 
officers within the foreign service, who rotate among posts on about three-year assignments and 
who are intendedto provide the primary professional contact with U.S. businesses, the U.S. 
government, and senior foreign business and government officials as necessary; (2) career 
foreign service nationals (FSNs). who provide critical local continuity through the maintenance 
of foreign business and government contacts, as well as most of the specialized and general 
market research and business consulting; and (3) personal services contractors (PSCs), who 
provide the balance of support through specialized services beyond what current career staffing 
levels pennit. The American officers are responsible for the overall management and leadership 
of posts, but they typically rely on FSNs to handle many administrative and some management 
functions and tasks. In Mexico, US&FCS also employs a number of temporary employees, 
referred to a5 trade aides, on an as needed basis through a blanket purchase agreement. 

The Mexican economy is in the latter stages of an impressive recovery from a severe recession 
precipitated, in part, by the sharp devaluation of the peso in the last days of 1994. Simultaneous 
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with the implementation of a disciplined recovery plan, which has been hailed as a model for 
Asia's troubled economies, the government has put in place a series of economic and 
institutional reforms designed to keep the economy on a path of steady growth. U.S. exporters 
have managed to make the most of this notable Mexican recovery, with sales of U.S. goods and 
services to Mexico growing by over 20 percent for a third consecutive year in 1998, according to 
Census Bureau statistics. 

While medium-term prospects for Mexican economic growth are among the best in the Western 
Hemisphere, there are negative factors which have the potential to cut growth and add turbulence 
in the near term. Of these, the high crime rate in Mexico City and certain other major cities has 
raised concerns for the safety of visitors, expatriates and, indeed, Mexican nationals. Other 
trends that do not pose an immediate challenge to Mexican growth, but warrant watching, are the 
continued weakness of the banking system, a moderate but mounting current account deficit, and 
the long-standing challenge of achieving a more equitable internal distribution of Mexican 
wealth. 

Figure 1: Map of US&FCS Mexico Office Locations 

UNITED STATES 
' . 1. 

In looking at Mexico as a market, a nation, and a neighbor, it is clear that this country has an 
importance to the United States thai transcends business cycles and long-term structural 
adjustments. Mexico is a natural market and its firms are natural partners for companies from 
the United States. Beyond a shared two thousand mile border, the two countries are bound, 
together with Canada, in the North American Free Trade Agreement, NAFT A. Now in its fifth 
year, the treaty has proven to be a net boost to all three economies. Eighty-five percent of U.S. 
goods now enter Mexico duty-free. Remaining tariffs on U.S. goods are between 5 and 20 
percent ad valorem, with the highest on agricultural products and finished vehicles. For NAFTA 
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percent ad valorem, with the highest on agricultural products and finished vehicles. For NAFTA 
exporters, tariffs will be phased out by January 2004, or earlier, depending on the good: The 
U.S. share of the Mexican import market reaches close to 85%, notwithstanding vigorous 
marketing efforts by European and Asian nations. According to the Census Bureau's 1999 data, 
the United States had a $22.8 billion trade deficit with Mexico-the United States' second leading 
trading partner with $196.57 billion in 1999 total trade. While Mexicans are a diverse and 
independent people, U.S. standards, business practices, and consumer styles are embraced in 
Mexico, especially by the large segment of the population that is under 25 years old. 

To assist U.S. exporters penetrate this market, US&FCS established offices in Mexico City, 
Tijuana, Guadalajara, and Monterrey. As of October 31, 1999, US &FCS Mexico staff included 
12 American officers, 35 foreign service nationals, and 28 personal services contractors (see 
Table 1). The post also employs, as needed, a number of trade aides. In Mexico City, all staff is 
located in the U.S. trade center facility. The facility also has sufficienrspace to house numerous 
trade missions, shows, events. US&FCS Mexico's fiscal year 1999 operating budget was 
$2,093,489. 

Table -1: Staffing levels at each US&FCS post in Mexico (June - July 1999V 

Mexico City · Monterrey Guadalajara Tijuana Total 

American Officers 9 1 12 

FSNs 27 3 3 2 35 

PSCs 24 3 0 28 

Total 60 17 Is 13 I 1s 

1 In addition to the above regular staffing, in FY 1999 US&FCS Mexico also had 178 part-time trade aides 
hired via a blanket purchase agreement. 
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At the time of our visit, although US&FCS Mexico was busy with trade shows and other trade 
events and actiyities, we found no evidence that its activities were based on an analysis of what 
products and services would best serve U.S. exporters and meet US&FCS's goals and objectives. 
Instead, US&FCS Mexico placed an unjustified heavy emphasis on trade events-more 
specifically, making a profit on trade events. 

A. Existence of trade center facility, not necessarily exporter needs, drives the post's 
activities 

The Mutual Educational and Cultural Exchange Act of 1961 is the authority ITA uses to charge 
and collect fees from private sector parties. to support the post's export promotion activities. In a 
June 29, 1990, memorandum to US&FCS, the Department's General Counsel stated that 
US&FCS is not allowed to" ... set fees for the purpose of earning a surplus to cover other trade 
promotion activities." Although collections should bear a close relationship to the cost of the 
specific program or activity undertaken, some post staff stated that they intentionally budget for a 
profit. 

For each event, the post develops and submits a budget to headquarters that estimates collections 
and expenses. As event planning and preparation near completion, a more accurate estimate of 
event costs are known and the budget is updated to reflect any changes in those estimates. In 
addition to individual event budgets, the post established an overhead account to track indirect 
expenses. Indirect expenses are not charged to each individual event. However, contrary to 
departmental policy, the post is budgeting beyond the amount needed to cover event and 
overhead expenses. In fact, the post has a history of collecting more than its actual expenses for 
trade events. 

It is clear from the trade event budgets that the post was budgeting for a profit over and above its 
direct and overhead costs. Trade center officials told us that their philosophy has been to make a 
positive contribution to the US&FCS trust fund. The trust fund is a revolving fund that is self
supporting from the revenues generated by the trade events that it supports. At the time of our 
visit, the Office of Trade Events Management2 was responsible for tracking and managing trade 

20n January 7, 2000, the Office of Trade Events Management was eliminated and its functions were 
moved to the Office of PublicJPrivate Initiatives. 
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events and the trust fund. Posts make requests to the trade events board3 for funds from the trust 
fund for post-initiated events (PIEs). According to staff at post, the trade events board is more 
likely to grant requests for funds for trade events when a post has a history of making 
"contributions 11 to the trust fund, which are basically profits. However, trade center personnel 
pointed out that private sector trade show operators have been taking over the more profitable 
trade events conducted by the USTC. In order to ensure that the U.S. government is not 
competing with private U.S. companies, US&FCS allows private sector show organizers to bid 
on trade shows in which they show an interest. While we recognize the difficulties post staff 
face in their attempt to recover trade event costs, it is inappropriate for the post to budget with 
the intent to earn an overall profit on events. US&FCS Mexico trade events should be . \ 
appropriately budgeted to recover costs, not earn revenue. 

Table 2: Estimated and Actual Income of the U.S. Trade Center in Mexico City 

Period Collections Direct Overhead Total Net 
Expenditures Expenditures Expenditures Income 

FY 1999 $1,335,280 $737,336 $454,957 $1,192,293 $142,987 
Projected at 
year beginning 

FY 1999 1,463,128 933,871 515,137 1,449,008 14,120 
Actual 

-
FY 1980-FY 22,547,420. Not Available Not Available 19,421,110 3,126,310 
1998 
Actual 

Source: 10/98 & 12199 USTC Mexico City Cashflow Projections 

As shown in Table 2, the habit of profit-seeking resulted in a substantial net income from 1980 to 
1998. The net income of over $3 million represents nearly a 14 percent profit margin for the 
center during this period. This large surplus is not merely due to conservative projections to 
keep the trade center from operating at a Joss. 

The post also realized a profit of over $14,000 in FY 1999, albeit lower than the $142,987 profit 
projected at the beginning of the fiscal year. Although it may appear that the planned profit was 
prudent in the event of unforeseen cancellations, poor attendance, or cost escalation, much of the 

3 The trade events board reviews and approves the mission statement and coordinates and oversees the 
scheduling of Commerce sponsored trade missions . 
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difference between the projected and actual profit was actually caused by an over $60,000 
increase in overhead, such as FSN and PSC wages and benefits. 

Many in the office believe that their concentration on making a profit impairs the office's ability 
to address the more fundamental question: What efforts should the Department of Commerce 
undertake in Mexico to best serve U.S. exporters? If a trade show, regardless of its value to U.S. 
exporters, is perceived as a money loser, it does not get put on the event schedule. The cost 
recovery issue takes precedence; the center tends to focus on those shows that will be easiest to 
recruit. The fiscal needs of the trade center are important, but should be subordinate to the needs 
of U.S. exporters. 

Privatization of trade shows leads to need to reexamine need for trade shows 

As competition from private sector event organizers expands, the trade center is forced to offer 
more niche trade events. As provided for by departmental policy, US&FCS's more successful 
trade shows are being privatized. In effect, US&FCS Mexico has developed and then 
"graduated" a number of annual trade shows. Privatization of trade shows fonnerly conducted by 
US&FCS, combined with the growth of other independently run trade shows in Mexico, has 
limited the types of trade events available for US&FCS to sponsor. Consequently, the center 
conducts more highly specialized niche shows. For example. the i;enter recently hosted a trade 
show for American exporters of used medical equipment. The main exception to this trend is the 
horizontal4 Repcom Show, which matches Ani.erican exporters from a variety of industries and 
sectors with Mexican agents, distributors, and representatives. The reduction of viable industries 
served by US&FCS's vertical shows may indicate that the post should reexamine US&FCS's 
need to heavily focus on.hosting trade shows in Mexico City. The post should explore 
alternatives for using the 896 square meters of exhibition space that it currently maintains, such 
as converting it to office space. 5 

Subsequent to our visit, we learned that US&FCS was considering moving out of its current 
facilities in Mexico City. The problems we note in this report do not necessitate such a move. 
However if US&FCS decides to move to another location, it should not proceed with any major 
renovations recommended in this report. 

4 Horizontal trade shows involve many different industries and sectors. Vertical trade shows, on the 
contrary, are focused on one industry or sector, e.g. Expo Vacaciones is a vertical trade show for the tourism 
industry. 

5 The Mexico City trade center has two exhibition rooms, the George Washington (560 m2) and the John 
Adams (246 m2

), and one meeting room, the Thomas Jefferson (90 m2) . 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
The Inspector General 
Washington, O.C. 20230 

FOR OFFICI:M:i t:TSE ONl:iY 
(With Appendixes) 

Mark Foulon 
Acting Under Secretary for Industry and Security 

Johnnie E. Frazier . '?"""')tl-' 
Annual Follow-Up R ort n Previous Export Con{) 
Recommeiulations, M. dated by the National Defense 
Authorization Act r E' cal Year 2000, as Amended (IPE-
18546) 

This is our annual report on the status of open recommendations from our prior reviews 
conducted in accordance with the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) for Fiscal 
Year 2000, as amended. Please see page 4 for a listing of each report and the overall status 
of recommendations in those reports. 

As a result of this year's follow-up work, we found that the Bureau of Industry and Security 
has taken action to address many of·the open recommendations. However, several key 
recommendations from our reports on ECASS modernization efforts (February 2002), 
deemed export controls (March 2004), chemical and biological export licensing (March 
2005), and China export controls (March 2006) remain open. In addition, one 
recommendation from the March 2002 interagency report on federal automated export 
licensing systems is still open. All recommendations from our March 2000 and 2001 reports 
are now closed. Appendix A provides more details about our findings and recommendations 
and the actions BIS has taken to address them. 

We would like to make special note of the fact that the Secretary of Commerce established a 
Deemed Export Advisory Committee in June 2006 to review BIS' deemed export control 
policy, including our recommendations. We look forward to the committee's report later this 
year and hope its findings and recommendations will enable BIS to increase compliance 
rates, assist enforcement efforts, and ensure that the regulations have the intended effect of 
protecting national security interests without unnecessarily overburdening exporters and the 
scientific community. In addition, with regard to export controls for China, we want to point 
out that BIS is currently working on a final rule that will clarify U.S. policy on the export of 
items controlled for national security reasons to China and will implement new controls on 
exports of certain otherwise uncontrolled items when the exporter knows they are destined 
for a military end use in China. 
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Furthennore, given the current interest in the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United 
States (CFTIJS) both within and outside of the U.S. government, we followed up on our 
March 2000 report findings and recommendations related to selected aspects of CFIUS' 
monitoring of foreign investment for national security reasons. While questions still remain 
about the effectiveness of the overall ~FIUS process, we noted that considerable 
improvements have been made with regard to the CFIUS activities within Commerce. We 
believe these improvements provide for greater.coordination and transparency in 
Commerce's decision-making process. Appendix B provides more detail about our follow-
up work related to CFIUS. · 

It should also be noted that based on our current follow-up work, we reopened our 
recommendation rela~ to BIS working with the U.S. Postal Service to increase interagency 
cooperation and coordination in identifying potential violations of dual-use export control 
laws. Specifically, after two joint initiativ~ in 2005, the coordination between the agencies 
appeared to stop. Given that individuals could circumvent dual-use export controls by 
mai.ling controlled commodities to cowitries or entities of concern without seeking an export 
license, we believe that senior Export Enforcement officials need to intervene in this matter 
(see page A-25). 

We request that BIS officials provide an updated response and action plan within 60 calendar 
days for those recommendations that we still consider to be open. If you would like to 
discuss this report, please call me at (202) 482-4661, or Jill Gross, Assistant Inspector 
General for Inspections and Program Evaluations, at (202) 482-2754. 

BACKGROUND 

The United States controls the export of dual-use items for national security, foreign policy, 
and nonproliferation reasons under the authority of several different laws. Dual-use items are 
commodities, software, and technologies that have predominantly civilian uses, but also can 
have military, proliferation, and terrorism-related applications. The primary legislative 
authority for controlling the export of dual-use commodities is the Export Administration Act 
of 1979, as amended, 1 which is implemented through the Export Administration Regulations 
(EAR). 

The House and Senate Armed Services Committees, through the NDAA for FY 2000, as 
amended, directed the ~pectors General of the Departments of Commerce, Defense, 
Energy, and State, in consultation with the Director of Central Intelligence and the Director 
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, to conduct an annual assessment of the adequacy of 
current export controls and counterintelligence measures to prevent the acquisition of 
sensitive U.S. technology and technical infonnation by countries and entities of concem.2 

The Offices of Inspector General (OIGs) are required to report to the Congress no later than 

1 50 U.S.C app. sec. 2402(2). Although the act expired on August 20, 200 I, Congress agreed to the President's 
request to extend existing export regulations under Executive Order 13222, dated August 17, 2001, as extended 
by the Notice of August 3, 2006, 71 FR 44551(August7, 2006), thereby invoking emergency authority under 
the International Emergency Economic Powers Act. 
2 Public Law 106-65, October 5, 1999. 
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March 30 of each year from 2000 to 2007. In addition, the legislation requires the OIGs to 
include in their annual report the status or disposition of recommendations made in earlier 
reports submitted in accordance with the act. This memorandum, in conjunction with the 
appendixes, is designed to provide that status report. 

OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY 

The primary objective of this review was to follow up on actions taken by BIS, and other 
re8ponsible Commerce bureaus, to implement the open recommendations contained in our 
prior reports completed in accordance with NOAA 2000, as amended. We also followed up 
on select recommendations made in our March 2000 report on CFIUS and recommendations 
related to the Office of Export Enforcement's coordination with the U.S. ·Postal Seivice, as 
contained in our March 2003 report on export enforcement. 

To meet our objectives, we spoke with various BIS officials, including senior managers and 
licensing and enforcement officers, as well as officials in the International Trade 
Administration (ITA), the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), and the Department's Office of 
Security (OSY). We also spoke with officials from the Department of the Treasury and the 
U.S. Postal Service. In addition, we reviewed supporting documentation to detennine 
whether the actions reportedly taken by these agencies were sufficient to address our 
recommendations. 

OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Table 1 on the following page summarizes the number of remaining open recommendations 
from each OIG inspection report. Appendix A to this report includes a detailed description 
of the individual open recommendations and the OIG status report on them. Appendix B to 
this report includes a detailed status report on prior OIG work and recommendations related 
to CFIUS matters. 
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Table 1: Status of Open Recommendations in OIG 2000-2006 Reports on Export 
Controls 

Recommendations 
Report Title Agency Total #Closed #Closed # 

# Prior to During Open 
this this 

Reporting Reporting· 
Period Period 

U.S. Dual-Use Export Controls for BIS 9 0 1 8 
China Need to Be Strengthened (IPE-
17500, March 2006) 

-The Export Licensing Process For BIS it 6 3 2 
Chemical And Biological Commodities 
Is Generally Working Well, But Some 
Issues Need Resolution (IPE-16946, 
March2005) 
Deemed Export Controls May Not Stop BIS 7 4 1 2 
the Transfer of Sensitive Technology to NIST 7 6 0 1 
Foreign Nationals in the U.S. (IPE- NOAA 5 0 5 0 
16176, March 2004) OSY 1 0 0 1 
Improvements Are Needed to Better BIS 55 53 1 2* 
Enforce Dual-Use Export Control Laws ITA ·4 4 0 0 
(IPE-15155, March2003) 
BXA Needs to Strengthen Its ECASS BIS 13 9 I 3 
Modernization Efforts to Ensure Long-
Term Success of the Project (IPE-14270, 
February 2002) 
Interagency Review of Federal BIS 4 3 0 1 
Automated Export Licensing Systems 
ID-2002-074, March 2002) 
Management of Commerce Control List BIS 14 12 2 0 
and Related Processes Should be 
Improved (IPE-13744, March 2001) 
Improvements Are Needed in Programs BIS 22 22 0 0 
Designed to Protect Against the ITA 1 1 0 0 
Transfer of Sensitive Technologies to NIST 6 6 0 0 
Countries of Concern (IPE-12454-1, NOAA 5 5 0 0 
March2000) 

TOTALS 164 131 14 20* 
*Note: We reopened one of the recommendations from our export enforcement report upon 
receiving updated information on the activity in question during our current follow-up work. 
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During the 2006 reporting period, we evaluated the effectiveness of the U.S. government's 
export control policies and practices with respect to preventing the unauthorized transfer of 
sensitive U.S. technologies and technical infonnation to China. In particular, we evaluated the 
consistency of BIS' export control policies, practices, and procedures regarding China with 
relevant laws and regulations; the effectiveness of coordination among federal agencies during 
the dispute resolution process for export license applications involving China; the potential for 
diversion of sensitive commodities from Hong Kong to China; the effectiveness of BIS' end-use 
check program in China and Hong Kong; and what activjties Commerce bureaus are engaged in 
pursuant to the 1979 U.S. and China Science and Technology Agreement and, to the extent 
practicable, whether they are adhering to export control regulations. Our observations and 
conclusions during the 2006 review included the following: 

-•lo Export control regulations and procedures related to China should be strengthened. 
The current dual-use export control regulations do not prevent the Chinese military from 
receiving U.S. commodities that can be used in the development of conventfonal 
weapons. 

• BIS regulations raise some conventional weapons concerns. According to 
BIS, there is currently no basis in the Export Administration Regulations (EAR) 
to deny an export license application solely on the basis of military end use if the 
exported item or technology is not controlled for national security· reasons on the 
Commerce Control List (CCL). We recommended that BIS review the issue to 
determine whether it warrants regulatory revision, such as the addition of a 
military "catch-all" provision to the EAR for items that could contribute fo the 
development of conventional weapons but are not specifically controlled for 
national security reasons, and implement such a change in the regulations, as 
appropriate. 

• BIS' public statements regarding licenses to China are inconsistent with the 
EAR. Specifically, while the EAR states, "[i]tems may be approved even though 
they may contribute to Chinese military development or -the end-user or end-use is 
military," BIS officials have repeatedly stated that BIS does not approve export 
licenses to military end users in China. This inconsistency results in a lack of 
transparency to exporters and may cause difficulties in implementation and 
application of export controls within the interagency export licensing community. 
We recommended that BIS develop one consistent policy regarding exports to 
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military end users or for military end uses in China and amend the regulations as 
necessary to reflect that policy . 

.) BIS' end-use check programs in China and Hong Kong need to be improved. End
use checks play an important role in helping to ensure that exported technologies are 
protected from diversion to unauthorized end users or end use. Given the importance of 
both China and Hong Kong in U.S. export control matter$, BIS assigns one of its export 
enforcement agents to each of these posts to conduct end-use checks. While the 
reluctance of the Chinese goverrunent to allow end-use checks has historically precluded 
the U.S. government from performing many checks, agreement to the End Use Visit 
Understanding by both countries in April 2004 afforded BIS the ability to conduct end
use checks on a wider spectrum of licensed goods and technologies. 

• End-use checks in China still face challenges. Due to the classified nature of 
the material discussed in this section, we offer our specific findings related to this 
topic in the classified Appendix C to the China report. 

• BIS needs to more aggressively monitor potential diversions of export
controlled items from Hong Kong to China. Despite BIS' end-use check 
requirements for Hong Kong and the placement of an export control officer 
(ECO) in Hong Kong in March 2004, there were a low number of Post Shipment 
Verifications (PSVs) conducted in FY 2005. In addition, we determined that BIS 
was not adequately targeting PSV s for shipments that can be exported to Hong 
Kong without a license but that would require a license to China. We 
recommended that BIS increase the number of end-use checks that should be 
conducted in Hong Kong based on past perfonnance. We also recommended that 
BIS improve the targeting of end-use checks in Hong Kong through (a) adequate 
upfront research on no-license-required shipments prior to post shipment 
verification requests, (b) enhanced and continued intellig~nce sharing between its 
Office of Export Enforcement (OEE) and its Office of Enforcement Analysis 
(OEA); and (c) the utilization of intelligence information to help identify 
appropriate end-use checks. In addition. we recommended that BIS work with the 
U.S. Census Bureau to modify the Automated Export System to expand the 
Export Control Classification Number field from the current five digits to eight 
digits. 

• BIS needs to improve staffing continuity for its operations in Hong Kong and 
China. We noted that BIS did not have a formal staffing plan in place to ensure 
continuity in its assignments ofECOs in Hong Kong and China. We 
recommended that BIS develop a staffing plan to provide continuity in the 
stationing of qualified ECOs in Hong Kong and China to avoid interruptions in 
operations and initiate that plan at least 6 to 12 months before the end of the term 
of the departing ECO. 
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•!• BIS' monitoring of license conditions could be enhanced. The EAR states that an 
export license may be limited by conditions on the use of the export. The ability to place 
conditions on a license is an important part of the license approval process as well as an 
additional means to monitor certain shipments. Of the 55 standard license conditions, 6 
require the licensee ·to submit export documentation to BIS regarding the shipment of a 
controlled commodity. A seventh condition. referred to as "Write Your Own" (WYO), 
allows licensing officers to formulate unique requirements, which may also include 
reporting requirements. Frequently, the conditions are the result of lengthy negotiations 
among the licensing referral agencies. 

• BIS should ensure that there is a technical re"View of technical documentation 
submitted by exporters or end users pursuant to license conditions. While 
BIS has a process to track whether or not exporters actually submit documentation 
pursuant tO six of the seven license reporting conditions, prov.ided the licenses are 
properly marked, it did not require licensing officers to actually review the 
documentation. As a result, we identified 11 China cases that required exporters 
to submit teclmical documentation pursuant to conditions uniquely formulated by 
the interagency licensing agencies that did not receive a technical review. 
Without a substantive, technical review of the documentation, BIS cannot 
determine whether the exporter (and/or end user) is complying with the intent of 
the license conditions. We recommended that BIS put procedures in place to 
provide for a technical review of technical documentation submitted by exporters 
and end users to ensure their compliance with license conditions. 

• China post-shipment verification license conditions were not properly 
marked for follow-up. We identified five China licenses that required a PSV but 
were not properly marked by the licensing officer with "Condition 14." When a 
licensing officer marks ''Condition 14" on a license application, the license is 
automatically entered into Export Enforcement's Conditions Follow-up 
Subsystem and targeted for subsequent monitoring. However, in these cases the 
text of the PSV condition was recorded in the WYO condition despite a 
countersigning process meant to ensure that license applications are processed 
appropriately, including making sure that license conditions are accurately 
reflected on the license applications. As such, these licenses were not entered into 
Export Enforcement's tracking system, which is monitored by OEA. We 
recommended that BIS review the process of marking and countersigning license 
applications with Condition 14 to identify and correct any weaknesses to ensure 
that these license applications are properly entered into Export Enforcement's 
Conditions Follow-up Subsystem and monitored by OEA. We also recommended 
that the Office of Exporter Services (OExS) promptly forward to OEA any copies 
of shipper's export declarations that are submitted by an exporter. 
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•!• NIST and NOAA conduct various activities pursuant to the 1979 U.S.-China Science 
and Technology Agreement. Pursuant to our mandate under the NDAA for FY 2003, 
we sought to detennine what activities Commerce bureaus were engaged in pursuant to 
the 1979 U.S.-China S&T Agreement and, to the extent practicable, whether they are 
adhering to export control regulations. Within Commerce, there are two bureaus-NIST 
and NOAA- that maintained active protocols under the agreement during FY s 2004 and 
2005. We found that NIST appeared to be complying with deemed export control 
regulations with respect to activities undertaken pursuant to the 1979 S&T Agreement. 
Specifically, the EAR-controlled items we reviewed at NIST appeared to be protected 
from Chinese foreign national visitors. We found that NOAA still is in the process of 
developing its export control compliance program; however, NOAA has reportedly 
placed access controls on all EAR-controlled technology where foreign nationals are 
present, including Chinese nationals. 

B. Status of OIG Recommendations 

Recommendations for BIS 

1. Determine whether a military "catch-all" provision should be incorporated in the 
EAR for items that could contribute to the development of conventional weapons 
but are not specifically controlled for national security reasons, and implement, as 
appropriate. 

Status: Open. BIS issued a proposed rule in July 2006 to update its policies on dual-use 
exports to China. The proposal intends to clarify U.S. policy on exports of items 
controlled for national security reasons to China and will also implement new controls on 
exports of certain otherwise uncontrolled items when the exporter knows they are 
destined for a military end use in China. The comment period ended in December 2006. 
According to the Assistant Secretary for Export Administration, BIS has reviewed alI of 
the comments and is currently working with the export licensing agencies to modify the 
rule; as appropriate. BIS is striving for the rule to be finalized by May 2007. Until the 
rule is finali_zed and published in the Federal Register, this recommendation will remain 
open. 

2. Develop one consistent policy regarding exports to military end users or for military 
end uses in China and amend the regulations as necessary to reflect that policy. 

Status: Open. The rule described in recommendation one above will also reaffirm that 
the U.S. government's existing policy is to generally deny exports that will contribute to 
the advancement of Chinese military capabilities. Until the rule is finalized and 
published in the Federal Register, this recommendation will remain open. 
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3. Increase the number of end-use checks that should be conducted in Hong Ko11g 
based on past performance. 

Status: Open. According to BIS' May 2006 action plan, its ongoing reorganization of 
Export Enforcement's OEA, including the selection of a senior executive service-level 
director and the creation of a specific division responsible for license review and end-use 
check functions, will result in an increase in the quantity and quality of BIS resources 
supporting the end-use check program. ln addition, starting in FY 2007, the nwnber of 
end-use checks to be conducted increased from 50 to 58-60 for posts that have ECOs. 
However, only 38 end-use checks were closed out in FY 2006 for Hong Kong. BIS 
attributed this low number of end-use checks to the gap in ECO coverage from March 
2006, when the former ECO left post, to August 2006, when the current ECO arrived at 
post. While we still believe that the ECO in Hong Kong could conduct more than the 
newly prescribed 60 end-use checks due to the size of the territory covered and lack of 
host government restrictions on conducting such checks, we understand that BIS is going 
to make the Hong Kong ECO position a regional position. As such, in addition to 
conducting 60 end-use checks in Hong Kong in a given year, the ECO informed us that 
he will be required to conduct end-use checks in other countries in the region (e.g., 
Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, and Indonesia).· However, until the ECO meets· the 
current endwuse check requirement for Hong Kong, this recommendation will remain 
open. 

4. Improve ~e targeting of end·use checks in Hong Kong through (a) adequate 
upfront research on nowlicense-required shipments prior to PSV requests, (b) 
enhanced and continued intelligence sharing between OEE and OEA; and (c) the 
utilization of intelligence information to help identify appropriate end-use checks. 

I Exemption (b)(2JI 

Status: Open. According to its May 2006 action plan, BIS has taken steps to improve 
the targeting of end-use checks in Hong Kong. Specifically, the action plan reports that 
BIS' current reorganization of OBA is designed in part to improve coordination between 
it and OEE on sharing intelligence information, which will help to identify appropriate 
end-use checks in Hong Kong. While the reorganization plan appears appropriate, we 
noted that the newly reorganized office has some critical vacancies including the new 
senior executive service-level director position and the GS· 15 director position for the 
newly created division responsible for license review and end-use check functions. 

In addition, while it is our understanding that OBA and OEE staff routinely attend weekly 
intelligence meetings, OBA and OEE managers were unable tO assess the impact this has 
had on better targeting of PSVs in Hong Kon . Furthermore, due to resource constraints 

Nonetheless, 
we did note that of the 16 PSVs conducted in Hong Kong in FY 2007, to date, 15 
reportedly involved no-license required shipments. Six of the 15 nowlicense required 
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!Exemption (b)(2) I 

PSV s involved EAR99 items. With possibly two exceptions, it is unclear why these 
particular transactions were selected given that they would generally not require a license 
to most countries, including China. Until BIS resolves the concerns raised above, this 
recommendation will remain open. 

5. Work with the U.S. Census Bureau to !Dodify the Automated Export System to 
expand the Export Control Classification Number field from the current five-digits 
to eight-digits. 

Status: Open. BIS is striving to publish an advance notice of proposed rulemaking 
soliciting comments from industry sectors and individual companies on the projected 
impact on them of expanding the Automated Export System fields. BIS also stated that it 
will consult with the Census Bureau regarding the impact such a change would have on 
the Automated Export System prior to publishing the notice. BIS hopes to issue the 
advance notice in the Federal Register in July 2007. Accordingly, this recommendation 
will remain open. 

6. Develop a staffing plan to provide continuity in the stationing of qualified ECOs in 
Hong Kong and China to avoid interruptions in operations and initiate that plan at 
least 6 to 12 months before the end of the term of the departing ECO. 

Status: Closed. BIS developed and implemented a fonnal staffing plan that provides 
specific deadlines for recruiting, selecting, training, and stationing qualified ECOs at 
designated post. The plan also provides a period of overlap between assignments to 
ensure continuity in operations during the transition between the departure of one ECO . 
and the arrival of that ECO's replacement at post. In addition, if BIS management 
foresees that there will be a gap between assignments, the plan provides for travel by 
other OEE personnel to post to ensure coverage during the gap. BIS' actions meet the 
intent of our recommendation. 

7. Put procedures in place to provide for a technical review of technical documentation 
submitted by exporters and end users to ensure their compliance with license 
conditions. 

Status: Open. According to its May 2006 action plan, BIS considers this 
recommendation closed. Specifically, BIS' chief licensing officer sent updated guidance 
on May 9, 2006, to all licensing officers on proper procedures for license conditions that 
require technical documentation from exporters. One of the requirements outlined in the 
guidance requires licensing officers to review technical documentation submitted 
pursuant to a license condition if the reports were requested because of concerns with the 
transaction. However, 
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BI~ has the authority to administer-and enforce the EAR and, as such, is ultimately 
responsible for monitoring and enforcing all conditions placed on a dual-use license. 
Withqut knowing whether an exporter or end user is fully compliant with license 
conditions, BIS cannot make informed decisions on future license applications involving· 
the same parties or take appropriate enforcement action on the current license. As such, 
this recommendation will remain open until BIS revises its procedures with respect to the 
review of technical documentation by licensing officers to require that all technical 
docwnentation requested by any licensing agency, and included in an approved license, 
be examined by the appropriate licensing officer upon submission by the exporter to 
ensure compliance with the reporting conditions. 

8. Review the process of marking and countersigning license applications with 
Condition 14 to identify and correct any weaknesses to ensure that these license 
applications are properly entered into Export Enforcement's Follow-up Subsystem 
and monitored by the Office of Enforcement Analysis. 

Status: Open. According to its May 2006 action plan, BIS considers this 
recommendation closed. Specifically, BIS reported that it reviewed the process for 
marking and countersigning license applications and, on May 5, 2006, issued an e-mail 
instructing licensing officers to use a "Countersigriing Check Sheet" to ensure 
consistency and uniformity with guidelines established. Based on our recent review of 
export controls for India, all the licenses in our sample were properly marked for 
condition 14. However, we did identify several licenses from our sample that contained 
various reporting requirements but were not properly marked for "fc_>llow-up" by the 
licensing officers. These errors occurred despite the fact that each export license 
application was reviewed and signed off by a countersigner. We do not know whether 
the May 2006 guidance has improved officer compliance with this requirement since the 
licenses not marked for follo~-up were processed before this memorandum was issued. 
Under the circwnstances, we suggest that BIS review a sample of license applications to 
see whether licensing officers and countersigners are consistently marking the 
appropriate licenses for follow-up. As such, this recommendation will remain open until 
BIS detennines whether licensing officers and countersigners are fully implementing this 
guidance. 

9. Ensure that OExS promptly forwards to OEA any copy of a shipper's export 
declaration that is submitted by an exporter. 

Status: Open. According to its May 2006 action plan, BIS considers this 
recommendation closed. On March 16, 2006, the Director of OExS instructed the 
Operations Support Division to forward shipper's export declaration documents to OBA 
within 48 hours of receipt. The Operations Support Division was also instructed to place 
a copy of the documents and the transmittal memo in the Multipurpose Application 
Records and Retrieval System, which is the permanent record retention system for 
documents related to export applications and classifications. However, during our recent 
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review of export controls for India, we found that OExS staff failed to forward· shipping 
documentation they received for at least one license to OEA so that a PSV could be 
initiated after the May 2006 shipment One of the responsible OExS employees for this 
license said that she did not.forward the shipping documentation to OBA because she 
believed monitoring the license conditions in this case was the responsibility of OExS. 
As such, this recommendation will remain open until BIS conducts a review to ensure 
that OExS staff (1) understands which license conditions they are responsible for 
monitoring and (2) are properly forwarding documentation to OBA.· 
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During the 2005 reporting period, we evaluated the U.S. export licensing process for chemical 
and biological commodities to determine whether cWTent practices and procedures helped deter 
the proliferation of chemical and biological weapons. In particular, we evaluated BIS' licensing 
process for chemical and biological commodities to deterrni,ne whether the process was timely, 
complied with statutory and regulatory requirements, and took the cumulative effect of prior 
technology transfers into consideration. We also assessed whether data and information were 
properly shared between the various agencies involved in the export license review process and 
whether the dispute resolution process between the agencies worked. FinallyJ we looked at BIS 
interactions with the Australia Group (AG) and the procedures for placing newly controlled 
items on the CCL. Our observations and conclusions from the 2005 review included the 
following: 

•!• The licensing process for chemical and biological commodities generally resulted in 
timely decisions in fiscal year 2003, but some improvements are needed. Based on a 
review of 90 of the 1,803 chemical and biological license applications submitted in 2003, 
we found that the licensing process generally resulted in timely decisions. Nevertheless, 
we identified several areas that needed improvement. 

• There is no specific time frame established for processing "non-escalated" 
license applications. Executive Order 1298 l establishes specific time 
requirements for review and processing time for license applications that are 
escalated, but there is no time requirement for completing license applications that 
are not escalated. We recommended that BIS establish specific time frames for 
reviewing and signing off on license applications after approval by the referral 
agencies. 

• License processing guidance should be consolidated and readily accessible to 
licensing officers. Licensing officers need to follqw appropriate policies and 
procedures in order to ensure proper analysis of export license applications. We 
found that BIS guidance was not compiled in a readily accessible manner and 
some of the guidance routinely used by BIS was not very clear. We 
recommended that BIS develop and maintain updated, consolidated written 
guidance, or an internal operations handbook, to formalize current license 
application review practices and that the guidance or handbook be made readily 
accessible to all employees involved in the licensing process. 
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•!• Cumulative effect reviews are not being performed for chemical and biological 
export licenses. Cumulative effect reviews examine the impact of proposed exports · 
when added to other past exports to countries and entities of concern. Approval of a 
single export license may not result in a significant increase in strategic capability of a 
country or entity of concern, but approval of multiple licenses combined with diversion 
of strategic items from other countries, the provision of items not requiring a license, 
and/or legitimate shipments from foreign suppliers could substantially enhance a 
country's ability to build a weapon of mass destruction. 

• BIS lacks the systems and resources to perform cumulative effect analyses. 
We found that BIS lacks the systems and resources to analyze the cumulative 
effect of prior technology transfers made to the end users listed on chemical and 
biological license applications, and BIS does not receive such assessments from 
other agencies during the interagency review process. We recommended that BIS 
assess the feasibility of providing licensing officers with the information housed 
in the Automated Targeting System and Automated Export System for use in their 
review of license applications. 

• Licensing referral agencies are not performing cumulative effect analyses·. 
BIS and the Central Intelligence Agency emphasized that cumulative effect -
analysis is not currently feasible because all the available data sources cannot be 
quickly consolidated or are not available when processing chemical and biological 
export licensing applications. We recommended that BIS work with the 
intelligence commllllity to develop a method to analyze and track the cumulative 
effect of dual-use exports to countries and entities of concern. 

•!• . Recent improvements in the timeliness of changes to the Commerce Control List 
need to be maintained. The Australia Group, a forum of industrialized countries that 
cooperate in trying to prevent the proliferation of chemical and biological weapons, 
generally recommends new chemical and biological items for control on an annual basis. 
BIS and the other licensing agencies cannot disclose such items to U.S. companies or 
prevent newly regulated items from being exported until these items are published on the 
CCL. During the last seven years, BIS had taken an average of ten months to get newly 
regulated chemical and biological items published on the CCL. However, BIS made a 
significant improvement by publishing the changes from the AG's June 2004 meeting in 
just six months. We recommended that BIS take appropriate actions to sustain those 
improvements in the timeliness of U.S. publication of AG guidelines and rule changes 
that impact the CCL. 

•!• Denial notification to the Australia Group needs to be more transparent. One of the 
obligations of AG membership is the submittal of license denials to the group so that 
potential proliferators cannot "shop around" for items from one country to another. AG 
members have also adopted a "no undercut policy" in which members agree not to 
approve an identical sale without first consulting with the member that first denied an 
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export license. The Department of State, as the lead U.S. representative to the AG, is 
responsible for submitting license denials to the AG.· We found that for various reasons, 
State was not submitting all denials to the AG, which meant that the A G's "no undercut 
policy" was not always triggered. We recommended that BIS ask the State Department 
to seek a ruling from the AG Chair on which denials should be sent to the AG and, based 
on the response, work with all the licensing referral agencies to develop and implement a 
written policy and procedures for handling the AG denial notification process. 

•:• BIS outreach efforts are mainly targeted to the biological exporting community and 
could be expanded. Outreach to the exporting community is a critical component of 
BIS' mission to build awareness of and compliance with export controls. 

• BIS outreach efforts to the chemical community need to be expanded. BIS 
has a reasonably robust outreach program to the biological exporting community, 
but outreach specific to the chemical exporting community has been limited. We 
recommended that BIS explore ways to do more outreach to the chemical 
exporting community, including low cost outreach alternatives, such as setting up 
briefings in Washington, mailings, or piggybacking on outreach done in 
connection with the Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC) compliance activities 
conducted by BIS, Treaty Compliance Division. 

• There is an opportunity for focused outreach to registered entities. The U.S. 
Department of Agriculture's Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service 
(APHIS) and the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services' Centers for 

.Disea.se Control and Prevention (CDC) jointly maintain a list of select agents and 
toxins that pose a severe threat to livestock, plants, and/or public health. Entities 
that possess, use, or transfer agents or toxins on the Select Agent List must 
register with the appropriate federal agency. Most of the items on the Select 
Agent List are also controlled under the EAR. We recommended that BIS· modify 
the CCL to include the 25 items1 on the Select Agent List that were not currently 
controlled for export, and to inform APHIS- and CDC-registered entities in 

·writing of the need to comply with the EAR and how to apply for an export 
license if they plan to export controlled items. 

•!• BIS' export enforcement office needs to act on the treaty compliance division's 
investigative referrals. The Treaty Compliance Division (TCD) is the BIS office that 
helps ensure U.S. industry compliance with the CWC, among other international treaties. 
ewe affects companies involved in the production, processing, consumption, import, 
and export of a range of commercial chemicals and precursors. One of the CWC 
requirements imposed on industry is the submittal of end-use certificates within seven 
days of the date of export, providing information about the types and quantities of 
chemicals being exported, the intended end-use for the chemicals, and certification that 

1 Subsequent to our report, APHIS removed two select agents from its list of select agents and toxins. 
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the chemicals will be used only for purposes not prohibited by the CWC. Although TCD 
refers cases of non-compliance to BIS' OEE for investigation and appropriate action, 
TCD was concerned that OEE was not acting on these referrals. We recommended that . 
OEE inform TCD of the outcome of the CWC-related investigations and that TCD build 
a system to track ewe investigative referrals. 

B. Status of OIG Recommendations 

Recommendations for BIS 

2. Develop and maintain clear, consolidated, and up-to-date guidance, or an internal 
operations handbook, to strengthen current license application review practices and 
help ensure that they are consistently applied. 

Status: Open. According to its May 2006 action plan, BIS was planning to place the 
licensing officer operations manual on the BIS employee intranet. However, BIS did not 
complete the task because (I) the project was never funded and (2) security concerns 
were raised about the information being included on the employee intranet. As an 
interim measure, the Operating Committee chair placed the Operating Committee for 
Export Policy Handbook of Useful Documents on the BIS shared drive. While the 
handbook provides valuable documents for the licensing officers, the handbook was 
originally prepared by the Operating Committee chair as a training tool for licensing 
officers and it is not a comprehensive licensing officer operations manual. As such, the 
Assistant Secretary for Export Administration has tasked the Operating Committee chair 
to determine what additional documents need to be added to the handbook to make it a 
comprehensive licensing officer operations manual. Therefore, this recommendation will 
remain open until BIS completes the manual and has a procedure in place to maintain and 
update it. 

4. Work with the intelligence community to develop a method to analyze and track the 
cumulative effect of dual-use exports to countries and entities of concern. 

Status: Open. According to its May 2006 action plan, BIS considers this 
recommendation closed. Specifically, BIS reported that the director of its Chemical and 
Biological Controls (CBC) Division sent letters to the· Weapons Intelligence, 
Nonproliferation, and Arms Control Center (WINPAC) in December 2005 and May 
2006, requesting input from the intelligence community with respect to the cumulative 
effect of dual-use exports to countries and entities of concern. BIS receiyed a May 24, 
2006, classified response from WINPAC suggesting various alternatives to BIS for this 
purpose .. 

However, BIS informed us that it did not.respond to WINPAC's response because it did 
not agree with WINPAC's proposals. As such, BIS reportedly plans to perform its own 
cumulative effect analyses through two measures. First, BIS' intelligence liaison, 
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established in June 2006 in the office of the Assistant Secretary for Export 
· Administration, will work with the intelligence community to develop a method to 
analyze and track the cumulative effect of dual-use exports to countries and entities of 
concern. Second, BIS' Office ofTeclmology Evaluation, also established in 2006, will 
work with BIS' intelligence liaison and perform detailed analyses of both export license 
data and general export data available from the Census Bureau. The director of the 
Office of Technology Evaluation informed us that he hopes to begin some cumulative 
effect studies sometime in 2007. Until BIS begins to analyze and track the cumulative 
effect of dual-use exports to countries and entities of concern, this recommendation will 
remain open. 

7. Explore ways to do more outreach to the chemical exporting· community, including 
lower cost outreach alternatives, such as setting up briefmgs in Washington, 
mailings, or piggybacking on outreach done in connection with Chemical Weapons 
Convention compliance activities conducted· by BIS' Treaty Compliance Division. 

Status: Closed. According to it,o) ·May 2006 action plan and our discussions with the 
former and current director for the CBC Division, BIS personnel participate in quarterly 
meetings with the American Chemistry Council. In addition, personnel from the .CBC 
Division participated in three outreach sessions for the chemical industry in 2006 put on 
by BIS' Treaty Compliance Division on the new Chemical Weapons Convention 
regulation. BIS' actions meet the intent of our recommendation. 

8. Pursue multilateral controls on the 25 items now on the·CDC/APHIS Select Agent 
List that are not currently controlled for export. If agreement cannot be reached 
multilaterally, evaluate putting the 25 items on the CCL unilaterally. 

Status: Closed. On June 12, 2006, BIS published a final rule in the Federal Register to 
unilaterally control the 23 agents currently on the CDC and APHIS lists that were not 
controlled for export (the remaining two agents missing from the CCL were· removed 
from the APHIS list subsequent to our report). In addition, at the June 2006 AG plenary 
meeting, the AG agreed to multilaterally control 3 of the 23 agents. As such, on 
November 24, 2006, BIS issued a final rule in the Federal Register revising the unilateral 
control to multilateral control for these three agents. We encourage BIS to continue to . 
seek multilateral control of the remaining 20 agents. BIS'. actions meet the intent of our 
recommendation. 

9. Inform APHIS and CDC registered entities in writing of the need to comply with the 
EAR and bow to apply for an export license if they plan to export controlled items. 

Status~ Closed. In its May 2006 action plan, BIS reported that the Deputy Assistant 
Secretary for Export Administration infonned the Directors of APHIS and CDC in a 
memorandum dated July 2005 of the need to inform their registrants of the requirement to 
comply with the EAR and to provide them with the website where they can find the EAR 
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and information regarding licensing requirements and processing. In addition, in-April 
2006, the former director of the CBC Division contacted both agencies and again offered 
assistance in disseminating this information to their registrants. In March· 2007, BIS 
informed us that neither APHIS nor CDC has notified its registered entitie~ in writing 
(e.g., via e-mail or mass mailing) of the need to comply with the EAR and how to apply 
for an export license. However, as a result of BIS' multiple requests, APIIlS and CDC 
established a website where the registrants can find a link to BIS' website and to the 
EAR. As such, BIS' actions meet the intent of our recommendation. 
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A. Summary of OIG Findings and Recommendations 

During the 2004 reporting period, we conducted a review fo determine whether deemed export . 
control laws and regulations prevent the transfer of controlled U.S. technologies and technical 
infonnation to foreign nationals from countries or entities of concern. We assessed how 
effectively the dual~use deemed export regulations and policies, as impl.emented by BIS, prevent 
such transfer, and whether U.S. industry and academic institutions are complying with the 
regulations. We also looked at compliance by Commerce's National Institute of Standards and 
Teclmology (NIST) and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), and 
whether the Department's Office of Security (OSY) was adequately addressing potential security 
vulnerabilities associated with foreign national access to Commerce facilities. Some of our 
observations from the March 2004 review were as follows: 

<• Regulations and policies could enable foreign nationals from countries and entities 
of concern to access otherwise controlled technology. Some of the deemed export 
licensing exemptions in the EAR as well as BIS' deemed export licensing policies may 
inadvertently affect national security, and require further examination. · 

• Confusion exists over the "use" of controlled equipment. During our 2004 
review, we found that there was confusion over the definition and implementation 
of controls associated with the "use" ofEAR·controlled equipment by foreign 
nationals, which could result in inappropriate transfers of controlled "use" 
"technology." Our 2004 report focused in part on the EAR's definition of the 
word "use" as "operation, installation (including on·site installation), maintenance 
(checking), repair, overhaul, and refurbishing," because some of the people we 
interviewed, including certain BIS licensing officials, maintained that all of these 
activities must occur to constitute "use." We noted that it is unlikely that one 
individual would accomplish all these tasks in most situations. In addition, two of 
the folir multilateral control regimes2 define the term either with an "or," or 
without any connector word (i.e., a bullet listing of the activities). Therefore, we 
recommended that BIS modify the definition of"use" accordingly. 

2 The United States is a member of several multilateral regimes concerned with the export of dual-use and munitions 
items to countries of concern. Those organizations include the Australia Group (concerned with the proliferation of 
chemical and biological weapons), the Missile Technology Control Regime (concerned with the proliferation of 
missiles capable of delivering weapons of mass destruction). the Nuclear Suppliers Group (concerned with nuclear 
weapons proliferation), and the Wassenaar Arrangement (concerned mainly with the transfer of conventional 
weapons). 
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• Citizenship/residency requirements could permit unintended access. BIS' 
deemed export licensirig policy only recognizes a foreign national' s· most recent · 
citizenship or pennanent residency, thus allowing foreign nationals originally 
from countries of concern to obtain access to controlled dual-use teclmology 
without scrutiny if their current citizenship or permanent resident status is with.a 
countzy not subject to the controls. We recommended that BIS amend its policy 
to require U.S. entities to apply for a deemed export license for employees or 
visitors who are foreign nationals and have access to dual-use controlled 
technology if they were born in a country where the technology transfer in 
question is EAR-controlled regardless of their most recent citizenship or 
pennanent resident status (unless they are U.S. citizens or pennanent residents). 

• BIS' approval of licenses is inconsistent with EAR policies. Despite a general 
policy of denial for exports to certain terrorist-supporting countries, BIS approved 
78of107 deemed export license applications (73 percent) involving foreign 
nationals from Iran (76} and Iraq (2) between FYs 2000-2003. BIS officials 
informed us that its justification for approving those licenses was based on a 1997 
BIS legal opinion that deemed export licenses are pennissible for foreign 
nationals from Iran and Iraq because the laws prohibiting exports to those two 
countries did not apply to deemed exports conducted without knowledge or intent. 
that the software or technology would be sent to Iran or Iraq. We were concerned 
that BIS' legal opinion did not address the licensing policy for deemed exports 
and recommended that BIS reevaluate its approval of deemed export licenses for 
foreign nationals from Iran and Iraq to ensure such approvals are consistent with 
current law ·and deemed export control licensing policies ahd procedures. 

•!• BIS needs a deemed export compliance program. In our previous reports, we 
addressed BIS' monitoring of compliance with export licenses and.license conditions. 
During our 2004 review, we learned that BIS did not perform on-site inspections or 
reviews of deemed export license holders or monitor compliance with license conditions. 
Placing conditions on a license is an important part of the interagency export license 
resolution process and provides the brireau with an additional means of monitoring 
certain transactions. Therefore, we recommended that BIS develop a compliance 
program that effectively evaluates deemed export license holders' cvmpliance with 
license conditions . 

. •!• Deemed export control compliance by Commerce Bureaus is mixed. We followed up 
on recommendations made to NIST and NOAA in our March 2000 review regarding their 
compliance with deemed export controls. 

NIST: After our March 2000 review, NIST instituted a policy to regulate foreign national 
access to controlled technologies and provided deemed export control training to its 
employees. NIST maintained that the majority of its research was fundamental and, 
therefore, not subject to export controls; however, agency officials were unaware that 
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controlled "use" technology released during the conduct of fundamental research by 
foreign nationals might be subject to the EAR We recommend~d that NIST review lab 
equipment to identify EAR-controlled equipment,- interview managers of labs to establish 
what foreign nationals (if any) use or have access to the equipment, and work with BIS to 
develop an effective means to identify when a deemed export license might be required. 
In addition, we recommended that NIST provide periodic training on deemed export 
requirements to its employees who work with EAR-controlled technology or equipment, 
and that it review research upfront to determine its sensitivity and the applicability of 
deemed export controls to- the research. 

NOAA: NOAA lacked an overall deemed export control policy to effectively monitor 
foreign national access to controlled technology despite OIG recommendations to this 
effect in our March 2000 report and subsequent follow up work in this area. NOAA 
believed that deemed export. controls for the most part did not apply to the work of its 
line offices because their research was primarily fundamental. Like their counterparts at 
NIST, however, NOAA officials were unaware that controlled "use" technology during 
the conduct of fundamental research by foreign nationals might be subject to the EAR. 
We made several recommendations designed to- assist NOAA in establishing a 
comprehensive export control compliance program. 

Office of Security (OSY): Finally, given the potential security vulnerabilities identified 
at these two Commerce bureaus, we recommended that the OSY enforce-including 
conducting periodic on-site security reviews-its security .policies related to foreign 
national visitors or guest researchers in Commerce facilities, and hold those bureaus 
accountable. 

B. Status of OIG Recommendations 

· Recommendations for BIS 

1. Modify the definition of "use" in the EAR in order to help licensing and 
enforcement officials better implement and enforce deemed export controls 
associated with the technology for the use of controlled equipment. 

Status: Open. According to its May 2006 action plan, BIS considers this 
recommendation closed. Although it originally agreed with our recommendation to 
modify the definition of "use" in the EAR, the action plan reported that BIS decided not 
to modify the current definition based on its review of the more than 300 comments it 
received in response to its March 28, 2005, advance notice of proposed rulemaking 
published in the Federal Register on OIG recommendations related to deemed exports. 
Many of the comments received expressed strong opposition to the proposed changes. 
As a result, the Secretary of Commerce established a Deemed Export Advisory 
Committee in June 2006 to review BIS' deemed export control policy, including the OIG 
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report recommendations. According to BIS officials, the committee's report is expected 
to be finalized sometime in late 2007. 

We recognize the substantial time and· effort BIS has devoted to our deemed export 
recommendations;· We believe our report helped open this issue. to public debate and 
raise the awareness level of many in the academic and research community. We wiU 
keep this recommendation open· until the Deemed· Export Advisory Committee publishes 
its report and BIS takes the necessary action to develop revised regulatory· language and 
guidance that is clear, understandable, and carefully targeted to address identified threats 
without unnecessarily burdening exporters or the scientific community. 

6. Clarify and periodically update the deemed export "Questions and Answers" in 
Supplement No. 1 to Part 734 of the EAR 

Status: Open. According to its May 2006 action plan, BIS prepared clarifications of the 
. relevant "Questions and Answers" from Supplement No. 1 to Part 734 of the.EAR and 
was going to post them to the BIS website in June 2006. While BIS did clarify some of 
the answers on its website (under the Deemed Exports Frequently Asked Questions 
page), it did not update one of the "answers" we questioned in our report from the 
supplement itself. Specifically, Question A(4) from the supplement, discusses whether 
"prepublication clearance" by a government sponsor would void the ''publishability" 
exemption in the EAR and trigger the deemed export rule. The answer provided in the 
supplement states that "no ... the transaction is not subject to the EAR." 

However, in response to a similar question on its website, BIS states that, 

"Under the Export Administration Regulations (EAR), U.S. 
government sponsored research is handled very much like corporate 
sponsored research. It may be 'fundamental research,' or it may be 
proprietary (See Question 22)." 

The answer to Question 22 on BIS' website states, 

"It depends. You need to look at the research and the contract terms 
for release of the results of the research. If there are no conditions 
placed on the research, and.it is the intent of the research team to publish 
its findings in scientific literature, then it is considered 'fundamental 
research,' and no license is required. If the contract requires that the 
private corporation review the findings of the research team with the 
intent of controlling what results are to be released in open literature, 
then the research is considered proprietary, and a license is required." 
[Emphasis added.] 
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Given that Supplement No. 1 to Part 734 of the EAR states that the research in question· 
would not be subjec.t to the EAR but the answers.to Questions 22 and 23 on BIS' website 
state that it might be, we believe BIS should clarify the answer provided to this question 
in the supplement. As such, until BIS revises the answer to this question in Supplement 
No. 1 to Part 734 of the EAR, this recommendation will remain open. 

7. Develop a compliance program that effectively evaluates deemed export license 
holders' compliance with license conditions. At a minimum, the review should. 

Exemptions 
(b)(2) and 
(b)(7)(E) 

determine whether: · 

a. All research, including access to technology, is being performed in accordance 
with license conditions; 

b. Deviations to the foreign nationaPs job responsibilities stay within the technical 
parameters of the license; and, 

c. . The ·technology control. plan used by the ~ubject U.S. entity ac~urately and fully 
reflects its practices. 

Status: Closed. In June 2006 BIS issued procedures for deemed export license 
compliance verification inspections. Based on our review of the procedures, it appears 
that the inspection objectives outlined in our recommendation above are adequately -

. covered. 

BIS' actions meet the intent of our recorrunendation. 

Recommendations for NIST 

5. Adhere to departmental policy regarding vetting foreign national visitors and guest 
researchers before allowing them access to its facilities. 

Status: Open. According to NIST's May 2006 action plan, NIST requires sponsors-a 
NIST employee who is responsible for the day-to-day activities associated with the 
visit-for each foreign national visitor or guest. NIST requires ·sponsors to complete and .
submit NIST Fann 1260, Report of Foreign Visitor(s) and/or- Lecturer(s), for each 
Foreign Visitor or Guest. The action plan also states that the NIST police in Gaithersburg 
and the Commerce police in Boulder will deny access to a foreign national if the sponsor 
does not provide complete and accurate.infonnation sufficiently in advance of a visit. In_ 
addition, each sponsor is required to receive a counterintelligence briefing, including _ 
employees who might serve as escorts. According to OSY officials, these employees 
may be briefed on an annual basis rather than each time a foreign visit occurs. 
Furthermore, each sponsor must complete and sign the "Certification of Conditions and 
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Responsibilities for the DepartmentaJ Sponsor of.FN Guests" for each foreign national 
guest. This document is then sent to the appropriate OSY unit.for processing and 
clearance. · 

Based on OIG discussions with OSY and NIST officials as well as a review ofNIST's 
training materials related to this matter. NIST appears to be implementing the security 
measures outlined in the new Department Administrative Order (DAO) 207-12. Foreign 
National Visitor and Guest Access Program; Both OSY and NIST reported several 
examples where foreign nationals were not allowed access to NIST facilities because the 
sponsor(s) did not follow the new procedures. In addition, while the number of guest 
researchers appears to have remained constant over the past several years, the number of 
visitors reported has greatly increased. OSY officials attribute this increase to the new 
DAO requirements and subsequent outreach efforts by OSY and NIST. 

However, while NIST officials appear to be adhering to the riew DAO in practice, the 
guidance contained in the NIST Administrative Manual on this subject has not been 
revised to reflect the changes. As such, this recommendation will remain open witil 
NIST incorporates its new access controls into the NIST Administrative Manual. 

Recommendations for NOAA 

1. Create and implement agency-wide export control policies and procedures relating 
to foreign national ac~ess to EAR-controlled technology. 

Status: Closed. In May 2006 NOAA promulgated NOAA Administrative Order.(NAO) 
207-12 on Technology Controls and Foreign National Access. The order sets forth 
agency-wide policies and procedures governing export controls and foreign national 
access and incorporates policies and procedures contained in the new DAO 207-12. 
Based on our discussions with NOAA and OSY officials as well as our review of 
applicable documentation, NOAA headquarters appears to be adequately monitoring the 
implementation of the policies and procedures outlined in the NAO. We are very pleas.ea 
to see the substantial effort NOAA has expended to meet our recommendation. 
Accordingly, this recommendation is closed. 

2. Review its equipment inventory to determine: 

a. What commodities are EAR-controlled. 
b. What foreign nationals have access to those commodities and whether improved 

access controls are needed. 
c. Whether a deemed export license may be required. 

Status: Closed. In cooperation and consultation with BIS, NOAA has made extensive 
progress toward meeting this recommendation since our March 2004 report. Because of 
its size and structure (more than 800 physical locations across the country, as well as 
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ships and aircraft), NOAA developed a two-stage implementation plan for its export 
control compliance program. The first stage, termed Priority 1, focused on all areas 
where foreign nationals are present and all areas involving national critical infrastructure, 
including those with certain computer and satellite systems used for weather and climate 
data collection, analysis, and prediction. Priority 2 sites are those· without foreign 
nationals or critical infrastructure. 

For priority 1 sites, NOAA reportedly began by identifying and logging the location of all 
foreign national employees, contractors, guests, and other program participants 
(excluding pennarient residents) present at NOAA facilities. This portion of the project 
was originally completed in September 2005. NOAA then conducted a review of all 
equipment and technology in areas where foreign nationals were found to be present, and 
in areas with critical infrastructure. Once the inventories were complete, NOAA sent the 
inventories to BIS for review. NOAA completed this portion of the project in October 
2005. NOAA Line offices then-developed access control plans for all facilities that 
reported controlled technology. NOAA also instituted an annual certification process to. 
ensure controlled technology assessments are completed-at Priority I facilities. Under 
this process, NOAA's Deputy Assistant Administrators are required to annually certify 
that a controlled technology inventory and access controls are in place for locations 
hosting foreign national guests that have controlled technology. Based on our discussions 
with NOAA headquarters officials, we learned that they had just finished reviewing the 
first year certifications and are in the process of working with the line offices to reconcile 
noted discrepancies between headquarters records and those of the line offices. 

At Priority 2 sites, NOAA plans to conduct controlled technology inventories·on a-case- · . 
. by-case basis (e.g., when the facility expects to host foreign national guests). According 
to NOAA, an inventory will not be required if the facility will only host a foreign national 
visitor because NOAA will utilize-escorts and other access controls described in the NAO 
207-12 to mitigate any potential threats. According to BIS officials, NOAA's risk -
management approach is an appropriate risk management strategy. We agree.
Accordingly, this recommendation is closed. 

3. Establish an employee training program that effectively disseminates the necessary 
deemed export control provisions to all NOAA employees that work with EAR
controlled technology and/or equipment. 

Status: Closed. According to its June 2006 action plan, formal training was completed 
for NOAA executives, managers, and management representatives in 2005. In addition, 
NOAA issued a NOAA-wide e-mail on May 19, 2006, to make employees aware of their 
responsibilities under the DAO and NAO. NOAA plans to conduct additional "formal" 
training on an annual basis. The next scheduled training session is tentatively planned 
for summer 2007. Furthermore, departmental sponsors who host foreign national guests 

·and visitors are required to read the Espionage Indicators Guide and read/sign the 
Certification of Conditions and Responsibilities for Departmental Sponsors of Foreign 
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National Guests. Finally, NOAA established a deemed export website that offers 
additional training and awareness for NOAA employees. NOAA's actions meet the 
intent of our recommendation. 

4. Review NOAA research and NOAA-sponsored research to determine the 
applicability of deemed export controls. 

Status: Closed. According to its June 2006 action plan,.NOAA established a mandatory 
grant/cooperative agreerp.ent/contract provision requiring awardees to comply with EAR 
requirements. In June 2006, NOAA issued a NOAA-wide e-mail providing additional 
guidance concerning the applicability of the EAR to NOAA research and NOAA
.sponsored research. After consultation with and training from BIS, NOAA acknowledged 
that EAR controls apply to particular aspects of research and that NOAA needs to 
heighten its awareness within the research community to this issue. As such, NOAA 
developed a table, accompanying research guidance, and awareness documents to assist 
researchers to determine whether technology.covered during aspects of research could be· 
subject to the EAR. BIS stated that the controls and procedures instituted by NOAA 
address the research issue sufficiently, provided that the researchers constantly monitor 
their research, taking into. consideration whether or not any for.eign nationals may have 
access to it. Based on our di~cussions with NOAA and BIS officials as well as a review 
of applicable documents, NOAA' s actions meet the intent of our recommendation. 

5. NOAA should formulate adequate security procedures governing visits by foreign 
nationals to its facilities that adhere to departmental security policy. 

Status: Closed. The NAO on technology ~ntrols and foreign national a~cess, discussed 
under Recommen~tion 1, includessecurity procedures governing visits by foreigil · 
nationals to its facilities. These proc~dures are consistent with current departmental 
security policies covering foreign national access to:Commerce facilities. NOAA and 
OSY reported an increase in the number of foreign national visitors being submitted for 
clearance since the DAO and NAO have been implemented. Based on our review of 
applicable documentation, it appears that NOAA headquarters is holding NOAA line 
offices, and particularly the Deputy Assistant Administrators, accountable for complying 
with the new security procedures. As such, NOAA' s actions meet the intent of our 
recommendation. 
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Recommendation for the Chief Financial Officer and Assistant Secretary for 
Administration 

I. Enforce-including conducting periodic on-site security reviews-the Department's 
security policies related to foreign national visitors or guest researchers and hold 
Commerce bureaus accountable for compliance with those policies. 

jExemption (b)(2) 1 · 

Status: Open. Commerce's Office of the Chief Financial Officer and Assistant 
Secretary for Administration, through the Office of Security, issued DAO 207-12, 
Foreign National Visitor and Guest Access Program, in Aprll 2006. OSY reported that-, 

this recommendation will remain open. 
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A. Summary of OIG Findings and Recommendations 

During the 2003 reporting period, we completed a review of BIS' efforts to enforce export 
control laws. Specifically, we reviewed BIS' activities related to its (1) conduct of investigations 
(including agent training and the administrative remedy process); (2) interactions with the law 
enforcement community (e.g .. U.S. Cu~toms Service3 and the Federal Bureau oflnvestigation), 
the intelligence community, the U.S. Postal Service, and U.S. Attorneys' Offices; (3) monitoring 
of license conditions; (4) outreach; and (5) end-use checks. Our report identified a number of 
deficiencies, several of which we had identified in our 1999 export license review. Some of our 
observations and conclusions from the February 2003. review were as follows: 

•!• Better cooperation with other federal agencies could strengthen Export 
Enforcement's investigative process. lnteragency cooperation on export enforcement is 
essential to better safeguard U.S. national security and foreign policy interests. This 
collaboration is imperative to using limited investigatory resources efficiently, gaining 
access to the resources and expertise of others, reducing duplicative efforts, and 
conducting successful prosecutions. We examined Export Enforcement's relationship 
with various Assistant U.S. Attorneys located across the country, as well as with the U.S. 
Customs Service, the Federal Bureau oflnvestigation, the Central Intelligence Agency, 
and the U.S. Postal Service. Among other things, we reiterated our 1999 
recommendation that BIS work more closely with the Postal Service to identify potential 
violations of dual-use export control laws. 

•!• BIS was not adequately monitoring licenses with reporting conditions. The EAR 
allows BIS to further limit transactions and monitor shipments authorized Wlder an export 
license by placing conditions on the license. There are 54 possible conditions, 7 of which 
have reporting requirements (i.e., the licensee must provide BIS with various types of 
documentation concerning the shipment). We found that BIS was not adequately 
monitoring licenses with repprting conditions-a problem we identified in our 1999 
export licensing report. When license conditions are not carefully monitored, BIS cannot 
be certain that goods were not diverted to unauthorized end users or that exporters who 
fail to comply with conditions are denied subsequent licenses. 

3 The U.S. Customs Service transferred from the Department of the Treasury to the Department of Homeland 
Security in 2003. Most of its responsibilities, including those related to enforcement of export control laws, now 
reside in the Bureau oflmmigration and Customs Enforcement. 
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•:• BIS was not strategically conducting outreach to U.S. exporters. We found that while 
BIS may oontact U.S. .. exporters to educate them about export controls; OEE did not have 
a national plan for proactively identifying and conducting- outreach to manufacturers and 
exporters of critical commodities. 

•:• BIS should continue to improve the end-use check process. End-use checks, an 
important part of both the license evaluation process and enforcement process, verify the 
legitimacy of dual-use export transactions controlled by BIS. While our evaluation found 
that end-use checks are a valuable tool, we found a number of problems we identified in 
1999 remain unresolved. Specifically, U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service officers, 
who conduct most of the pre-license checks, had not received training needed to conduct 
effective checks, and BIS sometimes did not provide adequate product infonnation in its 
formal requests for end-use checks; In addition, the end-use check handbook needed to 
be revised to include instructions for coordinating checks with other U.S. agencies at a 
particular overseas post, and made available on-line to ensure that officers at post have 
easy access to the most recent guidance. We also found that the Safeguards Verification 
Program was working reasonably well. However, improvements in several areas-such 
as the writing and dissemination of trip reports and coordination with other U.S. agencies 
at a particular overseas post-would likely make the program more effective .. 

•!• Export Administration's processing of license determinations for the U.S. Customs 
Service was untimely. The Export A-Oministration Act allows Customs to detain a 
shipment for up to 20 days, after which it must formally seize or release the goods. 
Within this 20-day window, Customs must ascertain whether the conunodity requires a 
valid license for export. To do this for dual-use exports, it must request a-license 
determination from BIS. As in 1999, we found that BIS was slow to process these 
requests: fewer than half of the FY 2002 requests we examined were processed within 20 
days. We also found that the determination referral process was not automated and that 
the two agencies had insufficient guidance on the standard procedures and format for (1) 
submitting license determinations requests, (2) processing them in a timely manner, and 
(3) providing recourse when they are late. 

B. Status of OIG Recommendations 

Recommendations for BIS 

15. Work with the U.S. Postal Service to clarify the latter's appropriate role in helping 
prevent individuals from circumventing U.S. export control laws through the U.S. 
mail. As a part of that effort, increase interagency cooperation and coordination in 
identifying potential violations of dual-use export control laws. 

Status: Open. We originally closed this recommendation in our March 30, 2006, 
NDAA follow-up report because OEE had established what appeared to be a working 
relationship with the U.S. Postal Service. However, after two joint initiatives in 2005, the 
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Exemptions 
(b )(2), (b )(5) 
and (b)(7)(E) 

coordination between the agencies appeared to stop. OEE' s unit chief responsible for this 

Accordingly, this recommendation is re-opened. 

23. Notify the licensing referral agencies of all unfavorable pre-license check results and 
any subsequent BIS recommendation to return the relevant license application 
without action. 

Status: Closed. According to its May 2006 action plan. BIS considers this 
recommendation-closed. Specifically, it states that the reviewing agencies already have 
the ability to receive all PLC cables through their individual communication centers and 
provide comments to Commerce before final action is taken on a license application. 
BIS sent a memorandum to the referral agencies on May 8, 2006, recommending that 
each agency utilize its established communication and distribution center to receive cable 
traffic on PLCs and PSVs. According to the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Export 
Administration, none of the agencies responded to this memorandum. While we agree 
that the referral agencies can request copies of all cables involving end-use checks, we 
believe it would be more efficient and transparent for BIS to notify them-especially of 
negative checks-through the established licensing referral process since this information 
is already incorporated into the official licensing record. As such, this notification should 
not be a burden to BIS licensing officers. Nonetheless, while we disagree with BIS on 
this matter, this recommendation is closed because the referral agencies have a 
mechanism in place to receive infonnation on PLCs and PSVs. 
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24. Ensure that Export Administration works with Customs in the following areas: 

b. Automate the license determination referral process as part of BIS' 
modernization of ECASS. 

Status: Open. According to its May 2006 action plan, BIS is addressing this 
recommendation as part of Stage 3 of the ECASS program-the ECASS Modernization 
Project-which is tentatively scheduled for completion in FY 2013. As such, this 
recommendation will remain open.until the license determination referral process is 
automated. 
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During the 2002 reporting period, we comp1eted a review of BIS' efforts to upgrade its 
automated licensing and enforcement systems. In particular, we sought to detennine whether 
BIS had (l) adequately considered business process changes and appropriate resources for the 
life of the project; (2) established an infrastructure capable of monitoring project costs, schedule, 
and deliverables; (3) developed a realistic, achievable system-design schedule; and (4) 
implemented previous OIG recommendations pertaining to modernization of the export licensing 
system and other internal control issues. While our review found that BIS made some progress 
on its redesign effort, it also highlighted several areas needing improvement to ensure long-term 
success of the project. Some of our observations and conclusions from the February 2002 review 
were as follows: 

•!• BIS made .some progress on its redesign effort. Specifically, BIS was developing, in 
conjunction with Defense, a "front-end" licensing subsystem, known as the Simplified 
Network Application Processing (SNAP) system to al1ow exporters to submit all types of 
license applications as well as the corresponding supporting documentation on-line. In 
addition, BIS implemented its new Export Enforcement system, known as the 
Investigative Management System. 

•:• BIS needed better planning to ensure long-term success of the project. Specifically, 
BIS needed to detennine what business process reengineering recommendations needed 
to be implemented, prepare a revised cost estimate for its system redesign, and determine 
all of the ECASS 2000+ requirements, including user and security requirements. 

•:• BIS needed to strengthen its modernization effort by implementing established 
information technology management best practices. Specifically, at the time our 
fieldwork was completed, the ECASS 2000+ project lacked adequate management tools, 
including (1) a project management plan, (2) target architecture, (3) a software 
acquisition training program, and ( 4) configuration and risk management processes. 

Our report also noted that interagency cooperation on planning, design, and development of a 
dual-use export licensing system had been mixed because BIS had not invo]ved the other 
licensing agencies in its own redesign effort beyond SNAP. For example, BIS was developing 
ECASS licensing requirements without input or validation from the licensing referral agencie~. 
We recommended that the other licensing agencies should be included in the development of 
licensing requirements for any new system. 
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2. Determine what resources are needed for ECASS 2000+ in the short-term (FY s 2002 
and 2003) and long-term (FYs 2004 through 2006), bow to secure adequate.funding 
levels, and whether it is necessary to extend .the project .timeframe. 

Status: Open. According to its May 2006 action plan, BIS considers this 
recommendation closed because funding for its ECASS-Redesign project is incorporated 
in its base budget. However. as we previously reported, the ECASS program comprises 
two phases: shorMerm (stages I and 2) and medium-term (stage 3). The goal of the 
short-term phase, defined as "ECASS Redesign," is to migrate the current ECASS 
Legacy system to a stable supportable platform. BIS reported that it would need funding 
for this first phase through FY 2009, although this date has now slipped again to 2011. 
The goals of the medium-term phase, now defined as '1ECASS Modernization," include 
(1) business process reengineering and support for new software applications, (2) a data 
repository, and (3) a commercial content and digital asset management system to store 
and integrate supporting application-related paper and electronic documents. 

The intent of our recommendation was for BIS to identify and secure adequate funding 
for its entire ECASS project including redesign and modernization. While BIS was able 
to secure funding for ECASS-Redesign in FY 2007, it still needs to secure funding for 
ECASS-Redesign through FY 2011. In addition, while BIS needs to secure funding for 
ECASS-Modernization from FY 2007 through FY 2013, it failed to obtain the requested 
funding in FY 2007. Specifically, BIS requested $3 million for ECASS-Modemization 
from the department in FY 2007, but it only received $274,000. BIS stated that the 
Department will provide another $274,000 for ECASS-Modemizafion in FY 2008. 
However, BIS officials informed us that funding for both ECASS-Redesign and ECASS
Modemization during the next three fiscal years will be a challenge. Therefore, this 
recommendation will remain open wttil BIS secures adequate funding or develops a plan 
to implement both projects with existing resources. 

3. Ensure that appropriate users, including those from referral agencies, validate the 
systems requirements for the licensing subsystem. 
Status: Open. While BIS reported in its May 2006 action plan that it considered this 
recommendation closed, BIS' CIO and her staff later acknowledged that, with the 
exception of the Simplified Network Application Process (SNAP-R) effort, which was 
completed in 2006, BIS has not engaged the. referral agencies in a discussion of the 
requirements for its redesign or modernization efforts. However, the CIO infoimed us 
that BIS intends to establish an interagency committee, in Spring 2007, to discuss and 
review requirements for the redesign of its current licensing system. However, the 
requirements definition stage-which will include input from the licensing referral 
agencies-is not a part of its ECASS-Redesign efforts but rather the ECASS-
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Modernization efforts. BIS reported that iI).ter_agency involvement would be sought in FY 
2009 for this purpose. Therefore, this recommendation will remain open until BIS fully 
engages both BIS and interagency licensing officials in the definition and validation of 
systems requirements for the licensing subsystem under its ECASS-Modernization 
efforts. 

4. Document security requirements as soon-as possible and determine how to fund 
them, including whether BIS should reallocate existing resources or make them a 
high funding priority. 

Status: Open. According to its May 2006 action plan, BIS considers this 
recommendation to be closed. Specifically, it reported that the ECASS-Redesign project 
plan provided for meeting all security requirements. However, BIS' CIO informed us in 
February 2007 that BIS recently allocated $I million for ~!icJitional security-related 
requirements for ECASS-Redesign resulting from passage of the Fe9eral Information 
Security Management Act of2002 and-other technical requirements relatei;l to c;yber·. 
espionage that was attempted against BIS syst~ms in FY 200.6. Sp~cifi.cally, the money 
will be allocated to newly defined ECASS-Redesign certification and accreditation 
requirements in FY 2007. 

While these efforts will impact BIS' overall information technology security program, 
they are not fully directed at its ECASS-Modernization system. Until BIS completes it 
verification and validation of its security requirements for ECASS-Redesign and prepares 
specific security requirements for its ECASS-Modemization project, this 
recommendation will remain open. 

11. Complete the target architecture and select a location tO house BIS' new export 
licensing automation system during the second quarter of FY 2002. 

Exempt!on 
(b)(2) 

Status: Closed. According to its May 2006 action plan1 BIS .selected a locatioµ to house 
its new export licensing automation system. (It previously completed its target 
architecture in May 2005.) Specifically, it selected a 

BISt. action meets the intent of our recommendation. ·· -
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In addition to our assessment of Commerce's syste~ (see February 2002 report above), the 
interagency OIG review team looked at the various automated dual-use and munitions export 
licensing systems maintained by Commerce, Defense, Energy, and State to determine whether 
the systems could better interact and whether system modernization initiatives were in 
accordance with federal policies and regulations. The review found that dual-use export 
licensing involves multiple automated systems owned and operated independently by the 
licensing and review agencies. Many of these systems were developed prior to some of today's 
information-sharing technologies and are not optimally effective given present-day information
processing capabilities. Current systems limitations include (1) differing security standards 
among agencies, (2) cumbersome manual and paper-based processes, and (3} lack of a 
comprehensive ~xport-information database that can be used to assess cumulative effect of 
multiple exports. Improvement alternatives, beyond enhancing existing system interfaces, were 
not adequately considered. 

B. Status of Interagency OIG Recommendations 

Recommendations for BIS 

3. Develop a common central repository for all unclassified data records that pertain 
to the review and approval of an export license. 

Status: Open. According to its May 2006 action plan, BIS is addressing this issue as 
part of its ECASS-Redesigil and-Modernization projects. Specifically, the common 
central repository for all unclassified data records that pertain to the review and approval 
of an export license will be completed as part ofECASS:-Redesign through the ECASS 
Migration Data Base. Access to that data base will be made available to interagency 
licensing officials consistent with BIS policy in 2009. The broader objective-BIS, 
contribution to definition and development of an interagency defined, shared, and 
implemented common central repository for all unclassified data records that pertain to 
the review and approval of an export license-is dependent on the ECASS
Modemization project, with a conservative target date of FY 2013. As such, this 
recommendation will remain open until BIS implements its central repository. 
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During the 2001 reporting period, we completed a review of the Commerce Control List (CCL). 
The CCL, which is maintained by BIS, specifies the commodities, software, and technology that · 
are subject to the EAR, as well as those controls that are placed on these items, depending on the 
country to which they are. to be exported. Each item on the CCL is grouped by type of 
commodity and assigned an Export Control Classification Number (ECCN). The U.S. Munitions 
List, administered by State, specifies items subject to the International Traffic in Arms 
Regulations. Businesses use both lists to determine whether they need to apply for an export 
license for items they want to export. 

Our review examined how the CCL was managed and sought to determine whether there was a 
need for greater transparency in BIS' commodity classification process and State's commodity 
jurisdiction process. Our observations and conclusions from the March 2001 report include the 
following: 

•!• Improvements were needed in BIS' management of the CCL. We recommended 
several ways in which BIS could improve its management of the CCL, all of which have 
now been closed. Nonetheless, we note that our recommendation to explore additional 
ways to make the list more user-friendly remains relevant today. Exporters and 
potentially unwitting exporters continue to have difficulty determining whether particular 
items or technologies are included on the CCL and whether certain transactions, items, or 
technologies are subject to the EAR in the first place. 

•!• There was a continuing need for improvements in the commodity classification 
process. Among other findings, we detennined that the commodity classification process 
was not transparent because BIS was still not referring all tnunitions·related 
classifications to Defense and State for review, as directed by the 1996 National Security 
Council guidelines. This created the potential for incorrect classifications. 

•!• The commodity jurisdiction (CJ) process needed improvement. We found that CJ 
determination requests were not being processed in a timely manner by any of the 
involved agencies. In addition, determination requests were being processed manually, 
increasing the chance that documents would be lost, misplaced, or misdirected, and 
subject to unnecessary delays. Furthermore, none of the agencies involved in the process 
was adequately informed about the jurisdiction opinions provided by the other agencies. 
Finally, there were concerns that State may be making incorrect CJ detenninations 
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because it did not always consult with BIS or Defense. We found two instances where 
this had occurred, causing inconvenience and expense to the exporters'iiritolved;· 

B. Status of OIG Recommendations 

Recommendations for BIS 

7. Request that the National Security Council (NSC) form a working group (including 
Commerce, Defense and State) to (a) review the 1996 commodity classification 
guidance, (b) revise it if necessary, and (c) develop specific criteria and·procedures 
to ensure that the referral of munitions-related commodity classifications to Defense 
and State is bandied in a timely, transparent, and appropriate mann·er by all 
agencies involved. 

·Status: Closed. According to its May 2006 action plan, BIS considers this 
recommendation closed. Specifically, BIS developed specific criteria and procedures for 
use by licensing officers in order to ensure that referrals are timely, transparent, and 
appropriate. BIS shared this guidance with the Departments of Defense and State in a 
memo dated May 23, 2006. According to the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Export 
Administration, neither Defense nor ·State provided any feedback to· BIS ·on the guidance. 
Based on our review of the guidance and discussions with BIS officials on its current, 
internal commodity classification review process, it appears that BIS' actions meet the 
intent of our recommendation. 

8. Provide State with a copy of the final determinations for any commodity 
classification it reviews. 

Status: Closed. According to its May 2006 action plan, BIS considers this 
recommendation closed. Specifically, BIS reported that beginning in April 2006, the 
final disposition of all applicable commodity classifications would be transmitted to State 
on a quarterly basis. We reviewed copies of the fax coversheet transmitting the final 
dispositions on applicable commodity classifications as well as the detenninations 
themselves. However, according to State officials, they do not believe they are receiving 
these documents. In the spirit of cooperation, we suggest that BIS may want to reconcile 
this issue with State. BIS' actions meet the intent of our recommendation. 
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During the 2000 reporting period, we focused on three activities that the Department of 
Commerce, principally through BIS, carries out or participates in to help prevent the illicit 
transfer of sensitive technology: (I) deemed export control activities, (2) the Visa Application 
Review Program, and (3) efforts in support of the Committee on Foreign Investment in the 
United States (CFIUS). The specific objectives of the review were to (l) examine the deemed 
export regulations, including their implementation and enforcement by BIS, as well as 
compliance with the regulations by industry and other federal agencies; (2) determine the 
effectiveness of BIS' Visa Application Review Program in preventing the illicit transfer of U.S. 
technology to cowitries and entities of concern; and (3) survey selected aspects of CFIUS' 
efforts. 

B. Status of OIG Recommendations 

This report included recommendations for various Commerce bureaus, including, BIS, the 
International Trade Administration, NIST, and NOAA. Over the past eight years, these agencies 
have taken action to implement the recommendations from this report. However, given the 
current interest in CFIUS by Congress, we conducted a new survey of selected aspects of 
Commerce's role in the CFIUS process (see appendix 8 for an update on Commerce's activities 
in the CFIUS process). 
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AppendixB 

Survey of Selected Aspects of the CFIUS .Pro.cess 

Given the current interest in the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS) 
both within and outside the U.S. government, we followed up on our March 2000 _findings and 
recommendations1 related to select aspects of CFIUS' monitoring of foreign investment for 
national security reasons. While we still have questions about the effectiveness of the overall 
CFIUS process, considerable improvements have been made with regard to the CFIUS activities 
handled within the Commerce Department We believe these improvements provide for better 
coordination among departmental bureaus and greater transparency in_ Com~erce'~ deqi~iop.
making process. 

.. --. 
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CFIUS was established by Congress in 1975 for the purpose of monitoring and evalUa.ting the 
impact of foreign investment in the Unhed States. In 1988 the committee's responsibilities were 
expanded under the Exon-Florio amendment to -
the Defense Production Act of 1950. Exon
Florio authorizes the President to suspend or 
prohibit any foreign acquisition, merger, or 
takeover of a U.S. company that threatens 
national security. The provision does not 
provide a precise definition of national security; 
rather it gives the U.S. government the ability 
to redefine that term to keep pace with 
technological and political developments and 
address emerging threats as they arise. CFIUS 
is comprised of 12 federal agencies and chaired 
by the Secretary of the Treasury (see Figure 1). 
While members of the intelligence community 
are not voting members of CFIUS, they do 
-provide intelligence assessments on all cases. 

Overall CFIUS Process 

Either the U.S. company or the foreign entity involved in an acquisition of or investment in a 
U.S. company may submit a voluntary notice, or "filing," of the transaction to CFIUS. In 
addition, under Exon-Florio, a committee member can submit a notice of a proposed or 
completed acquisition for a national security review. If the committee agrees that the transaction 

1U. S. Department of Commerce Office of Inspector General (Commerce OIG), March 2000. Improvements are 
Needed in Programs Designed to Protect Against the Transfer of Sensitive Technologies to Countries of Concern, 
IPE-12454-1. 
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raises national security concerns, the CFIUS staff chakwilI contact the parties and request a 
filing. If the parties do not file, any CFTIJS member can initiate the filing. 

Once the committee receives a cqmplete CFIUS filing from a company, it has 30 days to 
determine whether the transaction involves national security concerns that should be 
investigated. Because of the limited time frame for the reviews, the committee encourages 
companies to pre-file before submitting documentation for an official 30-day review. Pre-filing 
helps CFIUS evaluate the notifications for any errors or inconsistencies. 

If any member of CFIUS has national secUrity concerns regarding the transaction, the committee 
conducts a 45-day investigation .. During.the investigation, the agency/agencies requesting.the 
investigation are responsible for infonnation gathering, analysis, and drafting the report and 
recommendation to the President. Other Cl"IUS members may be involved in the investigation if 
they have relevant expertise and issues of concern. Upon completion of the investigation, the 
President has 15 days to decide whether "to prohibit the transaction or allow it to go forward. 
Upon completion of his review, the President sends a classified report to the Congress, stating 
his decision and explaining his reasons. 

It should be noted that sometimes a trarisaction is still allowed to proceed, even when a CFIUS 
member has concerns with the transaction. In these cases, the CFIUS member may enter into a 
mitigation agreement with the parties. These ~gr~emen~ ~~ ai_med ·at minim~iQ.'g the ~eat to 
national security-while still allowing th_e transaction to move forward_:..._by· requiring the parties 
in the· transaction to establish and implement a set of sectirity and other measures. . ' 

Commerce's Internal CFIUS Review Process 

Within Commerce, the Secretary has delegated responsibility for coordinating the Department's 
evaluation of CFIUS filings to the International Trade Administration (ITA). However, the 
Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS) also plays a critical role in Commerce's CFIUS ·activities. 
In add_ition, the Deputy Secretary is kept apprised of CFIUS cases under review, and may be 
called upon to decide the Department's position in a specific case ifITA and BIS cannot agree. 

Prior to April 2006, the Deputy Under Secretary for IT A was responsible for coordinating the 
evaluation ofCFIUS notifications within Commerce. Since then, ITA's Assistant Secretary for 
Market Access and Compliance has had the policy lead on CFIUS efforts. However, ITA's 
Manufacturing and Services' Office of Competition and Economic Analysis (OCEA). where the 
CFIUS coordinator resides, provides the actual working-level support on CFIUS cases. Since 
the designation of a new CFIUS coordinator in October 2006, IT A's recommendations are now 
presented in writing to the Assistant Secretary for Market Access and Compliance. Additionally, 
the new CFIUS coordinator requires that the following documents be included in each CFIUS 
case file that ITA reviews: 

• Business Fact Sheet. This document provides basic information about the businesses and 
industries involved in the proposed transaction. On a pilot basis, OCEA is sharing the 
fact sheets with BIS and the other "economic" agencies within CFIUS (i.e., the United 
States Trade Representative, State, the Council of Economic Advisors, and the Office of 
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Science and Technology Policy). ITA has not yet decided if it will share these fact shee~ 
with the entire CFIUS group. 

• Analysis Memorandum. Relevant Manufacturing and Services units_(e.g., Aerospace and 
Autos, Materials and Machinety, Technology and Electronic Commerce) are required ta. 
prepare an in-depth analysis of the proposed transaction and present recommendations on 
whether it is appropriate for IT A to clear the case. 

Within BIS, the responsibility for reviewing CFIUS notifications is assigned to Export 
Administration's.Office of Strategic Industries and Economic· Security (OSIES). In general, this 
office is responsible for a wide range of issues that relate to both the national and economic 
security of the United States. As a participant in the Department's CFIUS process, OSIES' role 
is to ensure that foreign investment will not negatively impact the U.S. defense industrial base's 
capacity and capabilities to meet current and future national security requirements. The office's 
database on CFIUS filings is the only comprehensive database on CFIUS filings available in the 
Department. In. addition, BIS' Export Enforcement units screen all parties associated with 
CFIUS filings to ensure that there are no export enforcement concerns relevant to the CFIDS 
case under review. 

IT A coordinates the Department's response on CFIUS notifications through its CFIUS Working 
Group. The group meets weekly and mainly consists of representatives from IT A and BIS. The 
Department's Office of General Counsel also participates· on occasion when legal expertise is 
required. Additionally, the CFIUS Working Group consults with other Commerce bureaus on a 
case-by-case basis. For example, the National Institute of Standards and Technology was 
consulted on a case involving voting machines, and the National Telecommµnications and 
Infonnation Administration was consulted on a case involving a company that manufactured 
network security products. IT A prepares a weekly report summarizing all pen~ng CFIUS cases 
for the Deputy Secretary's review. In addition, the Deputy Secretary attends "Deputy meetings" 
at the Department of the Treasury on CFIUS matters, on an as n.eeded.basis. 

CFIUS Notifications 

Between 2000 and 2006, CFIUS reviewed 442 foreign acquisitions ofU;S. companies for 
potential national security concerns. In 2006 CFIUS reviewed 113 filings, a 74 percent increase 
over 2005 and more than twice the average number for the past 6 years (see Figure 2). 
Commerce and Treasury officials attribute this spike in filings to the increased attention to 
foreign mergers and acquisitions in the aftennath of the 2006 purchase of a British company that 
managed tenninal operations at six key U.S. ports by Dubai Ports World, a United Arab Emirates 
company. This trend in the number of CFIUS filings appears as if it will continue in 2007, as 29 
transactions were filed as of mid-March. 
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CFTUS Notifications in Calendar Years 2000-2006 
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The majority of foreign investors involved in CFIUS notifications in 2006 were from the 
following six countries: United Kingdom, France, Israel, Canada, Australia, and Japan. While 
ther~ were no filings involving foreign investors from China during this time frame, there was 
one filing involving a Hong Kong entity. Other fQreignJnvestors involved in CFIUS filings 
include entities from Pakistan, Russia, Venezuela, and the United Arab Emirates. 

2006 CFIUS Reforms and Pending Legislation 

Given the recent scrutiny of the effectiveness of the CFIUS process by the Congress in the 
aftermath of the Dubai Ports World case, the Department of the Treasury reports that CFIUS 
instituted the following refonns in 2006: 

• Although current law requires the President to report to the Congress on transactions that 
receive a presidential decision, CFTIJS now provides briefings to the Congress on every case 
reviewed by CFIUS. 

• Only persons confinned by the Senate can certify the conclusion of a CFIUS review. 

• CFIUS encourages parties to transactions to pre-file before filing a fonnal notice. 

• The Treasury Department ~osts a weekly policy-level meeting to discuss all pending CFIUS 
cases. 
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• The Director of National Intelligence (DNI) was given a more formal role. Tiuough the 
DNI, the intelligence commwtlty provides briefings on every transaction and' particfpates in 
weekly CFIDS meetings. 

In addition, the U.S. House of Representatives passed legislation in February 2007 aimed at 
reforming the current CFIUS process.2 Treasury.officials expect the Senate to take up the bill in 
spring 2007. Below are the main provisions of the House bill: 

• Foreign government transactions. The bill requires CFTUS to conduct a 45-day national 
security investigation on all cases involving foreign government control unless the 
Secretaries of the Treasury, Homeland Security, and Commerce determine, on the basis of 
the 30-day review of the transaction, that it will not affect the natio·nal security of the United 
States. 

• Designation of Vice Chairs. Tue bill elevates the Secretaries of Commerce and Homeland 
Sectirity to the status of Vice Chairs ofCFIUS and requires that they approve all transactions 
in addition. to the Chairman of CFIUS. 

• Unilateral Initiation of Reviews. The bill allows the President, CFIUS, or any member acting 
on behalf of CFIUS to initiate reviews of any previously reviewed or investigated transaction 
if any party to.the transaction su.bmitted fals~ or misleading information or breached a 

· mitigation agreement. 

• Withdrawn Notices. The bill establishes a process for tracking transaction notices that have 
been withdrawn by the parties before the completion of the 30-day review or 45-day 
investigation by CFIUS. 

• Annual Report to the Congress. CFIUS will be required. to submit a report to the Congress 
before July 31 of each year on all reviews and investigations of transactions. 

~ _:~ ... · 

l'Jl'iiA~~~~ 111,tlQR C6Mi.t!IRC!l®W~ ~,ciooS;ftWt~IL . ·. 

In our March 2000 report on CFIUS and other matters, we raised concerns about the overall 
effectiveness of CFIUS' monitoring of foreign investment in.the United States for national 
security reasons,·including (1) the lack of mandatory foreign investment reporting, (2) the low 
number of investigations conducted on company filings, and (3) the potential conflict of interest 
or appearance thereof by the Treasury office charged with overseeing CFIUS be~use of its dual 
responsibilities to "promote" foreign investment as well as· "prevent"· such investment when it 
could result in the loss of sensitive technology or a critical reduction in tjle defense industrial 
base. 

2 H.R.556, "National Security Foreign Investment Reform and Strengthened Transparency Act of2007." 
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The report also highlighted some issues involving Commerce's process for reviewfug CFIUS 
filings. including (1) whether Commerce's lead responsibility for this program should remain in 
IT A, the Department's primary trade promotion agency, or be moved to BIS, the Department's 
primary national sec~ity agency, and (2) whether BIS' export enforcement and export licensing 
units should play a larger role in reviewing CFIUS filings. 

To determine what actions have been taken to address these concerris, we met with various 
officials within IT A, including the Assistant Secretary for Market Access and Compliance, and 
BTS, including the Assistant Secretary for Export Administration and the director of the Office of 
Strategic Industries and Economic Security. We also met with the Department of the Treasury's 
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Investment Security and the CFIUS staff chair. In addition, we 
reviewed current and proposed laws, policies, and procedures ~lated ~o .the CFWS process. We 
also reviewed 10 CFIUS cases, including one from 2005 that was reopened in 2006 based on 
congressional concerns with the transaction, all 7 from 2006 that went to the investigation phase, 
and 2 from 2007 that raised possible export control issues. 

Given the limited nature of our work, we did not determine how many of the 113 filings were 
withdrawn and refiled with CFIUS and how well CFIUS monitors this process. We also did not 
review CFIUS' process for monitoring compliance with mi~igation agreements.. 

The following two sections provide updates on the two areas of CFIUS -concerns highlighted in 
our March 2000 report. 

A. Update of Prior Commerce OIG Concerns Related to the Overall CFIUS Process 

Lack of MandatQo'. Foreign lnves_tment Rep.Qrting-Update 

During our recent follow-up work, bo.t4. Treasury and Commerce -0fficials infonned us that the 
controversial and highly publicized Dubai Ports World case made U.S. and foreign entities more 
aware of the CFIUS process. As a result,.the number of filings has increased. However, foreign 
investment reporting is still a voluntary process. Legislation was proposed in the National 
Defense Authorization Act_for Fiscal Year 2000 to make such_repo:rti~g t~ CFIU~ mandatory, 
but the provision was delet~d before passage of the bill. Toda~ •. Congress has not taken any 
action to make CFIUS filings mandatory. In addition, the Administration has not proposed 
mandatory filing. According to Commerce and Treasury officials, mandatory filing might hann 
U.S. open investment policy as well as overburden U.S. government resources. However, both 
agencies stated that even though filing with CFIUS is voluntary, it is in the best interest of the 
parties to an investment transaction to notify the committee because CFIUS retains the right to 
review any transactions not communicated to the committee, and the review could result in 
forced divestiture. 

While we acknowledge that the number of CFIUS filings has increased, we still question 
whether CFIUS is capturing-in a timely manner-all relevant acquisitions and mergers, 
especially those involving small or medium-sized U.S. companies that manufa~ture or conduct 
research on sensitive U.S. technologies (including emerging technologies). For instance, one of 
the 2006 cases we reviewed during our follow-up work involved a small U.S. company that had 
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been acquired a year earlier without CFIUS review. It is unknown why the U.S. company did 
not notify CFIUS of the proposed acquisition prior to its· completion. The transaction was only 
brought to CFIUS' attention a year after the acquisition occurred when it was highlighted by .the 
. media. Due to national security concerns, the U.S. government ultimately ordered the divestiture 
of the acquisition which has to be completed by December 2007. While there was no evidence 
in the case file to suggest national sec.urity had been compromised, reviewing such transactions 
after the fact increases the likelihood of this possibility. 

In addition, while CFIUS members are pemiitted to submit a notice of proposed or completed 
acquisition for a national security review, this does not happen very often. Specifically, the 
Department of the Treasury reported that it. received six notifications from member agencies in 
2006, including four from Commerce. 

Low Nwnber of Investigations-Update 

The number of 45-day investigations has increased since our March 2000 report (see Figure 3). 
Specifically, the percentage of filings investigated iilcreased·from 1percentin2000 to 6 percent· 
in 2006. Of the 113 CFTIJS filings in 2006, 7 cases were escalated to the investigation phase. 
However, since the nwnber of filings alsoincreased in this time period, it is hard to deterrnin~ 
based on the statistics alone-what this increase in investigations really means or how significant 
it is given that {l) a party can withdraw its filing before it is escalated to the investigation phase 
(although the expectation is that therparty will refile the notice if the transaction is to proceed) 
and (2) CFIUS can enter into a mitigation agreement with a party to deal with any potential 
national security concerns before being escalated to the investigation phase. 

Of the seven cases escalated to investigation in 2006, only two required a presidential decision. 
In both cases, the President allowed the transaction to go forward. The remaining five cases 
were withdrawn before the investigation phase concluded and refiled later. CFIUS ultimately 
approved three of the five refiled transactions. In the fourth case, CFIUS required a divestiture, 
and the fifth transaction was abandoned by the parties involved. 
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Dual Responsibilities of CFIUS Leadership=Update 

In out March 2000 report, we questioned whether the dual responsibilities of Treasury's Office 
of International Investment, located in the Office of the Assistant Secretary of International 
Affairs, were incompatible. That office, which serves as the secretariat for CFIUS, is responsible 
for promoting foreign direct investment as well as investigating questionable foreign investment. 
While the lead responsibility for CFIUS _continues to remain in this office, both Treasury and 
Commerce officials reported that CFIUS has been operating on a consensus basis for the past 
year. As such, any CFIUS member can bring a case to CFIUS for review as well as escalate a 
case for investigation. In addition, although the law requires CFIUS to provide reports to the 
Congress only on transactions that receive a presidential decision. Treasury officials informed us 
that, in the spirit of transparency, it now provides all final CFIUS results to the Congress. 
Therefore, our original concern about Treasury's leadership of CFIUS-based on its competing 
interests-appears to be mitigated due to the recent increase of checks and balances on 
Treasury's decision-making authority. 

Conclusion 

Even with the possible enactment of the pending CFIUS legislation, we still have concerns about 
the overall effectiveness of CFIUS' monitoring of foreign investments for national security 
reasons. Specifically, whether or not it is detennined to be feasible to require mandatory 
reporting to CFIUS, we are concerned that the committee may not be capturing acquisitions and 
mergers involving small or medium-sized U.S. companies that manufacture or conduct research 
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on sensitive U.S. technologies, as noted earlier in our report. Also, it is.not clear whether 
companies that withdraw their filings· at various stages in the process are adequately mdnitored 
by CFilJS to ensure that a merger o~ acquisition that raises potential national security concerns 
does not continue without further review. Additionally, ·there does not appear to be a formal 
mechanism in place to monitor mitigation agreements that CFIUS members enter into with 
parties to a merger or acquisition. 

Our March 2000 report suggested that an interagency OIG review of the CFIUS processJ 
conducted by the OIGs from the Departments of Commerce, Defense and the Treasury, may be 
warranted, as a part of our responsibilities under the National Defense Authorization Act for 
Fiscal Year 2000; as amended. While the Inspectors General of Treasury and Defense concurred 
with our suggestion, other priorities prevented this review from taking place. Nevertheless, we 
still believe that such a review is warranted to (1) determine the scope of the problem regarding 
foreign investment in U.S. companies with sensitive teclmologies by countries and entities of 
concern and (2) review the overall effectiveness ofCFIUS and recommend improvements, as 
necessary, to the way the U.S. government monitors foreign investment in these companies. 

. . 
B. Update on Closed OIG Recommendations.Related to Commerce's Role in CF/US 

Placement of CFIUS Responsibility Within the Department-Update 

When CFilJS was created, the Department's export control functions were.performed by IT A. 
However, in 1987 the Congress decided to split the Department's trade promotion 
responsibilities from its export control and enforcement functions. Thus, the Bureau of Export 
Administration (now BIS) was created as an independent Commerce bureau to handle the latter 
trade administration functions. While ITA's focus remained on trade promotion, it also retained 
its role as Commerce's representative on CFIUS. With the passage of the Exon-Florio provision 
in 1988, however, CFIUS's main focus was shifted from monitoring overall foreigµ investment 
in the United States to determining the effects on national security of foreign mergers, 
acquisitions, and takeovers of U.S. companies. Given the main thrust of Exon-Florio is to 
prevent foreign acquisitions or investments that could threaten.national security, our March 2000 
report questioned why the lead responsibility for CFJUS within the Department was with IT A 
and JJ.Ot BIS. 

In response to our March 2000 reportJ IT A stated that it should retain the role as the lead 
organization in Commerce on CFJUS issues. In addition, it stated that IT A would continue to 
encourage full involvement and cooperation by all concerned units in the Department and would 
participate fully in efforts to seek productive ways of improving the effectiveness of CFIUS. 
BIS' response stated that the current Commerce mechanism for reviewing CFIUS filings is 
sufficient, but that it would accept the responsibility if it were transferred to it. 

We still believe that BIS may be the more appropriate entity to have the lead on CFIUS within 
Commerce given its national security mission. However, based on our discussions with BIS and 
IT A officials and our limited case reviews, it appears that the current Commerce process is 
working well. Both IT A and BIS report that disagreements between the two entities during 
Commerce's decision-making process are rare. ITA officials attribute this, in part, to the fact 
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that it defers to BIS on any case that raises specific export control concerns. We only identified 
one case in which BIS and IT A offi.cia1ly disagreed, but the issues of concern did not involve 
export controls. Ultimately, the decision on Commerce's position on this case was ·raised-to the 
Deputy Secretary, who made the final decision. 

While we are encouraged by these recent developments, we are concerned that there are no 
comprehensive, written procedures outlining how the CFIUS process works in Commerce. The 
director of IT A's Office of Competition and Economic Analysis (OCEA) informed us that he is 
planning on establishing written CFIUS guidelines in the next month and distributing them to 
BIS, NIST, and other offices within Commerce· that work on CFIUS. We also were infonned 
that, in March 2007, BIS developed written guidance for handling of the CFIUS process within 
BIS. It is now appropriate that ITA, BIS, and other relevant Commerce offices work together to 
develop and implement writtt:n procedures outlining how the CFIUS process should work in the 
Department, including the roles and responsibilities of all parties in\'o-lved in the process. 

Recommendation: 

We recommend that ITA work with BIS and other relevant Commerce offices to establish. 
written procedures outlining the specific CFilJS roles and responsibilities of Commerce units 
and how the CFIUS process should work in Commerce to ensure continued coordination and 
cooperation. 

BIS' Internal Review of CFIUS Notifications-Update 

While our prior work found that the Office of Strategic Industries and Economic Security 
(OSIES) was conducting a fairly comprehensive review of CFIUS notifications in response to 
IT A's referrals, .our March 2000 .report raised concerns that these notifications, and in particular 
those involving entities from countries of concern, were not always reviewed ·by Export · 
Administration's and Export-Enforcement's licensing and enforcement experts. However; based 
on our follow-up work, we found that OSIES has. greatly iQ.creased its collaboration with these 
components of BIS. OSIES now works more closely with licensing officers on each CFIDS 
filing: Every notification is sent to the appropriate licensing officer for a technical review and to 
determine if applicable U.S. technologies and/or commodities involved in the transaction fall 
under the Export Administration Regulations. The division director of OS IES also reported that 
in order for licensing officers to better understand what CFIUS is and to ensure that applicable 
CFIUS transactions are not overlooked during the export licensing process, OSIES is providing 
training to licensing officers on the CFIUS process. 

In addition to working with licensing officers, OSIES is working more closely with export 
enforcement officials. Specifically, all parties associated with CFIUS filings are reportedly 
vetted with Export Enforcement to ensure that there are no export enforcement concerns relevant 
to a CFIUS case under review. We also found, based on two recent CFIUS cases we reviewed, 
that OSIES refers possible export control violations identified as a part of the CFIUS review 
process to Export Enforcement's Office of Export Enforcement (OEE). Given the 30..day 
CFIUS review period, OEE made these referrals a priority and was able to respond back to 
OSIES in a timely fashion with the recommendation that these cases could move forward in the 
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CFIUS process. Furthermore, it should be :noted that OEE is planning to conduct outreach visits. 
·in 2007 with U.S. parties to CFIUS transactions to educate and inform them ·of their export 
control responsibilities. The director of OSIES ·informed us that he and/or his staff plan to 
accompany OEE on two of the outreach visits scheduled in April 2007. 

Additionally, as noted previously, BIS has recently established written procedures that reflect the 
new CFIUS process within the bureau. ·The director of OSIES told us that this document was 
distributed to every analyst who is involved with CFIUS. Also, the Assistant Secretary for 
Export Administration was recently briefed on the newly created ·CFIUS written procedures. 

Finally, it should be noted that in 2006 and 2007) Commerce, in particular BIS, along with 
several other CFIUS members, participated in negotiating two mitigation agreements with parties 
involved in sensitive acquisitions of U.S. companies: BIS will be responsible for monitoring the 
export control provisions of these agreements when they take effect in the near future. However·, 
BIS does not have any written procedures in place that outline how it should monitor these 
provisions of the agreements. (As of March 30, 2007, the Director of OSIES told us that his 
office is currently working on a draft version of the procedures for monitoring provisions of the 
mitigation agreements.) To better ensure that mitigation agreements are adhered to by the parties 
involved, BIS should finalize and issue those procedures that will allow it to monitor and enforce 
the export control provisions of-these agreements. 

Recommendation: 

We recommend that BIS finalize and implement written procedures that outline how it will 
monitor and enforce the dual-use export control provisions of mitigation agreements entered into 
byCFIUS. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
The Inspector General 
Washington. D.C. 20230 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Nancy J. Victory, Assistant Secretary 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

for Communications and Information 

Don Wynegar, Director 
Mountain Administrative Support Center 

A~~~ 
Table Mountain Research Site 

Needs Attention 
Final Audit RePort No. DEN-1192.8-1-000l 

As a followup to our draft report issued August 9, 2001, the Office of Inspector General has 
completed a performance audit to monitor selected efficiency and effectiveness issues of the 
National Telecomrmurications and Information Administration's (NTIA) Institute for 
Telecommunication Sciences (ITS), located in Boulder, Colorado. We found that, of the issues 
reviewed, only the Table Mountain Radio Quiet Zone research site, because of health and safety 
concerns, rose to the level of requiring immediate management attention. NTIA and MASC 
generally agreed with two of our three recommendations, but they did not agree that NTIA needed 
additional formal authority to manage the site. Instead, NTIA and MASC stated that a section of 
the Department's Real Property Management Manual provides ''tacit acknowledgment" oflTS's 
historical management of the site. Since NTIA is currently working to establish an "overarching" 
memorandum of understanding with other users of the site, we believe that our concerns have 
been substantially addressed and have revised our first recommendation. We plan to follow up on 
this recommendation in the future to assess its effectiveness. Our findings begin on page 3, and 
our recommendations appear on page 6. We have summarized NTIA and MASC's response 
beginning on page 6 and have included the response, excluding attachments, as Attachment 1. 

We would appreciate receiving your audit action plan addressing the audit recommendations within 
60 calendar days, in accordance with Department Administrative Order 213-5. The plan should 
be in the format specified in Exhibit 7 of the DAO. Should you have any questions regarding 
preparation of the audit action plan, please call me on (202) 482-4661 or contact William R. Suhre, 
Regional Inspector General for Audits, Denver Regional Office, at (303) 312-7650. 

We appreciate the cooperation and courtesies extended to us by NTIA and MASC s~ . 
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The Institute for Telecommunication Sciences, located in Boulder, Colorado, is the chief 
research and engineering unit of NTIA and supports such NTIA objectives as ( 1) promotion 
of advanced telecommunications and information infrastructure development in the United 
States, (2) enhancement of domestic competitiveness, (3) improvement of foreign trade 
opportunities for U.S. telecommunication firms, and (4) facilitation of more efficient and 
effective use of the radio spectrum. 

ITS began in the 1940s as the Interservice Radio Propagation Laboratory, which later became 
the Central Radio Propagation Laboratory of the National Bureau of Standards. In 1965, the 
laboratory became part of the Environmental Science Services Administration and was 
renamed the Institute for Telecommunication Sciences and Aeronomy. In 1967, the 
telecommunications function was transferred to the newly formed Office of 
Telecommunications. Finally, in 1977 the Office of Telecommunications and the Office of 
Telecommunications Policy were merged to form NTIA. Since then, ITS has provided 
research and engineering support for NTIA's policy-making activities and for other federal 
agencies and non-federal entities on a reimbursable basis . 

The Table Mountain Radio Quiet Zone research site supports ITS's research objectives and is 
also used by other departmental and non-departmental units. The research site comprises 
about 1, 700 acres in a rural area approximately 11 miles north of the Boulder Laboratories, 
where ITS, along with units of NOAA and NIST, is located. Research facilities at the site 
include 14 small buildings and several antenna arrays, satellite dishes, and towers. The site 
was leased by the Department beginning in 1954 and was acquired by condemnation in 1961. 

Although not used as extensively as it was during the 1950s and 1960s, the site is valuable 
for many research projects. Currently, the site has 10 users conducting ongoing research, 
including five NOAA units, the U.S. Geological Survey, a university, two private companies, 
and a non-profit organization. Many other users have completed research at the site. ITS 
does not currently use the site for ongoing experiments but does use it for occasional 
calibration of radio and laser equipment. · 

The site is unique because it encompasses an entire flattop mesa, which helps insulate it from 
interference from surrounding development. It is one of only two radio quiet zones in the 
country and is protected from radio interference by Colorado law, Federal Communication 
Commission rules and regulations, and regulations of the federal government's 
Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee. The site's physical isolation and radio quiet 
zone status minimize interference to ongoing experiments and to the collection of 
atmospheric and terrestrial data. Additionally, a database of measurements collected over 
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many years serves as a benchmark for comparison with present day measurements that cannot 
be duplicated at another location. 

OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY 

The Office of Inspector General conducted a performance audit to ,evaluate selected 
efficiency and effectiveness issues at ITS. Our audit began in February 2000 covering a 
variety oflTS issues, although we ultimately concluded that the only issue requiring 
immediate attention was the management of the Table Mountain Radio Quiet Zone research 
site. 

We conducted our review at ITS, the Table Mountain site, and the Mountain Administrative 
Support Center (MASC). MASC, which is also located at the Boulder Laboratories, is the 
regional administrative support center with the jurisdiction to provide real property 
management services to departmental units in the region. 

We reviewed applicable laws, regulations, policies, and procedures; examined selected files 
and records; and reviewed appropriate documentation. We found no instances of non
compliance with applicable laws and regulations . 

We reviewed the adequacy of internal controls and assessed the reliability of the computer
generated data that was used in our audit. We tested the accuracy of the data and concluded 
that it was sufficiently reliable for use in meeting our objectives. We did not assess the 
overall reliability of ITS's or MASC's computer systems. 

The audit was conducted in accordance with Government Auditing Standards issued by the 
Comptroller General of the United States and was performed under the authority of the 
Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended, and Department Organization Order 10-13, dated 
May 22, 1980, as amended. 

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Table Mountain Radio Quiet Zone-research site is in disrepair and has several health, 
safety, structural, and environmental deficiencies, which potentially threaten the site's users, 
nearby residents, and federal property. The site should be immediately upgraded to reduce 
this risk and any resulting liability for the Department. While ITS has assumed management 
of the site since 1977, it appears to lack the expertise to manage it effectively, whereas 
MASC has the expertise and the delegated authority for managing other departmental 
facilities in the region . 
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We began evaluating the Table Mountain site in April 2000 and brouiht to the attention of 
ITS and MASC management our concerns regarding the lack of progress to correct the site's 
physical deficiencies that were identified by MASC four years earlier. In a May 1997 report 
entitled Facility Condition Survey, Table Mountain, MASC estimated that $359,400 was 
needed for repairs so that " ... the facility will be in reasonable shape with regard to code 
compliance, safety, structural stability, electricaJ systems, and environmentaJ liability." 

Since last year, we found that three of the deficiencies requiring immediate action, at a 
relatively low cost, have been initiaJly addressed. First, one of the buildings was heavily 
contaminated with mice feces, which was a heaJth concern for occupants due to the risk of 
Hantavirus infection. MASC spent $2,500 in August 2000 to clean up the building. Second, 
vegetation around the perimeter had not been maintained for a fire break. A fire could 
threaten the ecology of the site, which is one of the few pristine native grass sites in 
Colorado, endanger the lives of the users, and destroy valuable scientific instruments. In 
November 2000, ITS authorized a $1,500 work order for the NIST Technical Services 
Division, the entity that maintains the Boulder Laboratory building, to maintain a fire break at 
the site. Third, in 1998 the Colorado Department of Agriculture requested that ITS control 
certain weeds on the site targeted for eradication, to prevent their spreading throughout 
eastern Colorado and into neighboring states. MASC spent $2,900 to apply herbicides in 
October 2000 and-May 2001 to the affected areas of the site. While these actions have dealt 
with some of our immediate concerns, these matters will need periodic attention to prevent 
these problems from recurring. 

Site Management Roles 

Managing the Table Mountain site requires technical program oversight, maintenance and 
security, and administration. ITS and NOAA manage the technical programs by deciding 
who will use the site and determining whether activities conducted by existing or potential 
users of the site are compatible. ITS also provides the measurement methods for routine 
testing of radio signaJs at the site to ensure the lowest possible level of unwanted radio 
frequency energy in the area in compl!ance with public law. 

Typically, each organizational unit that uses the site provides maintenance and security for 
the structure( s) used in its research activities. The U.S. Department of the Interior arranges 
for the maintenance of buildings used by the U.S. Geological Survey. MASC, which is a unit 
of NOAA, provides for the upkeep on the buildings occupied by NOAA. ITS does not 
currently occupy any buildings but spends about $3,000 annually for utilities in those 
buildings that are not occupied or are used intermittently by various organizations. MASC 
estimates the annual cost for site security, road maintenance, fire break mainten8!1ce, and 
weed control would be approximately $50,000 . 
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The administrative issues associated with the site include (1) preparing environmental and 
safety compliance reports required by laws and regulations, (2) preparing property utilization 
surveys and other reports required by the General SeIVices Administratiori, and (3) dealing 
with the public. Most of the administrative seIVices are currently handled by MASC, which 
has trained real property engineers and specialists, whereas ITS's administrative staff does 
not have anyone trained in real property matters. 

Since no single organization oversees the overall management of the site, the quality of 
building maintenance is inconsistent and uncoordinated, and the maintenance of common 
areas and unused facilities and overall security is neglected. For example, ITS halted its 
plans for a site-wide cleanup last spring when it learned that NOAA had also planned a 
cleanup. We also learned that departmental users of the site met in May 2001 for a one-time 
meeting to coordinate activities at the site. 

Ownership and Management Responsibility 

To address these problems, we examined the question of which entity owns the Table 
Mountain site and which entity is responsible for managing the site. We found that although 
the property is clearly owned by the U.S. Government, no legal document exists that indicates 
that any particular agency of the government owns the site or is responsible for its 
management. According to the U.S. Attorney General's 1963 "examination ... ofthe title 
evidence and the transcript of record in the condemnation proceeding(s) ... valid title to 
the .. .land .. .is vested in the United States of America." The proceedings state that the property 
is " ... taken for use of the United States in connection with the construction and maintenance 
of a plant and facilities for radio propagation by the National Bureau of Standards, 
Department of Commerce .... " 

The Federal Property Management Regulations, Section 101-18.104.3 delegates real property 
management authority to the Department of Commerce for "Laboratories for testing 
materials, classified or ordnance devices, calibration of instruments, and atmospheric and 
oceanic research." This authority is delegated to the Assistant Secretary for Administration 
in Department Organization Order (DOO) I 0-5 and redelegated in DOO 20-1 to the Director 
for Administrative Services. However, we found no delegated real property management 
authority in either DOO l 0-10 or 25-7 that would establish the scope of real property 
management authority for NTIA and ITS. 

The regional administrative support centers, created in the early 1980s, have been delegated 
real property management authority in Department Administrative Order (DAO) 217-1, 
Amendment 2. MASC was created in 1983 to consolidate administrative services, including 
real property management, needed by departmental units in the region. Typically, 
departmental units enter into agreements with regional support centers to provide real 
property management services for their research sites on a reimbursable basis. However, the 
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departmental unit still retains financial and decision-making authority for managing the site 
so that the technica1 and/or scientific needs of the site are addressed. The recent property 
management services provided by MASC have been mostly funded by the NOAA units that 
use the site and primarily benefit the facilities used by those units. 

Conclusion 

The research site is a valuable resource that should, as appropriate, be upgraded and properJy 
managed to reduce the Department's risk of loss due to health, safety, structural,. and 
environmental deficiencies and to provide current and future users with a facility that enables 
high quality research activities. 

Recommendations 

We recommend that the Assistant Secretary for Communications and Information coordinate 
with the Director of the Mountain Administrative Support Center to: 

1. Establish a formal arrangement to clearly designate responsibility for overall 
management and the various aspects of managing the Table Mountain site. 

Ensure that recent progress to improve the site continues and actions are taken to 
prevent the problems from recurring. 

3. Ensure that ITS and MASC continue to periodically meet with all users to coordinate 
activities at the site. 

NTIA and MASC Response 

NTIA and MASC believe that the Department's Real Property Management Manual 
provides sufficient authority for ITS to continue the real property management 
responsibilities at the Table Mountain site. A section of the manual delegates to the Assistant 
Secretary for Conununications and Information the authority to "grant easements and other 
rights of access to real property.'.' NTIA and MASC believe that the language provides "tacit 
acknowledgment" ofITS's historical management of the Table Mountain site. MASC will 
continue to provide administrative support services required for the site including 
recommending facility improvements. Furthermore, NTIA, NOAA, and the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology (NISn are close to fina1izing a memorandum of 
understanding (MOU) that wHI enable each agency that services the site to obtain 
reimbursement from the users of the site. 

NTIA and MASC agreed with our second and third recommendations and are pursuing a 
multi-year effort to provide for basic maintenance and improvement of the site, such as 

-6-
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applying for special funding and establishing an MOU for cross-agency reimbursement, and 
to coordinate activities with all users. 

OIG Comments 

NTIA and MASC's response included a citation to Real Property Management Manual, 
section 2.103(a) which states, "Easements: Pursuant to the authority vested in the ASA 
[Assistant Secretary for Adminisfration] ... the Assistant Secretary for Communication and 
Information .. .[is] hereby delegated the authority of the ASA ... to grant easements and other 
rights of access to real property under their respective control or jurisdiction ... " The citation 
refers to the granting of easements and other rights of access--not to responsibilities for real 
property management. Therefore, while this language may indicate "tacit acknowledgment" 
ofNTIA's role at the ITS site, we still do not believe that it provides clear and convincing 
authority for ITS to continue to manage the Table Mountain site. 

Based on the response to our draft report, it appears that management of the site will be 
shared by ITS, MASC, NJST, and NOAA and governed by the draft MOU. Because Section 
2.004 of the manual enables MASC to delegate its responsibility for real property . 
management, we accept this arrangement. We therefore accept NTIA and MASC's planned 
actions to address our concerns regarding the site and have modified our first 
recommendation to reflect our belief that a formal arrangement is needed to clearly designate 
responsibility for overall management and the various aspects of managing the Table 
Mountain site. NTIA and MASC's audit action plan should include a copy of.the MOU so 
that we may assess whether it is consistent with the recommendation. We plan to follow up 
on this reconunendation, in the future, to assess the effectiveness of the actions taken . 

-7-
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
The Assistant Secretary for Communications 

Larry B. Gross 

and Information 
Washington, D.C. 20230 

SEP 7 2Jl01 

Acting Assistant Inspector General for Auditing 

Nancy J. Victory~ 
Assistant Secretary for Communications and Information 

Don Wynegar /)¢A. u~ 
Director, Mountain Administrative Support Center 

Table Mountain Research Site Needs Attention 
Draft Audit Report No. DEN-11928 

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to your Draft Audit Report Table Mountain Research 
Site Needs Attention, No. DEN-11928/ August 200 I . We agree that the Table Mountain National 
Radio Quiet Zone, and its underlying real property, is a valuable national asset of enormous 
importance to the country as a research and experimentation site. We further agree that the site 
must be upgraded and properly maintained to reduce safety and health concerns and to assure that 
all users have continuing access to a high quality research facility. The responses of the National 
Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) and the Mountain Administrative 
Support Center (MASC) to the three (3) recommendations in your report are set out below. 

Recommendation I: Establish MASC as the lead agency to oversee overall site management, 
or establish some other formal arrangement so that property management responsibilities are 
clearly designated. IfNTIA is designated the lead agency, the basis for NTIA's authority to 
manage real property should be cited. 

Response: NTIA and NOAA/MASC agree that property management responsibilities for 
Table Mountain have been clearly designated. The Real Property Management Manual provides 
the single authoritative reference for the Department's real property management policies and 
procedures and provides the delegated authority for NTIA's management of the Table Mountain 
site. 1 This is supported by the Real Property Management Manual, Section 2.103, Specific 

1 Department Administrative Order (DAO) 217-1 (effective Jan. 3, 1986) authorized the 
development, issuance and maintenance of the Department of Commerce Real Property 
Management Manual. DAO 217-1 also provided that the Manual has the status and effect of a 
DAO and serves as the single authoritative Department real property management reference. In 
an effort to streamline the Department's administration, the Department issued DAO 200-0 in 
1994 to consolidate the listing of the Departmen~'s handbooks and manuals. DAO 200-0 
provided that each of the handbooks and manuals authorized by DAO 200-0 would have the 
status and effect of a DAO, including the Real Property Management Manual. Section S of 
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Delegations of Authoritv, which delegates to the Assistant Secretary for Communications and 
Information Administration (ASCIA) the authority to "grant easements and other rights of access 
to real property" under its control or jurisdiction. The section further provides that the ASCIA 
may rede1egate this authority only to the Director of the Institute for Telecommunication 
Sciences (NTIA/ITS). The only real property under the jurisdiction or control of NTIA is the 
Table Mountain site which NTIA/ITS has historica1ly managed on the agency's behalf. The 
redelegation language is a tacit acknowledgment of this fact. NTIA and MASC agree that this 
Manual provides sufficient authority for NTIA to continue the rea1 property management 
responsibilities at the Table Mountain site. In accordance with the Economy Act, and as 
provided in the Real Property Management Manual, MASC provides the administrative support 
services required for the site, i.e., rea1 estate reporting, site condition surveys, recommendations 
for facility improvements, safety reviews, and other miscellaneous support services associated 
with the site. 

NTIA, NOAA, and the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) are working 
together to establish an overarching Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) through which these 
agencies will reimburse each other for the respective services provided to each other in Boulder. 
The draft MOU specifically includes a provision that will reimburse NTIA/ITS for services to 
NOAA and NIST for the technical management, physical maintenance, and administrative 
services related to the Table Mountain site. This agreement has received clearance from the 
Department's Assistant General Counsel for Administration and is now in the fina1 clearance 
process within each of the affected agencies. ' 

Recommendation 2: Enswe that recent progress to improve the site continues and actions are 
taken to prevent the problems from recurring. 

Response: NTIA intends to continue its multi-year effort to provide for basic maintenance and 
improvement of the Table Mountain site. MASC will perform site reviews to determine what 
basic maintenance and improvements are required and supply the information to NTIA or 
NOAA, as appropriate. 

Moreover, as discussed more fully in response to Recommendation 1, NTIA, NIST and NOAA 
are in the process of establishing an MOU through which these agencies will reimburse each 
other for services rendered, including NTIA's servi_ces related to the Table Mountain site. Tilis 

DAO 200-0 also provided a list of the other DAOs superceded by DAO 200-0, including DAO 
217-1. (DAO 200-0 was revised in 1996.) Thus, the Real Property Management Manual is now 
the definitive document setting forth department-wide policy and procedures for real property 
management by Departmental personnel. For ease of reference, attached please find copies of 
DAO 217-1 (effective Jan. 3, 1986), DAO 200-0 (effective June 29, 1994), DAO 200-0 (effective 
Dec. 24, 1996); and Sections 1.000 - 1.004, 2.103 - 2.104 of the Real Property Management 
Manual . 

2 
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agreement, when put in place, will also provide a strong basis for the reimbursement of basic 
maintenance costs from users of Table Mountain. 

In addition, NTIA has requested a budget initiative in FY 2003 to accomplish comprehensive 
clean-up, modernization, and maintenance of the Table Mountain field site. The initiative has 
been approved by the Department and will be sent to the Office of Management and Budget for 
review on or about September 10, 2001. If approved and funded in FY 2003, we believe this 
initiative will resolve the comprehensive clean-up and maintenance needs highlighted in your 
report, and allow for necessary upgrade of the facilities for much needed research by all of the 
Federal agencies using the site. Please note that information regarding the Department's ongoing 
FY 2003 budget process is not public information and we would ask the Office of the Inspector 
General to treat it accordingly. 

MASC will continue to work with NOAA in pursuing NOAA Capital Improvement Program 
(CIP) funding for its facilities at the site. In the upcoming FY 2002 CIP meeting, MASC will 
present to NOAA management project requests for three of the NOAA occupied buildings at 
Table Mountain. 

Recommendation 3: Ensure that ITS and MASC continue to periodically meet with all users to 
coordinate activities at the site. 

Response: NTINITS is continuing its efforts with NOAA/MASC and other Commerce 
agencies having an interest in Table Mountain to more effect!vely coordinate activities at the site. 
Indeed, Table Mountain is often a main agenda topic at the regularly scheduled Boulder Labs 
Board of Directors (BOD) meetings, where items of major interest, both research and 
administrative, affecting all Boulder agencies are discussed and consensus decisions are made. 
We plan to continue addressing Table Mountain topics in that venue. 

NTIAIITS has also initiated an Ad Hoc Committee on Table Mountain, partnering with NOAA 
and NIST, to address critical day-to-day issues affecting the site, such as site clean-up and basic 
maintenance requirements. Tue first meeting, held in May 200 I, resulted in a plan for the step
by-step clean-up of the grounds. These efforts will continue as we make progress toward the 
more comprehensive and coordinated clean-up of the site planned to begin in FY 2003, with 
approval of our formal budg~t request. 

Attachments: 

DAO 217-1 (effective Jan. 3, 1986) 
DAO 200-0 (effective June 29, 1994) 
DAO 200-0 (effective Dec. 24, 1996); 
Sections I . 000 - 1.004, Real Property Management Manual 
Sections 2.103 - 2.104, Real Property Management Manual 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Kenneth 1. Juster 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMM 
The JnspectDI' General 
WashingtOn, D C. 20230 

Under Secretary for Export Administration 

As a follow up to our December 21, 2001, draft report, attached is a final copy of the 
third report required by the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2000. As 
you know, this legislation mandates that by March 30 of each year through 2007, we 
issue a report to the Congress, in conjunction with the Offices of Inspectors General 
(OIG) at the Departments of Defense, Energy, State, and the Treasury, on the policies and 
procedures of the U.S. government with respect to the export of technologies and 
technical information to countries and entities of concern. This third report focuses on 
BXA's efforts to modernize its dual~use ex.port licensing system, including whether BXA' __ _ 
has considered the feasibility of developing a single federal dual-use export licensing · 
system or other alternatives. The report inc]udes comments from your January 22, 2002, 
written response to our draft report. A copy of your response is included as an appendix 
to this report. This report will also be issued as part of an interagency OIG report on 
federal automated export licensing systems. 

We are pleased that you are generally in agreement with many of the recommendations 
we made to help improve the dual-use export licensing automated systems. However, we 
want to emphasize that this project Will need dedicated resources over the next several 
years in order for it to be successfully completed by fiscal year 2006. In addition, as the 
agency charged with administering the dual-use export control process, we believe that it 
is especially important for BXA to better coordinate its ECASS redesign efforts with the 
interagency export licensing community. After carefully considering your response to 
our draft report, we have made some adjusbnents in our final report. We request that you 
provide us with an action plan addressing the recommendations in our report within 60 
calendar days. 

We thank you and your staff for the assistance and courtesies extended to us during our 
evaluation. If you have any questions about our report or the requested action plan, 
please contact me at (202) 482..4661, or Jill Gross, Assistant Inspector General for 
Inspections and Program Evaluations, at (202) 482-2754. 

Attachment 
.I 
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The House and Senate Armed Services Committees, through the National Defense Authorization 
Act for Fiscal Year 2000, directed the Inspectors General of the Departments of Commerce, 
Defense, Energy, and State, in consultation with the Director of Central Intelligence and the 
Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, to assess the adequacy of export controls and 
counterintelligence measures to prevent the acquisition of militarily sensitive U.S. technology 
and technical information by countries and entities of concern. 1 The legislation mandates that the 
Inspectors General report to the Congress by March 30 of each year until 2007. 

For 2002, the OIGs agreed to conduct an interagency review of the various automated export 
licensing systems maintained by the federa1 licensing agencies--to detennine how the systems 
interact and whether it is feasible to develop a single federal automated export licensing network 
or other alternatives. Each 010 also looked at its own agency's efforts to modernize its export 
licensing system. As such, our overall objective was to assess BXA's efforts to modernize its 
Export ControJ Automated Support System (ECASS). In particular, we sought to detennine 
whether: 

BXA adequately considered business process changes and appropriate resources for the 
life cycle of the project. -

•!• BXA had an infrastructure in place to monitor project costs, schedule, and deliverables. 

<• BXA's system design schedule was realistic, achievable. and on time. 

•!• BXA implemented previous OIG recommendations pertaining to the modernization of the 
export licensing system and other intema1 control issues (see Appendix A). 

Based on our eva1uation, we are pleased to note that BXA has made progress in its redesign 
effort. However, we want to emphasize that for the project to be successful, it will need 
dedicated resources and continuous oversight by BXA management and the Depanment. Our 
specific observations follow: 

BXA Has Made Progress on ECASS 2000+ Project 

We identified several areas where BXA has made progress on its ECASS 2000+ project. First, 
BXA's appointment of a project manager in March 2000 has brought direction and stability to a 
redesign effort that had lacked adequate leadership from early 1998 to March 2000. Second, 

1Public Law 106-65, October S, 1999. 
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BXA and the U.S. Department of Defense's USXPORTS2 office are developing a "front-end" 
licensing subsystem, known as SNAP/ESD,3 that wm allow exporters to submit on-line, for the 
first time, all types of license applications as well as the corresponding supporting 
documentation. Third, BXA selected software in August 2001 for its new Export Enforcement 
Investigative Tracking System, scheduled to be implemented in June 2002. Fourth, during its 
fiscal year 2003 budget planning cycle, BXA established a Capital Planning Team to coordinate 
its strategic planning, annual budgeting, and information technology functions (see page 9). 

BXA Needs Better Planning to Ensure Long-Term Success of the Project 

As BXA completes and implements its new ECASS 2000+ system over the next several years, 
thorough planning wiJI be key to the project's long-term success. However, we found BXA 
could improve its planning of the ECASS 20oo+ project in several areas. First, although BXA' s 
1998 business process reengineering study was clearly valuable in terms of defining and 
redesigning BXA's key business processes, we found that it was (l) too narrow in scope and 
(2) not adequately addressed by BXA management. Second, we found that BXA is redesigning 
it.s current ECASS system based on a cost-benefit analysis that is outdated both in terms of costs 
and proposed requirement changes. Jn addition, BXA recently increased its baseline for ECASS 
2000+ from $6 million in 1998 to $7.5 miHion in 200l without preparing adequate cost 
estimates. As a result, BXA does not know (1) what funding levels are needed or (2) whecher the 
$7 .5 million will be sufficient to complete ECASS 2000+ by fiscal year 2006. Third, we 
determined that not all of the ECASS 2000+ requirements have been adequately specified. 
Specifically, we found (1) minimal user involvement in preparing requirements for the licensing 
subsystem and (2) the information technology security requirements had not been specified. 
(see page 13). 

BXA Needs to Strengthen its Modernization Effort by Implementing Established IT 
Management Best Practices 

While the ECASS 2000+ project officially began in March 2000, BXA still has not completed 
key system management processes and documentation needed to better manage the redesign 

· effort. As of September 30, 2001, the ECASS 2000-t project lacked adequate management tools. 
including (1) a configuration management process. (2) a risk management process, (3) a software 
acquisition training program for its project team members, (4) a project management p1an, and 
(5) target architecture. These are requisite management tools for systems development, as 
identified by the Office of Management and Budget's Chief Information Officers Council, the 

2USXPORTS is an interagency program office established by the Depanment of Defense to modernize the 
interagency export licensing systems. 

3SNAP/ESD is the Simplified Network Application Processing (SNAP) system and the Electronic Support 
Docwnentation (ESD) system. 

ii 
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General Accounting Office, and the Department of Commerce's Office of Chief Information 
Officer. The ECASS 2000+ project manager acknowledges that these management tools need to 
be instituted but informed us that the lack of resources dedicated to this project have made it 
difficult to manage and oversee the redesign effon and perform the needed functions in a timely 
manner {see page 25). 

Interagency Cooperation on Planning, Design, and Development Has Been Mixed 

While our 1999 expott licensing report4 recognized the need for an ECASS replacement, it also 
raised concerns about the multiple and distinct automation efforts underway at that time by the 
various export licensing agencies. At that time, we recommended that BXA coordinate its 
system development efforts with the other export licensing agencies, to maximize efficiencies 
and savings as well as acquire a more integrated licensing system. Since µien, BXA has 
participated in and coordinated with some interagency modernization efforts. However, it has 
not involved the other licensing agencies in its own redesign effort beyond SNAP/BSD. In 
addition, we are concerned that BXA may not adequately consider other system alternatives for 
its license processing needs beyond enhancing the interfaces with the existing licensing systems 
(see page 29) . 

On page 34, we off er recommendations to the Under Secretary for Export Administration to 

address the concerns raised in this report. 

[n BXA' s January 22, 2002, written response to our draft report. the Under Secretary for Export 
Administration generally agreed with most of our recommendations. BXA's response outlined 
additional actions taken since the conclusion of our review that demonstrate its commitment to 
ensure the long-term success of its redesign effort. However, we want to emphasize that this 
project will need dedicated resources over the next several years in order for the project to be 
successfully completed by fiscal year 2006. In addition, we want to reiterate the need for BXA to 
better coordinate its ECASS redesign efforts with the interagency export licensing community. 

To address BXA' s comments, we have made changes to the report, where necessary. BXA 's 
response has been included as Appendix C to this report. 

4lmprovemenrs Are Needed to Meet the Export Licensing Requirements of the 2Ja Century, U.S. 
Department of Commerce Office of Inspec1or General, IPE-11488, June 1999 . 
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The Inspectors General of the Departments of Commerce, Defense, Energy, State and the 
Treasury, in consultation with the Director of Central Intelligence and the Director of the Federal · 
Bureau of Investigation, are required by the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 
2000 to conduct an eight-year assessment of the adequacy of current export controls and 
counterintelligence measures to prevent the acquisition of sensitive U.S. technology and 
technical information by countries and entities of concern. 

The above legislation mandates that the Inspectors General report to the Congress no Jater than 
March 30 of each year, unti12007, on the status of efforts to maintain and improve export 
controls. To comply with the act's 2000 requirement, each OIG reviewed certain aspects of its 
agency's export controls and counterintelligence measures and reported on its findings. The 
result was two interagency reports highlighting crosscutting issues.5 Our report focused on three 
activities that the Commerce Department, principally through the Bureau of Export 
Administration, canies out or participates in to help prevent the illicit transfer of sensitive 
technology. Those activities include (1) deemed export controls,6 (2) the Visa Application 
Review Program, and (3) the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States.7 

To meet the act's 2001 requirement, the OIGs conducted an interagency review of the Commerce 
Control List and the U.S. Munitions Llst.8 This review looked at BXA's policies and procedures 

. for the design, maintenance, and application of the Commerce Control List.~ For 2002, the OIGs 
agreed to conduct an interagency review of the various automated export licensing systems 
maintained by the federal licensing agencies to determine how the systems interact and whether it 

5lnteragency Review of the Export Licensing Process for Foreign National Visitors, conducted by the 
Offices of Inspector General at the U.S. Departments of Commerce, Defense, Energy. and State., D-2000-109, March 
2000, and lnteragency Inspector General Assessment of Measures to Protect Against the Illicit Transfer of Sensitive 
Technology, conducted by the Offices of Inspector General at the U.S. Departments of Commerce, Defense, Energy, 
State, and the Treasury, and the Central Intelligence Agency, OO-OIR.-06, March 2000. 

6 According to the faport Administration Regulations, any release to a foreign national of technology or 
software subject to the regulations is deemed to be an expon 10 the home country of the foreign oationaJ. 

1 lmprovements Are Needed ro Programs Des;gned to Protect Against the Transfer of Sensitive 
Teclvwlogies to Countries of Concern, U.S. Department of Commerce Office of Inspector General, IPE-12454-1, 
March2000. 

8lnteragency Review of the Commerce Control List and the U.S. Munitions list, conducted by the Offices 
of Inspector General at the U.S. Departments of Commerce, Defense, Energy, and State, Report No. D-2001-092, 
March2001. 

'MalUlgemenl of the Commerce COlllrol List and Related Processes Should Be Improved, U.S. Department 
of Commerce Office of Inspector General, IPE-13 744, March 2001. 
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is feasible to develop a single federaJ automated export licensing network or other alternatives. 
We conducted a program evaJuation that focused on BXA's efforts to modernize its aging Export 
Control Automated Support System (ECASS). 

Program evaluations are special reviews that the OIG undertakes to give agency managers timely 
information about operations, including current and foreseeable problems. By highlighting 
problems, the 010 hopes to help managers move quickly to address them and to avoid similar 
problems in the future. The evaluations are also conducted to encourage effective, efficient, and 
economical operations and to detect and prevent fraud, waste, and abuse. Program evaluations 
may also highlight effective programs or operations, particularly if they may be useful or 
adaptable for agency managers or program operations elsewhere. 

We conducted our evaluation from April 18 through September 30, 2001. This evaluation was 
conducted in accordance with the Quality Standards for Inspections issued by the President's 
Council on Integrity and Efficiency, and was pedonned under the authority of the Inspector 
General Act of 1978, as amended, and Department Organization Order 10-13, dated May 22, 
1980, as amended. At the conclusion of the evaluation, we discussed our findings. and 
conclusions. with the Under Secretary for Export Administration and other key BXA and 
Commerce officials. · 

OBJECTlVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY 

The overall objective of our program eva1uation was to assess BXA's efforts to modernize its 
export licensing system for dual-use commodities (goods and technologies determined to have 
both civilian and military use). The scope of ourevalualion included resolving whether BXA 
had considered the feasibi1i~y of developing a single federal dual-use export licensing system or 
other altemati ves. In particular, we sought to determine whether BXA: 

<· adequately planned for the redesign effort, including whether it properly considered 
business process changes and appropriate resources for the life of the project; 

•!• had an infrastructure in place to monitor project costs, schedule, and deliverables; 

•:• developed a system design schedule that was realistic, achievable, and being met; and 

•!• implemented previous OIG recommendations pertaining to the replacement of the export 
licensing system and other automation issues. 

To coordinate the review of interagency issues and detennine the work to be performed by each 
OIG t~am, the five OIGs formed an interagency working group and held monthly meetings 

2 
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during the review. Similar to the approach adopted for last year's re~rting requirement. the five 
OIGs decided that each would issue a report on the findings of Hs agency review. In addition. alJ 
five would contribute to and approve a consolidated report on any crosscutting issues, including 
an assessment of the U.S. Ex.port Systems (USXPORTS) Interagency Program Managemenr 
Office, a Defense program established in May 2000 to modernize the interagency ex.port 
licensing systems. 

Our review methodology included interviews with various BXA officials. including senior 
managers, licensing and enforcement officials, and BXA contractors. We also spoke with 
officials from the Departments of Defense, Energy, Justice, State, and the Treasury, as well as the 
Office of Management and Budget (OMB) and the General Accounting Office (GAO). In 
addition, we met with staff from the Department's Office of Chief fufonnation Officer (CIO), 
Office of Budget,. Office of the Secretary, and Information TechnoJogy (IT) Enterprise 
Architecture Affinity Group. 10 We also reviewed ECASS 2000+ and USXPORTS documents 
available prior to September 30, 200 l. Furthermore, we reviewed departmental~ GAO, OMB, 
and congressional guidance on implementing and managing system development efforts. 

Finally, we followed up on ECASS internal control recommendations made in our 1999 report11 

on the export licensing process (see Appendix A). 

BACKGROUND 

The United States controls the export of dual-use commodities for national security, foreign 
policy, and nonproliferation reasons under the authority of several different laws. The primary 
Iegislati ve authority for controlling the export of dual-use commodities is the Export 
Administration Act of 1979, as amended.12 Under the act, BXA administers the Export 
Administration Regulations by developing export controJ policies, issuing export licenses, and 
enforcing the laws and regu1ations for dual-use exports. 

'°The IT Enterprise Architecture Affinity Group was established to oversee all systems architectw-e plans by 
Commerce agencies. 

11Improvem£nt~ Are Needed 10 Meet the Export Licensing Requirements ofrhe 2/Jf Ce111ury, U.S. 
Department of Commerce Office of Inspector Genera1, IPE-11488, Juoe I 999. 

12 Although the act last expired on August 20, 2001, the President has extended existing export regulations 
under Executive Order 13222, dated August 17, 2001, invoking emergency authority contained in the International 
Emergency Economics Powers Act 
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BXA developed ECASS in 1984 to expedite the license approval process and better serve the 
U.S. exponer. ECASS is a large database designed to process, store, and transmit dual-use 
export licensing information. It is housed on a mainframe at the Commerce computer center in 
Springfield, Virginia. , EC ASS is an unclassi tied system supporting more than 600 users, 
including BXA headquarters and field offices; the CIA; and the Departments of Defense, Energy, 
Justice, State, and the Treasury. (See Figure 1.) During its lifetime, ECASS has been upgraded 
to pennit manual, electronic, and optical character recognition data entry of license applications 
and commodity classification requests. 

Fi ure 1 
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Automated Interfaces between ECASS and the Interagency Export Licensing Community 

On December 5, 1995, the President issued Executive Order 12981, in response to the need for 
more transparency in the dual-use export license process. Specifically, it authorizes the 
Departments of Defense, Energy, and State to review any license application submitted to the 
Department of Commerce under the Export Administration Act. In addition, the Executive 
Order authorizes the Department of Justice to review any export license applications pertaining 
to encryption items. 

Both State and Justice have direct access to the ECASS system and use it to process license 
applications referred to them. However, because Defense and Energy have classified systems, 
ECASS's export license information is sent to these agencies via dial-up lines to stand-alone 
personal computers. The information is then put on a disk and uploaded to their respective 
classified systems, thereby ensuring the integrity of their systems. 

BX.A also sends certain license applications to the CIA's Weapons Intelligence, 
Nonproliferation, Arms Control group for an end user review. Like Defense and Energy, this 
system is also classified and export license data is sent via a dial-up line to a CIA stand-aJone 
computer. 

Finally, BXA electronically cransmits validated licensing infonnation (for cases approved, 
denied. or returned without action) over a dedicated 56K data line to the Department of the 
Treasury's U.S. Customs Service on a daily basis. The data is then entered into the Customs 
Service's Treasury Enforcement Communications Systems {TECS) database. 13 Figure 2 
identifies the agencies involved in the export licensing process and the interfaces used to transmit 
data back and forth. 

13TEcs was created to provide multi-agency access to a conunon database of enforcement data supplied by 
various law enforcement agencies . 
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During its lifetime, ECASS has been upgraded to permit manual, electronic, and optical character 
recognition data entry of export and re-export license applications, commodity classifications, 
special comprehensive and deemed ex.port licenses, and agriculture license exception notices. 
However, our June 1999 export licensing report identified many reasons why ECASS is not an 
effective system for the current era of license processing. Those limitations still exist. For 
example: 
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+:• ECASS has limited query capability. As such, it is difficu1t for licensing officers to 
obtain historicaJ information on a conunodity, consignee, or end user necessary to make 
the most informed Jicen~ing decision. 

·> ECASS has limited text capability. Specifical1y, it does not al1ow licensing officers to 
incorporate detailed text into the license record. 

+!• ECASS has no modern interfaces. Licensing officers must exiC the database every time 
they want to use any applications such as word processing. 

•!• ECASS Jacks on-line access to exporter technical specifications. Licensing officers at 
both BXA and referral agencies cannot review exporter technicaJ specifications on-line 
through ECASS. Therefore, BXA must make copies and distribute the technica1 
specifications as hard copy to the applicable referral agencies, a time-consuming task. 

ECASS has limited access to outside databases. ECASS does not allow its users to 
obtain information from outside databases, such as Dun and Bradstreet, and directly input 
the information 1nto a license application file. Licensing officers and supervisors must 
obtain information outside of ECASS and then "cut and paste" infonnation into the 
system. 

Prior OIG Recommendations to Improve Interfaces Among the Various Licensing Systems 

We issued two prior OJG reports recommending improvements to ECASS and its interfaces with 
the referral agencies' licensing systems. First, in our 1993 special interagency OJG report on the 
export licensing process, 14 we determined that officials at the Deparnnents of Defense, Energy, 
and State needed to develop procedures to reconcile each agency's database information 
contained in ECASS. We also recommended that BXA establish an interagency working group, 
including Defense, Energy, and State, to determine the need for. the feasibility of. artd the 
benefits to be derived from the expanded use of ECASS for dua1-use export Hcensing 
information. At that time, all four agencies agreed that all database records should be consistent 
and that a working group should be established. 

However, our 1999 report on the export licensing process found that while the expon licensing 
process was working reasonably well, the agency automation systems lagged behind. 
Furthermore, we found that the export licensing agencies were not coordinating their systems 

14The Federal Government's Expon licensing Processes/or Munitions and Dual-Use Commodities, 
conducled by the Offices of Inspector General al the U.S. Departments of Commerce. Defense, Energy, and State, 
September 1993 . 
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development efforts with each other. At that time. we. recommended that BXA coordinate its 
system development efforts with the other licensing agencies and again encourage those agencies 
to establish an interagency steering committee to review the automation portion of the expon 
licensing process, from coordinating common system architecture requirements to detennining 
how interagency resources could be used to fund and implement a new system. 

Since that time, BXA has made some progress in its redesign ofECASS (see Chapter I, page 9, 
for details on BXA's efforts). Furthermore, in an effort to correct the deficiencies associated 
with the current export licensing systems, Defense established the USXPORTS lnteragency 
Program Management Office in May 2000. USXPORTS's mission is to: 

" ... modernize the export control process through easy and timely 
access to pertinent export data electronica1ly among participating 
agencies. This includes enhancing network systems and the 
protection of data across agencies.''15 

Defen'.se a1located $30 million over a three·year period for USXPORTS to accomplish its 
mission. An assessment of the USXPORTS office will be incorporated into a consolidated 
interagency OIG report regarding the various automated export licensing systems. This report 
will be issued in March 2002. 

1 s USXPORTS System Modemitlltion, Statement of Work, Office of the Undersecretary of Defense for 
Policy, OUSD (P), October 16. 2000. page 1. 
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BXA has long needed to replace the current ECASS system to properly administer export control 
laws and regulations. Many of the problems associated with BXA's prior attempts to redesign 
ECASS were due to a combination of technical, planning, managerial, and budgetary hurdles. 
However, since March 2000, BXA has been better able to focus it.s redesign efforts because it 
hired a project manager and coordinated its IT planning and budgetary cycles. As a result, two 
components of ECASS 2000+ should be ready for implementation ·in early to mid 2002. 

A. Appointing an ECASS 2000+ project manager 
brought direction to the redesign effort 

BXA' s appointment of a project manager brought direction and stability to the redesign effort. 
BXA first initiated efforts to redesign its currentECASS system in 1996 when it hired a 
contractor to prepare four major planning documents16 for the project. However, by 1998, BXA 
still did not have a dedicated project manager or team for the effort. As a result, in our June 1999 
report on the export licensing process, we recommended that BXA establish a project 
management team, including a full-time project manager, to oversee development and 
implementation of BXA's new system as soon as possible. Thereafter, in March 2000 BXA 
hired an ECASS 200o+ project manager to oversee an effort that had been mostly dormant from 
early 1998 to early 2000. 

Under the leadership of its ECASS 200o+ project manager, BXA has taken steps to ensure the 
short-tenn and long-tenn success of the ECASS 2000+ project. These steps include: 

•!• following federal, industry and the Department's IT Enterprise Architecture Affinity 
Group's guidance and processes for system design and development, 

•!• preparing initia1 system documentation, such as a Vision Document and Software 
Requirements Specification, 

•:• hiring a contractor to oversee the integration of ECASS 2000+ components, 

161°hese documents included a business case analysis, business process reengineering study, information 
architecture, and a cost-benefit analysis . 
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•) overseeing the development of two key subsystems of ECASS 2000+--the Simplified 
Network Application Processing (SNAP)/Electronic Support Documentation system 
(ESD) and the Export Enforcement Investigative Tracking system (see parts Band C 
respectfully of this section for more detail on these systems), and 

•:• preparing project documentation, including a software development plan and data 
migration plan. 

Although we are pleased with the recent progress of the redesign eff on, we want to emphasize 
the need for BXA to aggressively pursue its ECASS 2000+ implementation over the next four 
years. For ECASS 2000+ to be successful, it will need continued oversight by the ECASS 2000+ 
project manager as well as BXA's and the department's management team (see Section m, 
page 25). 

B. Exporters will soon be able to submit all license applkations 
and supporting documentation on-line 

Although exporters can currently submit certain export license applications and other reporting 
forms to BXA via the Internet, corresponding support documentation for a license application 
has to be submitted separately as hard copy. These documents are then duplicated by BX.A and 
delivered via courier co the referral agencies, a procedure that adds time and expense to the 
license review process. To address these and other problems. BXA and the USXPORTS officen 
are developing a "front-end" licensing subsystem, known as SNAP/ESD, that will allow 
exporters to submit all t~es of license applications as well as the corresponding support 
documentation on-line.1 USXPORTS estimates that it will spend about $1.0 rniUion to 
complete the SNAP/ESD system. 

According to documents provided by BXA, SNAP, which was first introduced to exporters in 
February 1999, provides more than 3,500 registered users, representing over 1,700 companies, 
the ability to submit certain export and re-export license applications, commodity classification 
requests, and high performance computer notices to BXA on-line. In fiscal year 2000, BXA 
received 61 percent of its license applications via the Internet. As a part of the redesign effort, 
the capabilities of SNAP wiU be expanded to include other on-line transactions, such as the 
submission of deemed export license applications and special comprehensive license 
applications. 

17USXPORTS is responsible for designing and deploying SNAPJESD, however, BXA 's ECASS 2000+ 
project manager is the SNAPIESD project manager for the USXPORTS office. Once completed, USXPORTS will 
tum the system over to BXA to house and maintain SN APIESD at its computer site. 

18Support documentation includes diagrams. schematics, or other information to describe the product to be 
exported as well as additional infonnation concerning the end user or end use of the product . 
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SNAP will be complemented by the development ofESD. an interactive data repository for 
supporting documentation. ESD wiU give exporters the ability to electronically submit their 
supporting documentation alongside their application. Currently, if an exporter submits its 
license application on-line and mails its supporting documentation to BX.A, it may take several 
days for the two documents to match up with each other. Simultaneous submission of the license 
and supporting documentation should assist licensing officers in expediting the overall 
processing of license applications. Furthennore, by maintaining all of these documents in an 
interactive data repository, exporters will no longer need to submit supporting documents more 
than once for multiple license applications involving the same product. 

ESD will also benefit the federal licensing agencies in their review of export license app1ications. 
Specifically, the new subsystem should facilitate license review and reduce processing times by 
eliminating paper processing both internally at BXA and at the licensing referral agencies. ESD 
will also reduce the time and money spent by BXA support staff on scanning support documents 
(after a case is closed), and copying and sending documents to other agencies via courier. In 
addition, referral agencies wi1l have real-time access rights to the document library.19 

Once exporters can electronically submit aU types of applications and supporting documentation, 
BXA anticipates on-line submissions wi11 increase. To date, two prototypes of the system have 
been prepared. The first was completed in August 2001 and included onJy the ESD system; the 
second was completed in September 2001 and included a redesigned SNAP and the ESD system. 
BXA and USXPORTS held several design peer reviews of the prototypes between June and 
December 2001.20 

SNAP/ESD was also demonstrated in October 2001 to exponers at BXA 's UPDATE 2001 
conference in Washington, D.C. At that time, only the commodity classification feature was 
available for demonstration. BXA's ECASS 2000+ project manager expects aII of the system 
features to be available when SNAP/ESD is scheduled for implementation in March 2002. 

C. BXA has selected software for its new investigative tracking system 

A second ECASS 2000+ subsystem currently being developed is the Export Enforcement 
Investigative Tracking system. Since March 2001, BXA • s system integration contractor has been 
analyzing user needs within BXA's enforcement conunwrity and evaluating commercial off-the
shelf (COTS) case management software. The ECASS 2ooo+ project manager infonned us that 

19 According to BXA, specific access by the referral agencies will be limited to the docwnentation relating to 
those cases that have been referred to them by BXA. 

»i"be peer reviews involved assessments of work products by future system users during the development 
of those work products to identify defects requiring correction . 
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the investigative tracking system was selected as the first redesigned subsystem based on 
available funding, the minima] functionality in· the current investigative tracking system, and the 
possibility that a COTS solution would be available. 

The search for a COTS solution ended in August 2001 when a case management software vendor 
was selected. According to BXA • s Vision Document, 21 some of the features of the new 
subsystem wilJ better enable export enforcement personnel to: 

•!• create and open investigative cases based on leads; 

•!• manage, upgrade, refer, close. or request collateral assistance on investigative cases; 

•) manage and track administrative and criminal case actions; 

•!• conduct advanced investigative case and suspect queries; and 

<• capture and view supporting case documentation. 

BX.A estimates the costs for the selected package, including software, hardware, and training, to 
be around $600,000. T_he new investigative tracking system is scheduled to be implemented in 
June 2002. 

D. BXA has begun linking strategic planning, budgeting, and rr planning 

OMB and the Department require agencies to link their budgets with IT planning. However, 
although BXA has prepared annual strategic plans in the past, it lacked a functioning process for 
fonnulating its strategic procurement and IT goals. Recognizing how these functions needed to 
be integrated, BXA established a CapitaJ Planning Team in April 2001, made up of staff from its 
Offices of Planning and Evaluation, the Comptroller. and the CIO. As a result of the team's 
fonnation, BXA was able to coordinate its planning and budgeting processes, including efforts to 
redesign ECASS, for its fiscal year 2003 budget preparation. We believe that BXA's Capital 
Planning Team should continue its efforts. 

21ECASS 2000+ Vision Document, Bureau of Export Administration, U.S. Department of Commerce, 
December 15. 2000 . 
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II. BXA Needs Better Planning to Ensure Long· Term Success of the Project 

One of the most critical elements of a systems development effort is planning. Despite the fact 
that progress has been made on the ECASS 2000+ project, not enough time or resources have 
been devoted to basic planning for the project. As a result, ( 1) BXA' s initial business process 
reengineering efforts are incomplete, (2) its cost estimates for ECASS 2000+ are outdated, and 
(3) some of the ECASS 2000+ requirements, such as those for licensing and security, have not 
been adequately specified and documented. We are making recommendations to address the 
problems we identified. 

A. BXA 's initial business process reengineering efforts were incomplete 

The need for agencies to reassess their business processes before investing in the technology that 
supports them was recognized in the Clinger-Cohen Act of 1996. Specifically. Section 5123(5) 
of the act requires agencies to: ' 

"[a]nalyze the missions of the executive agency, and based on the analysis, revise 
the executive agency's mission~related processes and administrative processes as 
appropriate before making significant investments in IT that is to be used in 
support of the perfonnance of those missions."22 

OMB reinforced this mandate by requiring that investments in major information systems 
proposed for funding in the President's budget should, among other things, support work 
processes that have been redesigned lo reduce costs and improve effectiveness.23 As such, in 
1997 the Department required BXA to conduct a business process reengineering (BPR) study 
prior to approving BXA's request for funds to modernize its current export licensing system. 

At that time, BXA hired a consulting firm to assist it in reengineering its critical business 
processes. The consultant's final report, 24 issued in June 1998, summarized the processes to be 
reengineered and provided an implementation plan. Overall, BXA's first attempt to conduct a 
reengineering study was constructive. More than 50 BXA subject matter experts participated in 
defining and redesigning BXA's core business processes. Consequently, the study resulted in 
several meaningful recommendations to improve the export licensing and export enforcement 
processes. 25 

2240 u.s.c. § 1423. 
230MB Memorandum. "Funding Information Systems Investments," October 25, 1996. 
24 Department of Commerce, Bureau of Export Administration, Final Report: Process Reengineering and 

Implementation Plan, Booz-Al.len & Hamilton. June 22. 1998. 
is.rhe BPR study also addressed reengineering of BXA 's processes that result in expon and internal 

operating policies and procedures . 
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The recommendations.directed at improving BXA's expo11 licensing process included the 
fol1owing: 

•!• Create an electronic environment for every license application and supporting 
documentation .26 

(• Establish an up-front screening terun to verify the Export Control Classification Number 
and help assign the action to the most appropriate licensing team. 

•:. Implement a team approach for processing complex actions to improve the quality and 
coordination of the effort. 

•:• Differentiate licensing actions into .. A" and "B" categories, based on the complexity and 
need for technical depth, to most efficiently use BXA's technical expertise. 

Although the study was clearly valuable in terms of defining and redesigning BXA's key 
business processes, we found that it was (1) narrow in scope and (2) not adequately addressed by 
BXA management. Specifically, only BXA~ontrolled. processes were considered for redesign 
despite the fact that the Export Administration Act requires that BXA administer the interagency 
dual-use export licensing process. When we questioned BXA as to why it chose to study only 
BXA-controlled processes for redesign, we were told that the previous BXA management team 
thought it would be too costly to perfonn an interagency review. However, BXA was unable to 
provide us with any cost estimates to support that decision. 

In addition, BXA did not adequately address the findings and reconunendations of the study 
when it was issued in 1998. As a result, during our current review, BXA was unable to provide 
us with any justifications as to why some of the study's recommendations were accepted or 
rejected. Furthemiore, we found little evidence to indicate that BXA put into practice many of 
the recommendations it claimed to accept. Because BXA did not address the broader interagency 
export licensing process in its original BPR study or adequately address the recommendations 
from the study, the future ECASS 2000+ system could potentially automate outmoded, 
inefficient business processes (e.g., the export licensing process), and not consider meaningful 
process improvements. 

However, in the summer of 2001, BXA established an internal licensing task force to review the 
interaction between the licensing agencies and to generate ideas about how to improve the 
interagency export licensing process. The task force provided a report to the Export 

26 As discussed previously in Se.ction I, BXA is cum:nlly worldng with USXPORTS to implement this 
recommendation through the SNAPJESD initiative . 
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Administration's management team in August 2001 identifying six areas where improvements 
might be made. We believe the establishment of this task force was a positive step in rethinking 
how the interagency export licensing process could operate. 

Furthennore, the USXPORTS office, which BXA participates in, has recently completed a BPR 
anal ysis27 of the interagency dual-use export control process. The recommended BPR 
improvements are based on requirements identified by six interagency focus groups, comprised 
of representatives from Conunerce. Defense, Energy, and State. The four major BPR 
improvements identified by USXPORTS follow. 

•!• Broaden the electronic business exchange between industry and the U.S. government by 
(1) registering individual companies and individuals, (2) creating a single point of entry, 
and (3) submitting application data and technical specifications electronically. 

•!• Provide robust data retrieval by maintaining a single "parties of interest" list in the system 
for all interested parties to tap into and provide tools for cumulative effect analysis. 

Enhance the license review and analysis process by establishing an interagency review 
team early in the license review process and improving interagency communication 
technology. · 

•!• Migrate to an unc1assified data environment by creating an unclassified export licensing 
environment. 

In October 2001, the USXPORTS office briefed its Steering Committee, comprised of the 
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Export Administration and various senior Defense officials, on 
the proposed BPR recommendations. According to USXPORTS, the committee has approved 
the reengineering recommendations. with slight modifications, and the next step is to detennine 
how to implement those recommendations. 

Clearly, the dual-use export control process is an interagency process, and we support BXA's 
involvement on the USXPORTS redesign effort to date. However, changes to current business 
processes need to be made as soon as possible, before the ECASS 2000+ system requirements 
are further specified. We recommend that BXA's new management team reevaluate the 1998 
BPR recommendations, as weH as recommendations from its intema1 task force, to determine if 
any of the proposed process changes are still appropriate. In adilition, BXA should continue to 
work closely with the other licensing agencies to evaluate the interagency recommendations from 

27USXPORTS Business Process Reengineering (Draft), Version 2.1. USXPORTS Program Office. August 
28, 2001. 
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rhe USXPORTS reengineer:ing effort, which BXA participated in. Fina11y, it is imperative rhat 
BXA make a decision about the recommendations from the two BPRs and the Jicensing task 
force report, as soon as possible, so that the ECASS 2000+ project team can develop any new 
major requirements for the licensing subsystem before it completes the Target Architecture (see 
Section ID, page 25, for details on BXA's Target Architecture). 

In response to our draft report, BXA agreed with our recommendation to reevaluate and 
determine whether any of the proposed changes outlined in BXA's 1998 BPR, the USXPORTS 
BPR, or BXA 's August 2001 internal licensing task force report should be factored into the 
ECASS 2000+ design and requirements. Specifically, BXA reported that its new ECASS 2000+ 
user group, which began meeting on a bi-weekly basis in mid~December 2001, will address this 
recommendation as a part of its duties. 

B. BX'A needs to update its cost estimates 

There is much guidance on the need for accurate and complete cost data throughout the life of a 
project. For example, Otvm requires updated cost-benefit ana1yses28 for a11 IT investment 
decisions. In adwtion, a recent report from the Chairman of the Senate Governmental Affairs 
Committee recommended that executive departments and agencies ensure that any cost-benefit 
data used in investment decision making be accurate and complete.29 Furthermore, GAO 
guidelines emphasize that reliable cost estimates are essential for making effective IT investment 
decisions. Specifically, GAO states that the cost-benefit, schedule, and risk information included 
in an agency's analysis to justify the project. should be updated as project implementation 
continues and as dollar amounts increase.30 

Towards that end, BXA prepared a cost-benefit analysis in September 1998.31 We believe this 
analysis was a much needed first step for BXA and provided a catalyst for gaining support for its 
ECASS 2000+ redesign effort. However. BXA has not updated that ana1ysis since that time. As 
a result, BXA's redesign is based on a cost-benefit analysis that is outdated both in terms of costs 
and proposed requirement changes. Table 1 identifies additional features rhat make BXA' s 1998 
cost-benefit analysis outdated for the current redesign effort. 

280MB Circular A-130, November 30, 2000. Although the OMB circular uses the term "benefit-cost'' 
analysis, this report uses the more commonly used term "cost-benefit" analysis. 

29 /nvestigative Report of Senator Fred Tlwmf"on on Federal Compluince with th£ Clinger-Cohen Act, 
October 20, 2000. 

30 Improved Management Practices Needed to Control lntegriltion Cost and Schedule, Genera1 Accounting 
Office. AIMD-99-25. December 1998. 

31 BXA Cost Analysis Study, Bureau of Export Administration, September 9, 1998 . 
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T bl 1 C a e urrent F to All ac rs ectm2 1998 C B efi A I ' A ost- en it natys1s ssumptions 
.. 

1998 Assumptions 2001 Current Factors 

)> System operational by the end of )' System operational by the end of fiscal 
fiscal year 2002. year 2006. 

)' System based on a centralized )> System based on a decentr~d (web- . 
architecture. based) architecture. 

)' System lpcated at Commerce )> System based at some federal or pub_lic 
headquarters. faci1ity. 

)> System comprising many > System comprising software 
commercial off-the-shelf products. development and commercial off-the-

shelf products. · 

> System based on 1998 business 
)' BPR reconunendations made in 1998 

process reengineering 
have not been completely addressed. 

recommended changes . 

> 01d system to have minimal )> Changes to the old system needed as a 
support and upgrades while new result of delaying the system redesign 
system is being developed. into fiscal year 2006. 

Source: BXA's Cost Analysis Study, September 1998, and OIG Analysis. 

BXA officials stated that limited resources (i.e., funding and staff) and time have precluded BXA 
from updating its cost-benefit analysis. While BXA has recently increased its cost baseline for 
ECASS 2000+ from $6 nnllion in 1998 to $7.5 million in 2001, the increase was not based on a 
detailed cost anaJysis of all planned system components. In addition, this increase did not 
include security costs (e.g., Public Key Infrastructure) for the new system (see page 21 for details 
on IT security needs). As a result, BXA does not know what additional funding will be needed 
for system enhancements and security in the out years. To successfully complete ECASS 2000+ 
in a timely manner, we recommend that BXA determine what resources are needed in the short
tenn (FYs 2002 and 2003) and long-term (FYs 2004 through 2006) and how to secure adequate 
funding for ECASS 2000+. Consideration should be given to reaJlocati on of resources if funding 
is not adequate, or to an extension of the project timetable . 
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In response to our draft report. BXA indicated that it was obtaining an independent cost estimate 
based on the proposed multi-year software development plan provided by its integration 
contractor. SubsequentJy, BXA informed us that USXPORTS will provide integration contractor 
expertise to accomplish its independent cost estimate sometime during the second quarter of 
fiscal year 2002. In addition, BXA's response stated that as part of its ongoing dialogue with 
USXPORTS, BXA will try to share resources to provide maximum value to the interagency 
licensing community. Given that the fiscal year2004 budget cycle is about to begin. we strongly 
urge BXA to determine its full costs for its redesign effort as soon as possible. 

C. Some ECASS 2000+ requirements need to be validated and specified 

Early requirements preparation will be key to the success of ECASS 2000+ over the next four 
fiscal years. To determine the status of requirements preparation, we reviewed all relevant 
documentation and interviewed specific users as to their participation in requirements analysis. 
While we determined that BXA had adequate user involvement in the design of its SNAP/ESD 
and Investigative Tracking subsystems, we found minimal user involvement in requirements 
preparation for the licensing subsystem. In addition, we found that the IT security requirements 
had not been specified. 

1. User validation is needed for licensing subsystem 

The success of software projects, such as ECASS 2000+, depends on adequately specifying 
system requirements to meet operational needs.32 Software errors are frequently attributable to 
problems with or misunderstandings about user requirements, and these errors generally are the 
most expensive to fix. Consequently, every reasonable effort should be made to precisely define 
system requirements, and as early in the project as is feasible.33 Despite this obvious caveat, we 
found little evidence of user involvement in documenting the proposed ECASS 2000+ licensing 
requirements. Figure 3 illustrates how users should be involved in requirements preparation. 

32User requirements define the proposed components of a system. 
33See, for example, Data Capture System 2000 Requirements and Testing Issues Caused Dress Rehearsal 

Problems. U.S. Department of Commerce Office of Inspector General, OSE-10846, January 1999 . 
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Souroe: A Practical Guide to Federal Enterprise Architecture, Chief Information Officers Council, February 2001. 

To determine the actual extent of user participation in documenting BXA's requirements, we 
interviewed aJI BXA personnel identified by the ECASS 2000+ project team as "users" involved 
in the requirements process. The BXA users infonned us that although they had talked about 
various issues during the user group sessions, they did not systematically outline the future 
licensing requirements of ECASS 2000+. Instead, the users emphasized that they spent time 
documenting the current system functions and preparing a "wish list" of potential new system 
features. The users expressed concern that BXA's IT personnel had outlined most of the 
proposed licensing subsystem requirements without their input. 

BXA's IT personnel agreed that they spent a lot of time documenting proposed licensing 
requirements without user input. However, they indicated that they asked for licensing officials 
to participate in identifying future licensing requirements but the individuals either were not 
interested or not available. As a result, team members decided to obtain initial licensing 
requirements from BXA's 1998 BPR study. Although we agree that the BPR study co1lected 
requirements from experienced licensing officials at that time, some requirements may be 
outdated and others may have changed since 1998. 

In addition, we have concerns that BXA developed requirements without buy-in from current 
referral agency users, including State and Justice. Both agencies have ECASS terminals that they 
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use to process license applications referred to them. However, BXA did not include them in any 
of its user groups. During our discussions with representatives from both agencies, they 
infonned us that they would like to participate in BXA's future user group discussions on 
licensing requirements. 

Because of minimal user participation in defining the requirements for the licensing subsystem 
(1) all requirements may not have been identified and (2) identified requirements may be 
inaccurate or incomplete. Therefore, the system may not meet user needs when it is 
implemented. BXA's ECASS 2000+ project team agreed that user involvement is critical for 
defining user requirements and that more user involvement is needed for preparing the licensing 
requirements. For example, the ECASS 2000+ Risk Tracking document, dated April 2001, 
identified having "no business user group" as a high risk for the project that could result in a lack 
of acceptance by the users of the new system. 

While it would be inefficient to initiate a large-scale requirements specification process at this 
stage in the project, we believe that the ECASS 2000+ licensing requirements need to be 
properly validated by a representative sample of licensing users. The ECASS 20oo+ project 
manager agrees. Therefore, we recommend that BXA ensure that appropriate users, including 
those from the referral agencies, validate its system requirements for the licensing subsystem . 

BXA's response to our draft report agreed with our recommendation to ensure that appropriate 
users, including those from the referral agencies, validate the system requirements for the license 
subsystem. Specifically. BXA stated that its integration contractor will vaJidate an requirements 
through detailed use case reviews by the user groups in the multi-year development project. 
However, BXA stated that it was inaccurate for us to report that the licensing requirements were 
developed without user input. Specifica1ly, BXA's response indicated that it was too early in the 
process for full user involvement given that the detailed elaboration and construction of the 
licensing subsystem is not scheduled until fiscal year 2003. 

On the other hand, BXA' s response stated that many of the high level requirements for the 
licensjng subsystem were taken from the 1998 BPR and additional requirements were gathered 
from selected interviews. BXA also contends that the review of its December 2000 Software 
Requirements Specification document by key business users confinned the high level 
requirements as defined. In addition, BXA indicated that the level of detail was expanded by 
several redesign workshops where users both documented the current processes and the "to-be" 
processes. Subsequently, the ECASS 2000+ team members drafted the initial use cases (how the 
system and users are to interact) and then turned them over to the integration contractor . 
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While we never stated that the licensing requirements were developed without any user input, we 
maintain that there was minimal user involvement in this process. Funhermore. while we agree 
that the requirements exercise performed by BXA users in 1998 was a valid starting point, BXA 
changed its system design after its 1998 review and ultimately some of its requirements, making 
a revalidation of requirements necessary. Based on interviews with BXA personnel identified by 
the ECASS 2000+ project team as "users" involved in the requirements process and our review 
of limited documentation available on this matter, we determined there was minimal user 
participation in defining the requirements for the licensing subsystem. Finally. we want to point 
out that in September 2001, the Department's IT Architecture Affinity Group informed BXA that 
it should have been further along in completing its system requirements and requested that BXA 
complete its target architecture (which includes user input and validation) no later than the 
second quarter of fiscal year 2002. Therefore, it was not unrealistic to expect BXA to have been 
further along in documenting and validating its licensing requirements at the time of our review. 

2. IT security requirements need to be specified and documented 

Although BXA has prepared detailed functional requirements for different parts of ECASS 
2000+. it has not specified the necessary security requirements to ensure the integrity of mission 
critical information. Security requirements are essential to any redesign effort because they 
define the security measures, and they are a precursor to developing target architecture. 
Depanmental guidelines require each agency to define and identify, as early in the design phase 
as possible, security requirements for ensuring the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of 
critical IT resources.34 Specifically, these guidelines identify 10 security areas that need to be 
addressed during system design (see Table 2}. 

3;'he Department's IT Affinity Group recommends that deparanental agencies use the National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Admlnistration's IT guidelines for requirements analysis and architecrure preparation. 
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might be needed in the outlay years. Therefore, we recommend that BXA document its security 
requirements as soon as possible and detennine how to fund them. including whether it should 
reallocate existing resources or make them a high funding priority. 

In response to our draft report, BXA agreed with our recommendation to document its security 
requirements and determine how to fund them as soon as possible. Towards that end, BXA 
indicated that it will implement a robust IT security action plan in fiscal year 2002 by redirecting 
existing resources. In addition, OMB has approved a $1 million increase for BXA's IT security 
program (including the implementation of PKI) in fiscal year 2003. Furthennore, BXA's 
ECASS 2000+ program manager recently informed us that BXA intends to direct 10 percent of 
the ECASS 2000+ fiscal year 2003 budget to security-related activities. 

However, BXA's response disputed our finding that it had not prepared security requirements for 
ECASS 2000+. Specifically, BXA stated that the ECASS 2000+ IT security requirements were 
specified at the time of our review. albeit at a high-level. However, BXA indicated that such 
requirements were not detailed in the December 2000 Software Requirements Specification 
because they represented an initial view based on the team's knowledge at that time . 
Furthermore, BXA's response argued that these requirements could not be finalized until 
(1) the Department solidified its network infrastructure, and (2) BXA's integration contractor 
proposed the ECASS 2000+ system software/hardware. We disagree that most of the detailed 
security requirements could not have been completed based on the two reasons cited by BXA. 

First, BXA's ECASS 20oo+ system and the Department's network infrastructure have separate 
and distinct security requirements. While it is important for ECASS 2000+ to properly interface 
(including access controls) with the Department's network, BXA is not restricted by the 
Department's network infrastructure. Furthermore. the Department's requirements for its 
network infrastructure are at a higher and more generic level than BXA's detailed requirements 
for its system. As such, aJI 10 areas listed in Table 2 of this report could have been addressed 
without knowing the final departmental network infrastructure. For example, given that the 
Department's network infrastructure is just one component of access controls BXA needed to 
address, BX.A could have started outlining and documenting the other access control components 
for its new system. 

Second, BXA should have prepared its detailed security requirements prior to its integration 
contractor proposing the ECASS 2000+ system software/hardware. The contractor could have 
reviewed and incorporated those requirements into the proposed ECASS 200o+ system hardware 
and software. During the course of our review. ECASS 2000+ project team members and the 
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systems integration contractor agreed that security requirements could have provided valuable 
input for the design of the proposed system hardware and software . 
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III. BXA Needs to Strengthen its Moderni7.ation Effort by Implementing Established IT 
Management Best Practices 

In June 2001, the Secretary of Commerce emphasized that management of all departmental IT 
projects needs to be strengthened.35 Toward that end. departmental agencies are required to 
upgrade their management structures to ensure that established management processes and 
documentation are in place early in systems development efforts. As of September 30, 2001, the 
ECASS 2000+ project still lacked an adequate (1) configuration management process. (2) risk 
management process, (3) software acquisition training program for jts project team members, 
( 4) project management plan, and (5) target architecture. These are an key system management 
tools needed to better manage the redesign effort. 

The project mana~ement tools identified above have long been recommended by OMB's CIO 
Council,36 GA0,3 and departmental IT guidelines.38 The ECASS 2000+ project manager 
acknowledged that these management tools should be instituted. but stated that the lack of 
resources dedicated to this project have made it difficult to manage and oversee the redesign 
effort, in addition to implementing the management tools in a timely manner. The ECASS 
2000+ project team currently is comprised of a full-time project manager (who a1so participates 
as a full partner with the USXPORTS office up to one day a week) and three part-time federal 
employees (who are also assigned to other IT duties wichin BXA riot directly affiliated with the 
redesign effort). Because the current project team members had multiple duties. the project 
manager had to (1) enlist its ECASS maintenance contractor to help design the new system 
(whi1e still continuing to maintain the current system) and (2) rely heavily on its system 
integration contractor for the design, implementation, and oversight of the redesign project. 

BXA • s senior management needs to address the resource constraints and ensure that the ECASS 
2000+ project is not put at risk because it lacks adequate management processes and system 
documentation. Table 3 lists each of these management tools and the specific effects of not 
having a particular tool in place. 

•sstrengthening Commerce Information Technology Management, Memorandum 10 Secretarial Officers and 
Heads of Operating Units, June 13, 2001. 

36A Practical Guide 10 Federal Enterprise Architecture, Chief Information Officers Council, February 
2001. 

37For example. see report, Executive Guide: Improving Mission Performance Through Strategic 
Information Managemeni and Technology, Learningfrom Leading Organizations, GA0-94-115, May 1994. 

38 Department of Commerce Information Technology Planning and Investment Review Maturity Model, July 
2001 . 
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Table 3 Mana2ement Tools Needed for ECASS 2000+ Pro.iect 

Management Tool 

Configuration 
Management 

A process used to ( 1) control and 
track access and changes to system 
components, (2) coordinate work 
among developers, and (3) provide the 
means for building system baselines 
for testing and release. 

Risk Management 
A process for ensuring that current 
and potential problems. threats, and 
vulnerabilities of a systems 
development effort are identified and 
addressed in a timely manner. 
Software Acquisition Training 
A process to ensure that current 
project staff members have received 
adequate training to properly over.see 
all software acquisition and 
develoomcnt efforts. 

Project Management Plan 
A document that tracks the progress, 
accomplishments, and other areas 
requiring a11ention for each system 
development effort. 

Target Architecture 
A group of documents, including 
(I) TechnicaJ Reference Model, 
(2) Standards Profile, (3) Gap 
Analysis, and (4) Data Migration Plan, 
which define new and future processes 
through data, applications, and 
technology changes. 

Impact of Not Having Management Tools in Place 

Without a configuration management process in place, BXA cannot track access and 
control changes to its requirements and system components. According to BXA's 
April 2001 Risk Tracking Document, BXA had no in-house configuration 
management experience, placing the project at risk of having insufficient in-house 
control over software development and inadequate accountability. BXA informed llS 

that it attempted to implement configuration management software, but as of 
September 30, 2001, this software had not been installed nor had an individual been 
assigned to oversee configuration management BXA's system integration contractor 
had prepared a draft configuration management plan as of late September 2001, but 
the ECASS 2000+ project manager had nor appmved the plan by the conclusion of 
our fieldwork. 
Without a risk management process in place, BXA does not know what potential risks 
exist that might affect the project and how to address those risks in a timely manner. 
BXA's contractor did submit a risk management plan on September 27, 2001, but the 
plan lacked the details needed to identify the vulnerabilities. 

With the exception of the ECASS 2000+ project manager, the project team lacks the 
training required to oversee software development of EC ASS 2000+. AJthough the 
project team members have b.ad some initial software acquisition training, the team 
has been too busy to complete follow-up training through BXA's systems integration 
contractor. 

Without a Project Management Plan, the ECASS 2000+ project team does not know 
when each phase of the project is due to be completed or even whether there have 
been project delays. BXA's April 2001 Risk Tracking Document also highlights this 
risk. While BXA's systems integration contractor prepared a draft Project 
Management Plan on September 25, 2001, it lacked several sections, including a 
croposed milestone schedule (a basic element of anv oroiect olan). 
Without a target architecture. the ECASS 2000+ project team cannot adequately 
ensure that all components of the new system adhere to the same proposed standards 
and technology. Several of the required documents have not been completed, such as 
the technical reference model and slandards profile. Although BXA is currently 
attempting to define the architectural standards and technology for ECASS 2000+, 
two of its subsystems (SN APIESD and the Investigative Tracking system) will be 
implemented in early 2002 and might require technology changes once the final 
architecture standards have been selected. In addition, withoul the target architecture, 
BXA cannot determine where ECASS 2000+, including the two subsystems currently 
being implemented, should be located if it does not remain at the Department's 
Sorimr.field Comouter Center. 

Source: Commerce Office of Inspector General. 
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BXA has requested, but not received, additional positions from the Congress for the redesign 
effort. As a result, senior BXA managers need to consider alternative ways to provide adequate 
personnel and funding resources to ensure that established management tools are in place for 
ECASS 2000+ and to keep the project on schedule.19 This may include reallocation of existing 
resources within BXA, as necessary. Given the shortcomings and inadequacies of the current 
export licensing system, it is imperative that BXA senior managers oversee the modernization 
project and dedicate appropriate resources to it in order to ensure that its revised fiscal year 2006 
deadline is met. 

In addition, BXA senior managers, including BXA's CIO, should periodically meet to discuss 
ECASS 2000+ development efforts, including any delays or major problems with the project. 
One vehicle BXA managers could use to provide project oversight is BXA's IT Steering 
Committee. In August 1997, this committee was established as a tool for BXA's senior 
managers to periodically review all IT projects. However, since June 2000 this committee has 
only met once-in October 2001 after our fieldwork was completed . 

Furt:hennore, BXA needs to strengthen its redesign effort by (1) implementing its configuration 
management process, (2) implementing its risk management process, (3) completing all 

' necessary software acquisition training, (4) revising and approving the project management plan, 
and (5) completing its target architecture. Finally, BXA needs to make a decision about where its 
new system should be located no later than the second quarter of fiscal year 2002. 

In response to our draft report, BXA agreed with our various recommendations to strengthen its 
management of the ECASS redesign effort. Specifically, BXA informed us that its IT Steering 
Committee met twice in October 2001 to approve the multi-year ECASS 200o+ software ' 
development plan, and that the committee plans to hold quarterly meetings in the future to 
address both ECASS 2000+ and any other IT issues. BXA's response also stated that in an effort 
to keep BXA managers and potential users of the new system regularly updated on the system's 
development, its managers receive a one to two page biweekly update of all major ECASS 2000+ 
activities, and a new ECASS 2000+ website was established in February 2002 for all potential 
users. 

3'1nitia11y, BXA's target date for implementing ECASS 2000+ was fiscal year 2003. That target date has 
now been exteoded to fiscal year 2006, and BXA still does not know whether the full system will be completed 
within that timeframe . 
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In addition, BXA's response stated that its integration contractor has instituted an active risk 
management process and begun to implement a configuration management process using the 
RationaJ toolset. BXA also indicated that it expects to provide all of the ECASS 2000+ team 
members on-line access to these processes in February 2002. Moreover, subsequent to our draft 
report. the ECASS 2000+ project team members have reportedJy completed the necessary 
software acquisition training. Specifically, in November 2001 the team conducted a self
assessment of the software acquisition processes currently in place and the steps necessary to 
implement ongoing process improvements. Furthermore, BXA's response stated that the ECASS 
2000+ program manager will revise and approve the program management plan during the 
second quarter of fiscal year 2002. 

Finally, BXA's response indicated that completion of the target architecture will be a priority 
task during the second quarter of fiscal year 2002. As a part of that effort, BXA is currently 
conducting a data center study and hopes to have a final candidate list in February 2002. At that 
time, BXA anticipates visiting the proposed sites and making recommendations to BXA 
management as to where its new system wiJI be located. BXA hopes to have a final decision on 
this matter during the third quarter of fiscal year 2002. 

Although BXA agreed with our recommendations to implement established IT management best 
practices to strengthen its modernization efforts, it took exception to our characterization that due 
to resource constraints, the ECASS 2000+ project manager had to enlist the help of its ECASS 
maintenance contractors and heavily rely on its integration contractor for the design, 
implementation, and oversight of the redesign project. While BXA may have intended to use its 
ECASS maintenance contractor for various tasks associated with the redesign effort, we were 
informed differently during our review by both ECASS 20oo+ project team members and 
EC ASS maintenance personnel. Given the age of ECASS, it is our understanding that BXA' s 
maintenance contractors are kept fairly busy "maintaining" the current system and ensuring that 
it remains operational. As such, our report was simply highlighting the need for dedicated full
time personnel to work on the redesign effort. Furthennore, while we agree that BXA's ECASS 
integration contractor has played and will continue to play a key role in the development of 
ECASS 2000+, a project manager needs adequate in-house staff to oversee all of the sub-tasks 
associated with a system development project. 
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IV. Interagency Cooperation on Planning, Design, and Development H.as Been Mixed 

Our 1999 report on the export licensing process cautioned BXA that without improved 
coordination between the licensing agencies, the simultaneous development of multiple and 
distinct export licensing automation systems would continue. Thus, we recommended that BXA 
coordinate its system development efforts with the other export licensing agencies. As a part of 
that coordination effort, we recommended that BXA encourage these agencies to establish an 
interagency steering committee to review the automation portion of the export licensing process. 
from coordinating common system architecture requirements to determining how interagency 
resources could be used to fund and implement a new system. Since then, BXA has participated 
in and coordinated with some of USXPORTS automation efforts currently underway; however, 
BXA has not involved the other licensing agencies in its own redesign effort beyond SNAP/ESD. 

According to OMB Circular A-130, federal agencies should ensure that improvements to existing 
information systems and the development of planned infonnation systems do not unnecessarily 
duplicate existing information systems. However. BXA managers have not. to date, seen fit to 
include the other licensing agencies in its efforts to modernize ECASS. 

Joint BXA and USXPORTS initiatives 

ln an attempt to work more closely with Defense, BXA's ECASS 2000+ project manager also 
serves as the Commerce project manager for Defense's USXPORTS. As such, the project 
manager participates as a full partner with the USXPORTS office and dedicates up to one ful1 
day a week to USXPORTS activities. We believe this ammgement is an important first step for 
both agencies to better coordinate their automation efforts. In addition, as mentioned previously, 
there are two important USXPORTS initiatives currently underway in which BXA is a key 
participant. 

First, BXA and USXPORTS are jointly working on SNAPIESD, which will enable exporters to 
concurrently submit all export Jicense applications and supporting documentation electronically. 
The USXPORTS office is funding the project, and BXA's ECASS 2000+ project manager is 
responsible for overseeing the development of the project for USXPORTS. Once completed, 
USXPORTS will tum the system over to BXA to house and maintain SNAP/ESD. We believe 
the partnership shown on this project has demonstrated the benefits of agencies working 
cooperatively together . 
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Second, both BXA and the USXPORTS office are working to improve the automated interface 
between BXA's and Defense's export licensing systems by establishing a dedicated T-1 
communication line (unclassified but sensitive) between the two agencies. A T-1 Jine is a 
dedicated high-speed connection that will enable faster and more secure transmission of data 
between the two agencies. According to USXPORTS, security testing for the T-1 line began in 
January 2002 and will continue until March 2002 when the line is to become fully operational to 
support SN,t\P/ESD. Finally, we would like to reemphasize that BXA personnel panicipated in 
USXPORTS's BPR efforts for the dual-use licensing process. Clearly, the dual-use export 
control process is an interagency process, and we commend BXA's involvement in the 
USXPORTS reengineering efforts ~o date. 

Developing licensing reguirements in isolation 

As we mentioned earlier in Chapter II, Section C, BXA is developing requirements for ECASS 
2000+ without input or validation from the current referral agency users (e.g., State and Justice) 
or potential referral agency users (e.g., Defense). Both State and Justice licensing officers use 
ECASS to process license applications referred to them. As such, they should be included in the 
development of licensing requirements for the new system. In addition, given that Defense is 
currently evaluating whether to migrate its export licensing data to an unclassified environment,40 

it is even more imperative that Commerce and Defense work together to develop common 
licensing requirements. In fact, according to BXA' s April 200 l ECASS 2000+ Risk Tracking 
document, the lack of sharing and validation of user requirements among the interagency 
community might result in BXA developing a system that will not efficiently and effectively 
process export license applications. 

Other system alternatives need to be explored 

Because BXA is developing its licensing system independently, it may not be adequately 
evaluating other system alternatives for its license processing needs beyond enhancing the 
interfaces with the existing licensing systems. For instance, two other alternatives that the 
USXPORTS office has identified to improve the export licensing process include a hybrid 
"system-of-systems" and a single federal dual-use licensing system. 

40 According to Defense. its expon license data is primarily unclassified, however, Defense was uncertain 
whether this unclassified data remained unclassified in the aggregate. As a result. Defense recently completed an 
Operational Security study that concluded that the compilation of Defense's unclassified export license data does not 
need to be classified based on the aggregation of the data and should be treated as sensitive but unclassified data . 
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(• Hybrid System-of-Systems: A system to house all data submitted by industry in a single 
database, but each export license agency would build its own licensing subsystem unique 
to its agency's needs and functions. 

•> Single Federal Dual-Use Licensing System: A single integrated system to replace all 
federal export Jicensing automated systems supporting the dual-use export license review 
process. 

The hybrid system-of-systems alternative seems to offer a more integrated export licensing 
process environment than cunently exists. In fact. at least one of the features of this alternative 
is currently being developed. Specifically. while the hybrid system of systems option includes a 
central repository for aU data records pertaining to an export license, the SNAP/ESD subsystem 
that BXA and USXPORTS are already developing will in effect be a central repository for all 
electronic supporting documentation. We beJieve this effort could easily be expanded to 
incorporate the rest of the license record. including (1) license application data, (2) referral 
history, and (3) final disposition of case. 

However, BXA has expressed concern that the creation of a central repository for an license data 
records would eliminate its abi1ity to review license app1ications upfront for completeness before 
the applications are referred. We believe that BXA's concern can be addressed, if necessary. As 
the electronic support documentation system is currently planned, the interagency licensing 
agencies will only have specific read-only access to the documentation relating to those cases 
that have been referred to them by BXA. Therefore, it should be technically feasible to put 
similar controls on license applications so that BXA can initially review the app]1cations before 
giving the referral agencies access to those cases in the system that they have asked to review. 

At a minimum, we believe that BXA and the other export licensing agencies can effectively use 
one data repository to provide user access to licensing subsystems and support tools while 
allowing agencies to maintain control of their respective databases. Besides the efficiency gains 
associated with this alternative, a central repository of all license data will also provide a tool for 
cumulative effect analysis which can be used in processing future relevant licensing cases. 

In addition, while we believe there would be definite savings and efficiency gains. such as 
merging computer facilities. standardizing hardware and software, and reducing systems support 
staff, in having a single federal dual-use licensing system, we realize that three of the six export 
licensing agencies-Defense, Energy, and the CIA---cunently operate in a classified 
environment. Thus, this aJtemative may be harder to achieve at this time. However, if Defense 
migrates its export licensing data to an unclassified environment in the near future. this 
alternative would potentially be feasible for Commerce. Defense, Justice, and State, at a 
minimum, and should be adequately evaluated by BXA and the other export licensing agencies . 
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As such, BXA shou1d explore whether Defense could use the ECASS 2000+ licensing subsystem 
for its export licensing needs. 

Conclusions 

According to BXA, 86 percent of license applications are referred to other agencies for review. 
As a result, understanding how each agency contributes to the licensing process is essential for 
planning the redesign of ECASS. Although BXA has taken some steps to participate and 
coordinate with Defense to improve the current automated systems that support the export license 
process, BXA does not have a clear definition of how it will continue to work with Defense or 
the other licensing agencies. Therefore, we recommend that BXA work with the other export 
licensing agencies to develop a written agreement between BXA and the license referral 
agencies, including the Departments of Defense, Energy, Justice, State, and the Treasury, and the 
CIA. The agreement should outline both the responsibilities of each party involved and how best 
io coordinate BXA's ECASS 2000+ redesign effort with the other agencies' automation 
initiatives . 

BXA's response to our draft report indicated that it partially agreed with our recommendations to 
improve interagency cooperation and coordination on its ECASS redesign effort. Specifically, 
BXA' s response stated that it has provided Defense with copies of all of its ECASS 2000+ 
developmental products (e.g .• Vision Document, Software Requirements Specification 
document, and the initial library of developed use cases) in an effort to avoid duplication, and 
that BXA continues to explore with Defense the option of using ECASS 2000+ for Defense's 
export licensing needs. However, when further questioned on this matter, BXA informed us that 
it has not asked Defense to use BXA's new ECASS 2000+ for Defense's licensing needs nor 
does BXA believe it is appropriate to do so. We disagree. Given that Commerce has the 
legislative mandate to administer the interagency dual-use export licensing process and the fact 
that a recent security review concluded that Defense could migrate its export licensing data to an 
unclassified environment, it is an opportune time for Commerce to aggressively explore with 
Defense the f easibiJity of it using ECASS 2000+ for its export licensing needs. 

Furthermore, BXA's response stated that it is already working with Defense's USXPORTS 
office to develop a central repository for all electronic supporting documentation (SNAP/ESD), 
and that the development of more appropriate interfaces to enhance the data flows within 
agencies and data sharing will be determined by a number of factors, both technical and non
technical. While we commend BXA for working with Defense to develop SNAP/ESD, we do 
not believe that this effort goes far enough. Specifically, only one referral agency (State) 
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currently has the ability to centrally view all application data, agency comments and the final 
disposition on cases that are referred to it.41 However, by creating a central repository for all 
unclassified export licensing data (including, at a minimum, license application data, referral 
history, and the final disposition of a case), all referral agencies could have access to this data. 

Finally, while BXA's response stated that it has a Memorandum of Agreement in place with 
Defense committing Commerce resources to improving the interagency licensing processes 
through the coordination of automation initiatives, BXA later informed us that it does not have 
such an agreement in place with Defense. While we understand that there is a letter from the . 
former Under Secretary for Export Adminislration to the Principal Deputy Under Secretary of 
Defense (Acquisition Technology and Logistics), dated June 30, 2000, indicating BXA's 
willingness to participate and coordinate with Defense's efforts to improve the current automated 
systems that support the export license process, the letter does not outline specifically how BXA 
will continue to work with Defense or the other licensing agencies once the SNAP/ESD project 
is complete. 

BXA's response also notes that Defense's efforts (through its USXPORTS office) to fully engage 
all of the export licensing agencies to improve the interagency export licensing systems have not 
been fully successful. However. it is our understanding that one of the key factors that hindered 
USXPORTS ability to fully engage the export licensing agencies (most notably State's Office of 
Defense Trade Conlrols, which oversees the munitions export licensing process) was the fact that 
it had no authority to do so. However, BXA, which has the legislative mandate to administer the 
interagency dual-use export licensing process, does have the authority and responsibility to 
aggressively work with the referra1 agencies to improve the various automated dual-use export 
licensing systems. Therefore, we again reiterate our recommendation for BXA, in coordination 
with the referral agencies, to develop a written agreement ensuring that dual-use export licensing 
systems are developed, integrated, and modernized without duplication. Furthermore. the 
agreement should outline the responsibilities of each agency invoJved in the process to ensure 
maximum interagency cooperation and coordination in the licensing of controUed exports. At a 
minimum, BXA should develop a central repository for all unclassified data records pertaining to 
an export Jicense. The repository should have appropriate access controls while also a1lowing the 
agencies to maintain control of their respective databases, as appropriate. 

'
1 BXA informed us that it previously developed subprograms for Defense and the CIA to view agency 

comments and final disposition of cases, but it is not sure if the subprograms are being used anymore . 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

We recommend that the Under Secretary for Ex.port Administration take the fo1lowing actions to 
better ensure the succ:ess of the ECASS 2000+ project: 

1. Reevaluate and determine, as soon as possible, whether any of the proposed changes 
outlined in BXA's 1998 BPRJ the USXPORTS BPR, as well as BXA's August 2001 
internal licensing task force report, should be factored into the design and requirements 
for ECASS 2000+ (see page 15). 

2. Determine what resources are needed in the short-term (FYs 2002 and 2003) and long
term (FYs 2004 through 2006), how to secure adequate funding levels, and whether it is 
necessary to extend the project timeframe (see page 17). 

3. Ensure that appropriate users, including those from referral agencies, validate the systems 
requirements for the licensing subsystem (see page 20). 

4 . Document security requirements as soon as possible and detennine how to fund them, 
including whether BXA should reallocate existing resources or make them a high funding 
priority (see page 23). 

5. Convene a meeting periodically of BXA senior managers, including the CIO. to discuss 
ECASS 200o+ development efforts, and any anticipated delays or major problems with 
the project (see page 27). 

6. Implement the ECASS 2000+ configuration management process during the second 
quarter of fiscal year 2002 (see page 27). 

7. hnplement the ECASS 2ooo+ risk management process during tbe second quarter of 
fiscal year 2002 (see page 27). 

8. Ensure that the ECASS 2000+ project team completes the necessary software acquisition 
training during tbe second quarter of fiscal year 2002 (see page 27). 

9. Revise and approve the project management plan during the second quarter of fiscal year 
2002 (see page 27). 

IO. Complete the target architecture and select a location to house BXA' s new export 
licensing automation system during the second quarter of fiscal year 2002 (see page 27). 
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11. Explore whether Defense could use the ECASS 2000+ licensing subsystem for its export 
licensing needs (see page 32). 

12. Work with the dual-use export licensing agencies to develop a central data repository for 
all data records pertaining to an export license reviewed by these agencies. The 
repository should have appropriate access controls while a1so allowing the agencies to 
maintain control of their respective databases (see page 32). 

13. Develop a written agreement between BXA and the license referral agencies, including 
the Departments of Defense, Energy, and State, and the Treasury, and the CIA outlining 
the responsibilities of each party involved in this effort- and how best to coordinate the 
ECASS 2000+ redesign effort with each agency's automation initiatives (see page 32) . 
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APPENDIX A 

STATUS OF 1999 INTERNAL CONTROL RECOMMENDATIONS 

In its 1999 report on export licensing,42 we made a number of recommendations related to 
internal controls for the current ECASS system. In response to our recommendations, BXA 
indicated in some cases that it would build specific internal controls into its new licensing 
system, ECASS 200o+, to address a control problem that it couJd not correct in the current 
system. Those controls planned for ECASS 2000+ are also highlighted below, but we did not 
complete a review of the internal controls planned for the new system. Our 1999 internal control 
recommendations and the status of BXA's steps taken in regard to the reconunendations follow. 

Recommendations for the Bureau of Emort Administration 

28. Take the following actions necessary to implement or strengthen the internal 
controls for ECASS, including: 

(a) Provide' a duplicate read-only tape to the Under Secretary for Export 
Administration every 90 days, highlighting any changes that might be made by 
lower ranking BXA personnel. 

Status: Closed. BXA sends backup tapes to the departmental computer center in 
Springfield, Virginia, on a regular basis. According to BXA and center personnel, 
the tapes are appropriately safeguarded and available for review, if needed, by the 
Under Secretary for Export Administration. We believe that BXA' s actions meet 
the intent of our recommendation. 

(b) Establish criteria for reopening closed cases in the system. 

Status: Closed. BXA decided not to establish criteria for reopening cases because 
there are too many variables to be considered when reopening a case. However, 
BXA issued a memorandum reemphasizing that each office must submit a written 
justification to the Office of Ex.porter Services (OEXS) for opening a closed ca8e. 
OEXS informed us it will send back any request that contains insufficient 
information describing why the case should be reopened. If information describing 
why a case should be reopened is sufficient, OEXS will determine whether the case 

42lmprovements Are Needed to Meet the Expon licensing Requirements of the 21., Cemury, U.S. 
Department of Commerce Office of Inspector General, IPE-11488, June 1999 . 
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should be reopened Qased upon the export regulations and specific circumstances. 
As such, we believe that this action meets the intent of our recommendation. 

(c) Ensure that the electronic audit trail is more complete. 

(d) 

(e) 

Status: Open. According to BXA, it will institute an improved audit trail in the 
ECASS 2000+ system. Specifically, audit trails will be maintained in the new 
system for data modifications, ensuring data integrity by implementing version 
control for all BXA work items and business entities. However, until these changes 
are implemented, the recommendation will remain open. 

Have the database administrator assign data element responsibilities to 
individuals throughout the organization. 

Status: Open. BXA acknowledged that this recommendation addresses 
responsibility and accountability for authorizing access to data elements and thereby 
ensuring the integrity of the data elements. As such, BXA indicated that it will 
enforce this internal control in ECASS 20oo+ through a role-based permission 
scheme that ensures access to data by authorized individuals. Until these changes 
are implemented, the recommendation will remain open. 

Establish an official database review board. 

Status: Open. BXA informed us that it plans to officially establish a Milestone 
Achievement Review Board in the second quarter of fisca1 year 2002. In the 
interim, board members have been proposed and their duties have been enumerated. 
However, according to BXA, the board wiH only address issues related to the new 
ECASS 200o+ system, not the current ECASS system. Given that BXA must rely 
on its current ECASS system for another four years (until fiscal year 2006), we 
believe this board should also address issues relevant to the current system as well. 
Therefore, this recommendation will remain open. 

(0 Establish a standards development group to develop appropriate database 
standards, including data definition, data documentation, passwords, and 
writing and testing programs. 

Status: Open. Through the design of the ECASS 2000+ system, BXA intends to 
implement an ongoing configuration management process, including configuration 
identification, control, status accounting, and auditing. We believe that this action 
will meet the intent of our recommendation once it is fully implemented . 
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(g) Designate a team to periodically review the internal controls and risks 
associated with BXA's system, about once a year or when conditions materially 
change. 

(h) 

(i) 

Status: Closed. As a part of BXA's new IT security program. BXA completed a 
risk assessment of the current ECASS system in December 2001. While BXA' s 
actions meet the intent of our recommendation, we want to reiterate the need for 
BX.A to conduct these assessments on an ongoing basis. 

Require the database administrator to reorganize the database every year. 

Status: Closed. BXA personnel informed us that they have and will continue to 
evaluate the space requirement needs of the existing system. As a result, BXA 
personnel emphasized that there is no datab&e reorganization that needs to be done 
at the current time. Within the next few months, BXA's database administrator wiH 
detennine whether archiving data is necessary and, thus, whether reorganization of 
the database might be needed. BXA personnel stated that this process wilJ continue 
as data in the database is archived. We believe that BXA's actions meet the intent 
of our recommendation. 

Consider the feasibility of one data entry clerk's work being reviewed by 
another before it goes into the database, or contract this function out. 

Status: Closed. According to BXA, this recommendation would be too costly to 
implement. More important, BXA believes that a continued increase in on-line 
applications by users will make this recommendation moot. We cannot confirm that 
our recommendation would be too costly to implement, but we agree that a 
continued increase in on-line applications will make our recommendation moot. 
Since our 1999 review, on-line submission of applications has grown to more than 
61 percent. In early 2002, BXA is scheduled to implement improvements to its 
existing SNAP system, which should increase more on-line applications. As a 
result, we believe that our recommendation is no longer necessary . 
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0) Reestablish the old "User Meetings" between the operations staff, licensing 
officers, and information technology staff to discuss issues and identify and 
resolve problems quickly. 

Status: Closed. BXA has held user meetings as part of the requirements elicitation 
for the ECASS 2000+ system. In addition. current ECASS users will be 
accommodated on an as needed basis as issues are identified. We believe that these 
actions meet the intent of our recommendation. 

(k) Take steps to reduce the number of duplicate codes in the database, including 
an extensive archiving effort to retire a large number of duplicate 
identification numbers. 

Status: Open. Although BXA archives records when necessary, the archiving 
function does not solve the problem of duplicate codes in the database. BXA 
personnel stated that the manual entry of codes causes duplications in the database. 
However, BXA informed us that this issue will be addressed in the design of 
ECASS 2000+. Until this issue is resolved, the recommendation remains open . 

(I) Update the current continuity of operations plan to include all appropriate 
manual and system contingency processes as soon as possible. 

Status: Open.. According to BXA. it plans to issue a revised continuity of 
operations plan in February 2002. However. BXA personnel emphasized that 
funding to implement the plan, if needed. has not been available. As such. BXA 
needs to determine what funding is needed, including whether BXA needs to 
reallocate existing resources or seek additional funding, if the plan is to be 
implemented. Until these issues are resolved, the recommendation remains open. 

(m) Establish a risk management team to identify and assess the severity of risk in 
BXA 's database environment, or have a contractor perform the risk analysis. 

Status: Closed. BXA has established a risk management team to identify, track, 
and mitigate process risks for both ECASS and ECASS 20oo+. Furthermore. the 
ECASS 2000+ project team members completed training on the Software 
Engineering Institute's Continuous Risk Management program in November 2001. 
As a result. this recommendation is closed . 
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(n) Send a "network message'' to emphasize that all database problems should be 
reported via the hotline. 

Status: Closed. BXA has sent a network message to let users know that they can 
infonn the database administrator of database problems. We believe that this action 
meets the intent of our recommendation. 

(o) Prepare a BXA system security plan. 

Status: Open. Although BXA has a draft security plan for its current system, it has 
not been reviewed or approved by BXA management. As a result, BXA lacks a 
working security plan for ECASS. In addition, we would like to point out that 
although BXA has not yet prepared its security requirements for ECASS 2000+, it 
recently hired a contractor to prepare a security plan for the new system in fiscal 
year 2002. Until BXA management approves the plan for the current system, the 
recommendation remains open. 

(p) Perform periodic security reviews • 

Status: Open. While BXA has performed partial security reviews of database 
access controls, it has not pedormed complete security reviews of its operations. 
BXA plans to begin performing complete security reviews in September 2002. 
BXA' s action partially meets the intent of our recommendation. 

(q) Officially assign the security duties ofBXA's computer system to BXA's 
security officer. 

Status: Closed. BXA has officiaJly assigned its security responsibilities to an IT 
Security Officer. In addition, it recently designated an a1ternate security officer. 
BXA' s actions meet the intent of our recommendation. 

(r) Provide an ECASS users with current security training. 

Status: Closed. BXA has implemented Security Standard Operating Procedures for 
ECASS users. Each new user is required to read this guide and sign a certificate 
vouching for that fact. We believe that BXA's action meets the intent of our 
recommendation . 
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{s) Develop a communication link to immediately notify the Springfield Computer 
Center of terminated or transferring employees so that system access can be 
promptly revoked or modified, by the end of each working day. 

(t) 

Status: Closed. BXA has instituted a standard form to be completed when 
employees leave BXA. which is immediately e-mailed or faxed to the account 
administrator at the Department's Computer Center in Springfield, Virginia. 
ECASS access is also a part of the sign-out process when employees leave BXA, 
ensuring that the ECASS access manager can cancel employee ECASS accounts 
before they leave BXA. The account administrator at the departmental center stated 
that BXA is providing the necessary information in a timely manner. We believe 
that BXA's actions meet the intent of our recommendation. 

Restrict the number of BXA employees with file manager acxess. 

Status: Closed. BXA has designated-and we agree-three individuals to have file 
manager access. Specifically, the database administrator and two other technical 
staff members will perform database operations and backup tasks. We believe that 
BXA's action meets the intent of our recommendation . 
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BPR 
BXA 
CIA 
CIO 
ClTRB 
COTS 
ECASS 
EX CON 
FORDTISff PS 

GAO 
IT 
QC 
OEXS 
OIG 
OMB 
PINS 
PKI 
SNAPIESD 

TECS 
USXPORTS 
WJNPAC 

List of Acronyms 

Business Process Reengineering 
Bureau of Export Administration 
Central Intelligence Agency 
Chief Infonnation Officer 
Commerce Information Technology Review Board 
Commercial-Off-the-Shelf 
Export Control Automated Support System 
Export Control System 
Foreign Disclosure and Technical Information System/ 
Technology Protection System 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Information Technology 
Operating Committee 
Office of Exporter Services 
Office of Inspector General 
Office of Management and Budget 
Proliferation Information Network System 
Public Key Infrastructure 

APPENDIXB 

Simplified Network Application Processing/Electronic Support 
Documentation System 
Treasury Enforcement Communications System 
U.S. Export Systems 
Weapons Intelligence, Nonproliferation. and Arms Control 
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Agency Response 

MEMORANDUM FOil JO~NIE. FRAZIER 
INSPECTOR GENERAL 

Fll.OM: Kamcth L ~ 

The: Bnmlll ofE>cport Admirllstrm:ioo (DXA) :app;ueiaes the opportmn1y to c:onnneu1 on the Office 
0£.Impecm:-General's draft r:q>art em:irJoa, "BXANeeds to Slrmgthc::i 1ts ECASS ~ 
EffiJrls IO Eu&iR Loag-Tmn Success o£1bo Pni;cct (IPE-14270)." BXA agrees 1hat we lmve made 
pn:isras on tbc EC.ASS 2000-redesip ctron. We have Oll1lined adclitioaal KCOllS taJcai 5ini:e the 
cmicl!moq of your SZUd)' that dlmonslmc oor ~I k> C<ISllP:! the long-tcmt Bllc:eesJ of 0111" 
~gs:lcfft:n 

BXA's commems - iDcludcd a.s two atlaebrnenb to tlWI ~ (1) eoam:;m1E on the 
n:port's ra:ommavlarioas, and (l) dc:cai1al com,nwms OD lllDrq>Ol'L 1ext BXA abo bas iDdudcd 1111 

Appc::Ddilr. comamina addibapa) docummtatinn dm ..,as no1 svailablio prior 10 lbe~ ef lbc 
stody. 

If yoo ha:ve any furtbcr qucstiom COllCeOliug BXA •s eommmts.. ph:asr: COl:2laCI Mirism CdieD, 
Dinw;lor of~ C111(202)482-1~ • 
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llav1 •.dellon 1: &cvama= and delmlliDc.111 SODll 1.1 poui17lc. w~ 111.y of lhe 
pzopallCd chmFS cadincd in BXA'a 1998 B1illilleH Proceas Reengineering (BPR.). lhe 
USXPORTS BPR. u well • BXA."$ ADgllst 2001 lm:crml &eming task bee report, abouJd be 
faicta£ed mao lb:: dc5igo mx1 n:qailm!IWS for Ec.\SS ~-

Ape.. lbi& ICQCllllO!darioo will be addirUed illld ~ b)' 1be ilCASS :2()()0+ Ula' 
Group tllll1 mtds oa a bi..-kty basis... 

~ 2: Determine what Jaamces me needed in the sban-tcmJ. ~ :t21D02 md 
2003) and lang-fam (PY 1 2004 aod 2005). how to~~ &mdirig kveh. and wbedw:r 
it i8 aecessar)' to wmd lbe piqjlx:t dine &ame. 

AP= BXA ia in the JIRJCC&' of oblamiag a iadcpeDdentCl>St c:stiome b8lll go the pcoposal 
muld-ym ~dr\o-.lopment plan~ lJ)'our~~.:m lddilioa.apan 
af our O!IP8 dialogue 'IVilb USXPOJO'S, we oommoe to Jook forWl)'I to llbme iesoua:es aad 
_..,.mge - w pmllide maillllmi. 1llllac to die lma'8FIC)' licaisi;Qg: commnniiy • 

Agee_ Scva:al mfemil .agencies wiD psrticiplllc in tM beta bsling of !he new SNAP l)'StCm. 1D 
addtioll, BXA will inril.c mae apu:ies m plrticiparc fa ascr reqllimnent validatioll ~ 
for 1ht liccme tubf)'sicm. The USXPOlTS imcragmcy mien groop can flciliwe Ibis ongoiDa 
dialogbe and also provide a&ilional requiremcDls.. 

V-meadation 4: Documc -=micy ~ti IS llOOD as pouibla llOd detea..Wc: bow 
to fllnd dmm, lDchJ;ling wbcdler" BXA sboold rcalloca!e ~ aoum:& cr:mab them a mp 
f.-dina prlo.lir:y. 

BXAhtd almady documculod and piGl:itimd •liiky mquiremlnrs R&UkinJfiomireeamiy 
ldf asasmeats mcl OAO audit rrmll:s. BXA Im iwpkmcmcd a mbua rr wwily Kliaa plan 
m Ft 7002 by raiirr.i:ting cciltin1 iaotin:e:i (see Appendi:t I). The Office of Mnarnm and 
BoclgR COMB) Im approw4 a Sl millioa Ulcreaa6 for BXA\ n IKUrity program m PY 2003. 

Jteaimme ... w .. .5.: Convene a mcdiag periDdicaily cf BXA saner manap. lllclocli.n.g die 
Olid lnbm.lllioa otlicer (CO), IO dla:lm ECASS 2000+ devdopmlllll dfods,, an4 ay 
antie:ipllmd dda)'ll or mljar problems with the project. 

Ape. 'Ibc BXA DtformaDoo. Tedmoiogy haiDg Commi!UE OTSC) iii c:ompo$ed at Ibo 
Buruu'c sc.iorewcutha, ii:acltldio&: the CIO. The ~ met twP;:c in Ottober 2001 ro 
approvetbe multi.-)'C(lr BCASS 2:00Gt ~ devdopmcDt pl8D (See AppcDlh 2 far a copy of 
die mftwan ds'lelopmem plm). Il'SC quarterly meedap am planned to lddres6 bodtECASS 
2COJ+ and any Olliet1nfoamtion 1edmology .issues. In adlitiOA, BXA"s seaicr JD8llagas recr:ive a 
ODO to two pqe 
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biwm::Ly upbte af aU major ECASS 1.000t-acti.'Witus. A - ECASS 2000+ Wdl lite will 
be availaMo to an poad.al. USCl'5 m Febl\wy 2002. All pro;ei;t lltifacts. inclucbDg 
~of new n:quirrmm!&. will be llYlilable lhmugh Ibis. webaiaa. 

RMmwnendalkm 1's lrnplcmem Ibo ECASS 2000+ configur.llion JJWUlgemeat proccu dming 
!ht SllCOlld qaark:r of tbcal year 2002.. 

Ape. BXA\ iale.KrMWu o:maclOI" bu begun ID implcmmr tis prt>QCSS usiq. die Ralio3lal 
10Dlsct and will provide web a:cas IOall F.CASS :!JOO+.teani.memben in FdJcuaiy 2002. 

R• ••Ne1ildldion 1: lmplm'Clll 1he ECASS 2000+ mk mamgrmenr ~daring lhD 
secOQd Cf18t1ICl' of fbcal year 2002. 

AgR1C.. BXA's ~ cautllLtl»: hfi an actilte= risk mag ....... ~ ill pb;e. aDd will 
oxpand·tbroagll tbe Ratioaal roolstt-i.1!1 n.aibbihtytc1 all ECASS 2.000+- team manbcn iD 
Febmary 2002. 'Ibis will allow the~ to have a cemnl repositmy to manap: an klenlified 
risb.. 
~ 81 ~ lhal tie ECASS 2000+ pro,JCCt eam oompJdUi the neomary 
aoftwan: acqllisitioD nudn& dlring die. 6CCOlld Ql!Wt Of fiscal year 2002. 

Ao=. 'Ibis uainiJI& was campJetlC iD November 2001 . 

R-al'l!1F!PllClptM ': Revbe and approve 1he progrmn managnncm plan <biDa lbc: si:i:md 
qulllUlr of&cel ,_. 2002. 

Agicc:. The ECi\SS Progiam MaDap' will nM&C llDll approve ~ program Dlllllllgii:mem 

plan dmiDi: die second qim11:r of FY 2002. 

Rec:ir-m.,..., leffmi II: ~ lhe rarget an::lntectmt; and tdcc:t a Joeidim m hoolC BXA'• 
KW export lkemiDg mnomation S)'SCeJD dUliDf lbe ~ qualter of fiaca1 )'Cal" 2002 (ICC page 
2S). 
Agree. Completion aflhc llarJCt mddiec:mre is a iriolity task dariDg1he aecona ~«tis 
Jisr;:al )'ell'. In addicion. a 0-Cena Study is uadmvay. wi1b afiml amdidatc lilt~ m 
Pdxuary21J02. BXA paKl3Dd will Iha! scbcdule aire 1'ili.111, ~~mid matt 
IM iii!! I .. ....imCIDI to mpp•gemcnt,. A fiDlll memm am be ~wn., thtddnl quncr of 
PY2002. 

ReaimlJM'll')ptlgn U; F.xpl.<R ~ Defcmc - oouJd use tht B:ASS 200J.t. liceNia.8 
subs)'Slem for ib ~ liamDgneeda. 

Wo blMI ptWidcd w Depmtmem afDdmse (DOD) with~- of .all ~pttdlcm, 
aad we ccmtimle w apkn lhr: apdoD ofOOD ucinj our sys&em foria apott ioens:iog111!11d!. 
However, that di:cision :rats With DOD . 
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R8M ......... adoo. U: Wildt wilh tbe dull.use npmt .liccnsingagmi::ies. to dtmop acalllll 
dSlau:poairmy '-:an dam nEU'ds pertaininglO an cqmr b-. ie-Mwcd by dtcSe ~ 
'Ilic subs)'Stl:ID sbould have appcopri& access comrol& while also allowing !he 4FU:iu tn 

maimaiD conrml of lheirm:pective daubasec 

Thia. WOik.is partially wdcrway, Wilh lhe SimplifiedNetwmk Applicatioo ~c 
Suppciriu3Docmnrn11nh111 (SNAPIFSD) pcojc:d:. tllbjcb ii fuDded by USXPORTS ia Q1JqWUrim 

will!. BXA. 1be ledmical librls:y will bouac all mppcnmg dDcnmcntlrion wociat::d 'll'ilh an 
apmtliccmc u wcll 111 RqlKIG ror- additicoa1 infomarklll fn:im all tdem1 apndes. All nicaal 
~ ahady lm~ aa:ea. toECASS. wbicb will «mtinac: whh a DCW BCASS. 

The dcvdopmene of mom apptOpdmt imerfaces to eahmce me dar.a flows. within apaQe5 llC4 -
dlb!. sharing will be deteroiined b) a ollmbi::r of faccars, bolh udmical llDd ~ 

Recoom-mrJacloa 13: ~a wrilla:I. ~ bctll'CCll BXA and lhc lklmsc rcfmal 
agcni:ies, iflduding: die DqwtmeolsdDdcnse, Enqy, md.Stm. lbe Treasury, and tbe 
CIA cudiDiag die mipmmD;ilitims of each pmyiDYdved In dlis dfcxt llld haw be8l r.o 
OIJOl'diDe the ECASS 2000+ n:daip dfort willl each apc:y's aillOlDldion irlitiati~ 

Pmially Agee. BXA bas a M=moamt1mn of Agaumcnt in place with DOD (USXPORTS> lhat 
commiuCammmle n:aoim:cs IOUnprove iDltngency liomsing proc:eur:s lhrough aioo:linadoQ 
cl amamatiaa. tnirial:ivcs. Altbough USXPOKJS has mempred to capge all iefenal ~ 
it- effang have not. as )'a. been flDlilely ~ BXA wOllld pdcr r.o bmld. on oar 
wod:ing partncnbip with DOD, thloagb lliXPOR'IS, r.o a:bie'Ve lbc coordiJwioo of anomali.on 
lnir!ativcs, tarbt:r dllD. trMeUIE wriam agieemcnrs scparaldy • 
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~ last HJOOB gtpmggpb !Qrqd; Dminl its tifClimc. ECA.SS bas bcca upgaided ro 
pami:t manmL eleicuumc. llDd optical clmracm'iec:npidon dlUl.emry of lic:ea. lpplications for 
e:qiort and u..cxpon, oommodi.ty dmificuioas, 5fCCia1 axnprehcmi.vc and deemed aped 
lic:e:nsts. mid apicuIWrc liceasc ~no~ 

FiguR: 2 iJ:aptiQ tl\al Cmroms diredly ma ECASS $1lb$y:su:ms_ 1bi5 is nm curecc. BXA 
decmlaically umsmi~ Vllidared !iccmi:aJ iDCUmm<m to CUstmu over a di=dk:ared S6K data 
line. P.iglR 2 also implies. UW dE State Depamnemuscs a T -1 linl: to accea ECASS. Stare 
~Ee.ASS limxlg:h BXA p1t1Videci4ial-up woibtancns. 

PIF!ll 

Fjpdinp and Cnnclmjqgs Firs!: hlkr It is not c:lcar wha1 is meant by !be fim bullet which 
states daal we an: using die Depanmrat~ dasign and developmcat ~ ECASS 2000+ ia 
using fD:!usay sa:ndmd desi.JD imd devdopmcllt pmceaa:s.sach as Software Acquisbion -
Capability MmaUy Model (SA..Q.!M)fl:I' IOftw.m ac:quiQtioD and Ille ~ Ull:ificd Pm:ca 
for so~ cogmcaiag.. We are awue of the Dcpmtmmts ase of rh£ CMM: far arcbilecUtte. a:ad 
W¢ ~ lldherini to aocl assessing our progza& in this au. as wen as paforming lllllDll !ltlf. 
ms •iealS md~g system dc~lopment proca:&eS per OMB md Cliap-Cohen A/$. 
~ 

f"aaell 
6m lililOIIWL ad4 Janggage AA pored: Slippart clocUlnematioD also may be faxed to :BXA once 
the ~has Iea2val thlir Application Comro!Numbcr (ACN) via SliAP, .-id. BX!\ has 
ofiiruI!y accepled !heir app&catimi. Cmmltly. support docnmrnt3tkm i& SC8l1DCd mta lhe 
MultipurpoBc Atdlival Recards Rctdc¥ll SjS!an (MARR&) afta- tbc irpplication !im been 
~by the l.Jai:asing Ollicer. SNAP 2002 'llliD elimillars Ille lftll to 8ICllQ doc=iimt:ll!!llioa 111: 
the bacl:..c:nd of tbc pmecsL , 

1birp pangmplr Additional dNign peer miewl wcae hc:Jd iD Sepumba- aw! Du:cmbcs' 200 I, 
mpec:tively. Bet& latiq will be beld far four WDCb begiDamg die wd of J January 22. 2002. 
witb productioa xDcduled.for Marcb 2002. 

Pacell 

fin;t ..,ap11: Tbc liccmiDg mbs)mm is part of a multi-)'Cllrsaflwar: dC\'CJopmBnt pla.. The 
cmrmr llming for clrniled dBbcnicm ad C02ISU'Oelio!l of tms subs)'$1CID is DCt. ICbcduied until 
FY 2003; ~it~ iDaccandi: to st1te that~ has bcau11inima.l 11SG" mvohl:mmi in 
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ECASS 2000+ rr securil:)' ~ have bccll l(ltdfiod. albeit a1 a higb-ievd.. SllCb 
~were DIX incltldecl in daail. in die SoflwamJtcquin:mea~ Specilieatioa docamcal 
last Deoembei' • they ~ aa inilial. liew IJQed oo the 1e11m'S knowledge at !hat lme. 
I'bclle miuiremaus axild act be fiDaliu4 until: (I) me Dcpamncnt solidified ill. nennm:: 
infnstructmc, -.I (2) ow-intzptima eootndol proposed lbe ECASS 2000+ S)'Slml 
~Jn tdditiclll. uDOkd. BXA b mmplcUng ils urgcc. archiu:.:twe (noljuat 
ECASS 2000+) ill~ with Depmtmcaw guidlDc:c. 

Also. seemity requm:meuq for SNAP have bcco aaaeucd bylbe Nlliooal SCCW'ity Apcy, 
agecd to by DOD. and Ira; WO'YM iillo lhe &CASS 2000+ tioDknd projcc:t. SNAP. lbc 
Departmcat~ Pub& Key ~ (Pltl) pilot pojec:I,. will puvidil :secum eloclronic 
~between indoAry andBXA. 

Ers; pmn;h lase g;nrence: Allhough usc:n arc CRtitkd to exprm thclC coocc:ru aboQt 
lbc devclopmcat of tic lkalSiag subsystem requiremmlls, ii ii;; not aoewate to siate that 
sad! iequimnaia. were developed wilhouf 1hcir inpuL 

Mmy bi§i-Jevd nquimntnts wm: tal;cg &om work done iD 1998 becanse lcey llu:Wles8 lllClll 

smd dime Wete still Whal the)' Wanted Additiaoal ~Cf fmtbt:r Jdinemtal of these 
niqllifemeets were pzl'Je:ted tbroogh smcim ~The m-iew of tbe Software 
~ Documcut (SRS), published in n..-...xhr 2000 by bPsiness mzn, ~ lhl: 
hi,gb-Jevel rrqaimnenU as ddiaed. Tiie level of dtrail waa expmwbl by St:W2'8l n:deaign 
wurbbopi where us.en. bolh donmrabrl the Qlliat ~ and !he "to-be~ preemies. 

I:mlial me casu. (bow the. qmm aDd Ula'~ ro inltnC1) 1llC'C dn&d by~ ECASS 
team DmDbcn bawJ:1 OD tbcK IC5Sio:as, imd lhcn wmed over ID l!le tlltqrUioa CClllllaCtOr. 
The ilegraD.on. conuacarv.ill. (ar: the appn:p:iate lime) ~alidale wilh uw groups JD 
requiicmbi tbnlugb ~a. case reviews in the mulli.-year developmcat project. 

Pqe23 

§«rood ~ 11 was tbc-.it rrom the be,ginning tow Wsting ECASS mrinteoance 
cootracu:a IO bcJp ~the hip leYd ~ uatil an inlllgnllo:n ™*'IOI wtas 
sdec1ed.. 1be imegmion CCBllJ&Uasjab U IO dtsip. implrmmt. ad pt>vim ovcni&hl of lbc 
mlaign piojcct. 1k last IC:llZl:ll£:e seam u. implythal l!OTftdhmgdifli:mlt WlD Wtially 
pla:zmecL 

1 
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Sof\Jrn AemjQsiog Trajping· 'Die 6nt mcm:acc abauld stare that all liea:mmmibm ha've 
ICl.'Ci.ved saftwme deYdopmeat1zmniDI fO ~them IO ow:csee the project. The project 
l8llDlget Ms bad~ ~pmicnce in this area. 1hc only l'CmlliDiDg piece ol 1Dli.lliq act 
eompicred m the rime of !he repott Wiiii a self. '""' Qf die softwue acquiAtica ~ 
~in plai:e,. .mu:l. ms~ JICCC5l3r)' m implanm maom1 pmcess improvcmmt. As of 
1111lU;81)' 17, 2002, lbc miuiDgmd a:nes•mm• have btca compleled. 
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Sratm: 'lb.: MiJesroae Adu~ Rc:vicw Board will be established t.o addn::u issues related 
to tbr: BCASS 2IJOO.t. S)'Stml..Dlll lhe euaing S)'lt.aD. Bomd members have been pttipOtCcl and 
thmr dlditS r:oumerar.c:i in thcECASS 20IJO.t Quality ~Plan. The Board will become 
a:d...c iD tbecseco.lld qwtner ~FY 2002. 

28 {&) Dcsigome 8 team IO pcriodicall)' mlCW lbc illlemll controh aad DSQ USDCiated 
wilh BXA'1 ·~ abollt ooce a yar- crwbea coad:idoos maiaiaDy chmp. 

Status; BXA ~. dsk 'SSMutrrlt aflbc: CUllallECASS S)'lfllm and b2$ pr'OYidod. copy 
of its scaint)' plan. risk a! I _,,!!ind >Uk~ plan IO thee 010 fee~ Rview 
in. Deceml.n: 2001. CPlca:Jc: ar.c: Appc:adix 3) 

28 (1) Updare lhccumnt coadJmity of operaliODS plan (COOP) to include: all llpplUpliarc 
mazmal and 8)'Sfcm mntinpncy procas=ou :soon as possible. 

~ BXA plliDll 10 issue iU t:Y:iscd CCXJP in Ft:bro.ry 2002. 

28 {m) &aablisb alisk managm1c1n 1cam to idcnlify ad mca lbc SCYaity af nBk: m BXA 
ts dlllabase envilonmt::nt. er have a COllaxtorpafonn lbc.rist analysis. 

SDbm Oogoing pma:u risks have bccu, and amrUwe IO hr; idt:Gdfied, aachd. aDd mitig:aled 
f« ~~and ECASS 2000+. AD 1nlilling bu~ been compkm.. 

28 (o) PR!plre a:BXA Syatem.JCCUCity plm. 

~As~ .tiow; BXA ha(. ~a ~plan for EC.ASS., wlrid! will be 
r:mw=d aod ~ti, BXA nymngrmmr as part d lhc sysacm oatificaioa ad. 
-=reditati.oa ~ BXA bat a couaacmrpreparing a eeeucity plla for ECASS 2000+ 
during fiscal ,ear 2002.. 

28 (p) Ped°<mD pedodic ICCllllt)' RvieWS. 

Slab: Please ldcr IO the tr Sealdty Acaion Plan. in. Appcmdix 1 for a. lldii:dule of pllmm 
security .mews io fi5Cll year 2002.. . 

28 (q) Oflicialb llSlign die securil)' dmia of BXA 'Ii camplllCr system to BXA ~ secmily 
of!icet. 

Sbdus; BXA b9$ dc:Ppaic=' m allEnlle m;:arri()' officer, whld!. was died 111 tile oa1)' 
UDCCllDpkled. action fer dli5 ;rem, 
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JUN 0 4 2003 
MEMORANDUM FOR: Kenneth I. Juster 

FROM: -

.SUBJECT: 

-under Secretary for Industry and Security 

Administrative 
(IPE-15155-2) 

Concerning BIS' Exp ,rt Enforcement 

During our recent review of the Bureau of Industry and Sec.urity's (BIS) e:ffoits to enforce dual,. 
-us~ export controls, issues arooo concerning seVeral ad.ministr3.tive·matters, including the usage 
. ·of confidential funds by the Office ofExport Enforcement (QEE), vehicle usage, and physical 
: seciurlty and location of OEE field offices. Because these is$ues were beyond the scope of our _ 
:CXJ?Oit enforcement reyiew, We did not attempt to thoroughly examine all of.their causes and 
eilfects. Nonetheless, we think these issues are important enough to bring to your attention for 
appropriate management consideration and action. We have recently discussed these issues with 
Bis Deputy Under Secre~ Karan Bhatia, Acting Assistant Secretary for Export Enrol-cement 
µsa Prager, and other BIBofficia1s. -

Confidential Fund. C: 

.J 

FOlA 

b(l)) 

J 

-ex_e."'p ti~6f\S 

b(7)(£) 
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Table' 1: OEE Confidential Fund Activity, 2000-2002 

r 

b(2)) 

IPE-15155-2 
June2003 

Vehicle Usage. Over the past three years, OEE has spent approximately a half million dollars 
annually to leaseC'ia(2.) Jvehicles from a major car rental agency headquartered in New 
Hampshire.2 Each OEE field agent is assigned a car that is to be used for official purposes only, 
including the special allowance for transportation between their home and work. 

2 OEE leasing costs for the past three years are as follows: (a) FY 2000 for $435,75.1; (b) FY 2001 for 
$547,488; and (c) FY 2002 for$521,208. 

2 
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Our review ofOEE's vehicle usage disclosed that OEE has too many vehicles. In fact, the 
number of vehicles leased by OEE at the time of our inspection exceeded the number of agents 
in.OEE field offices. However, according to BIS' vehicle leasing guidance: 3 

•!• Requests for all leased vehicles must be approved, as apprdpriate, by the Deputy 
Assistant Secretary of Export Enforcement and the Director of Export Enforcement. 

•!• There must be at least one agent on board for each car leased. 

•!• ~asing will not be approved for prospective employees. 

•!• Any full.:time position left unfilled for two months shall lose the assigned leased vehicfo. 

Despite the requirement that there must be at least one d~gttated driver for each vehicle (or not 
more than a two-month vacancy), our review revealed ~ces where the number of leased 
vehicles assigned to the OEE field offices exceeded the number of agents assigned to those 
offices. C b ( 2..) 

1 
b (7) ( E) -

J 

:1 We also noticed similar trends at other field 
offices visited during our review. When asked about the vehicle surplus, OEE Special Agents
In:charge and headquarters managers informed us that they were holding onto some of the 
excess vehicles "in anticipation of new ~-n -

- - -

Using the lowest cost for vehicles leased over the past three years as a b3$eline, we calculated the 
cost savings possible if OEE had adhered to the BIS ·vehicle leasing policy. In FY 2000, the least 
expensive leased vehiple was $303 per month ·c b(2) ~1. InFYs2001and2002, the 
least expensive leased vehicle was $361 per month '. C: h ( 2.) _ :). .Table 2 doeuments 
the rninimtim potential cost savings for excess OEE-leased vehicles assigned to the 8 field 
offices over the past three years. Moreover, these estimated cost savings do not include the 

· additional savings possible that would be associated with any parking or maintenan_£e fees paid 
in connection with the leased vehicles. 

Table 2: Minimum Potential Cost Savings for Excess Leased Vehicles 

Fiscal #of Vehicles Difference 
Year. in the Field* · 
2000 Wl 2 
200L.. c ..:1 8 

- 2002 r: :::J 15 
Total 25 

Source: Export Enforcement, Bureau of Industry and Security. 

Potential.Cost Savings 
Over 12 Months 

$ 7),72 
$34,656 
$64,980 

$106,908 
· rs' units. 

Although OEE plans to hire several new agents in the upcoming months, significant savings 
·could have been achieved if unused vehicles were returned to the rental company. While the 
lease agreement states that the Government bas the right to tenninate the contract in whole or in 
part, for its_ sole convenience, the rental company would be entitled to receive some ·unspecified 

1 Bureau of Export Administration Vehicle Policy, September 25, 1991. 

3 
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compensation if BIS had returned the excess vehicles (the lease agreement does not specify what 
this penalty we°uld have been). Specifically, the contract states that, "Subject to the terms of the 
contract, the Contractor shall be paid a percentage of the contract price reflecting the percentage 
of the work performed prior to the notice of tennination, plus reasonable charges the Contractor 
can demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Government using its standard record.keeping system, 
have resulted from the termination.n-

Therefore, we encourage OEE to follow BIS• vehicle leasing policy and, at a minimum, ensure 
that there is at least one designated agent on board for each car leased. In addition, BIS should 
return any excess and/or underutilized leased vehicles to the leasing company .. 

Physical Security of Fiel.d Offices. C 

[ 

6(2) 
b(7)(E) 

J 

Location of Field Offices. It. is our understanding that BIS requested funding to open two 
additional offices during FY 2003-a field office in Seattle, Washington, and a satellite office in 
Houston, Texas. These sites were chosen as proposed OEE office sites because C · 

b(2.), b 7(E) .J 

b(2) •,c. 
.1 
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b£2) I b(7)(E) 
:J According to the Acting~ 

Assistant Secretary for Export Enforcement, BIS did not receive the requested funding in its FY 
2003 budget to open both offices. As such, BIS informed us that it will only open the Houston 
office this year. While OEE was able to provide a clear, mission-related rationale for the site 
selection of the proposed new offices, it did not have a similar rationale for the locations of its 
current eight field offices. 

AB BIS assesses future locations of OEE field offices, we believe that Export Enforcement 
.should reassess whether the current field office sites remain the most appropriate locations. In 
doing so, we believe it would be prudent for OEE to apply the criteria it recently established an.d 
used for its proposed new offices, including·(. 

b (2.)) b (7)(I;;) 

.J Obviously, decisions affecting BIS' field office locations must also take 
into account the full range of related issues, anticipated benefitS, and intangible costs. · · 

*1'*** 

We would appreciate hearing back from you within 60 days as to how BIS intends to address 
these issues. If you have any questions or would like to discuss these issues-further, please 
contact me on (202) 482-2754. 



August 11, 2003 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

THROUGH: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

~,r1 °F c0 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
,;;.~~ """' ..- JL "' Office of Inspector General 

~ 1AT g Office of Audits 

\ ~ !<.; All.ANTA REGIONAL OFFICE 

"~ .. TES of t-~ 401 W. Peachtree St., N.W. - Suite 2742 

Atlanta, Georgia 30308 

{404) 730-2780 

FAX:(404)730-2788 

Michael Sears 

~t fu,z,ct:r;uditing . . 
r~ross 
Deputy Assistant Inspector General for Auditing 

~L~ 
Deputy Assistant Inspector General for Regional Audits 

Business and Trade Audits Division 
Economics and Statistics Audits Division 
Science and Technology Audits Division 
Internal Quality Control Review 
Final Audit Report No. DEN-15928-3-0001 

I am pleased to transmit the final report for the Internal Quality Review (IQR) of the 
Business and Trade Audits Division (BTD), the Economics and Statistics Audits Division 
(BSD), and the Science and Technology Audits Division (STD). The IQR scope was to 
review each division's compliance with the Government Audit Standards and Office of 
Inspector General Directives Manual. We found no material non-compliance with the 
Government Audit Standards or OIG Directives; however, there were three issues requiring 
additional attention in order to fully comply with OIG Directives. 

We noted that one final report issued by ESD did not contain independence declarations for 
all staff that assisted on the audit, as required by the 010 Directives. In addition, we noted 
two final reports did not fully comply with OIG Directives regarding referencing 
substantive changes to audit reports. The agency responses and OIG comments were not 
referenced for seven others. We also noted that two non-audit report work products were 
incorrectly classified as audit reports in the Semiannual Report to Congress. We 
recommended that BTD, ESD, and STD adhere to OIG policies regarding documenting 
staff independence, and referencing of substantive changes to audit reports. We further 
recommended that the Office of Audits either exclude non-audit report products from the 
Semiannual Report or include them in a separate table. 



In response to the draft report, the Deputy Assistant Inspector General for Auditing 
concurred with the recommendations, and provided a responsive action plan. 

The draft audit report also contained a finding related to a report issued by BID for which 
summaries and schedules were not cross-indexed to the supporting working papers. BTD 
staff provided documentation indicating that the required cross-indexing had, in fact, been 
performed. We, therefore, withdrew that draft audit report finding and recommendation. 

Attachment 

cc (w/att): Johnnie E. Frazier, Inspector General 
Edward Blansitt, Deputy Inspector General 
Chuck Tegeler, Director, Economics and Statistics Audits Division 
Ron Lieberman, Director, Science and Technology Audits Division 
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BUSINESS AND TRADE AUDITS DIVISION 
ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS AUDITS DIVISION 
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY AUDITS DIVISION 

INTERNAL QUALITY REVIEW 
DRAFT REPORT NO. DEN-15928-3-0001 

INTRODUCTION 

We have reviewed the system of quality control for the audit function of the Business and 
Trade Audits Division (BTD), the Economics and Statistics Audits Division (ESD), and 
the Science and Technology Audits Division (STD) in effect for the three years ended 
March 31, 2003. We conducted our review in conformity with standards and guidelines 
established by the President's Council on Integrity and Efficiency (PCIE). We tested 
compliance with each of the three divisions' system of quality control to the extent we 
considered appropriate. These tests included a review of audits identified in attachment 1. 

In performing our review, we have given consideration to the policy statement on quality 
control and external reviews dated February 2002 issued by the PCIE. That statement 
indicates that an OIG's quality control policies and procedures should be appropriately 
comprehensive and suitably designed to provide reasonable assurance that the objectives 
of quality control will be met. It also recognizes that the nature, extent and formality of 
an OIG's system of quality control depends on various factors such as the size of the 
OIG, the location of its offices, the nature of the work and its organizational structure. 

In our opinion, the system of quality control for the audit function of the BTD, ESD and· 
STD in effect for the three years ended March 31, 2003, has been designed in accordance 
with the quality standards established by the PCIE and was being complied with for the 
year then ended to provide the OIG with reasonable assurance of material compliance 
with professional auditing standards in the conduct of its audits. Therefore, we are 
issuing an unqualified opinion on the BTD, ESD and STD systems' of audit quality 
control. 

PURPOSE, SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY 

We tested compliance with the BTD, ESD and STD systems' of quality control to the 
extent we considered appropriate. These tests included a review of a sample of audits 
conducted by the three divisions during the period April I, 2000 through March 31, 2003. 
We used the Semiannual Reports to Congress as the basis for determining the audits to 
review. We selected 12 audit reports listed in the semiannual reports for our review 
sample, however, one turned out to be an audit tennination memorandum and another a 
non-audit report or product. Therefore, we reviewed 11 audits that produced I 0 audit 
reports and a review memorandum, which we are reporting in the Findings and 
Recommendations section of this report. We are also reporting on the non-audit 
product in the Other Matters section of this report. 

- I -
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By division, BTD conducted seven audits during the period and we reviewed four. STD 
conducted four audits and we reviewed al1 four. ESD conducted three audits, which 
produced two audit reports and the audit termination memorandum, and the division 
produced the non-audit report product. We reviewed all three audits and the non-audit 
report. A list of the reviewed audits and products is attached. 

We also conducted followup reviews of the internal quality control reviews ofBTD, ESD 
and STD, performed by the Bradson Corporation, dated February 18, 2000; March 24, 
2000; and January 21, 2000, respectively, and of the external quality control review 
performed by the U.S. Department of State dated December 22, 2000. 

-2-
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FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

We found that BTD, ESD and STD have generally complied with the Government 
Auditing Standards (GAS) and OIG Directives during our period of review. However, 
our review identified two non-material findings for which we have recommendations for 
corrective actions. The findings relate to documenting auditor independence and 
referencing of audit reports. 

INDEPENDENCE DECLARATIONS 
NOT DOCUMENTED IN ONE INSTANCE 

Our review found no evidence of personal or external impairments. However, for one 
audit (ESD-12593), independence declarations were not included in the working papers 
for the Atlanta, Denver and Seattle regional office staff that assisted on the audit. OIG 
Directives Manual, Section 5340 describes policies and procedures for maintaining 
independence. The manual states that for all audits, each auditor and supervisor is 
·required to complete and sign an Independence Declaration at the beginning of the audit 
assignment. 

Recommendation 

We recommend that the Audit Division Directors require all personnel working on audits 
to sign independence declarations for each of their assignments. 

Response to Finding Regarding Independence Declarations 

The Deputy Assistant Inspector General for Auditing concurs with the draft report 
finding and recommendation regarding Independence Declarations and has agreed to 
fully implement the report recommendation. To ensure implementation of the 
recommendation, he will instruct the division directors to, within the next two weeks: 

• Meet with the staffs of the three divisions to discuss the Internal Quality Review 
and the report recommendation. 

• Ensure that all managers and auditors review working papers for assignments 
currently in process for signed independence declarations for each staff rnember 
that worked on the assignment. 

• Provide each auditor with a copy of the memorandum containing the DAIGA's 
response to the draft IQR report. 

Reviewer's Comments 

We consider the actions planned adequate to address this recommendation. 
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We found that nine of the audit reports reviewed had been issued without having the 
agency responses or OIG comments referenced, which we consider to be substantive 
changes from the draft to the final report. The tenth audit report was issued in final 
without draft; therefore, it did not include an agency response. OIG Directives Manual, 
Section 5651, states that the referencer is responsible for determining whether opinions, 
conclusions, and recommendations are reasonable and consistent with, or supported by, 
the factual material examined. Therefore, we believe that the addition of the agency's 
response and OIG comments into the final audit report should be referenced. However, 
because a copy of the agency responses were attached to the final reports, we do not 
consider this a material weakness. Nor do we consider not having the OIG comments 
referenced a material weakness due to the number of reviewers in the report processing 
procedures. 

Two of the 10 reports had some other referencing weaknesses. According to the 0 I G 
Directives Manual, Section 5651, all draft reports, including any substantive changes 
made during the clearance process or for the final report, should be referenced. The 
directives make an exception to the referencing requirement only if relatively few 
changes are made after referencing that do not (sic) affect the factual basis for the 
report's message, such as changes to improve clarity, tone, and format, in which case the 
division director can take full responsibility for these changes and note such approval on 
the referencer' s point sheet. 

One report (BTD-12650), had substantive changes to questioned costs and refund 
amounts from the draft to the final report that were not referenced. Our basis for 
determining that the changes were substantive is that the dollar amount of the costs 
questioned in the draft report was revised in the final report from $751,586 to $597,914 
and the refund due the government was changed from $163,677 to $121,498. Because 
the changes were not referenced, we noted a weakness in internal controls over verifying 
report accuracy. 

In another report (ESD-15499), a paragraph was added to the report after it was 
referenced but the change was not referenced. The lack of referencing was significant 
because the paragraph contained detailed information summarized from an interview with 
an agency official, including hiring procedures and selection criteria and it supported the 
report's conclusion. 

OIG Directives Manual, Section 5651, requires that the OJGIOA Referencing Checklist 
be completed for each audit. A checklist step requires the division director to attest to 
whether all substantive changes after original referencing have been re-referenced. The 
director attested that subsequent revisions were indexed and referenced; however, the 
unreferenced paragraph was added 11 days later. Nonetheless; the paragraph was 
supported by the working papers indexed, therefore we do not consider this to be a 
material weakness. 
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We recommend that the Audit Division Directors ensure adherence to the OIG's policy 
regarding independent report referencing of substantive changes made from the draft to 
the final reports and substantive changes made after original referencing. 

Response to Finding Regarding Referencing Final Reports 

The DAIGA concurs with the draft report finding and recommendation regarding 
referencing final reports. However, he requested that the final IQR report be revised to 
reflect that at least one of the nine audit reports cited in the draft IQR fully complied with 
the referencing requirement and that documentation to this effect was provided to the 
IQR review team. 

The DAIGA further states that OIG Directive Manual, Section 5651 was unclear 
regarding the referencing of agency responses and the OIG comments into the final 
report. As a result, the established practice for headquarters divisions did not call for the 
re-referencing of final reports unless the facts or findings changed since the issuance of 
the draft report·. 

The revised OIG Audit Directives, effective July 1, 2003, clarifies the language regarding 
the referencing of final reports by stating in Directive Manual, Number 5 610, that the 
independent referencing of final reports should be limited to narrative text and numerical 
data that has either been ctianged from the draft report or added to the final report, 
including the Agency Response and OIG Comments report sections. 

To ensure implementation of the recommendation, the DAIGA will instruct the division 
directors to, within the next two weeks: 

• Meet with their respective staffs to discuss the IQR recommendation. 

• Ensure that all managers and auditors review final reports in process for 
adherence to the OIG's policy regarding independent report referencing of 
substantive changes made from the draft to the final reports and substantive 
changes made after original referencing. 

• Provide all auditors with a copy of the memorandum containing the DAIGA's 
response to the draft IQR report. 

Reviewer's Comments 

We consider the actions planned adequate to address this recommendation. However, we 
did not find sufficient documentation in the response to revise the number of final reports 
cited in the IQR as not fully complying with the referencing requirement. 
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OTHER MATTERS 

Non-Audit Report Products Misclassified in Semiannual Reports to Congress 

ESD issued two non-audit report products that were incorrectly classified as audit reports 
in the Semiannual Reports to Congress. The first product (ESD-12593) was an audit 
termination memorandum and the other (ESD/01G-14431) was a report summarizing 
2000 Census work conducted by various OIG units including audits, inspections, system 
evaluations, and investigations. 

Recommendation 

We recorrunend that the Office of Audits either exclude non-audit products in the 
Semiannual Report or include them in a separate table for non-audit products. 

Response to Finding Regarding Non-Audit Report Products Misclassified 

The DAI GA states that all products related to the 2000 Decennial Census were of special 
interest to the OIG, and the OIG needed a way to publicize that they had been issued. 
The semiannual was viewed as the best means of doing this. However, in the future, 
separate tables will be requested for the different OA work products. 

Reviewer's Comments 

We consider the actions planned adequate to address this recommendation. 
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Attachment 1 

AUDIT ASSIGNMENTS SELECTED FOR INTERNAL QUALITY REVIEW 

BUSINESS AND TRADE AUDITS DIVISION: 

Improved Internal Controls Needed for USPTO's Office of Human Resources 

BTD-12830-0-0001, Final report issued September 2000 

Software and Information Industry Association 

BTD-12650-1-0001, Final report issued March 2001 

Internal Controls for Travel Cards at OAR's Environmental Technology 
Laboratory Can Be Strengthened 

BTD-14908-2-0001, Final report issued September 2002 

Travel Card Program at National Weather Service Headquarters Needs Additional 
Management Controls 

BTD-14972-3-0001, Final report issued March 2003 

ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS AUDITS DIVISION: 

Re-enumeratio:n at Three Local Census Offices in Florida 

ESD-13215-0-0001, Final report issued September 2000 

International Trade Administration's Market Access and Compliance Unit Successfully 
Recruited for Trade Compliance Positions, -

ESD-15499-3-0001, Final report issued (without draft) March 2003 

Review of Special Population Enumerations and Questionnaire Assistance Centers 

ESD-12593,_ Termination memorandum issued September 2000 

Improving Our Measure of America: What Census 2000 Can Teach Us in Planning for 
2010 

ESD/O I G-144 31, Special report issued (non-audit report) Spring 2002 
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY AUDITS DIVISION: 

Work on Electronic Charting Database Should Be Re-competed 

S TD-13440-1-0001, Final report issued March 2001 

Program for Acquiring Fisheries Research Vessels Needs Stronger Management Controls 

STD-14428-2-0001, Final report issued June 2002 

Northwest Fisheries Science Center Needs Improved Research Management Processes to 
Better Implement Its Salmon Research Plan 

STD-14440-2-0001, Final report issued September 2002 

NOAA's Corporate Costs Process Needs Improvement 

STD-14427-3-0001, Final report issued March 2003 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

THROUGH: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Attachment II 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Office of Inspector. General 
Washington, D.C. 20230 

John S. Bunting 
Region spector General for Audits 

Denv~~ OfficeV / 

tlli~~ 
' Assistant Inspector General fur Regional Audilll 

·~v~.~ 
arry~. Gross 

Deputy Assistant Inspector General for Auditing 

Economics and Statistics Audits Division 
Business and Trade Audits Division 
Science and Technology Audits Division 
futemaJ Quality Control Review 
Draft Audit Report No. DEN-15928-3-0001 

I have reviewed the subject report and, except as discussed below, concur with the 
recommendations. To ensure implementation of the recommendations, I will instruct the 
division directors to, within the next two wee.ks, (1) meet with the staffs of the three 
divisions to discuss the futernal Quality Review and the report recommendations, (2) 
instruct all managers and auditors to review reports currently in process and related 
working papers for compliance with independence declarations, referencing, and cross
indexing requirements, and (3) provide all auditors with a copy of this memorandum. 

My specific comments on the findings are as follows: 

Recommendation No. 1: Audit Division Directors require all personnel working on 
audits to sign independence declarations for each of their assignments. 

This condition was found on one audit, ESD-12593. Headquarters auditors assigned to 
the job had signed independence declarations. However, the three regional assistant 
inspector generals for audits did not obtain declarations from the staff they later assigned 
to assist in data collection. Neither the headquarters division director nor the audit 
manager responsible for the assignment detected this oversight. 



To ensure implementation of this recommendation, I will instruct the division directors 
to: 

• Meet with their respective staffs to discuss the IQR report recommendation. 

• Ensure that all managers and auditors review working papers for assignments 
currently in process for signed independence declarations for each staff that 
worked on the assignment. 

• Provide all auditors with a copy of this memorandum. 

Recommendation No. 2: Audit Division Directors ensure adherence to the OIG's policy 
regarding independent report referencing of substantive changes made from the draft to 
the final reports and substantive changes made after original referencing. 

The audit report states that nine of the audit reports reviewed had been issued without 
having the agency responses or OIG comments referenced. The tenth audit report was 
issued in final without a draft report; therefore it did not include an agency response. 
However, at least one of the nine audit reports (BTD-14972-3-0001, Travel Card 
Program at National Weather Service Headquarters Needs Additional Management 
Controls) reviewed did have both the agency response and the OIG comments indexed 
and referenced. Documentation has been provided to the auditors demonstrating this. 
We_ request that the final report be revised to recognize that. 

OIG Directive Manual, Section 5651, was unclear regarding the referencing of agency 
responses and the OIG comments into the final report. As a result, the established 
practice for headquarters divisions did not caU for the re-referencing of final reports 
unless the facts or findings had changed since the issuance of the draft report. 

The revised OIG Audit Directives, effective July 1, 2003, clarifies the language regarding 
referencing final reports by stating in Directive Manual, Number 5610, that the 
independent referencing of final reports should be limited to narrative text and numerical 
data that has either been changed from the draft report or added to the final report, 
including the Agency Response and OIG Comments report sections. 

To ensure implementation of this recommendation, I will instruct the division directors 
to: 

• Meet with their respective staffs to discuss the IQR report recommendation. 

• Ensure that all managers and auditors review final reports currently in process 
for adherence to the OIG's policy regarding independent report referencing 
of substantive changes made from the dr;ift to the final reports and substantive 
changes made after original referencing. 

• Provide all auditors with a copy of this memorandum. 



Recommendation No. 3: Audit Division Directors ensure adherence to the O/G 's 
policies of cross-indexing working paper summaries and lead schedules to working paper 
documentation and having the referencer test the cross indexing. 

The audit report states that, "For one audit (BTD-14972), the report was indexed to 
working paper summaries and lead schedules but the summaries and schedules were not 
cross-indexed to supporting working papers .... Furthermore, the problem was not 
detected by the report referencer .... " 

We respectfully disagree. The Division Director's review of the working papers' 
summaries and lead schedules demonstrates adequate cross-indexing to the supporting 
working papers. Documentation has been provided to the auditor demonstrating this. 
We request that this finding and recommendation be deleted from the final report. 

Recommendation No. 4: The Office of Audits should either exclude non-audit products 
in the Semiannual Report or include them in a separate table for non-audit products. 

All work products related to the 2000 Decennial Census were of special interest to the 
OIG, and the OIG needed a way to publicize that they had been issued. The semiannual 
was viewed as the best means of doing this. However, in the future, separate tables will 
be requested for the different OA work products. 

As described above, I believe these actions fully address the implementation of the 
Internal Qual.ity Control Review recommendations. I appreciate the thorough and 
constructive efforts of Randal Skalski, Karen Blechschmidt, Crystal Miller, and Karen 
Barron on this review. 

cc: Chuck Tegeler, Director, Economics and Statistics Audits Division 
Ron Lieberman, Director, Science and Technology Audits Division 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Charles Louis Kincannon 
Director 
U.S. Census Bureau 

Johnnie E. Frazier 

The Census Bureau Should Redefine Its National-Critical Systems 
Final Inspection Report No. OSE-16519-2 

The Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA) 1 requires agencies to review their 
information security program annually and Offices oflnspector General (OIGs) to perform 
independent evaluations of those programs annually as well. Pursuant to FIS MA, we evaluated the 
Census Bureau's information technology (IT) security program and detailed our results in a draft 
inspection reporl enliiled Wea/messes in Census Bureau's Certification and Accreditation Process 
Leave Security of Critical Information Systems in Question. 2 We are presenting our findings for 
one of our evaluation objectives separately, in this limited distribution report, because they address 
the bureau's two highly sensitive national-critical systems Exemption (b )(2) 

That objective was to assess the bureau's 
consolidation of IT systems to determine whether these systems (and the data they produce) are 
secure and appropriately certified and accredited. 

The bureau's national-critical systems are part of the federal government's critical infrastructure 
and must therefore be protected from terrorist attacks. The goal is to ensure that any physical or 
virtual disruption is rare, brief, geographically limited in effect, manageable, and minimally 
detrimental to the economy, human and government services, and national security of the United 
States. 3 Under Executive Order 12656, "Assignment of Emergency Preparedness 
Responsibilities," the Secretary of Commerce is responsible for providing for the collection and 
reporting of census information on human and economic resources as required for national security 
emergencies. 

1 
Title Ill, £-Government Act of2002 (P.L. 107-347). 

2 
Weaknesses in Census Bureau's Certification and Accreditation Process Leave Security of Critical Jnfonnation 

Systems in Question, Draft Inspection Report No. OSE-16519, July 2004. 
3 

Critical Infrastructure Act of 2001, 42 U.S. C. 5195c, which. is part of the USA Patriot Act of 2001 
(P.L. 107-56). 
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1. In the event of a terrorist attack or other national security t:mQ"gency, the Census Bureau's 
national-critical systems-is currently defined-may not have the capability to perform 
required processing. Furthermore, national-critical systems maintained by Commerce's 
Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) and the Department of Labor's Bureau of Labor Statistics 
(BLS) rely on Census Bureau systems that have not been deemed national critical. Not 
designating as national critical systems needed in an emergency and on which other agencies' 
national-critical systems depend reduces management's ability to ensure that these systems 
have adequate security controls. It also disregards the intent of Homeland Security Presidential 
Directive 7 (HSPD-7), which requires federal agencies to, among other things, coordinate the 
protection of critical infrastructure and key resources in order to "prevent, deter, and mitigate 
the effects of deliberate efforts to destroy, incapacitate, or exploit them." 

2. The bureau has not designated its national-critical systems as having the highest sensitivity for 
purposes of certification and accreditation 4 and thus does not test their security controls as 
rigorously as the Department's IT security policy requires for its most sensitive but 
unclassified systems. 

Discussion of Census Bureau's Response to the Draft Report 

In the written response to our draft report, you state that you generally agree with the results of our 
review and discuss our two recommendations. Our first recommendation is that the bureau review 
the functions required of its national-critical systems, identify all interrelationships with national
critical resources in other agencies, and redefine these systems to encompass all needed processing 
resources. You indicate that you will establish a formal working group to review the bureau's 
critical infrastructure plan and those of the other agencies the bureau supports. The review is to 
include a reassessment of the internal processes needed to support national-critical systems and the 
criticality of the programs supported by these systems. Recommendations will be made to the 
Census Bureau's Operating Conunittee by the end of the fiscal year. We agree that such a 
reassessment is appropriate. 

Noting that the Department's IT security policy sets certification and accreditation levels from 1 to 
4, with more rigorous testing required at each successive level, our second recommendation is to 
certify and accredit all national-critical systems at level 4. You state that you agree that all 
nalional-critical systems need to be certified and accredited against rigorous criteria and that you 
will certify and accredit any new system or process identified as national critical by your 
reassessment at the appropriate level. However, it is unclear from your response what you 
consider the appropriate level to be and whether all systems identified as national critical by the 
reassessment will be certified and accredited at level 4. Given the importance of national-critical 
systems and the mandate that any physical or virtual disruption must be rare, brief, and 

4 Certification is the formal testing of the security safeguards implemented in a computer system to determine whether 
they meet applicable requirements and specifications. Accreditation is the fonnal authorization by management for 
system operation, including an explicit acceptance of risk. 
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manageable, we continue to believe that all national-critical systems should be certified and 
accredited at level 4, and therefore reaffirm our recommendation. 

Your complete response is indu<le<l as an allachrnenl to this report. Please provide your action 
plan addressing the recommendations in our report within 60 calendar days. In addition to actions 
to reassess the bureau's national-critical systems, the plan should address the timeframes for 
choosing and implementing appropriate actions resulting from the reassessment, including actions 
pertaining to certifying and accrediting Census's national-critical systems. Your action plan 
should be in the form of a plan of action and milestones (POA&M) to facilitate tracking of 
corrective actions in accordance with the Office of Management and Budget's FISMA guidance. 
If you have any questions regarding the report or the requested action plan, please contact me on 
(202) 482-4661 or Judith Gordon, Assistant Inspector General for Systems Evaluation on (202) 
482-5643. 

INTRODUCTION 

Several mandates require the Census Bureau to ensure its critical infrastructure assets, including 
systems that provide specific data collection and reporting capabilities, are available in the event of 
a national security emergency. HSPD-7, «Critical Infrastructure Identification, Prioritization, and 
Protection," dated December 17, 2003, states that all federal department heads are responsible for 
identifying, prioritizing, assessing, remediating, and protecting their respective internal critical 
infrastructure and key resources. It further requires agencies to provide information security 
protections for their critical infrastructures that are consistent with FISMA and commensurate with 
the risk and magnitude of hann that would result from the unauthorized access, use, disclosure, 
disruption, modification, or destruction of information. HSPD-7 defines critical infrastructure as 
"systems and assets, whether physical or virtual, so vital to the United States that the incapacity or 
destruction of such systems and assets would have a debilitating impact on security, national 

economic security, national public health or safety, or any combination of those matters."5 

Executive Order 12656, "Assigmnent of Emergency Preparedness Responsibilities," dated 
November 18, 1988, charges the Secretary of Commerce with providing for the collection and 
reporting of census information on human and economic resources and maintaining a capability to 
conduct emergency surveys to report on the status of these resources as required for national 
security emergencies. 

According to the bureau, at the end of calendar year 2002, it reexamined its IT inventory and 
determined that-based on the overall mission, organizational structure, and responsibilities of 
individual directorates-this inventory was not reflective of operations. Census's IT Security 
Office therefore worked with contractors, system owners, and administrators to reorganize and 
consolidate the bureau's 87 systems. Grouping systems according to shared missions, ownership, 
and management yielded 11 program area systems, each having an associated set of component 

5 
HSPD-7 states that the tenn "critical infrastructure" has the meaning given to that tenn in section 

1016( e) of the USA Patriot Act of 200 l. 
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systems. Of those 11 systems, the bureau designated 2 as national critical, 7 as mission critical, 
and 2 as business essential. 6 

The bureau developed security plans for each of the 11 program area systems, as well as the 
component systems. The program area security plans are intended to document the management, 
operational, and technical controls that apply to all component systems, whereas the security plans 
for the individual component systems are to describe controls specific to each component. 

OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY 

We conducted a review to evaluate (I) the Census Bureau's information technology (IT) security 
program policy, (2) the impact of its IT systems consolidation on the integrity of those systems and 
the certification and accreditation process, (3) its plan to provide specialized IT security training to 
IT security officers and IT staff, ( 4) management and implementation of the plan of action and 
milestones (POA&M) process for program and system level weaknesses,7 (5) the patch 
management process for correcting system security vulnerabilities, and (6) the bureau's 
incoiporation ofIT security into its capital planning and investment control process. This report 
presents the findings regarding our second objective, IT systems consolidation. We used HSPD-7, 
USA Patriot Act of 2001, Executive Order 12656, and FISMA as our criteria for addressing this 
objective. 

We conducted our evaluation in accordance with the Quality Standards for Inspections issued by 
the President's Council on Integrity and Efficiency and under the authority of the Inspector 
General Act of 1978, as amended. We performed our fieldwork between November 2003 and 
April 2004. 

THE BUREAU'S NATIONAL-CRITICAL SYSTEMS COULD LACK CAPABILITIES 
NEEDED FOR PROCESSING IN AN EMERGENCY AND FOR FULLY SUPPORTING 
OTHER AGENCIES' NATIONAL-CRITICAL SYSTEMS 

As part of their responsibilities for conducting the economic and demographic statistical programs 
of the bureau, the Office of the Associate Director for Economic Programs and the Office of the 
Associate Director for Demographic Programs have management, operational, and budgetary 
authority over the IT systems used to support these programs. Thus, in accordance with FISMA 
and Department policy, senior officials in these offices are responsible for ensuring the security of 
these systems. The Office of the Associate Director for Information Teclmology is to assist them 
in carrying out their IT security responsibilities. In consolidating its systems, the bureau 
designated two economic and demographic systems as national critical!MMl!iJllW!il i 

6 
According to OMB, an infrastructure or resource is considered mission critical if its damage or destruction would 

have a debilitating impact on the organization's ability to perform essential functions and activities. All systems that 
are not mission critical or national critical are considered business essential. 
7 According to OMB, POA&Ms must reflect all known security weaknesses within an agency including its 
components or bureaus and shall be used by the agency, major components and program officials, and the IG as the 
authoritative agency management mechanism to prioritize, track, and manage all agency efforts to close security 
performance gaps. 
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(See table I 
criticality.) 

However, the bureau defined the two national-critical systems very narrowly-as a set of 
computing resources incapable of performing all of the processing required in an emergency 
without relying on other bureau systems that are not deemed national critical. Additionally, 
[llIMI provides the primary data used by BEA to produce the gross domestic product (GDP), a 
principal economic indicator. Although the GDP and the system BEA uses to produce it,l'BIIIAll 

, are national critical, the system heavily relies on Census Bureau sys~ 
have not been designated as national critical. rfDYPAI provides essential data used by BLS to 
produce principal economic indicators on the 'labOf'Torce, employment, and unemployment, 
classified by a variety of demographic, social, and economic characteristics. Derived from the 
Current Population Survey (CPS), a monthly survey conducted by the bureau for BLS, these 
indicators and the system BLS uses for developing them are considered national critical. Like 
BEA, BLS must heavily rely on bureau systems not deemed national critical. 

The relationship among the systems needed to conduct economic surveys is illustrated in 
figure 1. (IDBI• includes a component system, thcl*f !&'ff'd!fl]., that contains information 
about domestic companies and the goods and services ey prov1 e. Th 
component system of the 
both provides input to the 
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BEA' • • • system uses in developing the GDP. As noted previously and 
shown in figure 1, • and BEA's system arc both national critical. However,g •. has 
been designated only mission critical, even though this system processes data from thCIMll 
- to produce economic survey results for Census and information for DEA's national-
critical system. Furthennore, th , which supports •Exemption {b )(2) 

Exemption (b)(2) Exemption (b)(2) , ts a compon which has not been 
designated as national critical either. 

Figure 1. National Critical and Related Systems for Producing Principal Economic 
Indicators 

In addition tu what is shown in figure 1, component systems of the Exemption (b)(2) 
also support and are needed to perform economic surveys and processing. Like 

Exemption (b)(2) \UJ\LJ 
Exemption (b)(2) 

Exemption (b)(2) 

s designated as mission critical, not national critical. Similarly, 
, as well as BLS, depend on processing resources 

-all mission-critical systems. 
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The rationale provided by bureau officials for the definition of national-critical systems was that 
the scheduled economic indicators and demographic surveys could be discontinued for a short 
period of time if an event occurred, but the event's economic or demographic impacts may have to 
be assessed. They maintained that the needed data for such assessments reside in the components 
designated as national critical, and any additional processing resources required for analyzing and 
transmitting the data could be recreated if they were not available. However, given the executive 
order's requirement to maint&in the capability to collect as well as analyze data in an emergency 
and the dependence of other agencies' national-critical systems on bureau systems, a more 
comprehensive definition of the bureau's economic and demographic computing resources is 
needed. Not designating as national critical computing resources needed in an emergency and on 
which other agencies' national-critical systems depend reduces management's ability to ensure that 
these resources have adequate security controls and disregards the intent ofHSPD-7, which states, 
«Federal departments and agencies will identify, prioritize, and coordinate the protection of critical 
infrastructure and key resources in order to prevent, deter, and mitigate the effects of deliberate 
efforts to destroy, incapacitate, or exploit them." 

HSPD-7 requires the Department to develop and submit for OMB approval, plans for protecting its 
physical and cyber-critical infrastructure by July 31, 2004. The Department CIO will prepare this 
plan using input from the operating units. To ensure that the bureau's national-critical resources 
are appropriately identified in the plan and adequately protected, the functions the bureau's 
national-critical systems may have to perform in an emergency should be reviewed, all 
interrelationships with national-critical resources in other agencies identified, and these systems 
redefined to encompass all needed processing resources. 

Recommendation 

The director of the Census Bureau should ensure that the associate director for economic programs 
and the associate director for demographic programs, with support from the bureau's CIO, review 
the functions required of the bureau's national-critical systems, identify all interrelationships with 
national-critical resources in other agencies, and redefine these systems to encompass all needed 
processing resources. 

CERTIFICATION AND ACCREDITATION LEVELS FOR NATIONAL-CRITICAL 
SYSTEMS ARE NOT COMMENSURATE WITH THEIR SENSITIVITY 

FISMA sets three security objectives for information and information systems: confidentiality, 
integrity, and availability. System owners must assign a sensitivity level of high, medium, or low 
to each objective to reflect the impact on the agency's mission that would result if the infonnation 
or system were compromised. The sensitivity assignments are used to establish the system's 
security controls and provide the basis for determining its certification and accreditation level; this 
1 evel, in turn, dictates the rigor of certification testing. The Department's IT security policy sets 
certification and accreditation levels from I to 4, with more rigorous testing required at each 
successive level. 
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--were designated "high" for confidentiality, integrity, and availability, 
~d and accredited at leve] 3 and the remaining systems, including those that are 
national critical, were certified and accredited at level 2. Given the importance of the bureau's 
national-Critical systems and the mandate that any physical or virtual disruption must be rare, brief, 
and manageable, these systems should be designated as level 4 for certification and accreditation 
purposes to ensure their security controls receive the most rigorous testing. Census Bureau 
systems used to produce principal economic indicators have significant commercial value, may 
affect the movement of commodity and financial markets, may be taken as a measure of the impact 
of government policies, and many indicators are based on confidential data voluntarily provided 
by businesses, which also must be protected. Thus, even if the systems used to produce the 
indicators were not national critical, they wou]d still need to be subjected to thorough testing. 

Recommendation 

The director of the Census Bureau should ensure that the associate director for economic programs 
and the associate director for demographic programs, with support from the bureau's CIO, certify 
and accredit all national-critical systems at level 4. 

Attachment 

cc: Kathleen B. Cooper, Under Secretary for Economic Affairs 
Hermann Habermann, Deputy Director and Chief Operating Officer, U.S. Census Bureau 
Nancy M. Gordon, Associate Director for Demographic Programs, U.S. Census Bureau 
Frederick T. Knickerbocker, Associate Director for Economic Programs, U.S. Census Bureau 
Richard W. Swartz, Associate Director for Information Technology and Chief Information 

Officer, U.S. Census Bureau 
Timothy P. Ruland, Information Technology Security Officer, U.S. Census Bureau 
Thomas N. Pyke, Jr., Chief Information Officer, U.S. Department of Commerce 
Otto J. Wolff, Chief Financial Officer and Assistant Secretary for Administration, 

U.S. Department of Commerce 
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MEMORANDIDvl FOR: 

Through: 

From: 

Subject 

Judith J_ Gordon 

ATTACHMENT 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Economics and Statistics Administration 
U.S. Census Bureau 
Washington, DC 20233-0001 

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR 

JUL 2 8 2004 

Assistant Inspector General for 
Systems Evaluation 

· Kathleen B Cooper ~ 1J Vvy<-
Under Secretary for Economic Affairs 

Charles Louis Kincannon /! 
-Director l ( 1 Nr.u't/l::..ei~~ 

The Census Bureau Should Redefine. Its Naiional-Critical Systems, 
Draft Inspection Report No. OSE-16519-2 

This is in response to your memorandum of July 12, 2004, transmitting the above-referenced 
audit rep01t_ We appreciate the efforts of the Department of Commerce's Office of 
Inspector General staff in conducting this review and generally agree with their results. We 
address the recommendations in the report as follows: 

Recommendation l: The Director of the Census Bureau should ensure that the Associate 
Director for Economic Programs an4 the Associate Director for Demographic Programs. 
with support from the.Bureau's CIO, review the functions required of the Bureau's 
national-critical systems, identify all interrelationships with national-critical resou;-o.:es in other 
agencies, 'and redefine these systems to encompass all needed processing resol.J.rces. 

Census Bureau Response: The U.S. Census Bureau will establish a fonnal working group, 
chaired by the Chief, Information Technology (IT) Security Office, and consisting of members 
from the economic, demographic, IT, and field directorates. The working group will identify 
internal processes needed to support our national-critical systems, establish a central repository 
of all support provided to other agencies in the IT Security Office and identify the criticality 
of these programs as reported in the Census Bureau Critical Infrastructure Plan (CIP), as well as 
those of the supported agencies to ensure consistency. The working group willpresent their 
recommendations to the Census Bureau's Operating Committee for consideration. 

The Census Bureau has already begun work on the first phase of this effort. A memorandum 
from the Chief, IT Security Office, to the CIO, dated July 6, 2004, identified the requirements of 
HSPD-7 and recommended that based on the information gained during your inspection, the 
Census Bureau must re-evaluate our CIP to address the recommendation. This correspondence 
was shared with the associate directors for the economic and demographic areas, as well as key 
management officials within the IT directorate. 

USCENSUSBUREAU 
www.census.gov 



The Census Bureau takes the security of the data co11ected very seriously. lntemal processes and 
procedures are continually reviewed to ensure that the appropriate levels of control needed to 
meet the growing security challenges are in place. Due tu the complexity of our network 
infrastructure and the number of other agencies supported by the Census Bureau data collection 
efforts, it will take until the end of the fiscal year before the working group can present their 
recommendations to the Census Bureau Operating Committee. The Census Bureau Operating 
Committee will then begin to determine the impact of implementing the results of the findings as 
phase two of this process. 

Recommendation 2: The Diredor of the Census Bureau should ensure that the Associate 
Director for Economic Programs and the Associate Director for Demographic Programs, 
with support from the Bureau's CIO, certify and accredit all national-critical systems at 
level 4. 

Census Bureau Response: The Census Bureau agrees that all national-critical systems need to 
be ce1tified and accredited against rigorous criteria. Any new system or process identified as 
national-critical, following the-review cited in the first recommendation, will be certified and 
accredited at the appropriate level. 

cc: US/EA 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
The Inspector General 
Washington, D.C. 20230 

l\1EMORANDUM FOR: Conrad C. Lautenbacher, Jr., 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Undersecretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere and 
NOAA Administrator 

Otto J. Wolff 
Chief Financial Officer and Assistant Secretary for 
Administration 

John J. Kelly, Jr. 
Deputy Undersecretary of Commerce for Oceans and 
Atmosphere 

Ban:y C. Wesi; 
Chief Infonnation Officer 

tional Steps Are Necessary to Provide Better Oversight of 
ontractor Iriformation Security 

Final Inspection Report No. OSE-18028 

1bis memorandmn transmits our final report evaluating IT security in NOAA contracts. The 
objectives of our evaluation were to determine whether the required IT security clauses have 
been incorporated into IT service contracts and to assess the implementation of the clause 
requirements. Because some problematic aspects of the clauses contributed to issues we 
identified at NOAA and at USPTO in a previous review, our report identifies recommendations 
for the Department as well as NOAA. For the Department the evaluation identified 
improvements needed to. the JT security clause and the Commerce Acquisition Manual as well 
as the need for developing additional guidance to aid contracting officers and contracting 
officer representatives in their oversight of contractor information security. For NOAA we 
identified improvements needed for ensuring the certification and accreditation of contractor IT 
resources. Your -written responses to our draft report indicate that you agreed with our findings, 
and outline actions for addressing the recommendations. 

We request that NOAA provide an action plan addressing the recommendations in our report 
within 60 calendar days. The action plan should.be in the form of a plan of action and 
milestones (POA&M) to facilitate tracking of corrective actions in accordance with O:MB's 
FISMA guidance. 



We are not requesting a POA&M from the Department beCa.use t;he Director of Acquisition 
Management and Procurement Executive issued Procurement Memorandum 2006-06 and 
Commerce Acquisition Manual Notice 06-05 on September 27, 2006. These work products are 
identified as the Department's action items in its response to this report. A review of them is 
beyond the scope of this report, but we look forward to follow-up discussions in the near 
future. 

If you have any questions regarding the report or the requested action plan, please contact me 
on (202) 482-4661 or Judith Gordon, Assistant Inspector General for Systems Evaluation, on 
{202) 482-5643.'" 

We appreciate the cooperation and courtesies extended to us by your staffs during our 
evaluation. -

Attachment 

cc: Michael Sade, Director, Acquisition Management and Procurement Executive, U.S. 
Department of Commerce 

William Lay, Director, IT Security, Infrastructure; and Technology, U:S. Department of 
Commerce, Office of the Chief Information Officer 

Helen Hurcombc, Director, NOAA Acquisitiun and Grants Office 
Carl Staton, Chief Information Officer, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
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The Federal Information Security Management Act {FISMA) requires agencies to develop and 
implement programs to protect government information and information technology (IT) 
systems. With the government's growing reliance on contractors for services, agencies need to 
perform careful oversight of contractors' information security to avoid misuse of government 
information or disruption to government IT systems and operations, For this reason, the 
Department of Commerce established two information security contract clauses. Clause 73 
requires contractors to comply with the Department's IT security policy and have their IT 
resources certified and accredited if they connect to a Commerce network1 or process or store 
government information. Clause 74 requires contractor personnel to undergo appropriate 
background screening and IT security awareness training. 

We conducted our evaluation to determine whether the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration is incorporating the two information security clauses into contracts and to 
evaluate implementation of the clause requirements. Our review included a judgmental sample of 
16 NOAA service contracts and interviews of managers and staff from NOAA' s Office of 
Acquisition and Grants, Office of the Chief Information Officer, and line offices. Because some 
problematic aspects of the clauses contributed to issues we identified at NOAA and, in a 
previous review at USPTO, we have made recommendations to Departmental officials, in 
addition to NOAA. 

Our findings are summarized as follows. 

Scope and Content of Clause 73 Should Be Revised 

Although federal information security requirements should apply whenever a contractor has 
access to ·government information or government IT systems, some NOAA officials and 
contractors incorrectly interpret Clause 73 as applying only to IT service contracts. Some 
reasons for this are that Clause 73 is outdated and contains ambiguous phrases that are 
interpreted in various ways. To improve implementation and oversight ofIT security on 
contracts, Clause 73 should be revised to remove unnecessary and outdated J;Jhrases and make it 
consistent with FISMA, O!vIB guidance, and recent NIST standards. (See page 6.) 

NOAA Is Not Ensuring that Contractor IT Resources Are Certified and Accredited 

Seven of the 16 contracts in our sample required certification and accreditation, but only 2 had 
fulfilled the requirement. C&A had not been performed in the other five instances because 
NOAA either did not recognize it was required or, if the need was recognized, did not follow 
through to complete the C&A. The remaining nine contracts did not require C&A of contractor 
IT resources because the place of performance was a NOAA facility and the contractors used 
government IT resources. (See page I 0.) 

1 
C&A is required if the connections is to a trusted government network. Trusted networks are the networks inside 

an organization's network security perimeter, with the exception of virtual private networks (VPNs). These 
networks are the ones the organization is trying to protect. CISCO Systems Glossary. 
http://www.cisco.com/univercd/cc/td/doc/product/iaabu/centri4/user/scf4glo.htm (accessed June 13, 2006). 
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Guidance for Applying Clause 73 Should Be Developed to Improve Planning and 
Implementation of Contractor C&A Requirements 

The deficiencies in NOAA's implementation ofC1ause 73 stem, in part, from misunderstandings 
of the clause's requirements by acquisition, program, and IT security personnel regarding the 
types of contracts to which the clause applies and the conditions requiring C&A of contractor IT 
resources. While revising Clause 73 should go a long way toward addressing this issue, 
developing guidance that assists in resolving four key issues in the acquisition planning stage 
should further facilitate its proper application and oversight These issues are: (I) whether Clause 
73 applies, (2) which Clause 73 requirements apply, (3) the C&A level of effort, and (4) who 
will perform the various C&A activities. (See page 13.) 

NOAA Is Implementing Clause 74, but the Department Should Update the Commerce 
Acquisition Manual 

Contractor personnel are generally receiving IT security awareness training prior to being 
granted access to NOAA IT resources. Contracting officer representatives are determining 
contract risk levels, and contractor personnel are receiving background investigations 
commensurate with those risk levels as required by Clause 74. However, the risk levels were not 
documented in contracts or identified in contract files, making it difficult to determine whether 
the appropriate risk level had been assigned. Jn addition, the Commerce Acquisition Manual 
(CAM) section on determining contract risk levels (1337.70) needs to be updated to reflect the 
Department's revised IT security policy and updated National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (NIST) IT security guidance. (See page 16.) 

Recommendations to NOAA and the Department 

Our recommendations to the Undersecretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere_ and 
NOAA Administrator primarily address improving the certification and accreditation of 
contractor IT resources that are either connected to a NOAA trusted network or allow privileged 
access to government infonnation. Our recommendations to the Department's Chief Financial 
Officer and Chief Information Officer, address the need to update Clause 73 and the CAM to be 
consistent with the Departmenfs IT security policy and NJST standards and guidance. The 
Department also needs to clarify to which contracts Clause 73 applies and provide additional 
guidance to assist contracting officers, contracting officer representatives, and IT security 
officers in implementing information security for contractor IT resources. 

In response to our draft report, both the Chief Financial Officer and Assistant Secretary for 
Administration (CFO/ASA) and NOAA concurred with our findings and outlined corrective 
actions planned or widerway for each recommendation. We synopsize their responses following 
the recommendations for each finding. (See pp. 9, 12, 15, and 16.) The separate responses 
submitted by the CFO/ASA and NOAA are included as appendixes to this report. We note that in 
response to our recommendations, the Director for Acquisition Management and Procurement 
Executive issued Procurement Memorandum 2006-06, Information Security in Acquisitions on 
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September 26, 2006. The memorandum directs Heads of Contracting Offices to take various 
actions, and contains the "Information Security in Acquisition Checklist," a flowchart of key 
decisions, and a revised Clause 73. Revisions to the CAM to address policy changes were also 
issued. An evaluation of these work products is beyond the scope of this report. 

iii 
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Charged with predicting changes in the Earth's environment and managing coastal and marine 
resources to meet the nation's economic, social, and environmental needs, the National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration is the largest bureau of the Department of Commerce. To fulfill 
its mission, NOAA needs a great deal of complex technology, from local- arid wide-area office 
networks to multi-bi11ion dollar satellite systems. 

Like other government agencies, NOAA and its operating units must increasingly rely on outside 
contractors to provide both technology and services. But using contractors to fulfill its mission 
increases risks to government infonnation and information technology (IT) systems. Contractors 
must frequently use their IT resources to process or store NOAA infonnation or may connect to 
NOAA networks. The Security Guide for Interconnecting IT Systems (NIST SP 800-4 7) explains 
that if a connection is not properly designed, security failures could compromise the connected 
systems and the data that they store, process, or transmit. Similarly, if one system is 
compromised, the connection could be used to impair other systems and data. In most such cases, 
participating organizations have little or no control over the operation and management of the 
other's systems. 

To secure and protect its computer systems, NOAA must follow both federal legislation and 
policy and the Department's IT security"policy. The Department's policy requires 

• Commerce officials to authorize all contractor systems used to process, store, ·or transmit 
Commerce information; 

• the management approach of NIST SP 800-47 be followed to secure interconnections to 
Department networks, and 

• interconnection security agreements to be included in the Commerce system's certification 
and accreditation (C&A) package. Interconnection security agreements specify the technical 
and security requirements of the connections as well as the responsibilities of each 
organization. 

The Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA) requires agencies to develop and 
implement programs to protect information and IT systems. Because contractor activities could 
cause serious problems, such as unauthorized modifications, loss, or disclosure of government 
information; introduction of malicious software; disruption to government operations by system 
failures or denial of access, FISMA reporting instructions issued by the Office of Management 
and Budget (OMB) in FY 2005 emphasized that contractors' security procedures must be 
"identical, not equivalent" to those of federal agencies. 

FIS MA also requires agencies to review their information security program annually and offices 
of inspectors general (OIGs) to independently evaluate agency information security programs as 
well. 

1 
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In May 2002, an OIG report found Commerce contracts fre~uently lacked adequate security 
provisions and called for IT security clauses to be included. In response to that report, the 
Department's Office of Acquisition Management and Financial Assistance (OAMFA) issued two 
contract clauses in 2003. (To read actual text of the clauses, please see appendix.) To fulfill our 
charge under FISMA's requirements, we undertook this review ofNOAA's program to 
detennine whether the agency incorporates the Deparbnent's required IT security clauses in 
contracts and how the security requirements established by the clauses are implemented. 

OAMF A directed contracting officers to incorporate clauses 73 and 74 into all new service 
contracts, as well as all applicable existing contracts. Clause 73 (Security Requirements for 
Information Technology Resources-Commerce Acquisition Regulations (CAR) 1352.239-73) 
requires contractors to comply with the Department's security policy and, if applicable, to certify 
and accredit their IT resources. The Department's IT security policy requires the C&A package 
to include an IT system security plan, risk assessment, security test and evaluation reports, a plan 
of action and milestones, if required, and the certification work plan. The contracting officer, in 
consultation with the IT security officer, must approve or reject the C&A package. 

Certification is the formal testing of an infonnation system's security controls to detennine if 
they are implemented correctly, operating as intended, and producing the desired outcome. With 
this information, agencies can decide, based on risk, how best to minimize the potential for 
disruption of services. Accreditation is mauagement' s formal authorization to allow a system to 
operate and acceptance of the remaining system vulnerabilities. The Department's information 
security policy requires all contractor systems used to process, store, or transmit Commerce 
information to be certified and accredited, with the level of effort commensmate with the system 
impact level. Each agency is required to categorize its information systems as high, moderate, or 
low based on the potential impact should certain events occur that jeopardize the information and 
information systems needed to accomplish its assigned mission, protect its assets, fulfill its legal 
responsibilities, maintain its day-to-day functions, and protect individuals. 

The second clause, Clause 7 4 (Security Processing Requirements for Contractors/Subcontractor 
Personnel for Accessing DOC Information Technology-CAR. 1352.239-7 4) requires all 
contractor personnel be designated by a contract risk level to define the appropriate background 
screening and to have IT security awareness training. OAMFA developed an on-line course, 
Effectively Integrating Information Technology (IT) Security into the Acquisition Process, to help 
explain the requirements. NOANs Office of Acquisition and Grants also issued a desk 
reference, IT Security Requirements for Contracting Officials and Contracting Officer 
Representatives. 

1 U. S. Department of Conunerce, Office of Inspector General. May 2002, Infonnation Security Requirements Need 
.To be Included in the Department's Information Technology Service Contracts. Report No. OSE-14788. A 
subsequent OIG evaluation found that the Department had made progress in incorporating the new IT security 
clauses into contracts, but provisions for controlling contractor access to Department systems and networks wete 
generally absent, and there was little evidence of contract oversight or of coordination among contracting, technical, 
and infonnation security personnel. (U.S. Department of Commerce Office oflnspector General, September 2004, 
Office of The Secretary: Information Security in Information Technology Security Contracts ls Improving, but 
Additional Efforts Are Needed, Report No. OSE-16513.) 
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As shown in the box below, various NOAA offices and personnel contribute to safeguarding 
NOAA inforniation and systems from possible contractor risks. 

Roles and Responsibilities 

The following offices contribute to safeguarding NOAA information and systems from 
possible contractor risks: 

Office of Acquisition and Grants/Contracting Officers 

• Authority to enter into, and modify, contracts. 
• Responsible for contractor compliance with contract terms and safeguarding 

NOAA interests in procurements. 
• Appoint contracting officer representatives 

Line Office Personnel 
• Serve as contacting officer representatives. 
• Determine security characterization of information or information systems under 

their control. 
• Define contract requirements, which determine contract risk designation and 

whether certification and accreditation of contractor IT system is required. 
• Monitor performance of the contract. 
• Senior manager serves as authorizing official for the accreditation of contractor 

systems. 

Office oftbe Chief Information Officer and High-Performance Computing and 
Communications 

• Oversees NOAA-wide operational systems and IT services. 
• CIO serves as the authorizing official for NOAA-wide systems and exercises 

NOAA-wide leadership of the information security program through the NOAA 
IT security office. 

• Serve as contracting officer representatives for NOAA-wide IT contracts. 

Office of the Chief Information Officer and High Performance Computing and 
CommunicationsJIT Security Program Office 

• hnplements the IT security program to safeguard NOAA infonnation and 
systems. 

• Provides IT security guidance and technical assistance. 

Department Office of Security at NOAA 
• Processes employee and contractor personnel suitability and security clearances. 
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OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY 

We set out to determine whether NOAA incorporates the Department's required IT security 
clauses in contracts and how the security requirements established by the clauses are 
implemented. We initially intended our scope to be IT service contracts, with an emphasis on 
contracts that may require a co_nnection between contractor systems and a NOAA trusted 
network2 or contractor systems T b 1 c s I 
that are used to process or store 
NOAA information. We 
expanded our scope to include a 
management services contract 
and a Cooperative Research and 
Development Agreement 
(CRADA) that was converted to 
a service contract to address 
issues concerning the 
applicability of the clause that 
arose during our review. 

We selected a judgmental sample 
of 16 contracts (See Table I) 
from listings provided by NOAA 
and the Department. The sample 
included recently awarded 
contracts as well as several 
contracts that were awarded 
before use of the clauses became 
mandatory. 

We conducted interviews with 
managers and staff from the 
Office of Acquisition and Grants, 
OCIO-ITSO, and line offices. 
Our evaluation criteria included 
contract clauses 73 and 74, OMB 
FISMA reporting instructions, 
Commerce's IT Security 
Program Policy and Minimum 
Implementation Standards, OMS 
Circular A-130, Management of 
Federal Information Resources, 

a le . on tract ample 

Estimated 

Contract Description 
Number Value 

of Contracts (in$ 
thousands) 

National Fishing Penoit and Landings _ 
I 549 Reiiortin1:i System 

Advanced Weather lnfonnation 
I Processing System 300,000 

----···-··-
High Performance Computing 
System for weather furecastin2 1 224,400 

IT security consulting and testing 2 
507 

14 

Marine Sanctuary Program support I 4,500 

NOAA computer incident response 
1 1,221 team 

Development of snow fall data 1 342 
Radiosonde system sunnort 1 4,500 
Web-based portal develonment 1 220 
IT support for Damage and 

1 2,400 
Restoration Progiam 
Support for Open Radar Data 
Acquisition software and equipment I 28,000 
development 
Developing and maintaining I 8,000 
hvdrometeoroloaical applications 
NOAA network operations center I 2,659 
sunuort 
Chart production composition and I 1,521 
quality control sezyicllS 

Document-based whaling data 
I 

27 

Total Estimated Value $578,460 

Source: Estimated values are for the. life of contract and are obtained 
from contract files and publicly available documentation. 

NIST Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) 199, Standards for security 

2 Trusted networks are the networks inside an organization ~s network security perimeter, with the exception of 
virtual private networks (VPNs). These networks are the ones the organization is trying to protect CISCO Systems 
Glossary. http://www.cisco.corn/univercd/cc/tdidoc/product/iaabu/centri4/user/scf4glo.htm (accessed June 13, 
2006). 
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Categorization of Federal Information and Information Systems, and NIST Special Publications 
(SP) 
• SP-800-60; Guide for Mapping Types of Information and Information Systems to Security 

Categories, 
• SP 800-53, Recommended Security Controls for Federal Information Systems, and 
• SP 800-47, Security Guide for Interconnecting IT Systems. 

We conducted our evaluation in accordance with the Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended, 
and the Quality Standards for Inspections issued by the President's Council on Integrity and 
Efficiency in January 2005. We performed our fieldwork between August 2005 and February 
2006. fu addition to our fieldwork at NOAA, we were in consultation with the Department's CIO 
and OAMFA on the clauses and their implementation through the spring of2006. 
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According to FISMA, OMB, and the Department's IT security policy, federal infonnation 
security procedures should apply if a contractor has access to government information or 
government IT systems, regardless of the contract type or the services acquired. In FY 2005, 
O:MB's FISMA guidance stated, "agency IT security programs apply to all organizations which 
possess or use Federal infonnation .... "Consistent with this, the Department's IT security policy 
"applies to desktop PC workstations, laptop computers and other portable devices, serves, 
network devices ... whether or not they are DOC-owned or leased or contractor-owned and 
operated on behalf of DOC." 

The language in Clause 73 is outdated because it does not reflect FISMA's c)large to provide 
some level of protection for all government information. Subsection (a) of the clause reads: 

This clause applies to contracts that include infonnation 
technology resources or services in which the Contractor must 
have physical or electronic access to Commerce sensitive or 
classified information, which is contained in systems that directly 
support the mission of the agency. 

FISMA and NIST standards do not limit the application of federal information security 
procedures to "sensitive information" or information "contained in systems that directly support 
the mission of the agency." 01\.ffi FISMA guidance has repeatedly stated that federal information 
security requirements apply to any organization-including federal assistance recipients or 
contractors-that has access to government information. With the recent updates to NIST's IT 
security standards and guidance, the federal government is relying less on the term sensitive 
information, and instead, using impact level to define levels of protection for government 

- information and information systems. fu particular, FIPS Publication 199, Standards for Security 
Categorization of Federal Information and Information Systems, defines three levels of potential 
impact (high, medium, and low) on organizations or individuals in the event of a security breach. 
Revising Clause 73 to eliminate outdated phrases should improve decision making regarding 
whether the clause applies to a partfoular contract and maintain consistency with FISMA, NIST 
standards, and Commerce IT security policy. 

Additionally, revision to Clause 73 should address misconceptions on the types of contracts to 
which federal infonnation security requirements apply. Certain phrases in subsection (a) of 
Clause 73 have been understood differently by some NOAA personnel we interviewed. For 
example, we were told that it was not clear that Clause 73 applied to _service contracts because 
the phrase "contracts that include IT resources or services" means contracts in which the 
government acquires IT resources or IT services, not contracts in which the contractor uses IT 
resources to perform the work. Additionally, Clause 73 provides that federal information security 
requirements only apply wh~n information is "contained in systems." This has precipitated a 
long running debate among goverrunent IT security stakeholders on how to define "IT system" 
and "contractor system." NIST standards and OMB FISMA instructions ma.Re cJear, however, 
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that infonnation security requirements apply whenever contractors have access to government 
infonnation or government IT resources, regardless of how systems are defined. 

The difficulty in recognizing when to apply federal information security requirements to a non
IT service contract is illustrated by NOAA's inability to address a contractor's objections to 
adhering to federal information security requirements. The contractor stated that Clause 73, and 
through it the Department's IT security policy, did not apply for the following reasons: 

• Clause 73 defines security requirements for contractors accessing Commerce IT systems, 
and this contractor's personnel did not have access to Commerce systems in performing 
the contract. 

• The clause only applies to IT service contracts, and the contract is for management 
services, not IT services. 

• The clause requires certification and accreditation of a contractor's IT system only if the 
system is connected to a govemment network; however, the contractor did not have a 
network connection; the only cotmection is the exchange of e-mail. 

The contract was for a wide range of management support services for NOAA's National Ocean 
Service marine sanctuary program. Among other things, the contract statement of work called for 
the contractor to perform the following services: 

• Developing sanctuary master plans, 
• Preparing cost estimates, 
• Providing technical support on matters concerning real property, and 
• Administrative and management functions. 

Although the contractor must have access to Commerce information .to perform these tasks and 
would generate government information requiring protection in the course ofits work, the 
contractor was not told to adhere to the Department's IT security policy and certify and accredit 
its IT resources containing Commerce information. We disagree with the contractor that the 
Departinent's IT security policy only applies to a contractor with access to Commerce IT 
resources, that Clause 73 only applies to IT service contracts, and that certification and 
accreditation is required only if a network connection exists. FISMA and the Department's IT 
security policy require a contractor with access to government information, whether perfonning 
the work onsite or offsite, to comply with federal information security requirements. Contractor 
IT resources containing government information are subject to the same security requirements 
that would apply if the same information was on government IT resources. 

Revising Clause 73 to eliminate outdated and ambiguous phrases, and to make it clear that a 
contractor must adhere to the Department's IT security policy if it has access to Conunerce 
information should improve the implementation and oversight of contract IT security 
requirements. Revisions to Clause 73 should reflect that OMB FISMA instructions and the 
Department's IT security policy require some level of protection for all government IT systems 
and government information. To emphasize this point, GAO and OMB have· described the 
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criteria for detennining if federal information requirements apply to a contractor in terms of 
privileged access to government information.3 The tenn privileged access is intended to 
distinguish infonnation provided by the government under a contract or created by a contractor 
as part of contract performance from publicly available information. In general, government 
information is not made publicly available until the information is approved for public release 
pursuant to agency regulations, e.g., Freedom of Information Act review or a determination that 
research is "fundamental research" under the Export Control Act.4 

In revising Clause 73, the Department should consider eliminating the current requirement for 
Ccis to insert Clause 73 in all service contracts,5 whether the contractor needs to adhere to the 
Department's IT security policy or not. NOAA contracting officers voiced strong opposition to 
the Department's direction to include Clause 73 in all service contracts during our entrance and 
exits conferences and in the course of our evaluation. Contracting officers said they would prefer 
to leave tlie clause out of contracts that do not give rise to any information security requirements 
because inserting irrelevant clauses into contracts can cause confusion and may waste scare 
resources. They also are concerned that contractors may bill NOAA for the c'ost of complying 
with the clause or include such costs in proposals even if the government does not intend for the 
information security requirements to apply. Although those contracting officers could not give a 
specific example in which a contractor performed unnecessary information security work, we did 
raise this issue with the Department, and representatives from QA.MF A said they are 
reconsidering the current requirement. 

Giving contracting officers' discretion to insert clause 73 only in contracts in which government 
information or IT resources need to be protected could actually improve implementation of the 
clause while avoiding the issue of including irrelevant contract requirements. Because contractor 
IT security requirements should be detennined during acquisition planning, the decision of 
whether the clause applies to that contract and, if so, which provisions apply can also be 
detennined at that time. To accomplish this for a given contract, the contracting officer will need 
to work with representatives from the program offices, contracting officer representative, and IT 
security officer during the acquisition planning phase to determine if the clause is applicable, 
which provisions apply, and how will the requirements be met. The decision concerning the 
clause and its rationale should be included in the contract file. 

3 U.S. Government Accountability Office, lnformation Security, lmprovfng Oversight of Accw;s to Federal Systems 
and Data by Contractors Can Reduce Risk,, GA0-05-362 (April 2005) and OMB FISMA Reporting Instructions p. 7 
and OMB Circular A-130, Management of Federal Information Resources. 
4 

This is not meant to serve as an exhaustive list of federal statutory authorities allowing for the public release of 
yovernment information. 

NOAA included the IT security clauses in most of the contracts in our sample (13 of the 16 contracts). 
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The Department's Chief Financial Officer, with the assistance of the Department's Chief 
Information Officer, should direct appropriate management officials to 

1. Revise Clause 73 consistent with recent IT security policy to clearly establish that 
contractors with access to Commerce infonnation or Commerce IT resources need to 
adhere to federal information security requirements. 

2. Include Clause 73 only in applicable contracts and document the rationale for the 
decision to include or exclude it in the contract file. If the clause applies, docwnent the 
applicable clause requirements along with the rationale in the contract file. 

Synopsis of CFO/ASA 's Response 

The CFO/ASA agreed with the recommendations. In the response, CFO/AS~ stated that Clause 
73 has been revised to be consistent with federal information security requirements and 
Commerce-wide policies. According to the CFO/ASA, the revised clause also clarifies 
requirements for clause applicability and documenting contract files. 

Recommendation 

The Under Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere and NOAA Administrator 
should direct appropriate management officials to ensure that the IT security clauses are included 
in service contracts, consistent with Departmental direction. 

Synopsis of NOAA 's Response 

NOAA agreed with tlris recommendation and will work with the Department to promulgate 
revised guidance and clauses and to improve contractors' compliance with applicable 
requirements. 
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II. NOAA Is Not Ensuring that Contractor IT Resources Are Certified and Accredited 

Seven of the 16 contracts in our sample required certification and accreditation, but only 2 had 
fulfi1led the requirement. The remaining nine contracts did not require C&A of contractor IT 
resources because the place of performance was a NOAA facility and the contractors used 
government IT resources. 

Contracts with completed C&A 

Contractor IT resources were certified and accredited on the lease for the National Weather 
Service's high-perfonnance computer and the contract for the open radar data acquisition 
(ORDA), an effort to upgrade the weather radar's signal processing and control computers to an 
open system architecture. The high-performance computer was identified in the Department's 
FY 2005 FISMA report as a contractor system, but the IT resources used under the ORDA 
contract were incorporated into NOAA's Radar Operations Center system boundary. (This 
demonstrates the discretion system owners have to define a system accreditation boundary.) 
NOAA performed the majority of the work necessary to certify and accredit the relevant IT 
resources for both contracts. 

Contracts that still need C&A 

Five contracts in our sample still need C&A of IT resources. C&A had not been performed in 
those instances because NOAA either did not recognize it was required or, if the need was 
recognized, did not follow through to complete the C&A. 

Marine Sanctuary Program support. This contract is for support to the marine sanctuary 
program in areas such as developing sanctuary master plans, preparing cost estimates, and 
providing technical support on matters concerning real property and administrative and 
management functions. As such, the contractor will have access to or produce non-public 
govenunent information using its IT resources. However, NOAA did not require C&A for those 
IT resources. NOAA needs to assess the information associated with this contract and ensure the 
contractor's IT resources are appropriately certified and accredited. 

During our fieldwork, we brought this con tor system to the NOAA 
sectmty o cer's attention, and C&A activities were initiated-the contractor developed a 

system security plan, risk assessment, and completed security self-assessment The IT security 
officer subsequently told us that system accreditation would be in the swnmer of2006. NOAA 
should ensure the accreditation is completed. 

IT security consulting and testing contract. Certification and-accreditation was not performed 
for one of the IT security consulting contracts in our sample that had been completed. The task 
manager for this contract told us that the contractor had performed some work at its office. On 
future contracts, if government IT security information resides on contractor IT resources, they 
should be certified and accredited. The subject matter of such contracts would typically contain 
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government IT security infonnation, and disclosure could adversely affect security of NOAA 
information and IT systems. 

Advanced Weather Interactive Processing System (A WIPS) contract. This contract was 
awarded during our evaluation and is for the operation, maintenance, and support of AWIPS. We 
were originally told by the contractfog officer that the contractor was informed that it was 
required to comply with the C&A requirements when the contract was awarded, since some of 
the IT resources at the contractor facility would be connected to the NOAA trusted network. In 
subsequent meetings, the NOAA IT security officer and A WIPS program officials told us that 
the contractor's IT resources would be included as part ofNOAA's trusted network accreditation 
bolUldaty. At the time of our fieldwork, no decision had been made on how and when 
certification and accreditation activities would be done for the contractor IT resources. NOAA 
needs to establish milestones and a schedule to ensure those IT resources are promptly certified 
and accredited. 

Chart production composition and quality control services. In June 2005, the National Ocean 
Service (NOS) awarded a contract for the production of navigational charts. The company had 
already been performing this work under a Cooperative Research and Development Agreement 
(CRADA)) for 10 years. To perfonn the work under the CRADA and the contract, IT resources 
at the contractor's site had been connected to NOAA's trusted network. 

In April 2005, NOS recognized this connection needed certification and accreditation when it 
conducted a risk assessment of the relevant government system. The program manager told us 
that NOS initially planned to have the contractor perform the certification work. Then, in 
consultation with the NOS IT security officer, this plan was modified to incorporate the 
contractor's IT resources into a governmerit accreditation boundary with NOS having system 
administrative control over these IT resources and performing the C&A activities. At the time of 
our fieldwork, NOS had not completed the certification and accreditation. 

NOAA needs to evaluate its service contracts to identify which contractor IT resources require 
C&A and ensure that these resources are certified and accredited in a timely manner. Before · 
contractor IT resources connect to a NOAA trusted network, an interconnection security 
agreement should identify any associated risks and the necessary security controls to mitigate 
those risks and validated as part of C&A. 

NOAA plans to incorporate a number of contractor IT resources into the accreditation 
boundaries ofits own systems.6 IfNOAA chooses to perform certification activities, personnel 
must be available to complete the tasks on an established schedule. 

6 
The incorporation of contractor IT resources into NOAA system accreditation boundaries would require a security 

impact analysis of the changes to the information systems that the resources are being im:orporated iuto. If there are 
significant changes then NOAA will need to re-accredit the system. 
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The Under Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere and NOAA Administrator 
should direct the NOAA procurement executive, with the assistance of the NOAA CIO, to take 
the following actions: 

1. Ensure that the need for C&A of contractor IT resources is determined and docwnented 
in the contract file during acquisition planning. 

2. Identify all contractor IT resources requiring C&A and develop a plan and schedule for 
completing the process: 

a. Review existing contracts and develop an inventory of contractor IT resources 
that need C&A. 

b. Determine whether the IT resources wi11 be certified and accredited as contractor 
systems or incorporated into an existing NOAA system boundary. 

c. Determine the most efficient approach in terms of govenunent or contractor 
performance for completing C&A activities. 

d. Assign responsibility for monitoring C&A of contractor IT resources. 

Svnopsis of NOAA 's Response 

NOAA agreed with both recommendations. NOAA's Acquisition and Grants Office will direct 
contracting officers to document decisions on whether a contractor needs to undertake C&A 
activities. NOAA will identify contractor IT resources requiring C&A and appropriate actions 
will be taken to complete the certification and accreditation process for those IT resources. 

OIGComment 

After we concluded our fieldwork, NOS completed the certification and accreditation of the 
govenunent system that was to include contractor IT resources for chart production and quality 
control services. 
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III. Guidance for Applying Clause 73 Should Be Developed to Improve Planning and 
Implementation of Contractor C&A Requirements 

The deficiencies in NOAA's application of Clause 73 stem, in part, from misunderstandings of 
the clause's requirements on the part of acquisition, program, and IT security personnel 

Key Issues to Performing Contractor 
Information Security Oversight 

1. Application of Clause 73. Contractors need to comply 
with federal information security policy if they have 
privileged access to government information, access to 
government IT resources, or their IT resources are 
connected to a government trusted network. 

2. Clause 73 Requirements. Clause 73 contains two 
requirements: if the clause applies, the contractor must 
comply with relevant portions of the DOC IT security policy, 
but the C&A requirement only applies !f contraclor IT 
resources contain government information or provide 
connection to a government trusted network. 

3. C&A Level of Effort. Solicitations need to inform 
contractors whether the awardee's IT resources will be 
accredited al the low, moderate, or tiigh impact level. 

4. C&A Activities. Solicitations need to inform contractors 
of wtiat work is expected of the awardee to certify and 
accredit its IT resources. 

regarding the types of contracts to 
which the clause applies and the 
conditions requiring C&A of 
contractor IT resources. While 
revising Clause 73 should go a long 
way toward addressing this issue, 
developing guidance on 
implementation of the clause would 
further facilitate its proper 
application and oversight. By 
focusing attention on four key issues 
discussed below and swnmarized in 
the box, contracting officers, 
contracting officer representatives, 
and IT security specialists should be 
better equipped to determine if a 
particular contractor needs to adhere 
to the Department's IT security 
policy and better understand the 
C&A requirements. The resolution 
of these issues during the acquisition 
planning phase should reduce 
instances in which contractors begin 

to perform contracts and have access to Commerce infonnation or networks/systems without 
taldng the steps necessary to protect them. 

Determining if Clause 73 Applies to a Contractor 

During acquisition planning, the contracting officer, contracting officer representative, and IT 
security staff need to determine if the contractor will need to comply with the DOC IT security 
policy through application of Clause 73. By doing so, contractors interested in the work can 
propose various solutions to the government's infonnation .security needs and include the cost of 
their own efforts in their proposal Clause 73 should apply in the following circumstances: (I) 
the contractor wi11 have access to govermnent IT resources, (2) the contractor will use its IT 
resources to allow privileged access to government information, or (3) the contractor's IT 
resources are connected to a government trusted network. 
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Determining Which Clause 73 Requirements Apply 

After contracting officers and contracting officer representatives determine that the clause 
applies, they must identify which provisions of the clause apply. Clause 73 contains two 
requirements. Subsection (b) requires contractors to comply with the Department's IT security 
policy. This subsection applies if contractor personnel have access to government information or 
government IT resources, or if that government information resides on contractor IT resources. 
In other words, if Clause 73 applies to a contractor, subsection (b) always applies, and the 
contractor will need to comply with relevant portions of the DOC ITsecurity policy. Yet, not all 
contractors will need to comply with subsection ( c ), making C&A of contractor IT resources part 
of contract performance. Contractor IT resources need to undergo certification testing and 
receive accreditation only if the IT resources contain government information or they are 
connected to a government trusted network. Contractors need to understand whether one or both 
subsections apply on a given contract. 

Determining the C&A Level of Effort 

If C&A provisions apply, the goverrunent 
needs to use the solicitation as a means for 
informing potential contractors if their IT 
resources will be accredited at the low, 
moderate, or high impact level. The C&A 
level of effort varies depending on the impact 
level of the government information residing 
on the IT resources. Clause 73 refers to 
several elements of a C&A package, but does 
not sufficiently communicate the complexity 
of the C&A process, which is a new 
undertaking for many contractors. Contractors 
need to know that the lev~I of effort necessary 
to accredit a high impact system will be more 
rigorous and costly than the effort necessary 
to accredit a low impact system. The agency 

C&A of Contractor IT Resources: 
Alternative Approaches 

• Contractor personnel perform the activities, 
and the system is accredited by a government 
official as a contractor system. 

• Government personnel and contractor share 
responsibility for performance of the activities, 
and the system .is accredited by a government 
official as a contractor system. 

• The contractor's IT resources are 
incorporated into a government system 
accreditation boundary, and government 
personnel perform the majority of the 
activities. 

should detennine what government infonnation will be accessible or produced by the contractor 
and what the system impact level is for the government system(s) containing that infonnation. 

Deciding if the Government or the Contractor Will Perform C&A Actiyities 

Contractors also need to know whether the government or the contractor will perform the 
certification activities so they can adequately address the government's information security 
requirements in their proposals, and incJude the cost of any effort on their part in their proposal 
price. Currently, Clause 73 does not specify whether the government or the contractor is 
responsible for performing these activities. It also does not indicate whether the contractor IT 
resources will be accredited as a contractor system or incorporated into an existing government 
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system accreditation boundary.7 Several approaches to performing certification activities are 
possible (as shown in the box on page 14), but both the government and contractors should 
understand the costs and benefits of the alternatives before one is selected. 

Recommendations 

The Department's Chief Financial Officer, with the assistance of the Department's Chief 
Information Officer, should direct appropriate management officials to 

1. Develop accompanying instructions and guidance to clause 73 to make clear whether the 
clause will apply to a given contract and which Clause 73 provisions contractors are 
subject to, including whether contractor IT resources/components need certification and 
accreditation. 

2. If certification and accreditation of contractor IT resources is required, the instructions 
should facilitate contracting officers, contracting officer representatives, and IT security 
officers in resolving for contractors 

a. what the level of effort will be, 

b. the government and contractor roles in performing the certification 
and accreditation activities, and 

c. whether the contractor IT resources will be accredited as a contractor system or 
incorporated into an existing government system accreditation boundary. 

Synopsis of CFO/ASA 's Response 

The CFO/ASA agreed with both recommendations. The CFO/ASA response stated that the 
checklist and flowchart, issued with PM 2000-06, clarifies the process for detennining whether 
the clause applies to a contract, and if so, which specific provisions apply. Additionally, the 
checklist incorporates language from the text box on page 14 of this report to address available 
options fur certification and accreditation of contractor IT resources. 

7 
An accreditation boundary is all the components of an information system to be accredited by an authorizing 

official and excludes separately accredited systems to which the information system is connected. NIST Special 
Publication 800-37, Guide for the Security Certification and Accreditation of Federal Information Systems, May 
2004 
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IV. NOAA Is Implementing Clause 74, but the Department Should Update the Commerce 
Acquisition Manual 

The Department has established various types ·of background screenings for low, moderate, and 
high risk contracts. 8 Clause 74 requires that the contracting officer representative, in consultation 
with others, designate contract risk level. The clause also requires contractor personnel to 
undergo IT security awareness training. We found that generally contractor personnel are 
receiving IT security awareness training prior to being granted access to NOAA IT resources. 

However, although contracting officer representatives are determining contract risk levels, they 
did not document the risk levels in contracts or identify them in contract files, making it difficult 
to detennine whether the appropriate risk level had been assigned. Our discussions with NOAA 
officials indicated that most of the contracts in the sample were designated as low risk, and two 
were rated moderate risk. Therefore, most contractor personnel were subject to background 
investigations commensurate with these risk levels (called National Agency Check and Inquiries 
(NACI) screening). 

In August 2005, OAMF A officials told us they had begun updating the Commerce Acquisition 
Manual (CAM) section on detennining contract risk levels (1337.70) to reflect the Department's 
revised IT security policy and updated NIST IT security guidance.9 With the new framework, 
risk is to be detennined not only by the function an individual performs, but also by the potential 
impact on an organization should certain events occur that jeopardize infonnation and 
information systems. The Department's Office of the CIO adopted the new framework in the 
2005 revision of the Commerce IT security policy, but the CAM update has not been completed. 
Since the criteria for evaluating risk levels will change when the CAM is revised, we did not 
attempt to validate the risk levels of the contracts in our sample. 

Recommendations 

Commerce's Chief Financial Officer, with the assistance of Commerce's Chief Information 
Officer, should direct appropriate management officials to · 

1. Require that contract risk levels and their rationale be documented in the contract file 

2. Complete the revisions to CAM section 1337.70 on contract risk levels as soon as 
possible. 

Synopsis of CFO/ASA 's Response 

The CFO/ASA agreed with both recommendations. According to the response, the new 
checklist clarifies the need for determining contract risk levels and documenting rati0:nales in 

8 
Clause 74 states that contractor screening shall be in accordance with CAM 1337.70, which directs that a program 

office representative, typically the COR, shoUid make contract risk level designations in conjunction with operating 
unit management, the Office of Security, and the procurement office. 
9 

NIST Special Publication &00-53, Recommended Security Controls for Federal lnfonnation Systems, February 
2005. 
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contract files. The CFO/ ASA response mentions that OAMF A has been working with the 
Department's Office of Security (OSY), and Office of Chief Information Officer (OCIO) to align 
policies regarding personnel security processing requirements for Commerce service contract. 
As a result of these efforts, changes in these requirements are included in the revised Commerce 
Acquisition Manual 1337.70. 
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APPENDIX A: IT SECURITY CLAUSES 

October 1, 2003 

The COlltlacring Officer shall insert a clause the same as the following in all DOC solicitations 
and contracts for services. The following language may on! y be iruKiified by adding more 
restrictive agency or bureau specific guidance 

CAR 1352.239-73- SECURITY REQUIREMENTS FOR INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY RESOURCM 

(a) This clause is applicable ro all contm:ts !hat include information technology rcsoum::s or 
servie& in which the Contractor must have physical or electronic access to DOC' s sensitive or 
classified information, which is contained in sys rems tha1 directly support the llli;~ion of the 
Agency. for purpose!! oft his clause the: 1emt "SeJlSitive~ is dt:Jined by the guidance set forth 
in: 

(I) The DOC IT Security Program Poli0• and Minimum Implementation Standards 
(bttp:/fwww_osec-doc.gov/ciolitmbweb/ilmhwebl.btmD; 

(2) The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-130, Appendix Ill 
Security of Federal A.utomaled Infmnatfon Resources, 
Chttp:J/csrc.nistAAV/sccplcyial30app3.txt) which states that there is a 
"presumption that all {general support systems) contain some sensitive 
informstioJL"; and 

(3) The Computer Security Act of 1987 (P.L. 1()()..235) 
Orttp:J/o,vww.eoic.org/cryplo/esa/csa.btml), including the following definiti011 of 
the term sensitive information " ... any infunnal:ion, !he loss, misuse, or 
LU111uthu~ access, tu ur modifioation of which could ad verse!y affect the 
national interest or the, conduct offedera! programs, or the privacy to which 
individuals are entiiled WJder section 552 a oftitle 5, Unites States Code (lbe 
Privacy Act), but which bas not been specifically authorized 1lllder criteria 
estahliahed by an &eeutiw Order or an Act or Co.llgress to be kopt sec rot in 1he 
interest of national defense or foreiga policy." 

For purposes ofthis clause, the tenn "Classified" is de fin~ by lhe guidance set forth in: 
(I) The DOC IT Security Program Policy ond Minimum lmplementation StQl'/dards, 

Section 3. J. J .411tttp:l/www.osec.doc.gov/cio/itmhweblitmhwd> l.htmD. 
(2) The DOC Security Mannul, Chapter I 8 (http://www.o=.dac.gov/osy/). 
(3) &ecuti ve Order 1295&, as amended, Classified National Security Information. 

Classified or national security infunnation is intormalion that bas been 
specifically authorized to be protecled from unauthorized disclosure in the 
interest of national defense or foreign policy under an Exoouti w Ordl!I" or Act 

of Congress. 

Information t«:bnology resouii;:es include, bllt are not limited to, hardware, application 
software, system software, and information (data). Information 1cclm.ology services include, 
but are not funited to, the management, operation (including input, proces$ing, t:uwswission, 
and output), mainienance, programming, and system administration of computer systems, 
networks, and tcli=cwnmunications systems. The Coottac!Or shall be responsible for 
implementing sufficimt lnfonnation Technology secllrity, to teaSOnabl:y prevent the 
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compromise of DOC IT resources for all of the contractor's systems that are interconnected 
with a DOC network or DOC systems Iba! are opelllled by the Contractor. 

(b) Al I Coulr.wtor personnel perfo1 ming under rhis contract a11d Conttactor t:qllipment used to 
process or store DOC data, or to connect to DOC networks, must comply witb the require111ents 
contained in the DOC Information Technology Management Handbook 
Oitto:llwww.osec.doc.goy/ci9Qtmhyrehlitmhwebl .h!ml), or equivalent/more specific agency or 
bureau gnidance as specified immediately hereafter (insert agency or bureau specific guidance, 
ifapplicable). 

(c) For all Contractor-owned systems forwhich performance of the contract requires 
interconnection with a DOC netwolll: or that DOC data be stored or pnx:essed on them, the 
Contractor Shal!: · 

(I) Provide, implement, and maintain an IT Security Plan. This plan shall describe the 
processes llJld procedures that will be followed lo emure appropriate security of IT resouroes that 
are devclopt;d, processed, or used under Ibis cou.tmct. The plan shall dcwribe those parts of the 
contract to which this clause applies. The Contrae1t1r's IT Security Plan shl111 comply with federal 
laws that include, !rut are not limited to, lhe Compurer Security Act of 198 7 ( 4-0 U.S. C. 1441 et 
seq.) and the Federal Information SecurityManageme.ot Act of2002, Pub. L No.107-347, 116 
Stat. 2899, 2946·2961 (2002); Pub. L. No. 107-296, 116 Slllt. 2135, 2259~2273 (2002). 38 
WEEKLY COMP. PRES. DOC. 51, 2174 (Dec. 23, 2002) (providing statement by Pwsident 
George W. Bush regarding Federal Information Security Management Act of 2002). The plan shall 
meet IT security requirements in nccordance with F ecleral and DOC policies and proce.dures that 
include, but are not Limited to: 

(a) OMB Circular A· 130, Management of F~era/ Jefannatirm Reso11rces, Appendix ill, 
Security of Federal Automated InfermaJion Resuurces 

(bttp:l/CSIC.nist. EOV/secplcy/a I 30aop3 txt); 
(b) National lnstirute of Standards and Technology Special Publicalion 800-18, Gulde for 

Developing SecuriJy Plans/or lnfonrwtion Technology S)IStems 
(blrp;//csrc.ajslgov/publicatioruinismubs/800-18/Planguide.PDF) ; and 

( c) DOC Procedures and Guidelines in the I,yiJnnation TIM'.J"fr:>iogy Management 
Handbook<http://www.osec.doc.gov/cio(ilmbweb/innhwrb!.html). • 

( d) National Industrial Security Program OperatiJig Manual (NISPOM) for classified 
systems (bt!p:l/www.dss.milf!Sednisoom.bbn); and 

( e) [Insert agency or bureau specific guidance]: 

(2) Withiu 14 days after contract award, the oontraci.or $hall submit fur Doc approval a 
System Certification and Accreditation package, including the IT Security Pl1111 and a system 
certification test plan, as outlined in DOC rr Security Program Policy, Sections 3 .4 and 3. 5 
Chtm://home.osep.doc ~ov/DOC-IT-Secnrirv-Program-Policv.htm). The Certification and 
Accreditation Package must be consistent with and provide further detail for the security 'approach 
contained in tbe offeror's ptcposn! or sealed bid that resulted in !he award of this contmci and in 
compliaoce with the requirements stated in this clause. The Certification and Accreditation 
Pai;J<:age, as approved by the Contracting Officer, in consoltation with the DOC IT Security 
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Manager, or Agency/Bureau IT Security Manager/Officer, shall be incorporated as pa.rt of the 
contract. DOC will use the incoi:poralt!d IT Security Plan as the basis fur certification and 
accreditation of the conUa<:tor system th.at will piocess DOC data or connect ro DOC networks. 
Failure to submit and receive approval of the Certification IUld Accreditation Package, a&; outlined 
in DOC IT Security Program Policy, Sections 3.4 and 3.S Q!t!p:/lhome.osec.doc.gov/DOC-IT
Security-Program-Po!icy.htm) may r~lt in tennination of the contract 

( d) The Contractor shall incorporate this clause io all subconlracts lhat meet the condi lions io 
paragraph {a) of this clause. 

(End of clause) 
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The Conlracting Officer shall insert a clause !he same as the following in all DOC solicitalioru; and 
contracts for services. The fol!owi ng language may only be modified by adding more restrictive 
agency or bureau specific guidance. Coo Ira cling Officets must include CAR 13 52 .20!il-72, 
R~trictions Against Di;sc/osure;s, in all solicilations and contracls which .include CAR I 352.239--
74. · 

CAR 1352.239-74 SECURITY PROCESSING REOUIREMENTS FOR 
CONTRACfORS/SUBCONTRACTORPERSONNELFORACCESsiNGboc 

INFORMATIQN IECHtiOL_QGX SYSTEMS 

(a) Contractor peISOnnel requiring any access ID syslems <lperaled by the Conlraclor for DOC or 
interconnected to a DOC network to peifunn conlracl services shall be screened at an appropriate level 
in accordance with Commerce Acquisition Manual 1337.70, Security Processing Requirements for 
Servic~ Contracts. DOC shall provide screening using standatd perso1111el screening forms, which lhe 
Contractor shall submit to the DOC Conlracting Officet's Technical Representative (COTR) based an 
the follmving guidance: 

l J Contract persoDnel performing work designated Cootract High Risk and p ersonnet 
performing work designated Cootract Moderate Risk in the infolID!ltion technology {TI) 
occupations and those with "global access'' to an automated information gystem require a 
fuvorable pre.employment check before the start of work on the eon.tract, regwdfoss of the 
expected. duration of the contract. After a favorable pre-employment chl.'Ck bas been 
oblained, tbe Background Investigation (BI) for C<lnlract High Risk and the Minimwn 
Background lnvtllitigation (MBI) for Conllllcl IT Modemle Risk positions musl ~ initiated 
within three working days of the start of work. 

2) Contract personnel perfurming work designated Contract Moderate Risk who are not 
performing IT-related contract worlc do not require 11 favorable pre-employment check prior 
to their employment; however, the Minimum Batkground Investigation (MB!) must be 
initiated within three working clays of the s11bjecl's start of wmk on the contract. regardless 
of the ex peeled duration of the conlracL 

3) Conti:act personnel performing work designated Contract Low Risk will require a 
National Agency Check and Inquiries (NACI) upon the subject's S1ait of work on the 
contract if the expected duration of the contract exceeds 365 calendar days, The NACI 
mus! be ioilialed within three working days of the subject's start of work on the oontract 

4) O:mtract personnel performing work designated Co.ntrect Low Risk will Nquin: a 
Special Agreement Check (SAC) upon the subjoo1's start of work on the contract if the 
expected duration of the contmcl (including options) exceeds 180 calendar days but is less 
than 365 calendar days. The SAC must be initialed within three working days of the 
subjllCl's stan of work on the contract 

5) Contract personnel performing work on contracts requiring access to classified 
infonnation mus! undergo investigative pocessing according to the Department ofDefens~ 
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National Industrial Secwity Program Operating Manual (NISPOM), 
<http:J/www.dss.mil/iseclaispom.htm) and be granted eligibility for access to classified 
ill formation prior lo beg:Uwing work on the contract. 

The security forms may be obiained from the cognizant DOC security office servicing your bureau, 
operating unit, or Departmental office. Al lhe option of the governmen~ interim access to DOC IT 
systems may be granted pending favorable completion of a pn:-employment chock. Final access 
may be granted only oo comp!etioo of an appropriate' investigation based upon the risk level 
assigned lo lhe contract by the Contracling Officer. 

(b) Witbi o 5 days after contract award, tbe Co.Qtractor shall certify in writing to the GOTR th al its 
employees, in perl"ormance of the contract, have completed annwil IT security awareness training in 
DOC IT Socurity policies, procedw-es, computer elbics, and best practices, in accordance with DOC 
ff Security Program Policy, section 3.13 (ht!p://home.osec.doc.goy/DOC-IT-Security-Prowam
Policy.h!m'l. The COTR will inform theContractorofanyother available DOC training resources. 

(c) Within 5 days of contract award, the Contract(!r shall provide the COTR with signed 
N(!ndisclosun: Agreements as specified in Conuneroe Acquisition Regulation (CAR), 1352.209-
72, Restrictions Against Disclosures. 

( d) The Contractor s.ba 11 affim:I DOC, including tbe Office (If Inspecmr General, access to the 
Conttactor's and Sllbcontractor's facilities, installalions, openllio113, documentalion, databases, 
and personnel used in performance of the contract Access sball be provided to the ext1:11I 
required to carry out a program of IT inspection, investigation, and audit to safeguard against 
threa1s end hazards to the integrity, availability, and confidentiality of DOC data or lo the 
function of computer syslems operated ou behalf of DOC, and to preserve evidence of computer 
crime. 

( e) The Contractor shall incorporate tllls clause in all subcontracts that meet the conditions in 
paragraph (a) (If this clause. 

(End of clau~e) 
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APPENDIX B: DEPARTMENT's RESPONSE 

MEMORANDUM FOR 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT DF COMMERCE 
Chief Financia I Offiear and 

A&afstant Seeratar!I far Adrninlstl'.atfon 
Washingtcn. 0.C. 20230 

. SEP 2 7 2006 

Draft Inspection Report Nwn 18-028, 
Additional Steps are Necessal')' to Provide Better Oversight of 
Contractor Information Security 

We have reviewed the subject draft repon and agree with its findings and conclusions. As noted in 
your August l l, 2006 transmittal memorandum, action is CUJTently underway to implement 
recommendations made in the draft repon that relate to our organization. Attaclled is a detailed 
response to those recommendations. 

We appreciate the opponunity to review the draft report and look forward 10 receiving the final repon. 
If you have questions or would like to discuss any aspect of this inspection in additional detail, please 
contact Michael S. Sade at (202) 482-4248. 

Attachment 
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Attachment 

Office of the Chief Financial Officer and Assistallt Secretary for Administration 
Response to Draft Inspection Report Number OSE-18028, 

Additional Steps al'e Necessary to Provide Beue' Oversight of Contl'(Utbr Information Security 

In addition to responses to the reoommendations made in the draft report as provided below, we note 
that the title indicated on the cover page should be revised. It should be changed from "Additional Are 
Steps Necessary to Provide Better Oversight ofContrac1or lnfuOlllltion Security" to "Additional Steps 
Are Necessary 10· Provide Better Oversight of Contractor Tnfomiation Security." 

Recommendation l (page 9): 

The Department's Chlef Financial Officer and Assistant Secretary for Administration (CFOJASA), 
with the assistance of the Department's Chief Infonnation Officer, should direct appropriate 
management officials to: 

1. Revise Clause 73 consistent with recent information tecbnology (11) security policy to clearly 
establish that contractors with access to Commerce information or Commerce IT resources 
need to adhere to federal information security requirements. 

2. Include Clause 73 only in applicable contracts and document the rationale fur the decision to 
include or exclude it in the contract file. If the clause applies, documen1 the applicable clause 
requirements along with the rationale in the contract file. 

Response: 

We concur. The Office of Acquisition Management and Financial Assistance (OAMFA) has revised 
Clause 73 to be consistent with federal information security requirements and Commerce-wide 
policies, and has clarified requirements for clause applicability in contracts and for documenting the . 
contract file. This revision is nearly complete and will be issued soon. 

Target lw,plernentation Date: 

October I, 2006 - OAMF A anticipates issuing Procurement Memorandwn (PM) 2006-06, which will 
include an updated Clause 73. 

Recommendation n <page 12): 

This recommendation does not apply 10 !he Office of the CFO/A.SA. No action is needed. 

Recommendation Ill (page 15): 

The Department's CFO/ASA, with the assiSlanee of the Department's Chief Information Officer, 
should direct appropriate management officials to: 

1. Develop accompanying inst:ructions and guidance to Clause 73 to make c!ear whether the 
clause will apply to a given contract and to which Clause 73 provisions contractors are subject, 
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inc!uding whether cOJ1tractor IT resources/components need certification and <1ccredita.tion. 

2. If certification and accreditation of conlractor IT resources is required, the instructions should 
facilitate contracting officers, contracting officer represe11tatives. and IT security officers in 
resolving fur contractors: 

a. what the level of effort will be, 
b. !he government and contractor roles in performing the certification and accreditation 

activities, and .. 
c. whether !ho: contractor IT resources will be accredited as a contractor system or 

incorporated into an existing goverrunent system accreditation boundary. 

Response: 

We concur. In response to item number I under this recommendation, OAMF A is including with 
PM 2006-06 a checklist and flowchart to clarify the process for detemtining whether lhe clause applies 
and, if so, which specific provisions apply. In response to ilem number 2 under this reCQmme.ndation, 
the checklist will incorporate language from the text box on page 14 of the draft inspection· report 10 
address the available options for certification and accreditation.. 

Target !molementation Dates: 

September 15, 2006-Revi.sions lo checklist completed. . 
October I, 2006 -OAMFA anticipates issuing PM 2006-06, which will include an appropriate 
checklist. 

Recommendation rv (page 16): 

The Department's CFO/ ASA, with the assistance of the Department's Chief Information Officer, 
should direct appropriate management officials lo: 

1. Require that contract risk levels and their rationale be documented in the conU"act file, and 

· 2. Complete the revisions to CAM section 1337. 70 on contract risk levels as soon as possible. 

Response: 

We concur. In response to item number I under this recorrunendation, the checklist that will be issued 
with PM 2006-06 will clarify the need to docwnent contmct risk levels and their rationale in the 
contract file. In response to item number 2 under this recommendatioo, OAMF A bas been working 
with the Department's Office of Security and the Office of the Chief Infomtation Officer to align 
policies regarding personnel security processing requirements for Commerce service conlrac1s. 

Target Implementation Date: 

October I, 2006 - The COnunerce Acquisition Manual issuance memorandum and revised 
CAM 1337.70 will be issued. 
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APPENDIX C: NOAA's RESPONSE 

September 11, 2006 

UNITllD STATEa D~NT OP CO-~I! 
.._ oe.-lc aad A""-plo•dc:-tnnl
CHJEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Judith J. Gordon 
Assistane Inspector General for Syslcm.s Evaluatiou 

FROM: ~~ 
SUBJECT: NOAA's Comments 10 the Office oflnspr;ctor General's (OIG) 

Draft Report--Addilionaf Steps Are Necessary to Provide Better 
Oversighr of Contractor 111/omuaion Security 
Draft Inspection Report No. OSE-18028/Augtisl 2006 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the OIG draft inspection report on infonnation 
technology security in National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration contracts. Attached 
are our comments. 

Attachment 
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"National Oceanic aad Atmospheric Administration: Additional Steps Are Necessary to 
Provide Better Oversight of Contractor Information Security" 

{Draft Inspection Report No. OSE-18028/August 2006) 

General Comments 

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) appreciates lhe opportunity to 
review and comment on the above-mentioned Office of Inspector General (010) draft report. 
We support !he OIG's recommendations concerning the need for the Depanment of Commerce 
to ensure its procurement clauses are consis1ent with the Department's information technology 
(TI) security policy and standards established by the National Institute of Slandards and 
Technology. Updates to the clauses and to the Commen:e AcquiSition Manual, as well as 
clarification aod guidance on the applicability and utilization of the clauses will improve the 
certification and accreditation (C&A) of contractor If resources. 

NOAA Rtsponst! to OIG Recommendations 

Page 9: 
Reconunendation 1: The Under Secrcwy of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere and 
NOAA Admlnlstracor should direc! appropriate management officials to ensure that the IT 
security clauses are included in scrvkc conuacu, con5lstem wiU1 Departmental directlou. 

NOAA Response: We concur. NOAA will work with the Dtpanment to develop and 
promulgate revised guidance and clauses. Once the revised guidance is received, NOAA will 
make applicability dererminalious during the advance acquisition planning process. 
Furthermore, NOAA's Acquisitions and Grants Office will work with tire NOAA Chief 
Information Officer, its IT security staff, NOAA program offices, and other re.levant"parties to 
ensure compliance with all requirements. 

Pagi:I2: 
R~ommendation 2: The Under SeCICtary of CofllfllCice for Oceans and Atmosphere and 
NOAA Administra!Or should direct lhe NOAA procurement executive, with lhe assistance of the 
NOAA CIO, to take the following action: Eosure 1bat the need for C&A of conttactor IT 
resources is determined and documented in the contract file during acquisition planning. 

NOAA Response: We concur. NOAA agrees that detwnioing the need fur C&A of contractor 
IT resources and documenting results in contractor files are both imponant. NOAA' s AGO has 
shared this with NOAA Heads of Contracting Offices (HCOs) and plans lo make such 
determinations and document their results are forthcoming. 
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Re<:ommendatlon 3: The Under Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere and 
NOAA Administrator should direct the NOAA procurement executive, with the assistance of the 
NOAA CIO. to take the following action: Identify all conlractor IT resources requiring C&A 
and develop a plan and schedule for completing the process, [i11cluding]: 

a_ Review exi~ting contrncts and develop an inventory of cOlltmctor IT resources that need 
C&A· 

b. Determine whether the lT resources will be certified and accredited as contractor sysrems 
or incorporated into an existing NOAA sys1em boundary; 

c. Determine the most efficient approach in terms of government or contractor performance 
for completing C&A activities. 

d. Assign responsibility for monitoring C&A or cantrac!or IT resources. 

NOAA Resporu;e: We concur. NOAA agrees IT resources requiring C&A should be identified 
and appropriate steps should be taken to plan and schedule compleii.on of this process. NOAA's 
AGO has shared this with NOAA Heads ofConrracting Offices (HCOs) and will take 
appropriate sreps to ensure !his recommendation is implemented. 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
The Inspector General 
Washington, O.C. 20230 

Charles Louis Kincannon 
Director 
U.S. Census Bureau 

Elizabei:J. J1L. -
Acting ~~neral 
Census Has Improved Accountability for Laptops and 
Other Personal Property, but Additional Improvements Are 
Needed 
Final Audit Report No. IG-18387-1 (OA) 

Attached is the final report on our audit of the effectiveness of the Census Bureau's 
internal controls for its accountable personal property. We are aware the bureau is 
expending significant effort to implement Department-wide and Census initiatives to 
address weakri.esses in its internal controls over accountable property, and we expect 
these initiatives will improve the bureau's property management. 

Our review of internal controls to protect and control accountable personal property 
found the Census Bureau has made considerable progress in strengthening its internal 
controls. However, we believe that continued management attention will be necessary to 
maintain ongoing efforts to address identified weaknesses, prevent the relaxation of 
recently strengthened internal controls, and ensure that property management remains a 
priority. We summarize the results of our review on page i. A list of our 
reconunendations is on page 12. 

In its response to our draft report, the Census Bureau expressed agreement with four of 
the five recommendations, noting that steps to address the recommendations had been 
taken or were planned. While Census disagreed with the recommendation that called for 
the consideration of property value in eliminating the backlog of property boards of 
review (PBR) cases, actions taken by the Bureau are consistent with the intent of our 
recommendation and we modified our finding and recommendation accordingly. The 
Bureau's response is summarized in the report and included in its entirety as Appendix I. 

In accordance with Department Administrative Order 213-5, please provide us with an 
audit action plan that addresses all of the report recommendations within 60 days of the 
date of this memorandum. If you would like to discuss the contents of the final report, 
please contact me at (202) 482-4661 or John Seeba, Assistant Inspector General for 
Auditing, at (202) 482-5910. 

We appreciate the cooperation and courtesies your staff extended to us during our audit. 

Attachment 



cc: Ted Johnson, Associate Director for Administration and Chief Financial Officer 
Richard Swartz, Associate Director for Information Technology and Chief 

Information Officer 
Marilia Matos, Associate Director for Field Operations 
Preston J. Waite, Deputy Director and Chief Operating Officer 
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SUMMARY 

On September 14, 2006, the Secretary of 
Commerce requested the Inspector General to 
determine the extent of problems in 
protecting sensitive personal information at 
the Census Bureau and assess the bureau's 
property management policies and practices. 
This report details the results of our audit of 
the bureau's property policies and practices. A 
separate report issued by the Office of 
Systems Evaluation details the results of its 
review of the bureau's efforts to improve 
information technology security and protect 
sensitive personal information. 

On September 21, 2006, following both a 
Freedom of Information Act and a 
congressional request regarding the 
compromise of sensitive personal information 
and lost laptops, the Department issued a 
press release stating that 1, 13 8 laptops had 
been lost Department-wide. Of that number, 
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Quick Facts 

• Census headquarters is located in 
Suitland, Maryland, with 12 regional 
offices around the country, and a 
processing center in Jeffersonville, 
Indiana. 

• The Administrative and Customer 
Services Division (ACSD) is 
responsible for Census's Automated 
Property Management System 
(APMS) and physical inventories. 

• As of March 8, 2007, Census owned 
about 42,000 pieces of accountable 
property (such as laptop computers, 
personal computers, photocopy 
machines, and video cameras) valued 
at approximately $18 8 million. 

672 belonged to Census. On September 22, 2006, Commerce received a second 
congressional request relating to information on missing laptop computers, thumb drives, 
handheld devices, and computer data disks since January 2001. 

Weaknesses in Personal Property Management 

From January 2001 until September 
2006, the time period for which the 
bureau reported 672 
lost/missing/stolen laptops, personal 
property management at Census 
suffered from a number of 
weaknesses, including inadequate 
attention to property management, 
inactive property boards ofreview, 
and inadequate procedures for 
recovery of laptops. (See page 6.) 
During our review, we were told by 
various Census officials that prior to 
2006 the recovery of lost/stolen 
laptops and other accountable 
property had not been a priority. 

Weaknesses in Census Bureau Personal 
Property Management 

Inadequate Attention to Property Management 
- Inventory results were not consolidated and analyzed 
- Census does not have a full-time property management officer 

Inactive Property Boards of Review 
- Property review boards were discontinued in the 1990s reportedly 
because it wasn't clear how they should be implemented 

Inadequate Procedures for Recovery of Laptops 
- Census officials stated that the recovery of lost/missing/stolen 
laptops had not been a priority 
- Until media reports raised concerns in 2006, recovery procedures 
for regional offices had not been updated since June 2000 
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Corrective actions already implemented or planned 

We found that Census has taken and 
planned a number of actions to address 
weaknesses in personal property 
management. (See page 7.) In an 
October 3, 2006 memorandum, the 
Deputy Secretary assigned the offices of 
the Chief Information Officer and the 
Chief Financial Officer and Assistant 
Secretary for Administration 
responsibility for coordinating a 
Department-wide corrective action plan 
to address lax management of personal 
property and protect sensitive 

Corrective Actions to Address Weaknesses 

Increased Attention to Property Management 
-- Emphasis on personal property management in peiformance 

plans 
-- Preparations to conduct OMB Circular A-123 reviews 

Reactivated Property Boards o(Review 
-- Re-establish property boards of review 

Improved Management ofLaptops and Recovery Procedures 
-- Consolidate management of headquarters laptops 
-- Standardize laptop recovery procedures in the regional 

offices 

information. Census has been implementing the Department-wide corrective action plan 
and has also initiated corrective actions of its own. Increased management efforts have 
resulted in the recovery of about 120 laptops at headquarters and the regional offices 
since September 2006. 

Additional improvements are needed to strengthen internal controls 

Despite the actions already taken, Census needs to further strengthen internal controls 
over its accountable property by doing the following: 

• Transactions should be recorded promptly. (See page 8.) Our review found 
the property management system was not always current because transactions 
involving property were often not recorded in APMS promptly. We recommend 
that the Census Bureau director take appropriate action to ensure that transactions 
are promptly recorded into APMS; all accountable property on hand at the time 
of an inventory is recorded into APMS; the backlog of Personal Property Contra l 
forms (CD-50s) is eliminated; and equipment no longer in use is properly and 
promptly excessed. 

• Execution of inventory procedures needs improvement. (See page 10.) 
Inventories conducted at headquarters and in regional offices should be 
performed effectively and efficiently. We found that regional offices did not 
always use a sweeper (the member of the inventory team responsible for ensuring 
that all items are scanned and marked as inventoried) during their inventories, 
and headquarters also encountered difficulties in performing its in:ventories. We 
recommend that the Census Bureau director take appropriate action to ensure that 
guidance on conducting inventories which emphasizes the segregation of duties 
is issued. 

• Property management policies and inventory procedures need to be 
consolidated. (See page 11.) Guidance on conducting inventories, recovering 
laptops, and excessing equipment is found in a number of different 
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memorandums issued over many years. To ensure roles and responsibilities of 
property management officials are clear, we recommend that the Census Bureau 
director take appropriate action to ensure that the internal policies and procedures 
for handling accountable property are consolidated into a cohesive guiding 
document that is routinely updated and readily accessibl.e. 

• Property boards of review need to be convened as necessary to ensure that 
no future backlog of cases accumulates. (See page 11.) Census reinstated 
property boards of review to address a backlog of about 800 missing, lost, or 
stolen property items. In addition to eliminating its backlog of cases, Census 
stated that new cases resulting from its April/May 2007 inventory were being 
reviewed. We recommen<l lhal properly boards of n::view are convened as 
necessary to ensure that not future backlog of cases accumulates. 

• Property management officer's responsibilities should be evaluated. (See 
page 11.) Although the large volume and value of its geographically-dispersed 
property poses a significant control challenge for Census, the bureau does not 
have a full-time property management officer. We recommend that the Census 
Bureau director take appropriate action to ensure that the current responsibilities 
of the property management officer are assessed to determine whether to create a 
full-time position solely dedicated to property management. 

In its response to our draft report, Census agreed with four of the five OIG 
recommendations and stated that it has already taken or initiated corrective actions to 
address those recommendations. Census disagreed with the draft recommendation that 
called for the property value of items to be considered in the elimination of the backlog of 
property boards ofreview (PBR) cases. However, the Bureau's establishment of PBRs to 
eliminate its backlog of cases and its current procedure to convene PBRs as property is 
reported as lost, missing, or stolen is consistent with the intent of our recommendation 
that the backlog of PBR cases be eliminated. We modified this recommendation to reflect 
recent efforts to address the backlog and remove property value as a consideration in 
convening PBRs. 

Ill 
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The May 2006 Department of Veterans Affairs announcement that computer equipment 
containing the personal information of approximately 26.5 million veterans and active 
duty members of the military had been stolen from the home of a VA employee ignited 
government-wide concern about data breaches at federal agencies. 

In a memo dated September 14, 2006, the Secretary of Commerce requested the 
Commerce Inspector General to determine the extent of problems protecting sensitive 
personal information at the U.S. Census Bureau and to assess that bureau's property 
management policies and practices. The Office oflnspector General's Office of Systems 
Evaluation is issuing a separate report on its review of the bureau's efforts to improve 
information technology security and protect sensitive personal infor.mation. This report 
from OIG's Office of Audits assesses the bureau's property management policies and 
practices. 

How Census Manages Accountable Property 

Census maintains significant accountable property at its headquarters in Suitland, 
Maryland, in 12 regional offices around the country, and at a processing center in 
Jeffersonville, Indiana. As of March 8, 2007, the bureau's Automated Property 
Management System (APMS) reported that Census owned about 42,000 pieces of 
accountable property including laptop computers, personal computers, photocopy 
machines, and video cameras valued at approximately $188 million. 

The Census Bureau's Policies and Procedures Manual (Chapter K-9, dated 
September 10, 2001), defines accountable property as (1) having a cost of $5,000 or 
more, having a life expectancy of 2 years or more, and retaining its identity during use, or 
(2) being a sensitive property item. Sensitive property is property that converts easily to 
personal use and has a high potential for theft. All accountable property owned by the 
bureau must be tracked in APMS. 
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Property 

Management 

Office of the Director 

Associate D ire<:tor for Field 
Operations 
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Finmcial Officer 
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Within Census, responsibilities for property management are divided as follows: 

• The Office of the Chief Financial Officer's Administrative and Customer Services 
Division (ACSD) manages APMS and physical inventories of accountable 
property. The Administrative and Management Systems Division programs, 
maintains, and updates APMS. The bureau's property management officer is the 
assistant chief of ACSD, and the bureau's property accountability officer is the 
chief of the Property, Records and Transportation Management Branch. 

• Field Division, which reports to the associate director for field operations, is 
responsible for all laptops in the regional offices. Headquarters division chiefs and 
the directors/managers of the regio.nal offices and field offices serve as the 
bureau's property custodians. 

• Within the Chief Information Officer's office, the Local Area Network 
Technology Support Office is responsible for purchasing and maintaining 
personal computers, monilors and laptops for headquarters and the National 
Processing Center in Jeffersonville, Indiana. The Technologies Management 
Office (TMO) is responsible for the acquisition and distribution of IT equipment 
for field representatives in the regions. 

• All Census personnel are responsible for the proper use, care, and protection of 
personal property in their possession, custody, or control. Employees are also 
required to report immediately to appropriate officials any personal property that 
is out of service, lost, or missing. 

Commerce Investigates Lost Laptops and Compromised Sensitive Personal Information 

Between June and September 2006, the Department received a Freedom oflnformation 
Act request and two congressional requests regarding the compromise of sensitive 
personal information and the loss of laptops. On September 21, 2006, Commerce issued a 
statement describing Depaitment-wide loss of 1,138 laptops (249 containing personally 
identifiable information) and 297 incidents involving the compromise of personally 
identifiable information. The bulk of the lost laptops (672 since January 2001) and 
personally identifiable information incidents (291 since January 2003) occurred at the 
Census Bureau. Of the 672 laptops missing from Census, 342 (51 percent) belonged to 
field offices and 330 (49 percent) belonged to headquarters. 

The Deputy Secretary of Commerce instructed a team led by his senior advisor to identify 
the scope of the loss of sensitive personal information, assess the adequacy of data 
security on the information that was lost, and detennine whether it was possible for 
Census to learn the identities of and notify any persons whose sensitive personal 
information was lost. That investigation was completed on October 3, 2006. In a 
memorandum detailing the team's findings, the Deputy Secretary's senior advisor stated 
the bureau's reported instances oflost, stolen, or missing electronic equipment and paper 
records were as accurate as possible given the bureau's reliance on self-reported data and 
existing weaknesses in the personal property inventory management system. The 
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memorandum also reported that someone with only moderate skill could gain access to 
sensitive information on the laptops and passwords on handhelds did not comply with 
Commerce policy. In addition, the memorandum noted that while Census was able to 
identify and notify all households whose data were missing on handheld devices, the 
bureau was not able to identify the individuals or households whose data were on missing 
laptops and thumb drives. 

Department and Bureau Initiate Actions to Address Weaknesses in Internal Controls 

In an October 3, 2006 memorandum, the Deputy Secretary tasked the Chief Financial 
Officer and Assistant Secretary for Administration and Chief Information Officer with 
developing and coordinating an aggressive Department-wide corrective action plan to 
address lax management of personal property and protect sensitive information. They 
were directed to report on this issue weekly to the Deputy Secretary and monthly to the 
Secretary. The Department is continuing to track Census's progress in strengthening its 
internal controls over accountable property by monitoring the bureau's efforts to 
implement the Department-wide plan. 

In addition to implementing the Department-wide plan, the Census Bureau has initiated 
corrective actions of its own. Increased management attention and aggressive efforts by 
Census property management officials have resulte<l in the recovery of about 120 laptops 
at headquarters and the regions since September 2006. Census has also conducted regular 
property management seminars since January 2007 to educate bureau personnel. The 
seminars emphasize that all bureau staff are responsible for managing accountable 
property and explain the roles of property management officials. 
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OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY 

This review was conducted in response to a September 14, 2006, memorandum from the 
Secretary of Commerce requesting that the Inspector General assess personal property 
management and policies at the Census Bureau. The objective of this review was to 
determine the effectiveness of internal controls over accountable property at the bureau. 
We did not seek to test the accuracy of Census's reported numbers of missing laptops and 
other accountable property. We examined Census reports on missing property but did not 
validate their accuracy. 

We reviewed Census Bureau's policies and procedures and assessed internal controls 
over accountable personal property. Our emphasis was on the missing/lost/stolen laptops 
reported to Congress for the period 2001 to 2006. We identified the weaknesses that 
existed during the time the laptops went missing and the corrective actions that had been 
taken or were planned, and determined which weaknesses still remained. We examined 
internal controls such as physical control over vulnerable assets, segregation of duties, 
and execution, recording, and documentation of transactions and events. 

We met with Census officials and their staff at their headquarters in Suitland, Maryland. 
These officials included the chief and assistant chief of ACSD, the chief of the Field 
Division, the chief information officer, the chief of Technologies Management Office, 
and the former chief of the Property Records and Transportation Management Branch of 
ACSD. We also interviewed the chief of Management Services of the Administration and 
Management Services Division by telephone. In addition, we discussed Department-wide 
efforts to strengthen internal controls over accountable personal property with the acting 
director of the Department's Office of Administrative Services and his staff who are 
taking the lead to improve property management across the Department. 

We judgmentally selected 3 of the 12 regional offices (Dallas, Detroit, and New York) to 
observe the conduct of inventories and review internal property contra ls. We 
judgmentally selected 7 additional regional offices (Atlanta, Boston, Charlotte, 
Kansas City [Kansas], Philadelphia, Los Angeles, and Seattle) and discussed their 
inventory practices and results by telephone. We also observed inventory being 
conducted at Census headquarters, and examined previous inventory results. 

We perfonned limited tests of computer-generated data for the audit. We did not verify 
the reliability of data included in APMS. Our tests of computer generated data were 
limited to ensuring that such data was sufficiently reliable to satisfy our audit objective. 
Specifically, we confirmed that selected property located at regional offices and 
maintained by field representatives was reflected on APMS property lists. 

We reviewed compliance with applicable provisions of pertinent laws and regulations 
including the Federal Managers' Financial Integrity Act (FMFIA) of 1982; GAO 
Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government; the Department of Commerce 
Personal Property Management Manual (which implements portions of the General 
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Services Administration's Federal Management Regulation1 that pertain to the 
acquisition, management, utilization, and disposal of personal property); the Bureau of 
the Census Policies and Procedures Manual, Chapter K-9; and the Bureau of the Census 
Regional Office Administrative Memorandum No. 2006-30. 

The review was conducted under the authority of the Inspector General Act of 1978, as 
amended, and Department Organization Order 10-13, dated August 31, 2006. We 
conducted this performance audit in accordance with generally accepted government 
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain 
sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and 
conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained 
provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit 
objectives. We performed our audit work from October 2006 to May 2007. 

1 Formerly the Federal Property Management Regulation 
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FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Census Has More to Do to Improve and Strengthen Accountable Property Internal 
Controls 

When our audit began, corrective actions were already being initiated to address 
weaknesses in Census Bureau internal controls relating to personal property management. 
Our review found that while the bureau has made considerable progress in strengthening 
its internal controls, additional improvements are needed. 

A. Weaknesses in Personal Prope1ty Management 

From January 2001 until September 2006, the time period for which the bureau reported 
672 lost/missing/stolen laptops, Census's personal property management suffered from a 
number of weaknesses, including inadequate attention to property management, inactive 
property boards of review, and inadequate procedures for the recovery of laptops. 

We learned during our review that 
during this period, inadequate 
attention had been paid to property 
management. Although the 
Administrative and Customer Services 
Division was provided with physical 
inventories for headquarters divisions 
and regional offices, results were not 
consolidated or assessed to determine 
overall trends. Also, ACSD officials 
could not identify any Census reviews 
of missing property or initiatives to 
address problems in missing personal 
property conducted prior to the fall of 
2006. Finally, despite the significant 

Weaknesses in Census Bureau Personal 
Property Management 

Inadequate Atte11tion to Property Ma11agement 
- inventory results were not consolidated and analyzed 
- Census does not have a fi1i{-time property management officer 

luactive Property Boards ofReview 
--- Property review boards were discontinued in the 1990s reportedly 
because it wasn 't clear how they should be implemented 

Inade(fuate Procedures for Recovery of Laptops 
-Census officials stated that the recovery of lost/missing/stolen 
laptops had not been a priority 
-Until media reports raised concerns in 2006, recovery procedures 
for regional offices had not been updated since June 2000 

amount of accountable property managed by Census, much of which is geographically 
dispersed, the bureau does not have a full-time property management officer. 

Another problem lay in_ the fact that Census had not conducted property boards of review 
for lost laptops from headquarters and regional offices since the 1990s and a backlog of 
cases to be reviewed had built up. The Census Bureau's Policies and Procedures Manual 
requires the property management officer to establish or convene a property board of 
review in all cases of missing, stolen, or neglected property. We asked specifically why 
the review boards had been discontinued. The chief of the ACSD told us they didn't 
know how to organize and run them, so they eventually just stopped holding the sessions. 

A final problem area involved the adequacy of procedures for the recovery of laptops. 
Census officials told us during our review that recovering equipment had not been a 
priority because the bureau was more focused on performing surveys than finding lost or 
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stolen laptop computers. At the end of October 2006, Census implemented 
comprehensive procedures for the regional offices to use for recovering laptops. These 
procedures were more detailed than the previous ones, which did not address certain 
scenarios such as when regional offices are unable to contact field staff, or employee 
absence or death. Census could not provide us with any comprehensive headquarters 
laptop recovery procedures that were in existence prior to the Congressional and FOIA 
requests. 

B. Corrective actions already implemented or planned by Census 

Census has already implemented or 
planned a number of com:dive aclions lu 
address its weaknesses in personal 
property management, including the 
following: 

Corrective Actions to Address Weaknesses 

/llcreased Attention to Property Management 
-- Emphasis on personal property management in performance 

plans 

• 

• 

• 

Emphasizing property 
management in performance 
plans. Census is placing additional 
emphasis on personal property 
accountability by including 
property management as a critical 
element in the performance plans 

-- Preparations to conduct OMB Circular A-123 reviews 

Reactivated Properfy Boards of Review 
-- Re-establish property boards of review 

Improved Mallagement of Laptops alld Recovery Procedures 
-- Consolidate management of headquarters laptops 
-- Standardize laptop recovery procedures in the regional 

offices 

of property management officials. Specifically, the chief financial officer, 
property management officer, property accountability officer and property 
custodians were each assigned a weighted value for property management in their 
respective performance plans. For example, the property management officer was 
assigned a weighted value of 50 percent, and the property accountability officer 
was assigned a value of 25 percent. 

Preparing to conduct Office of Management and Budget Circular A-123 
internal control review. Census is p Janning to conduct an 0 MB Circular A-12 3 
internal control review of personal property, to be completed by September 
30, 2007. The A-123 review will provide guidance to managers on improving 
accountability and effectiveness of operations by establishing, assessing, 
correcting, and reporting on internal controls. 

Reestablishing property boards of review. Census has assembled four property 
boards of review to assess circumstances involving the loss, theft, damage, or 
destruction of accountable government property. By February 5, 2007, Census 
had reviewed and made determinations about 250 items. According to the 
assistant chief of ACSD, as of March 23, 2007, there was a backlog of about 400 
unresolved missing, lost, or stolen laptops. We were also told there were 
approximately 400 missing, lost, or stolen non-laptop property items to be 
reviewed. (This backlog is the result of Census discontinuing property boards of 
review during the 1990s.) 
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• Consolidating management of laptops. The Local Area Network Technology 
Support Office within the Office of the Chief Information Officer has assumed 
ownership of current and new laptops assigned to personnel at headquarters and 
the processing center in Jeffersonville, Indiana. The number of laptops at Census 
headquarters has been reduced from about 1800 to a pool of 500 to 600 in a new 
short-term laptop loaner program. Laptops not needed for the loaner program will 
either be excessed or distributed for use in the regional offices. Reducing the 
number and restricting availability of laptops should reduce the risk of loss or 
theft. 

• Standardizing laptop recovery procedures in the regional offices. We verified 
that Census has standardized and documented the laptop recovery process to 
address inconsistencies among the regional offices. The document Return of 
Government Data Sensitive Property, distributed in October 2006, outlines 
procedures the regional offices should follow to recover a laptop or other sensitive 
property when employees resign, retire, or are terminated. 

Increased management attention and more aggressive recovery efforts have resulted in 
the recovery of about 120 laptops at headquarters and the regions since September 2006. 

C. Additional improvements needed to strengthen internal controls 

Despite the lengthy list of improvements Census has implemented in the past year, we 
believe a number of additional actions are necessary to ensure that progress continues and 
prevent property accountability problems from arising in the future. 

Transactions should be recorded promptly 

The Department of Commerce Personal Property Management Manual, dated 
March 1995, Section 4.702, requires all transactions affecting personal property accounts 
and records to be recorded on appropriate documents and posted promptly. This is 
essential to ensure the property management system shows current numbers and locations 
of property. Our review found that items were often not recorded in APMS for lengthy 
periods of time and as a result, the property management system was not always current. 
For example, we found: 

• In 2005 in the Detroit regional office, it took 36 to 72 days to prepare receiving 
reports and 72 to 86 days to enter information into APMS for 3 direct shipments 
of 21 computers. At the time of our review, the person responsible no longer 
worked in the office, so we could not obtain an explanation for the delays. 

We also found that 121 laptops that had been sold but later returned by the 
purchaser in August 2005 were not re-recorded in inventory until 
November 2006. We learned there had been a complete turnover in the 
information technology staff in late 2005. The new employees had not known 
what to do with the returned laptops. 
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During the Detroit regional office inventory, some items contained in APMS were 
identified as missing but were not. We were told that this problem resulted, in 
part, because the Detroit regional office transferred the equipment and submitted 
the documentation to Field Division in headquarters for approval. The Field 
Division did not always forward it to ACSD for input into APMS. As a result, 
APMS indicated that the Detroit regional office had property which had actually 
been transferred. The Dallas regional office had a similar issue. We were told that 
the Field Division now hand carries the approved regional office requests to 
ACSD for signature. ACSD then inputs the transaction into APMS. 

• The egional office had personal property scheduled to be excessed in 
August of 2005 that was still in the office more than a year later when it was time 
to coriduct the November 2006 inventory. When it became evident that the 
personal property would be in the office at inventory time, it should have been 
recorded in APMS, but was not. 

U.S. Census Bureau, regional office 

In November 2006, the Census Bureau's 
egional office was continuing to 

store accountable property that had been 
scheduled to be excessed in August 2005. 

• Census continues to have backlogs of unprocessed CD-50s, the document used to 
transfer or surplus equipment. Census eliminated a backlog of approximately 
3,000 outstanding CD-50s that were created before December 1, 2006. However, 
a recent move of certain Census divisions into the new headquarters building and 
the necessary adjustments to be made in APMS resulted in another backlog. As of 
March 7, 2007, there was a backlog of 450 CD-50s created since -
December 1, 2006. 
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Execution of inventory procedures needs improvement 

During the inventories of accountable property conducted in August 2006 at headquarters 
and between October 2006 and December 2006 at the regional offices, several problems 
emerged. 

Regional Office Administrative Memorandum No. 2006-30 was developed by the Census 
Bureau to provide guidance to regional offices on how best to conduct inventories. The 
memorandum stated that inventory teams should consist of three to four employees, 
including a "sweeper," the member of the inventory team responsible for ensuring that all 
items are scanned and marked as inventoried. However, we learned that the majority of 
the inventory at the Kansas City, Kansas, regional office was conducted by only one 
individual. We were told this happened because the office did not have enough staff to 
perform the inventory as required. We also were informed that inventories at the Seattle 
and Charlotte regional offices were conducted without a sweeper. The Detroit regional 
office used a sweeper some but not all of the time, and found during the inventory 
reconciliation process that it had missed items during its inventory. 

U.S. Census Bureau Detroit regional office 

Census headquarters also encountered 
difficulties performing its inventory. 
The assistant chief of ACSD said the 
division did not foresee complications 
resulting from performing the 
inventory during the middle of the 
move to the new Census building and 
the associated transfers of equipment. 
In addition, a reorganization of four 
divisions into five took place during 
the inventory. Other factors also 
contributed to problems, such as some 
participants being unfamiliar with the 
inventory process, delays in sharing 
results with divisions, and staff 
shortages during the inventory. Above, a storage room full of equipment no longer in 

use which has been identified as excess and il? waiting 
to be removed from the premises at the Detroit 
regional office. 

In March 2007, Census discontinued 
the inventory of accountable property 

at headquarters that had been underway since August 2006. Bureau property management 
officials believed the difficulties encountered during the inventory had compromised the 
accuracy and completeness of the results. 

A new headquarters inventory process was started in April 2007 with the goal to have 
100 percent inventory and certification completed by May 31, 2007. The bureau 
incorporated lessons learned into this inventory. Inventories were done by floor as 
opposed to by division because the layout of office space made this most practical. 
Census assured us that future inventories will not take place during moves and transfers 
of property, and reorganizations will not take place during inventories. Census also noted 
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that it will hold training seminars to ensure all participants involved in the inventory 
process are adequa_tely prepared at the start. Property liaisons will be assigned in each 
division to coordinate inventories with ACSD and assure all property accountability and 
transfer forms are completed. We believe these decisions should be documented in the 
bureau's policies and procedures to make sure future inventories are conducted 
effectively and efficiently. 

Property management policies and inventory procedures need to be consolidated 

The Census Bureau's existing guidance on conducting inventories, recovering laptops, 
and excessing equipment is contained in a number of different memorandums and 
directives that have been issued over several years. Census should consolidate all this 
information into one cohesive guiding document and routinely update it. It would also be 
advisable to post the consolidated guidance document on an internally accessible web site 
that is user-friendly and routinely updated. 

Property boards of review need to be convened as necessary to ensure that no future 
backlog of cases accumulates 

Census had not conducted property boards of review for lost laptops since the 1990s, 
resulting in a backlog of cases. Property boards of review (PBR) are assembled to assess 
the circumstances surrounding the loss, theft, damage or destruction of accountable 
property. As of February 5, 2007, Census faced a backlog of approximately 800 cases 
remaining before the property boards ofreview. In its September 24, 2007 response to 
our draft report, Census noted that it had addressed the backlog of cases needing review 
by convening six PB Rs in fiscal year 2007. According to the property management 
officer, the recent PBRs eliminated the existing backlog of cases and new cases resulting 
from the bureau's April/May 2007 inventory were in the process of being reviewed. 
Census stated that it now convenes PBRs on an as-needed basis to review cases of 
property reported as lost, missing, or stolen. We believe that Census should be able to 
avoid the accumulation of a future backlog of cases by following such a process. 

Property management officer's responsibilities should be evaluated 

Unlike some other Commerce bureaus, Census does not have a dedicated or full-time 
property management officer. Census should evaluate the various responsibilities 
assigned to the individual who currently serves as the property management officer and 
determine whether to restructure this position and dedicate it solely to property 
management. The assistant chief of ACSD, who serves as Census's property management 
officer, told us he has spent about 95 percent of his time on property management issues 
since he assumed the position in September 2006. However, the current performance plan 
for the position of assistant di vision chief has only a 50 percent weighting allocated for 
the property management officer element and also lists conference and travel 
management services as other major duties. 
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U.S. Department of Commerce 
Office of Inspector General 

D. Recommendations 

Audit Report No. IG-18387-0001 
September 2007 

We recommend that the Census Bureau director take appropriate action to ensure the 
following with respect to personal property management at the bureau: 

(1) Transactions are promptly recorded in APMS; all accountable property on hand at 
the time of inventory is recorded in APMS; the backlog of Personal Property 
Control forms (CD-50s) is eliminated; and equipment no longer in use is properly 
and promptly excessed. 

(2) Guidance on conducting inventories which emphasizes the importance of 
segregation of duties is issued. 

(3) Internal policies and procedures for handling accountable property are 
consolidated into a cohesive guiding document that is routinely updated and 
readily accessible. 

(4) Property boards ofreview are convened as necessary so that no future backlog of 
cases accumulates. 

(5) The current responsibilities of the property management officer are assessed to 
determine whether to create a full-time position solely dedicated to property 
management. 

E. Census Response 

On September 24, 2007, we received the Census Bureau response to our August 23, 2007 
draft report. The Census Bur~au agreed with four of the five recommendations contained 
in the draft report and stated that it had already taken or initiation actions to address those 
recommendations. Census disagreed with our draft recommendation that property value 
be taken into consideration for eliminating the backlog of property boards of review 
(PBR) cases, stating that value plays no role in determining the sensitive nature of a 
property item. Census noted that it convened six PBRs this fiscal year which eliminated 
the backlog and that the current procedure is to convene PBRs on an as-needed basis to 
review cases of property reported as lost, missing, or stolen. 

F. OIG Comments 

We believe that actions taken and planned are responsive to our recommendations. Also, 
we acknowledge the Census Bureau's commitment to address our findings and 
recommendations. After considering the Bureau's response, we modified our 
recommendation relating to property boards of review to reflect Census efforts to address 
the backlog of cases and remove property value as a consideration in convening PBRs. 
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MEMORANDUM FOR 

Through: 

From: 

Subject: 

APPENDIX I 

Audit Report No. JG-18387-0001 
September 2007 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
!cllnUmli=a and Statlatro• Admlnl•lr•U-
U.S, Census Bweau 
Was!ling!<>n. OC :l0233-0001 

OFPICI! Of Ttli; DIRECTOR 

Jolm M. Seeba 
Assistaot lnspectoJ" General for Auditing 

Cynthia A. Glassman ~ tJ" c.Afh 

Under Secretary forF..co~n~e · 

Charles Louis Kincanoo 
Director 

Census llas Improved ACl!Olmlabiliiy for Laptop!l and 
Other Personal Property, but Additional Improvements 
A.re Needed 
Draft Report No. IG-18387·l (OA} 

The attached is in n:spoDSe to your memorandum of August 23, 2007, requesting 
comments on the subject draft report. We appiwiate the opportunity to revie;V this report 
priox to publication. 

Attachment 

cc: US/EA 

USCENSUSBUREAU 
Yi.ww,cmsus.gov 
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U.S. Census Bumiu Comments on 

Audit Report No. IG-18387-0001 
September 2007 

Census Has Improved ACCOUlltability for Laptops and 
Ot/,er Personal Property, buJ Addittonal lmpruvements 

Are Needed 

Re@mmendatlon!: 

Draft Report No.10.18387-1 (OA) 
September 2007 

We recommend thaJ lhe Omms Bureau dlreclor take tJppropriate action to ensure the 
following With respect to penonal property management at the bureau: 

I. Transacri0/'13 are promptly recorded tn APMS: all aCCIJlmtabk property on hand 
at the time of tlwentory is recorded in APMS; the backlog of Personal Property 
Controlfonns (CD-50s) fa eliminated; attd equipment no longer in w;e U; properly 
an.d promptly excessed. 

Cen1u!i Bllnau Comments: We agree with this reco.wmendation. We have already 
taken steps to improvo lhe CD-50 process and eliminate backlogs. 

2. Guidance on cunducling inW11tories which emphosues the importance of 
segregaiton of dldies i.s issued. 

Census Burean Comments: We agree with this recommendation. This process is 
'already in place. Census Bmeau property officials used new and improved proce<lures to 
conduct our April/May 2007 IQO-percent inventory. We provided guidance to all Census 
Buwau property otliciab during our monthly Proper1y Training Seminars and by 
employee b.roadcast message5. 1n addition, we have established a new line of 
communication between !he Property Management Office and the Census Bureau's 
directorates and divisions. Directorate and Division Property Representatives receive all 
infurmation regw:ding the inventory schedule and process in special meetings and in 
writing. 

3. Internal policies and procedures for ha11dfing accountable prop.my are 
consolidaJed into a cohesive guiding documenJ that is routinely updated and 
readily accessible. 

Census Bureau Commenls: We 11.gree with this rt00nunendation. We are in th~ · 
process of consolidating all policies and prc>1:edures for handling acoountable property 
into a single location on the Census Bureau Intranet site. 

4. A. realistic approach which lakes property value into consideration is established 
for eliminating the backlog of property boards of review cases. 
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September 2007 

Census Bureau Comments: We disagree with this recommendation. The problem with 
th(: backlog of property cases was not related to the value of the property. For example, 
we consider property "accountable" if it has a value ofSS,000 or greater. Yet, value 
plays no role in deretmining: !he "sensitive" nature of a property item, such as a Personal 
Computer (PC); although a lost, missing, or ruilen PC would certainly be reviewed by a 
Property Board Review (PBR). The issue we faced with regards to PBRs was that they 
were not impaneled at all since the early 1990s. That created the backlog of cases 
needing review. We have since addressed that issue by convening six PBRs this fiscal 
year. The procedure that we now follow is to convene PBR& on an as-needed basis to 
review cases of property rqxnted as lost, missiP& or mien. That proce:is has worked 
well fut us.. 

5. The current responsibiliriu of we property manDgement <>/fleer are il.f$U:Sed to 
determine whether 10 creaJe a fuU-ttme pqsltion solely dedicated to property 
managemenl. 

Census Bureau Comments: We agree with thisrec;omm.endation. We have already 
begun to take steps to put this recommendation in place. 

2 
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